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WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your
NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL!
hellenandchaos.blogspot.com

Barbara Brown

discusses Robert Morning Sky, EA, EArth, reptilians, OWL,
How to uncover a hybrid, find microchips with photoshop solarization, HUMANS= combo
of rep, owl and mammalian DNA,

MP3

http://www.wiolawapress.com/

Interview With George Kavassilas- Mz.Mugzz Internet
Radio Blog Talk Radio.mp3 Listen to internet radio with Mz

Mugzzi on Blog Talk Radio
www.psychicmugzzi.com // www .psychichealth.com
www.empoweringbetterhealth.com

//

www.spirituallightworkers.com

//

George Kavassilas Universal Truth Oct 2010 Playlist
Interview With George Kavassilas - Universal Truth•
Who are we , where do we come from and where are we headed? •
What is 2012 and ascension all about? • What does the activation of
the planetary light body in 2013 represent? • Could it possibly mean
that this planet is going to become a star? • What role does the
Divine Feminine play in all of this? • Could she possibly be the true
forgotten hero? • The grand deception, what is it? • Who and what is the

galactic federation of light? • Understanding life beyond ascension Big questions - but
the answers aren't as inconceivable as you may think. When will we awaken and realise that the
only knowledge worth truly teaching is what we already know, who we are and what
experience has taught us? The events that are about to occur in 2012-2013 are truly

it's time for us to reremember who we truly are, where we come from and where we're
all heading - we are Ascending with Mother Earth. The understanding of
profound - and we are now at the time of the cycle where

what's about to happen comes to us through our intimite connection with Mother Earth and
with creation, through our hearts. We are godly beings of godly minds, and we were never
sepparated from our godliness. Many thanks to George, from the galactic --council-- of (the true)
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light, who's sharing his knowledge as he tries to remind us of who we are, and what's about to take place - the birthing of a new race. --www.georgekavassilas.org --- PEACE, Henrik www.fredsprojektet

Owen James- Spiritual Healing, Medical Intuitive, Psychotherapist, Past Life
Regressionist TORONTO CANADA, Contact Owen at (416) 598-3331 or Toll Free at
1-888-509-9999 http://globalpsychics.com/enlightening-you/spirituality/spiritual-healing/owenjames.shtml

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE
ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and
your NWO plans WILL FAIL!
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time
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DECEPTION drama Nov 8 to 11? 11:11

http://www.alienshift.com/id166.html

Problem, Reaction, Solution ( Ascended Masters= Descended Disasters?

NOT! ).
NESARA DECEPTION // Reptilian Deception
- what are Supriem David Rockefeller ( Antichrist) and False Prophet 666
Michael Noel Prescott up to?
In EUROPE already?... for your PLANNED war to begin? 34 year old "Supriem
Rockefeller" Claims to be Lucifer redeemed - wants to rebuild Jerusalem
Temple http://israelinsider.net/blogs/34-year-old-supriem

We have already been invaded! Enslaved. Draconians and the Greys now control NASA thru Chinese
involvement. Beats getting the worthless American Dollar! They will definitely attack the
Benevolent Et's and attempt to bring in the Vatican Planned New World Order
ENSLAVEMENT. http://www.space.com/news/nasa-chief-controversial-china-trip-101013.html

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL!
Why China Owns US by Len Hart, The Existentialist Cowboy
http://existentialistcowboy.blogspot.com/2010/09/why-china-owns-us.html
The Draconians and the Paa Tal
-secret societies and small groups of men are controlling everything. These men are apparently doing the bidding of
the ET's, because the whole point of this coming down on this planet is to take self-rule and free will away from us. The
idea is to make things so bad on the planet that the masses will beg to be "saved." According to the Andromedans,

if
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you do not accept self- responsibility, and you allow somebody to come in and "save" you, you do
not permanently evolve. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/andromeda/esp_andromedacom_1aa.
SHERRY SHRINER is STILL KEEPING THIS INFORMATION FROM YOU! DANGEROUS DISINFORMANT!
THE FEEDING OF DRACS UNDERGROUND ~~WAITING TILL NATO HAS PURGED YUGO
SO THEY CAN COME UP AND FEED AGAIN..and some of Humanity are SO
Asleep...something extraordinary happened overnight because everyone, everyone, is gone.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/inatl/daily/april99/exodus8.htm

THIS IS TREEE sept 28 2010 to Nov 2010

http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon/THIS IS TREEE sept 28 2010 to Nov

2010.doc

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your
NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL!
usury free living playlist
http://usuryfreeliving.net/

Friday, November 12th 2010
UsuryFree Year 6 w/David-Kevin: Lindsay (Kelowna,
BC) http://www.cyberclass.net/

'Usuryfree' Living &
Related Issues

SAALM NWO ILLUMINATI JESUitS VATICAN
MARDUK RA
JahBulOn
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We oppose the SAALM (supreme Annunaki assembly of Lord Marduk) brotherhood.The SAALM
brotherhood has until Dec 22nd 2012 to bring about the formation of a one world government under their ruler (an
ancient Annunaki king called Lord Marduk LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus. Part of their plan is a massive reduction in the planets
population to bring the numbers down to a level they can control and then impose a slave society. SAALM call this the FINAL
SOLUTION. I believe Lord Marduk is in fact the real physical personage of the
Antichrist, [ and the King of
Kings prophesized in the infamous Protocols of Zion plan, which has been perfected
through the ages through Lord
Marduk, his two sons and the global masonic apparatus ]. I personally believe
Marduk will use Accelerated
Learning technology to manifest 'miracles' and amaze the uneducated public exactly
as prophesied according to
scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations).
http://z13.invisionfree.com/THE_UNHIVED_MIND/index.php?showtopic=17599

LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus The Devil

is known by many different names,
common ones by which he is known.
http://www.cleveleys.co.uk/paranormal/devils_names.htm

here we have listed most of the

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexjahbulon.htm

Warning
The Secret Covenant -Luciferian Blood Oath audio /// pdf
The Black Pope- Eric Jon Phelps
Blackpope Playlist
Terra Papers ROBERT MORNING SKY Playlist
Terra Papers 1 and 2- Robert Morning Sky great
work
Dana's readings for Terra Papers 1 ( for reading
learners only audio)
Terra Papers CANADASTREETNEWS
http://www.robertmorningsky.com/

Jrgenius-OLEE-H2O-TM
Silver, gold,

and

titanium

are

HEALTHY TO INJEST

(at the colloidal/monoatomic level), and they are actually

EXTREMELY GOOD FOR YOU!!! Silver actually helps the body remove heavy metals
process! http://www.exploringinfinity.com/2010/01/cancer-candida-and-the-effects-of-colloidal-silver/
Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1 // Cure All Disease

through a

chelating

// Free Lessons Here
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// Jrgenius com OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2 www.Orgonemasters.info,
Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water
OLEE H2O ( Oxygen, Living Essential Elements Water) demonstration with Silver Pulsar first and
showing survival components such as Oxygen Bleach. Acne,Dandruff, Lyme Disease,Septic conditions (of eyes, ears, mouth & throat),
http://www.jrgenius.com/audio.htm, http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm,

AIDS, Dermatitis, Lymphagitis, Septicemia, Allergies, Diabetes, Malaria, Shingles, Appendicitis, Diphtheria, Meningitis, Skin cancer, Arthritis,
Dysentery, Moles, Skin rashes, Athlete’s Foot, Ear infections, Neurasthenia, Sore Throat, Bacteria, all forms, Ebola, Parasitic infections, Staph
infections, Bladder infection, Eczema, Pavo virus,
Stomach flu, Bleeding gums, Encephalitis, Plant viruses & fungi, Stomach ulcer, Blepharitis, Fibrositis, Pleurisy, Strep infection, Blood Parasites,
Flu, Pneumonia (viral, fungal & bacterial), Syphilis, Blood poisoning, Furunculosis, Prostate, Thrush (yeast infection), Boils, Gastritis, Pruritis,
Thyroid Bubonic Plague, Gingivitis, Psoriasis, Tonsillitis, Burns, Gonorrhea, Purulent Ophthalmia, Tooth decay (neutralize), Cancer, Halitosis,
Pyorrhea, Toxemia, Candida, (yeast infection), Hay Fever, Quinsy, Trachoma, Canine parovirus, Hemorrhoids, Rheumatism, Trench foot, Canker
Sore, Hepatitis, Rhinitis, Tuberculosis, Chilblains, Herpes, Ringworm, Ulcerated Stomach, (ulcers),
Cholera, Impetigo, Rosacea, Venereal diseases, Chronic fatigue, Indigestion, SARS Virus, all forms,
Colds, Keratitis, Scabies, Warts, Colitis, Leprosy, Scarlet Fever
West Nile Virus, Conjunctivitis, Leukemia, Scarletina, Whooping Cough, Cystitis, Lupus, Seborrhea,
Yeast infection.

Jr Genius- About Colloidal Silver pdf or doc // See other
free lessons here and Cure All Disease
http://www.jrgenius.com/orgoneinfoandproducts.htm,
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm, http://www.serenityglobal.com/,
http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/aquaaura.htm for gold quartz crystals,
http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/titanium.htm , colloidal wire global company see
http://www.alfa.com/, http://www.sotainstruments.com

Oct 2010

The Divine Feminine with Robert MorningSky

http://truthbrigade.org/smf/index.php/topic,5883.0.html

ADANAC=CANADA=on to AVALON
The Curse Of The Morrigan
Morrigan is a goddess of battle, strife, and fertility. She sometimes appears
in the form of a crow, flying above the warriors, and in the Ulster cycle she also
takes the form of an eel, a wolf, and a cow. She is generally considered a war
deity comparable with the Germanic Valkyries, although her association with cattle
also suggests a role connected with fertility, wealth, and the land.
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-she was closely tied to Irish "bands of youthful warrior-hunters, living on the borders of civilized society and indulging in lawless
activities for a time before inheriting property and taking their places as members of settled, landed communities" and that these
groups may have been in some way dedicated to her.
-She can be interpreted as providing political or military aid, or protection to the king — acting as a goddess of sovereignty, not
necessarily a war goddess. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morr%C3%ADgan

War, Fate and Death. She also presided over
patroness of revenge, night, magic, prophecy, priestesses

-The Morrigan (also known as the Morrigu) was the shape-shifting Celtic Goddess of
rivers, lakes and fresh water, in addition to being the

and witches. The Morrigan was one of the Tuatha De Danaan ("People of the Goddess Danu")
http://www.novareinna.com/guard/morrigan.html

She has been called the Irish Kali, eating and being eaten. She represents her own power, reincarnation,
rebirth and a point of view ( wisdom in age) which can’t be banished. In early Celtic writing Morringa and her two
war goddess sisters could appear in the forms of crows.
http://www.druidry.org/obod/deities/morrigan.html

Age of Kali: The goddess of death and regeneration
death, destruction,
time, change, rebirth, regeneration and ultimate
liberation. She is black and violent in her manifestations in the sense that
she destroys anything that stands in the path of
creative and generative change. She destroys the self focused
Goddess Kali is the Hindu Goddess associated with

ego and so does she destroy the structures represented by the self
focussed ego.
Kali is also associated with other goddess of Hindu tradition like goddess Durga,
Bhadrakali, Sati, Rudrani, Parvati and Chamunda and together they

represent the supreme feminine force of the universe, the Shakti. Kali is also the
foremost among the Dasa Mahavidyas that is the ten fierce tantric goddesses http://www.rise-ofwomanhood.org/age-of-kali.html
Age of Kali: Goddess Kali not same as Kal yuga We should not confuse Goddess kali with the
demon representing Kal Yuga. In Mahabharata there is a mention of this demon who seeks to destroy the world of
the Dharma or truth. This demon is said to be the cause of all the miseries of the current times called as the Kal yuga.
Goddess Kali on the other hand transcends all time and she existed in all Yugas and she shall exist even after
the existence of this universe. She is the primordial goddess who has no beginning and no end. She is the
ultimate destroyer and redeemer of the universe and all Yugas including the Kal Yuga and all
manifestations of this universe will be ultimately consumed by her and thereafter she shall revive her

She is considered as life taking as well as life giving and she
destroys to give rebirth. http://www.rise-of-womanhood.org/age-of-kali.html
cycle of creation.

THE AGE OF THE KALI YUGA: THE DREAM AND THE MYTHOLOGY

compiled by Dee

Finney http://www.greatdreams.com/sacred/age_kali.htm

Though Kali is associated with divinity, She has also been called 'Queen of the Demons' (and deservedly so).
Her role could be compared to that of Persephone/Proserpine of the Greeks, who descends into the Underworld to rule there during half the
seasonal and cosmologic cycle.
The gods and the titans engaged in a great battle. There was one particular titan who was too
powerful for the lesser gods to defeat. Durga, the Warrior/Mother goddess, was then called
upon for aid. She arrived in splendour, riding a lion into battle, Her ten arms each bearing a
magical weapon, Her ten faces each displaying a serene calm. She
became the center of a

cyclonic force of destruction.

- Durga called forth Her most powerful (and gruesome) aspect.

From Her brow emanated Kali, the Destroyer. Kali was as black
as the night, draped in a tiger's skin, was wearing a necklace of skulls,

a
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skirt of severed hands, and had a gaunt, ghoulish contenance. She was the very essence of wrath. With the fierce passion of a mad
mother protecting Her children, She began to eat the asura army

.

-When ravaging masculine energies threaten the sacred, Kali comes to the fore here so as to quell the activity of that war, matching
the wild masculine passion with Her feminine counterpart, and

renewing a harmonized equilibrium.

Kali is the mask of Death, drinking the Elixir of Life (blood) and reconciling polar energies. She is the
goddess of our time (in many Hindu cosmologies we currently live in the 'Kali yuga', or 'Age of Kali' -- a time of disintegration and moral
depravity). http://www.greatdreams.com/sacred/age_kali.htm

Philo Sophia
Native American Prophecies
Goddess Names

http://www.crystalinks.com/native_american.html

http://www.janemeredith.com/south/goddess%20names.htm

Powerful Healing Modalities, EFT, The Healing Codes, HeartMath, AA,
Reconnective Healing, etc. -Cells cannot operate in growth mode and
protection mode at the same time. So being at ease will reverse dis-ease.
Emotional stress and a poor diet limits the energy available for mental processing and concentration,
which literally contributes to lessening our emotional well-being and intelligence. Intelligence levels can
increase, emotions can balance, and mental illnesses/disorders can improve by changing the cell's environment. The
body will heal ITSELF when the sources of stress are removed, and the proper energy and resources are
provided. http://www.thetruthaboutfoodandhealth.com/healing-modalities.html

Hailing Another Mary
What then do we know of the mystery surrounding Cosa's 1500 map which shows the new world divided into circles? First, Cosa got it right!
He wasn't using Cabot's discoveries but was relying on a hidden tradition of knowledge that went back at least a thousand years; second, he
placed

Cape Breton exactly where it belongs - as the centre of one of the circles.

dedicated to the Magdalene
Madonna. Gardner informs us that the Knights Templar brought back information from Jerusalem that
The Cosa map contains another vital clue in our quest to find the grail. It is

disproved the apostolic succession from Peter to the popes. They found the Jerusalem Church documents that

gave the succession to the children of Yeshua and the Magdalene, with Mary, the
wife of Yeshua, being, rightfully, the true mother of the Holy Grail dynasty. These
documents had been lost since the Jewish Wars of 68-72 AD.

The Notre Dame cathedrals were all dedicated to the Magdalene, and the Roman church,
in its attempt to wipe out the Grail dynasty, decided that all other churches would be dedicated to the
Blessed Virgin Mary. They further declared that she could only be portrayed in blue and white robes, “so as not to
grant her any rights to ecclesiastical office in the male-only priesthood.”

Magdalene was “portrayed by the world’s great artists wearing the red mantle of cardinal status, the black
Nazarite High Priestess, or the green cloak of fertility, and there was nothing the
church could do about it.” (Gardner, Bloodline of the Holy Grail) Mary Magdalene playlist
As a result, the
robe of a

Knights Templar were the Grail protectors. They were admonished to go where the church had no
jurisdiction, the other Outremer, America. They would journey over many times in next 200 years before their
downfall in 1307, bringing sustenance and hope to the hidden refugees, the Grail

Madonna, the wife
red robe of a cardinal, and under
it, the black dress of the Nazarite High Priestess.
heirs. Hence we see on the Cosa map two images of the heretical
and child of Jesus. She is dressed in the
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Magdalene should have been the first recognized pope, with her children inheriting the thrones of the
Earth. Instead she is the stone-rejected by the builders of the church, one who will “become the head of the corner:
this is the Lord's doing, and it is marvelous in our eyes?” (Matt: 21:42) So, there’s hope for the future, that the true heirs of
the Holy Grail will one day rule, and the land will flourish.
The

merica.

- by 1531, the grail heirs had been successfully hidden in the bosom of native A

"This fruitless land waits for a time when once again the Grail will appear to all with its light shining
spreading for all to hear. Paradise will be restored. The king will be healed. The
maidens will return. The wells and springs will flow once again with the golden essence of
happiness, love and freedom.

and its message

when there is a realization, a caring and a
honoring of the wholeness of life: the equality of the
Goddess-Queen and the God-King, the female and the male, the
Earth and the Heavens a true Oneness for all.
This will occur

This is the vision we need to hold in our minds and our hearts as we live
the message of Divine Humanity and embark on our own Inner Grail

in healing ourselves we begin the process of
healing the Earth." (The Holy Grail, Malcolm Godwin, Viking Penguin,
quest. For

New York, New York. 1994, pg. 20.)
The Grail, then, is about finding a connection with Mother Earth and living in harmony with her. It is
also about our own personal lives, and how we'd like to live them, in a wasteland or an edenic

paradise. But we have to make the choice. We have to ask, who serves the Grail? Who serves
Bounty, Harmony, Hope? And we have to answer, without hesitation, I do! I serve the Grail.
http://www.thelibraryofhope.com/basketstories2.htm#Hailing_Another_Mary

For if you do not seek for yourself, evil (FEAR driven beings distant from LOVE) will
cleverly dictate what it wants you to believe about the world, because evil places
itself where it benefits most. It co-insides. It taps all your senses. It offers you things
you want. You must realize good, trusting people of the world, that of course, evil is in
every important place of educational, social, media, commerce, arts &
entertainment, healthcare and political decision making positions. It's only logical
that to control the masses you must control what the masses think they know and
what they think they want, but more so, what they really need...like water, food,
shelter and clothing...is it not in our figuring out the difference between what we want
and what we need in life the most manipulatable part of life's journey? This is where evil
waits to lead you to temptation, where fear of not attaining what is socially
expected is the driving force. It takes a long time before you begin to realize what is really happening in the world around you, what evil is
doing to direct you in every moment. What evil is "selling" you. Most of your desires are not really yours, we want what we think we
should want. The electron energy surrounding a deceitful person does not exist in a proton Heaven, you cannot get in with it. Only

make your peace and get your emotions out of the darkness, out
of the houses of pain where you may reside in Lust, Gluttony, Greed, Sloth, Envy, Wrath or Pride.
Forgiveness is your ticket to Heaven. Your tears of joy your pathway in. http://www.thelibraryofhope.com/index.htm
the truly righteous get through the Gates. So

Mystery Religions, Gnosticism playlist
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When the Bride is restored, the wasteland is healed and the crops and herds thrive--the desert
blooms. This is the age-old promise inherent in the paradigm of sacred union--the partnership of
the archetypal Bride and Bridegroom. The "Grail" promises are echoes of this 'sacred reunion' so long repressed in Christian
-4

mythology.

The importance of the Grail legend lies in its proclamation of the "sacred union" at the heart of the Christian

Christ and Magdalene--which provides a paradigm of partnership
for the “age to come” and the new millennium. This is not a new teaching, but an ancient
mythology--that of

one, supported by the New Testament Scriptures themselves http://www.newagejournal.com/grail.shtml

MARY MAGDELENE
According to Sir Laurence Gardner, Mary Magdalene was known in the Languedoc as the ‘Mistress of the
Waters’.1 This title aligns her with the Mother Goddess Acca (Isis). As the Miriam, she was the Head Sister of
the Order of Dan. Her order appears to be the continuation of the mysterious tribe of Daniel. Daniel (‘God is
my judge’) was not a personal name.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples/blueapples_05.htm
-‘Daniel’ was a title used to distinguish “a person of the Goddess Dana or Diana.” 3
Diana is the same as D’Inanna or Inanna. There’s your trouble. That is exactly the same
meaning as the Celtic Tuatha De’ Danann (‘Children of the Goddess Danu’).
Tuat is the root for also:Tuat, the Egyptian name for the Inner World,4 the root of Taautus,
another name for Thoth 5 Taaut the Egyptian name for the great serpent (soul) encircling the
Earth ,6 whom Gnostics identified with Jesus.
This is no coincidence. There are plenty of historical connections between the people of Daniel, the
Tuatha De’ Danann (pronounced thoo-AH-huh duh-DAH-nun), and the Egyptian tribe of Thoth.
As we will see, they were later known as the

David and later as the Druids.

In Irish history, the M-Istical Tuatha De’ Danann, are described as heaven-sent ‘gods, and notgods’. They are compared with the Sanskrit deva (shining one, god) and adeva (Devil), which
became daeva (devil) in Persian. The Old English divell (devil) can be traced to the Roman
derivative divus, divi: gods.
This confusion may explain why the writers of the Old Testament didn’t particularly care for the
Danites, whom they said would judge (balance) the people and were called Serpents by
Jacob,7 a title typically (and erroneously) reserved for Satan, whom the Egyptians called Sata, serpent.8
According to Celtic/Druid legend, on Beltane or May Day, in a fog, the Tuatha De’ Danann came
‘through the air’ to Ireland to teach young men sacred wisdom.
After conquering Ireland, the Tuatha De’ Danann were themselves conquered in a shoot out with
another tribe, the Sons of Mil (the Gaels). Per this agreement, the people of Daniel were
required to leave the surface of the Earth and live in an underground kingdom accessed only
through the sidh-mounds (pronounced “she”) or ‘hollow hills’ of Ireland.
Correspondingly, the Egyptian Tuat, the ‘Place of Ascending’,11 was an
inner realm accessed through a ‘mound’ we call the Great Pyramid. In the sidhmounds the Tuatha de’ Danann assumed invisibility, with the power to
reappear in human form at will or ascend to higher plane(t)s. From their
sidh-mounds the Tuatha De’ Danann, the continued to teach their forbidden
mysteries.
After their banishment to the interior world, the Tuatha de’ Danann were
transformed into devils by the Catholic Church. Their stature was considerably
shrunk in size, too. This is evidenced by the term henceforth applied to them, fairy
folk. The Church is understandably reluctant to admit this (just as the Japanese are
sheepish about discussing their ancestors the Ainus -- the Children of Diana --
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who were fair, tall and blond and came from the sky, left for the skies, and will return from the skies). As they withdrew, the Tuatha
de’ Danann prophesied that man would eventually destroy himself through lust and sin. Despite their apparent contempt, the ancients
accepted the Dan-El or Daniel, as wise people and prophets of immense importance. As judges they were the Messiahs or ‘balancers of
Heaven and Earth’.
Connecting Mary Magdalene, the Head Sister of the Order of Dan, with the Biblical people of Daniel and the Tuatha De’ Danann slips the
‘decoder ring’ of Rennes back on our finger. It ‘opens the book’ on her secrets: the existence of the Dan’s stargate at Rennes-le-Chateau
linking Earth with AMOR.
The fact that in the Hindu Vedas the word Anu or Danu means “the waters of heaven or space,” 20 and is only one letter away from the
Egyptian goddess Nu or Nut, returns us to Egypt and the secrets of the gods.
Maat is probably Tiamat, one of the Pleiades. There is an intimate connection in the early legends of this group of seven stars with a flock of
birds, especially doves, and the Grail. Those who lived by Maat took a sacramental drink, comparable to the Holy Grail, which conferred ritual
purity. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples/blueapples_05.htm

DANAS COPIES OV TREEE

by sangrailian

The Merovingian or bloodline of Mary Magdalene, bloodline supposedly
includes:Mary Magdalene Cleopatra, Herod the Great,Constantine, All of
our Presidents http://encyclomatrix.wikispaces.com/MM+Merovingians
Merovingian Genealogy, Ascension
Set (Seth) and the Serpent

http://www.sunstar-solutions.com/AOP/esoteric/esoSeth.htm

Gnostic ebooks
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/

ARE AWAKE and your
plans WILL FAIL!

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE
NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO

Kevin Annett: Canada's police involved in sex crimes
September 2010

http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888

Thank you to those who are emailing me, concerned for my well being. I love you all, but I cannot be there for
you right now.

I have lost faith in HUMANITY. It has grown cold and very
SELFISH. You have invited the Draconians into your dimension,
despite my warnings. I am saddened to say that your wish will
come true.
Nindicapinion, Sherrie Lea Laird, Sangrailian will unleash the
CARNIVOROUS DRAGON GENOCIDE
AGENDA.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOhdX5j51LE
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I did what I could to WARN you all. YOU don't hear well. I must now detach from your desire to manifest these
http://www.youtube.com/user/helenwhite666

ARCHONS.

I PRAY that you come to your senses... that you LEARN unconditional love... that you learn
MERCY, COMPASSION, HUMILITY, SELFLESSNESS.
Should I not see you again,

I MUST leave you to your KARMA.
These websites will expire and close soon.
They were for your

EMPOWERMENT. YOUR TICKET HOME.

I thought people would want

EDEN. They want ARMAGEDDON.
mortal flesh is being hunted down. I cannot be in the
SATANIC NWO slave system. I must disappear.
My

I am crying for you.

HOMO SAPIENS have manifested. I am sorry to say
YALDABAOTH/Yahweh/
Demiurge. (he longs to drink blood and eat bodies like in your ROMAN ritual MASSES. People
love him so much that they will manifest him soon..and all his archons.)
I do not LIKE what

that you have invited your own

DEMISE

by worshipping

SOLUTIONS Playlist
The world has LOST ITS SOUL. LOVE ONE
ANOTHER. Most are SERVICE TO SELF.
A heavenly few will survive this cleanse that

Yaldabaoth is going to unleash.

spiritual fork in the road now. I must now detach from you. I cannot bear
HORROR that you have willed upon yourselves and your precious, innocent BABIES.

I am on that
to see the

Heaven help you.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOhdX5j51LE

For those that ascend...WELCOME home. THIS IS the FINAL CURTAIN
CALL.

KALI....where are you?
YALDABAOTH needs his BUTT KICKED.
http://www.youtube.com/user/helenwhite666

REPENT...the END is NEAR....for your
JESUIT PAYCHECKS
Red Elk's Great Vision-Death, so GREAT train box
cars haul thousands of bodys to put in the Dakota badlands - using
the Auroras as burial places. Almost all dead come from the East.
Yet to happen. http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm
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Homework- INTEGRITY + GALLANTRY = George Kavassilas + Robert Morning Sky + Alex Collier.

Thank you,

Meegwetch, Namaste, Dziekuje

I hope you look into this for your own peace of mind. The name of the book is PYRAMID ENERGY: The Philosophy of God, The Science of Man. The
author is Mary Hardy. ( I have yet to see it. It was recommended by a reader. Thank you M.R.)

DANA
NO ...Queen Lizardbeth does NOT inhabit me. Sangrailian LIED AGAIN...and again...and again...and again. VERY
DARK agenda headed your way. http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888

August 8 to 14 2010

I cannot be on the phone currently. leave voicemail pls or danah@canadastreetnews.com
(computers under attack too. ) I will be laying low from now on. Those that lead in the paradigm shift
are coming forward. My life is in danger in the Sault. DUMP gold stocks- worthless paper bonds.
LOSE the $$$. Lose the JESUitS!

United REPUBLIC of AMERICA ( U R AMERICA)
SHIFT CANADA to EDEN NOW. ALL Jesuit pawns will
be exposed.
- City Law Centre in Toronto is needed to manifest this whole paradigm and MOVE people into the
smaller communities committed to community currency. Need to look at the http://nnpp.ca format and recreate

SERENITY GLOBAL based on a dodecahedron format. S=SERENITY
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Covenant
communties to preserve cultures, and Restoration of Jurisdiction to First
Nations. (stolen by the JESUitS).
FREE ENERGY, FREE WIRELESS, USURY FREE, NO INCOME TAX (illegal war tax).

Where are those GALLANT KNIGHTS?

Hellas Angels are committed to the protection of WOMEN and Children, since our
POLICE force is committed to the jesuit blood oath)
This is freedom from ROME. Incorporate

BOTH North and South America NOW!

S=SERENITY PRAY IT FORWARD. SO BE IT and SO IT IS! NAMASTE DANA

Canada's Human Trafficking, RCMP Crimes, Corporate Criminals, SOLUTION,
Canadastreetnews.com // Canada's Child Crimes Kid's Next Door // Kevin Annett

(earth father)

Enchanted Cup- HANSON, Carole

(Sault Ste Marie, Ont Jesuit infested) in memory of my beloved friend
and tarot reader. I feel you around me. You didn't hang yourself. STATES she DIED ON 06 29 2010= 9-11- Born: 06 19
1952=6; but also Died: 06 28, 2010?? 58 years= 13; posted 2 death dates? quick funeral July 1 2010=11. weird? You were
a powerful woman. See you in EDEN my ANGEL. JUSTICE will be served! DANA

08 13 2010= 6 Jesuit pawn already at my front door Fri Aug 13 4:45 pm. White haired, slick
talking SHRINER with BIG GOLD CAR parked in my neighbours driveway, but knocked on our door.
Looking randomly for a newly sold house across from Sault College. Only went to mine though. NICE
NIGHT for a RITUAL SACRIFICE? Got you on my camera. Viagra won't even help you now! Can't trust
the cops. They are involved. Jesuits deleted serenityglobal.com and then pics off serenityglobal.com.

NEXT DANA
TRUTHBRIGADERADIO.COM

GANG STALKING EDITION- for the JESUit

pawns
NO WHERE TO RUN...NO WHERE TO
HIDE! BIG SISTERs ARE WATCHING
YOU...JESUitS!
01-17-08_GinaRomano (we'll get em girlfriend...D)

Virginia Romano Speaks out!
WARNING about http://www.nightinvasion.com/
-www.stalkingvictimsnetwork.net
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01-30-08-StalkingVictimsSpeak
01-28-08_OrganizedStalking
01-07-10_SexualRitualAbuseHowToHealFromIt-TobiasLars
01-16-08-HumanSlaveTradeInAmerica

LEST WE FORGET:
A SNAPSHOT OF POLICE CORRUPTION IN CANADA
http://www.mapinc.org/newstcl/v04/n666/a06.html

Ex Toronto police chief Julian Fantino is one of those bad apples

Filed under:
News and politics — thenonconformer @ 6:19 am http://thenonconformer.wordpress.com/2009/12/11/extoronto-police-chief-julian-fantino-is-one-of-those-bad-apples/

Jesuit Fascism and their takeover of America and Alt Media
BEWARE

Ron Paul

Why Do
Szymanski May 11, 2007

and

Alex Jones Hide Vatican And Jesuit Order Evils In NWO? By Greg

According to researchers not afraid of satanic retribution, they are fakes and paid propagandists leading people
down the wrong rabbit holes. "When Paul calls for treason trials of Bush, Cheney, Rice, and calls for
expulsion of the Vatican ambassador, then I'll believe him.
When Paul
advocates the abolition of the Federal Reserve Bank on the floor of the House, names the Jesuits and
Catholics as the cause of the illegal
immigration tsunami, calls the Iraq war a Papal Crusade, then I will believe he is an America first guy.
"His work is to garner contributors/supporters and help build the lists for the internment/death camps-JUST LIKE
CO-ADJUTORS ALEX JONES, JOHN STADTMILLER, JOYCE RILEY, STAN MONTEITH, BUTCH PAUGH, JACK BLOOD,
EVERY OTHER HOST ON GCN, REPUBLIC RADIO NETWORK AND MORE http://www.arcticbeacon.com/articles/11-May2007.html
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Are John Paul II, Ron Paul and Alex Jones All on Same NWO Team?

Corrupt alternative media, including the
GCN and RBN networks and American Free Press newspaper, should "be dismantled piece by piece" and new stations and print
outlets allowed to emerge -- outlets not afraid to discuss the Vatican-led New World Order and its many tentacles like the Knights of
Malta.
http://calltodiscernment.blogspot.com/2008/01/can-ron-paul-be-trusted.html

EXPOSE THESE CRIMINALS NOW. APATHY= GUILTY!!
Lord Dragon Jesus Brian Leonard Golightly MarshallJESUitS Yahweh Dragon Jesus, His Criminal Cohorts
Armageddon DECEPTION doc pdf

and the

you allow these Armageddon criminals to continue to manifest their
GENOCIDE plans, then you will manifest global destruction as planned by the
Vatican JESUitSin their BOOK of Revelation. VATICAN Black Pope
If

08 11 2010= 11:11=13

http://www.reptilianagenda.com/research/r110199u.shtml

Return of the Stargods-Richard Vizzutti
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How to Build a

Dodecahedron Dome Superstructure

08 10 2010 New Moon

UFO HYPOTHESIS vol 2 Playlist
PEGGY KANE's website deleted

(taken down to allow EVE to leave in peace)

cont'd here http://evpreversespeaking1.proboards.com

Peggy Kane incoming planet X PLAYLIST
ALEX JONES DANGEROUS JESUit PAWN PLAYLIST
Alex Jones Exposed! http://opposingdigits.com/alex/
Mr Jones is playing for the Jesuits (THE TRUE RULERS OF FREE MASON MAFIOSA)

not Freedom &

Liberty just like Ron Paul, Randy Hillier and many more of the "Secret Handshake Club" Mainstream Media is
ultimately controlled by the Church of Rome, so why would it not control Alternative Media?
Mainstream Politics and all the churches and religions--- all a fraud- Wakeup people-

Rob Menard

and his

Freeman Movement is all controlled by the same Black Pope--- Unless we all understand the truth
we will always be divided and the Great Satan will always prevail- The United Nations is the World Government- they are the Wolves
posing as Lambs.
"And Yasheua knew their thoughts, and said unto them, Every kingdom divided against itself is brought to desolation; and every city or
house divided against itself shall not stand" Matthew 12:25 edited from the King James Bible of 1769 nee 1611
Understand that it is the "Old World Order" the "New World Order" is another hoax- the US Dollar says' "Novus Ordo
Secorlum" which means either New Secular Order or New Order of the Ages- Novus Ordo Mundi is the
true Latin for New World Order.
The Bavarian Illuminati was created by Jesuit Adam Weishaupt as a front to cover for the Church of
Rome- Weishaupt was actually George Washington President of the US which never got its independence
thanks to King James of England, The Rothschilds, The Jesuits and traitors like Ben Franklin and John
Jay---- Ask Alex Jones about all this next time you call into his show!!!!
The Queen of England is a Turn Coat under oath to the Knights of Malta to destroy Protestants--Think you are free? You are a slave as long as you have a bank account, birth certificate and pay ANY form of TAX- Menard is
a liar!
GMO Foods Kill

The UN is World Government
Peace? Good Luck!
Burning Arrow OwenSoundsOff

Peggy Kane Interview Volume 1 - Reptilian Agenda

1:39:29 - 3 years ago
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WARNING
In the first-ever DVD of the "UFO Hypotheses" series, UFO researcher and talk show host Peggy Kane ("UFOAZ," "Off The
Record," and "The Cutting Edge," all public access talk shows originating out of Tucson, Arizona) discusses her odyssey into
the strange realms of EVP (Electronic Voice Phenomena) and RS (Reverse Speech), which led her into ongoing
conversations with the dead now residing in the lower astral world.
Her research also led to a multi-year contact with one Francis Haley, an endentured servant-turned adventurer who
died in 1830. As she explored further, Ms. Kane clarified decades worth of research and began to formulate her own UFO
hypothesis. Ms. Kane is now convinced that a reptilian ET race from Orion has taken control of this lower astral realm. Her hypothesis
also suggests that the reptilian ET "gods" colonized our Earth long ago, and continue to use Earth humans as a slave race and food
source.
WARNING (Not intended for anyone under 18 years of age or skeptics.)

Reptilians and Shape-Shifters: 2 Cor 11:15 ... his ministers also be
transformed as the ministers of righteousness
Truth Seeker's Of The Matrix has created this video which complies a wide range of video's circulating the web on
the topic of "Reptilians and Shape-shifters". We hope that by bringing some of the best found evidence together;
one can make a better analysis of this claim. Personally, I am a christian (Site Creator) and believe in every word of
God. There are many references to the fact that this is not only possible but part of
bible prophecy. The bible gives many references that allude to a "Hybrid Seed" better known as "The Serpent Seed"
being present during the end-times {which began in 1948}. 1948 is the generation of the fig tree as spoken of in the
bible... "Now learn a parable of the fig tree; When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know
that summer is nigh: So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things, know that it is near, even at the
doors. Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled. Heaven and earth
shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away. But of
that day and hour
knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven, but my Father
only."
-Matthew 24:32-36 Also: Matt.24 37: But as the days of Noah
coming of the Son of man be. What was this time like.... the
the Nephilim (Giants). This would also include all forms of evil
evil beings perpetrated on mankind. Also in the Book of Daniel
whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the
shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. These are but a few
one understand what is now being seen today. If you want more information on Truth;
Seeker's Of The Matrix" http://truthseekers2009.ning.com/

were, so shall also the
most notable would be
and violence these
Chapter 2: 43: And
seed of men: but they
references which helps
Visit or Join us at "Truth

The Reptilian Agenda (with Shaman Credo Mutwa) by David Icke
4:39:34 - 1 year ago

I first met Credo Mutwa in February 1998 on my first visit to South Africa. I
knew immediately I was in the presence of a remarkable human being. He
is, beyond question, the most astonishing man it has been my honour to
meet and call a friend. I also realised that his unique and almost infinite
library of knowledge and experience had to be preserved and recorded for
the world to see and hear. He has suffered the violence of the white
rulers of aparteid, had his son murdered in an attempt to silence him, and
felt the wrath of his own people for speaking a truth they did not
like. He was almost burned alive in Soweto, when his people
staggeringly believed a newspaper article, in which he was viciously
misquoted by a "journalist", a member of a South African media that
provides one of the greatest examples of intellectual prostitution I have ever experienced under both
aparteid and now the black majority government. In this memorable, almost six hours, of an interview,
contained in PART I and PART II, Credo Mutwa reveals his incredible wealth of knowledge about the black magicians of the Illuminati and
how they use their knowledge of the occult to control the world. This is a unique insight that affects every man, woman and child, no
matter what our background, colour, country, or creed. Sit back and savour this wonderful man. You are in the presence of a genius and a
giant. After making these videos, Credo was visited by two people from Cape Town who offered him 50,000 rand and a house anywhere in South
Africa he would like to name, if he would agree to never speak to David Icke again and never have anything to do with him. Credo's reply can be
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imagined! This is the BOX SET of a two part collection PART I and PART II combined. Ordering direct from Bridge of Love is a great contribution for
the expansion of this work in communicating suppressed information fundamental to human freedom to the world, keep the capital flowing, to
reprint books, maintaining their circulation and keeping the show on the road. Thank you! David Icke

August 1 to 7 2010
Robert Morning Sky on the Divine
Feminine mp3 on Truthbrigade.com
(dziekuje Christie..D)
http://www.robertmorningsky.com/
http://TruthBrigade.com/radio/08-0410_TheDivineFeminine-RobertMorningSky_32k.mp3
http://TruthBrigade.com/radio/06-1610_TheDivineFeminine-RobertMorningSky_32k.mp3

Seven fires prophecy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_fires_prophecy

8th fire. anishinabe.info, jrgenius.com
The Prophecy of the 8th FireTHE 8TH FIRE One Earth * One Whole Circle * Again. A vision of hope.... for the
future......for the Earth…...for the children
They will come to a

fork in the road.
Materialism

One road will lead to
The other
be standing.

road

will lead to a

and

Destruction, for almost all living creatures.

Spiritual Way upon which the Native People will

path will lead to the lighting of the 8th fire,
period of eternal peace, harmony
and a "New Earth".
This
a

-Where the

destruction

of the

past will be healed.

The prophecy of the 8th fire is one of many ancient prophecies that

refer to the year 2012 and the years
http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/transcripts/ojibwe.html

Aztecs this
new race,

To the
of a

To the

Mayans

To the

Incas

it

it is

directly preceding it

is the time of the

is the
the

6th sun, a time of transformation and the creation

end of time as we know it,

time of meeting ourselves again.
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In Egypt, according to the Great Pyramid [stone calendar] the present
Mayans and the Cherokee end in 2012. http://www.the8thfire.org/

time cycle ends

in the year 2012. The calendars of both the

RedElk's Great Vision-Death, so GREAT train box cars haul thousands of bodys to put in the Dakota badlands - using the
Auroras as burial places. Almost all dead come from the East. Yet to happen. http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm

Anishinabe.info

08 05 2010=7
JESUitS CTV ( Canada's Twisted VIEW)
Numerology 6,7, 8, 9, 11 on the Media SIoNist News as
Ritual Sacrifice for the NWO. (Initial reports twist more LIES
in later to fit HIS-story). Most media reports have an AGENDA! FEAR
NOT....VATICAN and MONARCHY WHORE$ want you to Be
AFRAID!
Watch for

indications of

Pakistan- Worst flooding in 80 years. No water, no homes, no hope with the Vatican
controlled United Nations. ENSLAVING the PLANet. 666 BEAST AGENDA to
follow
20 murder charges for PICTON reopened for public review. GOOD. GET THOSE baddies in the RCMP who serve the VATICAN. Kevin Annett

JESUit trained Stephen Harper says CANADA wants more CONservative CONtrol. Hitler-Harper says China Wants to buy our
beef. ( That Brandt poisoned meat recall can get them a discount. How come that recall was only broadcasted on 07 31 2010 ). GRAIN $$ is going up.
JESUitS NEED a HAARPED up FAMINE. HAIL HARPER....NOT!

-OTTAWA

rests on

SOVEREIGN ALGONQUIN TERRITORY.

ARE THEY FEAR MONGERING?
Both PUBLIC

and

Alternative Media?

YES.

The purpose of evacuating the coast of the South -- from Louisiana to Florida—is to facilitate the Order's impending

Sino-Soviet-Muslim invasion. That is the ultimate endgame.

DUMP the STOCKS.
Take back your Sovereignty.
NO CARBON TAX.
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NO NWO.
WAKE UP!
BP Oil Disaster Conspiracy:To Kill Useless Eaters- another inside job as was 911 -by ERIC
JON PHELPS (VATICAN ASSASSINS.ORG)

-The day the oil rig exploded and caught on fire was 04 20, 2010=9. This is most intriguing as that day is Hitler's 111 birthday. Could this
have been a statement that another Hitler is coming, this time to be a fascist military dictator of the American Empire?
- Order has warned of its intent to impose fascism in the U.S. as per another Hollywood movie, JFK
-the oil rig is sinking on 04 22, 2010=11 -- two days after the initial explosion. The gaping hole in the helicopter
pad - metal surrounding the hole is convex in shape, turning down, not up. Thus, the evidence is clear: something hit
the oil rig from above, maybe a missile, a bomb or a high powered laser. Regardless of the
weapon, this means the Unified American Intelligence Community orchestrated the
event.
After the sinking of the oil rig on the 22nd, the muck has been permitted to flow without ceasing. No real effort
has been made to stop the gusher. Toxic chemicals have been dropped in the millions of pounds further polluting
the Gulf, rather than employ tested, safe, biological solutions.
Foreign help was refused. Why? These decisions lead us to the Obama White House and its secret but

Catholic Vice President Joe Biden -- the real President of the United States.

true master, Roman

Had enough yet? One last thing: the Republicans in the Senate are blocking the conferring of powers to launch a
full investigation of the disaster as seen here. http://www.conspiracyplanet.com/channel.cfm?ChannelID=140
-Military Company of Jesus commanded by the Jesuit Superior General is now moving in for the kill, to
"extirpate" all of us "heretic and liberal" peoples of the American
Empire.

Our White Southern-born, Protestant Presbyterian Constitution and
Baptist-Calvinist Bill of Rights are now to be scrapped in favor of a White
fascist, anti-Jew, military dictatorship. Therefore, we can expect the situation to worsen with
HAARP-induced
tropical hurricanes and possibly a huge explosive
detonation at the
well-head in the attempt to "stop the flow."
Whatever course of
be wielded by
wing Council for
be a monstrous
visible on the

action pursued will justify radical emergency powers to
Rome's left-wing Council on Foreign Relations / rightNational Policy agents ruling Washington. There may well
evacuation ordered, as "Mass Evacuation" buses are
highways in the South..

. Most likely, the

Empire's over 800 concentration camps will be opened

same scenario the Pope's
Nazi-SS put upon the "Jews, heretics and liberals" of Europe.
to receive all those having been first "relocated" --the exact

Those first relocated to holding centers (possibly the Walmarts) by bus will, in time, be sent to
the camps by train. But the end is not yet.

Red Chinese Army-

The purpose of evacuating the coast of the South -- from Louisiana to Florida—is to
facilitate the Order's impending Sino-Soviet-Muslim invasion. That is the ultimate endgame.
This is why Chavez has hosted the Order's Soviet Russian military. This is why Jesuit-trained
Fidel Castro is an old friend of the Soviets, as well as having been a most obedient slave of
the Pope. This is why the Order's Red Chinese military is manning intelligence stations in Cuba.
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This is why Red China is in control of the Order's Panama Canal—thanks to "giveaway" Freemason Jimmy Carter and his lodge brother,
Zbigniew Brzezinski. And this is why Red China is in control of the largest container facility in the Western Hemisphere located in the
Bahamas.
http://www.vaticanassassins.org/2010/07/gulf-of-mexico-oil-diaster-another-911-overseen-by-jesuit-agents-to-what-end/
-“America controls the governments of the Islamic countries…It should stop trying to impose its empire on the
rest of the world, especially on Islamic countries.”
Osama bin Laden is a creature of the Black Pope’s CIA and has remained so to this day. Five (5) billion dollars
was funneled to his organization through black op budgets (financed by the Black Pope’s International Drug Trade).
CIA MAK mercenary army leader, bin Laden’s fortune vastly increased during that time. Since, like the Mafia, “Once in the
CIA, always in the CIA”, bin Laden’s MAK is merely an extension of the Black Pope’s International Intelligence

Community and Terrorist Network. And if the CIA controls the Intelligence Network of Afghanistan, then it
controls the Intelligence Agencies of Pakistan, Iraq, Iran, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, Libya and Turkey.
http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/blackpope.html

08 04 2010= 6 Knowing BP Disaster:

Jesuit-Vatican-CIA Connection

-Remembering the great maxim of the Society of Jesus, "The Ends Justify the Means," nothing

diabolical Military Company
of Jesus as it destroys the final vestige of the Risen Son of God's Bible-based, Grand and Glorious,
should come as a surprise to the student of the dastardly and

Protestant Reformation here in North America. http://www.conspiracyplanet.com/channel.cfm?
channelid=140&contentid=7040&page=2

FEAR FEAR FEAR BP OIL SPILL: VOLCANIC TSUNAMI AND POISON GAS
ALERT // Gulf Oil Spill Media Blackout - Gassed In The Gulf - Possible Evacuations

August 1 to 7 2010

JOIN the EDEN COALITION GLOBALLY.
WE WILL TAKE THIS PLANET BACK NOW. JESUit pawn produced FIRES HIDING your
SKIES. Call for UNIVERSAL assistance with your heart. Nibiru video - Second Sun Planet X
GET FreeFreeEnergy.infoand DODECAHEDRON GREENHOUSES started in your area.
Your community and region OWN assets. STOP all CORPORATION enslavement to
WASHINGTON and ROME (SIN#). Their PAPER FIAT is worthless. EXPOSE ROME and
take back aMERIca.
We are the

Gnosis ebooks GardenGurus.info

Ground Crew. Hang tight.

SIoNist JESUIT PAWNS setting fires,
floods and FEAR globally. TARGETTING NON-JESUIT CONTROLLED AREAS. Innocent PEOPLE will be jailed for no
reason in CANADA NOW. Draconian LAWS escalating. Andromedans want to rescue you. FIRES blocking 5d ufo's. 3d
and 4d UFO craft are the VATICAN's and NASA's (SATAN's). MUSLIMS being targetted by floods in Pakistan.

Vatican= NEW AGE AGENDA (Beware of imposters in 3d and 4d. The message is poisoned by NORDIC
Draco REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTERS. Stay away from monoatomic gold and anything they are sellling you. http://www.universe-
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people.com/ and http://www.fourwinds10.com are EXAMPLES of JESUit Draco REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTER Control. EXPOSE ALL
PARASITIZING JESUit PAWNS. FEMA CAMP THEM.

JESUitS need to RAPTURE the YAHWEH dragon slaves. AVOID Benny
Hinn, Sherry Shriner and all other JESUit DRACO UFO landing pads.
Prison Planets await your Armageddon.

Bye Bye.

AMAZING SPEECH BY WAR VETERAN
Our real enemies are not those living in a distant land whose names or policies we don't understand;

enemy

The real

is a system that wages war when it's profitable, the CEOs who lay us off
our jobs when it's profitable, the Insurance Companies who deny us Health care when it's profitable,
the Banks who take away our homes when it's profitable. Our enemies are not several hundred
thousands away. They are
- Mike Prysner

right here in front of us

Hug a HELLAS ANGEL TODAY. D
JOIN the COALITION

S=SERENITY

I TRUST Robert Morning Sky's work. Keep him safe. Meegwetch dana
http://www.robertmorningsky.com/page83a.html#top. EVERY 1ST & 3RD WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH AT 7 P.M. CST (2
HOURS) ROBERT MORNING SKY ON

We

have to

the
Source:
The

Circle

TRUTHBRIGADERADIO.COM

Cracks in the System-Manuel Rozental on Resistance and
Consolidation of Fascism in Colombia By Manuel Rozental and Dawn Paley
Toronto Media Co-op http://www.mediacoop.ca/audio/3096 mp3 here
find the

Opens Out- New and Devastating Evidence on the Criminal Character of the
Colombian Regime has been Exposed By Manuel Rozental
http://www.zcommunications.org/zspace/manuelrozental

July 22 to 31 2010 JESUitS moved
AM NOT GIVING IN! EVER!

serenityglobal.com but it is back. Let me know if they mess with any of my pages. I

Alternative Media WHORE$- avoid Canada because JESUIT Protocols of SIoN want to enslave Us FIRST!
Jesuit's Oath. you tube blocked my audio today again. You will have to READ the details below.

YESHUA HA Mashiach Immanuel was a JESUIT? NOT

JesuitS = Society of Jesus=Vatican Militant Group
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Gatekeepers in Alternative Media Playlist and Gnostic ebooks
Watch for Numerology 6,7, 8, 9, 11 on the Media SIoNist
LIES in later to fit HIS-story). Most media reports have an AGENDA!

News as indications of Ritual Sacrifice for the NWO. (Initial reports twist more

FEAR NOT....VATICAN and MONARCHY WHORE$ want you to Be AFRAID!
07 31 2010 JESUitS CTV ( Canada's Twisted VIEW)
BRANDT MEAT, CORP- says their meat is contaminated with Salmonella. Since you are at the cottage, you won't know it until you get ILL. Cure All
Disease
$300 BEAST fine for lighting a fire. You won't know until you get ARRESTED though...cause you're camping and not watching the JESUIT SIoN
NEWS
-DON'T CRACK THAT BEER OPEN

Jail time for floating on a boat with a CANADIAN brew.

POLICE PLANET- underage drinking = CRIMINAL NOW. COPS HAVE an EXCUSE to VIOLATE ALL of YOUR RIGHTS NOW.( lawmakers KARMA will return 100
fold...promise)

Black Pope PLAYLIST
Caribana (Children of the FAEther Parade) in Toronto this weekend
JESUitS America's REPTILIAN PRINCESS Chelsey Clinton to marry..
It will cost Million$. DADDY

can print it!

MOMMY DARKNESS SENDS YOU BLESSINGS

SHEEPLE FUNDED HAARP technology rocks GAIA with WILD WEATHER. JESUit Media Whore$ recall the destruction, the same time last
year.
-LARAQUE joins the

JESUit SIoNist controlled GREEN PARTY. NICE POSTER PUPPET. JOIN the COALITION S=SERENITY
Bikes = Free

ENERGY for Britain. For soon to be verichipped MEMBERS ONLY. PBS- Public Bike System.

War Criminal JESUit Peter Mackay wants to order more CF-18 fighter jets after blowing up one a week ago and now in
need of chasing RUSSIAN PLANES

Julian Fantino JESUit Pawn Retires his OPP NWO NAZI ROBOCOP-LEADERship POSITION. Perhaps you have time to watch
the videos I sent you in 2003. Canadian Professional Accountability Evidence
Asteroid to hit in 172 years. GOTTA BUILD THOSE STAR WARS MISSILES NOW. JESUitS

NEED TO RAISE YOUR TAXES

AGAIN..SORRY SHEEPLE.
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07 30 2010= 13 LOTS OF PROPANDA on CTV ( Canada's Twisted VIEW) SIoNist
MEDIA today
-CASE CLOSED and OFF to JAIL for ROBERT Picton Murder trial- so no one will mention
how the RCMP are involved in snuff films and these murders too . Kevin Annett has the real story...cause the
PEOPLE don't trust the COPS or the JUST-US SYSTEM
http://www.ctv.ca/CTVNews/TopStories/20100730/supreme-court-pickton-100730/

-COREXIT/ PETROLEUM TOXIC FISH for sale- BP
controlled US Government says Gulf Fish are safe
to eat. Are you getting the picture SHEEPLE?
-ENBRIDGE now dumping OIL ASSETS in LAKE MICHIGAN. Now We Know It's War Richard Eastman
richardeastmanyakima@q.com

-Blunt Force Trauma Death for girl in Alberta. Dayhome
worker blamed. ( I don't think so! Looks like a ritual murder and she was
framed. The more horrific the crime the more POINTS earned by the JESUITS
PAWNS. More POWER IN HELL))

-Manchurian CANDIDATE-Vince Lee Greyhound
beheading trial. RACIAL Profiling FEAR REINFORCEMENT for the
MASSES

-Massive BC Columbia and Los Angeles California fires- Sure makes for good work for firefighters. Who started these fires? HIDE those UFO's
-PHARMA

DRUG studies- supplemental Calcium is not good for you. ( PHARMA is not good for you).
-Flooding in Lowland Pakistan kills 800. (Faether folk)
-SIoNists firing at innocent civilians in ISRAEL. Allah=SIN ( Moon god)

07 26 2010 = 9 FULL MOON
07 24 2010 =7 VERY SYMBOLIC
-72 year old father apparently kills his 1, 7 year old boys in Montreal and then himself. Couple together for 13 years. Mother 33, met when she was 20 and he was
60. Strangulation is (probably) the cause of death for all three people
18 killed in LOVE PARADE STAMPEDE TUNNEL in Germany. 80 trampled

07 23 2010 =6
Quake rattles Quebec City region
Earthquake- Philliphines 6.9 on 07 23 2010 =6
-Hurricane Bonnie in Gulf
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-CF-18 fighter jet crashed Friday during practice for an air show at the Lethbridge airport. Capt. Brian Bews, 36
Forces in 1999 and has been piloting the CF-18 Hornet since 2004

Anglo Flag provoking Francophone

joined the Canadian

Aggrevation

Bathurst city council reversed its decision to fly the controversial anglophone-rights group's flag on Sept. 18, which it called Anglo
Day. That's the date in 1759 that the English defeated the French in the Battle of the Plains of Abraham and took Quebec. The
Anglo Society has also requested that other cities — including Saint John and Miramichi — fly the flag on that date. Read more:
http://www.cbc.ca/canada/new-brunswick/story/2010/07/22/nb-saint-john-anglo-flag-626.html#ixzz0uf2xigET

5 Reasons NOT to

Pay Your Credit Cards http://www.activistpost.com/2010/07/5-reasons-not-to-pay-your-credit-

cards.html

Childhood Sexual

abuse Angel Femia

lovecry.info

Preventing child sex abuse begins at home Jerry DeMarco

The Orgonite Dodecahedron http://educate-yourself.org/zsl/OrgoniteDodecahedron28jul04.shtml

- to maximize the energy to

facilitate physical, psychic and spiritual healing.

-Bolts are cast directly into the orgonite. There are four gallons of resin and aluminum filings, and two hundred quartz crystals in the
connectors. A thirty-third piece of orgonite is in the center of the geodesic structure. There are SSB coils in all connectors
-dodecahedron was partially acting as a Faraday Cage blocking out electromagnetic signals which
bombard us at all times. In the etheric similar things were happening and parasitic entities were not
able to sap energy from the body and mind. The physical geometric were holding the etheric font
of energy
-Pythagoras saw the dodecahedron as a high
yourself.org/zsl/OrgoniteDodecahedron28jul04.shtml

spiritual principle, the quintessence itself. http://educate-

How to Build a Geodesic Dome House
http://www.ehow.com/how_5632768_build-geodesic-dome house.html //
http://www.geodesic-greenhouse-kits.com/

GEODESIC DOME HOMES

compiled by Dee Finney
http://www.earthmountainview.com:80/domes/geodesic_dome_homes.html

Building a New Society

http://www.moneyteachers.org/New.Society.html

YHWH's ARCHONS want WORSHIP - LIFT-OFF INSTRUCTIONS FOR
OUR EVACUATION FROM PLANET EARTH

NOT!

http://www.fourwinds10.com

Rise of the Archons An interview with Jay Weidner on Rense Radio
http://www.jayweidner.com/Archons.html

"Unconditional Love" in a Psychopathic World There's compassion;
and then there's stupidity. Sometimes it's necessary to kill in order to destroy evil, but to New
Agers, there's no evil. That would be judgemental.
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God does not have "unconditional love" for Satan and his followers. He hates and despises evil.
http://www.moneyteachers.org/unconditional.love.html

The Countdown

to 2012 -The key dates leading to December 2012

Our ancestors acknowledged the power of the lunar cycles, most notably the new moon and the full moon, the eclipses and their
great power, as well as the solstices and equinoxes. However, the larger cycles have even greater impact. For example, the last
time Earth was in alignment with Galactic Center, as it will be on December 21, 2012, was when Atlantis fell some 12,500 years
ago.
Atlantis disappeared beneath the sea and the consciousness of humanity fell to the densest level in the cosmos. Most of the DNA
(currently called junk DNA) was deactivated and the awareness of the link to Source for each person was lost. Few are currently
aware that rather than the 2 strands of DNA we now have we had over 2,000 strands, mostly related to our spiritual capabilities. It's
impossible to comprehend the magnitude of this. Ending of this cycle was planned at its very beginning .

Children of Light- the 'Pathfinders' founded and cleared the path of the planet through the 60's and 70's to the Harmonic
Convergence of 1987, and allowed for the Ascension.”

Yeshua’s teachings at http://www.iamjeshuareturned.com/jeshua_messages.html Beginning to get a sense of things?
http://www.the2012countdown.com/The_2012_Time_Line.php

The Call to the Angelic HumansGnosis ebooks

A Brief Summary of Gnosticism http://www.gnosis.org/gnintro.htm
-blame for the world’s failings lies not with humans, but with the creator. Since -- especially in the monotheistic
religions -- the creator is God, this Gnostic position appears blasphemous, and is often viewed with dismay even
by non-believers
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Chief Archon is Yaldaboath, the Demiurge/ Jehovah- a monstrous tyrant who works against humanity.
-Humankind contains a perishable physical and psychic component, as well as a spiritual component which is a fragment of the
divine essence. Fullness (Pleroma) wherein the potency of divinity operates fully. The Fullness stands in contrast to our existential state,
which in comparison may be called emptiness
-Aeon Sophia came to emanate from her own being a flawed consciousness, a being who became the creator of the material and psychic cosmos, all of
which he created in the image of his own flaw. This being, unaware of his origins, imagined himself to be the ultimate and absolute God. Since he took the
already existing divine essence and fashioned it into various forms, he is also called the Demiurgos or “half-maker” .
-the false creator and his Archons, who together are intent upon keeping men and women ignorant of their true nature and causes us to remain attached to
earthly things. It serves to keep us in enslavement to these lower cosmic rulers.
-Death releases the divine spark from its lowly prison, but if there has not been a substantial work of Gnosis undertaken by the soul
prior to death, it becomes likely that the divine spark will be hurled back into, and then re-embodied within, the pangs and slavery of the
physical world.
-decisive revelation of Gnosis is brought by the Messengers of Light, especially by Christ, the Logos of the True God. Gnosticism
encourages non-attachment and non-conformity to the world, a “being in the world, but not of the world”; a lack of egotism; and a
respect for the freedom and dignity of other beings. Nonetheless, it appertains to the intuition and wisdom of every individual
“Gnostic” to distill from these principles individual guidelines for their personal application http://www.gnosis.org/gnintro.htm
- Gnosticism doctrine of reincarnation- those who have not made effective contact with their transcendental
origins while they were in embodiment would have to return into the sorrowful condition of earthly life.
In regard to salvation, or the fate of the spirit and soul after death, one needs to be aware that help is available.
Christ and Sophia await the spiritual man -- the pneumatic Gnostic -- at the entrance of the Pleroma, and help him to enter the bridechamber
of final reunion

.
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-In the fullness of time, every spiritual being will receive Gnosis and will be united with its higher Self -- the angelic Twin -- thus becoming qualified to enter the
Pleroma. None of this is possible, however, without earnest striving for Gnosis.

Who Was Bar Jesus (Acts 13,6-12)?», Vol. 85 (2004) 65-81
false prophet is generally thought to have been
virtually pagan in his magical practices. This article argues that he was in fact very much within
the synagogue and that he had been teaching the ways of the Lord. He was also a threat to the Christian
community of Paphos and may even have belonged inside of it. Luke regards him as a serious threat to the faith because of
his false teaching about righteousness and the ways of the Lord. http://www.bsw.org/Biblica/Vol-85In Acts 13, Bar Jesus is confronted by Paul and cursed by him. This
syncretistic and

2004/Who-Was-Bar-Jesus-Acts-13-6-12/157/
-whereupon Paul, "filled with the Holy Ghost, set his eyes on him," and cursed him with temporary blindness,
calling him "son of the Devil" ("Ben Belial"). Bar Jesus bears a striking resemblance to Simon Magus,
is mentioned by Josephus ("Ant." xx. 7, § 2), as "Simon . . . a Jew, born in Cyprus," who "pretended to be a
magician," The Syriac, taking offense at "Son of Jesus" being called "Son of the Devil," has changed the name
"Bar Jesus" into "Bar Shuma" (Son of the Name); Read more: http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/view.jsp?
artid=235&letter=B#ixzz0v0qDfhvD
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The leader of the Earths Illuminati is called the "Pindar". The Pindar is a member of one of the 13 ruling Illuminati families, and is always
male. The title, Pindar, is an abbreviated term for "Pinnacle of the Draco", also known as the "Penis of the Dragon". Symbolically, this
represents the top of power, control, creation, penetration, expansion, invasion, and fear. The holder of this rank reports to the
purebred Reptilian leader in the inner Earth.
The Illuminati here on Earth have established a pyramid structure of control identical to the system that exists in
the Draco Empire. The pyramid with the Reptilian eye, located on the American one-dollar bill, is symbolic of
this control structure. The eye is the cap on the pyramid, thus explaining why the original surface of the Great
Pyramid in Egypt was capped in solid gold.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/reptiles/reptiles08.htm
-The Illuminati structure also creates artificial countries to further their goals. Examples of these are the United
States, Switzerland, Kuwait, the Soviet Union, Panama, Israel, Italy, Yugoslavia, the United Kingdom, most
of Black Africa, all of the Arab countries, and all of Central and South America. These nations were created
to amass wealth for the ruling families and their supporters, to hide or keep their wealth, and to create unstable
conditions necessary to start wars or increase military budgets
The assets of the Virginia Company, including the United States, are
owned by the Holy Roman Empire via the Vatican. This occurred in 1213 when
King James gave all English assets to the Reptilian Pope. Executorship
remains with the British royal family, but actual ownership lies with the Roman Catholic Church. America is a combination of
Lemuria and Atlantis; a blend of the
human/Lyrae with Reptilian/Draco.
The Manifest Destiny of the United States was
expense of the native populations. As always,

created to expand the territory of the Aryans at the
the Illuminati seek to destroy native

peoples and their cultures. This is an

attempt to destroy their knowledge of God-Mind,
this information on to others. Especially important is
ancient knowledge of Atlantis and Lyrae. The
Lemurian purebred Reptilians.

as well as the possibility that the natives will impart
their need to eliminate native cultures with
Japanese claim to be direct descendents of

The European/American Illuminati claim that the
Japanese Illuminati are descendents from a lower species in the Draco hierarchy.
This lower species is considered a worker class without any political clout or influence. The European/American Illuminati also claim that East Indians are a lower
species in the Draco hierarchy. The 13 ruling families consider light skin and hair to be an elite characteristic.

Jesuit Fascism and their takeover of America and Alternative Media
-More info from Thomas Richards from spirituallysmart.com. The people behind Alex Jones are experts at starting movements and making
look legitimate.They even look way more legitimate than the legitimate ones. Alex Jones, agent of the CIA in media
manipulation via Project Mockingbird. More info about Pat Buchanan and what it means for him to be
friends with Alex Jones. (The following research is only a drop in the bucket compared to what info I have put together
Alex Jones showing him to be a Vatican Agent)

them

on

Alberto Rivera and Others speak of Jesuit (Jesuits) Infiltration - Full Version
The Jesuits (society of Jesus) have totally taken over just about every facet of America. From all religions to all secret
societies, government agencies, intelligence agancies in America and all over the world. Here an ex-jesuit priest Alberto Rivera (murdered by the Vatican in 1997
by poisoning) tells of why and how the Jesuits are doing this. We can see the evidence of this by the attacks on our civil liberties and the U.S. Constitution. It's time to
wake up.

VATICAN ASSASSINS pdf
http://www.vaticanassassinsarchive.com/

Geneva Bible (1560/1599)
http://www.genevabible.org/Geneva.html
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immanuel The Gospel of Matthew (1:23) "Emmanuel" not merely as a pledge of Divine assistance, but also as an expression of
the mystery of the Incarnation by virtue of which the

Messiah will be "God with us".

-named Yeshua by his parents,
Isaiah 9:6 it is said that "...His name will be called Wonderful
( Paul/SAUL

Counselor, Mighty God, Eternal Father, Prince of Peace."

of Tarsus nicknamed him Jesus)

Who Was King James Really?
For the last three centuries Protestants have fancied themselves the heirs of the Reformation, the Puritans, the
Calvinists, and the Pilgrims who landed at Plymouth Rock. This assumption is one of history’s greatest ironies.
Today, Protestants laboring under that assumption use the King James Bible. Most of the new Bibles such as the Revised
Standard Version are simply updates of the King James.
The irony is that none of the groups named in the preceding paragraph used a King James Bible nor would

they have used it if it had been given to them free. The Geneva Bible, both Old and New Testaments,
was first published in English in 1560 in what is now Geneva, Switzerland. William Shakespeare, John Bunyan, John
Milton, the Pilgrims who landed on Plymouth Rock in 1620, and other luminaries of that era used the Geneva Bible

.

exclusively http://www.nohoax.com/
-James I wasn’t going to have any marginal notes to annoy him and lead English citizens away from what he wanted
them to think is a matter of public record.
-From the time of Henry VIII on, an
rack, burning at the stake, being
individuals who fell into the hands of the
according to the royal whim.

Englishman had three choices: 1. The Anglican Church 2. Silence 3. The
drawn and quartered, or some other form of persuasion. The hapless
government for holding religious opinions of their own were simply punished

Henry VIII, once he had appointed
English churches, kept the Roman
bishops, deacons and the like for a
system allowed him a “chain of
any bureaucracy to function. This system
This system became a little confusing for
Bloody Mary ascended to the throne.
switch back to Roman Catholicism.
the stake. Religious refugees
settled in Geneva.

himself head of all the
Catholic system of
very good reason. That
command” necessary for
passed intact to his heirs.
English citizens when
Mary wanted everyone to
Protestant she burned at
including John Calvin

King James I, among his many
young boys to adult women. He was a flaming homosexual.

other faults, preferred

The very people who use the King James Bible today would be the first ones to throw such a deviant out of the congregations.
The depravity of King James I didn’t end with sodomy. James enjoyed killing animals. He called it “hunting.” Once he killed an animal, he would
literally roll about in its blood. Some believe that he practiced bestiality while the animal lay dying. James was a sadist as well as a sodomite:
he enjoyed torturing people. James was also a great coward and “fouled his breeches in fear.”
In short, King James I was the kind of despicable creature honorable men loathed, Christians would not associate
with, and the Bible itself orders to be put to death (Leviticus 20:13). Knowing what King James was we can easily discern his motives. James
ascended the English throne in 1603. He wasted no time in ordering a new edition of the Bible in order to deny the common people the

.

marginal notes they so valued in the Geneva Bible http://www.nohoax.com/

Alexander the Great Alexander of Macedon Biography King of Macedonia and Conqueror of the Persian Empire
http://www.historyofmacedonia.org/AncientMacedonia/AlexandertheGreat.html
-The rise of Rome put an end to Macedonian kingdoms. Macedonia and Greece were conquered in 167/145 BC, Seleucid Asia by 65 BC, and Cleopatra VII, the
last Macedonian descendent of Ptolemy committed suicide in 30 BC, after which Egypt was added to the Roman Empire.
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From Braveheart To Big Fan

By Keith Johnson
The emasculation of the modern male is the result of decades of social engineering designed to control and manipulate human instincts and emotions away
from protecting oneself and tribe and redirecting those feelings towards trivial matters of relative insignificance.
http://revoltoftheplebs.wordpress.com/2010/07/29/from-braveheart-to-big-fan/

CLEAN UP CANADA! WE ARE ACCOUNTABLE!
National Non Profit Party http://nnpp.ca Government for the People.

Canada’s BAD police forces
http://thenonconformer.wordpress.com/2010/07/20/canadas-police-forces/

Suspicious Jail Fire Two dead, six injured in Quebec jail riot- Sorry
you can't TRUST our JUST-US SYSTEM in Canada. Did the COPS start this
one? http://www.torontosun.com/news/canada/2010/07/22/14788911.html

Conservatives Criminals Caught? Messrs. Clement, Harper, et al wouldn’t
know “integrity and honour” if it hit them in the face, and in fact appear to have now mounted an
attack campaign criticizing Dr. Sheikh. http://viewsfromthelake-eh.blogspot.com/2010/07/tony-clementhoisted-on-his-own-petard.html

LIBERALS =OPPOSAMES to CONSERVATIVES. (Birds of a Feather, Flock together)
Bohemian Grove Satanists gather this week. Lots of FIRES, Hurricanes and FEAR LOOSH this
week. Will they manage to collectively bring in their PINDAR PENIS GOD? Illuminati video-collection // sangrailian.blogspot //
freedomroad888 channel

July 15 to 21 2010

ALTERNATIVE MEDIA MASTERS are GATEKEEPERS. Draconian Jesus Christ
(Rabbi Yechoshuah) and Lucifer take orders directly from YHWH .

We will have our EDEN BACK SOON
of

-Once everything is done, many

those responsible for our
taken to labor camps upon prison

us will be called as witnesses and DAs to create a case against

world's journey to death. The guilty will be
planet Titan. http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/planetary-situation-review.html

APOCALYPTIC WHORES=HIGH TREASON to HUMANITY

AGAIN ...I caught 2 Apocalyptic Whores in one day!

Abyss

Bound NOT BOHEMIAN GROVE! YOU ARE BOTH GUILTY of HIGH
TREASON to HUMANITY and you will be dealt with ACCORDINGLY. Your intent to enslave
and destroy humanity will NOT be taken LIGHTLY. You are unrepentant WHOLLY
WHORES from HELL. Go back there and leave EARTH to her ascension.
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Sangrailian Deleting Jesus comment
Deleted it too!

off her

page. Have something to hide LILITH? Sherrie Lea Laird

Sherrie Lea Laird- YOU GIVE CANADA a BAD REPUTATION! SHAME ON YOU! DOC

Sherrie Lea Laird LYING Locust Queen
http://www.youtube.com/user/sherrielealaird

Tonya Elizabeth Stracener Kane- Mother of Vampires
http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian

ALL RECORDS HERE http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon/

Is it true that Jesus Christ and Lucifer are brothers?
Jesus Christ

or if you prefer his real name,

Rabbi Yechoshuah, was a clear Draconian creation, sent

for a specific mission of mental warfare. Lucifer is YHWH's second in command Draconian, commander of
flagship Lilith. His real name is Tamil... The "Satan's" orders though come directly from YHWH himself.

Jesus (Yechoshuah) has been residing in Levan (moon) for the past 2,000 years, coordinating the religious mental warfare. It
is highly possible though that his spirit has reincarnated and not for a good purpose. Ever since reptilians have been sighted upon the
planet, it means that they are in a huge hurry to initiate their "predicted" (read planned) Armageddon project. I

don't think they will

have enough time though. ..http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/planetary-situation-review.html

G.H.REES message to David Icke and his followers
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/04/ghrees-to-david-icke-and-his-followers.html

Sherry Shriner is a DANGEROUS NWO GATEKEEPER

http://sherryshrinerlies.t83.net/ http://www.scribd.com/doc/26619915/SHERRY-Shriner-if-You-Dont-Expose-This-Then-You-Are-Working-With-Them-Fix-This-Mess-With-Me-Don-t-Ignore-Me-Anymore-IAm-Emailing-Everyone

Gulf Oil Spill IT IS A VOLCANO
Oil Spill Explosion FIRE RITUAL BEGAN
EarthDay
A

on

04 20 2010=9 Hitler's 111 Birthday,

volcano of oil erupting...so you think that the BP Gulf Oil Spill Problem is OVER?

NOT!

http://pesn.com/2010/05/13/9501651_a_volcano_of_oil_erupting/

Methane Gas Bubbles + Volcanoes = Massive Explosions, Tsunamis, Earth Quakes, and Black DEATH
RAIN.
Thank you SATANIC NWO. Just in time for

Bohemian Grove Satanic Ritual Sacrifices to Levan and Lilith

TO THE Unholy Men/Women who pledge their allegiance to
Yaldabaoth/Yahweh/Jesus (Yechoshuah)/SAMAEL,
SATANIC Secret Societies and

$$MONEY$$!
32
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Take the Mark of the BEAST.
The ABYSS is your PAYBACK. Hellfire is your JUST REWARD!

You are

NOT WELCOME in EDEN!

http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian

National Non Profit Party

http://nnpp.ca

Not the Toronto Hilton: Torontonamo Bay 2010 PLAYLIST// Olympic Plots Mature with the Troika of
Crosses? On the opening day of competition during time trials an athelete lost
control ,flew off the ice at 100kph,and smashed into the concrete pillar in which he
immediately died. I saw it live and it was never shown again...or even spoken at all
since!!!!!!!As soon as I saw the horrible crash live I honestly thought that this
might be a ritual of sort. It was on the 1st day, much too suspicious IMO. Especially
after the weird rituals in the Olympic opening ceremonies salute the eye of
Horus with the Hendaye Cross. This great lecture connects many dots, broadens
the many hidden agendas and synchromysticism that cannot be excluded. (thanks
Mikey...D)

Olympics is about ZEUS and the War with his Uncle, the Sirian
King ANU. Tiamat was destroyed and the EArth is a
remnant of what was left of TIAMAT.Terra Papers 2

Terra Papers 1 & 2 Playlist
YHWH and his traitor ally Sabit/Sabbath/Savvaoth/Cronus.

ORDER OUT OF CHAOS The Genealogy of Myth
http://freepages.religions.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~luijkenaar/chaos/index.html
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PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW
might sound crazy to some,

http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/planetary-situation-review.html This

BUT... it does connect all dots...

Earth has been colonized by the White Pelasgian race for about 3.5 million years. They made first contact with the
indigenous black race (aged 4.5 billion years, born with the planet). A deal was made to give the Pelasgians
the northern lands in exchange for advanced technology and communication with the other 70 billion
human inhabited planets. Our solar system fell into severe siege in 11,500BC when the Draconian fleet under
the command of YHWH arrived... after the galactic government supressed his revolution and destroyed his homeworld
in the Alpha Draconis and E-Bootus systems through the Perseus mission
.Mongols Semi-Dragonians Genetic Creations of Draco Levaniah-Lilith and "Chosen One People" of
Sin-Sion-Zion-Chin-YHWH for the task
of genocide and infiltrate into the White-Andromedian-Pelasgian and Black-Indigenious Races:

Greys or Vrills

(Orionids) Abductions & Genetics Masterminds-manipulators of the Draco Alliance:

The incoming fleet allied with the former system commander, Cronus (see Thesiods Theogony) and took
control of the inner system. Ever since the planets (up to Saturn) have become the Draconian inner
defensive perimeter. They commenced the first attempt to empose the New World Order with Atlantis,
but their plans failed. Ever since, they are building up to make this planet a second homeworld, by
annihilating both black and white race.
The yellow race made its appearence on the planet as a cross-breed between Vrills (Grays) and traitor
Croneans in 4,000BC (exactly when the scripts say that Adam appeared on Earth). After a massive genociding
campaign launched by Ur of Mongolia (today's Ulan Bator) in 2,200BC (with 7 hordes) they are now preparing
for their judgement day (armageddon) through the world wars (especially WW3).

-we were a planet under Sino-Mongolic occupation, which was (and still is) under the orders of the Draconian leader YHWH
(Yahweh, but at times used other names such as Asmondai, Jedi, Metatron etc) and the traitor ally Cronus (which in the scripts is reffered to
as Savvaoth).

-You name it, Zion, cults, religions, world wars down to ancient invasions (and legendary

Everything connected to
one single master plan. That plan is the forming of a new Draconian homeworld in
wars) and up to genetic experiments, clones and UFOs.

our solar system. This means that the black and the white race will either be totally
assimilated genetically or... annihilated. And here is where

Zion

comes in place.\

\

- The top of the pyramid hierarchy of the occupying forces is located in Levan (the original Draconian name of our
moon). It is the flagship of the Draconian fleet. It's headquarters is operated by a 24+3 council, which YHWH
(Yahweh) is the ultimate leader. Behind it lays Lilith (legends speak of that name as "the mother of demons"),
the secondary flagship, ruled by Tamil, known to the scripts as Velzevul, Lucifer, Satan, Devil. Two sides of the same
coin. That is why the NWO logo, the pyramid its cut-off top, comes into place. The lower pyramid is the rule
structure down here on Earth (Gaia). The top part is the hierarchy council in Levan, that sees all of us down here.
http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon/
-The intergalactic government of Andromeda, a defensive species of extreme intelligence (the most advanced
one in our part of the Universe) set up a mission to strike at the heart of the rebellion (Star-Wars inversed). The
name of it was Perseas. After the success of the fleet, the systems started to slowly be liberated from the Draconian influence. One last
fleet escaped, composed of 118 war planets and 2 flagships (Levan and Lilith) and entered our solar system in
11,500BC. They pleaded for permission to disembark their populations down to Earth to survive, which was granted
by the Zeus headquarters, under specific terms only in the land of Poseidon... the continent of Atlantis. The entire
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procedure took place from 11,000 to 10,500BC. The white race (Pelasgians, codenamed Hellenians, a healing-civilizing tribe of the
Andromedians) was already present in the northern lands of the planet for 3.5 million years
-After the disembarking of the populations, the first forms of religions started to appear, worshiping the snake
God named Seth. The Draconians (and their assimilated allies) turned the Pelasgians against their own kind
in Europe, Esperia (today's America) and Asia. In 9,700BC they were secretly starting to mass technology and building
up armies to perform a total invasion against the neighboring continents... to impose the New World Order (sound
familiar?!) . freedomroad888 channel
-The white race at that time though, being in its Golden Age (extreme technology) discovered the plan and the
solar counsil decided to prepare for a wide scale war.
-The

rage of YHWH was brutal and warned Zeus headquarters not to intervene, or he would destroy the
planet.
-Cronus, the former system commander, who had joined the revolution earlier and lost to Zeus,
joined YHWH and attacked the Jupiter (Zeus) Uranus coalition. The Draconians then attacked each and
every inner planet, demanding its unconditional surrender.

- 1st Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde invaded south, today’s China, killing all Pelasgian (white)
male population and committing massive rapes of females

God
Sin/Sion (Zion) of Selene (moon). In that place, Habra Khan was born (Habra Khan > Habrahan > Abraham), father of
-In Babylon they found the city of Ur, as a tribute to the mother land (the city of Ur of Mongolia) and to honor the
Jacob, Isaac and the genealogical line of David and Jesus Christ.
-Invaded Japan and genocided the Ionian tribes, keeping alive as slaves only the ones expert in fishing
and boat building in the coast areas
-Attila or ATL (meaning ATLantean) arrived and established themselves in eastern Hellas (today’s Turkey),
Bulgaria, Bavaria and partly in Rumania. According to their fixed tactics, they slaughtered and genocided all the native
European tribes.
-captured today’s Hungary, Finland, Leetonia, Estonia and other ex USSR lands. They genocided the native
Pelasgian populations
- attacked today’s China with the help of the Mongol Manchu co of ex Manjuria
-Saxons headed on to the west, entering today’s Britain and continued the Atlantean expansion project by genociding
the Pelasgian tribes there . They met strong resistance in the northern highlands of Scotland and in the island of
Ireland. Ever since that time, the Saxons have waged wars against those two territories.
-wars,

-

massive rapes of white and black women took place and gave birth to the white-mongols and
black-mongols.
Andromedian gene is extremely powerful and the Draconians have not managed to defeat it

-

treason of our system commander Cronus (see Hesiod's Theogony), the remnants of the Alpha Draconis and E-Bootus
systems entered our solar system by 11,500BC Earth time. The battle between the alliances Zeus-Uranus against
Levan(moon/Selene)-Saturn(Cronus) ended with the retreat of the first coalition, to avoid the total destruction of
life on Earth. One third of the Zeus-Uranus fleet (which was mainly composed of laboratories and transports) found refuge in both North
and South Poles of our planet, another 1/3rd returned to the outside planets (Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) and the last third left the
solar system to request reinforcements

Keep in mind that each matter dimension can effect ONLY its own and the one below it through technology.

The Draconian forces have crew of 1st and 2nd dimension of matter rarification, while their high leader and commander, YHWH belongs to the
3rd. The Draconian sensor capability is limited to 3rd dimension spotting. The reptiles' high command consists of 24+3 members
under the leadership of YHWH.
-millions of captured souls into the Draconian Energy Generators (that's right, just like the first episode of Matrix... those souls are being
used as batteries)http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/planetary-situation-review.html

Illuminatreee is Lilith, Pindar is Ialdabaoth Playlist sangrailian.blogspot // freedomroad888 channel
http://freepages.religions.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~luijkenaar/adam/adam_eve.html
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-Andromeda is the white race's homeworld. The Andromedians, codenamed Hellenians (healers of light/civilizers)
colonized this planet 3.5 million years ago when they made contact with the indigenous black race and came to the agreement to populate
the northern part of the planet, in exchange of advanced technology and direct communication with the other human inhabited worlds
-You

need to focus upon yourself, to "Know Thyself" before you come in full

balance and have the power to resist the Draconian energy and mental warfare. Our soul is
a 2nd dimension entity and once you get to know it, you will be able to hear its calls.
-If at any time you need help, ask of it only from the one supreme being, the Intelligent Universal
Organism... the Universe itself. Make certain that it is not for selfish reasons and your request
will most likely be granted. Request aid for things that are mostly in the energy levels, which are
required to empower your soul.
The Andromedians are the governors of 1/3rd of the Universe, the Hera part (left) of anti-matter
and inspissations (tendency to materialism). The middle part is the Apollonean Mid-Sun and the right is the Zeus
part of matter and rarifications (tendency to spiritualism).
-The Yellow race appeared in 4,000 BC through the Draconian genetic labs in order to begin the operation of total world hegemony, thus
to create here a new reptilian homeworld. http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/planetary-situationreview.html

Note- ALEX COLLIER is a man of INTEGRITY. He is NOT A FRAUD. I know that Alex's timing is off, but everything is
delayed. Perhaps our APATHY as a human race is coming back on us, since we have not learned how to treat the
EARTH and its creatures properly.
Astar Command

postings call

Alex Collier a Fraud.

ASTAR COMMAND (ISHTAR-ISIS-LILITH/ fake EVE -Mary faction) are the NEGATIVE ETs

Galactic Federation of Light- Marduk Ra Lucifer ( Supriem David Rockefeller), his
shapeshifting Reptilian Dracos/Nordic Blondes from Orion and the subservient, heartless Greys are

NEGATIVE ET's

that are

on/in

the

Earth.

NESARA is the BEAST BRIBE. They are the LIARS...so Beware. These SUNgoD LOSER idiots will
collect their deceiving minions and

LEAVE. DO NOT BE ALIEN FOOD/LOOSH for these guys!

REFUSE to be ruled by these

Apocalyptic terrorizing Traitors. Their RELIGIONS (RA-Legions)

were created so that we would worship this

male EGO goD!

WAKE UP PEOPLE! WE ARE ONE. WE ARE GALACTIC ROYALTY!
Lady Liberty/ Diana Lucifera/ Venus Columba / Sophia / Bride of Christ / Magdalene /Luna
/Isis /Libertas / Kybele / Athena/ Eve / Inanna
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The Paa Tal
I want to talk to you about Lyrae and how the human race colonized our galaxy.Based on the age of the Suns and the planets in our galaxy,it
was decided that the human life form was to be created in the Lyran system.The human race lived there for approximately 40 million
years,evolving.The orientation of the human race in Lyrae was agricultural in nature.Apparently,we were very plentiful and
abundant,and lived in peace.Then,one day,huge craft appeared in the sky.A large ship came out of the huge craft and approached the planet
Bila,and reptilians from Alpha Draconis disembarked.Apparently,the Alpha Draconians and the Lyrans were afraid of each other.I told
you before that the Alpha Draconians were apparently the first race in our galaxy to have interstellar space travel,and have had this capability for
4 billion years.Well,when the Draconians came and saw Bila,with all its abundance and food and natural resources,the Draconians
wanted to control it.There was apparently a mis-communication or misunderstanding between the Draconians and Lyran humans.The Lyrans
wanted to know more about the Draconians before some kind of"assistance"was offered.The Draconians mistook the
communication as a refusal,and subsequently destroyed three out of 14 planets in the Lyran system.The Lyrans were basically
defenseless.The planets Bila,Teka and Merck were destroyed.Over 50 million Lyran humans were killed.It is at this point in history that the
Draconians began to look at humans as a food source.This is how old the struggle is between the reptilian and human races.The
Draconians are the force behind the repression of human populations everywhere in this galaxy instilling fear-based belief systems
and restrictive hierarchies.

Ishtar
Babylonian goddess of love, procreation, and war, was the daughter and consort of
air god Anu. She was known for destroying her lovers, including a lion,
stallion, and shepherd. When the love of her life, the farm god Tammuz, died,
she followed him to the Underworld, but she was unable to retrieve him. Ishtar was the
heir to the Sumerian goddess Inanna but was more promiscuous. She is called the
Cow of Sin (a moon god). She was the wife of a human king, Sargon of Agade (MOSES).
Ishtar, the
the

is

not
Inanna
Inanna was the oldest of the love goddesses of the Mesopotamian
region. She was a Sumerian goddess of love and war.
Although she is regarded as a virgin, Inanna is a goddess responsible for sexual
love, procreation, and fertility. She gave herself to the first mythological king of Sumer,
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Dumuzi. She was worshipped from the third millennium B.C. and was still worshiped in the 6th century as a goddess driving a 7lion chariot. "Matronit: The Goddess of the Kabbala," by Raphael Patai. History of Religions, Vol. 4, No. 1. (Summer, 1964), pp.
53-68.

Ishtar 666 - The Nephilim Mark of the Beast

Nephilim false "goddess" Ishtar is a Cryptography of a Pyramid, Swirling Thrust and a Flying
Saucer. The Number of The Beast 666 is also hidden in the stone carving.
The Mark of The Beast and The Number of his name.
The stone carving of the

07 16 2010 = 8
NASA observes the Fleet of the Draconians and Andromedians
Draconians , criminal killers of the cosmic organism

HELLEN and CHAOS

//

http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/04/apollo-lizard-killer-

million-years.html All truths pass through three phases. First it is ridiculed. Second it is
violently opposed. Third it is accepted as self evident. Follow the mitos of Hellenic wisdom:
Gnothi seautón="Know Thyself",Medén ágan="Nothing in Excess"-Delphi(Civilization
Matrix)Oracle, Aghivasien métra="Live in harmony with Natural Laws"-Heracletos. In today's Chaos there is only
one way of Order Restoration:

Pan-Hellenism.

PURPOSE -AWAKEN PLANETARY HELLENES, THE WHITE-PELASGIAN ANDROMEDIAN RACE AND BLACK
INDIGENOUS SIRIAN RACE OF THEIR GLORIOUS ROOTS IN HISTORY AND PREHISTORY AND TO KEEP HELLENIC
NATIONAL AND PLANETARY SECURITY BY PUBLICISING ON TIME THE DRAGONIAN ENEMY STRATEGIES AND
MASTER PLANS IN ORDER TO FOIL CATASTROPHES AND THE DRAGONIAN GENOCIDE MASTER PLAN WITH
CODE WORD "ARMAGEDDON" UNTIL 2012 WHICH IS THE TIME LINE FOR THE INTERVENTION OF THE SUPERIOR
ANDROMEDIAN STARFLEET THAT WILL COME TO FREE US FROM THE 13500 YEARS SINESE-ZIONIST-DRAGONIAN
CANCEROUS MATRIX AND RESTORE US TO PRE-LUNAR GOLDEN ERA CIVILIZATION.

Apollo the Lizard Killer: Million Years Enmities between Hellenes from the Constellation of Andromeda and the
Reptiles-Draco coalition
2012 and the following years will be an awakening and evolutionary leap for Gaia
humanity not a planetary destruction! Don't
be alerted by 2012 sinoZionist motivated
catastrophologies and Armageddonologies.

and

http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/david-ickemanipulates-his-readers-with.html

Suicidal attitude: USA government is cooperating with
the Lunar Dragonians against the Andromedian
Galactic Government
-USA Government stupidly rushing to build a forward moon base in cooperation with the
to try to stop the
Andromedians Universal Hierarchy Judges that are about to free us from the criminal cancerous 13.500 years presence
lunar Dragonians in order to meet ...the alien "threat". Namely in order
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of the Lunar "Lord" who has instigated genocides that bloodbathed humanity and the White and Black Race in world wars, civil wars
and riots and who is now trying to cause the terminal WWIII of the Dragonian "Armageddon" in order to completely annihilate
everyone except the pure yellow Sinese saurianhumo Race.

established all the contrary Religions
Political ideologies (Capitalism, Communism, Nazism, Fascism, Socialism, Democracy, etc.), all the
contrary Economical systems, and all the contrary Military pacts (NATO, Shanghai Pact, etc) of our Planet, with end purpose the
division and the civil genocides of all races of our planet, and with end purpose the final Genocide of all the Human
Races, Nations and States of our Planet, by the armies of the Dragonian pure yellow race
-These collusion gangs of Dragonian Spirits, through besotted earthly priesthoods,
(888 vs 666, etc), all the contrary

Chinese and Koreans in the Chinese “Armageddon” of the Dragonian Judeo-Christian “Holy
Scripture”, because according to the G.H.REES research, planet Earth became a Theater of War, as a

coalition of the “Constellation of
Andromeda” and the coalition of the “Hyper Solar System of Sirius”, against
the “Constellation of Draco”.
projection of the Space War between the

-There are attempts to connect G.H.REES with Groups of "New

Age Spiritual Mediums"
who communicate with the Dragonians like the "Ashtar Command of the non
existent Galactic Federation of Light" posing as the returning Andromedian Dodecatheon of Zeus.
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/04/suicidal-attitude-usa-government-is.html

NesaRA's Descended Demonic Imposter Disasters. (cartoon shapeshifting Draconian
fakes)

http://nesara.insights2.org/Founders.html

NESARA 2010
Cancerous entrapped reincarnation dragonian - lunar policy (cause) and Universal
Hierarchy arriving Judges (effect)
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/07/entrapped-reincarnation-dragonianlunar.html

The greeks & Andromedian fleet of ZEUS

July 8 to 14 2010

CLEAN UP CANADA! WE ARE ACCOUNTABLE!
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NesaRA's Descended Demonic Imposter Disasters. (cartoon shapeshifting Draconian
fakes)

http://nesara.insights2.org/Founders.html

NESARA 2010
Are you waiting FOR THE

INVADERS to HELP? What will you do when they come for you?

http://nesara.insights2.org/

Canadian Serial Killer Linked to Elite Satanists? by Henry Makow Ph.D.
http://www.henrymakow.com/elite_serial_killer_linked_to.html
We will continue to have our paradigm shattered until we stop looking at the symptoms and address the cause, a

underground whose members are respected citizens by day and demons at night.

vast satanic

In February, Canadians had their mental paradigm shattered when a senior member of the armed forces, Col.
Russell Williams was arrested and charged with murdering two
women.
"The accusations shook the armed forces and the Canadian public. Col.
Williams had been hand-picked and 'pipelined' into the upper echelons
of the air force. Williams is accused of murdering a subordinate, Cpl
Marie-France Comeau in her home last October, and another woman
Jessica Lloyd on Jan. 28. He is also accused of breaking into the
homes of other women, stripping them, beating them and
photographing them naked.
-these ritual murders are a source of spiritual power for satanists
-"The serial killer's dissection of the body always parallels his attempt to vivisect the soul. In many cases, the limbs of the body are
kept in close proximity for long periods of time even after they decompose; Damher in the US kept parts of the body in his fridge to be
consumed at his will.
-On February 12, the Ottawa Sun revealed that Russell Williams was a college pal of Paul Bernardo, who murdered and
dismembered three teenage girls and raped 19 others in Toronto in the late 1980's. They both studied
economics at the Scarborough campus of the University of Toronto. The police speculated that the two may
have "competed" against each other in terms of sex crimes.
-

Bernardo's murders were satanic in nature. They were so
horrific that the trial proceedings were made secret.
Bernardo and his wife Karla Homolka filmed the murders
as snuff films for the entertainment of a network of elite
Illuminati Satanists.

-

Canadians will continue to be baffled until they realize that
such events, including cases of missing persons and child
molestation, are symptomatic of the presence of a
satanic cult, the Illuminati, subverting "respectable" society.
http://www.henrymakow.com/elite_serial_killer_linked_to.html

Russell Williams guilty plea agreement in works

07 11 2010 Solar Eclipse Drama? New Moon
BEYOND ILLUSION AND INTO THE NEW SPACE OF CREATIVE POSSIBILITY, PASSION AND GRACE -The
New Earth Energies for July 2010 Archangel Michael through Celia Fenn
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An Eclipse is a moment when the Planetary Collective accepts a "shift" that we may compare to rebooting a
computer. The switchover to new information in New Light Codes requires these Eclipse Transitions for Balance
and Harmony to be reset. "Oceanic Harmonic Integration" This will mean that the Oceans will become Fifth
Dimensional Sovereign Space, and will no longer tolerate the destruction and degradation of human greed
and exploitation.

Apollo the Lizard Killer: Million Years Enmities between Hellenes from the Constellation of
Andromeda and the Reptiles-Draco coalition

HELLEN and CHAOS
million-years.html All truths pass through
accepted as self evident.
ágan="Nothing in

http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/04/apollo-lizard-killer-

three

with Natural Laws"-

phases. First it is ridiculed. Second it is violently opposed. Third it is
Follow the mitos of Hellenic wisdom: Gnothi seautón="Know Thyself",Medén
Excess"-Delphi(Civilization Matrix)Oracle, Aghivasien métra="Live in harmony
Heracletos. In today's Chaos there is only one way of Order Restoration:

Pan-

Hellenism.
PURPOSE -AWAKEN
PLANETARY HELLENES, THE WHITE-PELASGIAN ANDROMEDIAN RACE
AND BLACK INDIGENOUS
SIRIAN RACE OF THEIR GLORIOUS ROOTS IN HISTORY AND PREHISTORY
AND TO KEEP HELLENIC
NATIONAL AND PLANETARY SECURITY BY PUBLICISING ON TIME THE
DRAGONIAN ENEMY
STRATEGIES AND MASTER PLANS IN ORDER TO FOIL CATASTROPHES
AND THE DRAGONIAN
GENOCIDE MASTER PLAN WITH CODE WORD "ARMAGEDDON" UNTIL 2012 WHICH IS
THE TIME LINE FOR THE INTERVENTION OF THE SUPERIOR ANDROMEDIAN STARFLEET THAT WILL COME TO FREE US FROM THE 13500 YEARS
SINESE-ZIONIST-DRAGONIAN CANCEROUS MATRIX AND RESTORE US TO PRE-LUNAR GOLDEN ERA CIVILIZATION.

Anunnaki: The Seven Great Gods “Those Who From Heaven to Earth Came” “The
Shining Ones” http://firstlegend.info/anunnaki.html
The

The subtitle "The Shining Ones" applies to Inanna
but "Those Who from Heaven to Earth Came" applies to all.

and Utu only

The Anunnaki are the pantheon of Sumerian gods. Depending where you get your
information and what epics are being referenced the total number varies, but the ones
most important are the seven great gods as pictured above. In the later

Babylonian epics these gods have their counterparts plus the god Marduk
who is the Swiss army knife of all gods. He does it all. He creates the world by
defeating Tiamat, he creates the first humans, dethrones a top Sumerian god
and declares Babylon as the center of the world.

Mary Magdalene a "Sinner," a "Queen," or both?

Was
http://www.thenazareneway.com/MaryMagdaleneSinnerorQueen.htm

Mary Magdalene was a “Sinner.” She was the earthly representation of the
prototypical goddess, daughter of Sin (Nanna), god of the ancient people of
Mesopotamia.

Mary Magdalene was also a Queen, daughter of the King of Libya and first wife, Queen
Cleopatra Selene, daughter of Marc Antony and Queen Cleopatra.

King of the Jews: Apollonius of
Tyana, grandson of Jewish princess, Mariamme and her husband, Herod the Great, King of Judea. Apollonius
Mary Magdalene was also the wife of the rightful heir to the title of

.

was also the grandson of Archelaus, King of Cappadocia
- The

sun-goddess

Moon-god

was the

wife of Sin

and the

stars were their daughters. For example, Istar was a daughter of Sin.

al- ilah,

Allah in

.

The
was called
i.e. the god, which was shortened to
pre-Islamic times (Moon-god, was
the greatest of all gods and the supreme deity in a pantheon of deities, Muhammad decided that Allah was not only the greatest god but

)

the only god.

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/moongod.htm
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Time for YOU to start the NEW PARADIGM
Follow us! The WAMPUM WAY.

in your

COMMUNITY.

FreeFreeEnergy.info GardenGurus.info

http://www.youtube.com/user/TESLABROTHERHOOD
teslacoils2001-

Broadcast your self LIVE

http://www.blogtv.com/people/teslacoils2001

United REPUBLIC of AMERICA
Sovereignty. )

(

U R AMERICA! Don't Wait For ALIENS to give you
The Good News

Toronto Street News June 1 to 15 2010 . Software Downloads // BABYLON USA AMERICA TOTAL DESTRUCTION
BY EARTHQUAKES 2010-2012 http://www.prophecyfilm.com/index.php

TorontoStreetnews.info

Pictures of Adam and Eve as Dumuzi and Inanna
http://www.bibleorigins.net/InannaDumuziPictures.html
In the biblical recasting the serpent is associated with a tree in a Yahweh's Garden of Eden. Inanna had a
Holy Garden surrounded by Uruk's edin possessing a date palm and serpent just like Yahweh, and at Nippur
Sumerian hymns called her nin-edin "the lady of edin/eden." She sought knowledge by eating of a tree in
another hymn with her brother Utu the son-god just like Eve of Eden's garden

Hebrews

are taking "great liberties" in recasting the Sumerian and Mesopotamian motifs
about the origins of the earth and man into new stories with new names and locations,

Yahweh

fusion of innumerable gods and goddesses including: An/Anu
Eve being a fusion of
Inanna/Ishtar (and Shamhat of Uruk); Adam being a fusion of Enkidu of Uruk, Adapa of
being a

(of Uruk), Enlil/Ellil (of Nippur), Enki/Ea (of Eridu);
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Eridu and the innumerable Sumerian city-gardens of the gods and goddesses surrounded by edin being fused together and recast as _one_
God's Garden in Eden. http://www.bibleorigins.net/InannaDumuziPictures.html

The Symbolic Marriage of Adam and Eve
An eight rayed star, represented
Venus eventually became.

http://firstlegend.info/themarriageofadamandeve.html

Venus as the morning and evening star

which

Inanna as

Nanna / Sin Sumerian moon god -Born to Ninlil when Enlil raped her. He decides the fate of the dead.
Inanna was the offspring of Nanna ( Sin), the moon god and Ningal his wife (yes, the moon was
considered male). Inanna and Utu are brother and sister - actually twins within the Sumerian pantheon.
Utu is the sun god while Inanna is the Mother Earth Goddess. In The Courtship of Inanna and Dumuzi
Utu becomes Inanna's older brother. Utu/Shamash is the Light that All Sees, and thus regarded as a god
of truth, justice, and right.

Was the story of Jesus stolen from the pagan hero Attis?

http://www.tektonics.org/copycat/attis.html

“Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing
ravenous wolves. Matthew 7:15
NESARA ANNOUNCES

their yahweh jeSUS and his second wife
http://nesaranews.blogspot.com/2010/06/queen-elizabeth-ii-will-make-public.html

but inwardly are

Asteroth.

Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall does claim to be Jesus Yahweh. Jesus Christ
reach out to save US AT GLP http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1126484/pg1
Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall is His New Name!

http://lisa4everwonders.blogspot.com/

TORONTO's APOCALYPTIC WHORE- SHERRIE LEA
LAIRD finds JESUS

NOT!pdf

(Add the ANTI prefix=ANTICHRIST) I am the Christ - Brian
Leonard Golightly Marshall

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1313/pg1

Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall is His New Name! http://lisa4everwonders.blogspot.com/
( SERIOUS BULLSHIT WARNING) BP OWNER QUEEN ELIZABETH II WILL STEP DOWN to
Reincarnated SHROUD OF TURIN!
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Vatican's ANTICHRIST, Beast Bribe, UFOs, REVELATION PLOT PENDING.
NESARA, First UFO RAPTURE to MARS- ENSLAVEMENT!
NESARA

and

ASHTAR COMMAND will remove the Illuminati to appear as your SAVIOURS
. pdf

SEE NESARA DECEPTION

FALSE PROPHETS /FAKE MESSIAHS AHEAD PLAYLIST-Including but not limited to:
Michael Noel Prescott, Sprm David Rockefeller, Tonya Elizabeth Stracener Kane ( Sangrailian), Pindar the Dragon Lord,
Draken, Sherrie Lea Laird, Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall, Michelle Nye,.. More Children of BELIAL to follow

HUMANITY has the POWER WITHIN to be their own deliverer.
YOU MUST GET INTO BROTHERLY, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE.
HUMANITY MUST TAKE BACK HER/HIS POWER.

WORSHIP NO ONE!

You are DIVINE. FORGIVE EACHOTHER.
LOVE ONE ANOTHER. HARM NONE

www.serenityglobal.com

July 1 to 7 2010
IF GOD IS ALL THAT IS DIVINE... ..THEN GOD IS THE MASCULINE DIVINE
AND THE FEMININE DIVINE
All Laws Should be Based Upon Love - Greatest Commandment
Why is there violence and sufferings, war, poverty and injustice around us
because our ancestors built systems, laws and institutions for us without
love - the very basic essences of Christian beliefs had been lost in the name
of progress and profits.Please pray and help us to re-discover Love.

ALL THINGS COMMON:
The Communal Way of Tribal Life that Yeshua Taught
Visual Version Trilogy Book Three
Audio Version: Trilogy Book Three

(on the Adobe Reader tool bar, simply click View>Read out loud )
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07 05 2010 Lights out on Lizardbeth- Power Outtage in Toronto
Bases 7 Britain's Project Monarch
Highly Disturbing allegations and claims involving Ritual Child Abuse, Aliens, Mind Control, UFOs, Secret bases in
Somerset. Super Soldiers, MI6 and more..RAF in the Project Monarch Program.
The Orkney Child Abuse Scandal is detailed.
Involves physical creature implants that move in the body, and radiate RF signals.
These Claims are made by Super Soldier Dave "M", in ths gruelling interview on the BASES label.
Continuing on from the Barry King, James Casbolt and Matt Todd data, we have more, and its getting worse. This information
for Mature researchers only. Some information may shock and offend. Its not looking good off planet!
Dave claims to "Hulk Out" and is a PRESENT Mind Controlled "Super Soldier", with scars and intrusion holes in his
back. He is sent on secret Missions, potentially off planet. Who Knows, with others, some of whom were selected at
schools in the Taunton area.
This is posted with the consent of an ACTIVE Mind Controlled Supersoldier in England. THREE have so far come forward, out of at least NINE.
BASES 7 invites the remainder to come forward.
BUT so far we have no EVIDENCE ANY of these "Claims" have ANY valid Reality.

is

So BASES and UndergroundVideo Uk advises Caution.

PLANNED SCENARIO

by the

NWO SATANISTS? Are you waiting FOR THE INVADERS to HELP?

What will you do when they come for you?

666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTE

AVOID the NESARA NORDIC Shapeshifting ALIEN DESCENDED DISASTERS.NESARA
DECEPTION. http://www.nesarasucks.com/

Sherry Shriner is a DANGEROUS NWO GATEKEEPER http://www.scribd.com/doc/26619915/SHERRY-Shriner-if-You-Don-tExpose-This-Then-You-Are-Working-With-Them-Fix-This-Mess-With-Me-Don-t-Ignore-Me-Anymore-I-Am-Emailing-Everyone

WHY ARE THE AshkeNazi Zionists MEDIA WHORES scaring Canadians on TeeVee? Vatican
funded HAMAS terrorists are HERE? Be very SCARED!? http://www.whatwouldwedo.ca
-INTERPOL ( NWO POLICE) wants our help to find BADDIES. CHECK the POLICE DEPARTMENTS and Parliament!

HAARP targetting North Americans with rare Tornadoes and earthquakes.
Underwater active volcano under Gulf of Mexico will ignite massive OIL explosions, black rain, BLACK
DEATH. Thank QUEEN Lizardbeth and COMPANY for that.
Under water volcanoes near Iceland and Italy will ignite tsumanis and also spew BLACK ASH that would darken
the EARTH for weeks. ALL plantlife would die. Your oxygen level would deplete and MEAT would be the only
food source left.
San Andreas Fault, Japan, Indonesia

and other

drama to prepare for.

http://revelation13.net/

-April 20 2010. Hitler's 121st birthday. An explosion at the Deepwater Horizon oil platform in the Gulf of Mexico resulted in the
gigantic Gulf oil spill. Note that this is near where the asteroid hit in the Yucatan that wiped out the dinosaurs 60 million years ago, which also
sounds like Revelation 9:1. And this was only a few days after the meteor was seen over Wisconsin, so again this is like Revelation 9:1,2
with the meteor and then the oil spill being burned off by big fires. Could this indicate that other events of Revelation 9 are about to occur
including a major war in 2010. Also note, concerning Wisconsin, note that the worst drought for years in the U.S. has been in Northern
Wisconsin and Northern Upper Peninsula Michigan. Also note Revelation 8:8, King James version, could apply to the oil spill: "and the third part
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of the sea became blood". The oil well was at 88 degrees W (corresponding to Revelation 8:8). And also, Revelation 16:3: "And the
second angel poured out his vial upon the sea; and it became as the blood of a dead man: and every living soul died in the sea."
http://revelation13.net/calendar.html

07 04 2010
HAPPY Birthday United REPUBLIC of AMERICA ( U R AMERICA! Don't forget it!)
Usuryfree.info WampumWay.info

Anglican Church LEADER - Queen
Lizardbeth invades Toronto
Recent Updates from Kevin Annett
Kevin Annett

Canada's Human Trafficking, RCMP Crimes, Corporate Criminals, SOLUTION,
Canadastreetnews.com // Canada's Child Crimes Kid's Next Door

Virginia Romano Speaks out! -www.stalkingvictimsnetwork.net
Anunnaki Paedophilia Syndrome by Amitakh Stanford
http://www.xeeatwelve.com:80/articles/anunnaki_syndrome.html

A SNAPSHOT OF POLICE CORRUPTION IN CANADA
http://www.mapinc.org/newstcl/v04/n666/a06.html

Ex Toronto police chief Julian Fantino is one
of those bad apples Filed under: News and politics —
thenonconformer @ 6:19 am

http://thenonconformer.wordpress.com/2009/12/11/ex-toronto-police-chief-julian-fantino-is-one-of-those-bad-apples/
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Toronto Police Chief Lies Again To Frame Protesters

http://www.prisonplanet.com/toronto-police-chief-lies-again-to-frame-protesters.html

THE PEOPLE at the G20 WERE SET UP by the I.P.F police Bosses

lyn davignon To:

danah@canadastreetnews.com

What really happened, this was a rally & parade of good decent citizens wanting social justice, change a
decent government. There was everything from children to grandmothers, unions, students, tax payer’s
members of the NNPP.ca etc.

people calling for a government that cares for the
people not a police state.
This was a prearranged parade by the I.P.F (integrated police force) in the
designated parade area.
A microcosm, of this land,

It was a parade, even with the rain we were happy and proud
Canadians,10,000 to 20,000 of us being united for the common good.
Including 99% of the police along the parade route, there citizens to, I
talked to many of them. To quote one officer he was afraid of losing his job and did not want to be filmed said
this “they’ve

turned Toronto into a police state, this is

insane”
I.P.F (integrated police force Bosses) set a trap for the
people.This is how, what and why the I.P.F Bosses did.
How.
It took about an hour for the parade to get to the intersection where the first
BAIT car was placed.
The

During and along the parade route, officers blocked traffic at intersections so the parade could pass
safely, everyone was happy.
At

intersection (of the bait car) the scene was set to create a riot.
riot Police had double rows on 3 sides, set up behind the riot police on media
towers and balconies was the national media, CBC,CTV and others, giving
the

The

them a perfect picture of the approaching parade and the BAIT CAR placed in the center of the
intersection, with its windows open on a very rainy day.

As we approached the intersection some people were singing “O Canada” we were met by a line of
riot police and without warning they charged the people,(women and children, families, people in wheel chairs )
Sending 100’s maybe a1000 people running away from the police charge.
It was just

luck that no one was crushed to death.
This was a deliberate act to enrage the people and it worked very well.
What.
The undercover police did.

infiltrated themselves
into a group protesting globalization, and they were dressed in black pants,
shirts and bandanas; except for their RCMP issue shiny boots, the same as
they did at Montebello Québec 2 years ago.
I saw 2, there could have been more, undercover police, they

They were some of the first to serge toward the BAIT CAR and they started the ensuing
riot, attacking, the bait car breaking windows etc.
Yes the some of this enraged crowed of citizens joined in (just like at a hockey riot)
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After the riot police charge on the people in the parade, the riot police moved back and to the sides leaving an open and free access to
the bait car. Right in front of the National media where I.P.F. Bosses told them to set up hours before.
Of the hundreds of police waiting over an hour for the parade to arrive at this intersection

this police car 50 feet?
The Police after starting this riot, the
for the people of Canada.
They made

NOT ONE was allowed to move

police stood back so the national media could have good show, a good lie

no attempt to stop the riot.
to arrest those who started the vandalism, (they could not arrest the undercover police officers

They made no attempt
that started the riot)
They made
They made

no attempt to protect the shop keepers and business.
no attempt to protect the people.

They did NOTHING!
They did

create a lie and a deception on the people of this good land.

Why.

The Harper government need an excuse to justify the spending of 1.3 Billion dollars and the
expanded police powers.
I was there and I saw what really happened, along with members of the National Non Profit Party
http://nnpp.ca and 10,000’s of other citizens.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me.
Lyn Davignon party leader National Non Profit Party http://nnpp.ca
The National Non Profit Party http://nnpp.ca is asking all media and anyone who has video or information
please tell us your story, tell the Nation
For General questions – nnpp.ca @ gmail.com
Media & Candidates and organizers- nnpp.ca1@gmail.com ,
Members - nnpp.ca2@gmail.com ,
planers, designers nnpp.ca3@gmail.com

Please pass this on to everyone. The future of the nation is in your hands.

How I am singing O Canada today:

My Declaration of my

sovereignty by Adam White
Are you a true Patriot of the Earth

by Adam White
Crystalkids.info

WAKE UP THE SHEEPLE! distribute

Juno 2010

June 22 to 30 2010
The Toronto G20 Riot Fraud: Undercover Police engaged in Purposeful Provocation
At Tax Payers' Expense by Terry Burrows http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=19928
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To Serve and Protect Themselves-Canadians are all insurgents now pdf
06 28 2010 Gulf Oil spill news, Florida evacuations, Gulf evacuations, 2010 end time news last
days. Jack Blood exposes Alex Jones(condensed 10 minute version) //
Toronto Street News May 16 to 31 2010 Finally converted to PDF. Software Downloads
TorontoStreetnews.info
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DO NOT BE DECEIVED!
CRAMNOTES for Summer 2010 // 666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTE // Canadian Professional Accountability Evidence //

ebooks

Integrity Teachers for Ascension Playlist.
TRUE ASCENSION- YOU
Do not Trust

the

are the

Ascending Masters.

NESARA Reptilian Shapeshifting Fakesters.

Serenityglobal.com

for a

GLOBAL COOPERATIVE.

We are all from the stars.
Love One Another. Harm None.
Forgive Eachother
THANK YOU!
Utopia Bound
49
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UP from Here
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(June 26 Full Moon= 06 26 2010= 6-11 or 8)

SATANIC ILLUMINATI INVADE
TORONTO. CANADIAN POLICE and

Politicians are Spineless COWARDS!
USELESS.
(King

Cop Bill Blair-You can't act. Your cops are
the terrorists. Who killed Tori Stadford?)

Hired Thugs and COP CAR FIRES. You're Fired
pay off your debt. You get verichipped.
Run

to your

UNDERGROUND BASES.

Those who received videos are

You are Traitor

HUMAN MEAT

for the

GREYS

and

FEMA BOUND! You

and

Reptilians

accountable! . JUDGEMENT DAY IS COMING http://www.holyhealthy.com//The

%20following%20had%20videos%20sent%20to%20them.htm

Accountability in Politics and Police in Canada From 2003 to June 26 2010 HolyHealthy.com pdf

What a stage. LIVE on ZIONIST NEWS!

666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTE
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GLOBAL ENSLAVEMENT ALERT!
BYE BYE Canada.
You will RISE from the Ashes
FIRST!
Toronto RIP

(rainbow warrior energy here)

G20 Terrorism Begins. CN rail

to strike Sunday.

LOCK DOWN. FEMA CAMPs, Underground Bases, orchestrated
Earthquakes, Global Puppets all in TORONTO.
Vatican's ANTICHRIST, Beast Bribe, UFOs, REVELATION PLOT PENDING.
NESARA, First UFO RAPTURE to MARS- ENSLAVEMENT!
NESARA and ASHTAR COMMAND will remove the Illuminati to appear as your
SAVIOURS SEE NESARA DECEPTION. pdf
FALSE PROPHETS /FAKE MESSIAHS AHEAD PLAYLIST-Including but not limited to:
Michael Noel Prescott, Sprm David Rockefeller, Tonya Elizabeth Stracener Kane ( Sangrailian), Pindar the Dragon Lord,
Draken, Sherrie Lea Laird, Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall, Michelle Nye,.. More Children of BELIAL to follow

HUMANITY has the POWER WITHIN to be their own deliverer.
YOU MUST GET INTO BROTHERLY, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE.
HUMANITY MUST TAKE BACK HER/HIS POWER.

WORSHIP NO ONE!

You are DIVINE. FORGIVE EACHOTHER.
LOVE ONE ANOTHER. HARM NONE

www.serenityglobal.com

CanadaStreetNews.com Nesara Beast 666 Warning pdf
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Descended Disasters are still planning their Fake ALIEN Invasion. Plan to keep messing up
their plans!

http://secondcoming.insights2.org/

NESARA Breakdown & World Refinancing Plans- THESE ARE
IMPOSTER REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTERS in cahoots with Marduk Ra,
Samjaza and Azazel http://www.welcomethelight.com/2009/05/mark-nesara-breakdown-world-

refinancing-plans/

Lilith and the Locust Queen Apocalyptic Update June 23 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/33479634/Lilith-and-the-Locust-Queen-Update-June-23-2010 I have to kick Sangrailian and Laird in the EGO ASS
because their selfish AGENDA will HURT us all. Do not let apocalyptic whores destroy HUMANITY. ( Like a grandmother...act harshly but fairly.
No emotional attachments. )

Judeo-Christian salvationism is the
primary ploy of the Archons, an alien implant. Our
According to the Gnostics,

capacity to discern alien forces working in our minds is crucial
to survival and co-evolution with Gaia who, as Sophia,
accidentally produced the Archons in the first
place.http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm
As inorganic entities of two types, embryonic and reptilian, Archons can at moments penetrate the
terrestrial atmosphere and terrorize humans, although there is no reason or order to these forays, for the
aliens cannot remain for very long in the biosphere and, anyway, they have no master plan to accomplish
here. The risk they pose by invading our mental software is far greater than any physical risk they might pose by
erratically breaching the biosphere. Working through telepathy and suggestion, the Archons attempt to deviate us from our proper
course of evolution. Their most successful technique is to use religious ideology to insinuate their way of thinking and, in effect,
substitute their mind-set for ours. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm

An Aeon is a god understood, not in theological terms, but in terms of the physics of
consciousness.
Aeons are not entities but processes that may best be conceptualized as immense

Goddess Sophia who
Aeon Sophia.

currents, but currents that are alive, self-aware, sensuous. The
becomes embodied as Gaia is an Aeon, hence the

Aeons are gendered. In some Gnostic scenarios the male counterpart to the female
Aeon Sophia is the Aeon Christos.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm

Virgin of the World

Persephone or Koré,"-

I am present; I, who am Nature, the parent of things, mistress of all the
elements, initial progeny of the ages, the highest of the divinities, queen of departed spirits, the
first of the celestials, of Gods and Goddesses the sole likeness of all. Those who are enlightened
by the emerging rays of the rising sun, the Æthiopians and Aryans, and likewise the Egyptians, call me
Queen Isis.'

.

Isis, whether as Artemis (Good Fortune), or as Hekate (Evil
Fortune), is the controlling and illuminating influence of the soul while
remaining within the jurisdiction of Nature and Time;

Demeter, the Divine Intelligence, represents the heavenly fountain or super-

mundane source, whence the soul originally draws her being, and as such, is
concerned directly, not with her exile and wanderings in material conditions, but with
her final recovery from generation and return to the celestial abodes. There
are many divine fountains contained in the essence of the Demiurgus of the world; and that among these there are
three of a very distinguished rank, namely, the fountain of souls, or Juno (Hera), the fountain of virtues,
Minerva (Athena), and the fountain of nature, or Diana (Artemis). http://www.sacredtexts.com/eso/vow/vow05.htm

or
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The Apocrypha

http://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/apo/index.htm

Gnosticism and Hermetica

http://www.sacred-texts.com/gno/index.htm

Police Provocateurs SPP 07 - G20 in 2010?
-

footage I shot of three police officers trying to provoke violence at the anti-SPP rally in Montebello Quebec in
2007. The Harper government is spending a billion dollars on security for the G8 and G20 conferences in

police will not guarantee that part of that budget will not be used to
pay police infiltrators or provocateurs at the anti-G20 protests. Is this how taxpayers
want to see their money wasted? Who are the real security threats at these peaceful protests? Who is
infiltrating the so called black block anarchists and directing their activities?
Ontario but the

Police Provocateurs SPP 07 - G20 in 2010? from Paul Manly on Vimeo.
Toronto G20 Terrorism Propaganda radio news http://www.680news.com/listenLive

Canada-Prepare to FALL SOON, BUT you will
RISE from the Ashes FIRST!
New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION
AMERICAN INDIAN ANCIENT PROPHESY
A day will come when the animals, winged ones and those who swim will begin to disappear. The

people will become greedy and will
not love each other. The sky will become black and the trees and plants will
die. The beautiful rainbow will disappear because people will not remember to keep the
eagle, bear, wolf and buffalo will be scarce because

Mother Earth sacred and will destroy its beauty.

Children of the Rainbow Warriors will come
before all destroyed and they will love the trees and the animals. They will love
and respect each other and they will help people to live in peace with all
creation. The rainbow in the sky
will return as a sign of the Creator's
grace.

An Invitation to all
Indigenous, Aboriginal
People, and those who
support our values
Kinakwii

welcomes your thoughts, your ideas, your questions, your feelings, your criticism, your fears, your compliments and your

participation. We seek to build on all Indigenous Aboriginal heritages. We anticipate that

confederacy of nations.

Kinakwii will become not just a nation, but a

Open Kinakwii Invitation & Declaration of Nationhood PDF

Credo Mutwa on Barack Obama // Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather
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06 23 2010= 14=5 5.5 mag Rare earthquake rocks Ontario and Quebec today. Prepare for DRAMA

North America

http://web.archive.org/web/19990209035519/www.ecrnews.com/namer1.htm

We are more powerful than the Reptilians

http://stargods.org/IndexPage.html

JUNE 15 TO 21 2010

06 20 2010 = 11 TORONTO's APOCALYPTIC WHORESHERRIE LEA LAIRD finds JESUS

NOT!pdf

(Add the ANTI prefix=ANTICHRIST) I am the Christ - Brian
Leonard Golightly Marshall

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1313/pg1

YOU TUBE FOR this FAKE MESSIAH

http://www.youtube.com/user/michellenye

Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall is His New Name!
http://lisa4everwonders.blogspot.com/

( SERIOUS BULLSHIT WARNING) BP OWNER QUEEN
ELIZABETH II WILL STEP DOWN to Reincarnated
SHROUD OF TURIN!
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Some Things Are Hard To Prove Even With Proof Don't Let Our Poisoned Gulf Be Another Such
Enigma By J. Speer-Williams 6-17-10 http://www.rense.com:80/general91/proof.htm
Corporatism has unleashed upon America the greatest disaster
in human history, with the blow-out of their Gulf oil well, then made that
unparalleled catastrophe ten times worse with their Corexit, then
are billing the rest of us for the damages they caused.
Corexit kills all life from the bottom of life's chain to the top; it kills everything
from microorganisms and algae to human beings.
What kind of psychopaths would even think of
manufacturing something like Corexit, much less put over

a million gallons of it into our pristine coastal waters? These sub-humans, who have ascended to such
power, are obviously well behind the human race in the spiritual aspects of their evolutionary development.
If the heated vapors from this lethal mixture get into the Jet Stream, in the upper reaches of our

dire results on all life in the entire United
States, east of the Rockies, is almost impossible to calculate. Such toxic precipitation could destroy every
troposphere, and then fall as rain or snow, the

living plant it touches, not to mention the human lives it could take.
The dark Monetary Cartel that owns British Petroleum, with their treacherous perversions, has truly and utterly poisoned our punch
bowl, with a chemical dispersant (that's illegal to use in Great Britain), while claiming they are making the bowl more nutritious and tasty.

Canada-Prepare to FALL SOON, BUT you will
RISE from the Ashes FIRST!
New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION

Juno 08 to 14 2010
Steve Quayle Extreme ALERT // Mysterious "Plague" Burning Grass Trees Crops and Killing Birds
Pastor Lindsay Williams on Oil Spill in Gulf

MP3 06 10 10

06 12 2010
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BEWARE of the WOLF! Illuminati Plan to INVADE CANADA.
YOU are

NOT OUR QUEEN...LIZARDBETH!

Stay OUT of CANADA!

Imposter Queen- Happy Birthday LIZARDBETH.
I have a mop and a Verichip for you!
NO MORE RITUAL SACRIFICES!

LIST OF FAMOUS SATANISTS, PEDOPHILES, AND MIND CONTROLLERS

by David Icke

http://www.davidicke.com/icke/articles/listsatan.html

06 11 2010= 11

(9-11; 6-11-3)

Deadly Floods in Ark

Arkansas' Albert Pike Park flood sacrifices campers.
Albert PIKE, a Mason & Jesuit says Clive Boustred

of Extreme
Albert Pike
Brig General,
Pike created
prided itself
skin. This is
the 33rd degree
In other words
numbers of the

The Jesuit Order The Society of Jesus (Jesuits) The complete Oath
Induction http://www.thenazareneway.com/society_of_jesus_jesuits.htm
(1809-1891) born on Dec 29. US lawyer, historian, general. Masonic author.
(Confederate Army), died in 1891. Founder of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) Albert
the 33rd degree of Masonry. The Ku Klux Klan is an organization which
( and still does) in the torture and murder of men for the color of their
Demonic in itself. So we have a confessed LUCIFERIAN (666) who created
of masonry and founded the KKK. K is the eleventh number of the Alphabet.
the KKK can be represented as 11, 11, 11. 11+11+11=33. The same occult
World Trade Center attack is represented here by a confessed Luciferian.

see also: The Scottish Rite's KKK Project Albert Pike addressing the

23 Supreme Councils of the world on July 14, 1889:- 'the Masonic
purity of the LUCIFERIAN Doctrine. . ."

Religion should be, by all of us initiates of the high degrees, maintained in the

Albert Pike’s plan was to foment three world wars with the third and final war opening the way for the

introduction of a new global faith, a religion that would have Lucifer as its idol.
Diabolically inspired, Pike’s vision was to pit Muslim’s against Jews and Christians across
the planet and with the outrages in London, and the media’s portrayal of elements of Islam as
“extremist” . www.threeworldwars.com/albert-pike.htm

ID=1086

"The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences caused by the "agentur" of the
"Illuminati" between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World. The war must be conducted in such away that
Islam (the Moslem Arabic World) and political Zionism (the State of Israel) mutually destroy each other.
Meanwhile the other nations, once more divided on this issue will be constrained to fight to the point of
complete physical, moral, spiritual and economical exhaustion" http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/article.asp?

Vatican Assassins INFO
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Black Pope

by Eric Jon Phelps Extracted from Chapters 49 & 50 of 'Vatican Assassins: “Wounded In
The House Of My Friends”' http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vatican/esp_vatican21.htm

PAEDOPHILIA AND SATANISM ...http://www.davidicke.com/articles/child-abuse-mainmenu-74/31148-paedophilia-andsatanism-the-fabric-of-the-web

paedophilia and Satanism are the cement that hold the
establishment control structure together in every country, and these 'national' networks connect together to form a
Put it all together and the situation is as clear as can be:

global network of paedophiles and Satanists all watching each others' backs - while they continue to serve the Control System.
If anyone wants to get out or refuses to take orders they know the consequences - 'suicide' or exposure.

Governments around the world are being controlled by the bloodline cabal
via paedophile and Satanist politicians and 'leaders' who dare not resist the
demands of the Shadow People who have the evidence that would destroy them.
'Politicians are introduced by a carefully graded set of criteria and
situations that enable them to accept that their victims will be, "Our

Young children sexually molested
and physically abused by politicians worldwide
are quickly used as sacrifices.
little secret".

In Australia the bodies are hardly ever discovered, for Australia is still
a wilderness.'

Satanists and paedophiles
have
crematoria to 'lose' the evidence of child sacrifice and murder.
In more crowded locations the

(the two networks are fundamentally connected)

People don't realise how organised it all is. Satanists and paedophiles (and those doing their bidding in
pursuit of power, money and sheer survival) are placed in the key public offices to hide their activities. I
am talking

presidents and prime ministers, too.

Satanism is Practiced by Our Leaders

REACTION
Mind control by the illuminati Arizona Wilder playlist
Who are the people at the top of the conspiracy? Who are the generational

satanic families? The illuminati consists of 13

magical and powerful bloodlines. There are also some other powerful bloodlines that are worth naming but if they are in the
Illuminati they have blood ties to one of the 13 powerful lineages. About half of the Illuminati people I know have had their parentage hidden
from them. Many of the those who still know who their real parents are, still do not know what bloodline they belong to until the illuminati
chooses to reveal it to them. Most of the Illuminati have MPD. When high level Satanists do not have MPD they very often

emotionally break under the stress of the horrible blood rituals that are required.
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Hang on! WOW! TRUTH ALERT! YOU NEED TO HEAR THIS
*Message from the Divine Mother Sophia*
http://www.georgekavassilas.org/messagedivinemother.pdf

George Kavassilas - Ascension and Beyond

http://www.georgekavassilas.org/

Journey & The Greatest Secret on Earth Playlist
horusdownunder — May 15, 2010 — This presentation has been created as a sequel to "Our Journey and the
Grand Deception". George reveals more behind the scenes information of which we are unaware that is critical in
helping us in re-remembering who we all are and also in understanding what is actually occurring all around us.

•
•
•
•

• What does the ascension of our Divine Mother Earth Sophia, and therefore the activation of her planetary
Light Body, actually mean on a practical and physical level?
• What is she going to transform into when she becomes a, Being of Light?
Do elements of the ruling elite and their off world overlords have knowledge of this?
What role does the planet Mars have to play in all of this?
Why did the Hadron Collider inEurope frighten so many scientists after their initial experiments?
What is happening to our natural environment?

George has had an incredible range of experiences, including traveling up through the dimensions of our Universe in 2003 and
rediscovering what life here on this planet is all about. It is more significant than you are led to believe.

YOU are

more significant and magnificent in the greater scheme of things than you can possibly imagine. George wishes to share with
you his knowledge and wisdom which he has gained over a lifetime of extraordinary experiences, including meeting and interacting on and off
world with many different ET races, both benevolent and malevolent.

our DNA's
transformation into Homo-Illuminous or Hu-Man, meaning God-Man. For more information please visit George's website:
He also has a comprehensive understanding of the ascension process and the timing of the two main phases of
http://www.georgekavassilas.org

George Kavassilas Galactic CONFEDERATION OF LIGHT PLAYLIST -NOT FEDERATION of
Light with the Shapeshifting Orion faction of reptilians and greys who will take you off planet and continue to enslave you if you FALL
FOR THE DECEPTION

06 10 2010 = 10 Aten Aton Satan

Descended Disasters are still planning their Fake ALIEN Invasion. Plan to
keep messing up their plans!

http://secondcoming.insights2.org/

NESARA Breakdown & World Refinancing Plans- THESE ARE
IMPOSTER REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTERS in cahoots with Marduk Ra,
Samjaza and Azazel http://www.welcomethelight.com/2009/05/mark-nesara-breakdown-worldrefinancing-plans/
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GET OUT OF TORONTO

before the

G20 Terrorism Begins.

BEWARE of the WOLF! Illuminati Plan to
INVADE CANADA.
YOU are

NOT OUR QUEEN...LIZARDBETH!

Stay OUT

of CANADA!

Why does

ONTARIO have BRITISH NAMES.
Victoria Stafford

was ritually

sacrificed

in

Woodstock

(full moon passover 2009).
You are

The

FEMA BOUND LIZARDBETH!

Planet

belongs to

HUMANITY !

FREEMASONS SERVE SATAN

NOT SOCIETY!
Iggy's AshkeNAZI
ALLEGIANCE is AMERICAN
http://uncyclopedia.wikia.com/wiki/Michael_Ignatieff

Toronto's Mayor MILLER
Born!

is

California

Harper = Hitler = AshkeNAZI
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Police State Toronto - Terror Drill Caught On Tape -On Sunday April 18th I received a tip that there would
be a terror/civilian evacuation drill in the downtown core which was to include simulated gun fire, actors resembling accident victims
and the participation of Police Tactical Officers, the Emergency Task Force, and Toronto Fire and EMS.
No one was notified that the drill would be taking place even though it was conducted in the financial district just a few
blocks away from the location of the G20 summit coming to Toronto this June 26th/27th. Police with assault rifles
could be seen ordering around civilians in an underground food court during one of the simulated scenarios.
In
a world where false flag attacks are becoming the modus operandi for
manipulating the masses into accepting greater forms of tyranny, police and
intelligence agencies are looking to merge the public and private sectors of security
as
a solution to the threat of terrorism . We interviewed Chris Fernandes of the
Toronto Police Service and TAVIS Response Team who was responsible for the drill
and he stated to me over and over again that times are changing... and private
security is a very important partnership for us. We also interviewed Deputy
Chief Kim Derry from TAPPS who went on to say theres only so many police
officers but theres lots of private security. If private citizens see things they
can report it to the private sector and the private sector has a communication network now with us and
they can pass it on.
The merging of the public and private sectors of security is a very slippery slope and what the
TAPPS organization fails to realise is that when there is an abuse of authority or an illegal

independent
press is on the rise and as long as we continue to expose these psyops for what they really are than citizens of the world just may
realize that theyve been had and will take a stand to join the infowar, expose the lies and seek the truth. For more information
action taking by these private forces no one is ever held accountable. Luckily

visit: http://pressfortruth.ca/

Sheeple: Signs That You Might Be Part Of The Herd…http://neithercorp.us:80/npress/?p=287
By Giordano Bruno Neithercorp Press – 05/03/2010

barriers and doorways to truth. The trick is finding the unique keys which open those doors
break down those barriers.
In every person there are

and

We did not get to where we are now by giving up when the waters
became choppy, and I believe when this age is chronicled and spoken of, it will be our
perseverance above all else that defines us. It is a grueling task to defeat an opponent
who cannot be made to give up. It is nearly impossible to defeat that same opponent when
he

is also

right.
To those in the New World Order, we are such an
opponent.
do not falter, the sheeple will grow
thinner in number, replaced by cognizant vibrant
individuals, and the warped ambitions of Globalists
As long as we

will not come to pass…
http://neithercorp.us:80/npress/?p=287

GardenGurus.info
Medicinal Herb Garden and Non Toxic Homemade Pesticides
http://www.gardengurus.info/Non-toxic and Homemade Remedies.doc

pdf
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John 15:18- "If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first".

God With US
Apocalyptic URGENT Review Canada Street News Summer 2010 doc
pdf http://www.scribd.com/doc/32631456/Apocalyptic-URGENT-Review-Canada-Street-News-Summer-2010

Sophia Luminaries

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/vol 11 torontostreetnews/tsnewsvol11 issue 20may1to 152010/Sophia

Luminaries.pdf

SITCHIN IS WRONG.COM

http://www.sitchiniswrong.com

doc pdf

http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/edition2/etcslbycat.php

June 1 to 7 2010 May 1 to 15 2010 Toronto Street News

( May 16 to 31 2010 in file

here but not in PDF format. Victor did something weird to the files, so I cannot open them currently. )

Real Jews are

Not ZIONIST Nazis

I caught 2 Apocalyptic Whores in one day! What a CATCH! Do I need a
Fishing License for this? You are finished. Abyss Bound.
How do you love me now?

Sherrie Lea Laird LYING Locust Queen
http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/SherrieLeaLaird-LYING-Locust-Queen ( I warned you
in Sept 2009 Laird, that Sangrailian was a DEVIL. Laird- a self professed SATANIC
WHORE...likes DEVILS. The Vampires wait for you with hungry FANGS. SOUL SOLD at
a very cheap price. )

June 5 2010-Recent Letters from the
Rotting Fruit Treee- Sangrailian Apocalyptic Whore- Satan's Wife.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/32567912/Its-the-Rotting-Fruit-Treee-June-5-2010

from 05 23 2010= 13 ARMAGEDDON BEGINs canadastreetnews. com May
23, 2010 CALLING ALL Crystal Indigo Children Starseeds playlist
Starseeds and the FIFTH ROOT RACE prepare for Ascension to 5d and AGHARTA / EDEN

SOLUTION Luminaries

are the

Keepers of the Grail
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http://www.canadastreetnews.com/index05212010to05312010.htm
http://www.serenityglobal.com/index.html
http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888 http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon/
canadastreetnews. com May 23, 2010
canadastreetnews. com, hells angels, Aghartha, Star Children, sangrailian, whores, RockyMountain Mystery School, Marilyn Monroe, Sherri Lea
Laird, Hepsebeh, Sherry Shriner, Armageddon, Locust Queen, Luminari, Dead Sea Scrolls, Children of the Light, Angels,

ECO TERRORISM-

.

Liquid Nitrogen would seal BP oil leak in Gulf The quickest way to seal a leaking oil well
head is to inject liquid nitrogen, it freezes the oil and can be done quickly and is cost effective. The oil well can be easily kept sealed until a relief
well can be drilled. I have tried to pass this on to BP and the USA without success. If you have access to a BP. representative please pass
this on. Thank you Lyn Davignon National Non Profit Party of Canada http://nnpp.ca. The
National Non Profit Party is organizing a unified front of all
political parties and social action groups. In Toronto June 25,26,27. At the
Neill -Wycik hotel 96 Gerard St. E 1-800-268-4358, 416-977-2320. This will
nationwide
unified front to form a new decent government for
the people of Canada. This is an open invitation to all political

be a preliminary meeting to lay the ground work to form a

parties, social action groups and interested parties. All NNPP meetings are
open to everyone (total transparency). I'm looking forward to meeting and working with you. Send me a message if you will
attend and we will work out the space we will need and time. Thank You Lyn Davignon NNPP party leader. Use Facebook or for Candidates and
organizers- nnpp.ca1@gmail.com , Members - nnpp.ca2@gmail.com , planers, designers nnpp.ca3@gmail.com

ZIONIST TURKEY= Ashkenazi ZIONIST Government= IS-RA-EL's Satanist
Ashkenazi Zionists
Gaza People are innocent PEOPLE. As in WW2, Innocent Jews will be targetted and ethic cleansing is imminent.
MEDIA WHORES are ZIONIST SATANISTS programming you to hate innocent JEWS.
NAZI-These are Marduk Ra's alien invaders who enslaved humanity in ATLANTIS. Space Brotherhood (Fallen Angels) are Back ( Igigi
warrior Orion Faction). These Descended mAsters want the innocent out of the way. (FATCHANCE!...we are awake and ready to bbq
your baddies)

Are Ashkenazi Jews descended from the Khazars? Khazars were a Turkic tribe that migrated to the steppes of what is today southern
Russia and eastern Ukraine by the 5th century.
http://www.faqs.org/faqs/judaism/FAQ/07-Jews-As-Nation/section-5.html

Update on Israel Attack on Aid Flotilla to Gaza thetruthergirls — June 04, 2010 — I am
neither against Israel nor Palestine. I am against war. I have tried to look deeper into what happened and ... thetruthergirls — June 04, 2010 — I
am neither against Israel nor Palestine. I am against war. I have tried to look deeper into what happened and here is what I have found. The
question we should all be asking ourselves is not necessarily "who is at fault- Israel or the aid ship?" but "who benefits from the continuation of
the war between Israel and Palestine?' No doubt, the soldiers, once aboard, were defending themselves. And the people on board were also
defending themselves, having been fired at. But couldn't there have been another way to avoid this conflict
altogether?

"G-d" - Orthodox Jewish custom the One we worshipTetragrammaton "Jehovah" is not the actual Name.
http://www.jrgenius.com/ebooks jrgenius.com/Mother Earth Way/439278-PISTIS-SOPHIA-UNVEILED-bySamael-Aun-Weor.pdf

THE RAINBOW SWASTIKA-A REPORT TO THE
JEWISH PEOPLE ABOUT NEW AGE ANTISEMITISM by Hannah Newman
http://philologos.org/__eb-trs/nac.htm
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The

only ways NA disciples can fight the Forces of Darkness are to refuse to
Great Invocation, and refuse contact with "the forces of Shamballa or of
Hierarchy." (p.73, 76) Meanwhile, "the forces of separateness and of hate...
use the Jewish race to stir up world difficulty."
[Elsewhere, Bailey makes it clear that for the "problem of
the Jews" to disappear, the Jews themselves
have to disappear.] http://philologos.org/__eb-trs/nac.htm

recite the
the

The Gods of the New Age

[Important note
to orthodox Jewish readers: Jews are commanded in the Torah to shun the study of idolatrous religions.
This ploy has allowed NA "change agents" (as they are known to
insiders) to infiltrate the unsuspecting Jewish community and win
leadership positions, and only then do they set out to reshape the old
concepts to fit the "new paradigm". So please do not skip this
section under any circumstances.] http://philologos.org/__ebtrs/nac.htm
-New

Age Religion is based on a blend of practically every
rejecting
only Torah-based Judaism and early (preConstantine, pre-gnostic, Judaic) Christianity. The
religious and occult philosophy found in the world,

blend is known as "The Ancient Wisdom" and harmonizes Theosophy". http://philologos.org/__ebtrs/nac.htm
-

Who is the "Hierarchy"? NA history teaches that they appeared (the word used is "descended") on
earth 18 million years ago, during the Lemurian Age, introducing themselves in both
physical and etheric bodies [presumably apparitions] as "Brothers

of Light". They

made their home in "Shamballa" (when on the spiritual plane) and (on the physical plane)
in the Gobi Desert, Shigatse and the Himalayas. They are most often referred to as the
"Hierarchy

of Ascended Masters", and sometimes as the "Space
Brothers" or just the "Brotherhood" - a group of ancient beings, many of whom once
started out on our (earthly human) plane, but have now evolved to the level where
they are no longer shackled by physical matter and can be considered divine (to be
addressed as "great Lord" or "Master"). (Gagging now...D)

Sanat Kumara is therefore considered the Head of the Hierarchy as far as earthlings are concerned.

NOT!..

Sanat Kumara is Marduk Ra= Supriem Rockefeller = Antichrist
-NA "service"

resembles the bonded conscription now outlawed in most societies - forced labor to get out of debtor's prison. In
short, the motive for "service" on the part of better-informed NAers is (pardon the pun) intensely self-serving.]
"Solar Angels" as "fallen Angels", a uniquely Jewish/Christian idea derived from the Hebrew Nefilim, beings who were on earth in preFlood times - Genesis 6:4. "Fallen"

denotes an abrupt involuntary movement downward... far from flattering.

-Maitreya has chosen the British disciple of Bailey, Benjamin Creme, NA teacher and the figurehead of World Goodwill and Share
International, to occasionally channel his instructions - or so Creme has been claiming since 1981.
Lucifer is a Latin word meaning "light bringer", according to the Theosophical Society (Ina Belderis, "Some
Light on Lucifer", _Sunrise Magazine_, Oct/Nov. 1996). Bailey and her disciple Creme both identified him
with the one the Jews called "helel ben shahar" (Isaiah 14:12), which they translate as "shining one,
son of the morning" (_The Beacon_, vol. XLVII, no 9, 1978, pub by Lucis Trust). This is directly taken
from Bailey's own title for Lucifer (_Esoteric Psychology I_, p.395), where she acknowledges that he led a
"war in Heaven" when "some of the sons of God fell from their high estate." However, she
dismisses the event as "a trifling incident" in cosmic terms, and urges us to "readjust your sense of

it is this lucifer,
the bright one or lightbearer, that came to be understood by so many as
the name for Satan, Lord of Darkness.
values". Belderis concurs that people have overreacted to this being's fall: "And yet
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The number 666, revered by many occultists as Lucifer's sacred number, is to be used wherever possible to hasten his appearance. Bailey's
teaching that this destructive energy is "the Will aspect" of the Divine which worked through both the Roman emperor Nero and Hitler.
Creme notes this eradication of the "old conceptions" will hit Bible-based faith in particular: "The people who will find it probably hardest of
all to accept Maitreya are the leaders of the Christian and - uh - the Jewish organizations." In the same breath, though, he makes it clear
that he really means the Jews: "They had the same problem 2000 years ago when Jesus was there among them and they didn't

standard NA tactic to fault the Jews for rejecting Christ, which both Jews and
Christians fail to recognize as manipulation. Unfortunately, interviewer Bell chose not to pick up on the clear implications for
recognize him." [It is

how the Jews will fare in Maitreya's kingdom. His only reply was, "Yep, yep, I know."]
[This number 666 "the number of the beast",
an evil being empowered by "the dragon" to
make war against the Jews and Christians who
refuse to worship him - see New Testament,
Revelation 13. This creature corresponds to numerous
Jewish aggadot (legends) describing "Armilus", an
idol that Satan brings to life and that is accepted by
the nations as "god" and "messiah"; he also makes
war against Israel when they refuse to
acknowledge him. As for Satan himself, the Jewish tradition refers to

Lucifer, aka Satan, aka
"Jehovah": Blavatsky, unlike later Theosophists, has no difficulty in reconciling
"Samael". http://philologos.org/__eb-trs/nac.htm
Lucifer and Satan as the same being: "

Lilith is first EVE (Athena is the reborn serpent-friendly
discovery of the Dead Sea Scroll of
Isaiah must have come as a nasty shock to the"enlightened ones". New Age Trinity, or Logos.
Eve/SOPHIA after the Flood) "Cain is identical with Jehovah".The

Sanat Kumara [SK], Maitreya the Christ [M], and Lucifer [L] are presented to the world as a trinity. Bailey affirms

Sanat Kumara's job is indeed to destroy, using the Shamballa energy, to make
room for the new.
that

Who is the Head of the Logos?

According to Bailey, Sanat Kumara is the only one
known to man who attained the 7th initiation, placing him at the summit of the Logos pyramid
as the one who "alone is self-sufficient". She also borrows liberally from Christian imagery, even
quoting New Testament passages to describe him. In this passage, she even goes so far as to say
that Sanat is "literally the Planetary Logos Himself", and describes the Logos as taking "the form
of Sanat Kumara", the other two being "the outcome of the triple nature of the Planetary Logos." These
call into question whether Maitreya and Lucifer have a separate identity at all, or are to be
considered emanations of Sanat Kumara. "Shamballa" However, according to Bailey disciple
Benjamin Creme, it is Maitreya who is the only being to have evolved to a 7th degree
initiation, as opposed to Buddha (6th) or Jesus (4th/5th). Blavatsky is more direct in
identifying the head of the Logos: for her it is

"Satan".

Descended Disasters
NA gods "overshadowing" humans: from teachers to tenants- prayer is directed to these higher beings as
though to "God", and responses are "transmitted" from them. Since they are united with the Divine, the enlightened worshiper is

nonsense or contradicts what they said
yesterday. If he does so, the recipient will gain knowledge, power, health and inner peace, and come closer to his own godhood. In response
expected to accept their every word as Divine Truth, even if it seems like

to human need, some of these Masters become "Avatars" by occasionally taking up residence on the physical plane within a human
host, known as "incarnation" (in their own body) or "overshadowing" (sharing the body with another soul).

It is common for disincarnate spirits to approach a human host and ask for entry. These voluntary walk-outs will be exempt from the
"bad karma" normally incurred by failing to fulfill one's life purpose, since they are contributing to the good of others. [What a deal.... Who doesn't
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want "a rest from worldly cares"?? As society becomes more chaotic, "walk-out volunteers" can be expected to increase exponentially.
How convenient for the disembodied spirits who admittedly crave a human vehicle - especially when other "walk-ins" have the power of
thought control to induce a sense of discouragement into a desirable potential host!]
[No one seems disturbed at this peculiar situation. Here are perfected beings, who "when unburthened
[sic] of their terrestrial tabernacles, their freed souls [are] united forever with their spirits [and] rejoin the

Now they suddenly need a
primitive vehicle again - and cannot acquire one
by simple reincarnation, but insist on
confiscating a body already inhabited. As for the
whole shining host." (Blavatsky, _Isis Unveiled_ II, p.159)

ostensible intention to help mankind, an ulterior motive for a spirit
entering a human host is inadvertently identified: selfadvancement in the "Brotherhood". See _Strangers_ p.31, 94-95.]
The one queer exception to the "walk-in" possibilities is Mr. Logos
himself, Sanat Kumara, who for all his great power is "not able"
[or should that be, not permitted ?] to function in a physical

"selfconscious unfoldment" leads to death of mind
body. (See _Initiation, Human and Solar_, p.28.)

and personhood. To participate in the Group Mind requires the loss of everything that makes us unique - including the individual

mind which NAers spend so much effort in developing, and all psychic powers they have labored to acquire. According to Montgomery,
the human mind is "vacated" so that "the entity slips in".

Even global events were/are directed on the order of these unseen beings: World Healing Day-The "World Healing
Meditation" written for World Healing Day, focuses on humanity's godhood and visualizes that
"all false beliefs and error patterns are dissolved. The sense of separation is no more, the

[It sounds great until we
remember who is responsible for the "false belief" and
"separation" in the world. Foundational documents which are attributed to dictation by
healing has taken place, and the world is restored to sanity."

the "ascended masters" are zealously studied by NA disciples. They include _The Urantia Books_,
_The Cosmic Gospel_, _The Secret Doctrine_ (actually a rewrite of the _Book of Dzyan_), _The
Externalisation of the Hierarchy_, _The Rays and the Initiations_, to name only a few.

How good are the NA gods as Guides? A sample of their track record: They have
even admitted making errors in choosing their vehicles - repeatedly. Yet when an earthly
channel proves disappointing, it is not the infinitely more advanced god-entity who takes
responsibility, but the hapless human who had previously been promoted as a Light to the
enlightened. I expose to you the false teachings subtly woven into the work of Alice Bailey,
whose failure to surrender totally rendered her unfit as an instrument of the Tibetan Master."

warning to NA channels everywhere to expect no thanks for
their years of service if they should fall from favor for any reason.
[This is a

-In NA reality, "evil" is clearly not a problem to eradicate if it is merely the "dark
side" of the cosmos. As we have seen, the "evil" which must be eliminated in the New Age is

identified as "separation". It is no accident that the Jewish concept of holiness means to "separate oneself" or "turn away" from evil
deeds and evil men; separation in the Torah are symbolic of the spiritual separation which is the essence of holiness (see commentaries

NA path to personal godhood requires the direct opposite: spiritual union with
evil. So it is actually holiness which is the evil targeted for elimination.] http://philologos.org/__eb-trs/nac.htm
on Parashat Kedoshim). The

The "other" creator: the G-d of the
Gnosticism forms the base of
at length by HPB, _The Secret Doctrine_, II
gnostic "Demiurgos" (a minor deity)
sects regarded as the God of Moses."
that Ilda-Baoth is the "Demiurge of the
historical term for the earliest disciples of
describes him as "not a pure spirit, he was
rejecting the spiritual light of the
mother Sophia-Achamoth, he set himself
successfully "created" the physical

Jews.

Theosophical belief about the G-d of the Jewish Bible (discussed
p.243-244)
She identifies him as a
named "IldaBaoth, whom several
Curiously, she
goes out of her way to add
Nazarenes"
as well. [This is the
Jesus, who
were all Jews.] She
ambitious
and proud, and
middle space
offered him by his
to create a
world of his own." He
universe, but
only with help from
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"Sophia", who immediately regretted her part in the endeavor. HPB goes on to describe his creation of man as "a failure", resulting in "a
monster, soulless, ignorant and crawling on all fours." Sophia steps in again, and endows man with a soul, which fills Ilda-Baoth with
"rage and envy" as he watches his creature set out to follow the divine ray within, aspiring to godhood. In order to block man's
ascension, the demiurge deliberately (and quite unfairly) leaves mankind ignorant of good and evil, the first initiation into spiritual
awareness. He leaves man with only materialistic life, "physical immortality - a kind of static immortality that would have
transformed man into an undying 'Wandering Jew'." [Implied here is that the Jews, whom Bailey does not hesitate to label as still
"wandering", are a living example of the uninitiated who have no place of "rest" in the new humanity.] One third of the angelic gods refused
to go along with this creator's scheme to withhold enlightenment from his creatures; they "rebelled", and led by Lucifer, they
approached man to offer him god-consciousness.http://philologos.org/__eb-trs/nac.htm

Juno (mythology)

From Wikipedia, Roman Goddess "Juno" Juno (Latin pronunciation: /ju?
no?/) was an ancient Roman goddess, the protector and special counselor of the state. She is a
daughter of Saturn and sister (but also the wife) of the chief
god Jupiter and the mother of Mars, Minerva and Vulcan. Her
Greek equivalent is

Hera.

patron goddess of Rome and the Roman
empire she was called Regina ("queen") and,
As the

together with Jupiter and Minerva, was worshipped as a triad on
the Capitol (Juno Capitolina) in Rome.
She guarded over the finances of the empire and had a temple on
the Arx (one of two Capitoline hills), which was the mint.

women held a festival in
honor of Juno called the Matronalia. On this day,
Every year, on the first of March,

lambs and cattle were sacrificed in her honor. Juno is the patroness of marriage, and many people believe that
the most favorable time to marry is June, the month named after the goddess. Lucina was an epithet for
Juno as "she who brings children into light."
Juno's own warlike aspect among the Romans is apparent in her attire. She often appeared armed and

warlike
aspect was assimilated from the Greek goddess Athena, whose goatskin was called the 'aegis'.
wearing a goatskin cloak, which was the garment favoured by Roman soldiers on campaign. This
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juno_(mythology)

Birth of Athena, Daughter of Zeus-she is his first-born child, which accords her special status: the weapons for which
she is so famous are weapons she and he share exclusively, including the thunderbolt.

The Olympian Version

In the Olympian pantheon, Athena was remade as the favorite daughter
of Zeus, born fully armed from his forehead after he swallowed her mother, Metis.The story of her birth
comes in several versions. In the one most commonly cited, Zeus
lay with Metis, the goddess of crafty thought and wisdom,
but immediately feared the consequences. It had been prophesied
that Metis would bear children more powerful than the sire,
even Zeus himself. In order to forestall these dire consequences,
after lying with her, Zeus "put her away inside his own belly;"
he "swallowed her down of a sudden," He was too late: Metis
had already conceived a child. When it came time, Athena
leaped from Zeus's head.

Hera was so annoyed at Zeus producing a child
apparently on his own that she caused herself to
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conceive and bear Hephaestus by herself. Metis never bore any more children, and Zeus persisted as supreme ruler of
Mount Olympus.

"Athena the virgin" was the mother of Erichthonius by an attempted rape by Hephaestus, which failed. Erichthonius
later became King of Athens and implemented many beneficial changes to Athenian culture. During this time, Athena frequently
protected him. http://www.crystalinks.com/athena.html.

This red-figure vase from ca. 420 BC, depicts the birth of the 'Earth-born One' (Erichthonios). Earth (Gaia) presents the new-born child to
Athena, who represents the reborn serpent-friendly Eve after the Flood. The figure to the left of Gaia and the child is Hephaistos, the
eldest son of Zeus and Hera, the deified Kain. According to the myth surrounding this event, Athena obtained the sperm, or seed, of
Hephaistos (Kain), and placed it into the Earth, and out of Earth sprang the rejuvenated line of Kain after the Flood. The essence of
ancient Greek religion is very simple. After the Flood which caused the line of Kain to disappear into the earth, Athena, the reborn serpent-friendly
Eve, nurtures the reborn line of Kain which re-emerges from the earth into which it had disappeared.
Athena has no Greek etymology, and probably was already a goddess in the Aegean
before the coming of the Greeks, although her name is

compared
to Anatolian mother goddesses like
Cybele, her name possibly of Lydian origin. Athena
not attested in Eteocretan. She has been

was an owl herself, or a bird goddess in general.

Athena was patron of the art of
weaving and other crafts, wisdom and
battle. Unlike Ares, who was hot-headed and

undependable in battle, Athena's domain was strategy
and tactics. Having taken the side of the Greeks in the
war against Troy, Athena assisted the wily Odysseus
on his journey home. Athena is classically portrayed
wearing full armor, carrying a lance and a shield with
the head of the gorgon Medusa mounted on it..
Athena is also often depicted with an owl (a symbol of
wisdom) sitting on one of her shoulders. The Mourning
Athena is a relief sculpture that dates around 460 BC and
portrays a tired, emotional Athena. In earlier, archaic portraits of Athena in vase-paintings, the goddess retains
some of her Minoan character, such as great birdwings.

- Jesus, King Arthur and the Holy
Grail.mp3 // Hour 2 Jesus, King Arthur and the Holy
Grail.mp3
Hour 3 - Laurence Gardner - The Magdalene Legacy.mp3
Hour 1 - Maurice Cotterell

destruction of Atlantis, the Brotherhood of the
Illuminati prevailed in the outside world. It started as a Sun
supremacy with all its masculine attributes.
Since the

All western cultural circles carry the symbol of the snake, the
'pyramid' or the obelisk' which point to the masculine power of the
cosmo. Churches and high-rise buildings in our civilization indicate . the
strength of the male omnipotence. The Sun Masters are the architects of all
western cultures and are now striving for their zenith of outer rule

serve Shambhala and
work with the "Red Dragon",the 'Red Cap Tibetans',
who are the worldly representatives of Shambhala. The aim of the Brothers of Shambhala together with their worldly
leaders the Illuminati, is to establish a global world government. The Brotherhood represents the earth-bound
through a global world order. They all

powers, the "Omega pole", the builders of matter.
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World politics and religions have the same objective. They obey some Brotherhood or priesthood using different

since the battle in Alantis, the brothers, of
Shambhala have led the spiritual elite to build diverse world empires. But what
happened to Agartha?
means to attain this single' objective. Hence,

The

'Moon Masters', the Luminari, the Immortals who lived in 'Agartha'
represented the spirit bound ,the Alpha pole. The Masters are the protectors of the
spirit. They have whole physical-etheric bodies and can materialize at any time. They are the keepers of
the magnetic field of the Earth and of its karma.
They represent the other polarity, the spiritual Alpha powers. They work together with the Masters of Light and
they are the Keepers of the Grail (the sacred and integral forces) of the inner cosmos. Joseph of
Arimathea, Keeper of the Holy Grail
The Sacred Fire holds the seven original energies which flow in the seven
chakras of the Earth and in every living being, organic or inorganic, as the
spirit in matter. As such, it manifests as the building Plan of God for the

Agartha exists as the physical etheric city
and represents the opposite poles of the Brotherhood.
The Masters of the Moon are the cosmic feminine powers,
the spiritual strength, the inner life force. During the Dark
Age of the last 26,000 years, the seven wise bodies
from Atlantis - the Kumaras withdrew to Agartha. They formed the negative pole of
world's eras.

the inner world and served the progressing outer humanity as a counterweight. They now have
completed their work in the inner world. They knew also that their deliverance would be coming at the time of
the change of polarity which would complete the learning cycle for humanity.

May 2010

05 21 2010 to 05 31 2010 TorontoStreetNews.info is on its way!

JOURNEY TO 2012THE WORLD WILL NOT COME TO AN END, BUT THE
WORLD AS WE KNOW IT CAN. THE YEAR 2012 WILL BE

WE DO NOT
OTHERS

WHAT WE MAKE OF IT. FOR IF
DICTATE THE EVENTS OF 2012,

WILL DO IT FOR US ROBERT MORNING SKY
www.morningskyforwomenonly.com

ERIDU PAPERS- TERRA PAPERS REVISITED http://www.robertmorningsky.com/page61aa.html#top
Terra Papers
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05 31 2010 MEDIA LIES and SATANIC Spies- CTV (CANADA's Twisted View)
and CBC (Canadian Bronfman Criminals) have to GO!
TANK THEIR STOCKs. Throw their banks on the
ROCKS! http://ziofascism.net/blog/2009/12/the-bronfman-family/
Are Ashkenazi Jews descended from the Khazars?
Khazars were a Turkic tribe that migrated to the steppes of what is today
Russia and eastern Ukraine by the 5th century.

southern
http://www.faqs.org/faqs/judaism/FAQ/07-Jews-As-Nation/section-5.html

Memorial Day for AmeriKa.

IS-RA-EL (AshkeNAZI JEWS -Satan's Spawn)
controls AmeriKA and initiates most wars in the name of
their goD SATAN/

Yaldabaoth/Pindar/Yahweh/Demiurge AsheNAZI Jews=
Pindar = Azazel.
European Descended Jews are Counterfeits

and have

NATION OF ISRAEL is not full fulfillment of Prophecy. These people are the
http://davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=71033

no Blood Line to Abraham. The 1948 re-establishment of
Khazars “Not “ the Children of Yisrael

UK Satanists Criminalize Christianity
http://www.henrymakow.com/criminalizing_christianity.html
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KARMA is COMING BACK

ON

SATANISTS who attack.

Sophia's WISE to manifest your DEMISE... the Children of the Light
will be FREE...BLESSED BE

ASHKENAZI JEW(Mission and Duty) AS PROPHETICALLY +MEGA-POSTED

http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=147331003&blogId=509524617

The European Jews
(who control Israel) are

called the
Ashkenazi Jews, this shows us they are one
of the

sons of Japheth.

The True Edomites are the Jews known as

Sephardim's or Eastern Jew.

The name today refers to the Jews who are
native to the so called mid East. Because their
faith is closer to ancient Ysrayl of The Bible
than the Ashkenazi's faith. Many researchers
believe them to be the true Israelites. The
Arabs in the Middle East have said

Ashkenazi
are not the Hebrews of The
Bible - the Sephardim are.
countless times that the

RA= Romanism=
Marduk Ra = Nimrod=
Mars= Dagon= Fish
God = Samyaza
05 29 2010 =
19=10=ATEN=ATON=San
at Kumara= Antichrist
The temple of Solomon, the
secret is out. Must watch.
The secret treasure of black magic was found
in the temple. The anti Christ will be in the temple of Solomon. The false prophet will appear in
the temple. Read the last revelation of God (the Quran)in English translation.
http://www.islamicity.com/mosque/Surai.htm

NIMROD, MARS AND THE MARDUK CONNECTION by
Bryce Self

http://ldolphin.org/Nimrod.html

MARDUK BORN TO BE KING (JUSTICE, ORDER OVER CHAOS,
KINGSHIP)

http://www.gatewaystobabylon.com/gods/lords/marduk1.html
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The Son & Hero
Mythology

http://www.destiner.com/destiner_titles_dark_sect05_gk.htm

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiamat

THE COMPLETE REFERENCE GODS:SUMER= HINDU= GREEK= BUDDHA=JEWS ( ANOTHER VIEW)

All the religions have the same source !
( bible -> by-bal -> by Ba'al( Enki))
( quran -> Qur-an / Anu )
Queen of heaven (antiquity)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_of_heaven_(antiquity)

TIAMAT- LADY OF PRIMEVAL CHAOS, THE GREAT MOTHER OF THE GODS OF
BABYLON Tiamat, the Dragon Goddess of Chaos and Darkness, is battled by Marduk, God of Justice and Light. This might indicate the
change from a matriarchal to a patriarchal system that obviously took place.
http://www.gatewaystobabylon.com/gods/ladies/ladytiamat.html

Kingu

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Kingu, also spelled Qingu, meaning "unskilled laborer," was a god in Babylonian

consort of the goddess
Tiamat, his mother, who wanted to establish him as ruler and leader of all gods before
she was slain by Marduk. Tiamat gave Kingu the 3 Tablets of
Destiny, which he wore as a breastplate and which gave him great power. She
placed him as the general of her army. Eventually, he was killed by the god Marduk
to prevent his rise and his blood was used to create humankind. With his death,
Marduk took the Tablets of Destiny and became ruler of the gods. Kingu's
mythology, and — after the murder of his father Apsu — the

pivotal role is further described in the Babylonian creation myth, Enûma Elish[1].

INANNA- LADY OF LOVE AND WAR, QUEEN OF HEAVEN
AND EARTH, HOLY PRIESTESS OF HEAVEN, THE
MORNING AND EVENING STAR
http://www.gatewaystobabylon.com/gods/ladies/ladyinanna2.html

DEMONS OF LOVE

http://www.biblenews1.com/marevil/demons1.htm

Semiramis, Queen of Babylon

by Bryce Self http://bookofthenephilim.blogspot.com/2009/02/semiramis-queen-of-

babylong.html

Whore rides the Beast
In the midst of the tumult of war Nimrod and Semiramis met--and in none too savory circumstances, for
tradition states that

she was an inn/brothel keeper

in the city of Erech.
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The initial element "sammur" when translated into Hebrew becomes "Shinar" (the biblical name for lower Mesopotamia), and is the word from
which we derive "Sumeria". This one tarnished woman then, had such a lasting impact upon world history that not only do we call
by her name the land from which civilization flowed, but God himself through the sacred writer has let us know that its distinguishing
characteristic was that it was "the Land of Shinar," or Semiramis. Very little has come down to us through the millennia concerning Semiramis'
rise to power, but it is safe to assume that it was initially upon Nimrod's coattails that she rode, although later in life as well as

ex-harlot
upon the throne, so the "polite fiction" was invented that she was a virgin sprung from the sea at Nimrod's
landing, and hence a suitable bride for the emperor (thus the title Semiramis which has totally obscured her original name).
throughout history her influence overwhelmingly obscured that of her husband. Of course, it would not do to have an

Semiramis was the instigator in forming the false religion aimed at supporting their rule, and of course her suggestion
fell upon open ears. The religion she invented was based primarily upon a corruption of the primeval astronomy
formulated by Noah's righteous ancestors before the flood.
In the original

this system depicted by means of constellations the story of Satan's rebellion
and the war in the heavens, his subversion of mankind, the fall of Adam and Eve, the promise of
One to come who would suffer and die to relieve man from the curse of sin then be installed as
Lord of Creation, and the final re-subjugation of the cosmos to God through Him.

(AKA SANGRAILIAN NOW) These eternal truths were corrupted by her
(rather, quite obviously, by the evil one controlling her) into a mythic cycle wherein the
great dragon is depicted as the rightful lord of the universe whose throne has been
temporarily usurped by One whom we can recognize as the God of the Bible. The serpent creates man in his
present miserable state, but promises that a child would one day born of a divine mother---which child would

supplant God, become a god himself, and return rulership of the Earth to the serpent. These fables were based upon the
then widely-known story of the constellations, and were introduced under the guise of revealing the hidden
esoteric
knowledge concealed in them (regardless of the fact that the original
was quite
straightforward).
Although this

esotericism was the

Semiramis'

cult, it only masked the

was the
the Bible
fallen
worship
element
emperor-

worship of the
equates with
angels. Satan was
"by proxy", hence
of the mystery
worship. This religion

second element in

actual goal which
"heavenly host," which
Satan's army of
quite willing to receive

third major
religion was
the

hierarchy of priests and priestesses, to whom were assigned the task

was propagated by a
of initiating the populace at

large into it's ascending degrees of revelation, culminating at the

highest level in

direct worship of Satan and demon-possession.
Although Nimrod (Marduk Ra/Merlin/slain Osiris
Draken/Satan/Samyaza?)was a brilliant strategist,

both

fraud /Dagon/
he made a fatal blunder when

he allowed Semiramis (Lilith/Sangrailian?) to retain full control over this religious
hierarchy, and through it the minds and hearts of the people; for when a schism occurred between them she was
able to turn it from a tool of support into a deadly weapon. The rift between husband and
wife occurred when the queen bore an illegitimate son (Demiurge incarnate/Yaldabaoth/Yahweh/Great
Dragon/Arthur Pendragon/Pindar/Horus/Azazel, Rothchild?), and the king threatened her with both dethronement and
exposure of her true origin. Semiramis, of course would not allow this to take place, and devised a plot to overthrow
Nimrod.

During the course of the New Year's festivities at which the advent of Nimrod's rule was celebrated, there was a
certain feast exclusively for the royal family and the upper echelons of the priesthood. During this feast, which
included "courses" of psychedelic and hallucinogenic drugs, a year-old ram was traditionally sacrificed by
being torn limb-from-limb while still alive, and it's flesh eaten raw. This ram symbolized the old year passing into
the heavens to allow room for the new year. A new-born lamb was then presented which, symbolizing the new
year, would be kept and fattened for the next year's ceremonies. This year Semiramis directed the ritual according
to the formula, with the exception that when the time came for the ram to be slaughtered, it was the

king who
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was torn to pieces at the hands of the drug-crazed priesthood and Semiramis' bastard son was
installed as king. Thus Nimrod, the mighty hunter, died a horrible death as a trapped beast himself.
Semiramis named her son Damu (from the Sumerian "dam," or blood), which in the later Babylonian language became
Dammuzi, in Hebrew Tammuz, and in Greek Adonis. Of course, Semiramis assumed the regency for her infant son, and ruled as
absolute monarch for 42 more years. In order to avoid having to kill her son on the next New Year's Day, she instituted an annual
nation-wide sports competition, the winner of which would have the "honor" of taking Damu's place and ascending into heaven to
become a god.

Semiramis was not unopposed in her arrogation of the regency, however, or her rule as a woman. The military arm of the government was divided
into two camps for and against her, and a short war ensued which ended when the populace (roused by the priesthood) not only refused
to support the "rebels" but actively opposed them. In the course of this war, though, things became so close that Semiramis was forced to
build a system of walls, towers, and gates around Babylon to defend herself. She was thus the first to build fortifications and her crown

she had
herself deified as the mother of the god Damu (since only a god can beget a god) , and installed as "The Queen of
afterwards was in the form of the turreted walls of Babylon. To oppose the accusations of "mere" womanhood laid against her,

Heaven" pictured in the constellation Cassiopeia, which the ancients had intended as a corporate representation of those people faithful to God
who will be enthroned by Him after the end of the age.

In spite of her cleverness, though, she also sowed the seeds of her own destruction. As she raised her son, she imbued
him with divinity in the eyes of the priests and people as the means of retaining control as the divine mother without seeming to
aggrandize herself. As Damu grew he became used to having every whim instantly gratified by a subservient, indeed groveling, populace.
For safety's sake he had a personal bodyguard/companion group which he was never without, and which formed an elite corps of soldiery

king, she not only
refused him this--but, seeing him now as a challenge to her rule, slated him for the same death she had meted to his
father. Damu caught on to her scheme, and pre-empted his "assumption" by slaying his mother with his own sword, and
putting down any priestly protests by purging the hierarchy of all who would not vow allegiance to him. Thus Semiramis died
after reigning as queen over Babylon for 102 years.
loyal and accountable to him alone. Upon coming to maturity and demanding of his mother to be installed as

These events laid the groundwork for all of the pagan religious systems of antiquity, as well as many alive
today. Semiramis, in particular was the model and original of every goddess and female cult figure in the ancient and modern worlds
(either directly or by derivation); and thus it essential to know her story in order to discern what is factual legend and what is merely myth.
by Bryce Self onesimus@ix.netcom.com

The Christmas Conspiracy: The Pagan Origins Of Christmas
Mark of the Beast - Satan, Lucifer, Antichrist, 666, Devil - BibleOrTraditions
The truth about Jesus, the messiah. HD Version
Say, We believe in God and what has been revealed to us and what has been revealed to Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, and to the prophetdescendants (of Jacob), and what has been given to Moses and Jesus, and what has been given to the prophets from their Lord. We make no
distinction between any of them, and we are Muslims (in submission) to Him. (Quran 2:136)
Indeed, We have revealed to you (O Muhammad) as We revealed to Noah and the prophets after him. And We revealed to Abraham, Ishmael,
Isaac, Jacob, and the prophet-descendants (of Jacob), Jesus, Job, Jonah, Aaron, and Solomon, and We gave the book to David. (Quran 4:163)
The Messiah son of Mary was only a messenger (like other) messengers that had passed away before him. And his mother was a strong believer.
[1] They both used to eat food.[2] Look how We make the proofs clear to them, then look how they (disbelievers) turn away. (Quran 5:75)
He (Jesus) was only a servant whom We have favored, and We made him an example to the Children of Israel. (Quran 43:59)
The Message of Jesus
And in their (the prophets) footsteps, We sent Jesus the son of Mary, affirming the Torah that had come before him. And We gave him the Gospel,
in it was guidance and light, affirming the Torah that had come before it, and a guidance and an admonition for the pious. (Quran 5:46)
O people of the Scripture, do not go to extremes in your religion, and do not say about God except the truth. The Messiah Jesus, son of Mary, is
only a messenger from God and a word from Him (Be and it is), which He sent to Mary, and a soul from Him.[3] So, believe in God and His
messengers, and do not say, Three. Stop, it is better for you. Indeed, God is one; exalted is He above having a son. To Him belongs whatever is in
the heavens and whatever is on the earth. And God is sufficient as a Determiner of all affairs. Never would the Messiah look down upon being a
worshipper of God, nor would the angels who are close (to God).[4] And whoever looks down upon the worship of God and is arrogant, then He
will gather them to Himself all together. (Quran 4:171-172)
This is Jesus, the son of Mary. And this is the statement of truth, which they doubt. It is not possible for God to take a son. Far is He above this!
When He decides something, He just says to it, Be, and it is.[5] (Jesus said), And indeed God is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him. That is a
straight path. But the sects disagreed (over the straight path), so woe to the disbelievers from meeting a horrible Day. (Quran 19:34-37) And he
(Jesus) is a sign of (the coming of) the Hour, so do not doubt it.[12] And follow Me, this is a straight path (leading to God and His paradise).
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(Quran 43:61)
And God will say (on the Day of Resurrection), O Jesus, son of Mary, did you say to people, Worship me and my mother instead of God?[13] He
will say, Glory be to You! It is not for me to say what I have no right (to say). If I had said it, You would have known it. You know what is (hidden)
in myself and I do not know what is in Yours. Indeed, You are the Knower of the unseen.[14] I did not tell them except what You commanded me,
Worship God, my Lord and your Lord. And I was a witness over them while I was among them, but when You took me up, You were the Watcher
over them, and You are a Witness to all things. If You punish them, they are Your servants, and if You forgive them, indeed You are the AllMighty, the All-¬Wise.[15] God will say, This is the Day when the truth will benefit those who were truthful. To them belong gardens with
riversrunning through it (in Paradise), where they will stay forever. God is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him. That is the great
success. To God belongs the heavens and the earth and whatever is within them, and He is Able to do all. (Quran 5:116-120)

2012: The Coming of the Kalki Maitreya Avatar, Four Horsemen, Second Advent of the Christ
Master Yogiraj directs us to prepare for the year 2012 and the Coming of the Kalki Avatar. Hear the definitive word on the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse and what it means to us, right here and now. Learn Kriya Yoga from a Living Master: Yogiraj SatGurunath Siddhanath
http://www.hamsa-yoga.org/kriya-yoga

Pagan Origin of Days of the Week, Word Etymology

05 28 2010 Get these PARASITIC Draconian Alien Invaders off this planet!
BP Oilpocalypse Creates Underwater Nightmare
ABC News went underwater in the Gulf with Philippe Cousteau Jr., grandson of famous explorer Jacques Cousteau, and he described what he saw
as "one of the most horrible things I’ve ever seen underwater."
Check out what BP does not want you to see. And please share this widely -- every American should see what's happening under the surface in
the Gulf.

05 27 2010 full moon tonight (05 27 2010 = 17 = 8 completion) KARMA CONTINUED APATHY
Rothschilds' own BP let the explosion happen on Hitler's birthday -- just like the day the nazi pope
was elected, the Columbine shootings, Waco burnings and Oklahoma Bombing.
Oil Spill- Is It the End of The World?
I-V. Parable of Enoch on the Future Lot of the Wicked and the Righteous
http://sonsothunder.wordpress.com/2010/01/25/sons-of-enoch-8-continued/

Sins of Samyaza and his associates

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samyaza

leader of a band of angels called the Watchers that are consumed with
lust for mortal women and become Fallen Angels.
In the Book of Enoch he is portrayed as the

And Semjâzâ, who was their leader, said unto them: 'I fear ye will not indeed
agree to do this deed, and I alone shall have to pay the penalty of a great sin. And they all
answered him and said: 'Let us all swear an oath, and all bind ourselves by mutual imprecations
not to abandon this plan but to do this thing.' Then sware they all together and bound themselves
by mutual imprecations upon it. (Enoch 6:3-5)

Semjâzâ convinced several other Grigori to join him in fornicating
with women. As a result, he and the other sinful Grigori begot giant offspring (in Genesis called
Nephilim or 'fallen ones' in Hebrew) that dominated and feasted upon humans during the days of
Enoch. The Watchers' other sin was to teach humans various creative arts — especially Azâzêl's, who
taught the secrets of war, which brought down the wrath of God.
God commanded the angel Gabriel to cause the Giants to wage Civil War:
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And to Gabriel said the Lord: 'Proceed against the biters and the reprobates, and against the children of fornication: and

destroy [the children of fornication and] the children of the Watchers from amongst men [and cause them to go forth]: send them one
against the other that they may destroy each other in battle: for length of days shall they not have. (Enoch 10:9)

Finally, the judgement of the associates of Shemyazaz is described.
And the Lord said unto Michael: 'Go, bind Semjâzâ and his associates who have united themselves with women so as to
have defiled themselves with them in all their uncleanness. And when their sons have slain one another, and they have seen the
destruction of their beloved ones, bind them fast for seventy generations in the valleys of the earth, till the day of their judgement
and of their consummation, till the judgement that is for ever and ever is consummated. In those days they shall be led off to the
abyss of fire: <and> to the torment and the prison in which they shall be confined for ever. And whosoever shall be
condemned and destroyed will from thenceforth be bound together with them to the end of all generations. (Enoch 10:11-14)
After the destruction of the Giants, God caused the Great Flood (Noah's flood) to wipe out the humans who had become corrupted.

The Case for Azazel being the Firstborn Seed of Lilith

http://www.bitterwaters.com/Azazel/Azazel.html

No study of Lilith would be complete without a discussion of the demon Azazel. This is true because several
clues in many ancient texts - including the Torah, the Zohar, and the First Book of Enoch - indicate that
Azazel was the seed of Lilith. The texts further hint that Azazel was not the product of Lilith mating with any
ordinary man, but rather he was the firstborn seed resulting from her illicit mating with Semjaza, the
leader of a group of fallen angels called Watchers. As the seed of the Watchers, Azazel was the first born

race of powerful angel-man hybrids who nearly pushed
ordinary mankind to extinction before the flood. But Azazel was much more than just a powerful
of the Nephilim, a

Nephilim. Regular Nephilim were the products of the daughters of Adam mating with Watchers. Azazel
was
the product of Lilith mating with the Watchers. He is thus less human than all, and the most powerful, even
more powerful than the Watchers who sired him. Azazel’s role in the Yom Kippur ceremony of Leviticus 16
indicates he is a rival to Messiah and God. This identifies Azazel
as the legendary seed of the Serpent of Eden. God declared in his curse
against the Serpent that this great seed would bruise the heel of Eve’s

Eve’s seed in turn would crush
the head of the Serpent Lilith and destroy her seed.
promised seed (Messiah), but

Upon the Serpent’s seed God heaped
all the curses associated with the sins of Lilith and Lucifer in causing
man to fall. This heaping of all sin is repeated in ancient references to
Azazel. In Leviticus all the sins of Israel are placed on the scapegoat sent to Azazel. In First Enoch it is
said, “ascribe to him the whole sin”.
In first Enoch, when Azazel suddenly appears after the Watchers began cavorting with women and his
acts are always listed at the forefront of all the Watchers’ sins, and Azazel does seem to take a
dominate position over the Watchers, even over Semjaza their leader. a seed of
the Watchers. Azazel is an incredibly powerful seed. The Zohar of Kabalah associates Azazel with
the

Serpent Lilith. It even implies he is the seed of Lilith.

CANNIBALISM: Native Americans legends usually described the giants as having been
cannibals, though there apparently were some "good" giants that had given up eating human flesh.
Most seem to have belonged to the tribe of Bad Giants who indulge their appetite for human flesh, but the Good Giants have belied
their name by abandoning the practice of eating people."
"Human beings were the favorite food of the Bad Giants who would go to some lengths to get it. On occasions they massacred whole
villages in order to eat the inhabitants. Good, fat humans, apparently make excellent soup as well. When the Giants wanted to "eat
soup," as they put it, one way to get it was to challenge the humans to games of chance.11 This story is not unlike the Greek story of the Riddle
of the Sphinx, wherein a female sphinx would waylay travelers and, if they could not answer her riddle, she would eat them.
A depiction of a North American giant, based upon Native American legends. Native Americans believed that the first peoples to inhabit
Earth were a race of gigantic Indians. These giants did not respect the Great Spirit, committing crimes against both man and nature, so
the Great Spirit sent a Great Flood to destroy them. http://www.mysteriousworld.com/Journal/2003/Summer/Giants/

The Covenant of Samyaza, By the OLHP (Another view with the Demiurge) pdf
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CFG spokeswoman Ann Marie Calhoun missing after controversial video leak
http://ethrill.net/2010/05/22/cfg-spokeswoman-ann-marie-calhoun-missing-after-controversial-video-leak/

Blackwell Briggs - Conspiracy For Good Re-Edit // Blackwell Briggs Revealed

When trying to question the famous violist, WME artist, member of Dave Stewart’s Rock Fabulous Orchestra and Factory Girl Ann Marie
Calhoun about two highly controversial videos she posted on YouTube earlier this week, I found out that for a few days already Ann Marie is
missing.
Ann Marie, who is also the spokeswoman of Conspiracy For Good, uploaded a confidential lobbyist video by the UK security company Blackwell
Briggs onto YouTube after the video got leaked earlier this week. She also posted a re-edited version of the video commented by herself:

“This is the truth they don’t want you to see. Help us fight corporate greed, join the resistance on
www.conspiracyforgood.com.”

05 23 2010= 13 ARMAGEDDON BEGINs canadastreetnews. com May 23, 2010
CALLING ALL Crystal Indigo Children Starseeds playlist
Starseeds and the FIFTH ROOT RACE prepare for Ascension to 5d and AGHARTA / EDEN

SOLUTION Luminaries

are the

Keepers of the Grail

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/index05212010to05312010.htm
http://www.serenityglobal.com/index.html
http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888 http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon/
canadastreetnews. com May 23, 2010
canadastreetnews. com, hells angels, Aghartha, Star Children, sangrailian, whores, RockyMountain Mystery School, Marilyn Monroe, Sherri Lea
Laird, Hepsebeh, Sherry Shriner, Armageddon, Locust Queen, Luminari, Dead Sea Scrolls, Children of the Light, Angels,

Psalms 8:2: Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings hast thou ordained strength because of thine enemies, that thou mightest still the
enemy and the avenger.
Matthew 21:16: And said unto him, Hearest thou what these say? And Jesus saith unto them, Yea; have ye never read, Out of the mouth of
babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise?

Narrow Gate...Few that Find it. Ruckcuz01 — February 10, 2010 — I Will Deny myself pick up my Cross an Follow you
I Will overcome Because Greater is he who is in me than he who is in the World
I REFUSE to be a SLAVE TO SIN ..TO LET IT MASTER ME I YIELD MY WILL UNTO THE King of GLORY JESUS CHRIST AN WHEN THEY ASK ME
WHY... I WILL SAY BECAUSE I AM IN LOVE WITH HIM...HIS LOVE WILL KEEP ME ON THAT NARROW ROAD...THOUGH AT TIMES I MAY
SEEM CLOSE TO STUMBLE ...I WILL NOT FALL. I AM GROUNDED ON HIS TRUTH WHICH
SANCTIFIES ME...AMEN

ILLUMINATI SATANISTS HAVE INDUCED A
POLE SHIFT !

KNOW YOUR ENEMY!
It is NOT your NEIGHBOUR!
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Apocalyptic Whore returns in one year. (There will be drama first before WE WIN our PLANET BACK. )

Come out of Babylon

before it is

too LATE!

HELL'S ANGELS (warriors) you are NOW needed to take down these DRAGONs and the
WHORE...REV 17. (Make us PROUD. PLEASE PROTECT our INNOCENT. Sangrailian did not win you over. This HELL will need MANY ANGELS
now. )

TORONTO WILL BE SACRIFICED to OSIRIS SATAN/DRAKEN
YORK REGION is planned to be the NEW BRITISH EMPIRE (FAT CHANCE...my people are awake
there and my MAFIA students are waiting to BLOW THEIR HEADS OFF)

Sherrie Lea Laird is LIZARD QUEEN Sangrailian's right hand whore.
one is going to be your

This

LOCUST QUEEN for ARMAGEDDON.

ABDUCTED and replaced by a CLONE ( of course)

The case of Marilyn Monroe/Sherrie Lea Laird

http://www.youtube.com/user/SherrieLeaLaird

It is going to get CRAZY. Sherrie Lea is Marilyn Monroe Reincarnated?
TaylorAmelia = Sherrie's F*ck?) Get a LIFE! Dirty Girls

http://www.youtube.com/user/TaylorAmelia

INCUBUS SUCCUBUS FAMILY WRECKING WHOREs have NOTHING to OFFER PLANET EARTH.
Demons feed off you. You abort your babies for convenience. OLD forgotten FRUIT in
a few F*CKS... so your time is SHORT. http://ww.jesus-is-lord.com/incubus.htm
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3.5 years of EGO/Sex WORSHIP is not WORTH selling your SOUL for an ETERNITY in the LAKE of
FIRE. (Your Free Will choosing. No satanic whores allowed in HEAVEN.)
(NESARA BEAST AGENDA talks of EARTH CHANGES June
2010)

WHY HAS THE OIL SPILL NOT BEEN STOPPED ?
CUSHION OF THE EARTH ! UPON THIS YOUR
LAND MASSES FLOAT!
IT IS THE

WATER ABOVE KEEPS ITS
BALANCE. ECONOMIC LEADERS
about to ATTEMPT MASS MURDER
and to ENSLAVE the entire Planet.
THE

are

Starseeds and the FIFTH ROOT RACE
prepare for Ascension to 5d and
AGHARTA / EDEN.

STAY AWAY FROM UFO's

and the arriving SPACE
Brotherhood. You are their LOOSH LUNCH

GET out of cities and into smaller
communities NOW.
GIANTS are coming!
ORGONE your areas properly and decapitate any zombies or predator demonic
entities that may HARM your tribes.
Calling all Rainbow Warriors
When the earth is ravaged and the animals are dying, a new tribe of people shall come unto the earth from many colors, classes,
creeds, and who by their actions and deeds shall make the earth green again. They will be known as the warriors of the Rainbow -- Old
Native American Prophecy

Agharta, The Land Of Advanced Races
http://rune.galactic.to/inkingdoms2.html

Hollow Earth Hypothesis - Subterranean
Civilizations - Agartha
http://www.crystalinks.com/hollowearth.html
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Mount Shasta and the ETs living in the natural and artificial rooms
below surface http://rune.galactic.to/semjeng14.html
Traveler to the Interior of the Earth (in the Physical Body, in our day- consciousness)
http://galactic.to/rune/inearth.html

Agharta, Hollow Earth-The Subterranean World
http://mvpyimao.wordpress.com/2009/11/13/hollow-earth-theory-and-the-prophecy-of-shambhala-shangri-la-part-3/
Buddhist traditions state that Agharta was first colonized many thousands of years ago when
a holy man led a tribe which disappeared underground. The gypsies are supposed to come
from Agharta, which explains their restlessness on the Earth’s surface and their continual travels
to regain their lost home. This reminds one of Noah, who was really an Atlantean, who saved
a worthy group prior to the coming of the flood that
submerged Atlantis. It is believed that he brought his
group to the high plateau of Brazil where they
settled in subterranean cities, connected with the
surface by tunnels, in order to escape from poisoning
by the radioactive fallout produced by the nuclear
war the Atlantean fought, which brought on the flood
that submerged their continent.
The subterranean civilization of Agharta is believed
to represent Atlantean civilization, which, having
learned the lesson of the futility of war, remained
in a state of peace ever since, making stupendous scientific progress uninterrupted by the setbacks
of recurrent wars, as our surface civilization has been. Their civilization is many thousands of years old,
(is said to sank about 11,500 years ago), while ours is very young, only a few centuries old.
Subterranean scientists are able to wield forces of nature we know nothing about, as demonstrated
by their flying saucers, which are operated by a new, unknown source of energy, more subtle
than atomic energy. Ossendowski claims that the Empire of Agharta consists of a network of
subterranean cities connected with each other by tunnels through which vehicles pass at tremendous
speed, both under land and under the ocean.

THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE SNAKE

http://www.2012unlimited.net/Brotherhood_snake.html
When the Earth descended into the third dimension and the 'Planetary Logos' (the soul of the Earth) entered a new
cycle of experience, humans reached their zenith in polar consciousness. To this day, the cycle of opposites and '- the
feeling of separation has prevailed.
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~One could say that when Atlantis and its continent sank, the Earth left the fourth and fifth dimensions to enter the realm of the three
dimensional material structure. With the descent into the third dimension, the remaining human race lost consciousness of the Oneness of
all things. Polarity, awareness
took over and
instead of harmony, more and
more opposites
entered the consciousness and
the actions of
.human beings. Even the elite
priesthood was
affected and they- dogmatically
defended- their
truths. Two major
Brotherhoods
arose on Earth, both
influenced by
Shambhala and Agartha,
together they are
called The Brotherhood of the
Snake.
Shambhala was the seat of
the Masters of Wisdom,
seat of the Invocation of the
Wisdom. Together they
universal polarity of

the Evocation of
Agartha was the
Masters of
embodied the
opposites.

In the outer world, each
thought of the other one as
Brotherhood, the Black
battle between the polarities
Brotherhoods started incredibly
reached its peak with World

Brotherhood
the dark
Magicians. The
of the
long time ago and
WarII. The two

opposites, the

sun

(Illuminati)
(Luminari) face

and the moon
each other and struggle for
them can win. They can only

power, yet neither of
overcome polarity.

Humanity was influenced by
areas of wisdom. All true
were visited by agents of these
were partly initiated into
plan.

these two contrasting
governing bodies
Brotherhoods and
Mankind's evolution

In ancient times, the
Serpent divided into the
Yellow Dragon and. the
Red Dragon. Together they
Brotherhood of the Snake. Both
undertook under the guidance of
the
of
the

Brotherhood of the
Brotherhood of the
Brotherhood of the
stand for the
Brotherhoods
the Exterrestials
spiritual education
the human race Yellow Dragon in
the East and the
Red Dragon in the
West. Sometimes
can still find the
order of the Yellow
Caps and their
Tibet, which derive

we
Caps and the order of the Red
dispersed monasteries in
directly from this.

spiritual warriors of
Shambhala
and Agartha foretold that at the end of the-descent cycle, when the final prophecy of the spiritual battle on Earth would
be fulfilled, they would return to reveal the truth and herald the passing of the Dark Age into the Golden Age.
The

The survivors of Atlantis were the chosen seeds of the fifth root race from which today's mankind originated. Over
many thousands of years the maturing humankind went into an deep state of consciousness.
The extraterrestrial carriers of light gave the surviving Atlantean priests exact instructions to found the Brotherhood

of the Serpent anew. The third unknown power to influence the Brotherhoods was the Eagle, symbolising the
space Brotherhood. They inspired each Brotherhood and their worldly kings to build empires.
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The Fallen

http://www.byerly.org/Satanachia/Demons.htm
Thus all world leaders were tempted by the third power in order to fuIfill the worid plan of creation.
The light carriers from the federation, also called the guardians of God, introduced on Earth a secret education program in order to guide
the worldly humans in their evolution plan towards completion. At times the Brotherhoods sent messengers to Earth with secret
missions. They sought out the spiritual heirs and the worldly leaders of the different epochs and gave them new instructions. The Count of St
Germain appeared across several centuries in Europe and finally disappeared during his journey through Asia..
The decline of the. human consciousness after Atlantis was part of God's deliberate Plan, in order to move the souls towards completion. Nothing
could hinder it, because the web of the planet, its basic energy and its electromagnetic radiation increasingly distorted the
consciousness of people. Whenever the time was right, they brought new consciousness impulses to the leaders of humankind. This
happened through the messengers from the cities of the inner earth,
some came as incarnated masters, others as emissaries.

destruction of Atlantis, the Brotherhood of
the Illuminati prevailed in the outside world. It
started as a Sun supremacy with all its masculine
attributes.
Since the

All western cultural circles carry the symbol of the snake, the
'pyramid' or the obelisk' which point to the masculine power of the
cosmo. Churches and high-rise buildings in our civilization indicate .
the strength of the male omnipotence. The Sun Masters are the
architects of all western cultures and are now striving for their zenith of

serve
Shambhala and work with the "Red Dragon",the
'Red Cap Tibetans', who are the worldly representatives of
Shambhala. The aim of the Brothers of Shambhala together
with their worldly leaders the Illuminati, is to establish a global world government. The Brotherhood
outer rule through a global world order. They all

represents the earth-bound powers, the "Omega pole", the builders of matter.
World politics and religions have the same objective. They obey some Brotherhood or priesthood using different means to attain this single'

since the battle in Alantis, the brothers, of Shambhala have led the spiritual elite to
build diverse world empires. But what happened to Agartha?
objective. Hence,

'Moon Masters', the Luminari, the Immortals
who lived in 'Agartha' represented the spirit
bound ,the Alpha pole. The Masters are the protectors of
the spirit. They have whole physical-etheric bodies and can
The

materialize at any time. They are the keepers of the magnetic field of
the Earth and of its karma.
They represent the other polarity, the spiritual Alpha powers. They

Keepers of
the Grail (the sacred and integral forces) of the inner cosmos. Joseph of Arimathea, Keeper of the Holy Grail
work together with the Masters of Light and they are the

The Sacred Fire holds the seven original energies which flow in the seven chakras of the Earth and in every living being, organic or

Agartha exists as the
physical etheric city and represents the opposite poles of the Brotherhood. The Masters of the Moon
are the cosmic feminine powers, the spiritual strength, the inner life force. During the Dark Age of the
last 26,000 years, the seven wise bodies from Atlantis - the Kumaras withdrew to
Agartha. They formed the negative pole of the inner world and served the progressing outer humanity as a
inorganic, as the spirit in matter. As such, it manifests as the building Plan of God for the world's eras.

counterweight. They now have completed their work in the inner world. They knew also that their deliverance would be
coming at the time of the change of polarity which would complete the learning cycle for humanity.
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Zibgniew Brzezinski Denounces Global Awakening - NEWS ALERT
http://RestoreTheRepublic.com | http://RealityReport.TV | Gary Franchi presents a new video of Zibgniew
Brzezinski, member of the Trilateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations, admitting

mass political awakening of the American people is putting a damper
on their Globalist agenda. Help us make this video go viral. //
that the

Luminari Message If you're wondering why the music doesn't fit, it's because YouTube's capitalist controllers know no other despicable defense
against a video like this than to have it censored for b.s. reasons. Hence the fact that I still haven't been notified why it's still
blocked in some countries. http://www.libermundus.org/

05 21 2010-

PROBLEM REACTION SOLUTION

BIG BROTHER's WORTHLESS fiat paper

ORCHESTRATED ECONOMIC COLLAPSE Imminent

Market Instability, Earth Changes, Terrorism Talk

on

TEEVEE

Serenityglobal.com
usuryfree.info
WampumWay.info

Oil "Spill": Conspiracy or Just Convenient? A very, very convenient catastrophe- at least
for the globalists.I covered this extensively on the radio tonight, in much more detai than in this short vlog, so if you are really interested
in this topic, I would recommend you download the May 19th episode of The Truther Girls and you will get all the details, including Credo Mutwa's
apocalyptical predictions. http://americanfreedomradio.com
First you have the lack of an acoustic switch, thanks to deregulation. Then you have the statistically unlikely failure of several layers of
other safety systems. Add to that preventing the mediafrom reporting on the true level of severity of what is going on, plus a climate change bill
on the table, and a situation that can lead to laws that could bring on what the Copenhagen Agreement hoped to accomplish, and what do
you get?

Earthquake Vision SF LA Japan sinks Utah Colorado Arizona Joe Brandts 1937 Post Glacial
Rebound

AMAZING SPEECH BY WAR VETERAN
Our real enemies are not those living in a distant land whose names or policies we don't understand; The
real enemy is a system that wages war when it's profitable, the CEOs who lay us off our jobs when it's profitable, the
Insurance Companies who deny us Health care when it's profitable, the Banks who take away our homes when it's profitable. Our enemies are not
several hundred thousands away.

- Mike Prysner

They are right here in front of us
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Michael Tsarion-Shiva, The Holy Spirit & The Age of Aquarius (The Freeman Perspective, January 10th 2006).mp3
more Tsarion audios here

ebooks and CRAMNOTE for SPRING
Return of the REPUBLIC, where humanity takes back the power stolen by the DEMONs of
Democracy!

Fire the PARASITES of POLI-TICS!
Crystalkids.info

What is a starseed?

// Who Are The Crystal Children? // Who are the Indigo children?

The Indigo, Crystal, Rainbow and Star Children // Indigo Child's Views on How to
Save the World !!

05 14 2010 to 05 20 2010

FEMA CAMPS

for

VERICHIPPED SATANISTS....sounds like a plan.

The Satanists are the ONES HEADING TO THEIR
PROVOCATEURS.

OWN SELF MADE FEMA CAMPS. TV NEWS MEDIA CIRCUS displaying PROTEST

Urgent Action alert

from Kevin Annett and The Friends and Relatives of the Disappeared
(FRD)- Canada www.hiddenfromhistory.org May 19, 2010

Occupied Squamish Nation territory Five of our aboriginal members and activists

have died since December, and a sixth is missing and presumed dead. All of these people were public
critics of the Roman Catholic church's killing of residential school children, and had participated in
protests against this church and the Anglican Church and the United Church of Canada MORE HERE
Blaming Royal Bank bombing in Ottawa on First Nations. BLAME the source behind the video camera. Ottawa Bank Torched: Direct Action of
False Flag? http://www.infowars.com/ottawa-bank-torched-direct-action-of-false-flag/

More Babble

from the

Devil's Wife-the rotting fruit TREEE May 20 2010

Revelation 17 Whore Babylon Antichrist - Part 2 Rev

-This is a study of the Book of
Revelation chapter 17. The Apostle John's vision on the Island of Patmos in 96AD. The Bible identifies the Roman
Catholic Church as the harlot and Mystery Babylon. - Part 2
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http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon/

Pista Sophia-Jesus & the Divine Feminine by JJ Hurtak-

From the original coptic Alan Steinfeld discusses the Pista Sophia (holy wisdom) w/ JJ Hurtaks
from a new translation he did with his wife Desirea Hurtak's from the Coptic of Jesus's teaching of
Sophia, the Divine Feminine. This takes place in his post resurrection days to his male and female
disciples including Mary Madeline. http://www.secondcomingmission.com/

James Gilliland ET Contact Has Begun! PLAYLIST // James
Gilliland - Feminine Energy Is HERE playlist
Contact Has Begun is an 86 minute documentary exploring near death experiences, UFOs, ORBs,
global changes, and extra terrestrial encounters. With live UFO footage and first hand accounts of
other-world encounters, this film is among the first to explore questions such as where did they come
from? And why are they here?
Contact Has Begun is filmed at Gillilands ranch in Trout Lake, Washington which serves as the primary
location for Gillilands E.T. encounters. The movie delves into Gillilands life story, his own near death
experience, his personal encounters with other worldly beings, and also includes interviews with physicists
and other experts who have visited the ranch and share their perceptions of these
Phenomena

SUN SCREEN...NOT!!!!
ebooks
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SUNLIGHT...I got lots of that in the garden this week....ENLIGHTENING

and

PROTECTIVE.

Build up your melanin

(Bobby Hemmitt was right about that. The Blacks/Indigenous will have an
easier ascension. Wake up Whites. You may get stuck in 3D ARMEGEDDON with the Draconian Vampires, who are
headed for the ABYSS ). http://wn.com/melanin

You will need to absorb

LOTS of LIGHT

for the

successful JOURNEY into 5d

SOPHIA GRID/EDEN
SUNSHINE HEALING When summer hits, some
people come alive, spending hours outdoors, while others dread the heat and
glaring sunlight of the lazy days. Without a doubt, the increased sunshine has a number of
benefits for our health and our mental outlook. One of these benefits is the production of vitamin D
in our skin. Vitamin D is a fat soluble vitamin essential to many functions. Without vitamin D, the
human form wouldn’t be
possible.
-Vitamin D is a
hormone properties itself,
with specific action in the
triggers a biochemical
cell. In the intestine, bone,
vitamin D maintains
the blood (along with
Because calcium is so
contraction, vitamin D is
99% of the body’s
vitamin D is to that process.
(herring, mackerel,
irradiated mushrooms. Preproducing vitamin D. The
pigmentation compound in

prohormone, meaning it has no
but is converted to a hormone
body. When activated, this receptor
cascade that varies from cell to
kidney, and parathyroid gland,
calcium and phosphorous levels in
parathyroid hormone and calcitonin), as well as maintaining bone content.
important to cell function, from neurotransmitter release to muscle
essential in regulating these functions. And since our bones and teeth store
calcium, then it shouldn’t be too much of a surprise knowing how important

Natural sources of vitamin D are fish liver oils (e.g. cod liver oil), fatty fish
catfish, salmon, sardines, eel, and tuna), whole eggs, beef liver and UVvitamin D is then acted upon photochemically by UV radiation, or sunlight,
whole process is dependent on the concentration of melanin, which is a
the skin meant to filter UV light.

The darker the skin the greater the concentration of melanin, and higher melanin levels mean
that it takes the body longer to produce vitamin D simply because less sunlight gets through to make
the chemical conversion of pre-D into vitamin D. This has implications for darker people, as it has been
found that, in general, African Americans have lower circulating blood D levels than the general population.
This leads African Americans at a higher risk for vitamin D insufficiency and the health hazards that come
along with it.
People in northern climates are at a greater risk too, simply because the amount of sunlight they receive
annually is limited. http://www.drnickcampos.com/health-newsletter/VitD.html

Knowledge, Truth and Human Action: America Hits the Wall

by John Kozy

http://globalresearch.ca:80/index.php?context=va&aid=19190
"Believe nothing just because a so-called wise person said it. Believe nothing just because a belief
is generally held. Believe nothing just because it is said in ancient books. Believe nothing just because it is
said to be of divine origin. Believe nothing just because someone else believes it.

Believe only what you yourself test and judge to be true."
[paraphrased Buddhist saying]
-Beliefs and lies somehow always
are so contradictory that any effective action becomes impossible.

overwhelm truth, even when they

-Paul Craig Roberts writes, "Today Americans (And of course Canadians) are ruled by propaganda. Americans have little
regard for truth, little access to it, and little ability to recognize it. Truth is an unwelcome entity. It is
disturbing. It is off limits. Those who speak it run the risk of being branded 'anti-American,' 'anti-semite' or 'conspiracy
theorist.'
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-Wherever one looks, truth has fallen to money."
-Honoré de Balzac said, "behind every great fortune lies a great crime
-The belief that everyone
the facts don't matter

has a right to his/her own opinion is ludicrous. No dispute could ever be settled because

-The point is that no debate between
as is often the case in politics, just lying

adversaries will reveal the truth,

if neither is willing to

check the facts, or

-"If you took all the economists in the world and laid them end to end, they'd still point in different
directions!"
-Has the populace really become that dumb? (YES!!!) If the truth is emancipating, the false is
enslaving. Indeed Americans (And Canadians) are serfs ruled by an oligarchy devoted to the
promotion of dumb ideas. http://globalresearch.ca:80/index.php?context=va&aid=19190

The Feds buy time (but not much) by calling in their last
reserves
Posted by benjamin May 17, 2010 The Federal Reserve Board crime syndicate called in
their last reserves last week in a desperate Battle of the Bulge maneuver to stave off their
inevitable collapse. Their servants in the Bank of Japan and their partners in the European Central
Bank and the BIS all promised to squeeze another $1 trillion out of their slave peoples in order to
preserve and expand their empire. However, the effort is doomed for the same reason the Battle
of the Bulge failed, they do not have the fuel they need.
http://nesaranews.blogspot.com/2010/05/benjamin-fulford-feds-buy-time-by.html

Planet X Breaking the Grid playlist

Jordan Maxwell Research Appeal

- May 16, 2010 —
Jordan Maxwell, live at the Vatican, expressing his desire to spread knowledge of the occult / hidden side of world government and
religion through his long planned Research Society. Help make this a reality by contributing anything you can, or selecting one of our
enlightening DVD presentations from our store. For more info, visit www.JordanMaxwell.com, or write to team@jordanmaxwell.com

Messages from the Heart George Kavassilas PLAYLIST October 2008
- His insight on the group called Federation of Light
- When to expect to meet true benevolent extraterrestrial races. - The secrets behind Jesus Christ, Mary Magdalene, the church, and the new age
movement associated with Lord Sananda
- The Reptilian
- The Grand Deception
- His insight on 2009-2012
george kavassilas universe 5th dimension ascension mother earth sophia jesus christ avalon shambhala orion reptilian draco draconian empire
new age

grand deception galactic federation of light 2012 channeling

“Violent Earth” Tectonic
Plates Shifting More Due to
Human Activity
January 27, 2010 by keepusfree
With the recent article showing that the Haiti
fault line runs all the way to France, we need
to be cognizant of a much greater threat to our
beloved Earth than global warming. Man’s
incessant drilling for oil and removing water
from subterranean aquifers from well drilling is creating a much greater problem than CO2 production. It is causing increased tectonic
plate shifts.
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Tectonic plates are the natural segments of the earth’s crust and their movement causes volcanic and seismic activity. As we remove more oil
and water from the earth, thus robbing the earth of it’s natural lubricant, the plate shifts are more jarring, causing a tremendous
probability of far more severe earthquakes than we have seen in the past.
This could wreak havoc across the planet, especially in the “Ring of Fire” areas of the earth, where earthquakes and the attendant
tsunamis are already a terrifying threat. “Whole cities could be destroyed. We will all be looking like Haiti, if we don’t take some sort of
action to prevent this.”
http://thereaganwing.wordpress.com/2010/01/27/violent-earth-tectonic-plates-shifting-more-due-to-human-activity/

DAVID ICKE: The Lizards and the Jews
Broadcaster and journalist Jon Ronson encounters one of Britain’s most infamous media figures as he continues his search to uncover the truth
behind who – or what – is really controlling the world. Tonight Ronson joins David Icke on a lecture tour that takes the ex-sports broadcaster
headlong into controversy as his extraordinary views dismay his detractors and inspire his audiences, providing a fascinating insight into
extremists – and how the public responds to them

05 07 2010 to 05 13 2010

Please see important videos below. I have extended this page for another

week. Playlist below is being added on.

LILITH wants to destory HUMANITY. WAKE UP. She will release
SATAN/Leviathan from the ABYSS. Sangrailian is a 3 toed NAGAS. Not
totally human. Screech owl. http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian;
http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888 From Private Emailer: Sangrailians are
trying to open some sort of abyss which lilith is inside. There's some holagram that
keeps people from seeing whats really going on. Sangrailian is very tight with them.
Sangrailians want to enslave humanity. She is very deceptive manipulative and
dangerous, and that whole innocent women thing she puts on is bullshit.

My Response- Satan/Pindar's wife Lilith Innocent?

NOT!

She is the Queen of HELL!
Illuminati's Dark Energy Matter Archons are the Source of all our suffering. They feed
off Warm Blooded Creatures. TREEE..STOP your GENOCIDE PLANS.
Pindar and Draken are the Devils. No one believes you. You are possessed
and always have been. You will not get help!

THIS WILL AFFECT YOU! WAKE UP! HEPSEBAH- you will be hated in History. You
let your Cherokee People down.
I Serve Humanity May 07, 2010 cram note.
Community Currency Compatible Websites
AguaOriginals.info
PoopPartners.com
Serenityglobal.com
usuryfree.info
WampumWay.info
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by Tony Bushby

Pistis Sophia
Pistis Sophia (Mead) pdf here
Jahbulon see details on Marduk and Annunaki Bloodlines here.
Earthlings1:35:28 - 1 year ago
EARTHLINGS is a feature length documentary about humanity's absolute dependence on animals (for pets, food, clothing,
entertainment, and scientific research) but also illustrates our complete disrespect for these so-called "non-human providers." The film is
narrated by Academy Award nominee Joaquin Phoenix (GLADIATOR) and features music by the critically acclaimed platinum artist Moby .

Vatican's Dark Crows Come Home to Roost by Kevin D. Annett
Whoever would harm one of these little ones, it would be better if a millstone was tied around his neck
was cast into the sea.
- Jesus Christ, quoted in Luke

and he

Hopeful Notes from The
Underground by Kevin D. Annett / Caoimhin Ui Niall www.hiddenfromhistory.org
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"I have a simple message to the Roman Catholic church: Get out of my country!".

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/biblianazar/esp_biblianazar_10a.htm#Part%201

04 29 2010 to 05 06 2010 ( May is the month for SAMAEL).
( SABOTAGE obvious) What They Aren't Telling You About The Gulf Of Mexico Oil Spill
//TorontoStreetNew.info April 16 to 30 2010 vol 11 issue 19
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Bizwhizzes.info
AguaOriginals.info

THE ANCIENT WAYS OF THE GODDESS ARE THE SOURCE
FOR VIRTUALLY ALL OF THE MAJOR RELIGIONS OF OUR
WORLD. http://www.forwomenonlythegoddess.com/
For more than twenty thousand years, the Ultimate Divine Being was the Great Mother
Goddess. But Her ‘Divine Secrets’ did not grant men the position of superiority, on the
contrary, it was Woman and her life and her well-being that was most important.
Yes, there was a God, a loving and faithful God who stood by the Goddess as a willing and devoted partner, but it
was the Goddess who was the Ultimate manifestation of Beauty, Wonder and Love. So, too, She was Strength,
Courage, Fire and Passion. She was the Creatrix and She was the Destroyer. She protected Her children - all of Her children - by
giving them the ultimate gift: She gave them a part of Herself. PLEASE ALSO SEE: WWW.WICCASHAMAN.COM
WWW.ECSTASYSHAMANISM.COM

SMART WOMEN- CANADIAN STYLE!

http://www.youtube.com/user/thetruthergirls

Times Square Bomber: Terrorist or Patsy?
http://thetruthergirls.wordpress.com/2010/05/06times-square-terrorist-another-strange-story

// Polish

Plane Crash Update: Film Maker Assassinated!
April 27, 2010 — And update on what as been coming out regarding the plane crash of April 10 in Smolenks, Russia, in which most of
the Polish government and all the highest-ranking members of the Polish military were killed.
Video of polish crash site in which shots can be heard:
Film maker Andrei Mendierej assassiated
lovecry.info

Truthergirls Get Lowdown from Brzezinski on NWO Agenda
April 24, 2010 — Karen and I went ahead and went into the Montreal conference so that we could hear it
from the dude himself.
No, we are not members of the CFR and we didn't have tickets. We just stood on the threshold. We told them

// Obamacare, Chinatown, and

we were reporters and they let us do that.

Subversive Herbs

Karen and Sonia discuss socialized healthcare while on a quest for
magical tea known as kratom (mytragena speciosa)
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With No One To Protect Them. [CENSORED] Child Labor, Child Slavery, Child Slaves
DEMONS DEMAND WORSHIP
The next video is dedicated to

and the

Pindar, the Dragon Lord. Satan/Yaldabaoth has enslaved mankind

for a

very long time.

This

PRIME source of DARK ENERGY MATTER

has feed off the

innocence

of

HUMANITY.

3d and the material prison will be destroyed soon. Those caught up with the LIES of SATAN/Pindar
Self Serving Draconian Vampires will perish in the destruction. Their Free Will Choice
We ARE returning to the way of the Goddess, where PEOPLE
PROTECT the community, women and children

are

knighted to

GOOD Illuminati are REMEMBERING THEIR SOPHIA AGAIN!

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/439278-PISTIS-SOPHIA-UNVEILED-by-Samael-Aun-Weor.pdf

A NEW EARTH is forming. You will not survive the vibration change to 5d, unless you are
SELF ENLIGHTENED and connected to your higher self. YOU MUST BE YOUR
OWN LEADER. There will be no NWO dictatorship in 5D.
The TRUE form of Lucifer - The Fallen Angel

Pallas Athena, the Spear Shaker and Francis Bacon
The Martyrdom of Francis Bacon - His Birth, Life and Labours, 1561-1621
http://www.redicecreations.com/specialreports/2006/05may/spearshaker.html

Pallas Athena was the Goddess of Wisdom and was supposed to preside over the whole of the
intellectual and moral side of human life. She was the patroness of the useful and elegant arts such as weaving (felling),

imparting to her devotees the peuculiar Masonic Virtues of Prudence, Courage, Preserverance. She protected the State from outward
enemies. The Britannia on our English coins is taken from Pallas. She was credited with being the inventor of musical instruments. The
Olive wreath denoting Peace was her emblem. She was a Creator and Preserver.
She was depicted in Greek Art with a Helmet on her head. She held the
Spear of Knowledge in her right hand, poised to strike at the Serpent of
Ignorance writhing under her foot. The large Helmet denoted that she
waged invisibly a silent war against Sloth and Ignorance. She was
usually placed on the Greek Temples with a Golden Spear in her hand.
When the morning rays of the sun glinted on the weapon, causing it
apparently to tremble, the common people were in the habit of saying
smilingly : "Athena is Shaking her Spear again." She was thus known as
"the Spear Shaker" or the "Shaker

of the Spear." his was the
Goddess to whom Francis Bacon plighted his troth
when a youth. The members of this Secret Literary Society which
centered in Pallas Athena were known as The Knights of the
Helmet. They had a ritual created by Francis Bacon and were initiated with an elaborate
ceremonial. There was a vow, recitatives, perambulations. The Initiate was capped with the
Helmet of Pallas to denote he was henceforth an "Invisible" in the fight for Human Advancement.

he was to Shake the Spear of
Knowledge at the Dragons of Ignorance. He thus became a "Spear-Shaker", and the
head of the little band of "Spear-Shakers" was "Shake-Speare" himself, Athena's visible
representative on earth.......Francis Bacon.
A large Spear was placed in his hand indicative of a pen for
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- His "Philanthropia" led him into the paths of an "Active Philosophy", so he termed it, as a social reformer and an ethical teacher.

Thought had to be combined with action, otherwise
the noblest thoughts were meaningless, insincere, and futile. It should lead essentially to practical results.
These were the touchstones by which he tested his personal actions.

-The Mystery of Freemasonry, the Mystery of the Rosicrucian Manifestoes, the Mystery of the Shakespeare Plays can all be traced to
one source the concealed Architect and Master Builder. Francis Bacon's System not only embraced the Reformation of Physics and
Physical Well-being but the Invisible Worlds of Mental and Moral Thought and Action.

The Many Faces of the Serpent Cult http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/biggestsecret/matrix/matrix10.htm

Red Ice - Michael Tsarion - Brotherhood of Death - Pt1 Hr3 This is part one of a series with Michael Tsarion on the
Brotherhood of Death. We are going to examine freemasonry, the roots, masonry and the connection to Judaism,
symbolism, the Royal connections and the question of hierarchy. We'll look into: Holarchy versus Hierarchy,

Imperialism Old and New, Colonization and Colonialization, The Rule of Psychopaths, Origin of the Jews, the Gaonim, the Sadducees, Zadokites,
Essenes, Cistercians, Templars, Teutons, the etymology of the name David, the Dividers, Masonic Symbolism, the Twins, the Tree of Life Symbol.
Furt her ahead in the series we'll discuss corruption and masonry and also the fascinating ripper case and the connection to masonry.

The Nephilim Return

www.freemantv.com

Ancient astronauts, Atlantis, cloning, Raelians, magic, pyramids, demons, angels, New World Order, Freemasons, and Freeman; this one has it all.
The Freeman Perspective takes you through the longer now from the arrival to the return of the Nephilim.

The Works of Maurice Cotterell, Bestselling Author, Engineer and Scientist

http://www.mauricecotterell.com/

Maurice Cotterell, Lord Pacal
In 1989 engineer and scientist Maurice Cotterell found a way of calculating the duration of long-term magnetic reversals on the Sun.
Using this knowledge he was able to break the codes of ancient sun-worshipping civilisations, first the Mayas of Central America, those
of Tutankhamun, of Egypt, and the Viracochas’ of South America, before cracking the codes of the Terracotta Warriors of China.
His research explains how the 28-day spinning Sun regulates menstruation, and hence fertility, in females and how it determines
personality of the foetus in the womb (sun-sign astrology). It explains how the Sun causes schizophrenia, how overhead power lines

Sun brings periodic
catastrophic destruction to earth. His own unique decoding process reveals amazing pictures from archaeological treasures that
explain the spiritual mysteries of life; what God is, what Heaven is, what the Devil is, what Hell is,
why we are born, why we die and why this has to be.
cause cancer and how VDU's (TV and computer screens) cause miscarriages. And it explains how the

In 2004 he broke the codes of the sun-worshipping Celts that, together with secrets from the Temple of
Inscriptions in Mexico and the Gateway of the Sun at Tiahuanaco, helped him to identify and locate the
Holy Grail—the actual cup used by Christ and his Disciples at the Last Supper—and Excalibur, the
legendary sword of King Arthur. The Celtic Chronicles (2006) explains how Joseph of Arimathea
carried the Grail to England where it was discovered by Arthur who, by ‘drawing the sword from the
stone’, cracked the codes of the Celts for himself, to behold the cup of light. He explains how the Grail
was passed to monks for safe-keeping, how it inspired them to write the Lindisfarne Gospels, how
they fled from Vikings—across the Irish Sea to the new monastery at Kells—and how it found its way to
the National Museum of Ireland where it rests, alongside Excalibur, today, proving that the so-called
Arthurian Legends are actually based on fact.

Maurice Cotterell - Secrets of the Super Gods (part1)
Maurice Cotterell Secrets of the SuperGods part2
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05 03 2010= 11

Royal Proclamation.wmv

You can continue to vote and beg to be slaves, or you can

re-claim

this country.

LIVING IN THE U.X.A. By John Curl

At the height of the Great Depression, a group of
unemployed Oakland workers decided to take matters
into their own hands. The system wasn’t working, so they set up
their own system. Money was nearly worthless, so
they decided to live by barter. They called themselves the
Unemployed Exchange Association and they soon

went on to write a remarkable chapter in American economic history.

This is their story. http://red-coral.net:80/UXA_Article.html

Our ordinary way of being is clearly flourishing into the extraordinary as we transform and expand our
consciousness. At this point in our evolutionary journey the memories of our true divinity are gently awakening
within our hearts. We know more than ever before who we are and what we are here to do. It is important to

love and wisdom that are the flowing currents
permeating our world, encouraging us to come into balance and
harmony with the natural structures and rhythms of the
Earth.\Kate Spreckley, Blossoming Spirit, Apr 2010
remember that it is

GEODESIC DOME HOMES compiled by Dee Finney
http://www.earthmountainview.com:80/domes/geodesic_dome_homes.html

05 01 2010=9 (Satanic Bavarian Illuminati
day to work against the divine feminine.)

Birthday = Beltane -SATANISTS chose the same

CLEAN UP CANADA's high organized crime! KICK OUT PARLIAMENT and Rebuild
EArth for HUMANITY not SATANISTS! FEMA CAMPS are for REAL CRIMINALS.
KEEP WHISTLE BLOWING these criminal, murderer rapists in military. Does Col.
Russell Williams have a chip implant that makes him do these crimes...or is he possessed? Is he part of a
satanic secret society allegiance?
BELLEVILLE, Ont. - A former Canadian military commander facing murder and sexual assault charges allegedly

burglarized the home of one of the slain women just days before her body was found, court documents show.
Col. Russell Williams was hit with 82 new break-and-enter charges Thursday, with some of the burglaries reportedly involving lingerie

http://ca.news.yahoo.com/s/capress/100429/national/colonel_murder_charge

PLEASE spend time to honour this woman's work. She speaks the truth about the UFO
abductions. Most abductions are horrific, done by our own military's assistance. Some
abductees are forced to process human body parts. Others report humans being soul scalped, raped and replaced by

Listen
here to her last audio Karla Turner - May 7 1995 - Her Last Lecture - UFO and Alien
Masquerade and ebook http://www.karlaturner.org/
clones. There are some good reptilians/greys and people that are on the inside, working towards a resolve.
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RIP Aaron Russo: Income tax isn't mandatory! // You don't have to pay Federal Income Tax?

Catholic Inquisition and The Torture Tools
Most people have some knowledge of the holocaust. The 6 years of torture and atrocities that the Jews
suffered under Hitler and the Nazis during the Second World War. While in no way downplaying the terrible

massacre does not compare to the severity to the torture
murder that took place under Papal authority during the 605 years of the Inquisition.
From the beginning of the Papacy, until the present time, it is estimated by credible historians that
more than 50,000,000, men and women have been slaughtered for the crime of heresy
charged against them by Papal Rome. This Video contains actual photographs of some of the instruments of torture that were used.
events of the holocaust, such a

and

Since we consider this Video on the Inquisition one of the more important message that we have given, please make it known to others, and if
possible post the link on your own website.

ASTRO-THEOLOGY It is the story of humans and the natural world in which we live. It is not history or even her-story,
it's our story. Tsarion says that thousands of years ago, in the great society of Egypt that birthed the legendary Stellar and Lunar
cults, men and women lived together as equals. They spent their lives striving for balance within themselves
and with each other. http://www.taroscopes.com/highwindowsarticles/astro-theology_interview.html Michael Tsarion link
here

Michael Tsarion - Divination & The Goddess Tradition Pt 1
Michael Tsarion - Divination & The Goddess Tradition (1 of 2)
R-CANE-1 | MySpace Video
Description: In the tradition of Joseph Campbell, Michael Tsarion reveals the origins of the enigmatic Book of Genesis, and the actual hidden
significance of religion, yoga, magick, ritual and science. In this captivating presentation, Program Three, of the "Origins & Oracles" series, Michael
Tsarion investigates the real history of religion and reveals its Egyptian origins.Michael also delves deeply into the gender divide and exposes why
it is that the elites within the orthodox religions have debarred women from assuming positions of authority. Additionally, we are introduced to the
"Western Magical Tradition", and to the meta-sciences employed by the Magi of old to engender psychic hygiene, moral rectitude, and spiritual
empowerment. We discover the true hidden connections between the Tarot, the Zodiac, the Kabalistic "Tree of Life"and sacred Numerology.

Michael Tsarion - Divination & The Goddess Tradition Pt 2
Michael Tsarion - Divination & The Goddess Tradition (2 of 2)
R-CANE-1 | MySpace Video

There were four ancient cults of power (Stellar,
Lunar, Solar, Saturnian)
The great Cults finally decided to united together instead of always being in competition
other for the power over men.

Israel (Is Ra El) is derived from three deities of these ancient Cults:
Ra and El (Moon, Sun and Saturn).Their symbolism pervades our world
The name

with each

Isis,

(example's:
Rings (ear rings, finger rings ect...), Sun symbols, crescent moon symbols (on flags ect...), Stars, ect..ect.. the symbolism
stuff needs a whole discussion thread of its own)

Seven Churches of the Bible = In all there were 7 cults with the first 4 being of most importance (Stellar, Lunar,
Saturnian, Solar, Vulcanus (Fire Cult), Dionysian (Drug, or "Psychedelic" Cult),
Venusian (Cult of Venus) which eventually all molded together.
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"Time itself was divided to reflect and commemorate the unification of the Cults.
The year round was broken down into 12 months to honor the Solar Cult. Their god was the sun and his
number was 12. The next division of time was a month and, as the word's etymology indicates, this was sacred to the
Lunar Cult, whose chief tutelary deity was the moon. The next division of time is a week, in
which the 7 gods of the Stellar Cult are honored. These are today's days of the week. The worshippers
of the god Saturn was given Saturday as a feast day, and since their god (planet) moves so
gradually, the larger, longer cycles of time where attributed to him. The hands of a physical timepiece have, for
generations, concealed and revealed this sectioning of time according to the Cults. The

Horus, the sun. The minute hand stands for Min, the
moon-god. The fast moving second hand stands for Mercury, the god of
the Stellar Cult, as do the 12 divisions. On elaborately designed

hour hand represents

watches and clocks, the hands often display circles upon them, to illustrate that they represent planetary
orbs. The very word year comes from the Egyptian yehrah. This word signified the Lunar Year. The passage
of the moon was observed very closely by the Egyptians. Even under the Atonist period the moon was
considered important. It was referred to as "silver Aton."

"During the tenure of the Stellar Cults women held superior positions in
society, religion and government."
"One of the main reasons why the knowledge of the Sidereal Cult is kept obscure
is to keep women divorced from their power in ways that are barely understood."
"Christ even remonstrates to his disciples "Be ye as wise as Serpents." This doesn’t make much sense until
we discover that the serpent was the prime symbol of the Stellar Cult, the "wise-ones" of old. And,
what's more, the Egyptian hieroglyphic for "woman" was a serpent. This is one of the
reasons why the serpent was considered negatively by later Christians."

Ophite demiurge had the face of a lion and was connected with Saturn, and this has led some scholars to
conclude that Jaldabaoth was a combination of Baal and Kronos. John of Damascus says that the
Phoenicians held Kronos to be a kind of demiurge, and because Saturday was the day of Yahweh
and the day of Saturn, the two were welded together.
April 2010
04 22 2010 to 04 28 2010

WAKE UP THE SHEEPLE! distribute

The "Apocalypse" has begun , allright...April 28th , 2010! The "Dragon" has been thrown down to
Earth...And He is wrathful , because he knows his time is short!!! Sun conjunct Mercury , opposition Moon
at 8 degrees Scorpio...This is it , people..."Fasten your
seat belts" , & hold on for a wild ride!!!( James)
Greece ( PIIGS Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece,
Spain)- Goddess origin nations. BEAST WANTS TO
CONTROL THESE NATIONS by crashing their
economy. All about taking down Athena/EVE.
Control by SATAN- the great Dragon- Pindar
( King Arthur Pendragon- the child eater)

Leviathan

From Wikipedia one of the seven princes
of Hell and its gatekeeper. According to Canaanite thought,
the Leviathan was an enemy of order in Creation
and was slain by the Canaanite god Baal. Therefore, for the ancient Jews, the word Leviathan became synonymous with that which
warred against God's kingdom
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DEMONIC FORCE THAT POSSESSES Secret Societies. Yahweh Yaldabaoth SATAN, Child of CHAOS

Clif High

stuff...coming true.

PLANet EArth is

Waking up!

Shape of Thing to Come Jrgenius.com and Canadastreetnews.com - October 30,
2009
Shape of things to Come pt 1 // pt 2 audio

explained by Dana Horochowski from Clif High's work at www.halfpasthuman.com

Shape of Thing to Come- Cliff High- HalfPastHuman.com vol0I2 09 15 09 audio and
free tutoring at http://www.jrgenius.com/audio.htm
Jrgenius.com and Canadastreetnews.com - October 30, 2009, See canadastreetnews youtube channel now for canadastreetnews info. I am
transitioning. jrgenius channel will be for teaching various topics.

pdf

04 28 2010 =8 FULL MOON TONIGHT! Send out LOVE and SERENITY!
SELENE, GODDESS OF THE FULL MOON
http://www.angelfire.com/journal/ofapoet/selene.html
The Moon has always been one of the most important symbols of the
Goddess.
The full moon usually appears approximaely 14 days after the new
moon, although it's energy is thought to last from about three days
before the actual full moon to about three days after, and it is
associated with the Mother Goddesses, including Danu, Ceridwen,
Gaia, Aphrodite and Isis. It is after the first quarter of the Moon that she
is seen as a pregnant woman, growing rounder and rounder every day,
until she becomes the true full moon; and it is then that she becomes
asociated with Selene and Luna, nurturing, passiate, and healing with a strength and power to manifest
goals and bring matters to fruition.
-Selene was the Greek Goddess of the Full Moon and of Solutions. She was known as the second aspect of
the Moon; the full moon, representing the lover and bride. If someone had a problem, it was Selene that he would turn to, and she
would show him the logical solution to his problem.

-Since Selene was a Moon Goddess and Helios, her brother, the Sun God, they were often associated with
Apollo and Artemis, because they were healers, and thus worshipping them seemed the logical way to prevent
diseases or death.
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WHAT WE NEED TO DO IS HAVE OUR OWN
dimensional energy to defuse this Illuminati
you feel drawn to at that time and open your heart and
Particularly love for the lower fourth dimensional entities
more. We need people with open hearts and minds focussed
in this three-dimensional world.

CONVERGENCE...Bring in higher
agenda- All you have to do is go to a place
mind to the energy we call love.
because this will dilute their energy even
on the intent to be vehicles to ground love
http://www.whale.to/b/wilder1.html

Athena and Eve: The Real Meaning of Greek Myth
http://www.theparthenoncode.com/features/athenaandeve01.htm
Ancient Greek religion, what we call mythology, tells the same
the Book of Genesis, except that the serpent is the enlightener
mankind rather than our deceiver. Athena represents Eve—the
serpent’s Eve in the new Greek age.

story as
of
reborn

There is no Creator-God in the Greek religious system. The

ancient

Greek religious system is about getting away
the God of Genesis, and exalting man as the measure of

from

all things.

-Zeus and Hera as the couple from whom the other

Olympian
gods and mortal men are descended. This brother/sister and
husband/wife pair, the king and queen of the gods, are a
match for
the Adam and Eve of Genesis. This couple is the beginning of
the family
of man, and the origin of the family of the Greek gods, Zeus
and Hera.
With no Creator-God in the Greek religious system, the first couple advances to the forefront.

Hera, the queen of the gods, is the primal Eve
Genesis-Eve was created full-grown out of Adam. Before she was known as Hera, the wife of Zeus had the name Dione. The name relates
to the creation of Eve out of Adam, for Dione is the feminine form of Dios or Zeus. This suggests that the two, like Adam and Eve, were once
a single entity.
Hera -often depicted as enthroned and holding

She is, and
always will be, the queen of
Olympus. As the sister/wife of Zeus, Hera
is a deification of Eve, the motherless
mother of all humanity.
a sceptre in her right hand.

Erichthonios, the "EarthBorn" One- Comparing the
Birth of Christ with the Rebirth of
the Line of Kain
-The child is Erichthonios, the "Earth-born
One." He represents the rebirth of the line of Kain in Athens after the Flood. The child reaches out to Athena. She is the goddess of the
wisdom of the ancient serpent (from Eden) and she represents the reborn serpent's Eve after the Flood. This wonderful Greek vasepainting shows us that the essence of ancient Greek religion is very simple: After the Flood, the reborn serpent's Eve nurtures the reborn
line of Kain.

http://www.theparthenoncode.com/features/erichthonios.htm

http://stargods.org/ReptilianPage.htm.

We are Human. We will never
surrender. We shall never surcum.
Our Spirit lives on.
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04 27 2010 = 7
Ha Qabala

-Qabala (or the QBL, meaning “enlightenment”) should not
be equated to Kabalah (or the KBL, meaning “confusion”) or worse yet, to the
Kabbalah (or KBBL, implying even greater intrigue and twisting). The latter, in
fact, is related to the English word cabal (which is defined as “a secret intrigue, a
political clique or faction”). Similarly, the Jewish mystical tradition, the cabala,
cabbala, or kabbala, is defined as “mystic interpretation; any esoteric
doctrine of occult lore”. One can view the distinctions as two separate
movements within mystical thought, one of which, the Ha Qabala, has been
largely ignored in recent centuries.
One reason for this is that “Qabalistic masters maintain that it was not the serpent
(Enki) [in the Garden of Eden] who was the deceiver as we are led to
understand. The deceiver in this instance was Enki’s half-brother, ElohJehovah (Enlil), who said that Adam would die from eating the fruit.” Small
wonder that the “confusion” of the Kabalah has taken mainstage over the
“enlightenment” of the Ha Qabala. And while Adam was ultimately
enlightened by the female (having been prompted by Enki) as to the true circumstances of the eating of
the fruit (and thus partially relieved of the deception), the ultimate victims of deceit are the recipients of
the corrupted interpretation -- which is the mainstream of Jewish, Christian, and Islamic thought.
Enlil’s deception lives on!
The role of the feminine is often discarded in the patriarchy, but in terms of the Ha Qabala two “goddesses” stand out. One is Ashtoreth
(aka Ninlil), the wife of Jehovah (aka Enlil) and the other their daughter, Anath, Queen of the Heavens, aka Astarte (“womb”). In the
Jewish tradition of the Ha Qabala, the two become merged as a single consort and known as the Shekhina. This figure portrayed the Holy
Spirit and was the epitome of Wisdom. We might recognize her as the Greek Sophia, such that “sophy” has come to mean, “the wisdom,
study, or knowledge of”. Inasmuch as “lo” is defined as “the amazing sight”; philosophy can be defined as “phi-lo-sophy”, or “the wisdom,
study, or knowledge of the amazing sight of phi.” And “phi” is the Greek letter denoting The Golden Ratio, or the Golden Mean -- the
most fundamental number in Sacred Geometry. It all ties in!

The Destruction Of Atlantis

Michael Tsarion 1:59:56

Shekhina, not unlike any other female in the world who disagrees with her husband -- on most any subject under the heavens -- was
opposed to Jehovah/Enlil in many matters. Shekhina is in many respects, the archetype for Nin-khursag, Enlil’s half-sister and wife -- but
not of the “obey” persuasion.
The legacy of Ha Qabala actually predates Adam and Eve. Enki and Lilith, for example, were jointly defined as the “Tree of Knowledge”.
Qabala is about tradition and everything from whence it arose. “It emphasizes the intuitive [feminine] grasp of the absolute truth of the
ancient Masters -- the great Archons who brought forth the world out of primeval chaos.” [2] Wisdom (aka the Holy Spirit) is
always feminine. She was Tiamat, Sophia, Anath-Ashtoreth, and Shekhina. And it is maintained, even today, that only when reunited
with Shekhina can the patriarchal god (Jehovah/Enlil) become complete again. http://www.halexandria.org/dward465.htm

Primer for ha-qabala

http://www.graveworm.com/occult/qabala/

Sophia of Jesus as it Relates to Qabala

http://www.graveworm.com/occult/precess/qabal.html

Anat as archetype Goddesses such as Anat represent the Warrior Maiden archetype of the
mankind's collective unconscious. This archetype has animated numerous figures in
history, literature and mythology. She was a powerful goddess of war and fertility, honored as
a protector, agent of vengeance, and bearer of life. A daughter of the chief god El, she
was also the sister and sometime consort of the mighty Ba'al. She is prominently mentioned
in the important Urgaritic myth known as the Baal Cycle as well as in ancient Egyptian monuments. In Egypt, Anat
became important during the Hyksos period, where she was sometimes referred to as the Queen of Heaven.
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Examples include goddesses such as Athena, Diana, and Artemis; mythical beings such as the Valkyries of Norse legend and the Amazons
of Greek story; and historical figures such as the first century Celtic warrior queen Boudica and the twelfth century "Maid of Orleans,"
Joan of Arc. http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Anat
The parallels between the story of ‘Anat and her revenge on Mot for the killing of her brother are obvious.
In the end, the seasonal myth is played out on the human level ( with NIMROD and Semiramis in Egypt
later= Christmas MYTH Dec 25 and Easter) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anat
-In a Cyprian inscription (KAI. 42) the Greek goddess Athêna Sôteira Nikê is equated with ‘Anat (who
is described in the inscription as the strength of life). Athene, a daughter of El, who with Hermes (that is
Thoth) councelled El on the making of a sickle and a spear of iron, presumably to use against his father
Uranus. However, in the Baal cycle, that rôle is assigned to Asherah / and ‘Anat is there called the
"Virgin."[5]http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anat

goddess called Anat-Yahu (AnatYahweh) worshiped in the temple to Yahweh originally built by Jewish refugees from the Babylonian
Egypt, Jewish mercenaries, c. 410 BC, make mention of a
conquest of Judah.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anat

Goddess Anat Warrior Virgin of the Ancient Levant
http://www.matrifocus.com/SAM03/spotlight.htm

In search of LILITH

http://haqabala.blogspot.com/

Lilith in Jewish Mysticism http://jewishchristianlit.com/Topics/Lilith/jacob_ha_kohen.html
In this tradition it is made clear that Samael and Lilith were born as one, similar to the form of Adam and Eve
who were also born as one, reflecting what is above. The Matron Lilith is the mate
of Samael. Both of them were born at the same hour in the image of Adam and Eve,
intertwined in each other. Asmodeus the great king of the demons has as a mate
the Lesser (younger) Lilith, daughter of the king whose name is Qafsefoni. The name of
his mate is Mehetabel daughter of Matred, and their daughter is Lilith.
And the scholars of this wisdom possess a very profound tradition from the ancients. They
found it stated in those Chapters that Samael, the great prince of them all, grew
exceedingly jealous of Asmodeus the king of the demons because of this Lilith
who is called Lilith the Maiden (the young). She is in the form of a beautiful woman
from her head to her waist. But from the waist down she is burning fire--like mother like
daughter. She is called Mehetabel daughter of Matred, and the meaning is something
immersed (mabu tabal). The meaning here is that her intentions are never for the
good. She only seeks to incite wars and various demons of war and the war
between Daughter Lilith and Matron Lilith.
They say that from Asmodeus and his mate Lilith a great prince was born in
heaven. He is the ruler of eighty thousand destructive demons and is called "the sword of king Asmodeus." His name is Alefpene'ash
and His face burns like a raging fire ('esh). He is also called Gurigur, for he antagonizes and struggles with the prince of Judah, who is called
Gur Aryeh Yehudah (Lion-cub of Judah).
From the same form that gave birth to this war-demon another prince, a prince whose root is
in Kingdom, was born in heaven. He is called "the sword of the Messiah." He too has
two names: Meshihi'el and Kokhvi'el. When the time comes and when God wishes, this sword will
leave its sheath and verses of prophecy will come True: "For My sword shall be drunk in the heavens;
Lo, it shall come down upon Edom" (Isaiah 34:5). "A star rises from Jacob" (Numbers; 24:17). Amen.
Soon in our days may we merit to see the face of the Messiah our righteous one; we and all our
people....
You already know that evil Samael and wicked Lilith are like a sexual pair who, by means of an
intermediary, receive an evil and wicked emanation from one and emanate to the other. I
shall explain this relying on the esoteric meaning in the verse "In that day the Lord will punish with His
great, cruel, mighty sword Leviathan the twisted serpent and Leviathan the tortuous serpent"-this is Lilith--"and He will slay the dragon of the sea" (Isaiah 27:1). As there is a pure Leviathan
in the sea and it is called a serpent, so there is a great defiled serpent in the
sea in the literal sense. The same holds true above in a hidden way. The
heavenly serpent is a blind prince, the image of an intermediary between Samael and Lilith. Its name is Tanin'iver[24]
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The masters of tradition said that just as this serpent slithers without eyes, so the supernal serpent has the image of a spiritual form without
color--these are "the eyes." The tradiationists call it an eyeless creature, therefore its name is Tanin'iver. He is the bond, the accompaniment,

he were created whole in the fullness of his emanation he would
have destroyed the world in an instant. . http://jewishchristianlit.com/Topics/Lilith/jacob_ha_kohen.html
and the union between Samael and Lilith. If

They Are Cold Blooded Dragonz pdf

04 26 2010=6
Tearing Down the Strongholds of the SAALM brotherhood and
Lord Marduk
http://z13.invisionfree.com/THE_UNHIVED_MIND/index.php?
showtopic=17599

We oppose the SAALM (supreme
Annunaki assembly of Lord Marduk)
brotherhood. SAALM is an organisation working with
many renegade cabals inside the global intelligence
apparatus including the NSA, CIA, MI6 and MOSSAD.
The SAALM brotherhood has until Dec 22nd 2012 to bring about the main
phase of their agenda. This primary phase is the official formation of a one world
government and to bring their ruler (an ancient Annunaki king called Lord Marduk LORD

OF LIGHT Asmodeus ) into the public domain. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/archivos_pdf/SAALM01.pdf
Part of their plan is a massive reduction in the planets population to bring the numbers down to a level they can control and then

impose a slave society. SAALM call this the FINAL SOLUTION.
I believe Lord Marduk is in fact the real physical personage of the Antichrist, [ and the King of Kings prophesized in the infamous
Protocols of Zion plan, which has been perfected through the ages through Lord Marduk, his two sons and the global masonic
apparatus ]. I personally believe Marduk will use Accelerated Learning technology to manifest 'miracles' and amaze the uneducated
public exactly as prophesied according to scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations).
http://z13.invisionfree.com/THE_UNHIVED_MIND/index.php?showtopic=17599

LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus The Devil is known by many different names, here we have listed most of the common
ones by which he is known. http://www.cleveleys.co.uk/paranormal/devils_names.htm

04 25 2010
Alex Collier 2010 Playlist
Lizards are DONE? Is this going to introduce the ass-ended masters? Fallen Angels? Beware
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The Universal Shifts of Consciousness Reptilian Connection

http://www.theshiftofconsciousness.info/reptilian.html

The History of Recent UFO Disclosure Plans (Updated)

Samyaza is a fallen angel of apocryphal Jewish and Christian tradition that ranked in the heavenly
hierarchy as one of the Grigori (meaning "Watchers" in Greek). http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samyaza
The Grigori - Angelic Watchers

http://www.archangels-and-angels.com/misc/grigori.html

04 24 2010= 13
What's up with Antichrist and the 666 Beast
Band Updates on the Allied Union [by Wes Penre] Updates April 2010
http://alliedunion.wordpress.com/2010/04/
-When Supriem departed from the Thule Order for the second time a
few weeks ago, I thought that this was the nail in the coffin for their
project. I have later learned that this may not be the case, and that the
separation this time may actually speed up the process. We’ll see what
happens, but the information I got is interesting enough to keep
things going. [by Wes Penre]
-I have never been on their side ...I am not part of their mission and never will be. I do believe Jarl Vidar of the Thule Order is a very
good guy with pure intentions, but he is wrapped up in something that I think will not benefit mankind. [by Wes Penre] EBOOK HERE

The Illuminati, the clique which control the direction of the world, are genetic hybrids, the result of
interbreeding between a reptilian extraterrestrial race and humanity many thousands of years ago.
The centre of power is not even in this dimension -- it is in the lower fourth dimension, the lower astral as
many people call it, the traditional home for the "demons" of folklore and myth. These fourth dimensional reptilian
entities work through these hybrid bloodlines because they have a vibrational compatibility with each other.
This is why the European royal and aristocratic families have interbred so
obsessively, as do the so called Eastern Establishment families of the United
States which produce the leaders of America.
As well as an obsession with interbreeding with each other to preserve
their genetic structure, the Illuminati are also obsessed with symbolism
and ritual. The rituals are designed to rewire the energy fields and grids of the planet and
therefore to fundamentally affect human consciousness.They have a detailed annual calendar of
events on which they perform their sacrifice rituals in line with key lunar, solar, and planetary

sick agenda to take complete control of
very near future.http://www.whale.to/b/wilder1.html

cycles to harness that energy for their

Planet Earth

in the

what they wish to spiritually
do to us. What they do is to be given strength which is brought into actual physical being by
-Their ritual acts all encompass and empower them for

the solar eclipse, the lunar eclipse, and the grand squares of their ruling planets with those particular energies accompanying the
grand squares. The

effect on the Earth if they succeed will be terrible. http://www.whale.to/b/wilder1.html

Is Lucifer the god of Judaism?

BY WILL NEWMAN (for henrymakow.com)
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BRIGHT LIGHT In most Jewish synagogues, a bright burning flame represents their god. The

Hebrew word for Lucifer is "Hillel" (Strong's Concordance #H1966) meaning "bright light." Curiously, this is
the name chosen for the Jewish student organization. The Jewish six-pointed star is the highest symbol in
the occult and goes under various names--the Star of Moloch/Saturn/Remphan. The Hebrew
symbol ?? worn around the necks of many Jews ostensibly symbolizes "life" (lachaim). The word literally
translates to a "living thing" or "beast" (H2416); this symbol is an idol for The Beast.
http://www.henrymakow.com/lucifers_chosen_people.html
-The Jewish name for god is represented by the tetragrammaton (YHVH) can be pronounced Yahweh
or Jehovah. The significance of God's name is repeatedly emphasized throughout the scriptures. When
dissected in the Hebrew, the true definition of Jehovah (Yah-Hovah) is revealed. "Yah" (#H3050) means
"god". "Hovah" (#H1942) translates to "eagerly coveting, falling, desire, ruin, calamity, iniquity,
mischief, naughtiness, noisome, perverse, very wickedness."

Jehovah is

synonymous with Baal: The Jewish

Encyclopedia ("Adonai and
as an equivalent for Yhwh."
sexual perversion and

Ba'al") reveals: "The name Ba'al , apparently
YHVH and Ba'al both represent the god of
wickedness, Satan.

-Satan is the author of
of the ancient pagan deities
("The Two Babylons," by A.
names for god in their rituals,
other powerful demons.

confusion and goes by many names. Many
were Satan and his angels in other forms
Hislop). The Jews employ a number of false
which are also alternate titles for Satan and

In the same manner, the Black

Magician and Satanist invokes demons by name. In the Satanic

Bible, Anton LaVey
when summoned, provide the
power, skills in
satisfaction of diverse lusts.

(Jewish) provides an extensive list of "infernal names" that,
practitioner with super human abilities namely intelligence,
manipulation, enhanced creativity, material wealth, and the

-DEMONOLOGY The secret of the ancient Egyptians, and their modern disciples, the Freemasons, is the art of demonology for
gaining power--mainly through the devil, Jehovah. In the Royal Arch degree, the Freemason " acknowledge[s] that the devil, in the guise
of Jahbuhlun, is his sacred Lord"--the name Jahbulun being a "composite of Jahweh, Baal, and Osiris." The name YHVH was injected into
the text of the Old Testament by the Pharisees and others who practiced Babylonian Satanism (the precursor to Cabalism and
Talmudism). For those who don't believe the Talmud is Satanic it proclaims that Christ is in Hell boiling in excrement and semen (Gittin,
56b,57a).
An agreement was forged between the Jewish Masoretes and the Catholic Church c. 1000 A.D. to change the name of God in the Hebrew
Old Testament to the pagan name Yahweh/Jehovah via the tetragrammaton (remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/sacred_name.htm). This
explains Rosenthal's saying, "We

are amazed by the Christians' stupidity in receiving our teachings and
propagating them as their own." In Henry Ford's words, "The Christian cannot read his Bible except through Jewish spectacles, and,
therefore, reads it wrong." ("The International Jew," Vol. IV, 238).

12 Reasons
Why
Millions Of Americans (And Canadians) Are Incredibly Angry About The State Of The U.S. (And
Canadian) Economy http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/12-reasons-why-millions-of-americans-are-incredibly-angry-aboutthe-state-of-the-u-s-economy As Americans, we were raised with the belief that our overwhelmingly powerful economic machine would
always provide good jobs and prosperity for all of us as long as we worked hard. But we have come to learn that is not true.
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Awakening the 3rd eye God is
Light, not such as one sees, nor such as the
sun and fire; but they have the God
LOGOS, not the articulate, the Logos of the
Gnosis, through whom the highest
MYSTERIES of the Gnosis are seen by the
wise."

http://www.wisdomworld.org/additional/christianity/Jesus-Logos-Christos.html

Jesus-Logos-Christos never created organized religions, you don't have to go to church to connect to god/angels/heaven, you
are a temple that is a conduit through your prayers, and dreams. End times baptism is baptism of the "holy spirit", you need to activate
your pineal gland, which is your 3rd eye, in your brain. It is where your "holy spirit" is located. Stop using fluoridated water/beverages,

de-calcify
your pineal gland by taking 1/8 teaspoon of natural borax in
water/beverage daily, until your pineal gland starts firing. Once activated you should
toothpaste, the fluoride causes cancer, apathy, plus calcifies your pineal gland. You can

start having dreams starting with blue dots when you close your eyes the angels will then start
connecting with you in your dreams; you will have tingling in your body when you listen to certain
moving music or when certain events move you; you will get tingling hands which if you work on the
"chi" method with your hands your hands should start warming up which will enable you to be a healer
for certain conditions ie. Pain...; you may become clairvoyant. Some people can see the auras, that is the
visual display of your Holy Spirit, the most awake display the rainbow colors, the least being brown
auras, when people are sad, depressed, or not awake, plus their holy spirit's are not totally activated.
You will receive the powers of the HOLY SPIRIT, god placed a spark of himself in all of us, we are COCREATORS GODS with the female soul of Ammah.Wake

up to who you really are, you are
co- creator by thought, word, and deed. You have the power to take down
the evil empire. and to defeat the fallen angels of the dark side. Your soul is in
your blood.
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If people cleared their minds and practiced opening their third eyes, in time they may be able to use this psychic energy to guide
them. People who have a balanced third eye
chakra are more clear minded. They look at
life from a higher perspective and are great
guides because they are very wise. They are
also very connected to nature and
consciousness. People who have an
imbalanced third eye chakra will usually
have problem with mental clarity, seeing,
hearing and accepting the truth. They tend to
be delusional because many of their
decisions are influenced by their overactive
ego. They are more connected to their ego
(false self) instead of their spirit (true self).
An imbalanced third eye chakra may results in
blindness, migraines, sleep disorders,
depression and schizophrenia.
http://energyfanatics.com/2009/07/21/sevenchakras-third-eye-chakra/

How to Detox Fluorides from
Your Body

http://www.naturalnews.com/026605_fluoride_fluorides_detox.html

Ring of Fire- Pacific Rim is REALLY ROCKING http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/qed/
Latest Earthquakes in the World - Past 7 days

04 22 2010 =11

Gnostic texts is the roles of feminine principles and women,
particularly Barbelo and Sophia, and then Eve, Norea, the Virgin Mary and Mary
Magdalene.http://www.timelessmyths.com/mirrors/gnostic.php#Barbelo
One of the most interesting things about the

more than twenty thousand years, the Ultimate Divine Being was the Great
Mother Goddess. But Her ‘Divine Secrets’ did not grant men the position of superiority, on the contrary, it
For

was Woman and her life and her well-being that was most important.
Yes, there was a God, a loving and faithful God who stood by the Goddess as a willing and devoted partner, but it

Goddess who was the Ultimate manifestation of
Beauty, Wonder and Love. So, too, She was Strength,
Courage, Fire and Passion. She was the Creatrix and She was the
Destroyer. She protected Her children - all of Her children
- by giving them the ultimate gift: She gave them a part of
Herself. http://morningskyforwomenonly.com/page15.html#top
was the

"The discovery and assimilation of early heterodox Christian scriptures
(such as the Nag Hammadi library) will also facilitate the revival of goddess figures within a
new Gnostic Christian mythos.

Goddesses

such as

Barbelo and Sophia,
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demigoddesses like Eve-Zoe and Norea, and heroines such as Mary Magdalene are emerging from exile
and are awaiting reincorporation into Christian scriptures and liturgy. Things have never looked so good for a recovery
of our polytheistic heritage and of our beautiful and mighty goddesses of old. One even feels that Christ, the incarnate paradigm of the
Fullness, who assured us that in his Father's house there are many divinities [John 10:43.] would be pleased by the coming of a new
polytheism." http://www.piney.com/DocoriginIntro.html

Nag Hammadi

In On the Origin of the World, Sophia is depicted as the ultimate destroyer of this
material universe, Yaldabaoth and all his Heavens: She [Sophia] will cast them down into the abyss. They
[the Archons] will be obliterated because of their wickedness. For they will come to be like volcanoes and consume
one another until they perish at the hand of the prime parent. When he has destroyed them, he will turn against himself and destroy
himself until he ceases to exist. And their heavens will fall one upon the next and their forces will be consumed by fire. Their eternal
realms, too, will be overturned. And his heaven will fall ...they will fall into the abyss, and the abyss will be overturned. The light will [...] the
darkness and obliterate it: it will be like something that never was

H.P. Blavatsky - Isis Unveiled, Vol I & II (1877) (2402 Pages) ebook
ISIS UNVEILED - VOL I - PAGE 260

http://www.greatdreams.com/planets/saturn-myths-truths.htm

EBOOK HERE

H.P. Blavatsky - The Secret Doctrine-1 Cosmogenesis ebook
Sophia (wisdom)From Wikipedia

MoonTime.info
Goddess Moontime.info jrgenius.com Playlist

versus Heart of Lilith - Inkubus Sukkubus Playlist
3d Materialism Destruction Path 2012
Lilith:

Also, Lillith. Originally, she was a female demon who formed part of Babylonian and Canaanite Pagan religion. Bible refers to
her as a Night Hag. She was believed to be a female demon that seduced men, terrified children at night, etc. Some later Jewish sources
identified her as the first wife of Adam, created at the same time as he was. She didn't submit to Adam's will and was banished from the
Garden of Eden.
According to the Talmud, Lilith, who was the first wife of Adam and his co-equal, split from Adam Kadmon and his counterpart in
power and wisdom. For this, God (also known as Jehova) banished her from Eden, tried a second time and made Eve. Furthermore,
according to White Wolf lore Jehova cursed Lilith to never know the love of another. In turn each being that Lilith truly loved and cared
for, could never really love her in return.
According to the Bahari, however, Lilith enjoyed an extensive sequence of affairs with both Yahweh
and Lucifer, who were Gods with their own Gardens (here possibly referring to pocket dimensions). Lucifer
was said to have given Lilith the 'cloak of night' as a gift after she had wandered the lands outside of
Eden, scorched and tortured. Eventually abandoned by both, she met the wandering banished
descendant of her ex-husband, the first murderer (as named in the Bible) Caine. She took Caine in,
tended to his injuries, fed and healed him, and taught him secret wisdom — the seeds of which blossomed
into the vampiric Disciplines. And how does he repay her? By abandoning her as well, to wander
forever apart, mother of monsters and thief of infant breaths. Caine goes on to found Enoch and Lilith
leaves the scene. .http://whitewolf.wikia.com/wiki/Lilith
Lilith is said to have succeeded in begetting offspring from Adam during their short-lived sexual
experience. Lilith leaves Adam in Eden, as she is not a suitable helpmate for him. She returns, later, to force
herself upon him. However, before doing so she attaches herself to Cain and bears him numerous spirits
and demons http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilith
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-The marriage of archangel Samael and Lilith was arranged by "Blind Dragon", who is the counterpart of "the dragon that
is in the sea". Blind Dragon acts as an intermediary between Lilith and Samael: Blind Dragon rides Lilith the Sinful -- And just as the
Dragon that is in the sea (Isa. 27:1). The marriage of Samael and Lilith is known as the "Angel Satan" or the "Other God," but it was not
allowed to last. To prevent Lilith and Samael's demonic children Lilin from filling the world, God castrated Samael.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilith

The demons identified in The Lesser Key of Solomon have appeared many times in modern fiction.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goetic_demons_in_popular_culture#Asmodai

Ennoia

http://whitewolf.wikia.com/wiki/Ennoia ( daughter of Lilith)

Bill Schnoebelen - Interview with an ExVampire: A True Story - Part 1

1:00:38 - 3 years

ago

Vampires are REAL! Forbidden Knowledge, Occult Rituals, Secret Priesthoods, Spells, Luciferian
Initiation, Illuminism, Ceremonial Magick, Vampirism. This was his world : Adept, Occultist,
Satanic Priest, Black Magician, Vampire. Lured into the occult with the quest for knowledge, this nine hour video chronicles the

life of an adept in service to the darkest powers of planet earth until saved from a horrible fate. Discover the preparation, initiation and
the "bringing over" of the initiate into the world of true vampirism. The other-worldly initiation by a being of immense power that claimed him for
its own. The reality of vampires and werewolves and the positions they hold in the dark world of the occult. The secret priesthood that
helped him survive. The lust and hunger of the true vampire and how it destroys its victims. And much, more more! Containing secret, first-

.

hand information that has never before been revealed to the public

04 15 2010 to 04 21 2010
04 20 2010= 9
Jahbulon

as identified by the Masonic Ritual is a combination of 3
dieties! It is a mix of "Jehovah" with 2 Pagan dieties! http://crossbearerbrian.tripod.com/id28.ht

JAH BUL ON confirming this word to the combination of the names of the Syrian God, the
Chaldea God and the Egyptian God.
JAH- representing the name JAHOVAH, Yahweh /Satan/ Saturn/Kronos/Zeus ( titleLord) /ENLIL/demuirge ( varies with research)
BUL- representing the name BAAL or BEL, an Old Testament demon god. (1 Kings 16:29-33)
ENKI/Lucifer
ON- represents the name of the Egyptian Sun god, another demon god. (Gen. 41:45, 50)
Marduk Ra /Amen ra
They have mixed the name of the Judeo Christian goD with other DEMON GODS!

JAH BUL ON

the Masonic replacement for the name Jesus Christ, is

ANTICHRIST! The Mason (who claims to be a Christain) is forbidden by oath, to evangelize his

Mason "brothers" and proclaim Jesus Christ as Lord! The name of Jesus Christ is an offense to
those who are perishing. So they devise a name by which the Christian and the Pagans can both use without offending each other!
"Freedom is a Two Edged Sword"; "The Secret Teaching Of all Ages", and the "Book of Enoch": Men have been combining gods forever. The

Jehova, or Enlil, was picked up by the Israelites stolen from the egyptians and sumerians and their pantheons (Is=
isis 11:11 the scarlot lady, ra = amen ra, the ray of sun, light, the son of the sun, el = saturn, time, the
old man and the elhoim inorganic beings, aliens, annunaki, fallen angels, nephylim.
Christian god

Here let me slow it down for you

Israel.

Is (Isis) Ra (Amen ra) El (saturn, elohim, higher arches of angels)

Now put it together
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Catholic Church and
Christians Worship NIMROD of Babylon. DAGON/ Marduk Ra/Ra-man-Roman/Sun god-Sunday.
Pagan Roman Catholic church (people) teach Dagon the Fish god to the world.
The Two Babylons or The Papal Worship Proved to be
and His Wife
By the Late Rev. Alexander Hislop First published as a pamphlet in 1853—
http://philologos.org/__eb-ttb/default.htm EBOOK HERE

Wake Up

the Worship of Nimrod
expanded in 1858

"The Spirit clearly says that in the latter days some will abandon
the faith and follow deceiving spirits and things taught by demons.
Such teachings come through hypocritical liars, whose
consciences have been seared as with a hot iron.

The Return of Dagon (The Fish god)

// Dagon the Fish

god is Back
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04 17 2010 = 6
Illuminatreee- Have your Illuminati knights heal
you..their future Queen! If the Satanic
MASONS, that serve Pindar/
Yaldabaoth/Samael really, really loved you,
would cleanse you of these demons, NOT
you with them! http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian // Illuminati

then they

implant
video-

collection sangrailian.blogspot // freedomroad888 channel

The real test. Can they scramble together

$600?

http://www.mindovermatter.ru/RVScience/supernaturalspirit/Alien%20Abduction%20Rescue%20Service.html

Alien Abduction Rescue Service:
There have been hundreds of thousands of US Citizens abducted by aliens; over a million
report this alien abduction. As the ADR has become all present in the United States due to total Sanhedrin control of
every aspect of American life the barrier between the dark energy matter realm and the light energy matter
realm has been systematically lowered by quantum mechanical mixing of abducted humans who have their

God Cores (energy centres: see PsychotronicGenerators.com) stolen by force
Souls erased to enable alien Greys or Demonic Reptiloids, insectiles,
werewolves to gain physicality in our Dimension.
and their

-Special places have been constructed by the US secret government for these hybrid (quantum
superimposed dark, light energy matter crossovers) Each of the up to 2 million Americans used has been
quantum superimposed on a dark energy matter grey, demonic: reptiloid, insectile or Archon and the
dark chaos overlords. The human ceases to be human as their Soul is erased by the process, God Core
stolen and part of their physicality stolen to give physical essence to the Archons... reptiloid... grey.

Electronic implants, dark energy matter implants... are used to keep the
human quantum superimposed with their dark energy matter piggy backed crossover
now physical in our realm. Quantum superimposition means the grey... in essence steals all our real world
being leaving a husk, an anchor to keep it in our Dimension as long as the abductee lives

.

GET HELP HERE. I trust TIM RIFAT will help you.
http://www.mindovermatter.ru/RVScience/supernaturalspirit/Alien%20Abduction%20Rescue%20Service.html

How will you choose Treee? ...like

Mother

or a

an Earth
Lizard Locust Queen?

Sherrie Lea Laird For President 2012 ~ Real CHANGE Has Come ~ The
Grand Awakening?????????
Locust Queen looks like Sherrie Lea Laird. When they Eat/burn/ Kill
Queen Ishtar aka Illuminatreee, then the Maiden will rule. ( ufos
are after you NOW) http://www.youtube.com/user/SherrieLeaLaird
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Locust Queen Matriarchy-Orion Snake Queen Way
Maiden/ Mother /Crone.=
Sherrie Lea Laird/Tonya (Treee) Ishtar/ Valerie
Locust Horde was a race of reptilian humanoids that until Emergence Day, appears to have remained in
the subterranean regions of Sera. The Locust Horde has decided that its secondary goal is the
extermination of the human race down to every man, woman, and child. The Locust Horde's primary goal
is to populate the surface of Sera. The Locust wage a tactically beneficial war of genocide against the Humans due to the
The

existence of a civil war between the Locust Horde and the "Lambent Locust." This civil war has been going on for an undetermined
amount of time, and is gradually forcing the Locust out of the Hollow and into a war with humanity over who controls the surface world.
http://gearsofwar.wikia.com/wiki/Locust_Horde

Tim Rifat on Pindar's Rothchild/Cain family, Occult Self Destruction begins and a
different view of Polish Russian German Politics

http://www.jrgenius.com/important%20files%20to
%20download/Urgent%20audio%20video/Rifat/Hour%201%20-%20Tim%20Rifat%20%20Vampires
%20And%20The%20Wests.mp3 http://www.renseradio.com/
http://www.mindovermatter.ru/

THINK FREEDOM, LIVE FREEDOM and we shall be FREE...but first we
accountable for our own transgressions. If we all just cleaned up our
backyards...we would be in EDEN.

must be
own

04 15 2010=13 ( New Moon (Apr 14) =New Hope or Revelation 13)

Judeo Christian goD YHWH? Sun goD
amen RA?
You will know them by their fruit. I will
be challenging the DARK ENERGY MATTER from the
Material World of the Demiurge/Yahweh again.
Manifesting Truth/Light Energy on this new moon.
Will post soon...

Iesu/Issa/Yahushua returned to teach the Gnosis,
the mysteries to heaven and how to escape the 3d
enslavement of the Lower EARTH PLANES of the Demiurge.

People of Peace. The Fairy (Feather) Way. Eden originally was inside the EARTH.
Cathars, Tuatha de Danann, Hopi, Maya, Anishinabe and Nazarenes were some of the Children of the
Feather. ( Children of Sophia + Christos/Tiamat/5d/Children of the Light)
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http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/reptiles/reptiles19.htm
Thomas Horn talks about the “Gods Who Came Down” to clone and rape human beings. Their
intent was to make hybrids they could use for various reasons. They could not create human beings but they had the
technology to create human hybrids. You will find of these accounts in Genesis Chapter 6 where it speaks about the

Nordic Aryan Alien “Fallen Elohim Watchers.” Keep in mind that they entered our
three-dimensional world illegally and

THEY ARE GOING DOWN SOON.
Original/REAL Illuminati /REAL Knights Templar/ Holy Grail.
Sangre'real.
(King Arthur ( Pindar)and 12 Knights of the Round Table. Where is the real story?
Yeshua/Iesu/Apostles and Mary Magdalene). Who is the real Merlin ( Draken/Osiris)? Joseph of
Arimathea?
Illuminatreee is Lilith, Pindar is Ialdabaoth/Samael?
Playlist 2009 ( OPEN LETTER TO TREEE: Your decisions
worry me. You are headed for Revelation 13. Be careful.
Reptilians want to CONTROL you, shut you up and take your
soul. Nothing has changed. I am nagging you because I see
you going down the wrong path. I care enough to tell you to
TURN AROUND! Will you Listen?
TREEE...Get your Cherokee hide to a shaman. There you will
be cleansed. Not with the NAZIs! NEVER HAPPEN! ox d)
http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888

King Arthur /12 Knights

(Sun god and all the planets)?
Sunwheel with 12 months/ astrology
Yahweh/Yaldabaoth/Archons
Pindar Dragon-Lord RA Rothchild/12
illuminati Reptilian Bloodlines

Adamus Illuminati Mystery Schools
taught by Genetist scientist Ea/Enki and
sister Ninhursag/Magda/Eve here.
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Adamus race once had the Illuminated teachings from EA (serpent) or the EASU (teachers of EA).Terra
Papers

Marduk Ra cursed God and wanted to be god Himself. (god=dog star Sirius Ea/Enki/Lucifer father;
Yahweh=Enlil; Magda/Ninhursag mother Orion snake Queen). Terra Papers
History/memories corrupted under Marduk Ra/Ishtar-isis

Terra Papers

Marduk Ra/Nimrod/Osiris fake builds tower of Babel to reach Heaven. Languages confused here. Minds
erased. Terra Papers
Ritual abuse/blood LOOSH sacrifice to macrobes- Yaldabaoth/Archons (YHWH)/ Dark Energy Matter.
Reincarnation. Dark Energy Matter-Demonic Entities/Reptilian Draconians keep us in a lock down
grid of fear and ignorance.
Sheti Lizards (greys/stone masons-freemasions) submit to Draconians

Terra Papers

Souls/light trapped and recycled in 3d to keep us enslaved in Dark Energy matter Pistis Sophia
Pistis Sophia teaches you how to DESTROY Yaldabaoth
(Yahweh Yaldabaoth Satan traps souls in body/Hell. )

Hepsebah

http://www.sherryshriner.com/sherry/cain.htm There is currently a woman
alive today who's secret name is Hepsebah, to the occult, she is the most
powerful woman on earth. She is the woman beast. In ancient times
Hepsebah was the name of the mother of Manasseh who led the
nation of Israel into idolatry and devil worship. According to this former
insider the entire Satanic kingdoms are a matriarchal society
where the women are the real rulers. Most of their ruling
class is hidden, in other words..the Queen of England bows
down to Hepsebah. There are six separate kingdoms, three
kings of patriarchal societies; and three queens of matriarchal societies.
- In the occult Hepsebah's group is called, "The

Mothers of
Darkness" and they are a powerful ruling class of their own, their
main thrust is to corrupt Christianity. Their marriages

are arranged and genetics play a big part in who gets to rule in their
occultic hidden society. There are some very specifics to Hepsebah's
genetics that allow her to rule over the United States land area.

Hepsebah will be
of the Antichrist. She is the
granddaughter of Lucifer. Hillary
Barbara Bush are both Grande Damme's of the Mothers of Darkness

the mother

-Rulers needed to be able to locate Mystery Babylon in the U.S. They needed the ancient
Indian territorial spirits, so Hepsebah's father is the top pure blooded American indian
Nephilim, her mother is of the Druid counsel Grande Damme, so Hepebah carries in her the
territorial American spirits and the ruling of the old European ruling houses through the

American
Shamman
power of the
Grande Druid

It is suspected that this

Clinton and
group, but they

don't have the power to rule over the entire occult world.
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counsel. Her grandmother was the top Grande Damme Mother of Darkness and carries(d) the "Great Whore" spirit passed down
through the generations from ancient Babylon. Her mother, Lucifer's daughter committed some kind of offense in the occult world and they
stripped her of the position of rulership, so the position was not passed onto her, instead it was given on to the granddaughter.

Hepsebah's titles include, "The Great Whore" "The Most Powerful Witch (MPW)" "The Locust Queen, or Queen of the Locusts."
The name Hepsebah is a name of blasphemy and means "my delight is in her." She is the physical form of the whore that
sits upon the beast. She claims direct lineage to Semaramis and is worshipped as the goddess Ishtar.

Evita and Arthur Pendragon Playlist
April 10-12 2010
http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian
Illuminati video-collection sangrailian.blogspot freedomroad888 channel

The Book Your Church Doesn't Want you
to READ
download here

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archon

Archon was used in Gnosticism to refer to several servants of the Demiurge, the "creator god" that
stood between the human race and a transcendent God that could only be reached through gnosis.
In this context they have the role of the angels and demons of the Old Testament. They give their name to
the sect called Archontics.
The Hebdomad

Gnostic conception of the universe is
the role played in almost all Gnostic systems by the seven
world-creating archons, known as the Hebdomad (?ßd?µ??). There are
A characteristic feature of the

indeed certain exceptions; for instance, Basilides taught the existence of a "great
archon" called Abraxas who presided over 365 archons (Irenaeus, Adversus
Haereses, i. 24); in the Valentinian system, the Seven are in a manner replaced

Seven, then, are in most systems semi-hostile
powers, and are reckoned as the last and lowest emanations of the Godhead;
below them—and frequently considered as derived from them—comes the
world of the actually devilish powers.
by the Aeons. These

Nammu

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In Sumerian mythology, Nammu (more properly Namma [1]) is the Sumerian
creation goddess. If the Babylonian creation myth Enûma Elish is based on a
Sumerian myth, which seems likely, Nammu is the Sumerian goddess of the
primeval sea that gave birth to An (heaven) and Ki (earth) and the first gods. She was probably the first personification of the
constellation which the Babylonians later called Tiamat and the Greeks called Cetus and represented
the Apsu, the fresh water ocean which the Sumerians believed lay beneath the earth, the
source of life-giving water and fertility in a country with almost no rainfall. She is

attended by seven minor goddesses.

Nammu bore An a son, Enki. She and her Enki created mankind as
assistants for the gods. She moulded clay collected and brought it to life, thus creating
mankind.

***
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above the seven planetary spheres was an eighth, the sphere of the fixed
stars.[7] In the eighth sphere, these Gnostics taught, dwelt the mother to whom all these archons owed
their origin, Sophia (Wisdom) or Barbelo.
The ancient astronomy taught that

The Ophites accepted the existence of these seven archons

(Origen, Contra Celsum, vi. 31; a nearly identical list is given in On

the Origin of the World):[8]

Saturn Yaldabaoth, called also Saklas and Samael, SATAN (Enlil)
Feminine name: Pronoia (Forethought) Sambathas, "week".
Prophets:[9] Moses, Joshua, Amos, Habakkuk. From Hebrew yalda bahut, "Child of Chaos"? The outermost
who created the six others, and therefore the chief ruler and Demiurge par excellence. Called "the
Lion-faced", leontoeides, similar to the Mithraic Leontocephaline, Ninib (Ninurta) Kronos
Jupiter Iao. Feminine name: Lordship. Prophets: Samuel, Nathan, Jonah, Micah. Perhaps from Yahu,
Yahweh, but possibly also from the magic cry iao in the Mysteries. (Zeus) Marduk Ra
Mars Sabaoth. Feminine name: Deity. Prophets: Elijah, Joel, Zechariah.
The Old Testament title God of Hosts was thought a proper name, hence Jupiter Sabbas (Yahweh
Sabaoth). Nergal Ares

Venus. Feminine name:

Sophia

(Wisdom)Astaphanos, or Astaphaios.
Prophets: Esdras, Zephaniah. Astraphaios is
beyond doubt the planet Venus, as there are
gnostic gems with a female figure and the
legend ASTAPHE, which name is also used in
magic spells as the name of a goddess.Ishtar
Aphrodite

The Sun. Adonaios Feminine name: Kingship.
Prophets: Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Daniel. From the Hebrew term for "the
Lord", used of God; Adonis of the Syrians representing the Winter
sun in the cosmic tragedy of Tammuz. In the Mandaean system
Adonaios represents the Sun. Shamash Apollo
Mercury. Elaios, or Ailoaios, or sometimes Ailoein Feminine name:
Jealousy. Prophets: Tobias, Haggai. From Elohim, God (El). Nabu Hermes
The Moon. Horaios Feminine name: Wealth. Prophets: Michaiah, Nahum. From Jaroah? or
"light"? or Horus? Sin Artemis Diana
In the hellenized form of Gnosticism either all or some of these names are replaced by personified vices. Authadia (Authades), or Audacity, is the
obvious description of Yaldabaoth, the presumptuous Demiurge, who is lion-faced as the Archon Authadia. Of the Archons Kakia, Zelos,
Phthonos, Errinnys, Epithymia, the last obviously represents Venus. The number seven is obtained by placing a proarchon or chief archon at the

Sophia, the mother of them, retains the
name of Ogdoad, Octonatio. Occasionally one meets with the Archon Esaldaios, which is evidently the El
Shaddai of the Bible, and he is described as the Archon "number four" (harithmo tetartos).
head. That these names are only a disguise for the Sancta Hebdomas is clear, for
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In the system of the Gnostics mentioned by Epiphanius we find, as the Seven Archons, Iao Saklas (the chief
demon of Manichaeism) Seth, David, Eloiein, Elilaios (probably connected with En-lil, the Bel of Nippur, the
ancient god of Babylonia), Yaldabaoth (or no. 6 Yaldaboath, no. 7 Sabaoth)
Gnostic cosmogony is that you have to re-evaluate the Old Testament
Genesis, about the Creator and other celestial beings, about the roles of Adam and Eve, and the belief
of the afterlife. Much of the Genesis has changed in the Gnostic texts are found in the Nag Hammadi Library.
One of the things you will discover in the

The roles of the Creator have changed as well. The so-called Creator of this world, who is the God of Old Testament, was not the true
Heavenly Father or the Ultimate Supreme Being that Jesus referred to in the New Testament. This
should say, was known by the name Yaldabaoth (Ialdabaoth) is an imposter and a jealous god

Creator, or Demuirge I

The Perfect, Invisible Spirit and Barbelo
Much of what we know before the creation of the material world and Adam, can be found in the text, titled The Apocryphon of John (Secret
Book of John), is a revelation of Jesus to John, son of Zebedee, who was said to have written this
down.

beginning there was only one
invisible Spirit – perfect, pure, holy,
immaculate, ageless and virgin. He was
the Ineffable One. He is neither
corporeal, nor incorporeal. He is
invisible because no one can see him,
yet he emanated pure, immeasurable
light. He is indestructible and eternal.
In the

Jesus revealed whom the real Supreme Being or Heavenly
Father (in the New Testament), as the First Aeon, and
The God. In this text, he was mostly referred to the
"invisible Spirit" or "holy Spirit". In the Gospel of the
Egyptians, he is called the "Great, Invisible Spirit". For the
sake of convenient, I will call him Father or Spirit.
The Spirit then look in the spring of life, and by the
power of His thought, brought forth a feminine being,
whose light was like His, and her power was also like his. She was the emanation of Him,
His feminine counter-part. She was known as Barbelo, the forethought of all, and the perfect Aeon.
This is the first thought, his image; she became the womb of everything, for it is she who is prior to them all, the Mother-Father, the
first man, the holy Spirit, the thrice-male, the thrice-powerful, the thrice-named androgynous one, and the eternal aeon among the
invisible ones, and the first to come forth.
– The Apocryphon of John

PISTIS SOPHIA UNVEILED by Samael Aun Weor pdf here or Pistis Sophia (Mead) pdf here

04 08 2010 - 04 14 2010
TorontoStreetNew.info March 23 to April 15 2010 vol 11 issue 18
TorontoStreetNew.info March 4 to March 22 2010 vol 11 issue 17 // Canadian Holocaust -Try Not
to Cry
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Jan to March 2010 canadastreetnew.com cramnote is here
New Paradigm the WampumWay.info canadastreetnews.com April 09, 2010
playlist
canadastreetnews.com April 09, 2010
New Paradigm the WampumWay.info canadastreetnews.com April 09, 2010, http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexapril8to142010.htm
http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888
http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian
canadastreetnews.com , jrgenius.com, April 09 2010, New Paradigm, WampumWay.info, 666, Antichrist,
Supriem Rockefeller, Michael Noel Prescott, 5 d, 3 d, sangrailian, reptilians, dragons, Peace, Community,
Eden, Protection, no microchip,

canadastreetnews.com April 1 to 7 2010 v2
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occult, reminder, Masonic, microchip, above the law, Missing children, Woodstock, Age of Aquarius,
Volcanoes, apocalypse, Lilith, Reptilians, Mother of Sangarians, humanity, terrapapers, jrgenius.com,

True Christianity was practiced by Adam, Noah, Enoch and Melchizedek.
The Babylonian mystery religions are a cheap Satanic
counterfeit of True Christianity

Heavenly Isis +
Osiris= Sophia+ Christos
vs Earthly
Abomination Isis +
Osiris ( Samael + Lilith)

vs Nimrod + Semiramis
( Reptilian Alien InvasionOrion)
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THE CHRISTIAN SCHEME(13) GNOSIS AND CHRISTIANITY: Christos and Sophia
Achamoth http://www.wisdomworld.org/additional/christianity/ChristosSophiaAchamoth.html
Fallen Angels playlist
Demiurge From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demiurge

The Avatar Movie, Maitreya and our “New Age” Dajjali Religion
http://pakalert.wordpress.com/2009/12/31/the-avatar-movie-maitreya-and-our-new-age-dajjali-religion/

Gnosticism, the belief of the Knights Templar, holds that mankind is nothing
more or less than Aether trapped in a physical world and held there by
Satan (they called him the demi-urge). Through multiple reincarnations, they held, a man or
woman could become purified and ultimately freed from the other elements.

-In Gnosticism, the "Demi-Urge" was Aether that got trapped in the elements we now refer
to as earth. It is the Demi-urge's desire that we should remained trapped with him eternally. This is
the being the

Illuminati worship as Satan, a separate and distinct entity from
Lucifer.
This religious belief is not a new one. It has its roots in the Babylonian and

Nimrod, the mighty
hunter of the people of the Lord, was the enemy of
God. He waged eternal warfare with God's followers on earth (the City of Salem under Melchizedek). He also
Egyptian mystery religions. In Babylon,

swore to build a tower so high that it would allow him entrance into the kingdom of God, where he promised to
slay God.

Melchizedek is also known as Shem, the righteous son of Noah. He reportedly slew Nimrod in battle and cut
his body into pieces. He then sent those pieces to the far reaches of Nimrod's empire to show that God was still more
powerful than man.

Nimrod's wife was Queen Semiramis. She was the mother of harlots in Babylon. Nimrod was
the great oppressor of mankind. Semiramus, heavily involved in "sex majic" became pregnant

with an illegitimate son after Nimrod's death. She falsely claimed that Nimrod himself had impregnated her
from beyond the grave and that the child had no earthly father.
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The "savior" son was named Tammuz who was slain by a wild boar, but returns from the underworld each spring. Some have tried to argue
that these systems of religion form the basis for Christianity. I believe the exact opposite.

Maitreya also claims the title of "Avatar". He is admittedly the servant of Lucifer inasmuch as his movement's founder,
Benjamin Creme, is an admitted Luciferian. Just like Nimrod was a Luciferian-Satanist and his wife as well.
http://et-ee.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=129553521398&topic=13875
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^666666666666666666666666666666666666666666^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

He / She is Lucifer.
superstition is that mankind can "worship" through stimulating the
human senses. This was the method condemned by Paul to the Corinthians. It is the
The oldest known and well documented

antithesis of "worship in spirit" or in the human mind. The ancient stories universally see
Satan using the external senses to hide the Word.

Apollo, another type of Sophia-Zoe, had his oracle just up the coast from
Corinth. His name is also Apollyon or Abbadon and his most powerful weapons were
women and music. Hermes is another model. The modern version is that God or the
audience can be manipulated by "praise."

The new age goddesses being worshiped by singing (and selling)
their songs is what incarnates them and is polytheism.
Sophia - Gnostic creation myth said Sophia was born from the primordial
female power Sige.

Sophia gave birth to a male spirit, Christ, and a female spirit,
Achamoth.

Goddess of Wisdom. The World Soul was born of Her smile.
Seven fold mandala represents 7 branches of learning.
All records have

Satan or Lucifer teaching humans

the power to subvert the holy

Sophia-Zoe figure
was an ancient effort to create a feminine Deity-Mediator who subjected the
Sethites through wine, instrumental music and mixed sex choirs. The

male "god" and "word" figure to themselves. This relegated the male authority to organize the choirs
and musical worship teams while ZOE sat at his right hand to instruct him. ZOE was identified as
the "female instructing principle" to lead men astray and was therefore called "the BEAST."
"Lilith's children are called 'lilim.' In the Targum Jerusalem, the priestly blessing of Numbers VI:26
becomes: "The Lord bless thee in all thy doings, and preserve thee from the Lilim!" The fourth-

a Libyan queen
deserted by Zeus, whom his wife Hera robbed of her children. She took
revenge by robbing other women of theirs.
century AD commentator Hieronymous identified Lilith with the Greek Lamia,

Sophia or Sophia-Zoe came equipped to destroy mankind. She has the apple,
the arrow, the sword, the musical instruments--trumpet and tabret. She or he through ZOE was the
enlightener -- the beast.

As the literal serpent, Satan (Lucifer, Zoe) tried to dominate or "mount up to
Babylonia, the "priests, prophets, prostitutes and

heaven" to overpower God or the Sun. In the religious practices in

musicians" tried to mount up objects like the Tower of Babylon.
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Music, of course is absolutely necessary to "ascend into the presence of God."
http://www.piney.com/DocoriginIntro.html

APOLLYON Rising Notes A book by THOMAS HORN
WHAT WAS THE REAL REASON BUSH DECLARED WAR
AGAINST IRAQ. http://nazarenebloodline7777.blogspot.com/2009/12/apollyon-rising-notes.html
Babylon in ancient Iraq, was the seat of power of the “Illuminated One”
known as Nimrod who built the “Tower of Babylon.” These ancient
Sumerians worshipped reptilian gods known as the Anunnaki and the
Illuminated one was their leader. According the my research the creator god of all the
reptilian entities was Yahweh Ildabaoth the Demiurge, who was the
entity the Judah Jews worshipped as god. Jesus (Yashua) referred to
these reptilian entities as “SNAKES in coded language.”
When the “Global

Elite” decided to go declare war against Iraq they apparently use these coded words as a way of

evoking the invitation of Yahweh Ildabaoth the Demiurge, Nimrod and Metatron. Babylon was the “Gate to this evil
Sumerian God” The Tower of Babel was built as a portal, door or window to the dimension (heaven) this evil entity came from. The “Global Elite”
need to make sure they are going to be safe going into which is why they use coded esoteric language to evoke the protection from or and
invitation into Babylon Iraq.

Galactic Federation Of Light Metatron December 1 2009
-This angel has many names associated with it, that these evil dark organizations worship some of the names
include Metatron, Enoch, Lilith (who is the demoness who takes the form of an Owl) It appears to be no
coincidence that a giant owl is the statue being worshipped by the global leaders in the “Bohemian Grove’s”
cremation of care ceremony every year. These global leaders are the upper “Elite Neo-cones.” They include the
Bush’s, Cheney and many political leaders who are on the “Who’s Who” list.

Demons go where they are invited so that when these
codes, names, symbols and rituals are used, they are in a sense, evoking these
evil gods to enter their space for various reasons. When the Bushes use these coded words
regarding Iraq, they are aware that America will be entering the sacred territory of
Nimrod who was the ruling god of Babylon.
-We have to remember that

-DO THE GLOBAL ELITE WORSHIP OR USE THE
WORD JESUS CHRIST and WHICH GODS DO THEY
WORSHIP?
“Christ” is not a reference to
Jesus (Yashua) when it comes to these secret societies or the
New Age movement. The New World Order “Christ” of these secret societies
What people must understand is the word

refers to the “Christ Spirit” George W. Bush made the statement that “Christ changed
his life.” “ The Christian world assumed that he meant Jesus (Yashua) however once you DO

Christ means teacher. The
New Age and occult Christ is an evil entity that has many names
YOUR HOMEWORK you will understand that the word

Christian Christ (teacher).

associated with it. None of these names have anything to do with Jesus (Yashua) the
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“Creator of the Universe,” according to these “Global Elite” occultists, refers to the demon god
Apollo and Osiris. The symbolism on the Great Seal is also a reference to Apollo and Osiris who is the god of
destruction.
The word

-Thomas Horn talks about the “Gods Who Came Down” to clone and rape human beings. Their intent was to make
hybrids they could use for various reasons. They could not create human beings but they had the technology to create human hybrids. You
will find of these accounts in Genesis Chapter 6 where it speaks about the

Nordic Aryan Alien “Fallen Elohim Watchers.”

Keep in mind that they entered our three-dimensional world illegally and

THEY ARE

GOING DOWN SOON.
-To

enter our three-dimensional world they had to create Stargates or opening from their
dimensions (heavens) into ours. Once in our three-dimensional world these entities are able to winks in and out of our skies as
they travel back and forth into these other dimensions.

Prophecy states that in the END OF THIS EARTH AGE, which appears to be
around 2012, these entities will BLINK INTO OUR THREE DIMENSIONAL WORLD AND
WILL NOT BE ABLE TO BLINK OUT ANYMORE. They will be stuck here until they are
destroyed by the return of Jesus (Yashua) and his forces for good.
http://nazarenebloodline7777.blogspot.com/2009/12/apollyon-rising-notes.html

The Draco Connection

http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=77934&page=6

Lilith was evil and seduced lovers, only to rip them up with her taloned feet. This is the goddess Cabalistic
Jews from Babylon picked up and said that Jehovah married when he divorced Shakina, his
original goddess wife. Lilith is also the matron of the Eastern Star of Freemasonry.

Nimrod who is known as a Dragon and Queen Semiramis an Owl and are in the
bible...The Serpent and Owl are Samael and Lilith, the rulers of the Qliphothic Tree
of the Kabbalah.

Ialdabaoth (Gnostic) (from Shem ilda + baoth)
http://www.experiencefestival.com/shem

Child from the egg (of Chaos); the spirit of matter, the chief of the lower 'elohim and father of the
six dark stellar spirits or terrestrial angels, and thus one of the lower group of the Qabbalistic Sephiroth, the shadow or reflection on the
lower four cosmic planes of the arupa or formless higher Sephirothic range.
-Ialdabaoth's

mother, Sophia Achamoth (wisdom of the lower four of the cosmic planes) is the daughter or
manifested reflection of the Heavenly Sophia -- divine
wisdom, or the mahat-side of akasa. Therefore Ialdabaoth is

equivalent to the Nazarene Demiourgos of the Codex Nazaraeus, which
makes him identical with the Hebrew Jehovah, the creator of the physical
earth and the material side of the rector of the planet Saturn. He is also
identical with Tsebaoth-Adamas, "the Pthahil of the Codex Nazaraeus, the
Demiurge of the Valentinian system, the Proarchose of the Barbelitae, the
Great Archon of Basilides and the Elohim of Justinus, etc. Ialdabaoth (the
Child of Chaos) was . . . the Chief of the Creative Forces and the representative
of one of the classes of Pitris" (BCW 13:43n). In the Ophite scheme he is the first
of the superior septenate.
As a creative spirit, Ialdabaoth generates six sons (the lower terrestrial
angels or stellar spirits) without assistance of any female, and when these
sons strive with him he creates Ophiomorphos, the serpent-shaped spirit of all
that is basest in matter. When Ialdabaoth proclaims that he is Father and
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God, and that none is above him, Sophia tells him that the first and second Anthropos (heavenly man) are above him. So Ialdabaoth's
sons create a man, Adam, to whom Ialdabaoth gives the breath of life, emptying himself of creative power. Having rebelled against
his mother, his production is mindless and has to be endowed with mind by Sophia Achamoth -- a reference to the descent of the
manasaputras. The man, thus informed, aspires away from his producer, who thereupon becomes his adversary, produces the three
lower kingdoms of beings, and imprisons man in a house of clay (flesh). Ialdabaoth also makes Eve (Lilith) to deprive the man of
his light powers. Sophia sends the serpent or intelligence to make Adam and Eve transgress the commands of Ialdabaoth, who
casts them from Paradise into the world along with the serpent. Sophia deprives Adam and Eve of their light power, but eventually restores
this power so that they awoke mentally. Here there is much the same confusion that surrounds the various meanings of Satan and the serpent.

Ialdabaoth, who is lion-headed or in the form of a lion, represents the
kama principle, the false light that draws the soul into matter and struggles against its rise
again to spirit. Some Gnostics held that Sophia sent Christos to help humankind
when Ialdabaoth and his forces were shutting out the divine light, and
Ialdabaoth, "discovering that Christos was bringing to an end his kingdom of Matter, stirred up the Jews,
his own people, against Him, and Jesus was put to death" (BCW 14:161). See also JEHOVAH

Domination by Deception By Peter Goodgame
http://www.redmoonrising.com/Giza/DomDec6.htm

Enlil is portrayed as angry, vindictive, abusive and cruel, and he
commits crimes including adultery, rape and genocide. YHWH is sometimes
portrayed as angry and violent in the Hebrew Old Testament, but to the Hebrews YHWH's actions
were always justified, no matter how cruel they appeared to be. For the Sumerians there was rarely any
justification for the rash abuses of power that characterized the rule of Enlil.
In examining YHWH and Enki and their respective traditions one must also address the fact that they make
conflicting claims. In the book of Genesis YHWH is
credited with creating mankind, while in the majority
of Sumerian texts Enki is portrayed as man's
creator. Another case is the similar tradition of the Great Flood. The book of Genesis explains
that YHWH brought the flood as a judgment upon human society that had become
wicked through negative influences
from
fallen angels. In the Sumerian accounts
it is
Enlil who brings the flood to cull the
human population that had become
"too
noisy." However, the book of Genesis
tells a
story of YHWH mercifully saving Noah
and
the last righteous family on earth
from
the impending destruction. Contrasting
this
account, in Sumerian myth it is Enki
who
saves Atrahasis and his family from
the
flood against the wishes of Enlil.
These
conflicting claims and accounts cannot
both
be true if Enki and YHWH are indeed
separate entities. If YHWH is the
spiritual source for the Hebrew
tradition, and if Enki is the spiritual
source
for the Sumerian tradition, then we
must
face the reality that one of them is
lying.
If YHWH in the Sumerian tradition is represented as Enlil,
we expect to find Enki within the Hebrew tradition?
Biblical adversary of YHWH to find the answer.
nonetheless provides the following description of Enki
much closer than it resembles YHWH Himself:

the adversary of Enki, then where can
Perhaps we need to examine the
While Rohl equates YHWH with Enki, he
that resembles this Biblical Adversary

high god was known as Kronos or Enki, who was represented by the planet Saturn. In later
antiquity this leader of the gods was viewed as the son of Enki, and his name was Marduk, Baal, or
Zeus, who were gods all represented by the planet Jupiter.
In early antiquity this

In the final analysis this story is Enki's story, and Enki's great rival Enlil, understood by so many to be YHWH the God of Israel, had to
wait about fifteen hundred years before He could give His side of the story.
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The other "descent from the heavens" account is the descent of the fallen angels themselves. This is
portrayed in Genesis 6, and it involves unholy relations between some of the "sons of God" and human women, a relationship which
produced the Nephilim. From this human-angelic interaction the world became "corrupt in the sight of God" and "filled with violence,"
which became the justification for sending the global Flood. According to pagan mythologies this was the Golden Age of Kronos when the
gods lived with men during the era of the kingdom of Atlantis. However, even though it was viewed as an idealistic time when the "true religion"

Atlantis became corrupt in its spiritual teachings and used
its great power to dominate and abuse the entire world.
originally ruled, Greek writers such as Plato explained that

Enoch explains how the fallen angels taught mankind astronomy and astrology,
charms and spells, and the properties of plants and herbs. One particular angel named Azazel "taught men to make
The non-canonical book of

swords, and knives, and shields, and breastplates, and taught them about metals of the earth and the art of working them" (Enoch
8:1). In Genesis the craft of metalworking is ascribed to Tubal-Cain, a descendent of Cain. David Rohl associates this name with Bad-tibira, which
is the second city on the Sumerian King List, following Eridu where "kingship descended from heaven."
According to Sumerian accounts the

great "civilizer" of mankind was the great god Enki, the Lord of the Abzu in Eridu,
who was portrayed as a firm friend and champion of mankind. On the other hand the book of
Enoch explains that the innovations given to mankind were used for wicked purposes. The

Nephilim ruled with an iron fist, "and when men could no longer
sustain them, the giants turned against them and devoured
mankind" (Enoch 7:4). Regarding Azazel himself, Enoch 10:8 reads: "The whole earth has been
corrupted through the works that were taught by Azazel: to him ascribe ALL SIN."

-The basic teaching of Gnosticism is that all matter is inherently evil, which is symbolized by
Darkness. The purpose of life is therefore to transcend this Darkness by reaching towards
the Light, which can be achieved through knowledge, or gnosis, of Man's true predicament.

Gnostics believed that the true and ultimate God is the God of
Light, who is purely spiritual, and has no relationship either as a
Creator of, or as a Ruler over, material reality. To the Gnostics the god of
material reality was the God of Israel. He was accepted as the Creator and
The

Ruler of the
material universe,
but he was
denigrated as
inferior to the God
of Light and viewed
as the

ultimate

personification of evil. The grand scheme of Gnostic

cosmology is explained by Hans Jonas in his authoritative study
The Gnostic Religion:
http://www.redmoonrising.com/Giza/DomDec6.htm

Mosaic Law- it aims at the enslavement of man. As
guardian of his sphere, each Archon bars the passage to the
souls that seek to ascend after death, in order to prevent
their escape from the world and their return to God. The
Archons are also the creators of the world, except where this

their leader, who then has the
name of demiurge (the world-artificer in Plato's Timaeus)
role is reserved for

and is often painted with the distorted features of the Old
Testament God." [44]

The Gnostic hatred of the God of Israel
extends to the very beginning of the book of Genesis. Gnostic texts explain that Ialdabaoth and the Archons created
Adam and placed him in the Garden of Eden with an intent to deceive him. After learning of this situation the feminine aspect of
the "God of Light," known as Sophia-Prunikos, acted to disrupt the schemes of the demiurge by sending an
emissary of the Light to bring knowledge to Adam, allowing him to break free from his bondage. This divine emissary,
according to the Gnostics, was none other than the Serpent of the Garden of Eden, and subsequent Gnostic sects reflected this
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veneration of the serpent by referring to themselves as Ophites (from the Greek word for serpent, ophis), and as Naassenes (from the Hebrew
word for serpent, nachash). Jonas explains what

Adam and Eve's "sin" actually meant to the Gnostics,

first success of the transcendent principle against the principle of the world, which is vitally
interested in preventing knowledge in man as the inner-worldly hostage of Light: the serpent's
action marks the beginning of all gnosis on earth which thus by its very origin is stamped as opposed
to the world and its God, and indeed as a form of rebellion." [45]
"It is the

The Gnostics took the idea that the
the following text shows,
"This general

Serpent was the true savior of mankind right up to the life of Jesus of Nazareth, as

Serpent is also the wise Word of Eve. This is the mystery of Eden: this is the river that flows out of Eden.

According to the New Testament, the sacrifice of Jesus did represent the triumph of the Kingdom of God over the "lord of this world,"
but this "lord" is clearly identified as Satan in several passages (Matthew 4:8-10, Luke 4:6-13, John 12:31, John 14:30, 2 Corinthians 4:4,
etc). The Gnostics believe that the "lord of this world" was actually the Creator-God
the life and teachings of Jesus represented a manifestation of the Serpent against this "God of Darkness."

of Israel, and that

Revelation explains that one day Satan and his fallen angels will be forcefully evicted
from heaven and thrown down to earth, where they
will be in control for only a short time before their
judgment comes,
The book of

"And there was war in heaven. Michael and his
angels fought against the dragon, and the dragon
and his angels fought back. But he was not strong enough, and

they lost their place in heaven. The great dragon was hurled down--that
ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, who leads the whole world
astray. He was hurled to the earth, and his angels with him."
(Revelation 12:7-9)

The judgment upon the "spiritual forces of evil in the
heavenly realms" is predicted by Isaiah the prophet as one of the
results of the apocalyptic "Day of the Lord":

The Origins of Christmas

http://100777.com/node/1473

Nimrod, a great
grandson of Noah, and his mother and wife,
Semiramis, also known as Ishtar and Isis. Nimrod,
known in Egypt as Osiris, was the founder of the first world empire
Two key figures in the origin of Christmas are

at Babel, later known as Babylon (Genesis 10:8- 12; 11:1-9). From ancient sources such as the "Epic of Gilgamesh" and records unearthed by
archaeologists from long-ruined Mesopotamian and Egyptian cities, we can reconstruct subsequent events. {The christmas tree is in honor of
Nimrod, the so called sun god}
After Nimrod's death (c. 2167 BC), Semiramis promoted the belief that he was a god. She claimed that she saw a
full-grown evergreen tree spring out of the roots of a dead tree stump, symbolizing the springing forth of new
life for Nimrod. On the anniversary of his birth, she said, Nimrod would visit the evergreen tree and leave gifts
under it. His birthday fell on the winter solstice at the end of December.
A few years later, Semiramis bore a son, Horus or Gilgamesh. She declared that she had been
visited by the spirit of Nimrod, who left her pregnant with the boy. Horus, she maintained, was Nimrod

With a father, mother, and son deified, a deceptive, perverted trinity
was formed.
reincarnated.
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Semiramis and Horus were worshipped as "Madonna and child." As the generations passed, they were worshipped

under other names in different countries and languages. " The original cult of the mother and child, Semiramis and Tammuz, became later Isis
and Osiris, Venus and Adonis, the madonna and child in various cultures down to this day.

Semiramis declared that her son, Tammuz, was in actuality the return or rebirth of her husband,
Nimrod. this is where reincarnation was born. And since Tammuz was born on the day corresponding to December 25, this day was
highly honored and recognized by Nimrod's supporters. Note, therefore, that this date (December 25) was observed in honor
of the birth of Tammuz long before Christianity existed, and that it was not until many centuries
later this pagan custom was "Christianized" as being the birthday of Christ (or Christmas day). "It
can be stated they worship another Jesus"
Nimrod's followers began to also worship Semiramis. And her son Tammuz was worshipped as
well. Semiramis was revered by the people and was viewed by many as a priestess and
goddess. She soon became known as "the queen of heaven." Thus began the awful practice of
exalting human deities. These false beliefs have led up to the many different forms of idolatry

Yes, it was through the
introduction of these satanic evils and the many sacrilegious
practices of ancient Babylon that witchcraft, priestcraft,
spiritualism, and other forms of paganism were born. http://jahtruth.net/qofhevn.htm
that are still practiced by different people today.

Santa (Satan) Claus and the Anti-Christ
Beyond the Physical Realm

http://www.nohoax.com/component/content/article/1/25.html

http://www.beyondthephysicalrealm.com/

SOPHIA, THE WISDOM OF GOD
Sophia, the personification of Holy Wisdom, appears in Proverbs 8 as present and
assisting at the Creation, and in Proverbs 9:1-6 as a hostess who invites everyone to her feast.
She has been much revered in eastern Orthodoxy. Churches and cathedrals, most famously Hagia
Sophia in Constantinople-Byzantium-Istanbul, have been dedicated to her. More recently, she has
been understood as a feminine image of God.

VERY SUSPICIOUS-Accident??????
Lots of Slavic target terrorism lately http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slavic_peoples
Pilot ignored warnings in Polish crash. Country's president, army chief and other
leaders perish on flight to Russia Last Updated: Saturday, April 10, 2010 | 9:20 PM ET
Comments441Recommend414CBC News

Read more:

AmeriKa!!!

Declare Yourselves a SOVEREIGN REPUBLIC

NOW!

Foreign Troops Gearing Up for Martial Law In America NWO
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Time for YOU to start the NEW
PARADIGM in your COMMUNITY.
us! The WAMPUM WAY.

Follow

DaisyDishes.info
GardenGurus.info
FreeFreeEnergy.info
AguaOriginals.info

How you could be preparing for this growing season.
Ontario April 2010
Locally gather a list of people who are interested in
community gardening, handy man services, free energy
gadgets, global cooperative
Find as many products, services, courses and ideas as you can,
that could be shared with community currency, group
cooperation/class and/or volunteer. usuryfree.info

-Community Currency-Assign those committed to grass
roots revival 100 serenity shares. (This is their asset, vote, cooperative share,score, piece of the pie).
Draw up your own constitution of rights and freedoms among yourselves. Keep it closed to those you
trust. Creating Community Currency: A Bartering System http://ca.dummies.com/how-to/content/creating-communitycurrency-a-bartering-system.html

-10 points for 1 hour work or equivalent. Make a list of what products and services each of you can
offer. Commit to sharing those necessities. Global Cooperative. Starts with you first. Accept your local
community currency and connect with others that are locally self sufficient. Unite as a Sovereign
Nation of Children of the Light

Community Currency Global Cooperative
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Wampum From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
For your local community, a typical ad you can post for free to start up the NEW PARADIGM in your
area

Community Currency Cooperative

3/19/2010 This is for the Sault Ste Marie area group.

Let's restore our family and community values.
Interested in exchanging products and services as a global cooperative, using community currency?
(eg. gardening, tutoring, handyman, daycare, errands, products, housing. rentals,services)

Dana

www.serenityglobal.com ( Use your own response email here)

Red Elk's Great Vision

http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm

8th fire. anishinabe.info, jrgenius.com

I have to re-upload this playlist because BIG BROTHER is GAGGING this info
and deleting videos on the 8thfire prophesy of the Anishinabe. SO WE NEED TO MAKE a ton more!

The Prophecy of the 8th Fire
They will come to a

fork in the road.

One road will lead to Materialism
for almost all living creatures.
The

and Destruction,

other road will lead to a Spiritual Way upon which the Native People will be standing.

path will lead to the lighting of the 8th fire,
a period of eternal peace, harmony
and a "New Earth".
This

Where the destruction of the past will be healed.
http://www.the8thfire.org/
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April 2010
04 01 2010- 04 07 2010
A HOPI ELDER SPEAKS:
"You have been telling the people that this is the Eleventh Hour,
now you must go back and tell the people that
there are things to be considered...

this is THE HOUR. And

Where are you living?
What are you doing?
What are your relationships?
Are you in right relation?
Where is your water?
Know your garden.
It is time to speak your Truth.
Create your community.
Be good to each other.
And do not look outside yourself for the leader.
Then he clasped his hands together, smiled, and said, "This could be a good time! There
a river flowing now very fast. It is so great and swift that there are those who
will be afraid. They will try to hold on to the shore. They will feel they are being torn
apart and will suffer greatly. Know the river has its destination. The elders say we
must let go of the shore, push off into the middle of the river, keep our eyes open,
and our heads above the water.
And I say, see who is in there with you and celebrate. At this time in history, we are to take nothing personally. Least of all,
ourselves. For the moment that we do, our spiritual growth and journey comes to a halt. The time of the lone wolf is over.
Gather yourselves! Banish the word struggle from your attitude and your vocabulary.

is

All that we do now must be done in a sacred manner and in celebration. We are the ones we've
been waiting for.
Oraibi, Arizona Hopi Nation

Latest Earthquakes in the World - Past 7 days
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/quakes_all.php

Looks like the Illuminati's Al-CIA-DA is terrorizing Moscow. RED LINE Subway blasts?
Wild Weather, Earthquakes, Volcanoes, Avalanches, and Floods.
Stocks up, unemployment up, bankruptcy up, dollar up....SOMETHING's

UP!

Something big is happening very soon...? Remember that humanity must take
responsibility for leadership on EARTH. Do not give your power over to ET's or self proclaimed assended masters, who FEED off your worship.
Return of the REPUBLIC, where humanity takes back the power stolen by the DEMONs of
Democracy!
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Fire the PARASITES of POLI-TICS!
The Dark Bible Atrocities (only a few)

http://www.nobeliefs.com/DarkBible/darkbible3.htm

Middle Of U.S.A. Future Earthquake(s)—Collection
Earthquake hits US-Mexico border

http://www.angelfire.com/fl3/gammadim/usaprophet/newmadrid.html

// Massive Undersea Volcano Could Destroy Italy "at Any Time"

---just as with the Dulce base (to the SE) and the Groom Lake Base (to the
SW)---thousands

of men, women and children have
been abducted and taken into the underground labs of Utah
to be used to satisfy the perverted sexual addictions
of the 33+ Masons or to become the victims of alien
experimentation, or worse. . . The "word“ is that a massive cavern system
lies beneath Utah‘s Great Basin, with underground branches reaching
into all surrounding states.
An underground sea lake, large enough to be moved by tidal forces,
feeds several underground rivers that run below Nevada and California
and eventually emerge into the ocean‘s depths through the continental slope
(Kokoweef River, for instance). A large number of human colonists, descended from ancient surface
dwellers, once lived in relative security in their underground communities. That is, until the Dracos,
Reptiloids, and Greys (moving northward from South and Central America) invaded from the South.

Thirty-third (33+) Masons, Jesuits and Nazis took control of the underground
colonies, acting in collusion with the reptilians. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/branton/esp_mathyrs_underground.htm

THE NEW WORLD ORDER: THE ALIEN CONNECTION (A Synopsis of the Good Guys and the
Bad Guys in Space) from a 1993 reading

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/bb/draconis03.htm

COSMIC AWARENESS: http://www.skepticfiles.org/mys4/nwoalien.htm
This is in the affirmative. The earth that the Draconians inherit will be that which is generally destroyed by their own hand
and own procedures. The earth that the more spiritual people inherit will be that which becomes more improved as it moves into a
higher dimension and
is nurtured by the people who follow it or lead it into the higher dimension.
This Awareness indicates that this is a kind of dimensional shift rather than an end of the world, and it will take place very
gradually over aperiod of years. The action has already begun, but it will continue for many years. By 2013, it should be at the point of
separation, whereby the separation begins or occurs in such a way as to break off the
negative vibrations from those of the positive levels, so that entities following the
positive vibrations will arise spiritually during those proceeding years, and those who are
attached to the negative vibrations will find themselves growing more and more aware of a
world that is becoming even more negative in its expression.
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This Awareness indicates that the violence that entities see today is part of that negative dimension which is to come, as the world
moves
more in that direction for those negative forces, and those who align themselves with those negative forces. This Awareness indicates that
those beautiful aspects of the world and the more compassionate expressions of humans are those that will move more toward the
higher
frequencies and higher dimensions so that entities who align themselves with these energies will find themselves over the next 20
years to be
moving in those directions in that dimensional shift toward a new dimension, a new more spiritual dimension.

BENNY HINN AGENT OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-FiZl88DXY

WHY IS BENNY HINN AIDING AND ABETTING THE TEMPLAR TAKEOVER OF ISRAEL?
http://www.blessedquietness.com/journal/prophecy/hinnandknights.htm
The following report confirms our suspicions that the Knights Templar are conducting the present
crusade in the Middle East to establish a base for their planned invasion of Israel.
These modern-day knights are also forming a religious coalition to mollify Israel with a phony
peace treaty and to rebuild the Temple of Solomon, from which venue the Bible
states the Antichrist will rule over a Masonic one-world religion and government.
The report also reveals that Charismatic healer, Benny Hinn, is involved in this religiopolitical initiative and working closely with an Anglican Templar/Jesuit
organization that promotes the ordination of homosexuals.

Dangers in our Food playlist
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GOOD RIDDANCE- NEW WORLD ORDER.

HELLO
Sovereign CANADA!
Welcome to the Republic of Canada; A Proposed Declaration
of Independence
OwenSoundsOff
“We The People Of Canada” Stand today truly
Strong and Free as
aRepublic-freeto seekitsown
destinywithout foreign
interference.United asCanadianswe
officially andpeacefully cease to
accepttheQueen ofEnglandnor
herheirs andsuccessorsas
theExecutive Power of Canada.
TheGovernor Generalof Canada’s Federal Parliament and
likewisetheLieutenant Governorsof each respective Province of
Canadaare herebypermanentlyrelieved of theirdutiesasagents of
the Monarchyin our legislatures,your positionsas of todayno longer
exist.Your Positions will be replaced by four publicly elected officials for eachlegislature that are publicly
elected as“People’s Protectors”of the“New Constitution”and“New Bill ofRights”which will soon be
promulgated to replace the originaldocuments of the same name. Each Parliament of Canada will have a
publiclyelected Senate with two elected “People’s Protectors” with two elected officialsof the same title in each
respective Parliament in Canada. TheNewConstitutionwill be thefoundation of our nationlaying outall
responsibilities of governmentandlimiting their powerwhileensuring the protection ofthe freedom
and health of all Canadians.ConstitutionalProtectorswill ensureall lawsandpoliciesareconstitutionally
compliant.
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The Commander in Chief of the Canadian Army, Navy and Air force

will

no

longer be the Queen of England nor her heirs or
successors. As of today the Commander in Chief of the three branches of
full time
military will be Canada’s Prime Minister with the electoral oversight of both
the
elected Federal Parliament and Senate. Any act of foreign aggression or
intervention by our military must be in full compliance of our New
Constitution, Parliament / Senate Majority Support and People’s Referendum. Canada’s full time
military must be dedicated to the sovereignty of our nation and the national defence of our land and
waterways. Each Province will draft its own Constitution and at that point will have the authority to form
its own militia, Air Force and Naval Reserve. (Current militia units will come under provincial jurisdiction
respectively) Military connection, agreement and or treaty under the Security and Prosperity
Partnership, NATO, UN, NORAD and Civil Assistance Plan will cease
as of today. Canada must maintain a peaceful existence but at the
same time adequately guard herself from all enemies foreign and domestic.
All treaties, conventions, declarations and agreements that Canada
has with the United Nations and its affiliates no longer are valid as of
today. International/
Foreign
Relations in all affairs will be
negotiated
and voted by majority through
a fully
(New) constitutionally
compliant
Federal Parliament and Senate. Foreign Policy and
International Treaties will be subject to People’s
Referendum upon popular public request to their respective
elected
Members of Federal Parliament and or Federal Senate. Foreign
Diplomats
and other non-elected officials will explicitly not be able to
implement
official rules, laws or policy that effects Canadians.

Canada’s listing as a Privately Traded Corporation with US Security and Exchange
Commission along with the provinces will no longer be valid, we will no longer honour that
contract as of today.
The Security and Prosperity Partnership, NAFTA and TILMA are no longer valid as of today.
Canada’s federally administered natural resources are the property of the People of Canada, all
corporations extracting those resources in Canada will be taxed in the amount required to fund the
education, health care, infrastructure, defence and other costs
that are incurred in maintaining the highest possible living standard
for Canadians. All non-corporate individuals in Canada will be
exempted from personal Income tax, provincial tax and similar.
The GST will end as of today. Corporations will pay for all of
Canada’s operational expenses, whether they are foreign or
domestically owned. Those individuals making a total personal income
of over $100,000 per annum will pay a 5% tax on all income over
that amount, these individuals will come under the New Commercial
Corporation Guidelines Act. The proceeds from this taxation will go directly to augment funds available so
that any needy Canadians can be supplied with the best quality food and natural health care possible.
All issuance of monetary currency in Canada will as of today will be maintained through the
publicly owned Bank of Canada. Money will be issued interest free to all levels of government in
Canada. The value of Canada’s currency will guaranteed by the total sum of the resource wealth in
our nation under federal administration. Our policy must be for 100% self sufficiency in a Canada that
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feeds itself, manufactures all the goods it requires and builds its own and maintains its own publicly
owned infrastructure and public services. Low interest financial credit will be made available to
individuals, groups and communities with approved business plans to ensure Canada’s self
sufficiency, maintain and support free enterprise, build independent communities and encourage/
develop community and independent agriculture. Canada will cease to borrow money from any
foreign banks, all current government debts will be cleared immediately at no cost to the public.
All banking in Canada will be a federally administered publicly owned institution which can supply
credit to corporations that operate within Canada’s
New Constitution and New Commercial Corporation
Guidelines. An alternate currency will be created for
foreign exchange and for visitors to Canada to use.
All Canadians are Equal Share Holders in the Free and
Fully Independent Republic of Canada. No Canadian
shall go without a igh minimum standard of living and
each individual must be encouraged and supported to
reach his or her maximum potential. Private Property is
the Property of those deeded to the land under common law.
Non-Corporate Individuals legally Residing in Canada are in a realm of Common Law as of today.
As God Is My Witness—Douglas M Schapira
Please contact Owen Sound Free Press with your ideas and comments about this concept
osfreepress@gmail.com

Blowing Our Tax Dollars on Wind
Farms and News About the NWO

http://windfarms.wordpress.com:80/

AMAZING SPEECH BY WAR VETERAN
Our real enemies are not those living in a distant land
whose names or policies we don't understand; The real
enemy is a system that wages war when it's
profitable, the CEOs who lay us off our jobs when it's
profitable, the Insurance Companies who deny us Health
when it's profitable, the Banks who take away our homes
when it's profitable. Our enemies are not several hundred
thousands away. They are right here in front of us
- Mike Prysner

care

Doug Schapira, AKA Burning Arrow
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our troops are carrying out similar atrocities, and have been doing it
for a while. Shamefully I saw and was "indirectly" responsible for some similar abuse while a UN Peace
It is sad that

Keeper (oxymoron indeed)overseas as a Canadian Soldier in the mid 80s to mid 90s. The tragic part about

our troops in Afghanistan is that they are actually serving under the UN -- The

ISAF or International Security Assistance Force that is at the top of the command pyramid of the Afghan Mission
is actually ran by the United Nations. As a young soldier I tried to report the abuse I knew about and was
chastised, threatened and even punished for trying to do what I thought was right!!! The emotional scars and
nightmares carry on some twenty years later.

UN is totally unaccountable to anyone
our nation has been smeared as an aggressive
nation with our participation in torture and war in Afghanistan. We
I also found out early on that the

and that concerns me.

Currently

are also being presented as an nation that cannot handle its internal affairs,

defacto
federal government will stand down for 2 months. What is
terrible treatment of our Indigenous population and soon our
the potential here?
The stage seems set for an international issue to arise
---let's hope I am wrong. Trust me we do not want too see foreign UN troops in Canada. Especially if they

Third World, many hold us as accountable for their suffering, similar
to those ignorant and misinformed among us who falsely blame the Taliban
or Chinese People for our misfortunes.
are from the

soldiers to become confidential members of Oath
Keepers of Canada (OKC).Don't hesitate to print off this link and keep it handy as a handout to pass
to our soldiers and police. OKC reminds them that they are there to protect us, not
the giant multi-national gangster corporations, not the Queen/ the Illuminati
and not the interests of World Government. Our soldiers need to protect
Canada and Canadians, we must not come in conflict with our military
personnel, it's the bait the World Government wants us to bite into if we do.
I really like to try and appeal to our

Our soldiers are sworn allegiance to "Queen Elizabeth, her Heirs and Successors" It is interesting to point
out that the British North America Act of 1867 (BNA) or Constitution of Canada was amended in 1893, at that point
the original part about the executive power in Canada being enshrined in the "Queen, her Heirs and Successors"

our soldiers are still sworn to the "Queen's heirs and
successors" The Current Constitution states the Executive Power in Canada as the "Queen" Period!
was removed, but

Please note the following excerpts of our "Constitution..."
15. Command of Armed Forces to continue to be vested in the Queen. -- The Command-in-Chief of the Land
and Naval Militia, and of all Naval and Military Forces, of and in Canada, is hereby declared to continue to be
vested in the Queen.
16. Seat of Government of Canada. -- Until the Queen otherwise directs, the Seat of
Government of Canada shall be Ottawa.

Please note the following oath all soldiers, police and elected
official take in Canada...
I, [name], do Solemnly swear (affirm) that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second, Queen of Canada, Her Heirs and Successors
according to law, forever. So help me God.

I have rescinded my oath to the Queen that I took twice while
in the army. My concern is that if another executive power moves into Canada, our military is already
pre-pledged to be loyal to any "successor" that may take over, as our Queen could be perceived to no longer
be the bona fide Monarch. Why was the Executive Power in the BNA changed from including the Queen's
"Heirs & Successors" after 1893? The "Queen" they seem to be referring to was Queen Victoria, who died in
1901, did the monarchy die in Canada in 1901? Who is the official Executive Authority in Canada? There is outstanding evidence that the Executive
Authority,

The Queen

and so forth over

Canada is as follows.... "Governs by Custom, Convention and Tradition,
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Not Lawful Right"

Re: Supreme Court Ruling 1950.

Furthermore (see above) Read section 16 of the BNA --- The Queen can change the "seat of government" in Canada at her prerogative.
Depending on how you interprete this section it seems that there is no question whether the "Seat of Government" is going to be changed the

"Seat of Government" of in Canada, if changed, even needs to be
in Canada!! Frightening indeed when you couple that with the fact that there is no specific provision in the BNA or Constitution for a
question is, "When?" It does not specify that the
Prime Minister of Canada????

My Fellow Canadians, we are potentially in a big mess! Please
print off the following link to Oath Keepers of Canada and pass a copy
your neighbourhood cop or cousin in the army. Post it to your site or email to your

to

friends...

http://owensoundfreepress.com/?p=1150

Please join me Doug Schapira as I will be hosting a weekly radio show,
"Canadian Veterans, Oath Keepers of Canada"- every Sunday at 3:30 PM to
5:00 PM Eastern Time on the following link.... http://therealpublicradio.net/

A View From Inside
Canada." Every Saturday from 5:30 PM until 7:00 PM- Eastern Time- A show that will explore the problems

I will be also hosting a radio show on the same link as above "

regarding Canada as in current affairs and more so over the fundamental problems with our socio-

We need an overarching solution to what is causing the
problems in Canada. This is a Solution Based Program-- Please join me, as I will be asking
political archetype.

some of you to be guests on this show and or to actually host it from time to time as I am involved in a flurry of
undertakings and cannot possibly run all this myself. The

Input of the The People of Canada on

these shows is essential!
I will also be a guest on the Monday Brown Bagger Radio Show on the second half of this hour long
presentation - Reg Argue, the host, is a former Canadian Soldier and a member of the Oath Keepers Of Canada. We will be discussing our
Constitution and potential long and short term solutions to the current mess our wonderful Canada is experiencing. Join us on the link below
between Noon and 1PM Eastern or as the show is based in BC Canada- between 3PM and 4PM Pacific Time
http://www.coopradio.org/guide/monday.html

Through The Attainment OF Independence & Thus Freedom We Can Have Peace & Justice, For ALL
Canadians... Long Live Canada, Our True North Strong & Free!
Doug Schapira, AKA Burning Arrow
www.owensoundfreepress.com

NEW PARADIGM DETAILS, WORLD WAMPUM vs NWO WORLD
DOLLAR, Kinakwii nation- united nations for children of the light who honour the
EARTH.

$=SLAVERY S=SERENITY

Preserving our 7 colours of the rainbow for 7 generations
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Big Picture: NWO in Canada
BY DESIGN- EDUCATION is pumping out drops outs in mass numbers. NO JOBS, but LOTS OF
ARMY RECRUITMENTS. Your children are going to be sacrificed for the SATANIC NWO.

Why are we in Afghanistan?
Tell me why-gaza
George Galloway vs. U.S Senate (5/17/05)
Get off the mind controlling MEDS, clean up your air, water, land, mind, body, life, aura and take
back your children, country, soul, and integrity. DO NOTHING and they will GENOCIDE and enslave
the planet. ONLY you..can change you! Only you can create WHO YOU CHOOSE TO

BE.
The Nation's Deathbed
THIS VIDEO IS TIMING OUT. HERE IS THE DOWNLOAD (flv) real media player is in video section
Google Video has frozen the view count since February 2009 and has also reduced the 5 star
ratings by over 100, which effectively censors this film. Please spread this link and support the
filmmakers by obtaining a high quality DVD. Will we let the elite pull the plug on Canada's
sovereignty? A documentary exploring the Security and Prosperity Partnership and how it is a stepping
stone for an eventual North American Union. The film also explores the resistance movement to the SPP and
the protests of August 2007 in Montebello, Canada. To obtain a high-quality DVD, please visit:
http://pressfortruth.ca

Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins Of Civilization Excerpts
-Full 10 hour DVD Series available from: irishoriginsofcivilization.com In his companion DVD Series to The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volumes 1
and 2), Michael Tsarion discusses the historical significance of ancient Ireland and takes us on a truly fascinating journey through time, from

their destroyers,
the Atonists. We discover the origins of the world's most powerful secret societies and the New World Order they labor to create.
the Emerald Isle to Egypt and back again full circle. Along the way we are introduced to the Druids and also to

We discover secret facts about the royal dynasties of Britain and Europe, the Empire of Rome, and about Masonic influence in America.
Featuring over 560 illustrations, and rare source material, this DVD series dramatically revolutionizes our view of history and explains what
can be done to combat the tyrannical forces that have long conspired to undermine truth, freedom and justice. Also see
http://www.michaeltsarion.com for all web domains. Intro by Chris Geo and MACBEATZ http://myspace.com/theglobalresistance

The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volume One) The Servants of Truth (Druidic Traditions and
Influence Explored) http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/irishoriginsexcerpts/oldpage-irishorigins2.html
The pagan Irish and their goddesses far predate the Israelites and their preposterous brooding
consortless Jehovah. More importantly, the Jehovah of the bible was a corrupt rescripting of the ancient
god of the moon, worshipped in Egypt and Ireland from the earliest days. As we have shown, his name (Yehew or
Yahweh) originally came from the word for the yew tree. Of course, the references to trees and nature were stripped away by the
mythmongers. If they were not deleted, the Druidic elements within Judeo-Christianity would have been all the more obvious
to educated investigators and readers. After the biblicists completed their tampering we were left with the wrathful god of the
testaments - male, warlike, vengeful, and consortless. Yes, we have a renovated god, and we have his followers
now revealed to have been nobles within Egypt, privy to the arcane mysteries.
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The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volume Two)
Akhenaton, the Cult of Aton, and the Dark Side of the Sun (Polemical Investigations into the
Extermination of Druidry and the Rise of Judeo-Christianity)
http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/irishoriginsexcerpts/oldpage-irishorigins1.html

Aton is the god of NESARA= false god.http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.html. UFO / Lucifer/ Sanat
( Satan) Kumara/ New Age/ VATICAN deception

03 16 2010- 03 31 2010
Web Bots Predictions - Summary - The Shape of Things to Come, Vol. 0, Issue 4 12 MAR 2010

To be
fair to Clif and his work, we will provide only a brief summary of the top points from the latest report (v4). We STRONGLY urge you to read the
original report for yourself. It is available for $10 on the HalfPastHuman site. http://www.grinningplanet.com/articles/predictions/clif-highinterviews-web-bots-predictions.htm#report201003

THE TRUTH VIBRATIONS WILL END THE CONTROL SYSTEM David Icke
MEDIA BLACKOUT in North America - Watch Live BBC News

http://atdhe.net/watch-bbc-news.php

Big Brother is up to something.

Latest News:

North Korea sank a passenger south Korean ship, killing 46 people. Michigan Christian Warriors or so called Militia they had a
plan after killing some police men attack Muslim groups in the Muslim areas of MI.

??Destroy All Aliens Before They Destroy and Kill All Humans??
- this kind of Orgone will definitely attract NEGATIVE ENTITIES to your
property. The sender's Energy and Intentions go into the ORGONE.
Make sure your orgone product emits LOVE/LIFE frequencies. Learn to
make your own http://www.orgonemasters.info
WICCA SHAMAN © ROBERT MORNING SKY IT IS THE WORLD’S
OLDEST RELIGION.IT IS THE WAY OF THE EKE SHAMAN.
http://www.wiccashaman.com/

Alex Collier UFO Hypotheses Volume Two Playlist
Theory: Jesus "Yashua's" Nazarene

http://www.gnosticshock.com/

According to what Jesus (Yashua) taught in the “Sophia Pistis Story” which can be found in the Nag
Hammadi Scrolls,

Yahweh Ildabaoth the Demiurge was the evil god of the Jews. It was Yahweh Ildabaoth the
father of Cain. Jesus (Yashua) describes this evil fallen entity as a lion-faced

Demiurge who was the biological

reptilian. As the story goes Yahweh Ildabaoth the Demiurge raped Eve who gave birth to Cain. Some say that Eve was not Cains
actual mother and that originally Adam had a different wife. The stories are very convoluted, however the point is that Cain was a hybrid
from the start. http://www.rhnegativeregistry.com/jesus-yashuas-nazarene-rh-negative-origin.html
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We know from the teachings of Jesus (Yashua) and in the Nag Hammadi Documents as well as from prehistoric records, legends, myths,
archeology etc., that a SPECIAL BREED OF HUMAN BEINGS were created initially. They were and still are being created and they appear to
have the PURE Rh Negative blood factor.
The Hyperborea, legends tell us that the original breed of human beings were perfect in almost every way. Jesus (Yashua) teaches us
that the original human race were incarnated heavenly beings who decided incarnate, in earth’s dimension, for several reasons.
One of the reasons these souls incarnated originally was to populate the world and allow our souls or spirits to experience life in our

original bloodline became victims of
the evil entities known as the “gods of Eden.” http://www.rhnegativeregistry.com/jesusthree dimensional world. Unfortunately part of this
yashuas-nazarene-rh-negative-origin.html

-This original group of human beings had some pretty amazing talents, which appears to have include
talents we can’t begin to imagine today. Jesus (Yashua) stated that: “WE HAVE THE ABILITY TO MOVE
MOUNTAINS.” That we, at some point, we will be able to use skills and abilities even greater than he
showed his followers on earth. That we were originally born with these abilities and talents, until the
evil jealous “gods” came into our three dimensional world to tamper with human DNA in an
attempt to destroy our souls.
-With out telling you more about the Rh Negative blood factor itself, what we do need to discuss is that
this appears to be the blood factor being promoted by the HOLY BLOODLINE authors as being Jesus
(Yashua’s) blood factor. Jesus (Yashua) was a Nazarene, which would also seem to indicate that the
Nazarenes had the Rh Negative blood factor as well. If this is the case then many people today have

“Divine
Right To Rule The World,” until it was stolen from them by these evil entities
and their hybrid bloodlines.
this blood factor running through their veins today. It is this group who originally had the

If you have this factor in your blood you are special. The down side is that you are also a target for victimization. In the last
Bilderberg meeting they decided to chip implant all blue-eyed blond people with Rh Negative blood. Chemtrails are designed to
target those with the PURE RH Negative blood factor. Alien groups appear to abduct Rh Negative woman and us them as incubators
in which to plant human alien fetus’s. These HYBRID BABIES are born with reptilian copper based blood that has been combined
with the Rh Negative factor. Blonde blue-eyed babies are used in human sacrifices etc. THE LIST OF VICTIMIZATIONS GOES ON. These
Rh Negative Reptilian Hybrids are then abducted over and over again and used for any number of reasons, most of which we don’t even
want to talk about, you can only imagine why.
The Orthodox Jewish and Roman Catholic Church founders have also mislead us regarding the religious beliefs

Nazarene's had their own separate
religion, which was also very different from the Jewish religion we find in our Bibles?
and teachings of Jesus (Yashua). Did you know that the

Jesus (Yashua’s) Nazarene tribes worshiped a DIFFERENT GOD in separate temples, from
the Hebrew tribes of Northern and the Judah Jewish tribes in Southern Israel. THE NAZARENES ALSO HAD THEIR OWN
SEPARATE SCRIPTURES. Jesus Yashua never called his God Yahweh Jehovah; in fact he clearly
referred to the gods of the Hebrews and Israelites as Satanic entities and knick named them snakes and
scorpions. Jesus (Yashua) referred to
The

our GOD as FATHER and instructed his followers to do the same.

beliefs and customs of Jesus Yashua's Nazarene tribes were very different

from what we have been

taught in our Orthodox Jewish and Roman Catholic Christian Church’s. For an example, did you know that Jesus
(Yashua's) Nazarene tribes believed that human and animal souls came from the same basic soul pool as we did and as such animals
were precious.

Nazarenes did not kill and eat animals and it was forbidden to sacrifice them like the
Hebrews and Jews did to appease their evil gods.
We have to remember here that several different tribes were considered to be Jewish during the time of Jesus
(Yashua’s) ministry. All of them had similar, yet at the same time, very different beliefs.

to minister and reform all of them.

Jesus (Yashua) came

northern Hebrew tribes worshipped the gods known to us as the Nordic Aryan Alien
“Fallen Watchers” The Southern Jews of Judah worshipped Ildabaoth the
Demiurge aka Yahweh Jehovah.
The
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The Pharisee, Sadducee, Scribal, Talmud, and Torah Jews led these tribes with hidden doctrines and mystical teachings. Once you begin to read
the books in the Nag Hammadi Library that apply to the Nazarene tribal beliefs, you will see that the teachings of Jesus (Yashua) and
the Nazarenes were very different from what we have been schooled to believe by our religious leaders.
WE HAVE TO KEEP IN MIND THAT JESUS (YASHUA) CAME TO REFORM THESE SATANIC GROUPS, NOT TO JOIN THEM. KEEP THIS IN
MIND as you read the Nazarene, Essene and Gnostic sites on line. Many of them incorporate SATANIC PAGAN doctrines. Some of them are
endorsing the satanic bloodline versions of the HOLY GRAIL facts.
http://www.rhnegativeregistry.com/jesus-yashuas-nazarene-rh-negative-origin.html

Rh Negative Registry
Secret Quest: The Path of the Christian Gnostics (full)

Discover the Gnostic origins of Chistianity, the hidden teachings of Jesus and uncover the secret quest of the Christian Gnostics -- who
sought profound knowledge and spiritual transformation throughout the ages. From Jesus' first disciples to the Knights Templar,
Cathars and the mysterious medieval Alchemists -- those who understood the deeper significance of Jesus' life and teachings emerged
in different forms throughout time walking a secret path to salvation through hidden knowledge. The early Christian Gnostics faced
persecution and were driven underground with the emergence of Pauline Christianity, whose interests eventually converged with the
Roman Government which helped them rise to power, and repress other forms of Christianity they deemed heretical. Many lost
gospels with private and profound teachings from Jesus, like the Nag Hammadi library, were banned and hidden and ultimatley left out of
the bible that was assembled. Later Gnostic groups such as the Knights Templar and Cathars faced brutal oppression from the Church
at the helm of powerful empire. Yet despite this oppression, there were always people throughout history who understood the deeper significance
of Jesus' life and teachings, so the Christian Gnostics kept emerging in different forms. However they encoded and hid their understanding in
legends and symbology such as the quest for the holy grail and the transformational procedure of Alchemy, to conceal and protect
themselves from the ongoing persecution of the inqusition. Discover the quest of the Christian Gnostics as they strive to achieve profound
spiritual understanding and transformation throughout history, and continue to today

Mer Ka Ba Meditation

http://ama-gi.synthasite.com/index.php

NESARA 2010 ANTICHRIST Sequence of Events Updated AGAIN on March 4
2010 http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.html

Earth Day 03 27 2010 3/9/3 = 9+6 =15=6 (UFO'S from the ABYSS of
ATON?)

Passover/Full Moon 03/30/2010 = 3/3/3= 9 (Satanic Ritual
Sacrifice Time)
Now that
and then

Healthcare was forced in by Jesuit controlled OBAMA, in the USA, they will now crash the economy
microchip the masses. FEMA for those who refuse the MARK OF THE BEAST.

-Antichrist plans to rule in Is-Ra-EL on Dec
Greg Braden and Icke this is ZERO POINT) and the shift to 5 D.
-Could it be

21 2012. This is the same time we pass thru the photon belt ( According to

2 paths playing out? Anishinabe prophecy says that there will be 2 paths.

Red Elk's Great Vision

http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm

8th fire. anishinabe.info, jrgenius.com
The Prophecy of the 8th Fire
They will come to a

fork in the road.
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One road will lead to Materialism
for almost all living creatures.
The

and Destruction,

other road will lead to a Spiritual Way upon which the Native People will be standing.
path will lead to the lighting of the 8th fire,
a period of eternal peace, harmony
and a "New Earth".
This

Where the destruction of the past will be healed.
http://www.the8thfire.org/

Struggling Towns Begin Printing Their Own Cash By Pat Shannan
http://www.americanfreepress.net/html/struggling_towns__212.html

Paper Gold Market Is Going to Explode, Buy Physical Bullion NOW!
Good-Bye: Truth Has Fallen and Taken Liberty
With It http://www.infowars.com:80/good-bye-truth-has-fallenand-taken-liberty-with-it-2/

Money as Debt II Promises Unleashed
Bailouts, stimulus packages, debt piled upon debt, where will it all end?
How did we get into a situation where there has never been more
material wealth & productivity and yet everyone is in debt to bankers?
And now, all of a sudden, the bankers have no money and we the
taxpayers, have to rescue them by going even further into debt! Money
as Debt II Explores the baffling, fraudulent and destructive arithmetic
of the money system that holds us hostage to a forever growing
DEBT...and how we might evolve beyond it into a new era.

Economic collapse is one of the final stages of the
cabal's overall policy of world devastation. Many of their earlier
phases of contrived collapse have been largely unseen or ignored by most Americans. The final economic breakdown is now in its first stages
with:
The failure and bankruptcy of financial institutions and businesses
The bursting of the housing bubble
Skyrocketing worker unemployment
$57 trillion debt caused by warprofiteering
Runaway inflation and skyrocketing oil and other commodities prices

The collapse of the dollar

The disintegration of the global environment:
"After centuries of global capitalist accumulation, the

global environment is on the verge of collapse and there is no more
humanity will permit capitalism

ecological space for another major expansion of global capitalism. The choice is stark—either
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to destroy the environment and therefore the material basis of human civilization, or it will destroy capitalism first.
The struggle for ecological sustainability must join forces with the struggles of the oppressed and
exploited to rebuild the global economy on the basis of production for human needs in accordance with
democratic and socialist principles." http://www.hermes-press.com/collapse.htm

The Verichip, Swine Flu, And Universal Healthcare! Obama Ties To Big Pharma! They Want You
Chipped, Cy-Borged, And Dead! http://blacktalkradio.ning.com/forum/topics/the-verichip-swine-flu-and

We The People Will Not Be Chipped!

American HEALTH CARE=Verichip =Mark of the Beast / Playlist

WorldStreetNews.info, Community Currency, Jrgenius.com
Freedom Road-David Icke Playlist // Earth Anthem
Chemtrails Versus Sylphs
PROPHECYKEEPERS WISDOM VAULT
EARTH CHANGES, SURVIVAL & SELF SUFFICIENCY LINKS

http://www.greatdreams.com/survival.htm

First Nations/ Native Americans Playlist
Debt Dynamite Dominoes: The Coming Financial Catastrophe
Assessing the Illusion of Recovery by Andrew Gavin Marshall
Read CAREFULLY and UNDERSTAND this. This is the story of our fate and how we can avoid it. IF we
make the right choices. http://globalresearch.ca:80/index.php?context=va&aid=17736
The people of the world have been lulled into a false sense of security and complacency, living under the illusion of an economic
recovery. The fact remains: it is only an illusion, and eventually, it will come tumbling down. The people have been conned into handing
their governments over to the banks, and the banks have been looting and pillaging the treasuries and wealth of nations, and all the
while, and making the people pay for it.

people of the world do need a new world order, but not one determined and
must be a world order
directed and determined by the people of the world, not the powerful. But to do this, the
people must take back the power.
Truly, the

constructed by and for those who have created the past failed world orders. It
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The people of the world must pursue and
politically, socially, scientifically, artistically, and
only option. We need hope in ourselves, in our ability to

work for peace and justice on a global scale: economically,

personally. It’s asking a lot, but it’s our

throw

off the shackles that bind
new world that will benefit

us and in our diversity and creativity construct a
all. http://globalresearch.ca:80/index.php?

context=va&aid=17736

four principal gods of Sumeria were An,
of Air, the One Who Bestows Sovereignty; Enki,
Ninhursag, the Goddess of the Mountain. In the

the Sky God; Enlil, the God
the God of Fresh Water; and

The

Legend of Abala, there were four kinds of
Herself, the Wind Lords, the Mountain

Divine Spirits at Lake Baikal. There was the Lady of the Lake
Lords and the Lords of the Deep
http://www.wiccashaman.com/page61a.html#top

ANNUNAKI

Annunaki were considered

According to Babylonian legends, the

to be sons of An. In the Mongolian language of Siberia, the
means ‘relatives on the mother’s side’. The combination word
relatives on the Mother’s side’ or in simpler terms ‘They Who are
demonstrated earlier, the name of the Sumerian God An is
the Goddess Ene.
http://www.wiccashaman.com/page67.html#top

word anu means ‘they’. The word nagh-a
Anu-nagh-a would mean ‘They –
Relatives of the Mother’. As we
derived from the Mongolian name of

SUMERIAN SUPREME GOD AN In ancient Sumerian legends, the principal god was An, the Sky God. In the Legend of
Abala, the Sky One reached up into the stars to bring down the Star Fire to embed in the heart of the Lady of the Lake. It is from the much

Divine Lady of the Lake , that the later Sumerian God of Fresh Water Enki was derived.
The Brotherhood of the Snake. -Enki created the Brotherhood of the Serpent to start the spiritual training for
earlier Mongolian Eng-ke, the

Adapa and his descendants. It was a school - one of the precursors of the
Mystery Schools, and also later the Masonic Lodge. The use of the

apple

as a symbol began with Enki

and persisted until today. As
mentioned earlier, Enlil did not approve of this completely spiritual
education of Adapa’s offspring. Because of this he and Enki greatly disagreed
Enki was teaching them the universal laws, sacred geometry,and the
many techniques for manipulating energy, along with his spiritual
teachings. Enlil was aware of the Divine Plan that called for slow,spiritual
development that should be at the forefront of technological change - this would
mean that humans could be killed by their own technology.
The Brotherhood of the Snake would continue, but only a few would be
trained in each generation. This was the beginning of the priesthood on
planet earth. Unfortunately, the Brotherhood of the Snake was corrupted
because of the priests. Before they had the knowledge, they had become
hungry for that power. This has been the dilemma of all Esoteric Schools: the balance of power, love and wisdom. This is something that
has not been resolved up until today http://www.siteprincipal.com/sites/historiasdaterra/?page_id=503&lang=en-us

Enki was also called the RA or SUN GOD- whose less descended (less Nephalitic) genetic family was called Seraphim(the UR Dragons).
- We know in those days Enki / Enlil were called God's - and their genetic engineering- the skill to make DNA / the blood in a "CLOT".
Annunaki knew Enlil/ Yalweh / Amun was jealous of his half brother Enki - the original Genetic engineer because he could bring people
back from the dead - knew how to make a soul. http://www.webspawner.com/users/enkireturn7/

Turning of the Tide - 2:13:37 - 2 years ago
Exposing the real story behind global events, which shape the future of human existence and the world we leave our children. The veil lifts on an
astonishing web of interconnected manipulation to reveal that the same few people, secret societies and organizations control the
daily direction of our lives, & how the same people on apparently different sides of politics are actually connected to the same elite
organizations. These organizations have the same proven agenda of a world government, a world central bank, a world army, a world
currency, and some say a micro-chipped population. "OPPO-SAMES" These apparent opposites in politics are there to persuade us that we
are not living in a prison, that we have a choice. Yet these persons are not opposites at all but are part of a one-party state. The last two US
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Presidents were apparently opposites and on different sides - Bill Clinton and George Bush - yet they were both heavily involved
within the same elite organizations. David Icke explains: "What happens in practice is that if you look at all the dogmas in all cultures, all
societies have what I call a 'hassle-free zone.' It is that area within any culture, within each dogma (religious, economic, political etc) wherein if
you conform to it, you are in the comfort zone. No one's going to laugh at you, condemn you for being different, or for expressing your
uniqueness, because you are locked into the herd mentality, and you are conforming to what you are told you should be and do. When you step
out of this mind-set and express your unique aspect of all that exists and refuse to be frightened, or controlled, you immediately

The vast majority of people,
rich and poor, on this planet are enslaved. Enslaved by the system's robotic programming, its economic imprisonment,
face ridicule or condemnation as I have in England." "THE SHEEPLE" "Whatever happened to living?

and by their own refusal to think, question and find the liberation that comes with an open mind. We don't live in a free society, we live
as robots in a society in which you are free to do what the society wants you to do - produce and consume - that's the reality." A
"MUST READ" book for understanding how the fraud really affects you and what you can do about it:
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/MBRestructured.pdf

Kinti Mining Lmtd.'s (KMLD) Announces Supriem David Rockefeller and the Rebuilding of the 3rd
Jewish Temple in Addition to Frank Love Commencing the "Temple Now Project"
http://finance.yahoo.com:80/news/Kinti-Mining-Lmtds-KMLD-iw-1101457138.html?x=0&.v=1

Illuminati Vol 2 - The Antichrist Conspiracy Part 4

03 08 2010- 03 15 2010 Wake up and chase the baddies off planET EArth
03 15 2010 New Moon Tonight. Manifest Love and Peace on Earth. Say
"No Microchip" and an "end to the NAZI NWO tyranny".
THIS IS YALDABAOTH. The Demiurge. Sophia's reject abortion; the
Yahweh that Sheeple worship. Gnostic Illumination Sophia and the Demiurge
pdf

Supriem Temple Institute -

From The Third Prophet, January 5, 2010: The trail leads to the goal. The laws of the Freemasons
refer to the keystone. In him [Supriem] all the information [is] stored for the solution of the mystery [...] Our friends from Sumi-Er brought the
tablets of the law to the ground [Earth]. Moses is just the name of the administrator of the laws. The entire word of enlightenment includes the
text of Genesis, lost in the part of Necronomocon. SPRM is the symbol of the return of the gods of the old aeon. http://www.thulesociety.com/html/sprm.html

This is

not the Messiah...it is the ANTICHRIST.

Illumination: The Secret Religion — The Satan Plan
http://battleofearth.wordpress.com/2010/03/09/illumination-the-secret-religion-the-satan-plan/
Wes Penre’s Comment: Here the Illuminati (as opposed to the Global Elite) are elaborating more on their
viewpoint of Supriem Rockefeller, The Thule and the Vril Society. They also go into more depth regarding
what they believe is the relationship to The Brotherhood of Shadows”.
-SPRM is quoted in the e-book as saying: “The German order called ‘Thule Orden’ and ‘Vril Society’ know
who I am. In fact, they found me after they had access to the Vatican’s vault and read
about me. The text from 2026 BCE said, ‘In the Second Coming, he will call himself
‘Supriem’ and come from the west.’ No matter how you spell Supriem or Supreme, it is
still SPRM. They even saw drawings that looked exactly like me. They told me that they
knew I was Lucifer, the Son of G-D, leader of the 12 Elohim and keepers of the
D12 Stargate. Marduk Ra was just one of my names, I am the same life force as

It is time
for my rule again, thus those who are against it will perish.
YHWH, Samech, Moloch, Azazel, Lucifer and the Supreme Deity.

In fact I have the ability to end Earth as a planet if I see fit. The time is around the corner for my rule, Heil Imperium!!
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-The Thule wanted to test my DNA, so I allowed them because I knew they were important to my alliance. They found that I do carry the Triple
Helix Blue Blood of the Elohim. In fact, I have more than one DNA sequence. They knew that my exile of several thousand years ends in
2009 (according to the 12/60 frequency in which I was sentenced, not the 13/20 frequency). I have more than one DNA sequence because I
am born of both Elders and Ancients (Serpent or Reptilian). I was given the DNA sequence of the REAL Trinity – Baal, Astarte, Tammuz
– all into ‘One Male’ – Lucifer – The True Messiah. 2009 is the Second Coming. The exile is over. I have several races, not from Earth,
that I lead and they are waiting on me. I have an army of multi-dimensional beings that are subservient to me. [These are the Alpha
Draconis REPTOIDS and the Orion Group REPTILIANS.]”
-Gold was the reason why they [the alien races, Wes' comment] came to Earth in the first
place. They need to harvest it to repair their home planets’ ozone layers – different races with the same
problem. They created a worker race “Adama” to do their work. This is where the name Adam came from
as the first man. The races divided up different locations where to mine but still they were part of the

Allied

Union which Supriem, under the name Marduk Ra, ruled.
Even the element symbol for gold is the same for the Allied Union, AU. I told you before everyday Supriem
ingests a white powder that is gold, platinum and 68 other trace elements in their monatomic
state. It also contains sea bed deposits. The other two he takes is a pure white gold powder, once called
the Philosopher’s Stone and the other is a white gooey liquid that is pure Platinum Suspension. It
helps keep his body very electrically charged and his brain firing at 100%. He also said that’s why alcohol
doesn’t harm him, it’s burned off very quickly. http://servicetoone.wordpress.com/2009/05/13/chapter8/

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/Religion.htm for more details

New World Order News

http://www.visionprovider.net/nwo/nwo.html

So who is going to save us from all this, Queen
Elizabeth? Our Freeman status as sovereign? Time to
form a republic where secret societies are banned! Time
to institute a nation where government is accountable to the
people and if they don't comply with that obligation then they are
criminally liable under a people's common law court.
prosecute these corrupt officials in a
People's Common law court, those who feel the Hague
We need to

International Court is the answer better think again. The Hague
International court is the UN- the Great Satan is the UN- The UN's
arch enemy is the true Christian! Please inform those who claim to follow the steps of Yahshua that the UN and
its Hague Court are the wrong place to go for remedy.

Have you read Queen Elizabeth's oath to the Knights of Malta? Do you understand that she vowed
to kill Protestants? Why are so many convinced that her executive authority over Canada is going to protect us? Why do people think
that she will save us from World Government - She signed Britain to the EU, why would she save Canada and the Protestant/Christian
Faith?

this "crown" that many claim must not be challenged actually plans to
destroy us... It's wakey time Freeman on the Land
Please read the bold and understand that

Doug Schapira www.owensoundfreepress.com

Latest Earthquakes M5.0+ in the World - Past 7 days

“Your Next”, US Warns Iran After Turkey Earthquake HitRussian military intelligence directorate (GRU) sources are reporting to Prime Minister Putin that during
an unprecedented meeting held between Iran’s President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and United States
Secretary of Defense Robert Gates this morning in Kabul, Afghanistan, the Persian Nation was bluntly

told by the US that they were next to be
targeted by their HAARP Earthquake
Weapon that has been terrorizing the entire World these

past few months. -These GRU reports state that Gates warned
Ahmadinejad that Iran could expect to be
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catastrophically hit within the month by the Americans HAARP Earthquake Weapon if their nuclear activities were not stopped.
Ahmadinejad, these reports continue, mocked Gates by saying “you’ve already missed” (in reference to the deadly earthquake that had
just hit neighboring Turkey) to which the US Defense Secretary replied “We never miss”, a comment the GRU describes as being an

“admission” that Turkey, like Haiti and Chile before them, had been deliberately targeted by the
Americans.

-In previous reports we have, also, explained the Americans development, deployment and use of this cataclysmic weapon, and as you
can read from our January 14th report “US Quake Test Goes “Horribly Wrong”, Leaves 500,000 Dead In Haiti” our January 22nd
report “World Trembles As US Prepares New Quake Test” and our February 28th report “US Puts South America “On Notice” With
Catastrophic Chile Quake Test”.
-Most interesting about Ahmadinejad’s charges against the American war leaders of killing their own citizens during the 9/11 attacks
was his being supported by one of Japan’s most powerful politicians, Yukihisa Fujita, who further charged this week that “shadowy forces
with advance knowledge of the [9/11] plot played the stock market to profit from it” and said that “eight of the 19 hijackers are alive
and well”. http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1349.htm

How IRAN has been F****D by the US in the past!
Maitreya Creme Reptilian Anti-Christ & Vexing Testimonies Playlist
Zionist Satanist-The Mystery Religions and Luciferians Playlist
Legislated Violent Destruction of Canadians via another “New World
Order” program
OPP, Biggest Street Gang in America Chapter, takes a hit in Ontario.
lock and load against these gang members?
When people finally realize that the “Serve and Protect” Oath has been displaced by a luciferian Masonic Oath to “loot
and plunder for “Ordo Ab Chao”, is this self defence not inevitable? Welcome to the “Novus Ordo Seclorum”.
The

How much more preparation required to

Would the Swiss Law of “Serve and Protect” with guns in every home have allowed this legislated, economy trashing, job killing, “loot and plunder,
fascist/ communist, armed to the hilt foreign street gang” invasion of this country? Get guns into every home. Stop the Masonic OPP loot and
plunder hit squad contracts, that property owners can ill afford, for these highwaymen to simply roam the roads to violently harass and
literally bleed everyone dry

.

Sincerely, SIR GEO, Bluewater Organic Farms

Read and Hear the truth of Genocide in Canada, past and present, at this website: www.hiddenfromhistory.org , and watch
Kevin's award-winning documentary film UNREPENTANT on the same website.
These are links to an excellent interview I conducted on the Canadian genocide, and updated this past
Monday March 1, with KPFA radio at Berkeley, California. KPFA is the oldest public radio station in
America and is a great promoter of our campaign to expose the ongoing genocide in Canada.
Please post and circulate these links to the March 1 program, and rebroadcast all or part of it on your own
program: http://www.kpfa.org/archive/show/30 ; http://www.flashpoints.net
This is especially important to do now, on the eve of my trip to Europe and to Rome in late March, where
we'll confront the Vatican over its murder of so many children. I'll be accompanied there by
survivors of the Indian residential schools.
I'll be posting to all of you regular reports and videos of our actions in Europe during April, where we'll
also be undertaking actions in Ireland, England, Germany and Spain. Thanks for your help, Kevin

Yahshua, Yehoshua, Y'shua, Yeshua, Iesous, Iesus Or Jesus The Sacred Name or True Name
http://www.seekgod.ca/htwhatsinaname.htm

Bushby Bible Fraud Rabbi Jesus Bloodline outline pdf
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Explaining Terminal Madness Of The Endtime By Dr. J. S. Chiappalone
Tim Rifat Jeff Rense 2010 playlist

mentions Yaldabaoth

This parasitic loss of energy is the care of occult witchcraft in the Matrix where the black magician/witch gives
all their energy for temporal power/favours from dark energy mister parasites and needs new young converts to supply
more willing souls to bed damned. The Harry Potter books are of supreme importance to the Illuminati as they
promulgate the ideas of occultism/witchcraft enabling the influx of millions of new converts who can be sucked dry and
damned by occult dark energy matter entities. The practice of occultism enables the dark energy matter entity to
pull the witch into Universe B the biophysical Matrix or Psi-prison where the damned can be fed upon even after
death to supply more energy; the world of the ring wraith/Universe B as described in The Lord of the Rings- Tolkien
stated these books were based on fact. Once your soul has been transferred into a Ring (spiral see above) wraith your
soul can be held for all time so it's damnation can be used to increase the Corruption of energies to make
more Matrices for the occult dark energy matter entities. http://www.psychotroniccrystals.com/psychotronic_crystals.html
The inverted cross that swaps 4 elements N/S; E/W blocking 2 more elements to give us the Nine and inverting the ninth element
so all our energy, spirit, soul is inverted to damn, devolve us so we become wraiths after death and can be trapped in the insectiles
devolved low order consciousness so we can be processed to become only aspects of their evil dream. http://iasos.com/metaphys/bashar/

Secret Quest : The Path of the Christian Gnostics playlist
Gnostic Cosmogony Below is the summary of the Gnostic myths.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Background
The Perfect, Invisible Spirit and Barbelo
Sophia and the Demiurge
Adam and Eve
Norea
Conclusion
Sources http://www.timelessmyths.com/mirrors/gnostic.php#Sophia
One of the things you will discover in the Gnostic cosmogony is that you have to re-evaluate the Old Testament Genesis, about the
Creator and other celestial beings, about the roles of Adam and Eve, and the belief of the afterlife. Much of the Genesis has
changed in the Gnostic texts are found in the Nag Hammadi Library.
The roles of the Creator have changed as well. The so-called Creator of this world, who is the God of Old Testament, was not the
true Heavenly Father or the Ultimate Supreme Being that Jesus referred to in the New Testament. This Creator, or Demuirge I should
say, was known by the name Yaldabaoth (Ialdabaoth) is an imposter and a jealous god.

•

It is from Seth's descendants who would possess the gnosis.

•

There is Jewish legend found in rabbinic literature that the

The Apocryphon of John went on to say, Sophia prepared a place for the souls in
heaven, where Jesus, the incarnation of the aeon Christ would disclose the true
knowledge of how to return to their true home in with the Spirit (in pleroma), where
they would ascend past the rulers (archons) and be healed of all deficiency and become
holy and faultless

first woman was Lilith,
who out of pride, stubbornness and rebellious nature,
abandoned Adam, and she was transformed into a demon
http://www.timelessmyths.com/mirrors/lilith.php

•

Lilith also resembled the cannibal monster, known as Lamia, from the
Greek myth, who preyed on children at night. She was a lover of Zeus, but went insane when Hera killed her baby. Lamia snatched

.

other babies from their cribs, before devouring them http://www.timelessmyths.com/mirrors/lilith.php
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•

The giants consumed most of the food from men, before they began
devouring ordinary people, and sucking their blood, like vampires.
http://www.timelessmyths.com/mirrors/enoch.php

•

•

The Real St. Patrick Was a Murderer- Against St.
Patrick! Called Pagans & Druids "snakes" and
drove them out, killing thousands of people. In about 432
AD he was sent to Ireland to "convert" the Irish. All in the name
of Christ! http://www.care2.com/news/member/443498037/673804

-Saint Patrick drove the Pagans (specifically, the Druids) out of Ireland. So what is
celebrated on Saint Patrick’s Day with drinking and much cavorting is, ironically, the spread of Christianity
throughout Ireland
and the subjugation and conversion of the Druids.
http://www.pagancentric.org/?p=135

How St.

Patrick Rid Ireland of Snakes- The Ancient Irish Serpent

Faith

Replaced by Christianity

Christian
Druid...http://ww

Druidry Jesus is my

patrick-rid-ireland-

http://anthropology.suite101.com/article.cfm/how-st-

of-snakes

w.angelfire.com/journal2/theemerald/ChristianDruidry.html

•

WHY AM I COVERING THE TOP 13 ILLUMINATI BLOODLINES?
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/the_rockefeller_bloodline.htm

Mind control by the illuminati Arizona Wilder playlist
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Who are the people at the top of the conspiracy? Who are the generational satanic families? The illuminati consists of 13
magical and powerful bloodlines. There are also some other powerful bloodlines that are worth naming but if they are in the

Illuminati they have blood ties to one of the 13 powerful lineages. About half of the Illuminati people I know have had their parentage hidden
from them. Many of the those who still know who their real parents are, still do not know what bloodline they belong to until the illuminati
chooses to reveal it to them. Most of the Illuminati have MPD. When high level Satanists do not have MPD they very often

emotionally break under the stress of the horrible blood rituals that are required. Recently, a non-MPD

Satanist in Chicago emotionally broke and gave his life to Christ. (I have videos available of an interview of this man exposing Satanism.) One of
the important lineages has remained secret until 3 investigators named Lincoln, Leigh, and Bageant were spoon-fed leads and secrets. They put
this into a book called "Holy Blood, Holy Grail." I recommend the book and the two books which are its sequels, because they show how just
one part of the 13 lineages has kept itself secret and has taken immense power of all forms to themselves. In Southern Belgium
there is a castle. (If any one is traveling there and wants to find the castle, I will show them on the map, and describe it.) This is the Mothers of
Darkness castle. In that castle, is a cathedral and in that cathedral’s basement a little baby Is sacrificed daily and Is coming to power. The
pages are written almost round the clock. (This castle is also described in my Be Wise as Serpents book.) The history in that handwritten book
would reveal the real facts behind the propaganda that the world’s major news medias give the gullible public. The history as that book
reveals it would tell people about how Abraham Lincoln was a descendent of the Rothschild's. Abraham Uncoin was the secret head of the
Rosicrucian's, a member of their 3 headed top council. (I have seen the paper trail proof to these things about Lincoln to my satisfaction that these
things about Uncoin are true.) Adolph Hitler was also a secret member of the Rothschild lineage. Hitler carried out blood sacrifices to open
his mind up to high level demonic spiritual control. And that Satanic book in the Mothers of Darkness castle also mentions the
Rockefeller bloodline. Only insiders are supposed to know the real history of what has taken place in human history. The real decisions
and the real movers and shakers have been hidden from the public’s eyes. What the public is given is a stage show where illuminati
puppets parade around and make big speeches according to their script. Each of the 13 families has their own set of Mothers of
Darkness. Each of the 13 families has their own secret Satanic leadership Kings, Queens, Princesses and Princes of Darkness. For
instance, the Rockefeller family has people who are selected as Kings and Princes within their own bloodline in secret rituals. The Kings
and Princes, Queens and Princesses are strictly bloodline. They secretly rule over an area of the world for their own bloodline. The Covens,
Sisters of Light, Mothers of Darkness, and the Grande Mothers were diagrammed. The illuminati pulls its various bloodlines together under
several councils. The Grande Druid Council or your Council of 13 is your principle council for the Brotherhood of Death. Above the
Council of 13 is a higher Council of 9, and an inner group of 3 is believed to head that Council of Nine. How do we know about these things?
The power of God has reached into the very heart of Satan’s empire and pulled out some of the most powerful Satanists and drawn them to
Christ. There are several Satanists that were at the top which have managed to find Christ. in addition, some of the next echelon of the hierarchy,
such as some of the Mothers of Darkness are also finding Christ. If someone wants to understand how and why decisions are made in world
affairs and by who-- then you need to study the illuminati. The real answers do not rest with the proceedings of the Congress of the
United States or with the publicly known leaders of the Communist countries. Believe me, there were people that Hitler listened to. They
were the people he went to ritual with, and who put him into power.

Illuminati Symbolism In Movies (NEW VERSION - MUST SEE ALL OF VIDEO!) High Definition
The Rockefeller Bloodline

http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/the_rockefeller_bloodline.htm

One of the 13 Satanic bloodlines that rule the world is the Rockefeller bloodline. Today, there are around 190 members of this family
with the Rockefeller name and of course some others by other last names. This article is to explore further for those who investigate the

Illuminati, how the Rockefeller bloodline is involved in the promotion of the occult and Satanism,
and how they are involved in the control of the Christian denominations. This
article keys in on just one family, the Rockefellers. To understand the full extent of the
Illuminati’s control of religion, including Christendom, would require perhaps several

Illuminati itself draws its lifeblood from around 500 very
powerful families worldwide. The finances of the Rockefellers are so well covered
books. The

that Nelson Rockefeller did not pay one cent in income taxes in 1970, yet he was perhaps the
richest man in the U.S. The Rockefellers exert enormous influence over religion in this nation in
the following ways:
1. They provide a large share of the money that Seminaries in the United
States need to operate.
2. They provide a large share of the money that universities need to operate. Education
influences the religious values of our people.
3. They provide large grants to various religious organizations.
4. Their influence and control helps determine who will get publicity in the major news
magazines, and on television.
5. Their influence has contributed to various anti-Christian organizations being set up.

Federal Council of Churches was financed to a large
extent by Rockefeller money. In my Be Wise As Serpents book I detail how the FCC was designed to destroy Christianity, how
The Rockefeller’s influence is both subtle and not so subtle. The

they carefully plotted to make the creation of the FCC look like a grass roots movement, when it was actually the creation of the elite
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(Illuminati). I further detail how the men who ran it were high ranking Masons, Socialists, and One-Worlders. Also shown is how they
carefully manipulated the real gospel for their own devious ends.
6. They directly help control certain

religious groups such as Lucis Trust.

David Rockefeller is part of Lucis Trust’s management. Lucis Trust puts out the book Externalization of the Hierarchy by Alice Bailey which spells

The Plan for the Satanists and New Agers on how the spiritual Hierarchy (actually the demonic hierarchy)
is to externalize their rule of the planet. The book gives quite a few of the details of the plan, and is used as a textbook for
out

New Agers at the Arcane Schools in NY, London, and Europe on how the New Age/One World Religion/One-World-Government will be

brought in. If anyone doubts the Rockefeller’s commitment to Satan, read page 107 of Externalization of the Hierarchy. On page
107 Alice Bailey, President of the Theosophical Society and part of Lucis (formerly Lucifer) Trust, tells us who will rule when the New Age
(New World Order) takes over. On the Earthly level--Humanity so to speak, the Ruler is given on page 107 as Lucifer. On the Spiritual
level--called “Shamballa - the Holy City” the coming ruler is given as “the Lord of the World” which we Christians know as Satan.
Lucis Trust knows it is Satan too, but for public consumption they say that the “ruler of the world” is Sanat (a scrambling of Satan)
Kumara. They also predict there will be a Christ Consciousness and the Christ (actually the Anti-Christ) The book Externalization
of the Hierarchy teaches repeatedly (see pages 511-512, 514) that the 3 vehicles to bring in the New Age will be the Masonic Lodges,
(obviously not everyone attends Lodges), next the Churches (this is clearly revealing to us that men like the Rockefellers are using the churches
for the Luciferian plan of Lucis Trust), and finally Education (Well, of course education. Not everyone attends churches. They need a safety net to
catch everyone in their brainwashing to make us all want to be happy slaves under the Light-bearer.)

Who Are The Rockefellers?? New World Order, Eugenics
amani | MySpace Video
The home life of the Rockefellers is decidedly different than for most people. They have over 100 homes to stay at. It is estimated
that they have 2,500 house servants. Over the years, they have built up the reputation of being miserly with their help, and to each other.
Many of the Rockefeller family have had troubled lives, filled with all kinds of fears and occult activities. It is known that the Rockefellers have
frequently built many hidden tunnels and hidden rooms onto their buildings. They have developed their occult and worldly powers to the
point they consider themselves gods. Their powerful often suffer violent ritual death as most high level Satanists traditionally go
through.

The Rockefellers have played a role in Lucis Trust and the United Nations. Interestingly, you will notice that Prince Charles is the
spokesperson for Lucis Trust and also works with the United Nations in various ways. Prince Charles Is from another satanic bloodline.
Readers need to study my Be Wise As Serpents book to see how Lucis Trust fits into things. The Rockefellers were involved in the creation of the

FBI programs in action
today to kidnap children and provide them for sacrifice. Yes, American people, the wolf was set in charge of guarding
the chicken coop. The organization that is working as part of the FBI is the Finders. Ex-Satanists who worked with the FBI
to receive the children the FBI kidnapped and sold to them for sacrifice have been trying to get the word out
FBI, so that the FBI has always been an arm of power for the Illuminati. That is why there are official

publicly about the FBI’s corruption. The Rockefellers have had control over the FBI since they helped get it started. When Congress wanted
to investigate the CIA for wrongdoing they appointed a Commission headed by Rockefeller to investigate the CIA’s wrongdoings! Since the
Rockefeller family work hand in hand with the CIA to create Monarch slaves, of course that part of the CIA’s misdeeds got overlooked!

FBI and the CIA programs
which kidnap children in order to supply Satanic rituals with sacrificial material.
A recent convert from Satanism, Michael McArthur, has given validated inside information about the

The Rockefellers control both education and religion in this country by their foundations.
The Rockefellers have played key roles in the C.F.R. Rockefeller wrote the book the Future of Federalism which supports the union of nations
into a world government. For many years the Rockefellers have been pouring billions of dollars into projects and international groups which are
working to bring in a public One-World government. (The world already has a secret One-World-Government.) The decisions and directions this
nation has taken, are the result of countless orders which the Rockefellers have given to their underlings.
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/the_rockefeller_bloodline.htm
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03 01 2010- 03 07 2010
TorontoStreetNew.info Feb 19 to March 3 2010 ( Vol 11 issue 16)
OCAP
'WHO k i l l e d CANADA?' www.thedreamofcanada.ca
OCAP Crashes Liberal Fundraiser Low Income People Crash Lavish Liberal Dinner Party:
OCAP Organizes to Raise Welfare/Disability Rates
On Thursday, February 25th, 2010, diners at a lavish Ontario Party Liberal fundraising event, which cost the invited attendees $950 per
plate and $9,500 a table, did not finish their meals in comfort. Members of the Ontario Coalition Against Poverty (OCAP) organized to crash the
fundraiser in an act of outrage at the fact that rich Liberal Party supporters could spend more on a meal than people on welfare and
disability have to live on for a month. The reality is that people on social assistance live on incomes that have lost at least 40% of their
spending power since 1995. People are even poorer today than they were under Mike Harris.

UNREPENTANT: Kevin Annett and Canada's Genocide
Google Full Movie: http://video.google.ca/videoplay?docid=-6637396204037343133&ei=Vh7ESOHmIJLk-AGX54S9BQ&q=canada
%27s+genocide&hl=en
Official Site: http://HiddenFromHistory.org NativeTube: http://natube.magnify.net
UNREPENTANT: Kevin Annett and Canada's Genocide
Award-winning documentary film on Canada's Dirty Secret
(Best Director of an International Documentary Film, New York Independent Film and Video Festival, November, 2006)
UNREPENTANT documents Canada's "dirty secret" - the planned genocide of aboriginal people in church-run Indian Residential Schools - and a
clergyman's efforts to document and make public these crimes. First-hand testimonies from residential school survivors are interwoven with Kevin
Annett's own story of how he faced firing, "de-frocking" , and the loss of his family, reputation and livelihood as a result of his efforts to help
survivors and bring out the truth of the residential schools. This saga continues, as Annett continues a David and Goliath struggle to hold the
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government and churches of Canada accountable for crimes against humanity, and the continued theft of aboriginal land.
UNREPENTANT took nineteen months to film, primarily in British Columbia and Alberta, and is based on Kevin Annett's book Hidden from History:
The Canadian Holocaust. The entire film was a self-funded, grassroots effort, which is reflected in its earthy and human quality.

Silent Warriors - "Unrepentant - Canada's Genocide"
“And many shall follow their pernicious ways, by reason of whom the way of TRUTH shall be evil
spoken of.” 2 Peter 2:2 What do you think of this information, and the qualifications of the people involved?
http://patriotsquestion911.com/engineers.html or http://www.ae911truth.org/info/24
The eternal social struggle toward liberty was founded in the “West” on: Natural, US Constitutional, British Common Law, and is now
thwarted by a “Post 911” zero tolerant, artificial legislative law. Under philanthropic tyranny, historically established, foundational, non
legislated, US Constitutional, and Canadian Common Law was incrementally replaced here in Canada beginning in 1982. Governments
removed our “bit” from their “jackass” mouth. Deceptive, “democratic”, socialist, legislative dictators abandoned their official oath to
the creator, and the defender of our faith. This oath of office was their
commitment to hold forth truth, freedom, as well as serve and
protect the people of this country. Unfortunately this is no longer the

Under penalty of death, many have taken a
secret oath to “fall down and worship the devil”
case.

(Matthew 4). In exchange for the kingdoms of the world and the
glory of them, they treasonously implement the great architect of
the universe’s initial economic plans for population control. Under
the guise of global philanthropy, radical “sustainable”, “peace” and

rapidly became a new,
uneconomic, zero tolerance law. These laws again jump
“safety”, international treaty statutes,

started that old “Ordo Ab Chao” program, railroading society onto the fast
tracks of

economy trashing, and job killing.

History shows, promises for peace and safety
through bureaucratic constructs, inevitably lead to
“sudden destruction”(1 Thessalonians 5:3). The wolves in
sheep’s clothing are no longer hidden,but increasingly in plain

sight. “By their fruits ye shall will know them”(Matthew 7 15:20).

“Know the Truth, and the truth shall make you free.”(John 8:32).

Sincerely, SIR GEO, Owen Sound, Ontario

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/reptiles/reptiles26.htm

Universal Mother - Ancient Chants, Blissful Grooves
God and The Creator love all equally without bias. If you want the changes, be the changes. if you want a

better world, then start with yourself. Look deep inside yourself and do a complete inventory and risk assessment. Until your own home is
in order, how can you expect the world to come to grips with itself ? When each person saves their own world, there will be no world that
needs to be saved. Each person IS a world. We reiterate, we are all part of the whole.
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- You are responsible for your destinies, assistance is always available, yet it is you who chose to “Walk the Walk.” It was you who so
whole-heartedly volunteered to be here now, in this time, bearing witness to the “Greatest Show On Earth.” This is the long awaited climax to
the dark ages we have all been living in. NOW IS THE TIME to shine brightly as the true beings of light you are; you each on an
individual basis make the difference, so be the difference. Teach others what you have learned, listen to them when they have
something to say. Work together to continue to Create a New World. Protest (PEACEFULLY) when it is called for. Violence and anger are not
a part of this and will most assuredly defeat the purpose. From all aspects of the Creator to all aspects of the Creation,

One, God will be as One. http://www.awakenedhearts.com/nesara.htm

All is One, All for

Awakening the Magdalene
The Arcturians
-Many souls are brought to the Arcturian starships during the dream state where they are worked on and
helped, although the Arcturians never invade a person's free choice as the Grays are doing. The Arcturians are
here to assist humans in entering the fourth and fifth dimensions of reality and in raising their vibrational
frequencies. They stand as the guardians and protectors of higher consciousness in the universe.
They are based in every country on the planet and, and in fact, have bases all over the universe. They are here
to educate humanity but have had a difficult time dealing with the government and the military, who are
primarily interested in military technology, not spiritual enlightenment. The Arcturians could help in an even greater
and more open capacity than they are now, but the people who govern the United States and the world are so
materialistically and egoistically oriented that they resist the help of these incredibly advanced beings.
Instead, the U.S. government made a deal with the Grays who are very selfish beings interested only in
taking over the world for their own greedy purposes. http://www.burlingtonnews.net/arcturians.html

Sananda and the 'Ascended' Masters : Self Serving Beings?
beings known as Kuthumi, Dwajl Kuhl, Serapis Bay, Hilarion,
Paul the Venucian, El Moreya, St. Germain, Lady Nada, Maitreya, Melchiezedek, Vishnu, and Rama
came to Earth. These beings were invited to hold the vibrations necessary to build the slave embodiments utilizing a total of 12 tones
As a result, from Orion and by the Orion scientists, the

of creation that were electrical in nature. Additionally, a being known as Sananda was imported to oversee all other beings holding the
vibrations for the Annanuki slave race upon Earth.
The slaves were programmed to worship these beings as "god" in the non-physical. It is perhaps for this reason that so many humans
upon the spiritual path continue to worship such beings to this day. The slaves were programmed to be owned by the gods in physical form
whom were the Annanuki.
http://home.tiscali.nl/gibbon/ssoa/sananda-and-co.htm

WHO-ARE-THE-ENDTIME-PLAYERS pdf /ILLUMINATI-AND-BENJAMIN-CREME.pdf

The Fake Jesus: Fallen Angels Among Us pdf

The Jesus Conspiracy The Royal Bloodline

http://www.consciousape.com/discussion-topics/the-jesus-conspiracy/

Jesus was married, that he
sired children in whom his bloodline survived, and that his wife, Mary
Magdalene, escaped to France with their children
following Jesus’s crucifixion.
For the record, the Jesus Conspiracy also acknowledges that

Sang
Raal, or Holy Grail – thus survived in France and other
For generations to come the Royal Bloodline of Jesus – the
parts of Europe, some say even to this day.

Certainly it is believed that the Bloodline survived in the
Merovingian Kings of 4th and 5th-century Europe, that it lay
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behind the wholesale persecution and slaughter of thousands of Cathars in the 12th and 13th centuries and that it was the real reason
behind the Inquisition and also for the ultimate demise of the Knights Templar in 1307.

ultimate takeover of the British Throne by
the Vatican-allied Hanover/Saxe-Coburg/Windsor dynasty, the current ‘Royal Family’, itself sponsored to power
Some even believe the English Civil War, the usurpation of the Stuarts and the

by the Anglo-Dutch financier oligarchy which established the Bank of England and which would later become the Rothschild
banking dynasty, were all critical moments in the ongoing struggle for control of this politically omnipotent bloodline. What say you? Thoughts,
opinions, information … share it here and join the debate.http://www.consciousape.com/discussion-topics/the-jesus-conspiracy/

-The story of Jesus Christ as portrayed in the Bible and supported by the Church
is a deliberate fabrication! Even today in the highest levels of secret societies, initiates are taught
that there were actually two people, illegitimate identical twins called Judas Khrestus and Rabbi
Jesus. Their mother was Arab and their father was Roman and they were born of royal blood.

The brothers were raised in the Essene community and became leaders of their faith. They had very different
personalities, one being exoteric and the other esoteric.
The elder brother, Judas Khrestus, was a soldier, a drunkard, had an uncontrollable temper and may have
been homosexual or bisexual. He amassed a group of followers, which the church now calls the apostles of Jesus
Christ but they were in reality the militia of Judas Khrestus.
With his Khrestian (Christian) followers, he conspired to take the throne of Rome, his royal birthright, and was
captured, tried, and was sentenced to be crucified. (The Khrestians and the Essenic army, the Nazarenes, would
today be called terrorists.) At the trial, Judas exercised his royal birthright to have a replacement and then was
sold as a slave to live out his days as a carpenter in India. http://www.rense.com/general30/straight.htm
-. Now, because Rabbi Jesus and his family were involved in overthrow and the crucifixion…
- Yes, he was the Rabbi. He was there. He was at the scene. He and his family were banished from Rome
and they were set adrift in a ship. They drifted ashore in the south of France at Marseilles and they trekked overland to England and they
settled at the place we now know as Glastonbury. That was the start of the origin of the British Church, which preceded the origin of the
Roman Catholic Church by some three hundred years. One went to England and one went to India.
-Celtic Church… Yes, that was actually in operation when Rabbi Jesus arrived there. He became an honorary Druid… he was actually
initiated into the Druidic belief.

-Jesus at one stage was married to Mary Magdalene… she was, from the old records, a Celtic princess… and, from their
union, came a certain bloodline. Later on, one of Jesus’ sons was named Caradoc… he was married to two Roman princesses of the line of
Claudius. So, the bloodline is in there. It’s quite a complex issue to trace it back but it can be traced right down to today.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/biblianazar/esp_biblianazar_5b.htm

Supriem David Rockefeller, 666, Pindar and Treee
-The spirit of the Anti-Christ is ever more powerful, and it is drawn closer and closer towards the Earth, where it shall have its final death

throes. But in those death throes it will take many down with it, and they will not find the Kingdom to be inherited, but
must repeat again that great cycle of time that is now culminating in the scene upon your Earth world. Brother Philip, quoted in Secrets of the
UFO, Don Elkins and Carla Rueckert. Pg 97 http://www.cosmicharmony.com/LightWorkers/ETWisdom/ETWisdom.htm

Rev. 17:12-14 the ten horns (kingdoms) will rule
with the Beast (Pope). They have one purpose and
will give their power to the beast.
The Jesuits are in command of :The Sovereign
Military Order of Malta, Scottish-Rite Shriner
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Freemasonry, The Order of the Illuminati, The Knights of Columbus, The Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
B'nai B'rith, The Nation of Islam and its private army called "The Fruit of Islam", The Mafia Commission,
Opus Dei along with a host of lesser Brotherhoods....... NOTE: The Jesuits are in control over all these
societies and more. And it is for one man....THE POPE http://babylonmysteryreligion.com/Secret%20Societies.htm

Red Ice Live - Michael Tsarion - Chronology of Tyranny PLAYLIST
http://www.redicecreations.com
http://www.michaeltsarion.com
Join us for an excellent three part live program with Michael Tsarion, author of The Irish Origins of Civilization. We discuss the chronology of
tyranny, timelines, the rise of empires around the world and we look back into history to discover the roots of tyranny and dictators. We begin
the first segment to talk about the origins, the psychology of Akhenaton, the dragon court, Akhenaton as Moses, the origins of
Monotheism, Freud, Solar Cultism, Amenism & Atenism, Egypt, the Bible, biblical characters as Pharaohs of Egypt, Sol Invictus,
Zoroastrianism, Mithraism and much more. We begin the second segment to talk about the Exodus & the Hyksos. We then move on to discuss
the Invasion of Atonism in Britain & Ireland. We talk about the Knights Templar and the Masons. We end the second segment to specifically
look into the timelines, the dates of rise and fall of Empires, movements and invasions. In our final and third "bonus" segment we dive deeper into
the Druidic and Irish symbolism that are prominent throughout the world today. We look at some of the symbols of Politics, Science,
Christianity, Royalty, America, Nazi Germany, the UN and much more.

Do not miss this program!

Red Ice Webcast - Michael Tsarion - Brotherhood of Death - Part 1 - Masonry & Judaism - Hr 2
We are going to examine freemasonry, the roots, masonry
and the connection to Judaism, symbolism, the Royal
connections and the question of hierarchy. We'll look
into: Catholic Orders and Fraternities, Holarchy
versus Hierarchy, Imperialism Old and New,
Colonization, The Rule of Psychopaths, Origin of the
Jews, the Gaonim, the Sadducees, Zadokites,
Essenes, Cistercians, Templars, Teutons, the
etymology of the name David, the Dividers, Masonic
Symbolism, the Twins, the Tree of Life Symbol.
Further ahead in the series we'll discuss corruption and
masonry and also the fascinating ripper case and the
connection to masonry
This is part two of our series with Michael Tsarion on the
Brotherhood of Death. Go to redicecreations.com to
watch part one. In part two we look at the Question of
Antiquity, The Catholic Fraternities, Alleged Rivalries,
Knights Templar. We'll also look into: Masonic
Symbolism, Catholic Fraternities, the Knights
Templar, the Nazi Connection and much more.

Playlist
Orion
Nordics that he says compose
the
Kavassilas’s account of the dark

Galactic Federaton.
so
beautiful, so angelic looking, and so incredibly evil. The way they
[The Galactic Federation] are a blond-haired, blue-eyed race. … These beings are

handle you and the things they do to you…. These were all reptilians but these beings have
evolved. They have changed containers. They no longer look reptilian. (21)

Later Kavassilas says that these Nordic Orions are P52s: These Orion Nordics, or
P52s, as they call them around Area 51 or whatever, their codes for them, the shadow
government has all these codes, they are lying to you. They are lying to you through the
teeth. (22)

Our
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Bodies After the Net Part 3

http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2010/01/23/our-bodies-after-the-net-part-3/

Sheldon Nidle,
who channels the Galactic Federation (he thinks) is giving information on how life will be just before the massive landing
and first contact. He continues with life after contact. Unfortunately, his contacts were the reptilians and I’m sure he is still
There are lots of people, mostly New Age proponents, talking about our bodies before and after ascension.

getting pre-programmed audio
The first reversal shows us how they work on people’s egos. Sheldon is a “spokesman” and intermediary between the Galactic
Federation and his eager followers. This is a very heady experience. The

special.

reptilians know how much we love to be

http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2010/01/23/our-bodies-after-the-net-part-3/

127 Galactic Federation of Light and the Reptilian Bodyguards FWD to 7:50 min
Now, in essence, what the Galactic Federation of Light within existence was, was Anus bodyguards and protectors of his creation as
Earth and as the Dimensions.
So, lets say you had Earth, and the dimensional existence in between Earth, and of course, as it was designed, the multiple different dimensional
planes. So, you can say the Earth was in the middle -- and then, there were thousands upon thousands of dimensional planes -- and that was the
establishment of Anus kingdom reigning over both Earth and Heaven, within which all human beings was accordingly enslaved.
Now, the Galactic Federation of Light was the spawn--if you want to refer to it that way--of the White Light. Now, we have done video
interviews on the White Light specifically. The White Light was the God design within this existence, within the dimensional existence. So, the
White Light was the base program foundation of this entire existence, also, accordingly which kept everything intact, in place. So, if you take the
White Light, for instance, it permeated and infiltrated within everything of existence, both Earth and the Dimensions, and in the
Dimensions, it was illustrated as this white wall, which stretched infinitely, horizontally and vertically and was the presentation of
the Almighty, the Creator, the God. Now, of this, the Galactic Federation of Light was established.
Now, the specific task of the Galactic Federation of Light was to ensure that everything remained stable within Anus
kingdom as Heaven on Earth. In other words, here on Earth, you had human beings within a Unified
Consciousness Field, which was established as a gridline structure, which literally ran within and
throughout each human being, literally forming, like, an entire gridline structure around the world, and
then human beings with Mind Consciousness Systems of course, you know, walking around in this world,
experiencing their pre-programmed life experience.
Then, you had the dimensional existence. The dimensional existence was a bit different. The moment you crossed
over and experienced yourself in the dimensional existence, which consisted of the essence of the White
Light, you were immediately transformed, so to speak. In other words, lets say you have your mind consciousness
system manifestation within your mind. Now, liquefy that and make it white, and spread it out through an entire area -- and that would be the
dimensional existence. So, literally, when you step into the Dimensions, you were already stepping into a liquefied presentation of a mind
consciousness system, and you would literally immediately be enslaved to a pre-programmed existence, even in the Dimensions.
Now, of course, Anus followers and worshippers were resilient to the effect of the dimensional existence, because they had specific
frequency enhancers placed within the centre of their being/ mind placement, which would send off a specific frequency, which would
create, like, an aura presentation, which would protect them from the dimensional existence, to not be effected by it. But, when beings crossed
over, of course, they were [gestures awe] ah, beautiful, lovely, magnificent, great, Im in Heaven experience. Except if you, of course,
had become a demon, because then, youre within this reality, within this realm, amongst human beings.
So, the White Light was the essence of the dimensional existence, which ensured that the moment a being crossover they were immediately
programmed and enslaved to the White Light manifestation.
DesteniProductions DesteniProduction Desteni join the forum at http://www.desteni.co.za for discussions

2012 - The Future of Mankind

3:24:48 - 3 years ago

Michael Tsarion gives a talk at the Granada Forum in Los Angeles, 2006

Pindar's letters to Treee

http://sangrailian.blogspot.com/

Age of AQUARIUS ACT LIKE IT!!! February 2010
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02 23 2010- 02 28 2010
"Holy Marriage" of Inanna and Dumuzi - yearly at the autumn equinox as the New-Year-Festivalwhich brought the land fertility and growth again, because Dumuzi had returned from the underworld and
made love with Inanna again.

02 27 2010 Here comes the drama. Be safe and prepare. Don't let the NORDICS help you
and AVOID the UFO's coming to try and rescue you. It is a trap.

http://www.ken-welch.com:80/Reports2/Sneaking.html

Pacific tsunami hits Chile 8.8 mag quake and heading for Japan and Hawaii
Bible code for Utah being hit by comet on March 1 2010 ...we shall see. http://www.satansrapture.com/

Beast Bribe 2010 SEQUENCE of EVENTS

http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.htm

Alien Interview
Nazi Nordic Reptilian Shapeshifters? The Nordics:
Good Alien/Angels? Or Demons in Disguise: The
image Beast
http://www.echoesofenoch.com/meetthenordics.htm

The Reptilians' controlling Elite network...How They
do it http://www.holyhealthy.com/The%20Controlling%20Elite%20Network.htm
Ashtar Command’s Phoenix Starship-So In Your Face!

Ashtar
Command/reptilian ruse- a huge reptilian ship called the Phoenix had tried to make a break for Mars with a load
of millions of Earth children to be used as food, slaves and seed stock to start their treachery on some
other planet. This involved their belief that Planet X would come past the Earth and shred their nets and they were
making a break for it. It didn’t work http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2009/06/22/ashtar-commands-phoenix-starship-so-in-your-face/

WHAT IS REVERSED SPEECH?

http://www.ken-welch.com/ReversedSpeech.html

WORLD CONQUEST THROUGH WORLD JEWISH GOVERNMENT THE PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED
ELDERS OF ZION http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/przion1.htm
Freeman Perspective on Red Ice Feb 2010 Playlist
Our friend Freeman returns to Red Ice Radio to talk about the latest strange developments in the ongoing space war. There have been so
many developments in this department in the last months, especially up in the north. We recently saw the Norway spiral up in Tromsö and aurora
light phenomena just a few weeks later. What part did Scandinavia's HAARP facility EISCAT (the European Incoherent Scatter facility)
play in all of this? There has also been strange pattern showing up on radar over Australia. Large spherical objects have been seen near the Sun
by NASA satellites. We talk about the Cloud of Care, CERN, the LHC, the New Age Messiah Maitreya and much more with Freeman. Do
NOT miss these two very exciting hours with Freeman. Topics Discussed: Human Programming, Flash Gordon, Princess Warrior Program,
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Weather Modification, HAARP, SURA, Norway Spiral, Obama Nobel Peace prize, Cloud of CARE, CERN, New space Program, ARIES, UFOs,
9 19 09, Earthquake in HAITI, Plasma Turbulence, Ring Cloud over Russia, Astana, Maitreya steps forward, G 1.9, U.S. general urges world
war on space debris, The New Messiah Maitreya, Benjamin Creme, Space X, Freemasonry, Virgin Galactic's, White Knight one & White
Knight Two, Arnold, Obama, ET & CFR, Kodiak Launch pad in Alaska, Vatican, Moon, Designer Babies, GATTACA,
Simcores, Mind Transferring Technology, Blue Brain, Avatar, Obelisk and Dome symbolism, Sirius, Alpha-Dranonis,
Cleopatra's Needle, 1877, Mars Moon suddenly Visible, Phoboes, Buzz Aldrin says there is a Monolith on Phobos, 2010,
July 4th, E.T., Kaaba Stone, "Humanitarian Invasion" of Haiti, Resources on Haiti, UK Military leaving Porta-au-Prince
shortly before the Earthquake, Gold, Iridium, Resources and more. Do NOT miss hour two with Freeman as we proceed down
the rabbit hole and continue to discuss the latest developments. We talk about the human race being quarantined, are the
"Sirians" and or the "Alpha Draconins" trying the break out of the barrier with the technology that they are building? We talk
about all the blue stuff that keeps coming up. Like "the Blue Book", the Urantia Book, about the chronology of earth. The book
It has some strange origins and contains some really interesting information. We talk about some of it and where it possibly
came from. We talk about transferring of the soul into an "e-body", a robot body or a genetically engineered body. Can a soul
be sent to another planet? We talk about Avatar and the Nazi people in the film and the tarot connection to their name. We
talk about the creation of "robo-sapiens" and the hijacking of kids through mind control. We discuss CERN and the new
computer grid that they are building there, the Blue Brain project, Blue Gene, kabbalism, A.I. the secret Destiny of America, "going after
the guilty", the 9/11 truth movement and how important it is to use your own mind and heart to break away from the programming and
mind control techniques that the elite and guiding forces constantly are trying to subject us to. Many people fall to it but there's always an
alternative February 4, 2010 http://www.redicecreations.com/

Urantia Papers ebook pdf

Peggy Kane Reverse Speech about God and Religion
The Divine Couple is working very hard to end all of the terror and free us. This is
happening now and soon we will know what happened here and that we are finally set free to really
evolve and not spend endless years in wars, disease and suffering.
As for the Bible, let me ask you this question. If God is a loving Father, why would he make his “beloved
son” suffer so much horrible pain before he would forgive humanity? Why did God demand blood as the price
of his forgiveness? Would you do that to any of your children? Doesn’t that sound a bit sadistic?

Life on Earth has been manipulated and abused by a very vicious alien race of
reptilian beings from the constellation of Orion. They operate openly in the Astral world. In

the physical world, they control things by possessing people of the right blood or DNA. This way, they can keep their
presence secret. This is also why bloodlines and royalties have been so important here. The reptilians wanted to be
able to possess the people in power to influence them. http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2009/12/22/responding-to-lynn-other-new-peoplewho-are-worried/

Order of Mary Magdala (Magdala is Aramaic for "Magdalene") http://www.northernway.org/school/omm.shtml

Hopi Blue Star or Blue Kachina Prophecy
An ancient Hopi Indian prophecy states, "When the Blue Star Kachina makes its
appearance in the heavens, the Fifth World will emerge". This will be the Day
of Purification. The Hopi name for the star Sirius is Blue Star Kachina. Something
in our souls tells us that change is happening on a global consciousness

Sirius is Isis - Return to the
feminine of higher frequency energies - Rebirth of
Consciousness. Blue links to higher/future frequencies of consciousness as we
level. The blue frequency is part of that.

spiral up through the patterns of Sacred Geometry. Blue - electricity - our reality
as an electromagnetic energy grid program.
"My people await Pahana, the lost White Brother, [from the stars] as do all our brothers in the land. He will
not be like the white men we know now, who are cruel and greedy. we were told of their coming long
ago. But still we await Pahana."He will bring with him the symbols, and the missing piece of that sacred tablet
now kept by the elders, given to him when he left, that shall identify him as our True White Brother."The Fourth
World shall end soon, and the Fifth World will begin. This the elders everywhere know. The Signs over
many years have been fulfilled, and so few are left.
http://historyofthewhiterace.blogspot.com/2009_09_01_archive.html
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Those people or those ones that have been working, you know, with the evil or and the dark side are going to be eliminated. Only
those that are walking on the one path and believing in that one and with a good heart, those are the ones that are going to continue.
http://historyofthewhiterace.blogspot.com/2009_09_01_archive.html

Alien Abduction Rescue with Tim Rifat
http://www.mindovermatter.ru/RVScience/supernaturalspirit/Alien%20Abduction%20Rescue%20Service.html

Secret Gov Underground UFO Bases
The global drugs trade run by many factions of the global intelligence community co-operating together (MI6, CIA, MOSSAD etc) is worth at least
£500 billion a year. This is more than the global oil trade. MI6 control many of the other intelligence agencies in the world. MI6 created the CIA in
1947 and still control them today. This 'black ops' drug money or in classic Orwellian terms, MI6/CIA 'non-appropriated funds' is being used to
fund government and military projects classified 'Above top secret'. These operations include a huge worldwide UFO cover up and the building and
maintaining of deep underground military bases (D.U.M.B.S). There are many of these bases worldwide but here is small list. 1- Dulce in New
Mexico 2-Brecon Beacons in Wales 3-Los Alamos in Mexico 4- Pine Gap in Australia 5- The Snowy mountains in Australia 5- The Nyala range in
Africa 6- West of Kindu in Africa 6- Next to the Libyan border in Egypt 7- Mount Blanc in Switzerland 8- Narvik in Scandinavia 9- Gottland island in
Sweden and many other places. These projects are being run by a secret, unelected international governing body connected to the U.N. Phil
Schneider

The Secret Behind Secret Societies
Secret societies, freemasonry, illuminati, masonic symbolism, occultism, magick, new world order, hidden agendas, belief systems. More great
videos at http://www.dark-truth.org

Bride of Christ/ WOMAN AND THE MANCHILD/gathering the
Church. Rev 17- The Whore is Lillith not Sophia. During the human ritual sacrifices of the Illuminati, they
drink human blood from a chalice.
This video is informative, but it fails to mention who the

Annunaki traitor- sun goD- Marduk Ra who enslaved humanity with the Reptilian Rebel
faction. They are not Human. They are Reptilian Draconians from Orion. BEWARE.
It was the

people go to war to GENOCIDE other races, so that this 4rth dimension can feed off our
fear/Loosh. It is time to be willing to DIE for your Country and your loved ones. WE MUST TURN this
THING around. Revelation was written into the reptilian Queen James Perverion and your Jesuit
Solar Cult bibles. It was put there to mind control you, so that you would accept this NWO genocide without
resistance. ESSENES believed in the WAR SCROLLS and that the Sons of Light would conquer the sons
of Darkness in the LAST days and that there would be no remnant of them. LET US follow that PATH. We have no other
option, unless you want DEATH and HELL ON EARTH.
So many

Early Church Playlist Torah Jew perspective. We are all ONE. Stop the NAZI NWO NOW!
ESSENES JEWISH AND REAL

http://doreenellenbelldotan.info/

Dead Sea Scrolls

http://www.crystalinks.com/dss.html

Abaddon and Apollyon
Yahweh

http://unravelingfalseimages.com/abaddonandapollyon.aspx

http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2007/08/22/yahweh/
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The Cathars: Where did Catharism come from ?

Early Christianity possessed three main strands: the Jewish one (led
by James, Jesus' brother), the Pauline one (created by Paul himself and now represented by the Orthodox and Roman Catholic
Churches), and the Gnostic one (at least some of whom followed St John, the disciple). It is well within the bounds of possibility that
Catharism represented this early tradition. Certainly the Cathars favoured the John Gospel over all other scripture. Many clues in Cathar
belief and practice point to extremely early origins (they often retained early Christian beliefs and practices that other strands of
Christianity abandoned).

William_Bramley_-_The_Gods_of_Eden.pdf
LEGENDS OF THE GODS
The Egyptian Texts, edited with Translations
(eBook) Fingerprints Of The Gods - G.Hancock.pdf
The Bible Fraud By Tony Bushby

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/internal/fraud.htm

Gospel of Matthew versus Talmud of Jmmanuel (TJ):http://www.tjresearch.info/contents.htm

Leave the lies of Babylonian Mystery Religion and Western Papal christrianity
behind! http://sabbathrock.com/tablets.aspx
-Galzu again appears to Enlil in a dream to chose a man to be saved (a descendant of Shem(Ziusudras first born), named IbruUm

Inanna against Marduk for causing of the
death of her love Dumuzi. The weapons of terror never reach Marduk's domain.
(Abraham) from a calamity. A war amongst the Anunnaki themselves,

-She of Enlil's clan, he of Enki's clan. But Marduk jealous of younger Dumuzi of ruling
later instigates him. Dumuzi runs away falling into a river rapids and drowning. Inanna
battles Marduk to the Ekur(pyramid), he seeks refuge inside. Her beam weapons reflect
off the smooth sides of the early Pyramid. Now Marduk trapped inside, Ningishzidda the
Pyramids designer makes a way to free him and he is exiled across the great sea with
Sarpanit and Nabu his son.

Hidden History of the Human Race Playlist Michael Cremo
Remember in the Terra Papers, the story told by Star Elder Bekti, that Marduk
Ra and rebel ASHTAR COMMAND ( imposter Isis/Ishtar/Hathor/ Lillith/Scarlet Woman
of Revelations) returned to Egypt with the Rebel Draconians (Igigi- reptilians from Orion)
and overthru the other Annunaki, which fled to the heavens. Enki went to the Pleiades and Enlil to the Royal Palace near Sirius. Marduk RA
changed the history books and erased the memories of humanity ( when we die we get recycled in reincarnation and bound to these lower
realms as slaves). He proclaimed himself the one and only SUN goD- Ra and demanded to be worshipped. Ra- Legions and the RA-men
( Roman) church are products of this Pervert, Ego Maniac and Murderer. He has the power of the Dragon ( Ialdabaoth).
In the beginning, the Mysteries of Life in the Stellar and Lunar traditions were open to everyone. ESSENES and the Cathars knew the
mystery teachings which taught how to be released from the Lower Kabballistic planes of Ialdabaoth and enter in to the higher planes
of freedom and eternal life.
The Secret Societies were all infiltrated and perverted when Marduk Ra invaded the EARTH with his Fallen Angels. Freemasonry,
Hijacked Secret Societies and the Jesuits serve this SOLAR CULT of Marduk Ra, Lucifer/ Antichrist ( who now claims to be Supriem
Rockefeller). 666 False Prophet is Michael Noel Prescott and they plan to manifest the Book of Revelation with Lillith ( Rev 17) and the
dragon. They also have a whore called the incarnation of HATHOR. Allowing these dark demons to manifest their GENOCIDE and GLOBAL
DOMINATION would mean that we would be better off dead.
WHY are the GOYIM still following their false doctrine when they know that Lucifer/SATAN/SAMAEL controls all the churches? It is
IMPERATIVE that we EXPOSE this DOCTRINE of DEMONS and discover our true soul and spiritual roots. Your Pastors in your Jesuit/
Freemasonic controlled Ra-legions will NOT DO IT. They will lead you to GENOCIDE and into the HANDS of
the NWO of LUCIFER.
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Sherry Shriner is a dangerous FALSE PROPHET of
Ialdabaoth/Yahweh. Has this NAZI, hate-filled
disinformant/spy told you who the ANTICHRIST and the
ARE? She has known for almost a month now. This LYING TRAITOR would rather
deceptive doctrine of GENOCIDE and watch you all DIE.
http://www.sherrytranscripts.com/ letters from 666 beast to Sangrailian/Lillith
Sherry Shriner telling her to EXPOSE this information to STOP the ANTICHRIST
PROPHET, which she refuses to mention. http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexfeb1to142010.htm ;
http://www.satansrapture.com/sherrycult.htm

FALSE PROPHET
support the Goyim
and Dana. My Letter to
and the 666 FALSE

What about the other RICH PASTORS on TV? Are they warning you about what is planned? NO... They told you that ARMAGEDDON
would be in 2000. THEY ARE ACCOUNTABLE! http://www.holyhealthy.com//The%20following%20had%20videos%20sent%20to%20them.htm

WAKE UP and take your power back. This is WHAT they DO NOT WANT. They want to KILL and
CONTROL YOU. CHOOSE TRUTH, FREEDOM and Unconditional love for all LIFE.
http://www.amightywind.com/
Find out HERE who the Bride

of YAHUSHUA really is and the truth about the Rapture of the Bride and then the Guests, there is NOT a Rapture
of the Church. Learn the importance of using the Sacred NAMES of YAHUVEH and YAHUSHUA in the Great Tribulation for
those left behind. We teach the truth regarding the True Sabbath Friday sundown until Saturday sundown and how the Sunday
Churches will be used to receive the Mark of the Beast in the Great Tribulation.
Read what YAHUVEH say's about HIS Two
OBEDIENCE. Learn the True

Witnesses and satan's son the anti-christ [anti-messiah]. Learn the truth about living HOLY AND
Holy Days of the Torah and the false holidays of the Christian Churchs.

We expose the Wolves

in Sheeps clothing out to devour the Sheep of YAHUVEH with lies and false doctine. Wolves such as Angie Ray (deceased),
Benny Hinn, Robert Schuller, and Juanita Bynum. Read what YAHUSHUA has to say to the Evangelical Prosperity
Pimps such as John Hagee, Joel Osteen, Paul and Jan Crouch, Paula White, Marilyn Hickey, Creflo Dollar, Joyce Meyers, Oral
Roberts and Carman just to name a few. Also those who claim to be Christian but are hard-core and extremely evil, reprobate
satanists or false prophets...Sherry Shriner, Choo Thomas, Linda Newkirk, Zeph Daniel, Frank
Kime, Jr., Jack Barr and the Rev. Moon.
Sherry Shriner, your day is coming. I know who you are. Beware anyone who has supported her work. For she warns you
about the plans of the government, but this vessel sold out long ago. She set you up in ways you do not know. Benny Hinn

operates under strange alien fire. A word to the wise, stay away from him. I'm going to hold all of you listening responsible where you've planted
your financial seed. It had better be to a work that you know that is of ME.
http://www.amightywind.com/prophecy/proph91.html

abortion, cloning, gold dust fever,
Harry Potter and speak about the reality of fallen angels, satan (the devil), and Hell
(hades, sheol). Read about angels, the Ark of the Covenant, miracles, and learn
more about the Torah.
We speak the truth about the horrors of

The Holy Grail

http://www.halexandria.org/dward224.htm

Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sunrise/52-02-3/mi-elo2.htm

Sophia - Goddess of Wisdom, Bride of God
http://www.sistersofearthsong.com/SOPHIA/SOPHIA.html
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Committing yourself to Sophia will lead you on a difficult path. If you respect her she will lead
you to your truth and your justice. We find wisdom inside ourselves through Sophia. She is
associated with alchemy. Her alchemical processes take place inside you.
As a biblical figure, she has been described as a co-partner of God and sometimes as THE female
God. The early Christians sometimes used her as a metaphor for Christ.
Her origins are almost impossible to trace. She can be traced to every era, culture and society. She is
the manifestation of the Divine Feminine and can be linked with practically every goddess.
Including: Lilith, Isis, Inanna, Hecate, Spider Grandmother, Ishtar, Sekmet, Maat, Hera, Anath, Virgin Mary, Eve, Mary Magdalene,
Juno, Tara, Demeter and Persephone.
Illuminating the cosmic wisdom of Sophia and the creatrix. Restoring the lost and exiled Magdalene, her grail and throne. The High
Priestess arts of Isis and her gatekeeping of life and death. The fiery rage of Kali kicking out demons of false authority and transforming
all ignorance to enlightenment through kundalini awakening. Inanna moving through the gateways of hell to embrace the dark
sister and clear the world chakras. Ariadne the maze walker and weaver of the divine threads of nature's will. Venus waking herself out of
the mystical waters of creation. http://www.cosmicgaia2012.com/stargate.html

http://www.enkispeaks.com/

-After the days of Hammurabi, the cult of Marduk eclipses that of Enlil, and although during the four centuries of Kassite control in Babylonia
(c. 1570 BC1157 BC), Nippur and the cult of Enlil enjoyed a period of renaissance, when the reaction ensued it marked the definite and
permanent triumph of Marduk over Enlil until the end of the Babylonian empire. The only serious rival to Marduk after ca. 1000 BC is Anshar
in Assyria. In the south Marduk reigns supreme. He is normally referred to as Bel "Lord". Marduk, a very young god, was promised the
position of head god.When he killed his enemy he "wrested from him the Tablets of Destiny, wrongfully his" and assumed his new

Under his reign humans were created to bear the burdens of life so the gods could be at
leisure. http://www.crystalinks.com/sumergods1.html
position.

Marduk foils marriage of Enlilite Inanna & Enkiite Dumuzi
http://www.enkispeaks.com/Essays/27DumuziandInanna.htm

Dumuzi and Inanna their eyes on each
other set. Hesitant at first they were, he of Enki’s lineage, she of Enlil an offspring [son’s daughter]."
"After the Deluge, on the Landing Platform [Lebanon],

Enkiite and Enlilite elders hoped they could heal the deadly rivalry between their lineages if Dumuzi and
Inanna wed. “‘Perchance the espousing peace between the linages truly will bring!’ Enlil to them all did say.“
The time frame: around 8670 [Sitchin, Z., 2002, The Lost Book of Enki, page 251]

Inanna’s Background: Rulers of Nibiru and Earth pampered Inanna,
whom they called Irnini. (In later years they called her Ishtar, Ashtoreth,
Annutitum, Aphrodite, Athena, Venus, Eshdar, Innin, Ninni, Kali and
Shakti.)

Dumuzi’s Background:

Enki's spouse, Damkina, bore Dumuzi (a fastmaturing Earthborn like Inanna) long after their son Gibil and after Enki's begat
Ningishzidda with Erishkigal. Dumuzi accompanied Ningishzidda and their Hybrid half-brother, Adapa, to
Nibiru.
Dumuzi brought sheep and goats to Earth from Nibiru. After the deluge receded, Enki put Dumuzi in charge
of Africa’s domestic herds and the humans tending them. Dumuzi became Enki’s favorite son.

Marduk, Enki’s eldest, envied Dumuzi, felt jealous. After
the Second Pyramid War, in which Inanna helped defeat him, Marduk
already hated Inanna. Marduk determined he must block the proposed marriage of Dumuzi
and Inanna.
Marduk sent his sister Geshtinanna to Inanna. “To her Inanna what was in her heart revealed, ‘A
vision of a great nation I have. As a Great Anunnaki Dumuzi there will rise. His queen-spouse I
shall be. To Dumuzi I will status give, the country I will rightly direct. Inanna’s visions of
rulership and glory by Geshtinanna to her brother Marduk were reported. By Inanna’s ambitions
Marduk was greatly disturbed; to Geshtinanna a secret plan he said.” [Sitchin, Z., 2002, The Lost
Book of Enki, page 251]
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Marduk had Geshtinanna seduce Dumuzi. She told Dumuzi, “Before you your young wife in your embrace will sleep, a legitimate heir, by a
sister born, you must have" [ie, keep succession within the Enki Lineage]." Inanna’s son to succession shall not be entitled.
After she’d received his ejaculate, Geshtinanna panicked Dumuzi. She said, Marduk of raping me will accuse you, evil emissaries to
arrest you he will send. To try you and disgrace you he will order, the liaison with an Enlilite to disunite.
Dumuzi, aghast, fled to hide behind a waterfall but slipped into the rapids and drowned. [Sitchin, Z., 2002, The Lost Book of Enki , page
253].http://www.enkispeaks.com/Essays/27DumuziandInanna.htm

02 15 2010- 02 22 2010
racial tones of Bobby Hemmit's video, it is the only
video that I could find on Sophia, Ialdabaoth and Gnostic
Christianity. I do not support his racist views, nor do I support white
For those of you whining about the

supremacy. The Divine Sophia ( Mother) and Christos (Father) love us all. I
will be doing my own research on the Holy Grail, Gnostic Christianity, Essenes, and
the Cathars. I will keep you posted as to what I learn. In the mean time, raise your
vibration and activate your heart chakra or you will be decieved by the NWO NAZI
alien antichrist, fake messiah deception.

Racism has no place in EDEN. As far as I am concerned, the racist factions will
kill eachother off and end up in the abyss with Lucifer and his NWO alien
deception cronies. LOVE ONE ANOTHER is the LAW. What would Yeshua do?

Ialdobaoth- The loverless goD who degrades women and the Ra Legions ( religions) of monotheism
promote hate, fear and hopelessness. The God/Goddess lives in your heart. Rainbow Warriors will

manifest EDEN. So wake up and smarten up! We are out of time. The Lizards are ready
to make their move. We all need eachother. Doesn't matter what skin you wear. I thought I made that clear. We are all one.

Racism hates in both ways and it has no place in EDEN see www.white-alliance.com and
http://groups.google.com/group/walliance/

canadastreetnews.com Feb 18 2010 Playlist
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexFeb15to222010.htm, NWO agenda, Roman Empire, white Supremacy, false Prophet, Michael Noel
Prescott, www.scribd.com/jrgenius, Queen E, Jean de Cabilais, Wes Penre, Steve Wilner, mormon church, 666, sangrailian, Hathor, Off Planet,
souls scalped, NEW AGE, NAZI, Psychic vampire, how to raise your vibration, Chakra balance, Open heart, Gnostic Christianity, Solar Cult,
Supriem Rockefeller, narrow is the gate, money, mind control, materiasm, NWO entrapment, 5D, Tuatha de Danaan, Holy Grail line, Angelic Clan
of Ancient Ireland, Adamus Wisdom, Terra Papers, Orion, Sirian struugle, Fairy Folk, heart activation, sexual morality, Yeshua, microchipped,
lucifer, mason, Ialdabaoth, Metatron, Eden is the narrow gate, Haggee, Benny Hinn, Jesuit, suppressed material, gnostic christianity, RA
ramen/Roman, dark skinned Jews, Dawn of the New Day, Jordan Maxwell, Tsarion, monotheism, Ra, Bobby Hemmitt, Vampires,
Yahweh/Yaldabaoth, Goddess Sophia, Demiurge, Ashkanazi Jews.

Protection From Abduction
Star Warriors The Hopis & the Greys handout and playlist here
//The Rainbow Warriors
Other Interesting ebooks
Terra Papers 1 and 2- Robert Morning Sky great work
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Dana's readings for Terra Papers 1 ( for reading learners only audio)
Terra Papers 1 and 2 playlist
Terra Papers CANADASTREETNEWS

The Gate Of Eden "narrow gate that is difficult and which leads to life, and only the very few ever find
it".'Put to death, therefore, whatever belongs to your earthly nature: sexual immorality,
impurity, lust, evil desires and greed, which is idolatry. Because of these,
the wrath of God is coming. You used to walk in these ways, in the life
you once lived. But now you must rid yourselves of all such things as
these: anger, rage, malice, slander, and filthy language from your lips. Do
not lie to each other, since you have taken off your old self with its
practices and have put on the new self, which is being renewed in
knowledge in the image of its Creator'”. "Nothing impure will ever enter it, nor will anyone
who does what is shameful or deceitful".

TorontoStreetNew.info February 5 to 18 2010 ( Vol 11 issue 15)

(hoping to recover last 2 issues

from Victor's crashed computers. Someone doesn't like our Newspaper)

Jordan Maxwell DAWN OF A NEW DAY PlaylistLuciferian, Solar Cult, Satanic New World Order, RA= Roman Catholic, Hilter, Bush, Britain,
Nazi, dark side of the sun, Aton, Yaldabaoth/ Ialdabaoth/ Yahweh/ Demiurge, Global
Enslavement, GENOCIDE, Marduk Ra, Jabulon, World Communism, CHAOS, Rockefeller,
Obama, AmeriKa is Finished! WAKE UP! ( QUIT DELETING THE VIDEOS-

FASCISTS!

The Wrath of the Roman Empire Here Comes The
International Criminal Court. The Freeman Vs Ceasar
http://owensoundfreepress.com/?p=2287

World war I was orchestrated to convince independent nations
that a World Government would be in their best interests to
prevent further armed conflict. The League of Nations tried to make World
Government happen after WW I, it was largely unsuccessful. World War II was
orchestrated to try and get World Government going again. The Post
WW II Nuremburg Trials allowed the Global Government to set up their International War
Crimes Tribunal. This new court allowed the orchestrators of WWII to get rid of Nazi’s who

British royalty, The US Government, US
Corporations and the Vatican all worked closely on the same side
would tell the world how the

as Adolf Hitler to carry out WWII. This war actually got the sheeple to consent to International
Law to solve the World’s problems and prevent armed conflict– The very problems the fledgling
United Nations created themselves and continues to this day.
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-It’s time to wake up Canada, the New World Order is another hoax which covers for the real threat, The Old
World Order ran by Rome, hence the Statute of Rome and its absolute jurisdiction over everything.
-We

as Canadians are being herded around like sheep, beware of much of the so called “Freedom and
Alternative Media Movement” much of it is ran by the OLD WORLD ORDER, like Mr. Menard says, “It’s all smoke a mirrors,
deception is the key.” Too many people are losing focus on what really matters, we must protect our nation and not allow it
to fall into anarchy, to do so is to fall prey to the World Government’s secret agenda. more here

Michael Tsarion -- Red Ice Interview playlist Michael and Henrik discuss the controversial story
of Egyptian pharaoh Akhenaton and the ancient origins of monotheism and Sun-worship. Huge thanks red ice
radio Michael Tsarion conspiracy truth bloodline atlantis mu terrorism corruption chemtrails Nazi
eugenics vaccine economy Freemasonry revolution reptilian freedom astrotheology religion
government 9/11 Ireland 2012 New World Order microchip
War
pandemic history occult Luciferianism Satanism Vatican
Illuminati
CFR Bilderberg Group Trilateral Commission Skull and Bones
UFO
alienLemuria DNA alchemy science genetics control ancient
text Egypt
Sumeria blood technology interview

Ialdabaoth=JEHOVAH, Demiurge, I'ao,
or "Jupiter", Ptahil, IAO, Jove, Zeus,
Yahweh, Samael, Saklas, Kosmokrator,
Satan, Sátanas, Archon, ASTAPHAI,
Shaitan is the devil, or the enemy of Allah,accuser" or "adversary" rather
an embodiment of "evil." One of the Archons of Gnosticism, who was actually responsible

dawn"
Yao,
Iblis,
than as

for
creating the physical and some say spiritual worlds. Ialdabaoth took the form of a proud and boastful lion, thus matching his arrogance.
The name is used in many magickal rituals. Ialdabaoth (Gnostic) (from Shem ilda + baoth).

ELOHIM (Hebrew, plural of "God", usually translated as "the divine plural" indicating the "singular", but the word is clearly, undeniably plural).
As most of the book of Genesis comes from Egypt, Babylon and Persia, the 7 Gods of the original Cosmos. The names of the original
seven Hebrew, pre-Judaic elohim were probably, Ialdabaoth, Jehovah, Sabaoth, Adonai, Oreus, Eloeus and Astanphaeus.

ABRAXAS (or Abrasax) ABRACADABRA: Being the unreachable, unknowable and

unmanifested "God" beyond existence and non-existence, beyond good and evil, beyond all
dualities, "he" may be considered the ultimate synthesis. Since the Judeo-Xtian God is a monad, He
must have an opposite (Satan), in company with Zoroaster's Ahriman and Ahuramazda, Abraxas does
not require opposition. On ancient Gnostic amulets he appears as rooster-headed, with two
serpents for legs and bearing in one hand a whip and in the other a shield with the word
'IAO'. Occasionally he appears as a charioteer. He is the source of the 365 emanations of the Divine
Pleroma.

Abraxas was a Hermetic Gnostic deity-The rooster obviously crows at dawn, and
represents dawn, the sun, light. The serpents represent the inverse of this. Abraxas was the one
who divided into masculine and feminine aspects, giving birth to Aeons, alternately good and
evil. Each Aoen in turn gave birth to further good or evil Aeons, until such time as there were 365
of them, constituting the wholeness of the plenoma.
http://www.thevesselofgod.com/towardtheundivided.html

Creator God (see IALDABAOTH) is much
inferior, hardly more than a Demiurge. Child from
The

the egg (of Chaos); the spirit of matter, the chief of the lower 'elohim and father of the six dark stellar
spirits or terrestrial angels, and thus one of the lower group of the Qabbalistic Sephiroth, the shadow or
reflecti on on the lower four cosmic planes of the arupa or formless higher Sephirothic range. These
emanations from the stellar spirits become darker and more material as they recede in descent from their
sources, and are thus properly represented as the seven planetary (and global) genii or rectors.
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Ialdabaoth's mother, Sophia Achamoth (wisdom of the lower four of the cosmic planes) is the daughter or manifested reflection of the
Heavenly Sophia -- divine wisdom, or the mahat-side of akasa. Ialdabaoth is identical
creator of the physical earth and the material side of the rector of the planet Saturn.

with the Hebrew Jehovah, the

As a creative spirit, Ialdabaoth generates six sons (the lower terrestrial angels or stellar spirits) without assistance of any female, and
when these sons strive with him he creates Ophiomorphos, the serpent-shaped spirit of all that is basest in matter. When Ialdabaoth
proclaims that he is Father and God, and that none is above him, Sophia tells him that the first and second Anthropos (heavenly
man) are above him. So Ialdabaoth's sons create a man, Adam, to whom Ialdabaoth gives the breath of life, emptying himself of creative
power. Having rebelled against his mother, his production is mindless and has to be endowed with mind by Sophia Achamoth. The
man, thus informed, aspires away from his producer, who thereupon becomes his adversary, produces the three lower kingdoms of
beings, and imprisons man in a house of clay (flesh). Ialdabaoth also makes Eve (Lilith) to deprive the man of his light powers.
Sophia sends the serpent or intelligence to make Adam and Eve transgress the commands of Ialdabaoth, who casts them from
Paradise into the world along with the serpent. Sophia deprives Adam and Eve of their light power, but eventually restores this
power so that they awoke mentally. Here there is much the same confusion that surrounds the various meanings of Satan and the serpent.
Ialdabaoth, who is lion-headed or in the form of a lion, represents the kama principle, the false light that draws the soul into matter and
struggles against its rise again to spirit. Some Gnostics held that Sophia sent Christos to help humankind when Ialdabaoth and his
forces were shutting out the divine light, and Ialdabaoth, "discovering that Christos was bringing to an end his kingdom of Matter,
stirred up the Jews, his own people, against Him, and Jesus was put to death" (BCW 14:161).

Sophia: Goddess of Wisdom & God's Wife

http://www.northernway.org/sophia.html

-At the consummation of all things all light will return to the Pleroma; but Yaldabaoth, the
Demiurge, with the material world, will be cast into the lower depths.
Pistis Sophia- Yaldabaoth has already sunk from his high estate and resides in chaos, where, with
his forty-nine demons, he tortures wicked souls in boiling rivers of pitch, and with other
punishments (pp. 257, 382). He is an archon with the face of a lion, half flame and half darkness. with the body of a serpent. The
Demiurge is of a fiery nature, the words of Moses being applied to him, “the Lord our God is a burning and consuming fire”.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demiurge

The Messiah's Blog

This idea of God, although abstract and 'faceless' is still manifestly a male personality - a jealous lover of Israel
in the Old Testament and a father who sacrifices his own son in the New. This idea of God is both wrong and dangerous, and
Kabbalists knew this from before the time of Jesus and this is why we have the idea of the Shekhinah - the feminine face of reality retreating after Adam and Eve were thrown violently out of paradise - and even further as the Fall continued into the tumult of apocalypse.
In the Kabbalistic tale, the Shekhinah will return to grace reality in matrimonial concord only in the final unveiling, as reintegrating
shattered sparks or shards , along with the Tree of Life. This is the tree of our long-term survival and the diversity of life.
The Gnostics likewise thought of the male deity as a demiurge - a legislator - Samael or Saklas, who had usurped the cosmic condition,
leading to the war of dark and light.
Jesus was not just a kosher conservative Rabbi in Galilee. There is abundant evidence from Josephus, the Talmud itself, and the gospels
that Jesus was integrating all the religious and cultural traditions of his time including the fertility tradition, which is why he was
anointed by a woman rather than a priest and why he was supported by the women out of their very substance and why they remained
with him when the disciples fled as Zechariah wrote

Bobby Hemmitt Yahweh-Yaldabaoth-What If The God U Serve Is The Devil Pt 1 (this video gives a current

events intro)The term also appears in Gnosticism in which the material universe is seen as evil or at least created by a lesser and or inferior
creator deity. In Gnosticism, the Demiurge is a being that never should have come into existence, the result of Sophia emanating without her male
counterpart.The Gnostics attributed to the Demiurge much of the actions and laws that in the Tanach or Old Testament are attributed to the
Hebrew God Yahweh

Bobby_Hemmit - What If The God U Serve Is The Devil Part 02

Here is the

Sophia Stuff!!
Bobby_Hemmit - What If The God U Serve Is The Devil Part 03
The Apostles of Ialdabaoth They trace their beginnings to the Hellenic era in the West, where

they opposed the Gnostic enlightenment, and to ancient Indian sects which sought to show people the
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glories of living and reincarnating. They incited many heretical Christian sects, were influential in the formation of modern Satanism,
and have successfully corrupted more mages of the Traditions and Technocracy than all other Nephandi together. At least that is their boast.
The basic tenet of their philosophy is the supremacy of matter, division and pleasure. They argue that the One created the world and split
apart into the Pure Ones in order to experience it, to learn and revel in being physical and alive. Those denying the flesh and the world, trying
to transcend it and join with the Highest are just trying to leave the party before its over.
- Most members are complete hedonists, doing their best to experience all kinds of new and exciting vices. They also use their magick to
gain more wealth and power, finding new ways to acquire them without getting caught by Paradox, society, other mages or their own
conscience
The Apostles have no central organisation, and have no real name for themselves. The name "The Apostles of Ialdabaoth" was coined by the
Order of Hermes, and is mainly used about those Apostles actively corrupting others. The Celestial Chorus name them after the gnostic
movements they influenced as Sarkikes, Hylikes and Borborites. Other common names for them are: The Children of Maya, the Worms of the
Clay, The Sons of Matter, Descenders and The Servants of the Demiurge.
-While some gather at brothels, exclusive resorts or on private yachts, others prefer to keep moving all the time. A few found various sects,
ranging from satanic covens and sex-cults to televangelist churches.

Popular symbols

The downward pointing pentagram (symbolising matter over mind), clay (the material world) and a descending
lightening bolt (the descent from spirit into matter).

Absolute Proof More Modern Jews Not Biblical Israelites The 13th Tribe' by Arthur Koestler (suicided by
Mossad) explains the creation of the European Khazar/Ashkenazi Jews who are descended from Huns, not semitic peoples.
From Dick Eastman 2-15-10 http://www.rense.com/general89/notjws.htm

The Protocols Of The Elders Of Zion- World Conquest Through World Government
http://www.rense.com/general89/proto.htm

PINDAR The Lizard King

http://www.greatdreams.com/reptlan/pindar.htm

DRACONIANS
Sir Laurence Gardner & William F. Buckley Jr, Reptilian Shape-Shifters?

http://www.educate-

yourself.org/cn/laurencegardnershapeshifter.shtml

SOPHIA OF WISDOM III - THE RETURN OF ENKI'S KIDS

http://www.webspawner.com/users/enkireturn7/

by Daniel Winter
YHWH (IHVH): WHO & WHAT IT IS...

02 14 2010 NOTE TO the ARMAGEDDON TEAM and NAZI QUEEN LIZARDBETH, who
plan to depopulate 90% of humanity. NO MORE GENOCIDES! The Age of Pisces is
over. Now we are in the Aquarian Age and we will have our Peace on Earth....Divine
Feminine Style. ( Without you)
Elaine Pagels - Gnostic gospels and texts (Gnosis Gospel Jesus Christ)
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Oracle of the Illuminati by William Henry ebook
Alex Collier - Defending Sacred Ground
Tuatha Dé Danann From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
PINDARS BACK-HE TOLD ME THE 666 BEAST IS HERE-HE TOLD ME JESUS IS HERE // PINDARS p 2
// Pt3
// pt 4

// THE CROWN-GETTING THE QEII'S CROWN BACK

Treee Pindar Antichrist and False Prophet update

Emails from the False Prophet Michael Noel Prescott.
Treee and Letters from the 666 Beast
Michael Noel Prescott

Mark of the Beast in Ontario is here
http://www.masonichip.ca/

Conspiritus Playlist -" Most Jews do not like to admit it , but our god is Lucifer....
and we are his chosen people. Lucifer is very much alive." / Harold Rosenthal,
'The protocols of Zion' ! // The Gentile www.ExposingThe Mormons.com
INDIA NUKE ALREADY DEPLOYED by Ken Welch in Houston
INDIA JOINS ARMAGEDDON PLOT PM SELLS NUKE FOR U.S. FALSE-FLAG OP by Ken Welch in Houston
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02 10 2010=6
SHERRY SHRINER: FALSE PROPHET IN CHRISTIAN DISGUISE?
Worships Yahweh-Yaldabaoth
DID YOU TELL THEM YET? I'm waiting you traitor MORMON
LESBIAN Spy! Shriner...if you don't expose this then you are
working with them. Fix this mess with me! Don't ignore me
anymore. I am emailing everyone

Bad

Hexed Orgone WARNING for

other similar

ORGONEBLASTERS.com and 20
sites or 50 now

Bad Hexed Orgone (only sex, gut, ego chakras activated.
NO LOVE Chakra,

so

EVER,
EVER. Very Dangerous.

DON'T Be in those areas NEVER,

-Unless you need
Good
John Hagees

for leaving

to get rid of

Pedophiles

Big Brother on your tail or FEMA Units.

and

rapists

though.

Benny Hinn

types and

as well.

02 09 2010 Humanity must pull themselves up and be accountable. If humanity does
not wake up and take back their power, then their power will be lost. Time is short.
Your Power is LOVE One Another!
UFO community shocked - ECETI ranch and paranormal investigator quits...
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In an email sent to his followers announcing his dissatisfaction with media reports, James Gilliland said "I
believe the majority of the UFO community has become convoluted and riddled with
disinformation" ( see full text here.)
Real ufo video, orbs play with children & adults wonderful live honest RAW footage of this Orb phenomena,
See more videos with similar Real Orb and Real UFO sightings ... unlike many ufo films, these are real &
amazing happenings .. Ufo's are real, and are with us much of the time as individuals, but always in
general .......

The Good News and Good Riddance
Eceti - Energy Shifts Divine Feminine End of Tyranny (Another Amazing man). There are
only 2 paths to take- Cooperate and Love one another and stay on Earth for Eden or
be taken into the void, so that you can have your Armageddon Off Planet.
The

Apocalyse is about the unveiling of all the crap that has been hidden.

Everyone is accountable for their own destiny.
Truth and Love will be the Law of the Land, not a NWO Vatican Genocide. You LOSE.
The Truth will SET US FREE!! Time to Heal Mother Earth!
James Gilliland 10-21-0731:15 - 2 years ago
James Gilliland presentation ... Feminine Energy Is Returning. 10-21-07 (Disclaimer: Views and opinions presented here are for informational and
educational purposes only and may not necessarily be those of the makers of this video.) tags: Eceti rcoones ufo contact channeling masters
connections smei footage spirituality new age james gilliland contactee yakima indian reservation trout lake washington sighting close encounters
Science Spirit and World Transformation Conference masters higher consciousness benevolent et pleidian ufo footage earth lights cazekiel mt
adams

Gnosis_Secret_Gate_to_Garden_of_Eden // pineal gland awareness + awakening third
eye

http://robertmorningsky.com/
Mark's Corner- EVERYTHING

IN

THIS POSTING IS NEW
INFORMATION

http://www.cosmicparadigm.com/Marks_Corner/

“This is the time of humanity’s transformation to higher
density. I hereby join together with other aware people
create a world that recognizes this and my responsibility
help make it happen.

to
to
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“By combining my individual energy with that of others, I help to create a new level of conscious living:
• “I accept that I have responsibility for helping to create mankind’s current enslavement.
• “I support only that which serves the highest good of all humanity; I turn my back on that which does not.
• “I take personal responsibility for my physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual wellbeing.
• “I envision a new civilization based on truth, love, peace, free energy, sufficient wealth, fair allocation of
Earth's abundant resources, a rejuvenated environment, universal health, and all people living in harmony
with Nature.
• “I hold the vision of a fully conscious humanity. I am aware that we
are but one of countless civilizations in this universe.
• “I seek community with all humans of this planet, as well as our
sisters and brothers from other star systems with whom we are in
Oneness with God.
• “I hereby send unconditional love to Earth and all my brothers and sisters in the universe.”
The Masonic Handshake That Bind // Our Benefactors --- Twilight Vision //

Pope of the Pedophiles- pope covers the crimes of pedophile priest and nuns that beat and rape
children,the vatican asks the united nations to change terminology for the meaning of pedophile to sex with
minors, unbelievable, for a so-called holy religious institution which main function is to care and protect
children.

We, The People, Call For Total National Strike
01 31 2010 Thank You to another Teacher with Integrity. Probably a freemason,
but of the old order...the Stellar and Lunar ways.
Micheal Tsarion on the Warped Solar Cult of Aten

http://renseradioforum.yuku.com/topic/1799/t/Re-IsObama-the-clone-of-Akhenaten.html?page=-1

Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins Of Civilization
Excerpts

-Full 10 hour DVD Series available from: irishoriginsofcivilization.com In his
companion DVD Series to The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volumes 1 and 2),
Michael Tsarion discusses the historical significance of ancient Ireland
and takes us on a truly fascinating journey through time, from the Emerald
Isle to Egypt and back again full circle. Along the way we are

their destroyers, the
Atonists. We discover the origins of the world's most powerful secret
introduced to the Druids and also to

societies and the New World Order they labor to create. We discover
secret facts about the royal dynasties of Britain and Europe, the
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Empire of Rome, and about Masonic influence in America. Featuring over 560 illustrations, and rare source material, this DVD series
dramatically revolutionizes our view of history and explains what can be done to combat the tyrannical forces that have long conspired
to undermine truth, freedom and justice. Also see http://www.michaeltsarion.com for all web domains. Intro by Chris Geo and MACBEATZ
http://myspace.com/theglobalresistance

The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volume One) The Servants of Truth (Druidic Traditions and
Influence Explored) http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/irishoriginsexcerpts/oldpage-irishorigins2.html
The pagan Irish and their goddesses far predate the Israelites and their preposterous
brooding consortless Jehovah. More importantly, the Jehovah of the bible was a corrupt
rescripting of the ancient god of the moon, worshipped in Egypt and Ireland from the
earliest days. As we have shown, his name (Yehew or Yahweh) originally came from the word for the yew tree. Of
course, the references to trees and nature were stripped away by the mythmongers. If they were not deleted, the Druidic
elements within Judeo-Christianity would have been all the more obvious to educated investigators and
readers. After the biblicists completed their tampering we were left with the wrathful god of the testaments male, warlike, vengeful, and consortless. Yes, we have a renovated god, and we have his followers
now revealed to have been nobles within Egypt, privy to the arcane mysteries.

The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volume Two)
Akhenaton, the Cult of Aton, and the Dark Side of the Sun (Polemical Investigations into the
Extermination of Druidry and the Rise of Judeo-Christianity)
http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/irishoriginsexcerpts/oldpage-irishorigins1.html

Aton is the god of NESARA= false god.http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.html. UFO / Lucifer/ Sanat ( Satan)
Kumara/ New Age/ VATICAN deception

01 30 2010 Full Moon Tonight- Beware!
The Dawn of a New Day - Jordan Maxwell.com I Love this courageous, caring, truthful man!
Humble and a freemason I believe.

Jordan Maxwell DAWN OF A NEW DAY PlaylistLuciferian, Solar Cult, Satanic New World Order, RA= Roman
Catholic, Hilter, Bush, Britain, Nazi, dark side of the sun, Aton,
Yaldabaoth/ Yahweh/ Demiurge, Global Enslavement, GENOCIDE,
Marduk Ra, Jabulon, World Communism, CHAOS, Rockefeller,
Obama, AmeriKa is Finished! WAKE UP!

The Third Prophets eBook review of "Supriem Rockefeller
Messiah or Antichrist" Solar Cult
vs Stellar and Lunar Cults =Lady Liberty, Diana, Venus
Columba, Artemis, Moon Goddess, Luna, Lucifera
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ASTRO-THEOLOGY an Interview with Michael Tsarion
http://www.taroscopes.com/highwindowsarticles/astro-theology_interview.html - It is the story of humans and the natural world
in which we live. It is not history or even her-story, it's our story. The original Freemasons were
Stellar Cult people of intense spirituality who were preservers of the knowledge. http://astrotheology.net/astrotheology1.html

You will know them by their fruit... Or should I say TARES!
Greetings from the Thule Gesellschaft Danah,
I am The Third Prophet-666, Supriem David Rockefeller's Prophet as you may reference it, interesting video you made there,
Wes Penre even has you posted with us on his Allied Union updates page as you already know, if you want to report more about
us in whatever objective opinion you so choose to do, then by all means do so, I will put you on our updates email list as we do
release periodic bulletins and it seems like you want to get the word out about us or warn people as you put it, so then I thought
I'd offer, we are really quite friendly, take care.
Regards,

Michael Noel Prescott
http://www.youtube.com/user/TheThirdProphet
http://www.facebook.com/inbox/?ref=mb#/TheThirdProphet?ref=profile

666 The Mark of the Beast, What everyone needs to know!
Will Bring

// The Antichrist And What He

Lady Liberty/ Diana Lucifera/ Venus Columba / Sophia / Bride of Christ / Magdalene /Luna
/Isis /Libertas / Kybele (Lady Diana was ritually sacrificed to crush this Divine Feminine Energy.)
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Eustace Mullins presents: The World Order 1:38:40 - 2 years ago
Eustace Mullins argues that the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, drafted by German banker Paul Warburg and others in a secret meeting,
defies Article 1, Section 8, Paragraph 5 of the US Constitution by creating a "central bank of issue" for the United States. Mullins goes on to
claim that World War I, the Agricultural Depression of 1920, the Great Depression of 1929, and Adolf Hitler's rise to power were
brought about by international banking interests in order to profit from conflict and economic instability. Help support the producer of
this video by purchasing the original on DVD: http://www.arsenalofhypocrisy.com/index.php#media

Owen Sound Revolution Radio & The Big Beat
Join Your Host Doug Schapira of the Owen Sound Free Press on the following
Internet Radio Shows.
Every Saturday from 5:30 to 7pm Eastern Time "A View From
Inside Canada"
In this show we ask, "Is our current constitutional system
protecting and serving Canadians?" www.therealpublicradio.net
"The Canadian Veterans- Oath Keepers of Canada- Radio Show" Every
Sunday from 330 to 5pm Eastern
We are obviously becoming a police state in Canada- the writing is on the wall-- We ask that police
and military work in the best interests of the public as opposed to the will of the New World Order
more here
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www.hiddenfromhistory.org,

1-888-265-1007 1-888-265-1007

1-888-265-1007 1-888-265-1007 Friends & Relatives of the

Disappeared - Toronto Branch

Let Us Prey: A Tale of Two Clergymen

-Punish your child with the rod, and you will save his soul from death. Proverbs 23:14

HUMAN TRAFFICKING CANADIAN CORRUPTION, RCMP MURDERS, Snuff Films,
Canadastreetnews.com
Virginia Romano Speaks out! -www.stalkingvictimsnetwork.net
Anunnaki Paedophilia Syndrome by Amitakh Stanford
Canadastreetnews.com January 21, 2010 pt 1

http://www.xeeatwelve.com:80/articles/anunnaki_syndrome.html

// January 21, 2010 pt 2 // January 21, 2010 pt 3

Weather Wars, Alien Wars, New World Order, PlanET EArth under attack by the
Reptilian Dracos Shapeshifting LOSERS.
What's on www.canadastreetnews.com to look into pt1 //
Download Realplayer, link off http://www.canadastreetnews.com, download and LEARN Robert Morning Sky's Work
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/terrapapers.htm, Alex Collier is not a fraud. Astar Command is the Fraud. See Kevin Annett's work
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/kevinannett.htm. RCMP are killing our babies and women and making money on snuff films.
Marduk RA/Rockefeller is playing Antichrist and Cain is Pindar. Ra/shields or Rothchild. They are the Marduk RA- Pharoahs Phar RA"s. Beware of
anyone who is government funded or RA funded ( US Dollar Bill). They are the Deceivers. Look at http://www.karlaturner.org, and Phil Schnieder,
Bill Cooper ( heroes that died to warn us and told the truth.) see Alex Collier. Time is delayed. Prophecy is a warning.
Eden is for those who deserve and honour the EArth. Secret Societies are accountable. The rich and the guilty must come clean. Pray for
TREEE...and hope she can be at the EARTH PARTY. http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888. Love you all. Just if you are bad...I will call
you on it. Be DIVINE now. doesn't matter who you were in the past. It matters who you are NOW! WAMPUM WAY and New World Disorder straight
ahead. Earth changes are coming.
Robert Morning Sky, Antichrist, Pindar, http://www.karlaturner.org, Phil Schnieder, Bill Cooper , Alex Collier, Prophecy, Eden, Secret Societies,
TREEE, DIVINE, canadastreetnews.com, Ashtar Command, RCMP, Kevin Annett, http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888

Canadastreetnews January 26, 2010 Pt 2
Go back and review Robert Morning Sky's http://www.forwomenonlythegoddess.com,
www.sherryshriner.com audios and www.orgonemasters.info on how to protect your areas from the
drama that is coming.

Interesting that the bible codes that Shriner reveals discusses ZOMBIES. This
VIRUS affects the brains of those infected thru vaccinations, chemtrail
seeding, food contamination or by being bitten by a ZOMBIE.
Decapitation, Blunt force to the head are ways to stop the living dead. I
would recommend that you make OLEE H2O NOW! Cure All Disease
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm.
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fascist government PROMOTED Flu Shot
microchip. OH OH.

Our
a

had

live bird, swine

and

human viruses

and

NESARA's Stasis? ( The Big Sleep?)
A zombie is a creature that appears as a reanimated dead or a mindless human being. Stories of
zombies originated in the Afro-Caribbean spiritual belief system of Vodou, which told of the people being
controlled as laborers by a powerful wizard.
Modern zombies are depicted in mobs, flocks or waves, seeking either flesh to eat or people to kill,
and are typically rendered to exhibit signs of physical decomposition such as rotting flesh, discolored
eyes, and open wounds, and moving with a slow, shambling gait. They are generally incapable of
communication and show no signs of personality or rationality. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zombie
In a zombie apocalypse, a widespread (usually global) rise of zombies hostile to human life engages in a
general assault on civilization. Victims of zombies may become zombies themselves. This causes the
outbreak to become an exponentially growing crisis: the spreading "zombie plague" swamps normal
military and law enforcement organizations, leading to the panicked collapse of civilian society until
only isolated pockets of survivors remain, scavenging for food and supplies in a world reduced to a preindustrial hostile wilderness.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zombie_Apocalypse
What To Do In A Zombie Attack (Complete!)

SHERRY SHRINER: FALSE PROPHET IN CHRISTIAN DISGUISE?
1-11-2010 - What's up Ahead? An Asteroid, Comet, and Zombies...

http://www.sherrytalkradio.com/

1-4-2010 - Yah's Coming Judgment on Mankind - 2010 A Year of Fire
1-18-2010 - Haiti Earthquake, Current Events, and Whats Ahead.mp3

http://www.sherrytalkradio.com/
http://www.sherryshriner.com/

1-25-2010 - America the Mystery Babylon the Great and Obama's Real Mission to Destroy It.mp3
http://www.sherryshriner.com/

All Laws Should be Based Upon

Love - Greatest Commandment

Why is there violence and sufferings, war,
poverty and injustice around us because our
ancestors built systems, laws and
institutions for us without love - the very
basic essences of Christian beliefs
hadbeen lost in the name of progress and
profits.Please pray and help us to re discover
Love.
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Psalm 54 ( Recite 7 times for 7 days and write reflection after each time. Give writings to
Spiritualist. Use pure beeswax white candle for healing your aura.)
For the director of music. With stringed instruments. Amaskil of David. When the Ziphites had gone to Saul and said, "Is not David hiding among
us?" [a]

1 Save me, O God, by your name; vindicate me by your might.

2 Hear my prayer, O God; listen to the words of my
mouth.
3 Strangers are attacking me; ruthless men seek my
life — men without regard for God.
Selah
4 Surely God is my help; the Lord is the one who
sustains me.
5 Let evil recoil on those who slander me;in your
faithfulness destroy them.
6 I will sacrifice a freewill offering to you; I will praise your name, O LORD, for it is good.
7 For he has delivered me from all my troubles,and my eyes have looked in triumph on my foes.

<>< <>< <><
01 27 2010 TRUTH IS BEING GAGGED and LIARS are free to Speak openly!
SADLY... MANY will DIE in the Upcoming War.
May you find yourself on the RIGHT SIDE of ETERNITY!
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Powerful message from Robert Morning Sky- When you DIE, look at options,
other

than the

WHITE LIGHT.

http://star-elder-bird.tribe.net/thread/23a95b38-dd0a-4368-9a7d-f9807052cb8a

Robert Morning Sky On The Star Elders Recorded back on August 1st and 2nd of
1996 http://thelastoutpost.com/our-legacy/robert-morning-sky-.html THIS WILL BLOW YOUR WHOLE
PARADIGM APART.

DO THIS FIRST....Download and listen to Robert Morning Sky
Real player Gold 11 download videos and audios off web here
http://thelastoutpost.com/our-legacy/robert-morning-sky-.html

show up ( right click and save target as)

http://www.real.com/realplayer

DOWNLOAD 2 PTS here. Refresh site and both parts will

The Veritas Show - Show 13 - Robert Morning Sky -A VERY, VERY, WISE MAN! Meegwetch, Robert!
( Big Brother stopped my upload at 1:45 min. Download from site and LISTEN CAREFULLY)

See files here for downloads for Robert Morning Sky. He is a Diamond and a RARE FIND!! BIG B
won't let me upload it for you in this folder. BIG Brother has been LYING to us all.

Terra Papers LINK HERE http://www.canadastreetnews.com/terrapapers.htm ( I will add his info here later...stay tuned. Server is
timing out)

01 25 2010= 11 MEDIA LIES ARE RAMPANT. PREPARE and DO NOT
be DECEIVED.
Olympics is about ZEUS and the War with his Uncle, the Sirian
King ANU. Tiamat was destroyed and the EArth is a
remnant of what was left of TIAMAT.Terra Papers 2
Prepare for ALIEN wars. The LOSER, self proclaimed
sungoD- Marduk Ra (and his RA Legions) will show up to
deceive you.

Supriem David Rockefeller and the Reptilian Shapeshifting ASS-ended Masters are
planning on staging a SECOND COMING. NESARA is the BEAST BRIBE!
Supriem Rockefeller Messiah Or AntiChrist

http://www.scribd.com/doc/16774620/Supriem-Rockefeller-Messiah-

Or-AntiChrist-61909

Supriem Rockefeller Messiah Or AntiChrist - 61909
Fiery Gods: Yahweh, Marduk, Asshur, the Queen of Heaven, Ahura-Mazdah, et. al.
http://www.bibleorigins.net/FierygodsYahwehAsshurMarduk.html

*** Peggy Kane's EVP Reverse Speaking BLOG

http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/blog/
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Oath Keepers of Canada III Printout & Distribute- Oath Keepers Of Canada/ Owen Sound
Free Press is dedicated to exposing the truth- all wrong doers, including those in uniform must be exposed
and dealt with by true justice by WE THE PEOPLE. Oath keepers of Canada is about appealing to the police to
stop this evil in their own ranks. www.therealpublicradio.net at 3:30 pm eastern

http://www.rense.com/

01 21 2010 =7 =heaven
Canada's Human Trafficking, RCMP Crimes, Corporate Criminals, SOLUTION,
Canadastreetnews.com // Canada's Child Crimes Kid's Next Door

ALL THINGS COMMON:
The Communal Way of Tribal Life that Jesus Taught

( ignore the New Age St Germain Stuff)

Visual Version Trilogy Book Three
Audio Version: Trilogy Book Three
(on the Adobe Reader tool bar, simply click View>Read out loud )

We need more MEN like KEVIN
Annett.
Many Angels Surround you. You are truly a SAINT. You
are LOVED! ( you are too Henry Makow. Thanks for your INTEGRITY!)
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Telling the Untold Story of the Genocide of Aboriginal Peoples in Canada
www.hiddenfromhistory.org

Kevin Annett Rips The Mask From Power By Henry Makow PhD
- If Christ returned, he'd be crucified again, not by Jews or
Romans but by the church, which has been invaded by His enemies.
Kevin Annett, a young United Church of Canada
minister who took Christ's teachings to heart, and suffered everything
but Crucifixion. (To date, Christ's enemies are reluctant to create another martyr.)
This is obvious from the fate of

http://www.rense.com/general81/annet.htm

exude a transparency and
a dogged determination to make sure we learn the truth about the
genocide of (he claims) "roughly" 80-90 million North American Indians.
He is the closest thing to a genuine dissident in this society, the closest thing to a real hero.
I have met Kevin Annett and he doesn't have a halo. But he does

Although he's been fighting this lonely battle for 15 years, we haven't heard of him, proof our
"heroes" are manufactured for us.

Kevin is the kind of "innocent" or "true believer" organizations like the Communist Party or United
(Methodist-Presbyterian) Church hire to provide an artifice. But "every group has rules" as Kevin
was told repeatedly, and Kevin didn't adapt.

A real Christian represents Christ not the corrupt impostors who profit
from his teaching. Kevin was a Minister of Christ.
WHAT PAINT CAN'T HIDE

UNREPENTANT: KEVIN ANNETT AND CANADA'S GENOCIDE (documentary)
Witness to murder at Indian Residential School
"Give the place a bit of Spirit," his boss at Fred Victor Mission,

Yonge St. told him, as if talking to a painter.

a residence for the homeless near Toronto's seedy

Kevin learned the Church Mission was a center for drug trafficking and
prostitution and the staff were on the take. He learned that large donations to the Mission were embezzled, while
In the course of his work,

there wasn't any money for Bibles. When he took these matters to the church hierarchy, they knew and didn't want to know.
This was his

first glimpse of the United Church of Canada as a four billion dollar corporation that provides a

nice tax-exempt front for a lot of rich people and a lot of shady dealings. But that's just scratching the surface of
a potential nightmare for the 2.8 million bland well meaning Canadians affiliated with this empty shell of a church.
When Kevin (what an exquisitely Canadian name) took up his next position as Minister in a British
Columbia logging town, he opened his sanctuary to the poor and the non-White. He began to hear
stories from his Aboriginal parishioners about ethnic cleansing at government funded church-run

Native children were abducted by the RCMP and forced
to attend these "schools" which were in fact concentration camps in
disguise. Here helpless children were physically and sexually abused,
sterilized and exposed to deadly viruses. Many were subjected to medical
experimentation from Illuminati doctors and killed. The death rate was 50% .
"residential schools."

Annett estimates over 50,000 children died at these schools.
In an email Tuesday, he wrote: "Continually, eyewitnesses describe that most of them never received
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formal education, besides religious instruction. Maybe one or two hours of schooling a week, the rest of the time working as

manual labor and farmed out as cheap labor or domestics to white families. The ones who got a
better education were the collaborators, being trained to be puppets of the government and churches - they're often the
ones who now run the big aboriginal groups, band councils, etc. I also have letters from Indian Agents confirming
that the kids were not to receive "too much" education."

Kevin's blurring of class and color lines strained relations with his church "Old Guard" but the deal
breaker was when Kevin publicly opposed the lucrative sale of Aboriginal lands the church held in trust
to a large forestry company.

Kevin was stripped of his Ministry, the only United Church Minister ever defrocked
and his wife was pressured to divorce him and take their two children.

UNIVERSITY
Next stop on Kevin's voyage of discovery was a Ph.D. program at the University of British

Columbia. There he had access to government archives which documented a deliberate
agenda of ethnic cleansing which (he says) claimed one to two million Aboriginals in British
Columbia alone over a century.
Just as the Church represents Christ, the university is dedicated to free inquiry and truth. Thus Kevin's
funding evaporated and he had to leave. "Unless you play the game, you'll never work in this province again," he was told.
Is it any wonder society is drifting toward Fascism when the institutions that are

to truth and moral leadership are rotten to the core? You can smell the stench
compromise like rotting garbage everywhere in this society.

The same applies to the corporate media. Kevin did get a couple of
but they dried up with mention of the Supreme Court judges using Indian children for

when Kevin was beaten up or his documents stolen,
police and courts refused to act despite video footage of the theft. Why
Similarly,

dedicated
of moral

good stories
sex.

the

would they?

They regarded the murder of thousands of Aboriginal children as "too big a task to
investigate."

Church. Corporations. University. Media. Law. Police. That
government. Recently the Canadian government absolved the
of any liability for its crimes. Kevin wrote to me Tuesday:
"Yes,

all the churches have
they
anything that went on in the
the churches after the
of First Nations) did on
them once. It's as bad a crime as the
announced so last February when

leaves the

Church

been granted effective immunity; Indian Affairs
said there will be no criminal prosecution for
rez schools. Disgusting. Natives cannot sue
settlement - that was part of the deal the AFN (Assembly
behalf of all the survivors, without consulting
original atrocities."

CONCLUSION
He represents the single

greatest threat to the Illuminati in Canada
today. He is being followed by police and is subject to

increasing organized Internet smear attacks. He ministers to
the homeless and lives on a shoe string.
The Illuminati want the land and the water
rights. The Aboriginals are the only people standing in their way.

Vancouver is hosting the 2010 Winter Olympics and Canada's misdeeds, like China's, could
attract worldwide attention.
Kevin Annett's "Love and Death in the Valley" is available from Amazon. He is an excellent writer Please
donate if you can.
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Soon to be released film The Diary, based on Kevin Annett's epic story to bring to light genocide in Canada.
The Untold Story of the Genocide of Aboriginal Peoples by Church and State in Canada
http://canadiangenocide.nativeweb.org/
<>< <>< <>< <><

The Disappeared of Canada : How and Why the Killings Have Never Stopped.
“Child trafficking in Beautiful British Columbia ”
Annett www.hiddenfromhistory.org
A Sequel to last issue’s article

in The Agora newspaper

By Kevin D.

-Later, after I was fired from the church for asking too many questions, I learned of the well-protected child trafficking network that
linked the
coastal residential schools with wealthy men and clubs in Vancouver . Just how many children disappeared into those clubs and never
emerged is unknown; but they are among the more than 50,000 residential school children who cannot be accounted for.

“Ten of the last dozen women to be taken to the killing site at Piggy’s Palace were accompanied by
Mounties or regular cops. You think it was just Willie Picton who was killing them?”
“No crime ever disappears; it just adapts” a journalist once told me. And in British Columbia, the crime of abducting people is rampant, on
the rise, and very lucrative, since it is part of a deadly
international network in human trafficking.
-George Brown is a retired aboriginal RCMP officer who was
part of a community-based “Missing Persons’ Task Force” in
Vancouver . His group documented hundreds of missing people
until their work began to identify the complicity of

police, politicians

local

and businessmen in the
disappearances. At that point, George’s group disbanded.

two fellow Mounties who
were linked with Picton and making money by
bringing girls out to his place. None of the girls ever
-The fact is I personally know

came back. Everybody knows about it.”

I asked George who “everybody” was. “The

Mayor. The Chief of Police. All the senior
press people. Hell, you can’t get into those positions without making a deal with the drug lords who
run this town. The days of organized crime as a separate thing are over.

It’s all business run and legit now. It’s organized corporate crime now – the drug importers from
Asia and the real estate developers and the off shore investors, they’re all part of the same gang. The cops all work
for them. And body snatching pays well.”
-George Brown’s group documented a link between the disappeared women of the downtown eastside and the trans-pacific organ
trafficking network based in China . According to sources within the network, at least a dozen women and men are abducted and
murdered every month in Vancouver , their bodies disposed of in protected grave sites on the north shore, and their organs shipped
overseas.
-Most of the disappeared are

trade workers.

homeless men, transient youth or sex

-I received a message to meet a woman named Annie Parker at Oppenheimer Park
in Vancouver ’s downtown eastside. Annie was a short, timid woman with haunted
eyes and scars along her neck and arms.

“I got these by threatening to go to the press with what I
knew” she said matter of factly, pointing to the scars.
“Who did it to you?” I asked. She told me the man’s name, a senior
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RCMP officer, and then said,
“Who, doesn’t matter. They’re all doing it. It’s called the ‘hooker game’. The Vancouver cops will pick up
girls off the street, drug them with scopolamine and film them as they fuck them, in a cop club downtown on Georgia street . Then

sometimes they kill the girls and film that too, and sell it for $25,000 as a snuff film.”

I asked her what happens to the bodies.
he dumps
the bodies at a hunting camp about ten miles up from Horseshoe Bay , near the Sea to Sky highway. There’s a
special grave site there with sealed containers in a metal cistern. I was taken there, I seen it. It’s watched over by the
mounties.”
“That was one of Steve Picton’s specialties. I met all the Pictons. Steve runs a snuff film operation in Coquitlam and then

Les Guerin is an aboriginal man who lives and works as a maintenance man on the Musequam Indian reserve near the University of B.C. He claims

reserve holds at least two body dumping sites from which he personally has excavated
human remains, and had them forensically examined.
that the

“As far back as 1989 I saw a man who I later identified as Willie Picton drive onto the Musqueam reserve and bury several large bags.
Later when I saw his face on the news, I dug up the bags and had them examined at a lab at SFU. The report says they contain human and
pig bones remains, including the humerus, pelvis and skull pieces of a young woman in her twenties.

I told the Vancouver Police, the press, everybody about this, and
nothing was ever done. I sent the police the forensic report, me and my buddy Jim Kew, I told the CBC and even
“The weird thing is

the lawyers for the families of Picton’s victims. Nothing. The cops roped off the site in 2006 and that was that.”
A signed letter from Musqueam Band Housing Officer Glenn Guerin dated October 29, 2004
indicates that Dave Picton was employed by the Museum Indian band for a three month contract
during 1990 to provide land fill for local street construction.

Les Guerin mailed the
bone fragments he obtained from the Picton deposit, along with the forensic report,
to Amnesty International’s head office in London , England. The
package was returned unopened the following month.
Frustrated by the lack of police response, in December of 2005,

Next month, the eyes of the world will be on British Columbia and
its Olympics. But will those eyes perceive the missing men, women
and children whose remains lie scattered in hidden graves – and
the authorities who put them there?
Will the visiting world media record the truth of those who
continue to disappear?
Most important, will the killings be stopped?

That depends on

us. http://www.canadastreetnews.com/Fw_%20article%20soon%20to%20be%20published_%20The
%20Disappeared%20of%20Canada%20-%20How%20and%20Why%20the%20Killings%20Have%20Never
%20Stopped%20-%20please%20share.txt
………………………………………………………………………………………….
Rev. Kevin Annett is a community minister, educator and award-winning film maker who lives and works in
Vancouver ’s downtown eastside. He is a member of the revived Community Task Force into Missing Persons. For
more information on this Group, and for a copy of their recent report on which this article is based, contact Kevin at:
hiddenfromhistory@yahoo.ca or 1-888-265-1007 1-888-265-1007 (messages).
His website is: www.hiddenfromhistory.org
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01 20 2010 =6 =beast

TO THE Unholy Men/Women

who pledge their allegiance to

SATANIC Secret Societies and

$$MONEY$$!

Yaldabaoth/SAMAEL,

Take the Mark of the BEAST.
The ABYSS is your PAYBACK. Hellfire is your JUST
REWARD!

You are

NOT WELCOME in EDEN!

Alex Collier -- Defending Sacred Ground Part 4/14

// Part 5/14 // Part 6/14 // Part 7/14 //

Alex Collier lectures on Earth history from the Andromedan perspective as well as the characteristics of the
various forms of ET races in our galaxy.
Alex Collier -- Defending Sacred Ground Part 12/14 // Part 13/14 // Part 14/14
Note- ALEX COLLIER is a man of INTEGRITY. He is NOT A FRAUD. I know that Alex's timing is off, but everything is
delayed. Perhaps our APATHY as a human race is coming back on us, since we have not learned how to treat the
EARTH and its creatures properly.
Astar Command

postings call

Alex Collier a Fraud.

ASTAR COMMAND (ISHTAR-ISIS-LILITH/ fake EVE -Mary faction) are the NEGATIVE ETs

Galactic Federation of Light- Markuk Ra Lucifer ( Supriem David Rockefeller), his

shapeshifting Reptilian Dracos/Nordic Blondes from Orion and the subservient, heartless Greys are

NEGATIVE ET's

that are

on/in

the

Earth.

NESARA is the BEAST BRIBE. They are the LIARS...so Beware. These SUNgoD LOSER idiots will
collect their deceiving minions and

LEAVE. DO NOT BE ALIEN FOOD/LOOSH for these guys!

REFUSE to be ruled by these

Apocalyptic terrorizing Traitors. Their RELIGIONS (RA-Legions)
were created so that we would worship this male EGO goD!

WAKE UP PEOPLE! WE ARE ONE. WE ARE
GALACTIC ROYALTY!

We will have our EDEN BACK SOON.
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Haiti Earthquake Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate At It AGAIN
http://blogs.myspace.com:80/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=147509065&blogId=526140199

UNITED STATES of America - It can now be reported that the recent earthquake in Haiti was triggered by
atomic earthquake weapons aka Tesla technology and HAARP with command and control being the
Pentagon "space control" headquarters.
This earthquake aka attack on the former French
colony of Haiti was ordered by the noted BushClinton-Crime Family Syndicate, with the full
knowledge and approval of alleged President Barack
Obama, his CIA 'handler' former President George
Herbert Walker Bush, and the satanic PRO
Nazi British/GERMAN Queen LIZARDbeth
II.
HAARP [High-frequency Active Auroral Research
Program] has the capacity to manipulate the ionosphere,
create earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, tsunamis, jam
global communications, interfere with weather systems... Note: The fault line in Haiti, which
triggered this earthquake, has been dormant for over 200 years without any significant
tremors registered on the Richter scale.

VICTIMS of Haiti earthquake WARNING EXTREMELY GRAPHIC
PICTURES
-SLIDESHOW - Warning: graphic images Haiti devastated by massive earthquake A massive 7.0-magnitude
earthquake has struck the Caribbean nation of Haiti. The extent of the devastation is still unclear but there
are fears thousands of people may have died. Haiti's worst quake in two centuries hit south of the capital Port-auPrince on Tuesday, wrecking the presidential palace, UN HQ and other buildings. A "large number" of UN personnel
were reported missing by the organisation.
Many people have spent the night outside amid fears of more aftershocks. The Red Cross says up to three million people
have been affected. Describing the earthquake as a "catastrophe", Haiti's envoy to the US said the cost of the
damage could run into billions. A number of nations, including the US, UK and Venezuela, are gearing up to send aid.
The quake, which struck about 15km=6 (10 miles) south-west of Port-au-Prince, was quickly followed by two strong
aftershocks of 5.9 and 5.5 magnitude (unholy trinity?). The tremor hit at 1653 =6(2153 GMT=11) on Tuesday, the US
Geological Survey said. Phone lines to the country failed shortly afterwards

Breaking The Silence - Truth and Lies in the War on Terror (HQ) by John Pilger
-51:05 - 3 years ago
by John Pilger John Pilger dissects the truth and lies in the 'war on terror'. Award-winning journalist John Pilger investigates the
discrepancies between American and British claims for the 'war on terror' and the facts on the ground as he finds them in Afghanistan
and Washington, DC. In 2001, as the bombs began to drop, George W. Bush promised Afghanistan "the generosity of America and its
allies". Now, the familiar old warlords are regaining power, religious fundamentalism is renewing its grip and military skirmishes
continue routinely. In "liberated" Afghanistan, America has its military base and pipeline access, while the people have the
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warlords who are, says one woman, "in many ways worse than the Taliban". In Washington, Pilger conducts a series of remarkable
interviews with William Kristol, editor of The Weekly Standard, and leading Administration officials such as Douglas Feith, Under Secretary of
Defense for Policy, and John Bolton, Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and International Security. These people, and the other architects
of the Project for the New American Century, were dismissed as 'the crazies' by the first Bush Administration in the early 90s when they first
presented their ideas for pre-emptive strikes and world domination. Pilger also interviews presidential candidate General Wesley Clark,
and former intelligence officers, all the while raising searching questions about the real motives for the 'war on terror'While President Bush
refers to the US attacks on Afghanistan and Iraq as two 'great victories', Pilger asks the question - victories over whom, and for what
purpose? Pilger describes Afghanistan as a country "more devastated than anything I have seen since Pol Pot's Cambodia". He finds
that Al-Qaida has not been defeated and that the Taliban is re-emerging. And of the "victory" in Iraq, he asks: "Is this Bush's Vietnam?"
http://www.bullfrogfilms.com/guides/breakguide.pdf

Aliens and My Daughters: the Nazis developed flying saucer craft, the technology was taken by the
US and Russia at war's end and has had 60 years of additional development.

01 19 2010 BETRAYA=MAITREYA= ANTICHRIST
Lord Maitreya-The Antichrist-Dr. Scott Johnson 1 of 40

The WAR SCROLL, the True Book of Eschatological Prophecy

22:35 - 10

months ago

Doreen's Notes HERE ( Thank you SISTER! WELL SAID. Let's get those Belial
Baddies!)
The Book of Revelation is not a Biblical book of
according to which the Vatican is working.

prophecy. It is the *script*

This video will direct you to the true Book of Prophecy that will explain the coming war and prepare you for
it: THE WAR SCROLL of the Dead Sea Sect, HaYachad, also known as the Essenes. THE WAR SCROLL
(Reference 1QM) The Description of the Eschatological War For the Instructor, the Rule of the War. The first
attack of the Sons of Light shall be undertaken against the forces of the Sons of Darkness, the army
of Belial: the troops of Edom, Moab, the sons of Ammon, the Amalekites, Philistia, and the troops of
the Kittim of Asshur. Supporting them are those who have violated the covenant.
The sons of Levi, the sons of Judah, and the sons of Benjamin, those exiled to the wilderness, shall
fight against them with [ . . . ] against all their troops, when the exiles of the Sons of Light return from
the Wilderness of the Peoples to camp in the Wilderness of Jerusalem. Then after the battle they shall
go up from that place and the king of the Kittim shall enter into Egypt. In his time he shall go forth with
great wrath to do battle against the kings of the north, and in his anger he shall set out to destroy
and eliminate the strength of Israel. Then there shall be a time of salvation for the People of God, and
a time of dominion for all the men of His forces, and eternal annihilation for all the forces of Belial. There shall be great panic among
the sons of Japheth,
Assyria shall fall with no one to come to his aid, and the supremacy of the Kittim shall cease that wickedness be overcome without
a remnant. There shall be
http://tinyurl.com/aaemv5

no survivors of all the Sons of Darkness. Please see this site for more information:

Please also see my compendium of writings on the Essenes on this link, including a true explanation of what the s'pherot are:
http://www.geocities.com/dordot2001/index.html Revelations Prophecy Eschatology Rome Roman Catholic Church Vatican Protestant Whore of
Babylon Pale Horse Mark of the Beast Trumpets End Times Last Days New World Order NWO William Cooper Apocalypse Armageddon Antichrist
Rapture War

01 18 2010
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Maitreya - Breaking News! Must see!!! NESARA ALERT! (RA-man... Book of
Revelations ALERT! VATICAN AGENDA!)
The REPTILIAN Shapeshifting BEAST HAS LANDED!!! With the New 3D HDTV,
hypnotic mind control and Project Bluebeam, let's see if this LOSER will deceive millions.
Yeshua doesn't come to save the ECONOMY and bribe millions first.

Maitreya or SANANDA

will play Jesus.
Even the VERY ELECT will be deceived. They plan on killing off the ILLUMINATI!

AVOID THE UFO's or you will be on the dinner MENU! Fence Sitters beware!
You have been warned! Choose your destiny wisely!
H.A.A.R.P,Weather modification technology, scalar weapons, (Nikola Tesla). The last 4 major
disasters, Katrina, China ,Indian Ocean tsunamis, Haiti are among the most poorest regions on
Earth, and now those nations are in debt, to the International Bankers.
Death toll from flu outbreak in Ukraine tops 800 ( probably worse than reported)
http://forua.wordpress.com/2010/01/05/death-toll-from-flu-outbreak-in-ukraine-tops-800/

Cure All Disease http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm
Do cut onions absorb bacteria? Just maybe!! I received an email today with
a story about how a family survived the flu epidemic in 1919 by having cut
onions in the house
Americans!!... today is 01/18/10, Martin Luther King
SACRED GEOMETRY PART 72 VERICHIP AND THE PURPOSE OF DNA BY
DAN WINTER-DAN WINTER TALKS ABOUT HOW HAVING THE VERICHIP ,DNA,
ALIENS,REPTILIANS,ANUNNAKI.... DO NOT HAVE THE VERICHIP. THEY ARE TRYING TO DESTROY YOUR

SMART MAN- Big Brother is threatened by him. Google defames him right
away. HE MUST BE BANG ON!!! Spend some time listening to
SOUL.

this DUDE.

( I like the Polish subtitles...dziekuje..)

PLEASE DON'T RIOT ...... IT'S JUST WHAT 'THEY' WANT 'What you fight, you become.' - By David
Icke
As I travel around America it is clear that this country is on the brink of an economic catastrophe the like of
which it has never seen. And, of course, it is not alone. A similar story can be told around the world.
foreclosure figures are fantastic as families and others lose their homes through no fault of
their own on a scale that, according to current projections, is destined to become a tidal wave.
The

credit explosion was orchestrated through Illuminati agents and Satanists like Alan Greenspan, who
Illuminati's Bilderberg Group, Council on Foreign Relations, Trilateral
Commission and other far more exclusive and sinister secret societies.
The

represents the interests of the
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Canadian Action Party is CRUMBLING..like a House of CARDS. Thanks to those who still have
INTEGRITY. BYE BYE Zionist Shills!
CHARGES LAID AGAINST THE LEADER AND THE NE OF CAP // JUST IN_ CAP V_P_ Resigns Today

The UsuryFree Eye Opener
The UsuryFree Eye Opener is the electronic arm of the UsuryFree
Network. It seeks active usuryfree creatives to help advance our
mission of creating a usuryfree lifestyle for everyone on this
planet. Our motto is 'peace and plenty before 2020.' The UsuryFree Eye

Opener publishes not only articles related to the problems associated with our orthdox
usury-based, debt money system but also to the solutions as offered by active
usuryfree creatives - and much more for your re-education. http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/

01 17 2010 CHILDREN of the FEATHER under attack by the Luciferians as ususal.
The Native American Ten Commandments
Argentina hit by 6.3
Read more:
Haiti

(=9 numerology)

magnitude earthquake after Haiti and Venezuela

http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/blogs/abraham/detail??blogid=95&entry_id=55432#ixzz0cuAmokHg

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/

Gerald Celente Obamageddon 2012 // Gerald Celente on KWN January 2010
Economic Forecast 2010 Date: 01-02-10 Host: Ian Punnett In the first hour, trends analyst Gerald
Celente predicted a crash in 2010. According to Celente, last year's economic collapse never hit
bottom because government bailouts kept things propped up. To make matters worse this year, there
will be a collapse in the commercial real estate market, he continued. Celente anticipates a 9/11 level
terrorist attack that banks will use as an excuse to devalue our currency. He suggested people
refrain from debt spending, keep some cash on hand, and buy local (American made) products
when possible. http://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2010/01/02
Obama uses radio address to sell bank tax plan President says passage certain, but opposition is lining up
against it http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34907317/ns/business-us_business/

Stock Market Crash 2010, History Repeating? Stock-Markets / Financial Markets
2010 - Jan 16, 2010 - 08:30 AM By: Anthony_Cherniawski http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article16529.html
01 16 2010 =11
EXCUSE ME...Haiti has been left with 40% orphaned children. I am packed and
ready to teach and rebuild where it is needed. We need people that are willing to become
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parents and teachers to these children that are left behind. We need
help from the SHEEPLE who keep this Satanic System going.
Time to put your money where it is needed. Move the smart
Canadian/ Unemployed to Haiti- where we can rebuild EDEN via
free energy technology and non-hybridized seed.
The SECRET BOY's Clubs must get their ethics together now and
help out. WORLD VISION is not going to put your cash to good
use. Look at the track record. As for the Secret Societies...your track
record SUCKS HIGHLY too. WAKE UP and stop destroying our
PLANET, WOMEN and CHILDREN. DO THE RIGHT THING! YOUR
DIRTY DEEDS HAVE BEEN OUTTED.

New World Order Documentary 2008

Please spread the word as much as you can!

2:29:55 - 1 year ago
Great compilation of clips from truth documentaries. Some of the topics covered in the
film: The New World Order, Federal Reserve, Bilderberg Group, Trilateral
Commission, Council on Foreign Relations, North American Union, the
Rockefeller/Rothschild families, Freemasonry, Bohemian Grove, the Illuminati,
Illuminati symbolism, Problem-Reaction-Solution, 9-11, war profiteering, the
phoney 'War on Terrorism', the impending 'Big Brother Surveillance Society', the
war on civil liberties, microchipping, mind control, media control and 'education
system' indoctrination... Featuring: Alex Jones, David Icke, Aaron Russo, Jordan Maxwell,
G. Edward Griffin, Jim Marrs, Bill Hicks, DanielEstulin, Jim Tucker, Ted Gunderson, Anthony
Hilder, Professor Steven Jones, Webster Tarpley, George Carlin, John Taylor Gatto, Charlotte
Iserbyt, Dave vonKleist, Stan Monteith and others... Contact me at: johnnada@hushmail.com.

01 15 2010 =New Moon
New Moon = New Earth Quake in Venezuela 5.6=11.
World Vision and the hijacked Illuminati RED CROSS are collecting donations. Do you really
think that they are fixing this mess?
Haiti is impoverished because of the Illuminati. This is not the Holy Grail Illuminated
ONES. The Reptilian Dracos have infested all factions of esoteric knowledge. They have
hijacked our freedom and our empowerment.
If you don't wake up world, they will implement their Satanic New World Order.
DO NOT BELIEVE THEM.
Four days in, Haiti asks: is anybody coming to help?

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/jan/15/haiti-asks-is-

anybody-coming-to-help
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The Illuminati :Knights Templar/Kabbalah/Mind Control
Watch The Illuminati :Knights Templar/Kabbalah/Mind Control (D) in Educational | View More Free Videos Online at Veoh.com

Rosicrucian = satanism - Rosicrucian = satanism, former Rosicrucian talks about his experences in this order and how it lead to
him being demonised.

Symbols Logos, their meaning
Watch Symbols Logos, their meaning in Activism & Non-Profit | View More Free Videos Online at Veoh.com

WE SHOULD NOT HAVE STARVING PEOPLE. We have technology to heal
everyone. You have been deceived. Take your power back and wake up.
This is URGENT. KNOW YOUR ENEMY. They are destroying the EARTH
NOW!!! WAKE UP WORLD. YOU FRUSTRATE ME SO MUCH.

Disclose.tv Haiti Earthquake done by HAARP Video
January 2010
What's to come....this week ...Compliments of BIG BROTHER.
Soul Scalping, Demonic Possession and Robotic Mind Control, INTERPOL, Manchurian Candidates, microchipped live human, swine, bird virus flu
shots, fluoridated water, fluoridated psychotropic drugs, HDTV, and microwaving cell phones. Tasers, Surveilence Cameras, racial profiling,
treasonous federal government, Global Famine, GLOBAL WARMING?FREEZE?. inflation, terror in airports, Weather Weapons, Mass Unemployment,
underground bases, Reptilian Dracos, Zeta Reticula Greys, Hijacked humanity, Luciferian Vatican, Reptilian Ruling British Empire, BEAST BRIBE,
ALIEN WARS, reverse speech, false prophets for profit, Yaldabaoth, Yahweh, Sherry Shriner, David Wilcock, Project Camelot, Gnostic Suppression
and the Divine Feminine, Inquistion of the Gnostics and Cathars, NesaRA,

Canadastreetnews.com January 21, 2010 pt 1

// January 21, 2010 pt 2 // January 21, 2010 pt 3

01 13 2010=8

THANK YOU AGAIN...ROBERT MORNING SKY for your
Integrity, COURAGE and TRUTH.
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Wake up WORLD...we have some DEPROGRAMMING and healing to tend
to.
FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS, THE MYSTERIES OF
FEMININE WERE JEALOUSLY GUARDED.

THE DIVINE

IN THE INNERMOST CIRCLES, REVEALING THE
PUNISHABLE BY DEATH.

‘SECRETS’ WAS

A LITTLE OVER TWO THOUSAND
OF THE ‘SECRETS’ OF THE
DIVINE WERE REVEALED IN
CODED STORIES:

YEARS AGO, SOME
FEMININE
CAREFULLY

‘LET THOSE WHO HAVE EARS

HEAR.’

MEN WHO SOUGHT THE POWER
PRIESTESSES OF THE DIVINE
WIELDED TOOK THESE STORIES
THEM TO SERVE THEIR OWN PURPOSES.

THAT THE
FEMININE
AND REWROTE

IN THEIR SACRED SCROLLS, THE CODED STORIES OF THE DIVINE FEMININE WERE TRANSFORMED
INTO THE HOLY WORKS OF A MALE GOD.
WHAT THESE SELF-SERVING PRIESTS DID NOT KNOW IS THAT THEY HAD UNKNOWINGLY
PRESERVED THE CODED MYSTERIES OF THE DIVINE FEMALE.
THE CODED STORIES IN THE SACRED SCROLLS HAVE BEEN UNLOCKED.
WHAT YOU WILL FIND ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES
ARE THE REVELATIONS OF THE MYSTERIES OF THE
DIVINE FEMININE.

BEWARE.THIS SITE IS NOT SUITABLE FOR
MINORS, DEVOUT BELIEVERS OR MEN IN
GENERAL.
IT IS BEST FOR WOMEN
ONLY...http://www.forwomenonlythegoddess.com/
(PS. For those of you emailing danah@canadastreetnews.com, upset and sayiing that I am excluding men in
this website, I am not the creator of http://www.forwomenonlythegoddess.com/. Robert Morning Sky is the creator of
http://www.forwomenonlythegoddess.com/. He is

DIVINE FEMININE, finally.

not excluding the DIVINE MASCULINE. HE IS INCLUDING the

Call him the feminist. I will call him a HERO. ( I am sure he put that in to get YOUR ATTENTION, create emotion, get you to react and read the site
with interest and PASSION. ) I am a tomboy. Let's go fishing and fix this mess already. Peace out....Dana )

01 12 2010=7 ... 7.0 Earthquake hits Haiti today.
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When you see the treasonous, satanic, political puppets come to the rescue after an incident like
this, you know it was an orchestrated catastrophe!
HELLARY CLINTON-Reptilian possessed, Grande Damme of the Mothers of
Darkness and Canadian traitor Lawrence Cannon (Cannot!) vowed to help
(How, by having the victims UFO'ed to Mars by ET's as food
Reptilian Dracos? Or was this just another ritual sacrifice to
Yaldabaoth?).
Video about Hillary Clinton slaves Transformation of America
( sexual slavery ) // Obama Thanks Satan - Strange, but True!
people praising the devil when they chant Barrack Hussein Obama's mantra, "Yes we
sounds like it to me. I knew Barrack Hussein Obama was of the devil, but this is
but true. Listen to his mantra backwards and you will hear, "Thank you satan". //

Haiti.
for the

Are
can?" It
strange,

Where are those ASS-ended Masters? I thought they were suppose to help
humanity. Lied again? That's nothing new. Feeding off the FEAR/LOOSH?
Knocked out my websites again today! Must not like the TRUTH! I am a wrecking your genocide
plan? GOOD! WHY DON'T YOU GET LOST ALREADY!?

COME ON PEOPLE! You are awake finally. Do not fear the SATANISTS who are
trying to depopulate our PLANET. They are afraid of US!
STAND TOGETHER as one HUMAN FAMILY and resist them!
UFO Hypotheses - Peggy Kane Volume One (17 of 24)
(21 of 24) // (23 of 24) //

// (18 of 24) // (19 of 24) // (20 of 24) //

In the first-ever DVD of the "UFO Hypotheses" series, UFO researcher and talk show host Peggy Kane ("UFOAZ," "Off The Record," and "The
Cutting Edge," all public access talk shows originating out of Tucson, Arizona) discusses her odyssey into the strange realms of EVP (Electronic
Voice Phenomena) and RS (Reverse Speech), which led her into ongoing conversations with the dead now residing in the lower astral
world. Her research also led to a multi-year contact with one Francis Haley, an endentured servant-turned adventurer who died in 1830. As she
explored further, Ms. Kane clarified decades worth of research and began to formulate her own UFO hypothesis. Ms. Kane is now convinced that a
reptilian ET race from Orion has taken control of this lower astral realm. Her hypothesis also suggests that the reptilian ET "gods"
colonized our Earth long ago, and continue to use Earth humans as a slave race and food source. (Not intended for anyone under 18
years of age.) Category: News & Politics Tags: UFO Hypotheses Peggy Kane

Sherry Shriner- EVP Reverse Speaking see Peggy Kane
http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2007/09/04/your-requests-sherry-shriner/

1-4-2010 - Yah's Coming Judgment on Mankind - 2010 A Year of Fire
1-11-2010 - What's up Ahead? An Asteroid, Comet, and Zombies...

http://www.sherrytalkradio.com/

http://www.sherrytalkradio.com/

Why I don't make ORGONE Blasters anymore - Dana Horochowski

01 11 2010 = 6
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WELCOME to the POLICE STATE of CANADA- Don't forget that our UNIFORMED
OFFICERS often are also Secret Society members of Freemasonry. They (often unknowingly)
surrender their will and their lives over to LUCIFER. You lose your soul when you pledge allegiance
to the Supreme Architect of the Universe (Yaldabaoth/Marduk Ra)
The Secret Covenant- Luciferian Blood Oath Pact

MARDUK AND YHWH
Demiurge

http://the-red-thread.net/marduk-yhwh-comparisons.html

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Oracle of The Illuminati
View more documents from ramons.

Bobby Hemmitt Yahweh-Yaldabaoth 1/13

The Gnostic myths describing these events are full of intricate nuances portraying the declination of aspects of the divine into
human form; this process occurs through the agency of the Demiurge who, having stolen a portion of power from his mother, sets
about a work of creation in unconscious imitation of the superior Pleromatic realm. Thus Sophia’s power becomes enclosed
within the material forms of humanity, themselves entrapped within the material universe: the goal of Gnostic movements
was typically the awakening of this spark, which permitted a return by the subject to the superior, non-material
realities which were its primal source
Tags Bobby Hemmitt Gnostics metaphysics Esoteric Knowledge

Yahweh

Anyone who thinks that Yahweh is the Supreme Creator really needs to listen to these reversals.

http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2007/08/22/yahweh/

2010 SEQUENCE of EVENTS for NESARA ALIEN BEAST AGENDA= Shapeshifting
Reptilian Dracos http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.html

Illuminati will be
destroyed by Marduk Ra
and his DEMONIC ASSENDED MASTERS, so
WAKE UP and REPENT of
your CRIMES to HUMANITY and MOTHER EARTH.
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KICK Possessed BADDIES off PLANET or decapitate them.
Not invited ET's = NWO not manifested. Guardians of Galactic LAW will protect us..NOT the
Galactic Federation of SUNGOD LOSERS

TIME for a PEACEFUL, Non-compliant Revolution. Community first, Bottoms up.
Burn Book of Revelations and UNITE with the brokenhearted
EARTHlings. Forgive and sin no more. EDEN NOW! SERENITY NOW!

FIRST CONTACT-the first public landings of spacecraft
SALT LAKE CITY, USA, and in
VANCOUVER, CANADA.
(shuttles) will take place in

Commander Soltec:

The west coast of Vancouver Island

will

CaliforniaSan Francisco in ruins, LA a few building tops sticking up. Hawaii
devastated, but still there. More volcanic activity awakened there, also northern California, and
suffer the most, locally. Seattle won't be as devastated.

into Oregon and Washington. Earthquakes in the Denver area. Most of the activity in the next 6 to 10
months (on the North American continent; there will be other activity elsewhere in the world) will be on the
west coast of Mexico, US and Canada; especially the US. Mexico City will get considerable
earthquake damage. There will be some fore-shocks and more after-shocks, some quite disastrous, as
parts of the tectonic plates react to local pressures shifting around. Quakes in NE British
Columbia, in the Peace River area.

EARTH CHANGES-The real Earth Changes begin in earnest with earthquakes and tsunamis on the West Coast
of North America. Los Angeles and the greater part of California will be affected most - in stages.
Low-lying coastal lands up the West Coast as far as Canada will be swamped, although the effect on
Western Canada will be much less than initially seen. The

be affected (Pacific rim countries).

whole 'rim of fire' area will

-The 2010 Winter Olympic Games in Vancouver/Whistler will still take
place, probably with increased interest, but alternative
means of transportation will be required as the 'Sea-toSky' highway will no longer exist. Some bridges over the
Fraser River will be damaged, but most will remain passable.
-For those who consider their location to be SAFE, it would be
wise to think back to the 'Emergency Preparedness' seminars
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stock up on adequate supplies of food and water as transportation will become
more and more fraught with danger and therefore unreliable as seismic events increase. Look for
local sources - or create your own.
of the '80s and '90s and

BEAST BRIBE LIE!-Compensation for banking and tax fraud, paid to all citizens and permanent residents, a sum reportedly to be
about $75,000 monthly over a ten year period, was originally stated to start about one year after the announcement. This is
when true abundance begins for all. (NOT!)
MICROCHIP and LOSE YOUR SOUL-RE-PRICING OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES- Reduced to 1/10th
of their current value. Initially planned for 30 days after the announcement, then about 90 days after, but as this will entail equivalent
action in other major countries throughout the world, the actual timing is still somewhat up in the air. In due course the use of
money will be discontinued. (WHY DOLE OUT ALL THAT CASH in the first PLACE!? REPTILIANS are
not very logical planners. )

DO NOT BE DECEIVED! Project Camelot is LYING!
David Wilcock Tells Us In Reverse That He Is a Fraud
http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2008/01/17/david-wilcock-tells-us-in-reverse-that-he-is-a-fraud/

Our Journey & The Grand Deception : George Kavassilas :
Part 2 : 1 of 6//Part 2 : 2 of 6//Part 2 : 3 of 6

// Part 2 : 4 of 6 // Part 2 : 5 of 6

Is Yahweh the Supreme Creator or an Evil God?
The Birth of the Demiurge

http://www.sethian.org/

"Now Sophia, who is the wisdom of insight and who constitutes an eternal realm,

conceived of a thought
from herself, with the conception of the invisible spirit and foreknowledge. She wanted to bring forth something like herself, without the
consent of the spirit, who had not given approval, without her partner and without his consideration."
"Something came out of her that was imperfect and different in appearance from her, for she had produced it without her partner. It did not
resemble its mother."

"This gloomy ruler has three names: the first name is Yaldabaoth (or 'child of chaos'), the second
is Sakla (or 'fool'), the third is Samael (or 'blind god')."

Yaldabaoth Saklas Samael or Jehovah's blind foolishness creates Order in YaHWHeY's
MATHIMATIA=95=59
On the History of Cosmic Gnosis by Jordan
Stratford+.http://www.tonyb.freeyellow.com/id25.html
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Two thousand years ago, in Northern Egypt, a religious culture existed that embraced early Christianity, Qabalistic Judaism, Roman
State Religion, Egyptian Mystery cults, Mithraism, and Greek philosophy. Because this religion emphasized personal revelatory
experience and rejected Faith, it was a threat to the conformist orthodoxy which was taking shape in the Christian Church.
Gnosticism's adherents were first ostracized, then persecuted, then slaughtered. But Gnosticism's ideas speak to a basic truth, and Gnosticism
itself resurfaced countless times in the intervening centuries.

In the beginning, there is only the Pleroma (the "empty fullness"), a state of
infinite potential, unity, nothingness, and totality. For the Gnostic, this is God - without
-

gender, personality, or human characteristics. The Pleroma is the Primal Source, and every universe, and the
potential for every universe, is an emanation of the Pleroma.
- At some point, the Pleroma conceives of the "something" as opposed to "nothing". There is a sudden and significant
division between these two poles, a fundamental one and zero. As yin
and yang, positive and negative, male and female - all Diads are a
reflection of these two "magnetic poles of God".
- These two poles, yearning for the unity of the pre-existing

result of that union is a
daughter, Sophia ("Wisdom"). Sophia is as close as a
Pleroma, again come together. The

Gnostic comes to ascribing a human personality to God. Sophia,
jealous of Her parents ability to create, creates in turn Her own
children. These children, however, do not contain the spark of the Divine, as they do not come from
the Pleroma.
- These children - known as the Archons, or rulers - are a huge problem. They are in turn
jealous of their Mother's ability to create, and they create an entire universe over which to
rule. The set themselves up as gods over their creation, but as
they are imperfect their creation is flawed, cruel, and
grotesque. This is the universe in which we live, and we are
their creatures. It is a caricature of the Real World of union with the
Pleroma.
- The early part of human history relates to our imprisonment
and the injustice of the created world. A critical part of the
Archon's agenda is to hide the truth of the Pleroma from their pawns.
The chief of the Archons, the Demiurge, is particularly
megalomaniacal and sadistic. He wants the world to worship
him as the one true god.
- Sophia discovers the scheme of the Archons and their creation, and is
horrified. She returns to the Pleroma and repents for Her error. She then carries a "spark" of Divinity, slips down through the complex
hierarchies of the Archons, and conceals a splinter of God into everything and everyone.

Sophia incarnates as Eve within the garden. Other stories have Her assume the role of Serpent. When
the Demiurge appears before Adam and Eve and declares "There is no God but
me", Sophia reveals Her True Self and states "You are wrong!" and shames Her
monstrous offspring.
Sophian Gnostics hold the idea of the Divine Feminine, inherent in the world and
advocating for our enlightenment. She is the Queen of Heaven, Holy Wisdom, the
Celestial Bride. Similarly, the Magdalene is also a central figure as an aspect of
Sophia, as is the Egyptian goddess Aset, more commonly known as Isis
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BIRTH OF THE DEMIURGE
Sophia (the world soul) broke away from Christ (the world
spirit) and gave birth to Yaldabaoth, the arrogant creator-god of the Old
Testament.
At the beginning of time,

The exact process by which this cosmic fiasco occurred was the subject of much debate among the
gnostics; in perhaps the oldest version of the story, Sophia's desire somehow veiled infinity, casting the
shadow of matter from which Yaldabaoth emerged like a reflection or parody of the true, hidden god. A
veil exists between the World Above and the realms that are below; and Shadow came into being
beneath the veil; and that Shadow became Matter; and that Shadow was projected apart. And what she
[Sophia] had created became a product in the Matter, like an aborted fetus.
And it assumed a plastic form molded out of shadow, and became an
arrogant beast resembling a lion. It was androgynous... because it was from
Matter that it derived.

Yaldabaoth proclaimed himself
god; Sophia acted quickly to punish this cosmic usurper, blinding and
banishing him in one fell swoop.
Erupting from the nothingness of the void into material existence,

Opening his eyes he saw a vast quantity of Matter without limit; and he
became arrogant, saying, "It

is I who am God, and there
none other apart from me!"

is

When he said this, he sinned against the Entirety. And a voice came forth from above the realm of
absolute power saying, "You

are mistaken, Samael."

And he said, "If

any other thing exists before me, let it become visible to
me!" And immediately Sophia stretched forth her finger and
introduced Light into Matter; and she pursued it down to the region of
Chaos. And she returned up to her light; once again Darkness returned to Matter
Eric Phelps quotes

and audio exposing ALEX Jones as a Jesuit PAWN.

Bill Cooper - Alien Agenda - Are Aliens Real? Nephilim, Mars, Moon, Pyramids
William Bill Cooper Alien Agenda Broadcast. Originally Aired August 22, 1997. He starts out by talking about, 1000 points of light and Lucifer the bright and The morning star. He answers the question, what does the illuminati (mystery schools) have to do with what is happening in the
world today. The people in these mystery schools follow the religion of the cosmos. They have a goal to present an external threat to
this earth (like they did to the US with Saddam Husein & Osama Bin Laden, a fake external threat that was made to be believed was real), a
superior race from another planet. This will be used to get rid of all nation states and religion to form a one world government. Nasa
is one of the main instruments of this deception. Also, the Vatican is behind this and heavily involved. Apollo space program
is a reference to the ancient god, Apollo. Apollo space program crest carries symbolism of Apollo the sun (aka osiris)(isis the moon),
constellation of orion, in the center, the 3 pyramids in egypt, and the earth represents the full body of initiates known as horus. Nasa's photos
have been proven to be faked, so none of them can ever be trusted. John Dewey said that someone told him that the best way to end all
wars forever and unite all humanity on this earth in a world government would be if we were attacked by some other species from
some other planet.

He said this in 1917. It was tested in 1938 with Orsen Wells Radio pr ogram to see if people would believe this story. They will say that mars
was populated by an ancient race who destroyed their planet in warfare. At some point in history, they came to earth and
populated it with the survivors. When they came here, they had relations with early man and the human race was the result of that
mixed group. This will be the thrust of all that we will hear and it will be used to destroy Christianity. This is the story that the
illuminati will push. They will point to Genesis in the Bible to say that the sons of G-d had relations with the daughters of men and that the
sons of G-d are aliens. The nephilim will be said to be the children of humans and aliens. For Biblical truth on nephilim, visit
http://www.smokescreendesign.com/nephilim.html
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How can Christianity or any other religion survive when the world will be presented with what they will believe to be proof that life
on this earth was not created by God, but by some advanced extra terrestial advanced race from some other world. And that we have
been owned by them and shepherded in our existence all through the history of the world. This is the true purpose of the UFO's, flying
saucers, and abduction reports.
Alien abductions are the result of serious mind control experimentation. UFO's exist and are operated by US government and probably several
other governments.

The New Revelation – John the Divine Versus the Anunnaki God
http://www.xeeatwelve.net/articles/revelations.html

JUPITER is GOD OF THE ROMANS/VATICAN ( ZEUS=jeZEUS)-To summarise:
There will be a glimpse of the beginning of the Jupiter event (for the benefit of
religious groups), then Cmdr Soltec pulls the switch. Starting in Japan at night, it will work its
way around the globe, with the West Coast of the Americas being last to take part. The Galactic
Federation will then arrange elimination of pollution on the planet as well as
the removal of the Illuminati, and mankind will re-awaken 3 weeks
or 6-8 weeks later (depending on progress) to a vastly changed world, which we
then continue to build.

The Gods Of The Bible
http://www.holysmoke.org/hs00/bible2.htm
(In Roman mythology, Jupiter or Jove was the king of the gods, and the god
of sky and thunder. He is the equivalent of Zeus in the Greek pantheon. He
was called Iuppiter (or Diespiter) Optimus Maximus ("Father God the Best and Greatest"). As the patron deity of
ancient Rome, he ruled over laws and social order. He was the chief god of the Capitoline Triad, with sister/wife Juno.
Jupiter is also the father of the god Mars with Juno. Therefore, Jupiter is the grandfather of Romulus and Remus, the legendary founders
of Rome. Jupiter was venerated in ancient Roman religion, and is still venerated in Roman Neopaganism. He is a son of Saturn, along with
brothers Neptune and Pluto.[1][2][3] He is also the brother/husband of Ceres (daughter of Saturn and mother of Proserpina), brother of
Veritas (daughter of Saturn), and father of Mercury (mythology).Gnostics attributed to the Demiurge much of the actions and laws that in the
Tanach or Old Testament are attributed to the Hebrew God Yahweh (see the Sethians and Ophites). Alternative Gnostic names for the Demiurge,
include Yaldabaoth, "Samael", "Saklas", and "Kosmokrator", and several other variants (see Pistis Sophia).[citation needed] He is known as Ptahil
in Mandaeanism. The figures of the "Angel of YHWH" and the "Angel of Death" may have contributed to the Gnostic view of the Demiurge.

01 10 2010
THE NORTH DAKOTA MODEL FOR CAPITALIZING COMMUNITY BANKS
http://www.webofdebt.com:80/articles/pottersville.php

01 09 2010

(13) Keeping track of the numerology for a while. Big Brother is up to something

RED ALERT Possible False Flag Attack at
Olympics
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Canadian Government-ONE PARTY SYSTEM Loyal to Lucifer

Iggy says there won't be
an election
-Speaking outside an empty House of
Commons chamber Friday, the Liberal leader
berated Prime Minister Stephen Harper for
suspending Parliament, a move he said shows contempt for democratic institutions.
But that doesn’t mean Liberals will try to topple Harper’s minority
government once Parliament does finally resume on March 3.
-“Mr. Harper prorogued Parliament, shut Parliament down, on New Year’s
Eve, when he thought no one was looking. He thought Canadians didn’t care and it turns out they do care, they want Parliament to
work.”
-Liberals believe the decision was really aimed at shutting down all parliamentary committees, particularly the special committee
that had been investigating allegations that prisoners handed over by Canadian soldiers to Afghan authorities have been routinely
tortured.
-“Every time this guy’s in a hole, he tries to shut down institutions that control his power. That’s
what’s bothering Canadians,” he said, citing Harper’s moves to silence Canada’s nuclear, military police and RCMP watchdogs. “We
think this is a crazy way to run a democracy.”

Nude' scanners coming to airport-

In an effort to increase security, Transport Canada will
put 44 strip search scanners, each able to see under the clothes and take a virtual naked image of the
passenger, in major Canadian airports this year.

PROBABLY Not Guilty...NO JUSTICE for JUST US!
Not guilty plea for Christmas airliner terror suspect

-A not guilty plea has
been entered on behalf of a Nigerian man charged with attempting to blow up a Detroit-bound U.S.
airliner on Christmas Day. Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab
was arraigned Friday on six charges.

RCMP make arrest, searching Alberta
farm in connection with BC pipeline
bombings
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Wiebo Ludwig's lawyer says the convicted pipeline bomber has been arrested and will be charged with extortion after a series of bombings in
British Columbia. Paul Moreau said
Ludwig is accused of extorting the oil and gas
company that was the target of the
bombings, Encana (TSX:ECA), but he's not sure
what is behind the charge and has not
seen the evidence against his client.
"I wasn't aware that Rev. Ludwig
or to do anything, so I don't know

was trying to get Encana to give him anything
what the basis of the charge is." Dozens of

RCMP swept onto Ludwig's

farm in northwestern Alberta near the B.C.
began a search. There have been six pipeline
Encana in the Tomslake area since October

boundary Friday morning and
bombings targeting Calgary-based
2008.

Ludwig and friend Richard Boonstra
were convicted in two gas well bombings in the
province in the late 1990s. Two
EnCana gas wells and one owned by Suncor Inc.
were hit in 1998, and another blast
cratered a road leading to a Norcen Energy well site.
Ludwig, who has a theology doctorate from an American university, served two-thirds of a 28-month sentence for the earlier bombings. He
actually wrote an open letter to the Tomslake bomber last fall appealing for peace.
"Certainly Rev. Ludwig was surprised and taken aback," Moreau said. "I find it surprising given what little I know about the situation. My

Rev. Ludwig had been attempting to assist the RCMP to try and resolve the concerns
that were arising out of the events of Tomslake."
understanding was

An anonymous letter sent to local news media last year called EnCana a terrorist and demanded that the company stop operating in the region.
Another letter sent to the Dawson Creek Daily News in July warned that things "could get a lot worse" if the company did not quit.

Const. Eric Czapnik and Robert Dziekanski- 2 innocent Polish men murdered by
the RCMP (The Lizard Queen's Cops)
I will draw Occult parallels. Things are going to get weirder. Ritual funeral of significance for Eric. (RIP- Moja droga ja cie kocham).

Funeral for slain Ottawa police officer on 01 07 2010=11
-51year-old officer -- who was 48

(48+3=51(6) =9

when he joined the force.
) When asked why they should hire
someone of his age the recruiter replied: "I've never seen someone want something so much in life. I know he will do his best."
His tribute was one of many paid to Czapnik, a three-year member of the force who was stabbed to death as he sat writing notes in

Kevin Gregson, a
suspended RCMP officer, is charged with first-degree murder in the unprovoked attack. (12 29
2009= 12 11 11)
his cruiser outside the Civic Campus of the Ottawa Hospital in the early-morning hours of Dec. 29.

(crocodile tears)- Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty,

an Ottawa native who
offered the first eulogy."We will remember your son, your brother, your husband, your father. We will
remember our hero." "Const. Czapnik is a hero because what he choose to do everyday."

Psych review likely for accused cop killer- Not criminally
responsible? Perhaps Mind Controlled?

Polish Man Tasered to Death by RCMP at Vancouver Airport
Robert Dziekanski (April 15, 1967–October 14, 2007;) was a Polish immigrant to
Canada who died on October 14, 2007, after being tasered five times by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) at Vancouver
International Airport.
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Full details of the incident came to light because it was filmed by a member of the public, Paul Pritchard. The police initially took
possession of the video, refusing to return it to Pritchard. Pritchard went to court to obtain it, then released it to the press.
As of May 2009, the Braidwood Inquiry is underway, with public questioning and testimony of individuals involved in the incident.

e-mail contained information
indicating that the RCMP officers had already determined that they would use tasers even before
encountering Dziekanski. This contradicts the officers' testimony that they only decided upon the use of tasers at the last
On June 20, 2009, the proceedings were suspended until September, after it was discovered that an

minute.

Robert Dziekanski Taser Incident - Adam Padzik
RCMP officers taser a handcuffed and pinned Dziekanski minutes before his death, at YVR.
Date October 14, 2007 (11 14 11=9) Time 1:28 AM PDT=

11; Location Vancouver International Airport, Richmond, British Columbia,

He did not clear customs at the airport for over eight hours and his mother was unable to locate him when she went to meet him at the
airport. Since Dziekanski did not speak English airport security guards were unable to properly communicate with him. He started yelling at the
airport staff because of this. He used chairs to prop open a door between a customs clearing area and a public lounge, he then threw a computer
and threw a small table at a luggage section window.
He had calmed down and was standing with his hands at his side in the customs room until four Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
officers arrived and tasered the man, at least twice. Dziekanski began to convulse and was tasered a second time after falling to
the ground, where the four officers pinned him down and handcuffed him. He screamed before he stopped moving. Paramedics
arrived at the scene, but were unable to revive him and pronounced him dead.
-Paul Pritchard, who had just arrived from China back to Victoria, shot a video of the incident and gave it to police. The police promised they would
return the video within 48 hours. They gave him back his camera without the video.

Jan 7 2010 BIG BROTHER IS CURRENTLY POISONING OUR SKIES WITH
CHEMTRAILS in SAULT STE MARIE ONT. PICS to follow. ( Children are out for
recess or coming home from school 2:30 pm)
Toronto Street News -REAL NEWS....Zionist/Vatican FREE ZONE
TorontoStreetNews.info December 1-15 2009 // December 16
to 30 2009

What to expect for 2010 canadastreetnews.com
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2010, www.canadastreetnews.com, FEAR, Plague, Pestilence, famine, Marduk Ra, Lucifer, Supriem David
Rockefeller, Supriem Network, mind control, soul scalping, economic collapse, cashless society virtual reality,
economic collapse, Beast Agenda, NESARA, Nordic shapeshifting reptilians, rapture, off planet, humans as
food, underground bases, SOLUTION is www.serenityglobal.com, community
New World disorder, Children of the Light, barter, trade, jrgenius.com,
International Schools, global cooperative, divine feminine, intuition, Love one
another

Star Warriors The Hopis & the Greys -

These series of papers seem to link together many aspects of Prophecy and
information shared of what is going on behind the scenes involving contacts with Extraterrestrials and the official agencies holding this information

Credo Mutwa- Message to the World

Jan 6 2010 HOPI BLUE STAR PROPHECY
An ancient Hopi Indian prophecy states, "When the Blue Star Kachina makes its appearance in the heavens, the Fifth World will emerge".

will be the Day of Purification. The Hopi name for the star Sirius is Blue Star Kachina.

This

It will come when

the Saquasohuh (Blue Star) Kachina dances in the plaza and removes his mask.

Rainbow warriors, the future lies within your hands.//The Rainbow Warriors//
2012 A HOPI PROPHECY
Dedicated to Magdala
The prophecy is very clear that it is not talking about a coming
generation of American Indian people alone. People from all the distant lands
beneath the tall sky are welcomed to pitch in. Every colour in the human rainbow
family is fully invited to lend a hand.
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Ininiwok/Cree: There would come a time when the "keepers of the legend,
stories, culture rituals, and myths, and all the Ancient Tribal Customs"
would be needed to restore us to health, making the earth green
again.
Ininiwok/Cree: The Rainbow Warriors would show the peoples that this
"Ancient Being" (the Great Spirit), is full of love and understanding,
and teach them how to make the "Earth or Elohi" beautiful again.
Patricio Dominguez, Pueblo: The ancestors said that... there would come a
time when the Earth would become very sick. Because of this
unrelenting greed of the new culture, the Earth would be filled with
deadly liquids and metals, the air would be rendered foul with smoke
and ash, and even the rains, which were intended to cleanse the Earth,
would plummet in poison drops. Birds would fall from the sky, fish and
would turn belly up in the waters and whole forests would begin to
die.
Patricio Dominguez, Pueblo: 'Under the symbol of the rainbow , all of the races
and all of the religions of the world would band together to spread the
great wisdom of living in harmony with each other and with all the
creations of the Earth. Those who taught this way would come to be known as
"the rainbow warriors". Although they would be warriors, they would carry with
them the spirits of the ancestors, they would carry the light of knowledge in
their heads and love in their hearts, and they would do no harm to any other
living thing. The legend said that after a great struggle, using only the force
of peace, these rainbow warriors would finally bring an end to the
destruction and desecration of Mother Earth and that peace and plenty
would then reign through a long, joyous and peaceful golden age here on
Mother Earth.'
Lee Standing Bear Moore, Manataka American Indian Council: Among the few who possess inner strength
to resist the mass unconsciousness will rise a new neo-indigenous people. Prophecies foretell of a
people who will rise from earth's ashes like the thunderbird, symbolizing rebirth. They will bring
balance and harmony back to Mother Earth. The first of these beings will come as teachers and
storytellers to remind us of ancient truths of the star people and beyond. They will be pathfinders
leading the way to a new universe, a new reality.
Lee Standing Bear Moore, Manataka American Indian Council: Great leaders, Warriors and Shamans of
many nations will be born and they will cleanse the earth for rebirth. Next will come the Planters
sowing seeds of truth, justice and freedom. The Storytellers, Warriors and Planters will live in the way
of the Great Spirit and teach ways to keep Mother of the Ground sacred forevermore. They will be
called Rainbow Warriors for they will gather the four sacred directions, all distinctly separate but
forever connected in the Circle of Life.
In this time of social and environmental degradation the Rainbow Warriors represent the forces destined
to turn back the tide. With no central church or set of beliefs and no fixed religion or dogma it is
prophecy open to all.
Being a Rainbow Warrior is a truth best kept alive inside the heart. Amongst the Rainbow Warriors are
people who may seem more correctly Buddhists, Hindus, Spiritualists, Christians, Alchemists, Pagans
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and myriad other spiritual seekers of every path imaginable. Though some spiritual beliefs may differ
the cause at hand is one with them all.
So many other prophecy have come to fruition in our times that it may not be so shocking to discover we
came here knowing what we were to face. As the calendar of the Maya ticks down we all feel a sense of
trepidation and excitement for the future. Rainbow Warriors feel the call to perform the required tasks.
For those recently awoken these tasks include:
Sharing information and experiences that may help wake any still slumbering brethren.
Peacefully bringing down the corrupt regimes holding sway over our beautiful mother earth.
Freeing us from the yoke of financial enslavement by ending the central banking system.
Eradication of the mass marketing of perpetual materialism.
End obsolescence by design and return to the ‘built to last’ mentality.
Bring an end to any wholly unnecessary slaughter of innocent creatures of the air, sea and land
Prevent any further devastation of the few remaining tropical rainforests and ancient woodlands.
Provide time and opportunity for each being to explore self-contemplation, self-development and
spiritual leanings in line wit their own core voice. Certainly as vital to health and happiness as time for
education or time to forge a career.

The Rainbow Warriors are certainly not a new cult or religion. There is no fixed list of characteristics
and any necessary specified aura colour, skin colour or spiritual faith. There is no fixed year from which we
can say they first began to appear on the planet or when they will have finished arriving. Certainly there is no
requirement for any special lines of products, diets, schools or doctrines.
Though some number do have psychic abilities or spiritual experiences already under their belt these things
are open to anyone interested in attaining them. The only requirements are caring about the future of all
living things and having an interest in development of a deeper connection to the web of life itself.
Don't turn away from the hand
stretched in pain of your Mother.
Her name means freedom, Her body earthgreen,
Her blood clear water, her voice is birdsong.
Rainbow warriors, the future lies within your hands.
Hopi prophecy 2012 Rare video part 1 // pt 2 // pt 3 // pt 4 // pt 5

The Paa Tal
I want to talk to you about Lyrae and how the human race colonized our galaxy.Based on the age of the Suns and the planets in our galaxy,it
was decided that the human life form was to be created in the Lyran system.The human race lived there for approximately 40 million
years,evolving.The orientation of the human race in Lyrae was agricultural in nature.Apparently,we were very plentiful and
abundant,and lived in peace.Then,one day,huge craft appeared in the sky.A large ship came out of the huge craft and approached the planet
Bila,and reptilians from Alpha Draconis disembarked.Apparently,the Alpha Draconians and the Lyrans were afraid of each other.I told
you before that the Alpha Draconians were apparently the first race in our galaxy to have interstellar space travel,and have had this capability for
4 billion years.Well,when the Draconians came and saw Bila,with all its abundance and food and natural resources,the Draconians
wanted to control it.There was apparently a mis-communication or misunderstanding between the Draconians and Lyran humans.The Lyrans
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wanted to know more about the Draconians before some kind of"assistance"was offered.The Draconians mistook the
communication as a refusal,and subsequently destroyed three out of 14 planets in the Lyran system.The Lyrans were basically
defenseless.The planets Bila,Teka and Merck were destroyed.Over 50 million Lyran humans were killed.It is at this point in history that the
Draconians began to look at humans as a food source.This is how old the struggle is between the reptilian and human races.The
Draconians are the force behind the repression of human populations everywhere in this galaxy instilling fear-based belief systems
and restrictive hierarchies.

January 4 2010

PlanET EArth! PREPARE

yourselves...LOCALLY!
GLOBAL GOVERNMENT will be FORCED UPON

US!

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT- TAKING A BREAK
or PERMENANTLY!? HIGH TREASON!

until March?

CANADIANS...EXPECT SERIOUS DRAMA

without

HELP from the Puppets in Parliament. SOLUTION

Remember...who the enemy is! It is NOT your
neighbour! Your enemy controls your money,
orchestrates WARS and funds both sides.

The Antichrist Conspiracy
Antichrist

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Hathor & Supriem

Supriem David Rockefeller Marduk-Ra "The Anti-christ"
(Amen Ra (Marduk), Lucifer, YHWH) -I was Lucifer, the Son of G-D, leader of the
12 Elohim and keepers of the D12 Stargate. Marduk Ra was just one of my
names, I am the same life force as YHWH, Samech, Moloch, Azazel, Lucifer
and the Supreme Deity.http://supriem.blogspot.com/2009/04/sd-rockefeller-admits-hes-lucifer.html
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-It is time for my rule again, thus those who are against it will perish. In fact I have the ability to end Earth as a planet if I see fit.
The time is around the corner for my rule, Heil Imperium!!http://supriem.blogspot.com/2009/04/sd-rockefeller-admits-hes-lucifer.html
-2009 is the Second Coming, the exile is over. I have several races, not from Earth, that I lead and they are waiting on me. I
have an army of multi- dimensional beings that are subservient to me. [These are the Alpha Draconis REPTOIDS and the Orion Group
REPTILIANS.] We use magical rites to control the invisible world affected by the three dimensional world.
-What we have here is not a morality tale of right and wrong,

“You
either comply with us for a more efficient
and proficient society or you won’t have a
society.
good or evil, it is simply an ultimatum to the countries–

-We are about to reshape the world. The
‘Supriem Network’ will soon be the only
way for financial transactions and
communications. It connects the entire
planet. You either comply with us for a
more efficient and proficient society or you
won't have a society.
head of the “Luciferian Soul Group”
and the Lord of Elohim. http://supriem.blogspot.com/2009/04/sd-rockefeller-admits-hes-lucifer.html
-We all belong to different “Soul Groups” as a part of the Game, and he is supposedly the

Michael Noel Prescott - "The Prophet of Omega"-Michael is more of a prophet of the anti-Christ
than Christ, although he does consistently cloak his object of worship it in the term, "Messiah."

Luciferians Attempt Take Over of Leo Zagami's Organization

-Leo was contacted by
one Michael Noel Prescott, a self-proclaimed 32nd degree Scottish Rite "Master of the Royal Secret" Freemason,
who also professes to call himself the "Prophet of Omega." It turns out that Michael represents a person who
goes by the name of Supriem David Rockefeller.

Supriem Rockefeller's left eye- the Pupil is an INVERTED V
-

The word

Vatican means "House of the Serpent"

which the Pope even has the

Serpent on his chest plate and he carries the Sun staff, the symbol of Marduk Ra. I was
Marduk Ra but became Amen Ra once I was sentenced into exile. Amen just means "The
Hidden One". They pledge their allegiance to me by placing the Obelisk in ST. Peters Court inside the
Sun Circle surrounded by the Celestial Cross.

The Supriem Network will soon be the only way for
financial transactions and communications. It connects the entire
planet. Democracy has failed and it is time to show what One Ruler with a strong team backing
ANTICHRIST quoted-
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him can do, I know you are with me. Michael Prescott is my right hand man, so you can continue working through him at this juncture, I will step

Supriem Samech Marduk Ra Lucifer (Finally Redeemed) Head of the
True Eloheim, God of Victory and Son of the Creator, G-D Source http://www.leozagami.com/index.php?
in as the situation progresses. Regards,

option=com_fireboard&func=view&catid=18&id=2710&Itemid=57

Anna Hayes Angelic Realities
REMEMBER...ANTICHRIST COMES FIRST and will DECEIVE MOST.
You will lose your soul if you pledge allegiance to this LEADER OF THE DEVILS. If you refuse the
MARK of this BEAST you will be killed. Not much of a saviour. BEWARE!
***

-Terra Papers and spiritas.info for Robert Morningsky's teachings on RA-Marduk/Lucifer/Sun-god RA.
(He is the Son of EA/Enki, our Creator. Dumuzi/Tammuz was his younger brother, who we can relate to as
Yeshua/Yahushua or Jesus Christ.
Ra, Egypt, Moses, Ascended Masters, Mystery Schools. Lucifer, Terra Papers 2 part 3

Free My Canada NOW. Free My Planet Now
http://www.CityLawCentre.info,
http://www.canadastreetnews.com,
http://www.jrgenius.com,
http://www.serenityglobal.com,
http://www.torontostreetnews.info,
http://www.lovecry.info,
http://www.usuryfree.info

Winter recent News // February 1 to 14 2010 // January 22 to 31 2010 // January 15 to 21 2010// January 8 to 14 2010 //January 1 to 7 2010//
December 2009 // FALL NEWS // SUMMER Issue /SPRING ISSUE 2009
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FAIR USE NOTICE This site contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner.
We are making such material available in our efforts to advance understanding of environmental, political, human rights, economic, democracy,
scientific, and social justice issues, etc. We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of
the US Copyright Law. In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to those who have
expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research and educational purposes. For more information go to:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml. If you wish to use copyrighted material from this site for purposes of your own that go beyond
'fair use', you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.
The owners and publishers of these pages wish to state that the material presented here that is the product of our research and experimentation
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 2009
Know Thy Enemy : TERRAN DRAGONIAN-CRONIAN HIERARCHY
-]+[- *updated* -]+[PLANETARY SI(O)NISTIC MASONIC SINOMONGOLIAN (CHINESEMONGOLIAN)
DRAGONIAN CRONIAN HIERARCHY
BEYOND ILLUSION AND INTO THE NEW SPACE OF CREATIVE POSSIBILITY, PASSION AND GRACE -The New
Earth Energies for July 2010 Archangel Michael through Celia Fenn
An Eclipse is a moment when the Planetary Collective accepts a "shift" that we may compare to rebooting a
computer. The switchover to new information in New Light Codes requires these Eclipse Transitions for Balance and
Harmony to be reset. "Oceanic Harmonic Integration" This will mean that the Oceans will become Fifth
Dimensional Sovereign Space, and will no longer tolerate the destruction and degradation of human greed and
exploitation.
Apollo the Lizard Killer: Million Years Enmities between Hellenes from the Constellation of Andromeda and the
Reptiles-Draco coalition
HELLEN and CHAOS http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/04/apollo-lizard-killer-millionyears.html All truths pass through three phases. First it is ridiculed. Second it is violently
opposed. Third it is accepted as self evident. Follow the mitos of Hellenic
wisdom: Gnothi seautón="Know Thyself",Medén ágan="Nothing in Excess"Delphi(Civilization Matrix)Oracle, Aghivasien métra="Live in harmony with
Natural Laws"-Heracletos. In today's Chaos there is only one way of Order
Restoration: Pan-Hellenism.
PURPOSE -AWAKEN PLANETARY HELLENES, THE WHITE-PELASGIAN
ANDROMEDIAN RACE AND BLACK INDIGENOUS SIRIAN RACE OF THEIR
GLORIOUS ROOTS IN HISTORY AND PREHISTORY AND TO KEEP HELLENIC
NATIONAL AND PLANETARY SECURITY BY PUBLICISING ON TIME THE DRAGONIAN ENEMY
STRATEGIES AND MASTER PLANS IN ORDER TO FOIL CATASTROPHES AND THE DRAGONIAN
GENOCIDE MASTER PLAN WITH CODE WORD "ARMAGEDDON" UNTIL 2012 WHICH IS THE
TIME LINE FOR THE INTERVENTION OF THE SUPERIOR ANDROMEDIAN STARFLEET THAT WILL COME TO FREE US FROM
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THE 13500 YEARS SINESE-ZIONIST-DRAGONIAN CANCEROUS MATRIX AND RESTORE US TO PRE-LUNAR
GOLDEN ERA CIVILIZATION.
The Anunnaki: The Seven Great Gods “Those Who From Heaven to Earth
Came” “The Shining Ones” http://firstlegend.info/anunnaki.html
The subtitle "The Shining Ones" applies to Inanna and Utu only but "Those
Who from Heaven to Earth Came" applies to all.
The Anunnaki are the pantheon of Sumerian gods. Depending where you get
your information and what epics are being referenced the total number varies, but
the ones most important are the seven great gods as pictured above. In the
later Babylonian epics these gods have their counterparts plus the god
Marduk who is the Swiss army knife of all gods. He does it all. He creates the world by defeating Tiamat, he
creates the first humans, dethrones a top Sumerian god and declares Babylon as the center of the world.
Was Mary Magdalene a "Sinner," a "Queen," or both?
http://www.thenazareneway.com/MaryMagdaleneSinnerorQueen.htm
Mary Magdalene was a “Sinner.” She was the earthly representation of the prototypical
goddess, daughter of Sin (Nanna), god of the ancient people of Mesopotamia.
Mary Magdalene was also a Queen, daughter of the King of Libya and first wife, Queen Cleopatra
Selene, daughter of Marc Antony and Queen Cleopatra.
Mary Magdalene was also the wife of the rightful heir to the title of King of the Jews:
Apollonius of Tyana, grandson of Jewish princess, Mariamme and her husband, Herod the
Great, King of Judea. Apollonius was also the grandson of Archelaus, King of Cappadocia.
- The sun-goddess was the wife of Sin and the stars were their daughters. For example,
Istar was a daughter of Sin.
The Moon-god was called al- ilah, i.e. the god, which was shortened to Allah in pre-Islamic times.(Moongod, was the greatest of all gods and the supreme deity in a pantheon of deities, Muhammad
decided that Allah was not only the greatest god but the only god.)
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/moongod.htm
[LEVANIAH (MOON) AND LILITH] :

For the “non-initiated” although masons readers, we put forward the structure and the competence arrangement of the “three floors” of
the priesthoods of the SECRET SOCIETIES or TEMPLES, as came forward from the recording of some of their sessions into the MONITOR of
the G.H.REES pituitary gland frequency sensors, in co-operation with group of scientists from other nations.
A.O.A. or ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS or PERFECTION LODGE or HOLY OF HOLIES
72 Members from whom the 24 are representatives of Female Semitic Races “AGHAR” namely Arabs, 24 are representatives of
Androgynous Semitic Races “SARAH” namely Israelites and 24 are representatives of Male Semitic Races “HETTURAN” or “TURAN” namely
Turanian Mongols and Tatarians.
We note that according to A’ Chronicles of the Hebrew Old Testament, which is accepted by Orthodox Church as “Divine afflatus”, the
Aghar-Hettura-Sarah were the three wives of “Abraham” descendant of Sem.
The purpose of the 72 of A.O.A., is the cultural and biological elimination of the 108 original races of the planet, and the installation of
Global Government of UNDER Jerusalem or Levaniah, with the support of UPPER Jerusalem or Moon. For the not knowing the etymology
of the term “JERUSALEM” we make known that is originated from the two Hellenic synthetic words “Ieros”(Holy) and “Selene”(Moon)
into the synthesis IERASELENE or JERASELEN or JERASELEM for adaptation of the Hellenic root “S’L’N’” to the Atlantean root “S’L’M’”
through a change of the nasal(twang) “N’” to “M’”. The Atlantean root “S’L’M’” through the interpolation of various vowels produce the
Semitic SHALOM, SHALEM, SHALAM, SOLOMON, SALOME, SILOAM, SOULAM, SELEM. One extremely indicative phrase is the Arabic greeting
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SHALAM-ALLAH or SHALAM-ALLEH namely the Lunar (Selenian) Allah or Atlah, which is combined with the Quran assurance that Allah or
Atlah is not dead but has moved to the Moon. (Lives on the Moon)
As for the term LEVANIAH or LEVANAH which in Hebrew again means Selene (Moon), is originated from the root term “S’L’N’” through
the interpolation of “V” for the formation of “S’L’V’N’” and produce the SELEVANIAH, SELENIA, LEVANIAH, SELEVAN, LEVAN e.t.c. The
simplified product “L’V’” or LEVI which is used for the Israelite tribe of the LEVI priests, means “Selenia(Lunar) Tribe” or “Selenia(Lunar)
Priesthood”. We will convert it to “Lunar-stoned Priesthood” with all the extensions of schizophrenia and catalepsy that come together
with the use of the term.
In the highest rite of A.O.A. the supreme god is SIN or SIM through the change of the nasal(twang) “N” into “M”. It originates from the
roots “S’L’N’” and “S’L’M’” through the abstraction of “L’”, with final roots the “S’N’” and “S’M’”. The products through the
interpolation of vowels are SION (ZION), SEM, ZEN, SEN, SENA_AR, SEN_DAI, ZEN-DAI, SINA(Sinic Wall, China), ASMO-DAI, ILOU_SIN, ELISIN, ELOHA_SIN, ELOHIM-SIN, EL_SIN, ILAH_SIN, ALLAH_SIN.
For the cognizant of the Assyrian-Babylon Religion we remind that the term ILOU or ELI in Aramaic, or EL or ELOHA or ELOHIM in Hebrew,
or ILAH or ALLAH in Arabic, represents not a particular god but the idea of Divine in its absolute and general meaning. It is attributed to
the Lunar God SIN in whom they were adapted the adjectives “Ruler God”, “The Ruler of Gods of Heaven and Earth”, “King of Gods”,
“God of Gods”, “Lunar Master”, “The Architect of Everything, He who holds the Heavens”.
The Symbol of the god SIN or SIM was the Moon, with primary place of worship the city UR of Chaldea from which “came out Abraham” …
according to the Scriptures. “Berrosus Cosmogony”.
According to the Finnish epic “KALABELA” or “KABELA” analogical to “KABALAH” the capital of Finland Turanians EL-SIN or Helsinki has
similar etymology.
Similar is the etymology of the commanding department of Lithuanian Turanians “SEINIA” (Sejny) of the Letonia “SEM-GALE” or
“SIM_GALE”, and of the Estonia Turanians “SILN-DAU” or “SIN_DAU”.
Again similar is the etymology of the Bulgarian Turanians “SOUM_LA” and “SOUM_EN” who in order to leave no doubt for their barbarian
racial origin renamed the Hellenic Philipoupoli (Philipos City) into “TATAR-PAZARTZIX” or “Bazaar of the Tatarians” meaning: Mongols.
Again similar is the etymology of Albanian Turanians “SIM_ONI”, as a city nearby the river Fahdimb, and “TYRANA” or “TURAN” in order
to leave no doubt for the Turanian (Mongolic) Origin.
Again similar is the etymology of the Turanian Mongols of Hungary “SOM_POSLO”, “SOM_PATELI”, “SOM_ONTG”, “SIM-EGK”, “SLMPOLTS” and the extreme enlightening “KIS_KOUN” or “KIS_KOEN” or “KIS-KHAN”, or “KIS_HAN” as remnants of the hebrewmongolian
hordes into the European territory, of the various butchers GENGHIS-KHAN.
Again similar is the etymology of the Turanians Hebrewmongols of Turkey “SOM_A” and “SYN_TIRI” and the enlightening toponyms
GKIOUSMOUS_KHAN, SEI_KHAN or Adana, MAR_KHAN, ARNTA_KHAN, in order to leave no doubt for the Hebrewmongolian origin of the
barbarian population of the …neighbor “friendly” country.
Similar traces of syncretic linguistics are located and to other European countries as well, such as Romania, German Bavaria, Southern
Italy e.t.c, where even though the racial characteristics are clearly mongoloid, the toponyms are covered, such as : MING_KHAN into
MYNHEN or Munich.
The first researcher, who dared to point the racial relation of MONGOLS – JEWS – ARABS with scientific criteria, is Philipos Philipopoulos,
a resident of Volos, who as a reward from the “Greek” state took a MORAL AND ECONOMICAL ELIMINATION.
G.H.REES honors this researcher although he does not belong into the Group.
The above are written in relation to the HEBREWMONGOLIAN leadership of ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS, because in contrary to the findings
of the reader into the Arabian and Hebrew races, it is certain that he/she ignores the Semitic origin of the European Turanians.
In order to complete the picture we will put forward the root “A’T’L’” which in the ancient language of Atlantis meant “Water”. The
root ATL is broadly used in the Mongolian nomenclature in cases such as ATIL-KHAN or ATTILA or ATLAN. The last one is also a name of a
Turkish city.
In G.H.REES research efforts into the remnants of ancient languages of South America, came forward that the word “Atlantis” was
pronounced from its ancient settlers as “ATL_LAND” or “WATER_LAND” in liberal translation.
The conclusions that come forward is that “something is not right” with the countries that have chosen as a synthetic of their name the
word LAND. Beginning with this rational the linguistic department of G.H.REES “blown away” the linguistic origins of the countries
SCOT_LAND, ENG_LAND, FIN_LAND, HOL_LAND, ICE_LAND, IRE_LAND with extremely enlightening conclusions in relation to the answer to
the question about the conscious cooperation of Anglo-Saxons with Hebrews and Arabs for the “Zionistic Encirclement” of the Planet, or
else the “Lunar Encirclement” of the Planet.
Those conclusions were stabilized when in conversations that were recorded by the electronic “ears” of G.H.REES, out of the English
Masonic Lodges and the Royal Observatory of Scotland, the present members of ORDO TEMPLIS ORIENTIS considered each other as
“descendants of the ten tribes of Israel”. The calling of the names was followed by the names of the ten tribes of Israel that didn’t
return to Palestine after the Babylonian capture, under the leadership of Ezra…
In the same sessions were recorded the much curious “news” of the programmed breakaway of England and Ireland from the “beast of
the Ten” (European Economic Community of the 80’s), after the entry of the “cursed Iberians”, “in order to begin the final battle to
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eliminate the diachronic enemy”, “of the seven races and of the three subraces of Europe”, “NEKAM, NEKAM, NEKAM IAPHETH”,
“NEKAM, NEKAM, NEKAM HELLAS” …
We remind to our reader that ORDO TEMPLIS ORIENTIS is a component of ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS.
We remind to our Mason reader, that his Lodge is also a component of A.O.A.
We remind to our Mason reader, that he is conscious or unconscious traitor of high treason against Hellas, only because is dependent
from the so called “philhellenist” but in its depths Hate-hellenist Masonry, of NEKAM IAPHETH, NEKAM HELLAS.
In the official Hebrew nomenclature of the Bible, is presented as Semitic the genetic branch “ATTIL”. As a product of the Hebrew house
ATTIL is recorded in the classified archives of the “Grand Oak’s” Lodge of New York, the dynasty of Pergamos’ Attalides, and in honor of
Attal the Hebrew foundations FORD and ROCKEFELLER bank rolled the reconstruction of Attalus Lodge in the Ancient Agora of Athens.
The game of corruption of the Attalides Semites against Hellas will be dealt later, because Pergamos was a place of passage and stay of
the Atlantean Semitic Priesthood which destroyed and delivered Hellas to the Romans through Attalus C’ of Pergamos.
O.T.O. or ORDO TEMPLIS ORIENTIS or TEMPLE OF THE HOLY
It is structured of 72 Masonic Orders or Rites-Doctrines, only one out of all is the Scottish Rite into which obeys the Greek Masonry. The
Leadership of the 72 Rites represents for every 24 the Semitic tribes of Hebrew, Arabs, and of the Turanian Mongols.
In the O.T.O. level are grown the “enmities” between Hebrew-Arabs-Mongols in order to achieve strategic and geopolitical maneuvers
that “demands the god SIN.”
The “Axis” Germany – Japan that was created with the cooperation of O.T.O. Japan and O.T.O. Bavaria, in World War II, was an
association of Turanian Mongols MING_KHAN of Bavaria and Turanian Mongols MING-KHAN of Japan, Tibet, Majuria.
Those Turanian O.T.O.'s were ordered by A.O.A. to turn against the O.T.O. under Israeli command, namely the O.T.O. of Great Britain –
U.S.A., and against the Arabic O.T.O. with Egypt as center. The pseudo-enmities in A.O.A. levels and leadership of O.T.O. levels,
unfortunately functioned as true-enmities between lower degree members of O.T.O. and between members of all degrees of the stupid’s
“non-Semitic goyim assembly” of M.T.M., namely of MEMPHIS TEMPLIS MISRAIM.
Further analysis of M.T.M. activity will be given later on, we only add here that the Scottish O.T.O. under Israeli command “born and
rose and commanded” the lodges “THOULE”, “GOLDEN DAWN”, “ILLUMINATI OF BAVARIA”, “ANEHNERBE”, “EDELWEISS”, to create the
myth of Atlantean Aryans and the ideological structure of Nazism and Fascism.
M.T.M. or MEMPHIS TEMPLIS MISRAIM or TEMPLE’S COURT
It is structured from 72 sets of Sub-Orders which have virtual Grand Masters and virtual Hierarchical structures, while in reality they are
commanded by covert Masons, who take over leadership in the case of “desirable” or “undesirable” political-regime turn which serves or
is against the “policy-line” of A.O.A.
Such one Sub-Order is the Grand Orient of Greece with virtual leader the various Grand Masters and true leader the Archrabbinia of
Athens. The double – virtual and true – leadership ensure “Grand Oak's” Lodge A.O.A. from “Lost Control” or it gives A.O.A. the
capability to override the official constitution of the Lodges “about the non political and non coup d’ eta action”, in order to suppress
and to create revolutions at will.
This is the case of the naïve masons Pattakos, Makarezos e.t.c who were ordered from the covert true Masonic leadership to move
forward into a revolution of “programmed septennium of the Greek Army Junta”. The electronic “ears” of G.H.REES, have recorded
quite interesting conversations in the building of Archrabbinia Athens and the embassy of Israel, in relation to the successive
septenniums of the Greek regime, and with the covert Masonic hierarchy which is ignored even by the Greek Grand Master. Members of
the covert hierarchy are amongst others the misters Papandreou and Rallis or -as they are called by the Arch-rabbi of Athens-, “Brother
Mineiko – Zetkin” and “Brother Raul” accordingly. The Turkey’s Ikonia originating Hebrewmongol Kara-ali or Kara-aman-ali or Karamanlis
is called by the Kahal of Archrabbinia as “Brother Amanael” meaning … all Hellenes, lets glorify Jehovah and his servant Mohammad,
amen.
…Amanael is also a member of the covert Masonic hierarchy and direct accountable to the deputy Arch-rabbi of Athens. As members of
the covert Masonic leadership in Greece are automatically considered after their nomination, the ambassadors of U.S.A., U.S.S.R., and
GR. BRITAIN, who are at the same time arch-rabbis and members of O.T.O.
The Ambassador of U.S.S.R. Igor Andropov is called by the Kahal of Athens as “Levites Priest Lieberman”, as came forward by the
recordings of the “reception psalmodies” of Archrabbinia into the MONITOR of G.H.REES.
That was the brief report concerning not the structure of “special Zionism” which relates to the activity of only the Hebrews, but of the
“general Atlanteanism” which comprise the COLLUSION for international domination of the common Semitic origin Hebrew, AngloSaxons, Arabs, Bavarians, Southern Italians or Attalians, Turanian Mongols, Turanian Japanese, Turkey Turanian, European Turanian,
U.S.S.R. Turanian e.t.c.
END OF MESSAGE FRAGMENT
(G.H.REES – ENVELOP IA’1988)
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G.H.REES 1999-2012 THIRD WORLD WAR

Note: Do not believe anyone. Research – Cross-Check with the process of elimination – independently and out of outside control.
Publicizing of classified strategies may lead to their cancellation.
CHART OF GEOSTRATEGIC – HISTORICAL
ANALYSIS OF PLANET EARTH
G.H.REES – GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT
Departments of Geostrategic – Historical analysis
SUBJECT: Tendentiousness and Racial Reasons – Timeline of 3rd World War
Gentlemen,
Ιnsufficient space and time, force us to provide you only with “telegraphic findings of our research”, as follows:
1. The dynamics of World Wars (W.W.) remains the same for 13500 years and is indicated in offensive provocations by the leaderships
of White Race (W.R.) against the Asiatic Yellow Races (Y.R.) – DRANG NACH OSTEN (note: Pressure – Provocative Push – to the East) –
who by counterattacking are pushed continuously to the West against the territories dominance of the W.R.
2. Purpose of the above W.W. was and is the annihilation – genocide of the W.R. and of the Black Race, and the survival – total
dominance of only the Yellow Race Y.R.
3. The W.R. leaderships of the Western Nations are pushed to the above mentioned provocations from Priesthoods and Western Masonic
Lodges, regardless of differences between Religion or Lodge system. Those Priesthoods are commanded by Chinese Priesthoods through
White-yellow Mongolian Priesthoods of Tibet, Bavarians, Hungarians, Turks, Finlandians, Saxon-Mongolians, Hebrew-Mongolians, part of
Italians LAZIO, Tatars, Hazars, Khazars, Basques, Bulgarians, and White Priesthoods of racial traitors masons (artificial Hebrews).
4. All the Religions – Lodges’ systems, despite of their “differences”, from 9600 BC till today are commanded by Visible – Invisible
Space Powers (V.I.S.P.) Sin Yahweh, with origin the Asterisms Bootes – Draco – Snake, acting - role-playing the “bad demons of Devil” –
“Good angels of God”. Through Genetic Engineering they created the Y.R.
5. The above Piratical Criminal V.I.S.P., with local base a neighbor stellar body (Moon), entered our solar system about 11.500 B.C.,
and attacked against the pre-existing corresponding planetary V.I.S.P. Andromedians, who were friendly to the White Andromedian
Pelasgian Terra Race. Decodification of Ancient Hellenic Texts reveals a coalition of the above invaders with the V.I.S.P. CroniansSaturnians against the coalition of V.I.S.P. Uranides – Zeus. In the specialized press of USA are referred as the “Dragonian Empire”.
6. In order to avoid the total destruction of the external surface of Planet Earth due to the space war, the defensive V.I.S.P. Uranides –
Zeus retreated tactically into the internal cavity of the planet (read: “Hollow Earth” theory) from North and South Pole openings, and
to the four external planets of our Solar System.
7. With purpose the causation of the blame “Devil – Demons” to the V.I.S.P. Uranides – Zeus of the inner Earth, the V.I.S.P. Sin-Yahweh
Bootides-Cronians installed themselves to underground cavities of the Earth’s external surface, and corrupted the planet, originally as
allegedly Hellenic “Dodecatheon”, and later as “Demons” of the known idolatry and satanic religions, all of Bootes invention.
8. Decodification of ancient Hebrew texts and latest instructions of the Hebrewsaxons Lodges to their top members, reveals that in
2011-12, the philosinic-philohebrew V.I.S.P. Bootes – Snake – Draco – Cronians will receive a War Assault of arithmetical and
technological superior Andromedian V.I.S.P. friendly to the coalition of V.I.S.P. Uranides – Zeus and to the Pelasgian W.R. with purpose
the restoration of the Planet to Justice Conditions prior to 11.500 B.C.
9. With purpose to position the forthcoming philoPelasgian V.I.S.P. Andromedians in 2011-12 before the accomplished fact of a total
annihilated W.R. and thus before a vain assault WITHOUT A POLITICAL OBJECTIVE, the philosinic – philohebrew V.I.S.P. already caused
TWO WORLD WARS in the 20th Century (1914, 1940), they’ve attempted a cancelled 3rd World War in 1975, and are attempting again
an ignition of the 3rd World War 1999-2012, as a FINAL “TIME-EXPIRED” W.W. of annihilation of all terra races except the Yellow Race.
10. 1st World War 1914 was caused with the assassination of the successor F.Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary by the Hebrew-Bosnian
Gabriel Princip, member of the Israeli community of Bosnia. The hebrewsaxons “Historians” falsely recorded that the above was
Serbian-Bosnian under the command of the Serbian colonel Dragutin, chief of the Serbian Secret Intelligence Service. The lie was
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revealed because the Serbian prime minister Pasic, as an executive of the above agency, had written a warning to the austrianhungarian palace for the planned assassination. The message was hidden from Ferndinand by Hungarians (huns-mongols), officers of the
Empire. Bavarians (mongols) and Saxons of Germanic Saxony blackmailed the Pelasgian (white) Berlin (Franks - Fryges) and Keiser to
participate in the 1st W.W.
conclusion: Hebrews-Saxons-Bavarians-Huns (all white-yellow=Mongolians) are the war criminals of 1st World War 1914 - 1918. (NEMESIS
punishment: death – annihilation)
11. 2nd World War began when the 3rd Reich provoked-started border violations in the borders with Poland. Leader of the 3rd Reich:
Hitler-Hisler, bastard son of Jewish Banker Rothschild of Frankfurt. Substitute of Hitler: Jewish-german Mueller. Teachers of Hitler:
Karl Haushofer, Lincoln von Trebic, Hannussen, etc, (read book: Nazism Secret Society) all Bavarian-Hebrews (Mongols) having served as
“Lama” teachers in Tibet. (Lincoln von Trebic was also initiated to the supreme dragonian hyperlodge HONG of Sin-Sina-China). Hitler’s
rise was supported financially by the German-Jew bankers Loeb, Baum, Rothschild etc._ The Nazi “anti-lodges”: “Thule”, “Ahnenerbe”,
“Golden Morgenrotte” etc had as their mother-lodge the israelosaxonic theosophical lodge “Golden Dawn”, still active back then,
whence the name of the modern organization of the retarded neo-Nazis of Greece derives. Golden dawn and the commanding Masonic
“O.T.O.” (ORDO TEMPLIS ORIENTIS) have their headquarters in London.
Conclusion: Jews, Saxons, Mongols are the war criminals during the 2nd W.W. 1940-45.
(NEMESIS punishment: death – annihilation)
12. The eternal distorters of every truth, the Hebrews, reversed reality and whilst they were the CRIMINALS ASSASSINS OF W.W.2 , they
presented themselves falsely as victims of the NON-EXISTENT, unproven “holocaust”. The Historians Forisson and Roger Garaudy (leader
of the French left in his book “myths of the Israeli external policy”) revealed that: A) there were never gas chambers. B) The blast
furnaces started to function in 1945, the last year of the war and they burnt 60.000 and not 6.000.000 jews “Ashkenazi”, already dead
by natural causes, like diseases and lack of food-pharmaceuticals-fuels in the isolated defeated Germany of 1945, in the “forced labour
camps” and not in the “genocidal camps”. We reveal that the Ashkenazi Jewish branch is not Hebrew-Mongolic, but Pelasgian-white
(Hellenes Askanians of Bithynia of Asia Minor, see Iliad b-863, o-793) in the area of Askania lake, south of Proussa. Askanios was the son
of troy’s king, Aeneas. The Jews “Sephardim” of A’ category Hitler-Mueller-Eichmann etc, were using the pseudo Jews of “B’
category”, i.e. the Hellenogenes Ashkenazim-Askanians as slaves and as animals for slaughtering (goym, see the 2 testaments) in the
fake holocaust. Purpose: advertisement and political exploitation of the fake Jewish holocaust, so that the nations to paralyze without
resistance against the Jewish crimes of economy (see “crisis”), and of War (see Palestinians, Serbs, Iraqis etc and of the rest of the
White Race) till the end of 3rd W.W. with the devious criminal invention: “whoever blames the Jews is Hitleric Anti-Semite Nazi like
the Pelasgian Germans of 1940”. Today the Sephardim falsely name as “Ashkenazim” the mongoloid Khazar-Jews and Tatar-Jews of
Eastern Europe. Residents of the country of Israel: 95% Hellenogenes Ashkenazim workers and plain professionals, 5% Sephardim
company directors (“elite” Mongol Jews descendants of Abraham or Havra-Han). The popular-workers’ party of Israel has blamed the
Sephardim rabbis-bankers-politicians of 1940 as theoretical and financial perpetrators of the mass transfers of Ashkenazim into the
German forced labour camps. During the Asian trilateral counter-attack against the West, the Sephardim Jews of the N.S.C. (national
security council) - USA, via the Chinese Jews of Shanghai and Beijing “Tiao-Kiou-Kiao” (see study of the French Jean Boyer), plan to
commit annihilation of the Hellenic Askanians of Israel (3.000.000) as the “final Jewish holocaust”, which shall give them the ethic
alibi of “guiltyfying” and paralyzing of the Asian nations as “genocidal criminals” so that they accept submission to the “international
Jewish hyper government of the reign of God”. But “Tiao-Kiou-Kiao” as today’s China’s leaders plan also the anihilation of the Jews
Sephardim as well, because the former consider their half Chinese heritage as the dominant part of their white-yellow intermixing.
The same way they plan total annihilation of Saxons - Mongols of Western Trilateral- Russians - Islamic Mongols partners of the Asiatic
Trilateral.
13. On 1975 the Hebrew-Saxons of USA-NATO attempted 3rd W.W. advertised (!!!) by the Jehovah Witnesses as “God’s Reign 1975”,
having as an “excuse” the Arab Israeli war “Yom - Kippur” 1973. The whole scheme was cancelled by the Hellenic military government
of 1967-1973, with multiple rejections of passage of USA-NATO forces through air-land-sea of Greece and Cyprus towards the Middle
East, where the creation of the “pan-Christian War Front for Israel’s protection” was planned to take place (a modern crusade). Result:
cancellation of the general participation of Russia- Islam - China for …protection of Arabic lands and genocidal counter-attack against
the West, with its first victims Israel and Greece. The members of that Greek government, instead of being globally recognized as
“planetary saviours from a total nuclear destruction”, were convicted into life bonds and still today they are rotting slowly inside the
Greek prisons. The ignorant ungrateful “liberals” neo-Greeks “Democrats”, while they owe their lives to the military heroes of 196773, they “thanked” them with imprisonment, defamation, lies, humiliation, life-long seizing of freedom, according to the desires of
Jews and masons pimps-politicians of Greece (with some exceptions). Had the military government of G. Papadopoulos not demolished
the political whorehouse in April 1967, the whorehouse would have been demolished on May 1967 by the Jew-American “Movement of
the Generals” under the Bavarian - Israeli (Mongol) Essermann, commander of a military unit in Komotene, so that the “Armageddon”
plan of the Zionists for the 1975 W.W.3 would be accomplished. Had that happened, there would be no ungrateful “liberals” today
because they would have been transformed into nuclear dust since 1988. “Nobody is more ungrateful than the one who has been
helped”.
14. From 1999 - 2012, the Chinese (of HONG and TIAO-KIOU-KIAO) via the Jews and Saxons attempt the ignition of the 3RD W.W. into
two phases:
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Phase A’ 1999-2005) After the homogenization of “ORIENT COMPACT” of Kurds of Turkey after the arrest of Otsalan, and “West
Compact” with ejection of Muslims off the Balkans and Europe (Kosovo-Bosnia-Eastern Thrace, France Algerians etc), a general
victorious assault is planned of the Western Axis “USA-EUROPE-JAPAN (plus India and Buddhist nations)” against the Asian axis “RUSSIAISLAM-CHINA”.
Phase B’ 2005-2012) Counter-attack of the Asian trilateral axis and genocidal of the westerners as “war criminals 1999-2005” via
nuclear-chemical-biological war. The Jewish weapon industry monopoly plans a sudden stop of supply to the West and immediate start
of supply to the East. Already, USA has given China the whole technology of aiming-direction of intercontinental ballistic missiles ICBM.
Already, Israel has given China all the plans and technology of the craft “LAVI-IAI” of top secret U.S. technology. “LAVI” shall not be
constructed by Israel-Europe-USA!!! Israel already, with a 1994 agreement, supplied technical help to China and Pakistan (!!!) for the
upgrade-replacement of electronic parts of navigation-targeting in the Chinese-made Mig-21 aircrafts of Russia-Islam-China.
15. The above, combined with the text “Masmia Jeshua”, 49A, of the archirabbi ABRAVANEL, give a “panoramic” view of the scenery:
“The arrival of messiah (2012) will take place after a big war where the 2/3 of humanity (i.e. 4 billions) will be annihilated”. The book
“ZOHAR”, vol. b, 43A, of the Hebrew bible “Talmud”, agrees by writing: “The extermination of the Christians is a necessary
sacrifice(!!!)” – ULTIMATE JEWISH DOCTRINE: Financial collapse and corruption-degeneration of nations by Jews and artificial Jews
(masons) in prime minister – minister – nation leaders’ keys - positions. Condemnation of the nations as “corrupted and incapable of
governing themselves” by the Jewish Media and Religions. (“Jehovah Witnesses”, “Pentecostals”, “Adventists” etc) Fake Jewish
holocausts of guiltyfying and paralyzing of nations so that they resist not against the Jewish war crimes. Global Zionistic dictatorship of
“God’s reign”.
FINAL Conclusion: Jews – Saxons - Mongols WAR CRIMINALS attempt 3rd W.W. beginning in Iraq -Kurdistan (ORIENT COMPACT) and
continuing in Serbia (WEST COMPACT).
NEMESIS Fine for the Jews - Saxons and the rest of the white-yellow Mongolians: death – annihilation._
16. During the first phase of W.W.3, the philoSinic – philoHebrew Dragonian V.I.S.P. plan to appear on the external surface of the
planet as “STELLAR” and Undercthonians role-playing the “Andromedians Hellenes”, “Demons of Antichrist”, acting in favour of the
“Western Antichrist 666”, guided by the Hebrew-Saxon “Glücksburger” and by the “Messiah of all Religions”, the Hebrew-Pakistani
Rahmand Ahmand or “Maitreya”, aiming to corrupt and degenerate (prostitution-homosexuality-drugs etc) the western civilization
(white Pelasgian - Andromedian people) in order to blame afterwards as “corrupting Demons of the Devil” the INDEED arriving
Andromedians Space-faring Hellenes from Hyperion. Greece is planned to typically lead the attack of the West-666 in order to be
annihilated by priority during the counter-attack of Russia-Islam-China.
17. During the second phase, the same Draconian V.I.S.P. will reverse roles and now act as the “good Semitic angels of Christ” acting in
favour of the Asian counter-attack as “Christian-888” in order to guide the Asian troops to the annihilation of the western Pelasgians.
The Orthodox church of the Balkans also participates in this crime by distributing 666 ID Bar-Code cards (the cards are typed by the
national bank of Greece, which belongs 100% to the Greek Orthodox Church).
18. All the readers of the present text is top-extremely emergency to notify as many human that are not mentally decapitated as they
can, because the traitors politicians of the west and of Greece, as male whores, are not going to do it. Forward the present site to as
many connections as possible._ The only way to neutralize the advanced war technology of our enemy, is the quickest possible
spreading of men and war material into mountainous areas and the quickest mutation of the official military units into non-organized
guerrilla groups. Execute above orders or be annihilated, as is the natural end result for idiots._
G.H.REES Athens – 1999 3rd WORLD WAR
NOTES:
The Sephardim Jews are the biggest war criminals of history: On 1220 BC they genocided the first-born children of the Egyptians
(2.000.000), on 1180 BC they genocided 8.000.000 Hellenes of Palestine (Hananeans – Hetteans – Amoreans – Ferezeans – Hebeans –
Iebusians – Ammon - Philistines) [see the books “Exodus” – “Levitic” – “Numbers” – “Deuteronomion” – “Jesus of Navi” – “Old
Testament”]._
In today’s common between the “super-powers” nuclear technology, for the splitting-of fissionable material, is used the “caveman”
way, of the brake of the grand-neutrons of the spherical cloaks of the atoms, from fast grand-neutrons spherical cloaks of another
fissionable material, such as the super-light metal “lithium”. In this case, for the nuclear explosion, it isn’t required only the breaking
of the spherical cloak, but also a “pre-diathesis” of this atom to explode, considered as a nuclear hyper-pressure of radiations-matter
in its internal.
This hyper-pressure, as to the under-pressure of cosmic radiation in the internal of the atom, was created due to the rise of the atom
through volcanic lava, from the environment of major external radiation density of the earth’s fiery zone, to the environment of minor
external radiation of the earth’s surface, or due to exit of the atom from the hyper-pressure radiation environment of an enrichment
reactor, to an under-pressure radiation out of the reactor.
G.H.REES advanced inner fission MASER technology against our adversaries
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Analogy: one radioactive fissionable atom of matter is like a fish, which was brought out from a depth of 1000 meters. In this depth,
the fish has normal size. But in the surface is inflated like a balloon, ready to explode with a minimum hole in its skin, due to a
difference in pressures. The above means that one nuclear bomb is automatically useless, if it is brought down to a great earth’s
depth, because then its fissionable material is again present in its natural environment and has no tension to explode whatsoever. On
the contrary, there is a case of auto-explosion of super-heavy nuclear material e.g. MD-101, NO-120, LG-103, when this is carried to a
great height away from the earth’s surface, or in an environment of total artificial absorption of radiation.
Except from the “caveman”, there is a “gentle” way of breaking the atom that is valid not only for the radioactive materials, but even
also for the lighter metals, such as lithium and beryllium. This is achieved with amplifiers of microwaves beam (MASERS) of ultra-high
frequency and capable to coordinate with the rotating frequencies of the electrons and anti-electrons, around their cores. This cause
the orbits collapse of the contra-rotating sub-atomic particles, with final result the triple breaking of the spherical cloak, from the
inside, from the 3 nucleons (proton, anti-proton, minor-neutron), and not from the outside, with shot of a grand-neutron or other
“fissionable” material.
This “gentler” way of nuclear splitting, has been tested successfully in the laboratories of G.H.REES over conean coccus of all the
chemical elements up to bismuth, and the results were all the time the same. The nuclear explosion that was observed, was about
tenfold in burst in comparison with this that would result from a theoretical outside breach of the material, with major zero point
energy and cosmic hydrogen split for the production of lift in outer space. The above are not written for a knowledge display to the
readers or to the circus of mr.Pan.Toulatos(A theosophical mason). They are written as a clear warning to the Sino-zionist political and
military HQs: If they attempt a Balkan ignition or an Asiatic Ignition with Iraq as prelude – pretext of World War III, will get themselves
in front of a grand surprise. Materials of military buildings, ground vehicles, marine ships, aircrafts etc, are all fissionable.
G.H.REES has forwarded the above technology of atoms fission MASER gun AND to the Hellenes of the homogeny, AND to othernationalities anti-Zionists outside of Hellas
"Fairy Tale" for ...adults!

** updated **
Once upon a time one gang of thieves-murderers invaded for robbery (of raw materials) into a bank (into a solar system)
They begun to kill the employees of the bank (the black race) and the visitors clients (the white race), in order to fill faster the bags
with money (with raw materials) and in order to avoid the intervention of the police (of the governmental galactic forces).
But the police came before all the money was put to bags, and so the robbers (Sin-Sion-Zion-Jedi-Sedi, El Sedi or Elohim Sedi, of the
Hebrew’s agent D.Liakopoulos, etc) couldn’t get out of the bank.
So they begun to threaten that will kill all the hostages (earthlings - with chemtrails spraying and biological-radiological warfare, by
exploding the planet through underground nuclear explosions, with causation of matter voids through CERN of Switzerland, and with
other methods).
Indeed they killed a lot of hostages (in 13.000 years wars and genocides that they provoked)
But the police didn’t retreat and stayed constantly out of the bank until the moment they achieved through reinforcements a superior
fire-power analogy of 8:1, and then invaded into the bank one morning, and killed all the robbers that refused to throw their guns. The
robbers that threw their guns served some years in prison and then were expelled to another country. (another solar system)
Those from the (black) employees and the (white) clients who cooperated with the (Chinese and Mongols) robbers (as Masonic ethnic
traitors of the white and black race) were put to death by the police without trial.
The leader of the robbers (Sin-Sion-Zion etc) and his sub-commanders, had had miserable end, closed for life into cages of Zoological
(Galactic) Gardens, as an example to avoid.
Finally, those who were not killed from the robbers and from the invasion of the police into the bank lived happily ever after.
G.H.REES "Last Ultimatum"
Allah, Eloh, Yahweh, Sin, Sion, Zion, Lunar “God”, Lunar Governor
HIEROGRAPHY:
Primary doctrine of Islam-Koran is that God-Allah (Eloh or Elohim in Hebrew) lives in the Moon. All the Islamic Nations display in their
flags the Crescent Moon in indication that they obey only to the moon, which orders them TO MASSACRE THE NON-BELIEVERS NON
MUSLIMS. Those massacres are the continuation of the Old Testament massacres against Hellenes or Palesatonians or Palestinians or
Philistines, because the medium between the headquarters of the moon and Muhammad was the Hebrew Uarak or Barak, medium and
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astrologer, teacher of Muhammad. The Arabian and also the Hebrew Talmudic “Paradise” with the …pilafs, the nymphets, and the rest
rewards to the butchers, Hebrews and Arabs, of the relevant religions Judaism and Islam, is located according to their doctrines in the
moon…
HISTORY:
The science of Assyriology is stating that the Assyrian city Ur from which “came out” Abraham (Havra-Khan in Mongolian) with
command of his Lord “Eloh or Allah”, had as a Central God the God SIN of the Moon (!!!). Sin of the Moon, gave his name to the Sinese
(Chinese, hence the name “Sinic wall” from Sinos-Sina-China), his main racial creation, as humanoid(humo-saurian) substitute and also
a genocide tool against the White Andromedian and Black Magnificent indigenous race. From the same root Sin – “Sion”(Zion) is
produced the term China – “Down Zion”(Earthly) and “Upper Zion”(Moon), and of course the term Zionism which must correctly be
pronounced …Sinism.
HIEROGRAPHY:
The Old Testament of the Hebrew Bible contains many illuminating statements for the moon (read also: CONCORDANCE TO THE
SEPTUAGINT - HATCH & REDPATH). The most illuminating for the intentions of Sin or Sion, Zion of the Moon is the below fragment:
(Psalms 71,7)
“The king of Israel will exist as long as there is Sun and will exist in generations and generations before (as a servant of) the moon … In
his days will rise justice and amplitude of peace, until the Moon will be “Removed” (Departure) for compensation.” (To revenge the
dissidents, namely the non Sinists-Zionists of the Lunar Sin)
Indeed according to the Ancient Hellenic lexicon of J.Stamatakos, «Ανταναίρεσις» (the word for “Lunar departure” in the above
translated to English from the original Greek S70 Bible text), means: “To remove for vengeance” (Lack of obedience) … is illuminating
for the dishonesty of Sin or Sion or Yahweh or Jehovah of the Moon, that wants to justify (where? To his staff?, to his nonexistent
consciousness?, or to the Universal Hierarchy from which is wanted as a felonious bloodthirsty murderer – planet destroyer and robber
of Raw Materials and Metals of the Planets from 13 Solar Systems of the Sirius System?) the devastating geological
shake-up that will happen to Earth if will departure the PIRATICAL ROBBER-GANG
also add that the doctrine of “Ανταναιρέσεως – Departure of the Moon” is a basic Mystical Doctrine and of the “Holy Mount Athos” of
Chalkidiki Greece, as an
NOTE: The mount Sion is filled with caves and treasuries of the Swiss Banks. Correlate the above with city BASEL = Kingdom (of God) of
Switzerland as a Base of Zionists Sessions.
The above felony of the Gold Reserves robbery has as a consequence that in any given moment the Zionists can cause a Global Economic
Crash, because the bank-notes in circulation, and especially Dollar, are useless papers of Governmental fraud in all the States, because
they don’t have as an exchange some valuable – indestructible metal “to be paid during the display of the present bank-note” as falsely
is written on all the bank-notes in circulation of the literally non-existent and …ALLEGED AS existent exchange of the …currency.
Now about the non-explained courses “Sion Switzerland – Space” that explain the disappearance of Earth’s valuable metals, those are
also reported into common ufology magazines of the mainstream, were Swiss favorite (chosen) people of the Spacelings, have with
them: “Encounters of the Third Kind” in Mount Sion of Switzerland, obviously to exchange Lunar and Swiss …cheese.
aftermath of the “Second Coming”. «Ο νοών νοήτο» (= A word to a wise man is enough) and choose position … either with the
Prosecutor Universal Hierarchy or with the Accused Eloh-Allah-Yahweh-Jehovah in front of the Galactic and Universal Justice – Nemesis.
To return again to the “Departure of the Moon” we put forward that such an event will have consequences more destructive than the
Approach of the Moon that probably caused the “Ogygus” cataclysm of the Hellenes, and the geological destructions, such as the
glaciers meltdown before 11.000 B.C.
G.H.REES. – “To Diavlos Epsilon Magazine”, April 1998 pg. 41-47. SPACESHIP Moon from its present earth’s orbit, as so called
"vengeance penalties" against all the settlers of the planet, due to their disobedience to Zionism, or Sinism, namely due to their
disobedience to become “Lord’s servants” namely stupid slaves, working to concentrate the Reserves of the Earth’s Raw Materials,
Crystals, Valuable Metals and Nuclear Fuels, into Zionist and Sinese warehouses, whence will be robbed in order to be carried to the
moon.
Already from the Treasuries of all States, Gold has disappeared (and from the “Bank of Greece” and from “Fort Knox” of USA because
it is believed that is being carried to Switzerland for safekeeping (!!!). Indeed the Gold was carried to Switzerland but not for keeping.
To what really happened to the Global Gold Reserves was answered by Hellenes that worked in the city of Sion (Zion), close to the
same-name mountain of Switzerland. Those, and also non-Hellenes residents of the area, are eye-witnesses of strange night courses
from powerful sources of light that travel frequently from the top of Mount Sion towards nowhere, with enormous speeds.
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read also:
The flags speak for themselves
* Addition. The Islamic Flag of Iran has in its design 4 crescents (moons) that form the word "Allah". (source: Wikipedia)
BLOG's Comment:
G.H.REES in old signals revealed that Gold has disappeared from Countries-States and is concentrated in “Mount Sion” (Zion) of
Switzerland. The area is also called “Basel” or “Kingdom” (God’s Kingdom) (!!!)
In there is concentrated all the Gold Reserves and there are also the central banks of Zionists like Rothschild’s Bank of International
Settlements etc.
And now -after the Gold disappearance- they speak of FAKE GOLD BARS (!!!), with purpose the ignition of the 3rd World War or
“Armageddon” in an Economical and Military perspective between the Shanghai Pact and the Western Trilateral Pact.
http://www.daily.pk/fake-gold-bars-in-bank-of-england-and-fort-knox-14477/
First study the following:
http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/aspie/trueorfalse/johnlear.html
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message559698/pg1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehrjO9RZGrI
http://ufo.whipnet.org/creation/war.in.heaven/index2.html
Here in this site there is also a letter from an unknown source allegedly destined to John Lear, which writes about a space conflict
between U.S. Govt./alien "Blond" groups(READ: WHITE RACE PELASGIAN ANDROMEDIAN CIVILIZERS) who are at war with the saurian
grays-reptilians (READ: DRAGONIANS).
AND NOW FOLLOWS THE SIGNAL FROM G.H.REES AS A MESSAGE - RESPONSE TO JOHN LEAR “DISCLOSURES”:

John Lear 2007 "Disclosures" already known to G.H.REES from the 80's
John Lear first in 2004 and afterwards in 2007 has made in USA publicly an impressive “disclosure” about the Moon, a cubical "Soul
Capture Machine" there, and several other interesting information concerning the Alien presence in our close proximity space and their
agenda.
BEGIN OF SIGNALAlready from 1985, namely about 22 years before the disclosures of John Lear in 2007, G.H.REES wrote in their documents that Moon is
a hybrid heavenly body, namely an ex-natural body of a planetary system in the constellation of Draco, transformed to a naturalartificial body, namely a hybrid body, which means transformed to a gigantic spaceship.
G.H.REES wrote that the entry of Moon to our solar system happened around 20.000 B.C. with a first attempt to enter our planet
Earth’s orbit, that failed.
The second attempt happened in 11.500 B.C. and succeeded. Moreover there is evidence that the Moon during its approach to enter
Earth’s orbit followed a collision course with our planet, and some pre-existed in our solar system forces, namely Andromedians,
prevented this collision with ways that are still unknown to us today.
After those G.H.REES documents and 22 years later, appears the American Pilot John Lear, obviously instructed by Rabbis, because he
as a technician is impossible to have such knowledge that pertain to fields such as comparative hierography and examination of “John’s
Apocalypse” in which this “CUBE” is referred, this gigantic ship that is referred in it, has also gates with valuable stones and valuable
materials etc. So it’s impossible for Lear to have this knowledge and therefore this knowledge was given to him by Hebrews Rabbis
The question is why in 2007 Lear made this so called “disclosure” instructed by Hebrews Rabbis. The possible explanation is that after
the debunking of the teachings about Moon (Selene) as allegedly “a chariot of Zeus”, a teaching that was attempted to pass in Greece
by the “Epsilon Group” through the book of General Kalogerakis with title: “The Return of the Gods”, in which is written that allegedly
“the moon is commanded by Zeus” of the Hellenic Dodecatheon, after the debunking and cancellation of the above teachings (by
G.H.REES and by others), obviously the Hebrews Rabbis made a decision that they cannot pass this teaching – fraud – bluff and are
forced now to a retreat by admitting the reality through Lear: namely that the Moon is a Dragonian (reptilian) hyper-ship.
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But they add the conscious lie that it is all about an “experiment”. It is not an experiment, and there is no experiment, because this
fraud and bluff about an experiment has numerous times been attempted by Hebrew circles and moreover by Dragonian demons of
Metatron who communicate with Earthlings mediums, to which those demons say that: “the Moon is here from another place in the
Universe, in order to commit a galactic experiment”. There is no experiment. It is a clear military – war mongering – piratical invasion
with purpose the stealing of the raw materials of Earth, and afterwards the departure – transition of the Moon, according to the secret
teaching of “Holy Mount Athos of Halkidiki” about «Ανταναίρεσις» (=Departure for vengeance) of the Moon, in order for the Dragonian
fleet with flagship the Moon to transit to another Solar System in order to repeat the robbery of raw materials that is already
committing here in our Solar System. (See also the destruction of the lost planet “Phaethon” or “Maldek” for same main reasons,
namely for the rapid mining of the titanium and rest valuable stones and raw materials – in today’s asteroid belt)
Therefore, Mr. Lear is transferring conscious lies of the Rabbis, that however have extensions. G.H.REES is “speculating” (which means
that is sure) that Mr.Lear will begin in the close future to make announcements of also things that he does not know but will be
revealed to him by Hebrew Rabbis, namely that: “those who are about to save us from the Moon will be the forthcoming allegedly
Govermental Andromedians of Zeus”, but they will really are mutineers Andromedians of Saturn – Cronus – Savit - Savaoth (Examine:
Hesiod’s Theogony) that will appear INSTEAD of the true Govermental Andomedians of Zeus who are today stationed with more than
300 war planets in attack-battle-ready position in the orbit of planet Saturn (See all the observed accumulation of new irregular
Satellites of Saturn after year 2000 and several unexplained astronomers deaths and “accidents” following), in order for the Cronians
and their ships to appear in the surface of planet Earth with false impersonation of the alleged Andromedians of Zeus, and to drive the
axles US.E.J. (Trilateral USA – EUROPE – JAPAN) and T.I.M. (Tibet – India – Mongolia) against the axis R.I.C. (RUSSIA – ISLAM – CHINA)
into a World War.
Already G.H.REES in their documents has given the criteria of separation of the genuine and bogus Govermental Andromedians of Zeus
with the following general determination, amongst others:
The main mark – proof that the first wave of the forthcoming will be the Andromedians mutineers of Pseudo-Zeus namely of Savit –
Savaoth – Saturn, is that they will ask for the axles US.E.J. and T.I.M. to commit a World War 3 provocative attack against the axis
R.I.C.
If they act like this then this will mean that they are not the true Govermental Andromedians of Zeus but this will be a proof that they
are in reality mutineers Andromedians of Savit – Savaoth – Cronus – Saturn who are allies of the Lunar Dragonians.
We call the forum of Mr. Lear and the readers of the present signal to take very seriously this highlight of G.H.REES, in order not be
entrapped in the following announcements of the Rabbis through Mr. Lear, namely that:
“Take courage Earthlings: Because is coming the fleet of Zeus (read: the fleet of Cronians allies of the Dragonians) in order to save us
from the Dragonians of the Moon”.
PS:
The fact that the Rabbis announced to Lear and he in turn announced to the American people, that it is about a “CUBE”, has
extensions.
The extension is that because the Christian Apocalypse speaks about a “CUBE” (the cubical ship with the valuable stones gates) the
association that is expected to be created by the Christians is that “consequently Christianity is a Dragonian fruit – product” and
therefore Earth’s population must withdraw from Christianity because it is Dragonian.
Consequently the expected association is that the forthcoming must be “Antichrist of 666” and therefore we the Earthlings (mainly the
western nations of US.E.J. and the allied axis of T.I.M.) must now follow the forthcoming “Dodecatheon of Zeus 666” that in reality
will be -as we already have written above- ships of Saturn – Savit – Savaoth and belike and ships of their allies (namely ships of the
Dragonians), in order to strike the Dragonians!!!
(This will also gradually form a severe polarized holy war status between the 2 main Western-Eastern World War III axles, 666 vs 888
scheme)
This is a situation of madness anymore – namely of schizophrenia, into which if the Earthlings choose to be entrapped will be finished.
Because any army that will dare to attack – invade China, namely the nation of the Dragon (Sin-Sina-Sion-Zion), will never return back.
Because those ships that will appear as allegedly “Ships of Zeus”, will finally abandon the western armies inside the Asiatic deserts, in
order to be slaughtered by the counterattacking armies of Russia, of the Islamic Nations and of China, of the R.I.C. axis or else
“Shanghai Pact”.
-END OF SIGNALBlog’s Comment:
Indeed G.H.REES has written very early about a semi-artificial moon. From 1985 and maybe before that, according to our archive.
They’ve also managed in those years to “X-Ray” the Moon with Neutrino-Technology and found its internal metallic (titanium mainly)
mechanical structure and rest elements of its advanced technology and invisible-semi-invisible ships.
There are also G.H.REES typewrited documents in our possession dated 1988 that write about Soul -Orbital and Lunar- Traps – Highly
Advanced Invisible (higher dimension of matter rarification) Machines of the Lunar (reptilians – Draco) Aliens that are capable to
capture the souls of the dead (decarnated) Beings and to carry them to the Moon where they are being processed with various ways,
one of them is through an “electro-shock” procedure that erase the memory, and afterwards recycle the soul from Moon back to Earth
into another “container” or body. Just as Mr.Lear "disclosured"!
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Indeed there is a surprise to us that Mr. Lear after 20 years have appeared with his so called “disclosures” and confirm in a way the
writings – findings of the Advanced Scientific Group of G.H.REES back then in the early 80’s.
We finally call Mr.Lear to reveal to us the name of the Rabbi(s) that instructs him with this information.
We will make first the goodwill move and reveal to him one of our sources concerning the Lunar Soul Traps in the ancient writings of
Hellas:
Plutarch: a Delphi Oracle Archpriest of the Dodecatheon of Zeus

ATTENTION!!! MATTER OF PLANETARY SECURITY!!!
Especially for Russian Citizens of the HONG’s created WWIII axis R.I.C. (Russia Islam China) or “Shanghai Pact”.
Translate the below message to your native language and forward it to as many of your compatriots as you can. (Military – Police –
Government - Intelligence Services)
Because in the final phases of the 3rd World War or “Armageddon”, the dragonian hyperlodge HONG is planning to use 200.000.000
Chinese soldiers (read John’s Apocalypse) who will pass the dried Tigris and Euphrates through Iraq towards the West in order to
annihilate both the White and Black Race and at the end-phase to annihilate AND all the white-yellow mongols intermarriage for
reasons of pure yellow race dominance over Earth.
The rest 100.000.000 of the today’s 300.000.000 full mobilized Chinese Army are destined for the annihilation of the “Gog and Magog”
(namely the Northern Pelasgians Scythes of Russia) and the “Rus” (of Scandinavia and Russia) and of the “Mesheh” (Pelasgians Scythes
of the area Moscow or Mesheh) according to the Dragonian “prophecy” (read: dragonian program) codified by the anti-Pelasgian demon
possessed medium of the Lunar Sin-Sion-Zion-YHWH hebrewmongol Ezekiel, Chapters 38 – 39 in the Bible.
Τhe main message for the HONG's third world war scheme:
G.H.REES 1999-2012 THIRD WORLD WAR
Supplementary Read:
G.H.REES Second most urgent message of planet security
Know Thy Enemy : TERRAN DRAGONIAN-CRONIAN HIERARCHY

Draconians, criminal killers of the cosmic organism

What follows is scientific verified information of the clandestine organization G.H.REES (Group of Hellenic Reestablishment) published
for the first time in the English spaken terran language.
All solar systems are composed of 12 harmonics - orbits. (dodecahedron ether geometry principle). In these orbits in a completed solar
system there are usually 12 counterclockwise rotating planets. Our Sun (Solar-System-Core) is also counterclockwise rotating.
In our solar system, we had the lost [exploded by the Draconians] planet Phaethon [see: myth decodification of Phaethon to lawmaker
Solon by the Egyptians] between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter (7th harmonic) and one more planet that G.H.REES named Hephaistos
that is very close to the sun and probably is already destroyed by gravitational forces and forming a ring of meteoroids (Vulcan zone
now confirmed by several independent astronomers)
Finally we have the undeclared planet "Hellas" (Antichthon) that lies between the orbits of Venus and Mercury (3rd harmonic)
Those 2 planets are not declared by the Draconians in order to support the existence of the non-existent 12th planet [planet-X] nibiru
that serve a specific purpose in the 2012 events.
The criminal presence of the draconians starfleet in our solar system for about 12000 years until today have caused a criminal
destruction of a planet [cell of the universal organism] and a general overmass that reverses its expanding and now causes a slow
unnatural shrinking of our solar system orbits. [see: Titius-Bode law] - [Our solar system by its nature is expanding] That might lead to
an inballance inside our solar system and a general collapse of the orbits inside the system-cosmic-egg (Orpheus texts definition) finally
leading to a hyper-solar system collapse.
Earthlings, continue to worship Sin-Sion-Zion-YHWH criminal killer of the cosmic Draconians, criminal killers of the cosmic organism
organism!
]+[
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Illuminati Sino-Zionists Columbia and the THUNDERS OF ZEUS

According to the written in the following blog:
http://area51gr.blogspot.com/2009/08/vs.html
which states that maybe the photo which shows the “thunder” is artificial or a digitally fake addition.
We have to add the following information:
This particular photo was made by an amateur astronomer in the West Coast of the United States (California Resident)… who followed
the space shuttle Columbia re-entry in the earth’s atmosphere with his telescope and his specialized photo equipment.
He took several other photos. A whole series of them (around 7) but only this photo was leaked to the internet. (Through one forum)
The subject with the spiral thunder that hits the space shuttle plasma trail as it enters our atmosphere, came upon an article in a Mass
Media of the US (and a newspaper).. Meaning it took a relative publicity.
Just after this, NASA rushed to send one of their astronauts urgently with a special flight from Johnson Space center to the West Coast,
where she visited the home of the amateur astronaut and questioned him about this event.
Thereafter confiscated the photographs and took them for detailed analysis to unknown territory!!!

From there on, who ever publish those photographs is breaking the law because curiously there was a forbidden decree that forbids any
publicising of those photos in the internet or anywhere else… Fortunately some scattered blogs were able to publish them because of
their special anarchy function.
Some minutes after the photos were taken by the amateur astronomer and the space shuttle was hit by the lightning (read: Maser
Weapon) Columbia was disintegrated over the American Skies and its debris came down over an area in Texas named Palestine (!!!)
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We remind our readers that:
a) Columbia was carrying the Israeli pilot Ramon aboard who in the past bombarded installations in Pelasgian Iraq.
b) Columbia made in orbit a declaration for a “Global (sino-zionist) government and a world without borders!”
c) In that period was also prepared from the hebrewsaxon neocons government of President Bush the 3rd World War through a series of
unprovoked illegal attacks to Iraq, then (was planned) in Syria, Afghanistan, North Korea etc. Fortunately it was foiled mainly because
of the dissolution of the C.I.A. (as reported by the “Nemesis” magazine and other Mass Media) because they refused to follow neocons
WW3 madness scheme and also because of other factors possibly including and the shooting down of space shuttle Columbia.
G.H.REES made a throughout investigation of the subject with their team of scientists and extremely advanced scientific instruments
that they have in their disposal, and reached out to the following conclusion:
The space shuttle Columbia was destroyed by a weapon of Maser clockwise Radiation with an induction shot from Andromedian galactic
Starfleet ships of higher dimensions of matter rarification which have as their base the orbit of planet Saturn (see all the new irregular
satellites spontaneous concentration around the giant planets from the year 2000 and after), because of the persistence of the
Dragonians to ignite World War 3 or “Armageddon” with beginning the attack of US/NATO/Europe against the Pelasgian Iraq.
Those invisible to the naked eye ships that exists from the 2nd up to 6th dimensions (of matter rarification), because of their thin
matter are able to pass through the inner defensive perimeter of the Dragonians which begins from the Sun and reach planet Jupiter.
We remind also that the natural kind of thunders in such altitudes (above 100 kilometers) is almost impossible and extremely rare to
hit in the middle of nowhere a spacecraft in such speeds! Maybe through this way “some” understood quite well what they meant
those who wrote about the THUNDERS OF ZEUS in the past. PS.

We attach the following G.H.REES signals that describe the event right after the shooting down of Columbia.
For further information watch also the documentary
“From Here to Andromeda”.
Andromeda issuing War ultimatums against the reptiles
7-11-2003
Hellenic Re-establishment Group
General Headquarters – H.R.G. Prytaneum
Athens 7-11-2003
Ultra urgent signal to the members of “+/-AOA” London, meaning to the hebrewsaxon hyperlodges – hypergoverments “Ordo Adeptis
Atlantis” and “Ordo Astrum Argentinum”, through the Hellenic masonry “+/-MTM” and the English Embassy in Athens.
CC: Goverments: U.S., Russia, China, Pakistan, India, and to the Hellenic General HQ of National Defense.
Subject: Materialization of the 2nd Major War Ultimatum October 2003 of the Galactic Government Starfleet in Saturn orbit, against
the armed forces of the Dragonian Starfleet and flagships “Selene” and “Lilith” on Gaia orbit, and against the earth’s armed forces of
the Dragonian governments “+/-AOA”, “ZEN”, “Thibet” and “HONG” China.
DOCUMENT:
Members of the two “AOA” London, with the present signal we affirm to you the HRG IOLKOS readership signal of 6-1—2003 and we
supplement as follows:
A) The month January 2003 through the shoot down of the ship “Columbia” of “AOA” has begun the materialization of the A’ Minor
War Ultimatum –or- A’ Military Ultimatum of electromagnetic – geological – meteorological – biological war of September 2002, because
of your obsession for military assault to Iraq and the preparation of Asia for the ignition of World War III.
Technology Used:
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Hollogramatic conditions of antimatter implosion through focusing three clockwise radiation masers to a point close to the target by
Galactic Starfleet ships of higher dimensions.
Evidence of the implosion were photographed by a meteorological satellite of yours as a “green ring with black center and yellow rays”
and by terrestrial observers as a “spiral thunder of total energy absorption” around the Columbia.
(see also: Documentary "from here to Andromeda")
B) the month November 2003 through Solar explosions of solar wind particles production against your weapon systems and against the
weapon systems of “Selene” and “Lilith”, has begun the materialization of our written B’ Major War Ultimatum –or- B’ Military
Ultimatum of Electromagnetic – Geological – Meteorological – Biological war of October 2003, because of your obsession to ignite World
War III through the devious disarmament of Greece and assault of the Dragonian military axles B.A.S.T. (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje –
Turkey) against Greece.
Technology Used:
Acceleration of the external layer of nuclear fusion reactions through the focusing of multiple counterclockwise Maser radiation over
the solar surface, from Galactic Starfleet Ships of higher dimension.
Evidence was photographed by your observatories.
(see also: NASA censoring SOHO images)
We promulgate to you that because of the vibrant solar wind acting as an “Electromagnetic Pulse” or “E.M.P.” have caused major
destruction in the outer electromagnetic weapons and communications systems of the Dragonian flagships “Selene” and “Lilith”. Next
phase: Destruction of the Dragonian Starfleet in Jupiter orbit through “Major Antimatter Implosions”
Therefore, in order to survive you have only one way: Abort all your schemes for slow and fast death and genocide of the white and
black race, unconditional surrender to Galactic Starfleet and Galactic Government order, and the acceptance of atonement actions
according to the Universal Law.
H.R.G. Prytaneum
Through our representative.
\ ]+[ /
Readership HRG Iolkos.
6-11-2003
Ultra urgent signal to the Masonic Hyperlodge – Hypergoverment of the West – “+/-AOA” (Ordo Adeptis Atlantis) London thought the
English Embassy in Athens.
CC: Embassies: U.S., Russia, China, Pakistan, India, and to the Hellenic General HQ of National Defense.
Subject: Correlation of Electromagnetic War through artificial explosions of “Solar Volcanoes” and the US Army force movements to
Middle East and Europe.
Members of the “AOA” London, before the publishing of the HRG Prytaneum Signal, we promulgate to you the following:
You have correctly explained the unprecedented solar activity of the last days as an electromagnetic war of the Universal Organism
against you, as we have warned you from HRG Prytaneum, the advanced strategy post of the Galactic Government, and as a foretaste
of a broad assault by the Galactic Government Starfleet in Saturn orbit against you, and against the Dragonian Starfleet in Jupiter
orbit.
In case the movement of the US armed forces to Middle East and Europe has as an objective:
A) The dispersal of those forces to Israel and Europe with intent the resistance against the assaulting forces of the Galactic Starfleet
-orB) The acceleration of the assault of US.E.J (U.S. – Europe – Japan) and Th-I.M. axles (Thibet – India – Mongolia) against the R.I.C. axis
(Russia – Islam – China) with main objective the blackmail threat of accelerating the counter-attack of R.I.C axis against Europe, U.S.
and India, in order to postpone the assault of the Galactic Starfleet against you.
We repeat, that if you act as the above or other similar criteria you are making a colossal strategic mistake, because primary: You
simply cannot build any defense against MaserTechnology that can activate solar activity, and secondary: Your blackmail is useless and
void because the incoming Galactic Starfleet will sacrifice both the white and the black race as your hostages if needed, in order to
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exterminate you and relief the major universal cell Gaia and the Solar System and the Universal Organism from your Cancerous and
Criminal Presence.
Therefore, in order to survive you have only one choice: The complete cancellation of your schemes to cause a global war conflict
between the axles US.E.J. – Th.I.M. – R.I.C., your unconditional surrender to Galactic Starfleet and Galactic Government order, and the
acceptance of atonement actions according to the Universal Law.
We wish for your sake to choose the above logical option, meaning your unconditional surrender with no resistance, because if not,
then all the Dragonian Sinese and the Semi-Dragonian Hebrewsaxons and Mongols of the planet will be exterminated till one.
Through our representative.
Readership HRG Iolkos
Urgent to the unions of R.A.F. discharged officers
Greek patriot reporter Nick Konstantinides confirmed in public the revelations of G.H.REES (Hellenic Re-establishment Group) from
Cypriot sources about the "dead English pilot’s bodies” that lie forgotten into the morgues of Cyprus from July of 1974 till today,
forgotten from the already notified authorities of the "English Base" in Cyprus and the English Embassy in Nicosia. Forgotten because if
they (officially) “ask” to return them to England, this will wreck havoc against the traitors Philip and Elisabeth who ordered the Royal
Air Force to spread lies for 35 years to the British citizens, relatives of those dead pilots, lies such as “they dropped into the sea and
they were lost during NATO exercises” (!!!). Nick Konstantides has recorded the above facts into his books and also “On Air” from his
Television Broadcast in the channel “Astra” of Volos – Greece in which he appears in permanent broadcasts twice a week. We call the
Hellenic recipients of the present message to translate and send with e-mail especially the present paragraph of the text to the Unions
and Clubs of discharged officers of the English Royal Air Force, in order for them to notify the living relatives of those dead pilots frοm
the period July 1974 to July 1976, to take the bodies from the morgues of Cyprus that they were kept for 35 years and to bury them in
England, because the Hellenic land of Cyprus does not tolerate the burial of dishonest traitors “Allies” of the hebrewsaxonic ass of the
hebrewsaxonic traitor anti-hellenic “NATO”.
the above is page 67 translation of the following G.Η.REES 3rd world war survival manual:
http://www.easy-share.com/1906718710/
forward it to the Unions of R.A.F. discharged officers so that the relatives can reclaim the forgotten bodies of those dead pilots
ROM HONG OF CHINA, FROM A.O.A. AND O.T.O. OF ENGLAND, AND FROM THE HEBREW-SAXONIC-MONGOLIAN N.S.A. OF USA, START OF
THE THIRD WORLD WAR AT JUNE 2007. FROM LEBANON, FOR THE EXTERMINATION OF THE WHITE AND BLACK HUMAN RACES. G.H.REES
GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT TO THE MILITARY ATTACHES OF THE EMBASSIES AND OF THE CONSULATES OF ALL COUNTRIES IN
ATHENS. ATHENS 1/6/2007. MODIFICATION OF THE MESSAGE 1/1/2003. FOR THE SECOND ATTEMPT TO START THE THIRD WORLD WAR AT
2003. THIRD ATTEMPT TO START THIRD W.W.AT 2007. MATTER: (A): U-U-UMATTER(ULTRA UNACCESSIBLE UMBRA) OF N.S.A. (NATIONAL
SECURITY AGENCY) OF USA,FOR THIRD WORLD WAR, FROM 2007 UNTIL 2012.(B): STATE-NATIONAL AND ARMY SECURITY OF ALL
COUNTRIES.(C): GROUPS OF CITIZENS OF MOST COUNTRIES ORGANIZED FROM THE G.H.REES., READY TO EXECUTE THE BIOLOGICALPHISICAL AND MORAL EXTERMINATION OF THE MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNMENT, OF THE GENERALS OF ARMY AND POLICE AND OF THE
SUPREME MAGISTRATES OF MOST COUNTRIES IN CASE OF THEIR DECISION FOR THE PARTICIPATION OF THE ARMIES OF MOST COUNTRIES
IN THE AXLES US.E.J. (USA-EUROPE-JAPAN) AND T.H..I.M.(THIBET-INDIA-MONGOLIA)FOR MILITARY ATTACK AGAINST COUNTRIES OF THE
AXLE R.I.C.(RUSSIA-ISLAMIC COUNTRIES-CHINA). DEAR SIRS MILITARY ATTACHES,TEXT: URGENTLY-URGENTLY-URGENTLY,WITH ABSOLUTE
PRIORITY,TRANSLATE AND TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING TEXT TO YOUR MILITARY GENERAL STAFF OF YOUR COUNTRY
REVELATION NOW! To Ashkenazim Hellenogenes Hebrews: About Sino-Tibetan motivated Nazism
WE ASK:
Before Hitler became Chancellor he was or not in regular contact with the Tibetan “monk of Shambala” who called himself “The key
holder of the Kingdom of Agharta”, and who by the orders of Dalai Lama, has taken the task of initiating Hitler?
WE ASK:
Was or was not HAUSHOFFER the elder, member of the anti-lodge “THOULE” namely a member of a nazi lodge? YES, HE WAS!!!
Had or had not jew rabbi of Berlin Haushoffer the elder, traveled and initiated in Tibet? YES, HE HAD!!!
Was or was not rabbi Haushoffer the elder, the spiritual teacher of Hitler, and the only one who had the right to visit him in prison
before Hitler rose to power? YES, HE WAS!!!
Was or was not jew rabbi of Hungary and magician Lincoln Von Trembits, a member of the nazi lodge “ANENEHRBE”? YES HE WAS!!!
Had jew rabbi Lincoln Von Trembits or had not travelled and initiated to demonic Lamaism in Tibet? YES HE WAS!!! (Also initiated to the
supreme dragonian lodge HONG of Sin-Zion-Sina-China)
Was jew rabbi Lincoln Von Trembits or was not a spiritual teacher of Hitler? YES HE WAS!!!
Was or was not jew rabbi Rosenberg, he who wrote the “GOSPEL OF THE NAZI THEORY”? YES HE WAS!!!
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Was or was not jew rabbi Rosenberg he who until today is recognized from all Nazis as “THE GREATEST THEORETICIAN OF NAZISM”? YES
HE WAS!!!
Was or was not Hitler, a bastard son of Jew Baron Rothschild (Frankfurt Rothschild’s) with his Jewish maidservant? YES HE WAS!!!
Was or was not Jew Hitlers’s father or Hisler, he who adopted the bastard son of Jew Rothschild? YES HE WAS!!!
Is or it isn’t Hebrew the name of the village BRAUNAU in which he lived as a custom’s officer Hitler’s father? YES IT IS!!!
Was or was not Jewish the majority of the Village BRAUNAU population? YES IT WAS!!!
They were Jewish and magicians, namely it was a village of Jewish Satanists!!!
BRAUNAU: Nursery garden of Jewish magicians and mediums … famous in whole Germany and Austria.
Now more deeper:
Was or was not executed by the Russian regiment of “St. George” a whole company of Tibetans monks (Berlin Garrison) wearing “SS”
uniforms and with shaved heads, because they weren’t carrying ID’s and they were assumed to be “spies”?
Was or was not this company of Tibetans the garrison of the Archrabbinia of Berlin unofficially and officially a Nazi Anti-Lodge?
YES IT WAS!!!
SO, FOR WHICH “HEBREW HOLOCAUST” YOU SPEAK TODAY? If you mean a holocaust ordered by Jews of Europe, we agree.
What has happened here? We will explain to you the unexplained and the undiscovered, after we ask three more questions:
Is it true or not that after the collapse of the 3rd Reich, the remaining living Jews of Thessaloniki were trying to find and kill the rabbi of
Thessaloniki because it was proved that this rabbi gave to Gestapo the list with the names and addresses of Thessaloniki Jews? YES IT
IS!!!
Was Eichmann, the leader of “SS”, a Hebrew of Germany, yes or no? YES HE WAS!!! No.2 Borman? ALSO!!!
Was a Hebrew major of “SS”, with name that ended in the classical Hebrew catalexis – BERGER, he who ordered the genocide of Hellenes
in the Hellenic Kalavrita? YES HE WAS!!!
Regiment Hand Ebersberger
http://olonos.blogspot.com/2005/11/13121943.html
http://8848m.wordpress.com/2007/03/15/kalavrita/
By having the positive responses to the above questions, as it is concluded by the historical records of the armed forces of USA-USSRBRITAIN-FRANCE it is needed to be occupied with a “rabbinical historic psychoanalysis” but it is a necessary evil if you want to find the
“why” of your downfall … oh!!! you ex-chosen people of “YAHWEH”.
THE SURVIVAL OF THE (HYPER)RICH “SEPHARDIM” BANKERS AND THE ANNIHILATION OF THE POOR “ASHKENAZIM” IN THE JEWISH
HOLOCAUST.
“… Why despite the nations are aware of the various revealed war crimes and crimes of Hebrews and Saxons against Humanity, they
leave them unpunished and they leave them to corrupt their governments and their justice and their police and their armies, as a
catastrophic saboteur of nations, in favor of the ongoing sinohebrew planetary empire of the “Kingdom of Jehovah”?
The most convincing answer to that question was given by the leader of the French left Roger Garaudy, who disgusted by the political
frauds of Hebrews in France, as an historian researched and found out that the “6.000.000 dead Hebrews and Gas Chambers in the
German concentration camps of forced labor (and not “Genocide Camps”) is today “a basic myth of Israeli foreign policy”, a myth that
function as a deterrent to the research and punishment of the violations of international law and the crimes that committed and commit
Israel, Hebrews and Saxons, after WW2. The book of Roger Garaudy with title “Basic Myths of Israeli Foreign Policy” was forbidden in
France, because the truths that expose the Hebrewsaxons of USA, Britain, and Holland, Denmark, Germany and the rest nations, as
“Crooks and Diachronic Assassins of Nations”, those truths must die together with those that found them.
Confirming Roger Garaudy, historian Faurisson in his book “Jewish Holocaust, lie and truth” proved that the furnaces of the labor camps
were destined for the dead due natural causes and that it was impossible to incinerate …6.000.000 Hebrews according to the
manufacturer’s data. He proved that the Germans kept the Hebrews for forced labor in the German Industry during the war, as they also
did for prisoners of other ethnicities.
During the end of the war in 1945 the mortality rate of the prisoners rose dramatically due a general lack of food, drugs and heating
fuels for every German citizen because of the defeat of Germany in all fronts. Gas Chambers exists only in fabricated schematics that
draw and display the Hebrews.
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Those are written by Faurisson and Garaudy, we the G.H.REES add that in labor was forced only the Hebrews “Ashkenazim” as Forced-toJewishm Hellenes of the area As(h)kania of Minor Asia (Today’s Western Turkey), who lived in chambers of many people, while the real
Hebrew “Sephardim” lived in small private apartments and was not forced in labor.
Such prisoners “Sephardim” were the prime Minister of Israel Golda Meir and the president of European Economic Community Simon Veil.
Hellenogenes “Ashkenazim” who perished in the camps due to illnesses, hunger and lack of heat in all of Germany, were about 60.000
and not 6.000.000. The greatest proof of “Holocaust” forgery of the 6.000.000 Hebrews is that the Hebrews consistently refuse to give
the names of the so called 6.000.000 dead in publicity. Because from the municipalities lists of the European cities they will come
forward …as never existed!
In World War 2, Hebrews made the mathematically impossible achievement to become genocided (Hebrew manipulated documents) from
genociders as they really were. The yellow-white Hebrew mongoloids were genociders of WW2 because Hebrew President of the USA
Rousvelt (Rosenwelt) and Hebrew Prime Minister of Britain Churchill (Cherzl) and Hebrew Adolf Rothschild of Frankfurt Rothschild’s or
Hisler or Hitler and the Hebrewmongol Stalin (Joseph Jugas[Judas]villy), under the directions of “A.O.A.” (ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS) of
London, directed World War 2, in which they genocided 12.000.000 German people of white race, 12.000.000 Belorussians and Russians
of white race, unknown millions of Polish, 2.000.000 of Greeks(Hellenes) and unknown millions of other nations, ALL WHITE RACE
PELASGIANS, and moreover they forced the living white Pelasgians to receive Hebrew “Restoration Loans”, that was not possible to
repay, with result all the European industries to be confiscated by the Hebrewsaxons of USA-Britain etc, in order to lead Europe without
Economical force and thus without political and military will, as a sheep destined to slaughter, against R.I.C. (Russia – Islam – China or
“Shanghai Pact”) in the third world war of 2007-2012, in order for R.I.C. to counterattack and completely Genocide the White Race of
America-Europe-India and for China to attack and Genocide completely the White Race parts of their Allies, Russia and Islamic Nations,
in order to glorify the name of …Jehovah and of Savaoth, Gods of …Abraham (Havra-Han or Hebrew Havra Leader in Mongolian), of …
Isaac and of …Jacob, and of the Chinese Sin-(Sem)-Sion-Zion-Sina-China and of the Mongoloids HebrewSaxons._
REVELATION NOW! To Ashkenazim Hellenogenes Hebrews: About Sino-Tibetan
WE ASK:
Before Hitler became Chancellor he was or not in regular contact with the Tibetan “monk of Shambala” who called himself “The key
holder of the Kingdom of Agharta”, and who by the orders of Dalai Lama, has taken the task of initiating Hitler?
WE ASK:
Was or was not HAUSHOFFER the elder, member of the anti-lodge “THOULE” namely a member of a nazi lodge? YES, HE WAS!!!
Had or had not jew rabbi of Berlin Haushoffer the elder, traveled and initiated in Tibet? YES, HE HAD!!!
Was or was not rabbi Haushoffer the elder, the spiritual teacher of Hitler, and the only one who had the right to visit him in prison
before Hitler rose to power? YES, HE WAS!!!
Was or was not jew rabbi of Hungary and magician Lincoln Von Trembits, a member of the nazi lodge “ANENEHRBE”? YES HE WAS!!!
Had jew rabbi Lincoln Von Trembits or had not travelled and initiated to demonic Lamaism in Tibet? YES HE WAS!!! (Also initiated to the
supreme dragonian lodge HONG of Sin-Zion-Sina-China)
Was jew rabbi Lincoln Von Trembits or was not a spiritual teacher of Hitler? YES HE WAS!!!
Was or was not jew rabbi Rosenberg, he who wrote the “GOSPEL OF THE NAZI THEORY”? YES HE WAS!!!
Was or was not jew rabbi Rosenberg he who until today is recognized from all Nazis as “THE GREATEST THEORETICIAN OF NAZISM”? YES
HE WAS!!!
Was or was not Hitler, a bastard son of Jew Baron Rothschild (Frankfurt Rothschild’s) with his Jewish maidservant? YES HE WAS!!!
Was or was not Jew Hitlers’s father or Hisler, he who adopted the bastard son of Jew Rothschild? YES HE WAS!!!
Is or it isn’t Hebrew the name of the village BRAUNAU in which he lived as a custom’s officer Hitler’s father? YES IT IS!!!
Was or was not Jewish the majority of the Village BRAUNAU population? YES IT WAS!!!
They were Jewish and magicians, namely it was a village of Jewish Satanists!!!
BRAUNAU: Nursery garden of Jewish magicians and mediums … famous in whole Germany and Austria.
Now more deeper:
Was or was not executed by the Russian regiment of “St. George” a whole company of Tibetans monks (Berlin Garrison) wearing “SS”
uniforms and with shaved heads, because they weren’t carrying ID’s and they were assumed to be “spies”?
Was or was not this company of Tibetans the garrison of the Archrabbinia of Berlin unofficially and officially a Nazi Anti-Lodge?
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YES IT WAS!!!
SO, FOR WHICH “HEBREW HOLOCAUST” YOU SPEAK TODAY? If you mean a holocaust ordered by Jews of Europe, we agree.
What has happened here? We will explain to you the unexplained and the undiscovered, after we ask three more questions:
Is it true or not that after the collapse of the 3rd Reich, the remaining living Jews of Thessaloniki were trying to find and kill the rabbi of
Thessaloniki because it was proved that this rabbi gave to Gestapo the list with the names and addresses of Thessaloniki Jews? YES IT
IS!!!
Was Eichmann, the leader of “SS”, a Hebrew of Germany, yes or no? YES HE WAS!!! No.2 Borman? ALSO!!!
Was a Hebrew major of “SS”, with name that ended in the classical Hebrew catalexis – BERGER, he who ordered the genocide of Hellenes
in the Hellenic Kalavrita? YES HE WAS!!!
Regiment Hand Ebersberger
http://olonos.blogspot.com/2005/11/13121943.html
http://8848m.wordpress.com/2007/03/15/kalavrita/motivated Nazism
By having the positive responses to the above questions, as it is concluded by the historical records of the armed forces of USA-USSRBRITAIN-FRANCE it is needed to be occupied with a “rabbinical historic psychoanalysis” but it is a necessary evil if you want to find the
“why” of your downfall … oh!!! you ex-chosen people of “YAHWEH”.
THE SURVIVAL OF THE (HYPER)RICH “SEPHARDIM” BANKERS AND THE ANNIHILATION OF THE POOR “ASHKENAZIM” IN THE JEWISH
HOLOCAUST.
“… Why despite the nations are aware of the various revealed war crimes and crimes of Hebrews and Saxons against Humanity, they
leave them unpunished and they leave them to corrupt their governments and their justice and their police and their armies, as a
catastrophic saboteur of nations, in favor of the ongoing sinohebrew planetary empire of the “Kingdom of Jehovah”?
The most convincing answer to that question was given by the leader of the French left Roger Garaudy, who disgusted by the political
frauds of Hebrews in France, as an historian researched and found out that the “6.000.000 dead Hebrews and Gas Chambers in the
German concentration camps of forced labor (and not “Genocide Camps”) is today “a basic myth of Israeli foreign policy”, a myth that
function as a deterrent to the research and punishment of the violations of international law and the crimes that committed and commit
Israel, Hebrews and Saxons, after WW2. The book of Roger Garaudy with title “Basic Myths of Israeli Foreign Policy” was forbidden in
France, because the truths that expose the Hebrewsaxons of USA, Britain, and Holland, Denmark, Germany and the rest nations, as
“Crooks and Diachronic Assassins of Nations”, those truths must die together with those that found them.
Confirming Roger Garaudy, historian Faurisson in his book “Jewish Holocaust, lie and truth” proved that the furnaces of the labor camps
were destined for the dead due natural causes and that it was impossible to incinerate …6.000.000 Hebrews according to the
manufacturer’s data. He proved that the Germans kept the Hebrews for forced labor in the German Industry during the war, as they also
did for prisoners of other ethnicities.
During the end of the war in 1945 the mortality rate of the prisoners rose dramatically due a general lack of food, drugs and heating
fuels for every German citizen because of the defeat of Germany in all fronts. Gas Chambers exists only in fabricated schematics that
draw and display the Hebrews
Those are written by Faurisson and Garaudy, we the G.H.REES add that in labor was forced only the Hebrews “Ashkenazim” as Forced-toJewishm Hellenes of the area As(h)kania of Minor Asia (Today’s Western Turkey), who lived in chambers of many people, while the real
Hebrew “Sephardim” lived in small private apartments and was not forced in labor.
Such prisoners “Sephardim” were the prime Minister of Israel Golda Meir and the president of European Economic Community Simon Veil.
Hellenogenes “Ashkenazim” who perished in the camps due to illnesses, hunger and lack of heat in all of Germany, were about 60.000
and not 6.000.000. The greatest proof of “Holocaust” forgery of the 6.000.000 Hebrews is that the Hebrews consistently refuse to give
the names of the so called 6.000.000 dead in publicity. Because from the municipalities lists of the European cities they will come
forward …as never existed!
In World War 2, Hebrews made the mathematically impossible achievement to become genocided (Hebrew manipulated documents) from
genociders as they really were. The yellow-white Hebrew mongoloids were genociders of WW2 because Hebrew President of the USA
Rousvelt (Rosenwelt) and Hebrew Prime Minister of Britain Churchill (Cherzl) and Hebrew Adolf Rothschild of Frankfurt Rothschild’s or
Hisler or Hitler and the Hebrewmongol Stalin (Joseph Jugas[Judas]villy), under the directions of “A.O.A.” (ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS) of
London, directed World War 2, in which they genocided 12.000.000 German people of white race, 12.000.000 Belorussians and Russians
of white race, unknown millions of Polish, 2.000.000 of Greeks(Hellenes) and unknown millions of other nations, ALL WHITE RACE
PELASGIANS, and moreover they forced the living white Pelasgians to receive Hebrew “Restoration Loans”, that was not possible to
repay, with result all the European industries to be confiscated by the Hebrewsaxons of USA-Britain etc, in order to lead Europe without
Economical force and thus without political and military will, as a sheep destined to slaughter, against R.I.C. (Russia – Islam – China or
“Shanghai Pact”) in the third world war of 2007-2012, in order for R.I.C. to counterattack and completely Genocide the White Race of
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America-Europe-India and for China to attack and Genocide completely the White Race parts of their Allies, Russia and Islamic Nations,
in order to glorify the name of …Jehovah and of Savaoth, Gods of …Abraham (Havra-Han or Hebrew Havra Leader in Mongolian), of …
Isaac and of …Jacob, and of the Chinese Sin-(Sem)-Sion-Zion-Sina-China and of the Mongoloids HebrewSaxons._
MENTAL DUELS: Smash of the Extra-universal Logos madness
ANDROMEDIAN RESTORATION OF THE TAUTO-UNIVERSAL LOGOS: "ONE IS EVERYTHING" OF THE ARCHETYPE PELASGIAN PRE-LUNAR
GOLDEN ERA.
SUBJECT: LEVEL OF SUGGESTED MENTAL DUELS BETWEEN G.H.REES REPRESENTATIVE (ANDROMEDA ADVANCED POST ON EARTH) AND
REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER IDEOLOGICAL POSITIONS. (thesis)
We clear out that the level of the suggested fights will “begin from zero point”
, meaning intellectual duels without the vague display of Dogmatic thesis between the members. Every displayed thesis will come
through proof-point analysis and synthesis above a null base.
EXAMPLE: We present an example “Duel” of an G.H.REES representative with a leading member of Orthodoxy (Eastern Orthodox
Christian dogma) who dared to provoke the man of G.H.REES.
The Orthodoxy member persisted to participate to the “duel” although he was warned that the man of G.H.REES was a carrier of
undisturbed deincarnated memory of … 3400 years with Intellectual Abilities “Omegatron” and specialization to the “Mental battle
technique: reductio ad absurdum through questions.”
TRANSLATE THE ABOVE STATEMENT AS “UNPROVEN CLAIM”.
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “… and thus we conclude that we are creations of the uncreated creator, because of his love for the
creation. The fact that in any case today we cannot observe a new existence of a previous non-existing being of fauna and flora, with
random mix of matter, this proves that is impossible the existence of beings without the conscious wanted creation intervention of a
Creator God. The same arguments prove that the wonderful moving by mathematical rules Universe is a creation and architecture of
the Creator God Architect, who by necessity pre-existed of the Universe, because every creation demands the pre-existence of an
Intelligent Creator. Therefore –according to your terminology- the Creator God is extra-universal and pre-universal and not endouniversal and Tauto(same)-universal as you claim. Therefore your thesis is wrong and Orthodoxy and Christianism thesis is the right
one.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “We understand your arguments. According to this reasoning, who is the most complex as a being, the
creation or the Creator God?
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “The Creator of course. He is complex beyond conventional wisdom, memory and intelligence. We
cannot compare the Creator and the creation.
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “Therefore we have to compare a being more complex with a being inferior and simpler beyond
comparison?”
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “Exactly, human is beyond comparison inferior to God.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “Therefore how come the Inferior and Simpler demands in any case the pro-existence of its Creator,
and at the same time the beyond comparison Superior and More Complex does not demand the pro-existence of its Creator BY MAJOR
REASON?
How come human, that you say is a “creation”, and God who is by major reason more complex is not a creation?
Because if “the existence of Beings demands the pro-existence of Creator”, is an Absolute Law which proves the need of a pre-existent
Creator for inferior Beings, then this Law wouldn’t apply BY MAJOR REASON for all Beings until the more complex of all Creator God?
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “According to logic that would have to apply for all Beings, but for God it doesn’t.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “That you say is equal with the thesis that the “Absolute Law” you used has also exceptions?”
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “That’s correct. It has exceptions.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “Therefore this Law, as you say has exceptions we cannot characterize it “absolute” correct?
Therefore is a Relativity Law correct?”
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “That’s correct.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “In your introductory arguments you moved over the validity area of this Relativity Law because you
moved over examples that can be controlled by your organs of perception and others, correct?”
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ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “Of course.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “Of course because in other case you wouldn’t engage in “proof logic” observable and fulfilled by
third observers of the “creation beings” as you called them. Therefore in order to move and fulfill a Relativity Law in its validity area
demands to have contact with the Law’s phenomena through the senses, then what senses you used to prove the limits of the Law’s
invalidity area, meaning the limits of its “exceptions”? If the Law’s validity area covers the “many creation beings” and therefore it is
bigger than the Law’s invalidity area that covers only the one God creator, and if in order to prove the Law function for the validity
area you used “many” examples of “creations’ Fauna and Flora, wouldn’t BY MAJOR REASON must brought to us for proof of the Law’s
invalidity area, a phenomena of proof logic from the area of invalidity?
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “It would, but this is not possible.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “Therefore if it is not possible the observation of the invalidity area of a Law, meaning because we
cannot prove one Law’s invalidity area, how can we prove that “the Law of Creator pre-existence by necessity” has exception? How can
we prove that the God Creator you referred wasn’t created by another Creator BY MAJOR REASON superior and more complex?
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “I agree that we cannot prove it.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “Therefore the Law neither have exception, nor a field of invalidity, and therefore according to your
reasoning that “the Beings demand the pre-existence of Creator”, we conclude that there is not a Final Superior Creator God, because
every God demands the pre-existence of another God superior and more complex, with no end and at infinity, meaning WITHOUT PAUSE
LIMIT of the Law, with time-evolution of the Law the pre-existence of more complex “creations” as we move towards the past at
infinity. But because this rule out for you the claim of existence of a Final Supreme Creator God as is the Orthodoxy Dogma and that of
Christianism and the other religions, therefore this reasoning makes you accept that the Law you referred isn’t valid, because if it is
valid this will drive you into a Dogmatic and Logical unreasonableness, correct? Therefore it is neither a Relative nor an Absolute Law,
meaning it isn’t even a Law but a simple [unproven] claim, correct?”
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “But if it is as you say, then there exists nothing. This reasoning drives you crazy.”
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “It is indeed a reason of madness, meaning loss of reality, the beginning with the hypothesis that “all
actions in the environment” are creations, because this leads to the Logical unreasonableness of the infinite pre-existence not only One
Extra-universal God Logos according to the Orthodoxy Dogma but INFINITE Extra-universal Logos’. By this way of teaching the Dogma
“of the by necessity pre-existence of Creator” Orthodoxy and the other religions as well, are auto-trapped into the Dialectical
unreasonableness of the existence of Infinite Extra-universal Logos’, the existence of them NEGATE the other Orthodoxy Dogma of the
existence of “only One Higher God” or “only One Extra-universal Logos”. This happens by the following rule: “When someone tries to
establish a Logical unreasonableness, then he creates other unreasonableness’s which come in contradiction with other third
unresonableness’s which again he arbitrarily created. This is the madness of the acceptance of the Extra-universal Logos.”
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “It is awesome for one to deepen so much in these matters. It is unhealthy for the simple people for you
to engage them into such matters that may drive them crazy. You though, how you would prove the existence of the Endo-universal
Logos since neither do you have access to the limits area of observation?
OMEGATRON REPRESENTATIVE: “There are only three possibilities: Either Logos is Extra-universal, or he is Non Logos meaning to be
NON EXISTANT of the area of NON-BEINGS or he is Endo-universal Same-universal Same-time-universal Logos. The first possibility was
ruled out before with the use of reductio ad absurdum. The second possibility isn’t valid because we exist right now as we speak.
Therefore we only have one possibility remaining that of the existence of the Endo-universal Logos, BY NECESSITY. This is the negative
proof. The positive proof demands from you to follow us into a deincarnation for personal contact with the limit areas of observation
in case you are in a hurry… But in case you are not in a hurry then it will need from you mental training in order to be able to simulate
inside your brain the Cosmic Being, and in continuation it will demand from you a second mental training of expression of those that
you mentally capture, through logos. The last training make necessary that you will accept the position of student and that you will not
provoke a mentally superior or inferior than you, as you did in the present conversation. Because if you provoke a superior from you is
audacity, and if you provoke an inferior is cowardice in case you will not warn him in advance for your superiority.”
ORTHODOXY REPRESENTATIVE: “ …………………. (silence) ………….”
END OF MENTAL DUEL.
----------- ]+[ -----------DEFINITIONS
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Endouniversal Tauto(Same)spaceuniversal Tauto(Same)timeuniversal Logos
It is the sum of Natural Laws which under RANDOM MIXING of Matter and Energy from different or opposite directions of the solid
geometry space, begin to create Organic Aggregates of Matter and Energy through dipoles of counter rotating spirals. The Principle of
the above phenomena are “point based” and the continuation is continued expanding with Phenomena End of Space Expanding, the
natural limits of radiation of maximum width-length capable to be produced by the initial spontaneous point collision of two
dodecahedral move-less particles in Space. At the End – Conclusion of the Phenomena it is created in Space the Supreme Environmental
Intelligent Being into which at the Same-time and Same-Space with its Expansion, are created Beings that act as its cells. The Supreme
Environmental Being COMPULSORY in his contains is made of Beings Cells (Stellar Systems – Fauna – Flora of all the matter rarifications
of initial move-less particles that fall into moving fluctuation) as is compelled by the Natural Laws. Meaning the Quantity and the
Species of the contents Beings inside the Supreme, are COMPULSORY and INVOLUNTARY and INDEPENDENT of the WILL of the Supreme
Being. Under this exact term, the contents Beings doesn’t have to offer “worship” or “obedience” to the Supreme Being that contains
them, but they have to cooperate with it into Organic Co-existence, exactly as the Cells of the Human Organism have to cooperate with
the Totality of the Body without “temples”, “religions”, “dogma”, “rituals”, “functions”, “mysteries”, “initiations”, “mysticism”, and
“apocalyptic holy books” or “visions” or “miracles”, all used in order to support the nonexistent Extra-universal Logos.
(The above: SCIENCE OF ANCIENT HELLENES)
Extra-universal different-spaceuniversal different-timeuniversal Logos
Abomination of the Tibetan Mongol Horde, transferred into the Hebrew Mosaic Religion and then transferred into the crypto-Hebrew
Christian Religion.
Under the invention of the Extra-universal Logos, every Intellectual-charlatan can claim that he has wrote books of the type “holy
scripture”, “quran” etc under “divine inspiration”. The unfortunate for the “mortal” or immortal under forceful incarnation, is that
the inspiration of Extra-universal Logos of all Religions, are deincarnated Beings with the ill psychology – psychosis of simulation them
with the Natural Laws and the Supreme Being that contains them. Meaning that we are dealing with complete psychopath “gods” that
like to cause to the “mortals” the madness of the “Terrorist Unexplained Mysterious God” extra-universal Logos, who demand worship,
temples, way of life by oaths, religions, and other abominations, with PURPOSE THE ASCESIS OF UN-NATURAL POWER.
Read also:
Frauds of the Extra-cosmic Logos and Hebrew Pseudoscience criticized by Hellenic Unified Science

THE SINESE (CHINESE) FLAG HAS ITS 4 SMALL STARS IN A FORM OF A CRESCENT MOON AND ESSENTIALLY IS THE SAME WITH (T)UR-KEY,
NAMELY THE MOON (CHOSEN PEOPLE OF SIN, YELLOW RACE = DRAGON) IS PREPARING TO ANNIHILATE THE LONE STAR (WHITE
ANDROMEDIAN RACE = TIGER), originally through genetic assimilation using the Trojan horse of the yellow-white semi-dragonian
Mongols, that was created by the continuing ancient turanian Mongolian hordes to the west (with original center the hebrewmongolian
wasps’s nest of Ur or Urgha of Chaldea) and the genocide of males and the raping of females of the white and black races, then through
the devious infiltration of the Mongols (yellow-white intermixing, Hebrew Sephardim, Saxons, Bavarians – Avarians etc) into the already
genocided and god-forsaken leaderships of the White Pelasgian race nations, and finally through the infliction of COLLUSION and
SUBVERTED provocation “Drag Nach Osten” – (Pressure to the East) from the side of the Mongols leadership of the West-Tiger (plus
“artificial Hebrews” masons traitors of the white race) against the pure yellow masters of Dragon-Sin-Sion-China (+Korea) in the
already ongoing and SinoZionist-motivated dragonian Armageddon.
HELLENES, DESCENDANTS OF PELASGIAN CIVILIZERS FROM ANDROMEDA-ANDROMEDA-SIRIUS, REMEMBER YOUR BRILLIANT PAST AND
YOUR ROLE AS MICRO-ORGANISMS FIGHTERS (WHITE CORPUSCLES OF THE UNIVERSAL ORGANISM), FOIL THE ABOVE DRAGONIAN
ANNIHILATION SCHEMES AND SQUASH THEM!
PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW:
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/planetary-situation-review.html
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G.H.REES Second most urgent message of planet security:
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/ghrees-second-most-urgent-message-of.html
G.H.REES signal that Foiled the October 14 appearance of pseudo-Andromedian ships
The below G.H.REES signal was transmitted worldwide 4 days before the official announced appearance (foiled and demystified) of the
pseudo-"Andromedian Galactic Goverment" (read: Cronian-Savaothian mutineers) with the pseudo-title: "Galactic Federation of Light"
via Lunar Motherships flyby over major cities, as announced by an Australian medium, through channelling.
(read: Demonic trance-catalepsy of the medium body by Dragonian 2nd Dimension of matter-rarification “Spirits” and/or by Dragonian
lunarbased psychotronic technology)
THIRD WORLD WAR!!! ATTENTION!!!
PROBAPLE IMPLICATION OF DRAGONIAN-LUNAR EXTRATERRESTRIALS AT 14-10-08
_________________________________________________________
MOST URGENT WORLD- WIDE MESSAGE FOR FOILING OF THE THIRD WORLD WAR BETWEEN THE ALLIANCE OF THE GEOSTRATEGICAL
AXISES "US.E.J." + "T.I.M." AND THE AXIS "R.I.C.", AS WAR INCITED FROM THE LOCAL DRAGONIAN LUNAR SPACESHIPS AND CREWS, WITH
THEIR PROBAPLE FIRST OFFICIAL APPEARANCE AT 14 OCTOBER 2008._
_________________________________________________________
MILITARY GRADATE: GLOBAL COSMIC ETNA._
_________________________________________________________
MESSAGE FROM THE "STAFF OF PARAMILITARY LEG OF G.H.REES.", "GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT", DEPARTMENT OF
"GEOSTRATEGICAL AND ASTROSTRATEGICAL ANALYSIS"._
_________________________________________________________
10 OCTOBER 2008, ATHENS, GREECE-HELLAS._
_________________________________________________________
TO ALL SITES WWW OF THE WORLD INTERNET._ TO ALL SITES HTTP OF THE WORLD INTERNET._ TO ALL INTERNET SITES OF ALL MASSMEDIA OF THE WORLD._ TO ALL OFFICERS OF ARMY-NAVY-AIR FORCE OF ALL STATES OF THE WORLD._ TO ALL OFFICERS OF POLICE AND
OF INTELLIGENCE SERVICE OF THE WORLD.
_________________________________________________________
AS WE HAVE ALREADY PUBLISHED IN GREEK LANGUAGE THROUGH THE GREEK SITE perseysteam.blogspot.com, THE MAIN AND FINAL
INCITATION-INSTIGATION FOR THE ATTACK OF THE ALLIANCE OF THE AXES "US.E.J."+"T.I.M." (USA-EUROPE-JAPAN + TIBET-INDIAMONGOLIA EXTERNAL) OR "NATO+SEATO PACT" AGAINST THE AXIS "R.I.C." (RUSSIA-ISLAMIC COUNTRIES-CHINA) OR "PACT OF SHANGHAI"
WAS PROGRAMMED FROM THE LOCAL DRAGONIAN LUNAR STAFFS TO BE THE INSTIGATION FROM THE DRAGONIAN LUNAR CREWS TO THE
TERRAN STAFFS OF THE AXIS "US.E.J".
WE HAVE ALREADY PUBLISHED THAT "THESE DRAGONIAN LUNAR SHIPS AND CREWS WILL APPEAR ON THE EARTH IMPERSONATING FALSELY
THE SHIPS AND THE CREWS OF THE NON-EXISTENT PLANET "NIBIRU", OF THE NON-EXISTENT "GALACTIC FEDERATION OF LIGHT", OF THE
EXISTENT PLEIADIANS AND OF THE EXISTENT ASTRO-FLEET OF ANDROMEDA CONSTELLATION AND OF SIRIUS AS ASTRO-FLEET NOW
PRESENT AT THE ORBIT OF THE PLANET SATURN, AS FLEET OBSERVED FROM THE "MAUNA KEA" OBSERVATORIES OF HAWAI-USA AND AS
FLEET WHOM THE "JPL" OF THE MONGOLIAN HEBREW-SAXONIC "NASA" HAS FALSELY ANNOUNCED AS "NEW NATURAL SATELLITES OF THE
PLANET SATURN".
THE ANALYSIS OF ANCIENT TEXTS OF GREECE-INDIA-MAYAS-ETC. HAS PROVED THAT THE WHITE HUMAN RACE CAME FROM THE
ANDROMEDA CONSTELLATION THROUGH SIRIUS, THAT THE BLACK RACE IS INDIGENOUS OF OUR PLANET AND OF SIRIUS, AND THAT THE
YELLOW RACE (CHINESE AND KOREANS) CAME FROM THE "DRAGON CONSTELLATION" AS CREWS OF THE DRAGONIAN MOON AND OF THE
OTHER DRAGONIAN SHIPS (ARCHIVES OF RAYMOND DRAKE AND OF OTHER RESEARCHERS OF ETHNOLOGY).
THE SAME ANCIENT TEXTS REVEAL THAT THERE IS A MORTAL ENMITY BETWEEN THE WHITE ANDROMEDIAN RACE AND THE YELLOW
DRAGON RACE, AND BETWEEN THE BLACK SIRIUS RACE AND THE YELLOW DRAGON RACE. THE REASON OF THESE ENMITIES IS THE
CONTINUOUS-INCESSANT GENOCIDES AGAINST THE WHITE AND AGAINST THE BLACK RACE COMMITED BY THE YELLOW DRAGONIAN RACE
FROM 11.500 B.C. UNTIL TODAY.
THE PRESENT FALSE FICTITIOUS APPEARANCE OF THE DRAGONIAN SHIPS AND CREWS AS "SHIPS AND CREWS OF THE ANDROMEDIANS, OF
THE PLEIADIANS, OF THE "GALACTIC FEDERATION OF LIGHT" AND OF THE PLANET "NIBIRU" WILL BE REALISED AT THE INITIAL PURPOSE TO
PUSH THE ARMIES OF THE WHITE COUNTRIES OF THE AXES "US.E.J." AND "T.I.M." TO ATTACK THE AXIS "R.I.C.", AND AT THE FINAL
PURPOSE TO PROVOKE THE COUNTER-ATTACK OF THE AXIS "R.I.C." FOR THE COMPLETE GENOCIDE OF THE WHITE NATIONS OF USAEUROPE-INDIA-CANADA-AUSTRALIA.
AFTER THIS FIRST GENOCIDE, THE MASONIC WORLD HYPER-LODGE "HONG" OF CHINA HAS PROGRAMMED TO ESTABLISH THE SINOMONGOLIAN PACT-ALLIANCE "C.JA.T.HE.S.M." (CHINA-JAPAN-TIBET-HEBREWS-SAXONS-MONGOLS) BETWEEN CHINA AND THE MONGOLIAN
WHITE-YELLOW SEMI-AXIS "JA.T.HE.S.M." IN ORDER TO COMMIT GENOCIDE OF THE WHITE NATIONS OF RUSSIA AND OF THE ISLAMIC
COUNTRIES, AND THE BLACK NATIONS OF AFRICA AND OF USA.
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AFTER THIS SECOND GENOCIDE, THE CHINESE HYPER-LODGE "HONG" HAS PROGRAMMED THE GENOCIDE OF THE MONGOLIAN SEMI-AXIS
"JA.T.HE.S.M." AS WHITE-YELLOW NATIONS, THAT IS AS NATIONS OF NON-PURE YELLOW RACE.
ATTENTION!!! THE JEWS-HEBREWS RABBIS AND THE LORDS OF THE SAXONS ARE TEACHING THAT THE JEWS AND THE SAXONS DON'T
BELONG TO THE WHITE RACE, BUT THEY BELONG TO THE MONGOLIAN WHITE-YELLOW RACE-INTERMARRIAGE. THAT MEANS THAT THE
JEWS AND THE SAXONS WILL BELONG TO THE MONGOLIAN SEMI-AXIS "JA.T.HE.S.M." WHO WILL BE GENOCIDED FROM THE PURE YELLOW
ARMIES OF CHINA AND KOREA.
THE ANCIENT TEXTS REVEAL THAT THE ABOVE WHITE-YELLOW INTERMARRIAGE TOOK PLACE VIOLENTLY AS THE MEN OF THE WHITE AND
THE BLACK RACE WERE SLAUGHTERED AND THE WOMEN OF THE WHITE AND THE BLACK RACE WERE RAPED BY THE YELLOW RACE FROM
11.500 B.C. UNTIL TODAY.
"G.H.REES." TO THE CITIZENS AND THE MILITARY OF ALL NATIONS: FOIL NOW THE ABOVE CRIMINAL GENOCIDAL PLANS OF THE EARTHY
DRAGONIAN CHINESE AND OF THE LUNAR DRAGONIAN EXTRATERRESTRIALS.
<........> STAFF OF "G.H.REES." THROUGH THE SERVER OF MESSAGES OF "G.H.REES.", KARAGEORGIOU CHR. CHR. YANNIS, ELPIDOS
STREET 12, N.IONIA, VOLOS, GREECE-HELLAS.
P.S.: WE URGENTLY CALL ALL RECEIVERS OF THIS MESSAGE TO TRANSLATE IT IN AS MANY LANGUAGES AS POSSIBLE AND SEND IT TO ALL
INTERNET SITES OF ALL COUNTRIES. SURVIVAL AFFAIR!!!
P.S. 2: WE CALL THE RECEIVERS TO KEEP THE SAME ARCHITECTURE AND WORDS OF THIS MESSAGE IN THEIR RETRANSMISSIONS IN ENGLISH
AND THEIR TRANSLATIONS IN OTHER LANGUAGES
END OF MESSAGE.
Higher Dimension Space Wars: SPACE GATE OF PYLOS
U.S.A. Base destined for Space War in Pylos of Messinia.
“News broadcasts from TV on 15/11/98 referred that in this date began the submarine research in the submarine antiquities of Pylos
city, by Albert Falco, associate-diver of the now dead French-Hebrew “scientist” Jacques Cousteau.
ATTENTION!!!
When Cousteau was alive, with his ship “Calypso” had cast Phoenician amphora into the sea of Pylos, in order for the future research
groups (namely of the year 98) to be able to “prove” that Ancient Pylos settlers were not Hellenes, but Phoenicians-Hebrews-(Semites).
The higher purpose: To justify the presence in Pylos of Israeli and other, so called “archaeological missions”, and the island blockade
from Greek and foreign tourists with an official excuse the general submarine and overland archaeological excavation of the area.
The planned blockade has relation to the special electromagnetic Portal (Channel) of Pylos and not with the ostensible Archaeology
We clear out: The Pylos channel is a physical electromagnetic Gate (Portal) of entry by Galactic ships of 2nd, 3rd up to n-th degree
dimension (2D,3D,nD) in the proximity space of our planet. The channel of Pylos crosses diametrically the earth sphere and expands
beyond it up to the Sun. The Hebrew-Americans “Luminaries” driven by their masters Bootides of the Moon, have installed in Pylos and
in a depth of 1300m a moderator and a tracker of “neutrinos”, meaning sub-sub-atomic particles of 3rd dimension (of matter
rarification). As a physical moderator acts the ground beneath. To the mass media they have announced that it’s about a “neutrino
telescope”. This is a scam, because the earthly instrumnentology doesn’t have neither reflective, nor refractive or spectrometric
devices, capable to stabilize images of neutrinos, meaning 3rd dimension, or 3rd fragmetric rarification of stellar matter. The neutrino
detector was constructed in order to cover other earthly and underground installations.
Those are of 2 categories:
A. The first category contains trackers of 2nd and 3rd dimension ships. For earthlings the 2nd dimension ships are visible as bright semitransparent geometric spectral solids. The 3rd and above dimension ships are completely transparent and invisible, as ships of
“neutrino matter” or neutrino ships. The 2nd dimension requires trackers of sub-sub-atomic particles, meaning neutrinos, with the
concept of moderators of vague neutrino tracking. The final moderations occur in Pylos with electromagnetic vertical polarized
inductive water tanks. The inductive polarization, meaning the indirect polarization, applies because the direct polarization acts only
for sup-atomic particles of 2nd dimension, when it doen’t have any action whatsoever over particles of higher dimensions of matter
rarification.
B. The second category consists of earthly and underground MASER weapon systems, meaning invisible beam microwave Lasers, against
the forthcoming Galactic Andromedians Hellenes in 2011-2012.
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The Hebrew-Americans are just foolish, because this that afraid will happen in the future, HAS ALREADY HAPPENED. There are
“indications”, that the 2nd and 3rd dimension ships of the Galactic Police Force, have already arrived as a forerunner of the naturally
slower ships of 1st Dimension of the Galactic fleet, which arrive in 2011-2012.
Through “Epsilon channel” we warn the American NSA that if they continue the above planning, the Hebrew-American forces will be
devastated without mercy. Until here their behavior causes amusement to us the informed, and to the forthcoming, and to the already
arrived. The farcical is that they try to commit a war operation against Galactic entities and ships, naturally and technologically and
dimensionally higher of their Lunar Bootes “God”, Yahweh, Sin or Sion.
About us Hellenes, Pylos is converted to a classified war base against the forthcoming Gallactic Andromedians Hellenes. In this
conspiracy acts and the “Greek government”, through the minister of culture Turkish-Hebrew TOYRGOYT or Benizelos, who gave Falco
the permission to proceed to the “discovery” of the ostensible devious casted Phoenician amphora in Pylos, and is preparing to provide
“permissions of general excavations” into foreign so called “archaeological missions” , and command of general blockade of the island
from Greek and foreign unwanted visitors.
We call the readers of “Diavlos Epsilon” to copy the present article and send it to the Greek military personnel who they know. The
same must be done to the directions of physicists, astronomers and astrophysicists. For the same reasons as written above, the HebrewAmericans install a new telescope of visible spectrum and other “instruments” to the under construction observatory of Kryoneri in
Korinthos
It will be ready in 2001, with mirror diameter 2.3 meters, namely the largest telescope in southeastern Europe (“Ethnos” 13/11/98).
We call the Greek military personnel to ask from the Greek Minister of Defense and GEETHA-GES-GEA-GEN, to install in Pylos, a
continuing presence of Greek citizens and military astrophysicists and physicists, for the absolute observance of the actions of the
foreign “scientists”.
In case the Greek officers will detect MASERS installations, are called to order the direct withdrawal of all foreign “scientists” from
Pylos, and the dismantling of all present installations.
Differently we are endanger to be considered as enemies by our same race space genitors, who are coming to liberate us after 13.500
years of Lunar, Bootic Revolt and Slavery to the “master” Yahweh-Sin-Zion of the moon.
In case this will happen, earthly Hellenes will be worthy only for cuspidors of the Galaxy.
The function of Pylos as Space Gate (Portal) of Entry is a “fact” and to the known author Fourakis, who falsely relates it with opposite
“facts” about a “Pythionic Oracle” of the Lunar-stoned “Pythia of God Apollo” of the Lunar-stoned Greek Dodecatheists. We inform the
respected author that there is no known Pythia Oracle regarding to Pylos as a “Space Gate of Entry”. Pylos was called “Pylos”(“Gate” in
Ancient Greek), meaning a Gate of Electromagnetic Channel, before 9.600 B.C. as a date of the beginning of the “religion of God
Apollo”, through Lunar ridicule and corruption of the Astrobiological – Astrophysical function “Apollo”. (Universal Being Dodecahedron
of the Solar Plexus)
From G.H.REES, the ancient-Hellenic religion is rejected as a Lunar invention. G.H.REES position is the pre-historical before 9.600 B.C.
MONO-THEISM of the Living (the Living Zoe - Zwn) or Zenos (Zen) or Jupiter (Zeus), taken not as the miserable sex-maniac ambitious
criminal subgod of the ancient-Hellenic Lunar-stoned Priesthood, but as the Final Supreme Living Intelligent Universal Organism or
Tautocosmic Logos or ONE GOD. This Hellenic Mono-theism or the true ONE GOD, is in advance for some…million years of the Hebrew
“monotheism of Yahweh or Sin or Sion or Zion” of the piratical Moon, who for 13.500 years is falsely acts as the true ONE GOD or
Universal Intelligent Organism. In 2011(2012) this Fraud ends definitively, either Yahweh installs weapon systems and HebrewAmericans in the Gates of Electromagnetic Channels, or not.

PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW

Let me post a very quick briefing of our planetary situation... This might sound crazy to some, BUT... it does connect all dots...
Earth has been colonized by the White Pelasgian race for about 3.5 million years. They made first contact with the indigenous black
race (aged 4.5 billion years, born with the planet). A deal was made to give the Pelasgians the northern lands in exchange for advanced
technology and communication with the other 70 billion human inhabited planets. Our solar system fell into severe siege in 11,500BC
when the Draconian fleet under the command of YHWH arrived... after the galactic government supressed his revolution and destroyed
his homeworld in the Alpha Draconis and E-Bootus systems through the Perseus mission.
The incomming fleet allied with the former system commander, Cronus (see Thesiods Theogony) and took control of the inner system.
Ever since the planets (up to Saturn) have become the Draconian inner defensive perimeter. They commenced the first attempt to
empose the New World Order with Atlantis, but their plans failed. Ever since, they are building up to make this planet a second
homeworld, by annihilating both black and white race
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(Grays) and traitor Croneans in 4,000BC (exactly when the scripts say that Adam appeared on Earth). After a massive genociding
campaign launched by Ur of Mongolia (today's Ulan Bator) in 2,200BC (with 7 hordes) they are now preparing for their judgement day
(armageddon) through the world wars (especially WW3). The reason why such huge technology is brought out the past century is
because the previous remainings of the government fleet returned with massive reinforcements. The past years, the Draconian control
of Saturn was lost to the fleet. Draco war planets are stationed outside Jupiter these days (look into the newly discovered Jupiter
"irregular satellites"). Also look into the Mars project, where they are now building defensive lines (as the US military participates,
claiming they are expeciting a threat from outer space).
There is no accident that all of this hurry to errupt a 3rd World War exists.
It is quite a big story and it took quite some time to put all of these together. The fact is that I never read any of David Icke's books,
but some things are common. Ok, let me begin from the source of the information I have.
In Hellas (Greece), the past 12 years specific books started to "move" in the market, speaking of an "Team Epsilon", that was supposed
to be Zionism's great opponent and that it was laying low until the time was right to turn the tide of today's situation. The strange
thing I saw was that those books were only published in this country
The yellow race made its appearence on the planet as a cross-breed between Vrills.
I seeked a contact with a person I somewhat felt had something to do with non conventional reality. I was right. He belonged into a
group of researchers that were looking into things that in several ways was close to what I read in the books. I joined the team (of free
researchers, no initiation or cult) and started looking into things. From there I learned that there was something wrong with the books
that were out in the market. Something was not right. There I came to know about an even larger group, called H.R.G. (Hellenic
Restoration Group), that was acting in secret mostly, because of the Zionist plague. There I got a more clear view of the situation and
our position in the Universe. Still, I was not certain of everything, as in the begining it sounded more like science fiction. According to
their words, we were a planet under Sino-Mongolic occupation, which was (and still is) under the orders of the Draconian leader YHWH
(Yahweh, but at times used other names such as Asmondai, Jedi, Metatron etc) and the traitor ally Cronus (which in the scripts is
reffered to as Savvaoth). After a year our group was contacted by H.R.G. itself and we got to meet its external representative, ex
member of the sub-command of the group (ex, because all his family was killed and he got totally bankrupt from Zionists once he made
his appearence). He gave us several hundrend pages of hand written and typed reports (not printed). Ever since the attacks on our
group got worse and we've been placed under surveilance from Mossad, NSA and even the supreme zionist lodge -AOA (Adeptis Ordo
Atlantis = Order of the Descedants of Atlantis) of London set up a plan of framing one of us, which was uncovered and sent to us by
H.R.G
After performing about 2 years of research, verifying the reports we got, it all made sense. Everything linked. You name it, Zion, cults,
religions, world wars down to ancient invasions (and legendary wars) and up to gennetic experiments, clones and UFOs. Everything
connected to one single master plan. That plan is the forming of a new Draconian homeworld in our solar system. This means that the
black and the white race will either be totally assimilated genetically or... annihilated. And here is where Zion comes in place.
The long term assimilation plan has failed, and therefore they move into our annihilation.
The top of the pyramid hierarchy of the occupying forces is located in Levan (the original Draconian name of our moon). It is the
flagship of the Draconian fleet. It's headquarters is operated by a 24+3 council, which YHWH (Yahweh) is the ultimate leader. Behind it
lays Lilith (legends speak of that name as "the mother of demons"), the secondary flagship, ruled by Tamil, known to the scripts as
Velzevul, Lucifer, Satan, Devil. Two sides of the same coin. That is why the NWO logo, the pyramid its cut-off top, comes into place.
The lower pyramid is the rule structure down here on Earth (Gaia). The top part is the hierarchy council in Levan, that sees all of us
down here
N.W.O. dragonian logo:
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(the original has an eye of a reptile)

Here is a bit of story as to how they came down to our planet.
One and a half million years ago, a huge rebellion broke out in one third of our galaxy. The core of it was the systems of Alpha
Draconis, Epsilon Bootus and Opheos (snake system). The Draconians destroyed several races and assimilated others through their
mastery in genetics. Some of those species allied with the rebels, in order to evade extinction. Such an example are the Orions (Vrills if
I am right, known widely as "Grays"). In the end though, they were almost assimilated and became the ones to do the Dracos' dirty work
in multiple worlds (including
Earth). The intergalactic government of Andromeda, a defensive species of extreme intelligence (the most advanced one in our part of
the Universe) set up a mission to strike at the heart of the rebellion (Star-Wars inversed). The name of it was Perseas. After the
success of the fleet, the systems started to slowly be liberated from the Draconian influence. One last fleet escaped, composed of 118
war planets and 2 flagships (Levan and Lilith) and entered our solar system in 11,500BC. They pleaded for permission to disembark
their populations down to Earth to survive, which was granted by the Zeus headquarters, under specific terms only in the land of
Poseidon... the continent of Atlantis. The entire procedure took place from 11,000 to 10,500BC. The white race (Pelasgians, codenamed
Hellenians, a healing-civilizing tribe of the Andromedians) was already present in the northern lands of the planet for 3.5 million years
(as recorded in the chronicles of the Dogon race in Mali of Africa, which were the ones to make first contact). After the disembarking
of the populations, the first forms of religions started to appear, worshiping the snake God named Seth. The Draconians (and their
assimilated allies) turned the Pelasgians against their own kind in Europe, Esperia (today's America) and Asia. In 9,700BC they were
secretly starting to mass technology and building up armies to perform a total invasion against the neighboring continents... to impose
the New World Order (sound familiar?!).
The white race at that time though, being in its Golden Age (extreme technology) discovered the plan and the solar counsil decided to
prepare for a wide scale war. The Zeus headquarters send the message to the Athenian Empire (a huge state that expanded from the
middle east to the canal of Gibraltar, known back then as Heraclean Pillars) and a surprise invasion to Atlantis took place in record
time in 9,600BC. The Athenians destroyed the Atlantean armies and caused them to run to the neighbouring continent, Esperia. The
rage of YHWH was brutal and warned Zeus headquarters not to intervene, or he would destroy the planet. As a warning, he used
Levanian gravital cannons to increase forces over the continent of Atlantis and cause the crack of the lithospheric plaque, thus
submerging the entire land under the Atlantic Ocean. The instability of the crust caused the submerging of the Aegis valley, creating
today's Mediterranean Sea. The pressure applied to the magma below seeked a way out and burst through the volcanoes to the west,
causing extreme disasters
THE ANCIENT CONTINENT OF ATLANTIS: PLACE OF BOOTUS-DRACO ORIGIN CORRUPTED LEVANIAN-LILITHIAN HOMO-REPTILOIDS
POPULATIONS & PRIESTHOODS.
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Cronus, the former system commander, who had joined the revolution earlier and lost to Zeus, joined YHWH and attacked the Jupiter
(Zeus) Uranus coalition. The Andromedian fleet, composed mostly of transports and laboratories, was forced to retreat in order for the
battle not to completely destroy life on Earth. It broke down into 3 parts. One entered Earth's poles (North and South), the other
retreated to the outside planets of our system, making a defensive line in Uranus and the third left to call in for reinforcements. The
Draconians then attacked each and every inner planet, demanding its unconditional surrender. Two planets refused, Hephaestus and
Phaethon (Hephaestus was between the Sun and Mercury and Phaethon between Mars and Jupiter). Both of them were destroyed.
Hephaestus debris was sucked in by the Sun and Phaethon is now the asteroid belt we see between Mars and Jupiter (even though many
of its debris, including structures fell down on Earth, as the ancient texts speak of a "sky crying tears of blood").
YHWH and his forces managed to set up an elementary government system on the planet on 5,619BC. The Pelasgian memories of the
Universal codenames Zeus, Hera, Apollo, Artemis, Athena etc were from there on replaced with the 12 Gods that were played by
officers of the Cronus-Savvaoth army. After extensive genetic experiments, the Draconians initiated their assimilation plan. Cross
breeding the Vrills (short, big headed, big black eyed, weak bodied alliens) with the Cronean Andromedians produced an entirely new
species: the Yellow race. The new species disembarked in the steppes of Mongolia/Siberia in 4,000BC (when religions speak of the
appearence of Adam and Eve). In 2,200BC the huge campaign of invasion began, broken down in 7 hordes
Greys or Vrills (Orionids)
Abductions & Genetics Masterminds-manipulators of the Draco Alliance:

Mongols
Semi-Dragonians Genetic Creations of Draco Levaniah-Lilith
and "Choosen One People" of Sin-Sion-Zion-Chin-YHWH for the task
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of genocide and infiltrate into the White-Andromedian-Pelasgian and Black-Indigenοus Races:

1st Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name of Ixos and Elamites they invaded south, today’s China, killing all Pelasgian (white) male population and committing
massive rapes of females. In the central area of today’s China they found powerful resistance and were forced to turn South West. To
protect their territories from the counter attacks, those that remained began the construction of the Great Wall. The advancing horde
then invaded Assyria and Babylon, which in the end fell.
In Babylon they found the city of Ur, as a tribute to the mother land (the city of Ur of Mongolia) and to honor the God Sin/Sion (Zion)
of Selene (moon). In that place, Habra Khan was born (Habra Khan > Habrahan > Abraham), father of Jacob, Isaac and the genealogical
line of David and Jesus Christ.
The Assyrian-Babylonians revolted and drove the Hebrew-Mongol Elamites out of their territories. A part of them (Elamites) under the
leadership of Abraham headed towards Egypt, which they crippled through internal conspiracies. The other part headed to the east and
invaded India where it waged wars that destroyed the Pelasgian population there. From there they formed the Semitic Arabs, who up
until today are Israel’s supposed enemies, until the total genocide of the non Semite Arabs (of Pelasgian origin) of Iran, Iraq, Syria and
Palestine.
2nd Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name Japanese they invaded the island of Aenus (island of Ionian colonists), today’s Japan. They genocided the Ionian
tribes , keeping alive as slaves only the ones expert in fishing and boat building in the coast areas.
The Mongols Khan of Japan in cooperation of the Bavarian Mongols Othon Khan, produce in 1930AD the fascist axis against themselves .
3rd Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under falsely naming themselves Dories (after the ancient Hellenic tribe of Dories) they traveled through the southern coast of the
Black Sea and invaded the Balkan Peninsula. All the Hellenic cities managed to repel their attack, but Hebrew agents achieved in
infiltrating Sparta deeply in its priest orders. The horde heads to the west where they invade the Italian Peninsula and genocide the
Hellenic tribes of Etrusk Sabines and Latins of Troad and Sicily . There they find the city of Rome.
Having as a tool of corrosion the priest order of Sparta, they break the Hellenians in opposing alliances. The Lacedaemon of Menelaus is
corrupted to the barbaric Sparta of Lycurgus that was exchanging ambassadors and letters of “National Identity” with the head priest
of Jerusalem, as is extracted from the books A’ and B’ of the Macabbean of the Holy Bible, Translation of the Seventy.
4th Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name of Huns and the leadership of Attila or ATL (meaning ATLantean) arrived and established themselves in eastern Hellas
(today’s Turkey), Bulgaria, Bavaria and partly in Rumania. According to their fixed tactics, they slaughtered and genocided all the
native European tribes.
5th Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name Urges (from Ur) / Hungars (Hungarians) and the leader Jenkins Han-Khan-Kon-Koen they captured today’s Hungary,
Finland, Leetonia, Estonia and other ex USSR lands. They genocided the native Pelasgian populations and especially the Russ and
Thubals (descendants of the Pelasgian Scythes), who are today’s Byelorussians. Also they descent to the Balkans and destroy the
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Scythes.
6th Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name of Seljuk they empowered the Turkish Mongols of the 4th horde of today’s Turkey. A second division took over the area
of today’s Albania, where they genocided the Hellenic tribe of Illyrians.
7th Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the Tamerlane attempted to invade Europe but was cut off by the Mongols of the 4th and the 6th horde, due to conflict of inner
Mongolic interests. So they turned east and attacked today’s China with the help of the Mongol Manchu co of ex Manjuria.
Descendants of the 5th horde, known as Saxons headed on to the west, entering today’s Britain and continued the Atlantean expansion
project by genociding the Pelasgian tribes there . They met strong resistance in the northern highlands of Scotland and in the island of
Ireland. Ever since that time, the Saxons have waged wars against those two territories
Through these wars, massive rapes of white and black women took place and gave birth to the white-mongols and black-mongols.
This is merely one part of the story, as to how things began on our planet. I hope I gave you enough information to think about!
F.A.Q.
The lizards right now are in a very difficult position. Despite what has been written about them, it lacks several other key information.
Like as to how and when they got here, why they got here and what exactly is their purpose. Other questions that follow up, are they
alone? Do they have friends? Enemies? Are we to expect big developments?
And above all, do WE, as humans, have allies?
I happen to be "inside the game" for quite a while and the developments are quite astonishing...
How can you say you know their purpose?
I operate as a member of a semi-public group of researchers of mostly non-conventional information in cooperation with other secret
groups that have infiltrated even the Zionist supreme lodges. This story about the former Draconian Empire and its homeworld
destruction by the Perseas Operation (see the myth of Perseas & Andromeda) up to our days has become such an everyday routine to
us, that our "morning prayer" is about cursing YHWH and his traitor ally Sabit/Sabbath/Savvaoth/Cronus.
Of course, for that reason we have sustained numerous attacks, but we are holding the line, because we know how the Draconians
function.
Who are their enemies?
The Andromedian Intergalactic Government. Ever since the huge rebellion on the 1/3rd of our Galaxy about 1.5 million years ago and
the treason of our system commander Cronus (see Hesiod's Theogony), the remnants of the Alpha Draconis and E-Bootus systems
entered our solar system by 11,500BC Earth time. The battle between the alliances Zeus-Uranus against Levan(moon/Selene)Saturn(Cronus) ended with the retreat of the first coalition, to avoid the total destruction of life on Earth. One third of the ZeusUranus fleet (which was mainly composed of laboratories and transports) found refuge in both North and South Poles of our planet,
another 1/3rd returned to the outside planets (Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) and the last third left the solar system to request
reinforcements.
Developements in what?
The 4rth Solar Space War has commenced already. The Draconian forces count 118 war planets and 2 flagships: Levan (moon) and Lilith
(the second moon behind Levan). All of them are on the 1st dimension of matter inspissation (visible) The Andromedian fleet has
arrived in the mid 20th century and completed its massing in 2000 by 960 war planets, 340 of which belong to the 1st matter
dimension. The rest are of higher and therefore visible only through neutrinon telescopes.
In 2003, reports announced that the Andromedian fleet has taken back Saturn and is now advancing towards Earth. The Draconian fleet
massed outside Jupiter (that's where all the new "moons" came from). More recent information say that the higher dimensions of the
Andromedian forces have just arrived. The levels are from 2nd to 6th of matter rarification. Keep in mind that each mater dimension
can effect ONLY its own and the one below it through technology.
The Draconian forces have crew of 1st and 2nd dimension of matter rarification, while their high leader and commander, YHWH belongs
to the 3rd. The Draconian sensor capability is limited to 3rd dimension spotting. The reptiles' high command consists of 24+3 members
under the leadership of YHWH.
So there is no one left in this little galaxy?
The entire revolution has been supressed and utterly defeated by the Andromedians. Our solar system is the last Draconian outpost and
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the 70 billion human inhabited planets have their eyes on us... the planet with the most extraordinary oblivion that was ever
encountered. The operation has been hard though, since two planets have been destroyed by the Draconians and our balance hangs
from a thread. One more loss and it could mean the failing of the system, the hyper solar system, the galaxy and then the Universe
itself. We are talking about a deadly serious situation here, that's why there were no other operations against the Draconians, not until
the Andromedians gathered an extremely powerful fleet. If we add to that the millions of captured souls into the Draconian Energy
Generators (that's right, just like the first epeisode of Matrix... those souls are being used as batteries), things are not that simple
Why Andromeda?
Andromeda is the white race's homeworld. The Andromedians, codenamed Hellenians (healers of light/civilizers) colonized this planet
3.5 million years ago when they made contact with the indigenous black race and came to the agreement to populate the northern part
of the planet, in exchange of advanced technology and direct communication with the other human inhabited worlds.
Either we like it or not, we are Andromedian descedants and the race of the Dogons of Mali in Africa know it, as they were the ones to
make the first contact.
The Yellow race appeared in 4,000 BC through the Draconian genetic labs in order to begin the operation of total world hegemony, thus
to create here a new reptilian homeworld. Along with other cross breeds they plagued the world with 7 major campaigns that started
from 2,200BC and ended at about 900BC. They acted that way, since their first attempt with the NWO through Atlantis failed because
of the Athenian attack... and it took them about 5,000 years to establish an elementary control of the planet.
How do I get to get a space ship and kill Drakos?
This will be taken care by the Andromedian fleet. Our task will lay down here with the rest. Once everything is done, many of us will
be called as witnesses and DAs to create a case against those responsible for our world's journey to death. The guilty will be taken to
labor camps upon prison planet Titan.
How do I contact higher density beings?
You cannot. They contact you. Be aware though, because the Draconians fake this level of communication too often through certain
frequency broadcasts. Trust your instict and trust it deeply. Monitor your head's reaction (where the mind, part of the soul, resides), as
it is the entrance to the depths of your soul. If you feel short but sharp pains and/or high pressure, it is the Dracos that try to get in.
You need to focus upon yourself, to "Know Thyself" before you come in full balance and have the power to resist the Draconian energy
and mental warfare. Our soul is a 2nd dimension entity and once you get to know it, you will be able to hear its calls.
If at any time you need help, ask of it only from the one supreme being, the Intelligent Universal Organism... the Universe itself. Make
certain that it is not for selfish reasons and your request will most likely be granted. Request aid for things that are mostly in the
energy levels, which are required to empower your soul.
The Andromedians are the governors of 1/3rd of the Universe, the Hera part (left) of anti-matter and inspissations (tendency to
materialism). The middle part is the Apollonean Mid-Sun and the right is the Zeus part of matter and rarifications (tendency to
spiritualism)
Is it true that Jesus Christ and Lucifer are brothers?
Jesus Christ or if you prefer his real name, Rabbi Yechoshuah, was a clear Draconian creation, sent for a specific mission of mental
warfare. Lucifer is YHWH's second in command Draconian, commander of flagship Lilith. His real name is Tamil... The "Satan's" orders
though come directly from YHWH himself.
Jesus (Yechoshuah) has been residing in Levan (moon) for the past 2,000 years, coordinating the religious mental warfare. It is highly
possible though that his spirit has reincarnated and not for a good purpose. Ever since reptilians have been sighted upon the planet, it
means that they are in a huge hurry to initiate their "predicted" (read planned) Armageddon project. I don't think they will have
enough time though...
But I have met some hot asians. Is it not possible that we are all hybrids now?
Even though the Yellow race is very dangerous, in the past several Andromedians were spared in order to serve the Sino-Mongols with
their expertise. Much of the Andromedian DNA has survived in them and that can be seen through their appearance, as they are not
quite identical with the other yellows. This phenomenon has happened mostly in Northern Japan.
Unlike other species, the Andromedian gene is extremely powerful and the Draconians have not managed to defeat it yet. Just recently
I gathered some experiment results that show just that. It takes many generations for the Andromedian Ichor gene to become
powerless against the reptillian DNA.
In this life? How long do I have to wait for eveyone to get their panties out of a wad?
You should ask members of other groups to see how long they've been waiting for this moment! In our group we have the "patient" and
the very optimistic... the latter expect it very quickly. Most recent reports speak of major developments in 2004. Do you think I am not
fed up with them? I had a permanent YHWH demon over my head for years, until it was recently destroyed by the Andromedian forces
of the 3rd dimension of matter rarification that arrived. You have no idea how good it felt!
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I am sick of living like this. I feel like I am at constant warefare with these beings. They are very crafty. The entire planet is in the
war... some know it, most don't. Most things do come from our soul, its age and past experience. Some of us have been sent down here
by the Universe itself for a reason. This case is the planet's best kept secret. EVERYTHING that is happening today is orchestrated for
that purpose alone. You name it, Zion, religions, cults, secret organizations, world wars, NWO... it all serves this one thing.
THE ABOVE IS A TEXT WRITTEN BY "HELLENIAN" OF "ALPHA-OMEGA" (WITH SOME ADDITIONS BY OTHER RESEARCHERS) AND IT CONTAINS
POPULARIZED UNCONVENTIONAL "OUT-OF-THE-BOX" CONCENTRATED KNOWLEDGE (FINDINGS) FROM THE YEARS OF PAINFUL RESEARCH BY
VARIOUS INDEPENDENT GROUPS AND ESPECIALLY OF G.H.REES (GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT
G.H.REES Second most urgent message of planet security
ATTENTION !!! ATTENTION !!! ATTENTION !!!
SECOND MOST URGENT MESSAGE OF PLANET SECURITY
THIRD WORLD WAR !!!
IMPLICATION OF SATURNIANS OR CRONIANS OR SAVAOTHIANS OR MUTINOUS ANDROMEDIANS, AS PSEUDO - "GOVERMENTAL
ANDROMEDIANS AND PLEADIANS" EXTRATERRESTRIALS.
IMPLICATION OF DRAGONIANS OR REPTILIANS, AS PSEUDO "RETICULLIANS AND GREY" EXTRATERRESTRIALS._
S.O.S - S.O.S. - S.O.S.
MILITARY GRADATE: GLOBAL COSMIC ETNA
FROM THE STAFF OF PARAMILITARY LEG OF "G.H.REES" GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT
DEPARTMENT OF GEOSTRATEGICAL AND ASTROSTRATEGICAL ANALYSIS
28 OCTOBER 2008, ATHENS, GREECE
------------------------------ ]+[ ---------------------------Download the full G.H.REES signal to various recipients in English Language from the following link:
DOWNLOAD
Read it carefully. It is most urgent! In case of any questions I will try to answer.
Disclaimer: Some of G.H.REES signals were censored in the past, and threads has disappeared. In this case I have given an external link.
Download and read it at your own responsibility.
FOLLOWING PARTIAL PAGES OF THE MAIN G.H.REES MANUSCRIPT
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13.500 years of Lunar ...presence of the "Lord": The way of escape

Catalogue of contrariwise Positive and Negative Ideologies:

Andromedian Pelasgian - Hellenic Healthy Ideologies
Boötes – Lunar – sinoZionistic – ill(cancerous) – False Ideologies

Ethnism => necessity for the existence of Nations
Internationalism => Conspiracy to destruct the Nations

Recycled imparity of Superiority - Inferiority or Acme - Decay
Permanent equality of a socialistic(communist) dead society (flattened) under sinoZionists leadership

Cooperation and exchange of membership between the recycled classes
Civil War – Enmities – Hatred – Class Struggle and national dissolution

Recycled imparity of Superiority - Inferiority or Acme - Decay
Permanent imparity of social injustice under the leadership of sinoZionists corporations

Anthropos (Human): Micro-organism of Intelligent Gaia and Intelligent Universal Organism
«Super-Human» of Nietzsche, Nazism, Fascism, Budism, Lamaism, and of Hebrew Rosenberg

Millions souls incarnations of the Universal Organism (not reincarnations) under the analogue of the millions
combat white corpuscles (hero-fighters) against illnesses – violations of the cells
Personal “One” Messiah.
Devine legate for every Religion:
Apollonius of Tyana, Zoroaster, Muhammad, Maitreya, Dionysus, Jesus etc.

Levan-Selene-Moon:
Hostile pirate megastarship (“terraformed” semi-artificial), responsible for the production of All Religions of the
planet without exception, with purpose the obedience of the Slaves – Bondservants of the lord Sin (Sina-Sion-Zion)
of the Moon.
Moon: Natural heavenly body with related stupid ideas of the type:
“My Bright Moon, light my way for me to walk” and “Moon of the emotionally involved”
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Heroic persons that teach with their personal example-lives that “You must act as the rescue of the planet will
depend only on your shoulders!”
Miserable subjects that teach: “You cannot save the situation by yourself”, “Take care of only yourself and your family
and the rest can go and fuck off”.

Aghivasien métra="Live in harmony with Natural Laws"-Heracletos.
In today's Chaos there is only one way of Natural Order Restoration: Pan-HellenismPosted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 7:57 AM
11 comments

The creators of this blog wish to the awakened Hellenes of the planet a happy winter solstice!

May the Hellenic light of civilization, the light of science, rationalism, knowledge and demystification guide them
wisely through their Life on this planet!

May the wisdom of the Solar Logos of the new year newborn Sun guide them to a healthy life harmonized with the
Natural Laws, as quoted by the great cosmologist Heraclitus!

As for the rest of the Earthlings still under the Lunar influence of Pax Draconis, and because we don’t have empathy
towards them, we wish them too, happy Yahwehougenna!
May the Solar Logos enlighten them too and restore them quickly to the universal organism healthy cell state after the
Universal Justice Functions of Nemesis and Erinyes clean this speck of Space from the cancer that eat it alive.

Health and prosperity to all Beings!

Peace of the Universal Organism Hierarchy.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24, 2009
Happy Winter Solstice!
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December Sunrise, Cape Sounion
Photo Credit & Copyright:
The great Greek Astrophotographer Anthony Ayiomamitis (TWAN)
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 5:09 AM 2 comments
Below is a fraction of what G.H.REES has to say about Bnai Brith and affiliated secret societies: (explains a lot of past
inquires)

The text is specific addressed to masons of various dogmas and degrees and uses certain hidden meaning concepts not
broadly understood by the …“profane” world. (according to emetic masonic terminology of pseudo-elitism)

------------------ ]+[ ------------------

The Scottish and the French doctrine are commanded by the tertiary staff of “Benen Berith” and “Olam Berith” or
“Lodge of the Grand Oak” of New York, chief lodge of the “Argonauts 21”(a.k.a. A philosophical masonic lodge in
Volos,Greece) , in theory the tertiary staffs Ordo Adeptis Atlantis and Benen Berith, hate each other to the death,
because they correspondigly have “higher leaders”, the Tamil – “Devil” and Yahweh “God”. The hatred of the two
orders came to such a point that made possible to cause two world wars, in which the “bad” german leaders obeyd to
lodges Ordo Adeptis Atlantis or Tamil underchthonians and the “good” allies obeyd to lodges Benen Berith or Yahweh

G.H.REES deep infiltration into sinoZionists lodges (I)
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heavenlies.
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Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 2:01 AM 0 comments

Because we are not having empathy against the hellenes masons of the legislative, legal, executive, military, cleric and
economical authority, and because the members of G.H.REES are mostly “awakened” members of the above sectors,
“sleepers” and “active” in the masonic world view, because of that we are calling the hellenes masons to cancel their
masonic oaths. We give to them the chance to undestand the following and to exit on time from hebrewmasonry:

It is known to you by your “special initiations” above the 18th degree that the forces Asmodai, Metatron and
nomenclatures that end with –IEL under the general characterization “Tetragrammaton YHWH, equilateral upward
looking triangle” are forces that eminate from Levan (moon) or Levanhiah. Alike it is known that Levanhiah is not a
natural satellite of earth but an artificial planet – ship originated from the constellation E’ Bootes and Hercules. Those
are for you that have only an MTM initiation. For those of you that have OTO initiation, it is known that behind Levan
(moon) and in a synchronus orbit with moon lies the sister ship of same size which is called “Lilith”.
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Because neither of you has initiation AOA meaning a “tertiary” of Atlantis Ordo Adeptis, we promulgate to you the
results (findings) of the G.H.REES recorded transcripts in sessions of the Lodge of the Grand Oak, New York (Benen
Berith) (Olam Berith):

1) The ships “Levan” and “Lilith” (moon and lilith) came into the solar system in 11.500 B.C. and entered orbit around
earth in 11.432 BC with same linear velocities. In 9.600 B.C. Lilith accelerated and stabilized in same angular velocities
with the moon, in order that the three bodies, Lilith-Levan-Earth to lay continusly in a straight line (see “Cabala”)

2) Because the planet earth was in a higher cultular level, from a previous colonization by the center of local galaxy in
cooperation of the central galaxy Andromeda and the rest 11 galaxies of the local group of galaxies “KNOZ”, the new
collonizers from “Levan” and “Lilith” were accepted as “under terms guests”, from the thirteenmembership (and not
twelvemembership) staff of Zeus, as a temporary planet commander in anticipation of a new thirteenmembership staff
from the center of local galaxy, because of the rebelion by the planetary leader of planet Saturn against the solar
system leader with headquarters the planet Uranus. The area of Atlantis was given to the settlers from “Levan” and
“Lilith” under the terms of keeping the population analogy to 1:108 in comparison to the already present population of
the planet and respect of the pre-existed cultular trend and language of the planet (archetype hellenic) , as an official
cultular trend and language of the local group of galaxies. (see: demystification of Hesiod’s Theogony)

3) The governors of ships “Levan” and “Lilith” accepted the terms and discharged from 11.000 B.C. to 10.500 B.C, using
transport ships, populations from E’Bootes to Atlantis (Water-land). Right after they violated the terms and genocided
the hellenes of atlantis through the sinking of the area using lunar hypergravity technology, while they -already
informed by the lunar staff- started to depart and colonize the eastern coasts of the american continent (Esperia), the
eastern coasts of Siberia and China and the western coasts of Africa and Europe (Basque), where they started systematic
genocide of the hellenicdiallect local nationalities. At the same time -by using the same technology of hypergravitythey sunk the hellenicdiallect dravidian Aegis, where lies todays mediterranean sea. At the same time the aggressive
ships from Selene and Lilith attacked against the galactic fleet of Zeus and occupied the 6 inner planets. They've blown
away 3 out of 12 planets of our solar system, because they believed that carried bases of the Zeus forces. Finally the
fleet of Zeus divided in 3 parts one of which departed to the already existed bases inside the inner cavity of our planet,
the other third departed to the 3 outer planets (Uranus, Neptune, Pluto), and the lastone departed completely from
the solar system in order to inform the local Galaxy center for the crimes of Asmodai and Tamil, respective governors of
Levan and Lilith.
The final conflict and sinking of Atlantis and Aegis is dated by the lodge of the Grand Oak in 9.600 B.C., and it’s
probably the actual date because it is cross-referenced by the ancient manuscripts of “Timaios and Kritias” of Plato.
4) The forces of Zeus that escaped inside the inner cavity of earth from the two holes of North and South Pole, preclude
the dominance of Levanians and Lilithians (Israelites – Mongols – Arabs) in this planet, because they have technology for
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telepathetic communication with their representative (Zeus priesthoods) and they inform them about the strategic
moves of the adversaries that aim to genocide the hellenicdialects Andromedians.
In precisely that point Tamil under the command of his superior Asmodai or Yehowa of the Moon, sends crews of Lilith
to organize underground cities in the earth’s crust that will fake-act as the Zeus subordinates. Such underground cities
exist right down from the pyramids in Mongolia, Egypt, Babylon, Mesopotamia, South America etc, and additionally
right down from natural pyramids that formed by earth’s mountains.
Concerning Greece we note that the department of technology of G.H.REES has located such installations that emit
lowfrequency sounds and other frequencies, in the places of underground lodges characterized by mythology as “tunels
that lead to Hadis”. We refer among others, Heleusina, Dodoni, Pelion, with the larger located mechanological
installation that of mountain Sarakinos of Magnesia (Magnet) in a depth of 100 meters from the sea level and with
lodges that communicate with caves. (Triangle alike: Dimenion – Goritsa of Volos – Sarakinos Volou – “The triangle of
Iolkos” is inspected by lunar ships every September or October).
Those underground forces of Lilithians uses technology of telepathy that because of its lower range from the earth’s
surface overcomes the transmitions by the forces of Zeus from the inner earth and achieve to corrupt the earthly “Zeus
priesthoods” driving them to degeneration of Spirit-Arts-Matter, to idolatry, to sexual lack of restrain (see: Vakhes and
Mainades), to civil wars, to moral rampage, to myths that present the staff of Zeus as a “collection of vain drunkers,
sexmaniacs that demand a worship of idols and blood of subjects”.
Those underground forces are characterized by the …holy scripture as “The Devil”, and by the masonry as “Tamil
Forces”. The “Tamil forces” is the religious infrastructure of Buddism and the second Induism. They are the forces
invocated by the newlyfounded Theosophical lodges and propagandized by the “proHellenic” organizations like the
“New Acropolis”, department of the Theosophical Society (Tamil).
They are the underground VRILL forces of America, ZEN of Mongolia-Tibet and others that created telepathetic “shows”
of power to the SS of Himler, during special initiations in Bavarian towers. They are the same forces that through the
politicians of the “New Right”, who belong to theosophical lodges will try to turn Europe to Nazi Europe from 1988 to
1995 having as leader Hellas, which will be presented to the European public as “degenerate warmongering Zeus and
Apollonians”, “Black sexual magic of degenerate Venus” and other similar, in order for the final defamation of Zeus
staff and the anihilation of those who still love the light of the galactic civilization, the archetype civilization of the
planet of the hellenistic civilization. (see: “Nazism: Secret Society” and “The Apocrypha of Enoch”. The above
mentioned sinozionist scheme was "blown open", "busted!" several times by G.H.REES).
We judge necessary to refer that the three branches Israelites – Arabs – Mongols have separate roles of genociding their
adversaries, by using as tools the three major religions – Christianity – Mohammedanism – Buddism. Mohammedanism
teaches that God (Allah or Al Yah or Al Yahweh) lives in the moon!!!
Buddism teaches that God lives in the center of the earth under Mongolia – Tibet as a projection "Ta-Han – Tso –Han" of
the … universal logos, and that from there will come the “ruller of the world”.
Christianity teaches that “the woman (organization) of God stands on Levan (moon)” (Based on the moon), meaning that
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is having as a “central base the moon” (See: “John’s apocalypse” Bible, IB’1)
The above as concerns the A-O-A initiation.
We have any reason to combine the above with the lunar installations that literlay “drove crazy” the american
astronauts when they landed. For the ignorants we refer that the crews of “apollo” sent reports for “ships and lunar
installations of unknown origin”, and for a “second moon” (Lilith) behind the first moon.
We clearout that althought the Judaic priesthood is called Levanio or Levitico, meaning “Lunar Priesthood”, in the bible
the term Iera-Selene (Holy Moon) or Jerousalem is preffered in the Hellenistic attribution.
The event is enlighted completely by the allusions of John’s Apocalypse C’12 where the new Holy Levan (moon) (New
Jerusalem) “lands” in order to “settle among people”, memorizing movie messages that they have ingeniously and
deviously served to us throught the “close encounters of the third kind”. In the specific movie by the hebrew director
Steven Spielberg, the flag of the earthlings is white with a black triangle that has its base downwards and its top
upwards, exactly the same as the triangles Tetragrammaton YHWH of the masonic lodges. In contrary the visitors, right
before the appearance of the monstrus mothership, send for scouting three minor ships that stabilize in the air and
create a triangle with its base upwards and its top downwards. The two triangles, straight and reverse, combined, are
essentially the cabbalist sixpointed “Star of Solomon” and the official flag of Israel.
For those who still doubt the seriouness of these writings, we refer to a fraction of the Orphic comments by Proklos,
No.9, Timaion 41, 283, 11 Erman Diels: (translation)
“He created (Saturn?) another infinite (spherical) earth, which the Gods named Selene(moon) and the human Minin. It
has many mountains, many cities, many megara”.common origin (in high masonic rites level).
for more:
PLANETARY SI(O)NISTIC MASONIC SINOMONGOLIAN (CHINESEMONGOLIAN) DRAGONIAN CRONIAN HIERARCHY [LEVANIAH
(MOON) AND LILITH]

Zionist Holy-Wood movie Close Encounters of the Third Kind.
Notice the upwards triangle (HONG's Right hand path) as a patch on the arm of the Earthlings
(Earth "Seclorum" Base)
This is also the earthlings base flag triangle as presented in the movie.
The base flag is the upwards triangle of tetragrammaton YHWH taught in regular scotish rite masonic lodges, or else
represented by the well known "illuminati" "all seeing eye", it symbolizes heavenly (Lunar) "spiritual" (psychotronic)
forces, Yahweh, Metatron, Asmodai and nomenclatures that end with -IEL. (that emanate from the Moon)
And the U.F.O. formation (Yahweh "Heavenlies-Nepheles Collusion Space Forces of Nepheliem & Elohim") that display a
downwards triangle (HONG's Left hand path)
Finally notice Christianism and Zionism emblems appear together. The cross and the hexagram which is ofcourse the
combination of the above two triangles. A sign revealing their (pseudo-)enmities between them (virtual enmities only in
low hierarchy levels along the "profane") and their true sinomongolian
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X.A.N. (YMCA) - Bartholomew - M.R.A. 666Χ.Α.Ν. (YMCA) is a non-governmental organization (a Christian movement)
which is present in more than 110 countries and is founded in 1844 in England-London.
*article slightly updated*

They might be presented as “Christians” but in reality they have a theosophical comparative new age Gnostic
infrastructure (See: Zeitgeist) and are coordinated with M.R.A. 666 (Mundana Religio Adunata or Global Unified Religion
or Maitreya Religion of Gaia Worship) which is a great cornerstone for the Religious Polarity policy of HONG and A.O.A.
between the New Age M.R.A. 666 axles US.E.J. (USA – Europe – Japan) the in between new age axis T.I.M. (Tibet – India –
Mongolia external) and the orthodox 777+888 R.I.C. axis (Russia – Islamic Nations – Sin,Sion,Zion,China + Korea) for the
instigation of jihad a holy 3rd world war or Armageddon.
That is also the reason why X.A.N. choose new age patriarch Bartholomew for the position of the honorary president
because he is also a major player of this policy with the primary role of converting the orthodox Christianism of Greece
and Greeks into the new age M.R.A. Maitreya 666 Gaia Worship Religion, through Sufism and a comparative combination
-bizarre (mayonnaise) mix- of christianity and pagan dodecatheon.
Notice the emblem of X.A.N., the downside looking equilateral triangle.
Below you can find the same emblem in a theosophical black magic ritual again in England!
Theosophy and the parallel Rosicrucian organizations (black masonry) are the highest Masonic infrastructure of all
satanic sects and neognostic religions and political movements such as Nazism because they are all originated from
Tibet and Dragonian China secret societies and ZEN White and Black Brotherhood monasteries.
They are also behind the scenes of almost all the sinoZionist motivated branches in Greece that claim the titles:
“Epsilon Group” – “Olympians” – “New Acropolis” – “Xrysh Avghi – Golden Dawn” - “Krinaetoi Lodges” – "LA.O.S. Ultra
right wing political party" etc.
TRANSLATION:
Patriarch Bartholomew was called honorary president of the Masonic X.A.N. (read “Kathimerini” newspaper 16 October
1992). Also the pre-commander M.Paterakis was given to him by the Rotary club of Heraklio Crete the golden medal of
the club during the openings of the Spiritual Center of Archbishopric of Crete (16.11.1992)
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His “holiness” referred with praise words about the work of the ROTARY CLUB, a work that is informed about. He
pointed that the actions of the ROTARIANS add to the work of the Church. He wished to all the ROTARIANS good
progress and success in favor of all (read Rotarian magazine “Rotary Hellas”, issue 4th February 1993, pg.24)
Of course if he hadn’t the sympathy of the masons he wouldn’t achieve the title Patriarch of Constantinople. (he also
began his career as a Turkish army officer!)

English priestess of Black Magic during a black theosophical ritual. She holds the red candles between the symbols of
Downward looking equilateral triangle and the Egyptian ANKH “T” or the “Cross of Life”.
Downward looking equilateral triangle is the emblem of all theosophical lodges and combined with the upward looking
equilateral triangle of philosophical lodges(*) produces the Cabbalistic Hexagram or the sinoZionistic star of David of
the collusion players Yahweh – Tamil (and Andromedian traitor Cronus) with higher purpose the instigation of
schizophrenic ideological paranoia and civil war into and between the White Skylings (Uranides) Andromedian and Black
Sirian indigenous races.
(*): appears in several churches temples and masonic lodges of different dogmas as the "tetragrammaton or the allseeing-eye inside a triangle" a thing that reveals the common (Lunar) origin and the pseudo-enmities between them!!!
Read Also:
PLANETARY SI(O)NISTIC MASONIC SINOMONGOLIAN (CHINESEMONGOLIAN) DRAGONIAN CRONIAN HIERARCHY
[LEVANIAH (MOON) AND LILITH]

G.H.REES Second most urgent message of planet security
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REVELATION NOW! To Ashkenazim Hellenogenes Hebrews: About Sino-Tibetan motivated Nazism.
Personal Relations: Bipolar relation of the two genders
Bellow is a very interesting Andromedian message for the restoration of the bipolar relations between
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 8:03 AM 0 comments
two genders. (also called: "bipolar Amphigonia relationship")
A couple functioning like that is a healthy society cell that creates civilization.
(a civilization matrix)
The message begins with the negative proof. e.g. by displaying today's ill-cancerous situation under pax draconis.

Cultural Revolutions G.H.REES A’ Generation

Personal Relations

Second Level – Bipolar relation of the two genders

1st: Love [Eros] – Gestation Period – Creation in a Spiritual Level

The male brain having “sperm” in a field of sciences or arts is attracted by the female brain which has “egg” and
“womb” [matrix] for the capture and gestation period of the sperm-idea.
The “embryo” as a completed science or art can only be born by a female brain according to the above principle.
One practical example of this principle is the couple of physicists Peter and Maria Kiouri. The first factor “sperm”,
through theoretical research “fertilized” the second, who was at a “gestation period” confirming the theory by
experimentation, meaning completing or “gave birth”.
In the Hellenic Mythology this ideal bipolarity was expressed in the myth of Orpheus and Evridiki, when the first as an
initiate and a holder of “sperm” had such a need for the spiritual “womb” of Evridiki in order to create sciences and
arts, that –according to myth- when she died, he came down to Hades and returned back to the kingdom of the living
with his spiritual better half [lover]. The myth, expressing the necessity of the FEMALE PRINCIPLE existence as an
energetic producer necessary for the materialization or the completion of any male’s idea in sciences and arts, proves
at the same time and the sterility of modern civilization.
This sterility reason is located at the international priesthoods of all religions that made laws by which they
“sterilized” and restrained the spiritual “impetus” of the woman, by characterizing “a sin against God” her
participation in the production of civilization. Thus they forbid in the woman the spiritual intercourse, the spiritual
pregnancy and the spiritual birth of sciences and arts.
The worst enemy of civilization production was and still is Christianity, which through “Apostle Paul” defined the …
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contraception law: “The woman must be silent. It is obscenity for the women to speak and teach (to be pregnant and
give birth to the male ideas)”.
The result of this forbiddance is the production of an abomination civilization or a civilization monster in which the
man is called to play the role of the androgynous monster that produce “sperm” of ideas and at the same time is
“pregnant” and “give birth”.
The victims of this suppression are both genders.
The suppression of spiritual impetuses compelled man to “masturbate” because it is forbidden to “ejaculate” his ideas
inside the female-brain-womb for pregnancy. The masturbation is located in the form of sperm collection (ideas) in
sperm banks (Universities – Art Schools) in which after a selection of men to play the role of women’s “womb” (a
fascism of choice) the man is fertilized by men, by accepting the role of androgynous monster that is given to him by
the political or religious priesthoods.
Either the male plays the role of the masturbating sperm-producer or he plays the role of "womb for pregnancy" (!!!), in
both cases is compelled to live in abnormality by suppressing his natural spiritual momentum.
In the first case we have the man that “masturbates” by saving his “sperm” in a library of a University or in a
conversation between an exclusive male company. In the second case we have the man who by spiritual notion is a
“passive homosexual” with “energetic homosexual” the man of the first case. The characteristic of the “passive
homosexual” is his passiveness in sciences, religions, political ideologies, arts, information, economy, material
products, way of living, political parties, war or peace, for which he never asks “why” by always leaving others to
determine them for him. The “passive homosexual” does not have his own ideas for God because is enough for him that
his Bible or the religion of his country determined them. He has no personal laws and principles because is enough for
him that his political governing party determined them. He has no personal ideas for politics because is enough for him
that his political party leader determined them. He has neither personal way living nor personal choices, because is
enough for him that his “government”, or any “government” chooses them instead of him.
The suppression of spiritual impetuses compelled the woman either to be fertilized with the male masturbating sperm
garbage of Universities, of religions, and of political ideologies, or to be fertilized with the sperms of male materialism
as products of male androgynous abomination birth: Fashion – working in the male’s industry – working in the male’s
bureaucracy – consumption of useless industry products – consumption of cosmetics of the non existing “beautifulness”
[Kallos] – consumption of fashion products for beautify the non existing “harmony”.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2009
Andromeda major reinforcements already in our system from 1984
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 6:42 AM 0 comments
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The beginnings of the 80’s.
This is a video of the then president of the USA Ronald Reagan (inspirer and promoter of the Program of Strategic
Defense Initiative or else “Star Wars”)… an ambitious program with a visible budget of billions of dollars for the
development of exotic satellite plasma weapons, laser beams and particle cannons. The program was supposedly
planned for the creation of a space shield against nuclear warheads… but in those speeches of the President to the Mass
Media and the United Nations the high degree mason and bohemian club member Reagan leaves implications to be
detected by the intelligent observer that knows to read “between the lines”, implications that the true objective of the
“Star Wars” program was not the defense against the collusion player USSR but the common earthly defense against a
non specified alien “threat” by calling the nations of the earth to unite for a common defense against that “threat”!!
At the same time in the movie theaters were played the known trilogy “Star Wars” that has as its subject the revolution
of the Jedai ( a paraphrase of Sin >> Sendai >> Zendai >> Judai >> Jude >> Yehowehai ) against the Galactic Goverment
(Galactic Judges "Nomos-Law", U.O. Hierarchy)
The President made frequent reports to this movie that gave its name to the strategic defense initiative.
But defense really against who? The below G.H.REES signal dated 1984 explain:

(Translation from original Hellenic Signal, without the responsibility of G.H.REES, slight variations from the originals
are possible)

Subject: Announcement of J.P.L. – NASA and strategic developments

To:
GEETHA (Army H.Q.)
Through Larissa Army
Through Enlistment Office of Volos
Mr. Commander of Enlistment Office of Volos

Signal written as an occasion of an article by the Media “Taxidromos” Volos Thursday 30-8-1984

“Taxidromos Article”
Title: Monstrous Asteroid
Will collide with Earth?

NASA claims it will destroy it
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New York, 29 – A “Monstrous Asteroid” will collide with earth and cause a disaster worse than a possible nuclear war!
That was the claim of a notable American scientist Dr. Eugene Malor, who is also of the opinion that according to “clear
scientific data” a similar collision that was made 65 million years ago had as a result the extermination of Dinosaurs
from the face of the Earth.
Nevertheless, NASA answered to this worrying scientific announcement with a calm statement: The modern space
technology has given us the means that make possible with a simple way to alter the dangerous orbit of the “Monstrous
Asteroid”: To launch a special missile against it!
In the statement of the American scientist it is not specified when this collision of the “Monstrous Asteroid” with Earth
will take place.

Below is the G.H.REES signal answer [Sciences – Special Technology department]

Honorable Sirs,

The present signal must be delivered directly to GEETHA, as a supposedly more responsible department. That was
planning of the H.G.REES Athens department, which numerously times forwarded to the GEETHA encyclicals that
contained specific analogies of reality and allegory myth.
We came to an exception now, because there are special reasons of coordination of the first letter I left you with the
order of G.H.REES leadership, and the contains of the present signal.
Because the matter is very serious, G.H.REES, with the present signal, will not test again the intelligence of GEETHA,
with exercises of separation reality with allegoric myth. The below text does not follow allegoric myths that offer
“golden pills” and make drollery with reality in order to avoid panic and sock, but is destined for “adult” brains.
G.H.REES believes that it is enough with the education of GEETHA “childish” brains with allegoric texts.

SUBJECT:
J.P.L. of the NASA space research with the signature of the mouthpiece, scientist Eugene Malor, leaked to the
international news agencies a “news item” about the closure of an “asteroid – monster” that was published at the same
time to the global press with the … encouraging statement from NASA that “it will be dealt with a special missile”.
G.H.REES make known to the GEETHA that according to recordings of MONITOR focusing thirdgrade radiation with speed
C*10^12 in the low spectra frequencies, corresponding to the infrared of C Spectra, appear that the “monster” is not a
natural asteroid but an artificial spherical ship accompanied by a fleet of smaller vehicles, and stationed in orbit close
to planet Neptune. Second similar “monster” has slowed down its course to the orbit height of planet Pluto.
The two gigantic ships and their corresponding escort fleets entered our solar system on January 1984 in parallel course
from the direction of Draco Constellation. They separated their course in the orbit height of planet Pluto.
From the digital system of MONITOR display appear that the “monster” of the more close to earth's orbit has specific
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diameter, increasing-decreasing speed, polyline curve course, and a total metallic structure of unspecified with spectra
method alloy.
The MONITOR of telescopic focusing with grade C*10^18 display the internal “X-Ray” architecture of an unprecedented
complexity with coaxial cylinders towards the main cylindrical axle around which the spherical ship turns.
The detection of both spherical ships was made by a random scan with a telescopic recorder of general speed C*10^6n,
set to C*10^12.
The remarkable thing that amazed (the scientists) of G.H.REES was that the ship is becoming invisible in intervals
during recordings of C Spectra and Spectra C*10^6, creating around it a virtual sphere multiple by 10^8 of its volume,
into which it is observed a complete blackout – absorbing of frequencies with speeds C and C*10^6, with result to
become visually and electromagnetically invisible the background located asterisms.
The only explanation that can be given to the above is the use of a special defensive technology that eliminates every
close electromagnetic oscillation.
In the above is added the fact that in the cases of electromagnetic “blackout” of the main ship, it is observed a
previously withdrawal of all the escort ships out of the range of the “blackout” zone. The whole maneuvers looks like
defense protection drills of the main ship.

We come to the question: «Defense against who?»

The second not predicted result of observation of the focusing MONITORS is the broadcast from the “monster”, during
time intervals, of C Spectra signals, that form the phrases of four to ten words, in variation of ancient scripts of Tibet,
Hellas, and Incas. The Hellenic script has structure and language that is similar to the language of the Orphic Texts
according to ERMAN DIEIS.
From those phrases originate the conclusion that besides the crews of male and female genus, inside the ship there are
crews of neutral hermaphrodic genus who by the structure of phrases that claim authority and responsibility, appear to
be the dominant genus – crew.
The above broadcasts are made in frequencies of C Spectra, contrary to the signals C*10^12 that G.H.REES was
incapable to decipher although was used the E/C of 10^800 bytes.
It is concluded that the broadcast of not encrypted signals of C speeds, is a wanted exception from the extremely
ciphered broadcast between the main and escort ships, and is destined for an intelligence level of earthlings type
technology.
G.H.REES has ways and technology to know that the technology of NASA allows the Agency to capture and records those
“of childish difficulty level” -not encrypted- signals in very ancient Hellenic language and NASA has recorded them and
translated them.
Therefore the panic and the preparation of “special missiles”.
As of the JPL publication signed by Eugene Malor, of Hebrew origin, G.H.REES prefers not to comment it although
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G.H.REES has analyzed its tendentiousness word by word.
The “monster” that has a volume of double the size of Moon, and its escort ships with volume multiple the size of a US
aircraft carrier, its presence appears to be expected by NASA that has predicted the technology of special missiles for
“asteroids” that … attack the planet … every 65 million years.
Because not a single observatory gave a report of detection of an “asteroid monster” and because there are no files of
the planet with 65 million year age, this story looks like the special drug that was made for a disease that hasn’t
appeared yet.
The hebrewcontrolled NASA can play with the intelligence of the international cosmopolitan “goyim” but cannot play
with the intelligence of Hellenes.
Neither NASA nor any Zionist headquarters of ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS can ever reach the intelligence of Hellenes.
The hostile response of the expected and therefore KNOWN IDENTITY ship from NASA, created for the Hellenic armed
forces a dilemma: “In case the alien ship executes a tactical expected inspection of the planet, from some higher
commanding authority in which our Planet is hierarchical a member, what position will take against it the Hellenic
armed forces, friendly or hostile?”
The question is mainly destined for GEA (AirForce H.Q.), and is not about the main ship, which by nature is invincible,
but for the smaller escort ships that may enter our planet’s atmosphere. The question is not bizarre, because there are
no other planets with an alive civilization in our solar system, and is mathematically certain that the two “monsters”
with their escort ships have not spend the vast amounts of energy and voyage of many years in space to enjoy the view
of Pluto and Neptune, both uninhabited dead planets. And there are no either Tibetans, Hellenes and Incas alive
listeners to the other planets.
So, misters of GEA, will you align with NASA, by ordering an attack to “every ship of unknown identity” in the air space
of your responsibility?
And if the answer is yes, what will be the consequences for you and the Hellenic pilots?
What will be the consequences for the unarmed population?
How do you believe the sheet irons of the Hellenic airforce will act in dogfights with ships that can cause around them
electromagnetic blackout and ships that can become invisible, and ships with crews that have reflexes and intelligence
factor multiple that of Earthlings, and ships with electromagnetic engines with 2 million pounds of lift per 1000 kg as
concluded from acceleration measurements in the MONITOR, and ships with armament of lock speed targeting and
shooting, logically superior to the speeds of 2C/3 of theirs, as concluded in the MONITOR observations from their
“games”-exercises in the orbit height of Neptune?
Whatever choice will make the leadership of the Hellenic armed forces, G.H.REES believes that the thousand years
battle between Hellas and Israel, is evolving into unpredictable dimensions that will have tragic results for the
international Zionist establishment USA and USSR and US.EUR.
The dilemmas are offered on the plate for the Hellenes military leaders for the time being hypnotized with the Masonic
Zionist Cabbala and the “Holy Scripture” of the Judeochristianism. Maybe they will understand, we wish not without
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tragic consequences and above all NOT TOO LATE, what they meant our ancestors when they spoke of the “by machine
gods” and of the “chariot of the gods”. Maybe they will understand what Aeschylus wanted to say in his tragedy
“Prometheus Bound” when he dressed his actors with funny uniforms and metallic structures, completing the stage with
metallic chariots of “gods” and with metallic constructions that made Athenians to wonder, and the corrupted by
Zionists Gefyrean Priesthood of Eleusina to condemn him to death, because he revealed priesthood secrets.
Maybe they will understand Hesiod and his Theogony, in which the party of the rebellious Prometheus raised the
revolution stance against some Commanding Authority, a revolution which democratically till today continue to keep
the planet isolated from the Aristocratic governed society of the “gods”.
(* Reversal of the terms “Zeus” – “Prometheus” due to G.H.REES tactic, with purpose to disorient until a specific time
line of “full scale” development of G.H.REES identity.)

Maybe they will understand after all, the Hellenes hypnotized military leaders of Cabbala and Panagia Soumela and the
tender little Christ and the … all saints, what Plato meant when in “Timaios” wrote that the Atlantean Races conducted
epic battles with the Hellenic Races for millennia before the overcorrupted era and luxe of the “golden age” of the
democratically degenerate Pericles.

In those epic battles Plato was able to determine two occasions in which Hellenes throw into the sea the Atlanteans,
twice, into the Atlantic Ocean, the place from where they came.

Modern Hellenes disgraced their ancestors by allowing the Atlantean spirit and the Atlantean ancestors (HebrewsJudeans-Sino-Mongols) to corrupt every Hellenic section and destroy the idea Hellas, with Atlantean origin
Judeochristianic religion, with Atlantean origin Roman Laws, with Atlantean origin mob-dominated-democratic
command, with Atlantean origin Economic-rule, with Atlantean origin worship of sex and gender, with Atlantean origin
dogmatic sciences, with Atlantean origin corrupted Arts of altering the Beautiful and the Immortal and the Truthful,
with Atlantean origin of progeniture genocide, with
Atlantean origin overthrowing the less natural superior- in favor of the many natural inferior, with Atlantean origin
Hierarchy Overthrow.

And they have no shame the "modern Hellenes" (Also Called: "Greeks" from "Graikoi" an ancient hellenic Epirus tribe)
when in the close circles of the Masonic lodges, claim as their honour and axiom to feel like followers of the "Perfection
Lodge" that is named ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS which means Order of the Accepted from Atlantis.
The chosen children of ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS that serve in NASA claimed hostile intentions against the coming
“gods”. The same they claimed 11.000 years before in Atlantis and this, if we take seriously the Tibetan holy texts, cost
them the sinking of Atlantis with only survivors the Atlantean priesthood who had foreknowledge of the consequences,
and the rest Atlantean colonizers in other continents. The Tibetan texts speak also for “unknown weapons of the gods
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that sunk Atlantis because of a revolt from the population of Atlantis against the gods”. It remains to see of what will
do the Hellenic origin spiritual children of ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS.
Each one will be judged according to his intelligence and its directness. One is certain, that the current racial and
ideological degenerate Political establishment of Hellas Kara-aman-alides, Mineiko-Papandreou, Florakis etc have no
place in an ORDO ADEPTIS OF HELLAS and will be exposed as ideological and racial degenerates that polluted Hellas and
the planet.
The same will happen to all the known Atlantean-invented-ISM’s, including the FLATTENING CHRISTIAN SOCIALISM and
the tender little Christ and Panagitsa Soumela, who according to the serious statements of the minister of defense
Mineiko – Papandreou: “raised the first foundation upon which socialism was built”.
The against nature and religious degenerate and cancerous ideologies of the Atlanteans, will have no place in the
planet. And the coming “asteroid” that paniced the Atlantean NASA we suppose that carries ideological and religious
antibodies of the Universal Organism that will put an end to the cancerous tumor of Atlantis, by curing and restoring
the planet and the same Atlantis of the dear Judeans.
We suppose that the crews of the “asteroid” are tired in the boring awaiting orbit and are anxious for some action. The
action will be war with Hellas as an opponent or the only ally? An ally from whom it is expected JUST TO NOT TAKE
PLACE IN THE CONFLICT that may come as a result by the current intentions of “NASA”.

Signal with the responsibility and command of the G.H.REES headquarters K.I. instructor.

------------------ ]+[ -------------------

For latest developments Read Also:

PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW

NASA (petrified with terror) observes the Fleet of the Dragonians and Andromedians

Illuminati Sino-Zionists Columbia and the THUNDERS OF ZEUS

PLANETARY SI(O)NISTIC MASONIC SINOMONGOLIAN (CHINESEMONGOLIAN) DRAGONIAN CRONIAN HIERARCHY
[LEVANIAH (MOON) AND LILITH]
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2009
RE-ESTABLISHED HERACLETOS PHYSICS
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"Κόσμον τόνδε, τόν αυτών απάντων, ούτε τις Θεών ούτε ανθρώπων εποίησεν, αλλ' ήν αεί καί έστι καί έσται πύρ
αείζωον απτόμενον μέτρα καί αποσβεννύμενον μέτρα."

TRANSLATION:

The present COSMOS – UNIVERSE, which is the same without discrimination for all the EXISTING BEINGS, was not created
by anybody. Neither by Gods nor by Humans, but existed always and exists and will exist. “The Present COSMOS –
UNIVERSE” is an eternal living Fire, which burns (lit up) under PHYSICAL LAWS and extinguishes under PHYSICAL LAWS.

DECODIFICATION:

THE PRESENT LOCAL UNIVERSE, INTO WHICH ALL THE CONTAINING BEINGS THAT IT CONTAINS ARE UNDER THE INFLUENCE
OF THE SAME PHYSICAL LAWS, WAS NOT CREATED BY NEITHER GOD “namely fast moving being” NOR HUMAN, BUT
EXISTED ALWAYS, EXISTS AND WILL EXIST FOR EVER. “The present local Universe is” ETERNALLY LIVING "namely eternally
moving – oscillated – FIRE" namely static dodecahedral “ETHER” as the minimum particle of matter, WHICH TURN OFF
“namely it goes under NON-SALTATED and under SALTATED fusions as saltated-fragmatic(numerous barriers)interdimensional inspissations of Matter” ACCORDING TO PHYSICAL LAWS of “atom fusion”, AND WHICH LIT UP “namely
it goes under semi-Saltated, and Saltated Transmutations or Explosions (Fission) as Saltated-Fragmatic(numerous
barriers)-interdimensional rarifications of Matter” ACCORDING TO PHYSICAL LAWS of “nuclear fission of atoms”.

NOTE:

For Ancient Hellenic Astrophysics and Nuclear Physics the “DODECAHEDRAL ETHER OF PENTAGONAL SIDES” when it is
stationary, namely non oscilated, is considered as “NON BEING”, namely nox-existent, namely “NULL MATTER”.
When it is moving is considered “BEING”, namely existent.
THEREFORE THE PRINCIPLE OF SPONTANEOUS MOVING OSCILATION OF ETHER CREATES MATTER FROM ZERO, through
consonance of the dipole “CAUSE & EFFECT”

(read principles and theorems of Proclus, last commander of the Platonic Academy, just before it was destroyed by antihellenists ignorantists of Byzantium 500 A.D., right after, Dodocahedron, Pentagon and the Pentagram were converted
by Judeochristians into symbols and mathematics of the "Devil and Satanism", in order to terrify the future researchers
of the dodecahedral geometry of the Ether)

G.H.REES – DEPARTMENT OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS
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THROUGH KARAGEORGIOY CH.CH.YIANNIS
VOLOS

Read Also:
Frauds of the Extra-cosmic Logos and Hebrew Pseudoscience criticized by Hellenic Unified Science

Restored etymologies of the Hellenic words “Theós”(God) and “Thriskeia”(Religion)

MENTAL DUELS: Smash of the Extra-universal Logos madness
We put forward the etymologies of the Hellenic words “Theós”(God) and “Thriskeia”(Religion), because all today
religions without exception corrupted and abused those two concepts, with the most dirty and dishonest way. (Under
the instructions of Yahweh and Tamil)
THRISKEIA (RELIGION):
The Hebrew-Mongolian establishment by decreasing the gravity of the word, gave it the etymology from “therapwn”
which means “a voluntary servant” of a King or a Priest. We give the true etymology of the word from “Thrwskw” which
means “jump”, “buck”, “jump high”, “spring upwards”, “lift off” etc. So “Religion” meant in Hellas of 30.000 B.C., the
“Saltation learning of the Sciences of the Gods”, of “Anw Thrwskwntwn Thewn” or “Anw-thrwpwn” or
“Anthrwpwn”(Humans)
THEOS (GOD):
We override the falsified etymologies and we give the true etymology from “thew” which means “run”, “fly”, “cruise”.
The word “Theós” in its first use, was referred to “runners and flyers with ships-chariots of Gods”, to “Theontes Gods
with extreme speeds” through TECHNOLOGY.
For the Hellenic Trwskein (Religion) the “Scientific Examination of the Higher” makes accepted the existence of “Gods”
who “théoyn” or run without technology. Those NATURAL THEONTES (Gods) are determined as “Logos’”(Words) such as
Planetary, Solar, Galactic Logos etc.
In contrast with the Théontes(Gods) through Ship Technology, the NATURAL Théontes(Gods) does not have capability to
choose course, but they move in orbits that are determined by NATURAL LAWS: The Universal Logos as a Supreme
Intelligent Being contains in its Organism or Universe, all the partial “Natural Théontes(Gods)” = planets – solar systems
– galaxies – nebula etc. The Universal Logos – Universe although is the Supreme BEING, is not a “God” because it doesn’t
“Théei”, meaning it doesn’t run, it doesn’t move to any direction, because out of its barriers exists only Inert Space, of
Inert Dodecahedral Space, which does not exercise any kinetic energy or pressure of radiation, to any direction of the
Universe.
The Hebrewmongolian establishment, by naming as “God” the Supreme Being, it undermined it down to the level of
“Gods” or “running” stellar inspissations, which contains in Its Body as Organs of Its Functions.
By giving a parallel example, the above is analogous by naming a human “corpuscle” or “microbe”, by undermining the
container into the content. Same humiliation of the Supreme Being was attempted by the Judean-Christian religion,
which without shame teaches that the “only son of the One God, Christ, was incarnated into the womb of an earthling”.
If the Supreme Being – Universe … had Son, the Son would be also Universe, with the same dimensions as … Father
Universe, and anywise Universe – Son outside of the Body – Space of Universe – Father … A thing which means that the
Universe Son must zero its Mass of Matter scattered in distances of trillion of light years, and reduce its size into a size
of a human spermatozoon, and to exit from one opening of the Universe – Father, in order to reach the pudenda of miss
Mary. Those paranoid enormities of the Priesthoods, with Gods that enter the pudenda and exit of pudenda,
undermined Hellenes into a people who worship pudenda and spermatozoon of Gods, namely literally a people who
worship BULLSHITS!
In this way we honour we the uppermost of Hellenes the Inventor of the above emetic theory, chiefasshole Yahweh of
the Masonic Tetragrammaton and his only-son subasshole Christ.
In this way we undermine we the uppermost of Hellenes the corruptors of the sciences of our “Gods” into NonRationalism Faiths of Emetic Dogmas, which converted the Rationalism Nature of the Hellen Researcher into a Passive
Receiver of Religious & Political Dogmas of “Christian socialism equality”.
Researcher E.R.DODDS in his book “Hellenes and the Paranoid”, is asking, how the Hellenic rationalism was converted
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into a superstition of “pantheistic magic” in the Classical Era. According to his conclusion this “paranoid behavior” left
a huge Spiritual and Moral Gap, in such a manner in order to pave the way for the acceptance of Christianism by
Hellenes who starved morally and spiritually. His conclusions are fundamentally correct!
It was impossible for Hellenes to feed morally and spiritually, by the revolting myths of the Priesthoods who presented
the “Gods” as dawdlers, drinkers, sex-maniacs who conspired in intrigues and symposiums, when they were not causing
wars between the mortals in order to have fun.
But weren’t these Hellenic the Priesthoods which corrupted the Rationalism and the Moral of Hellenes?
Instead of answering, we will suggest the reader to examine the actions of the Gefyrean Municipality of ancient Athens
(Gefyreans or Gevyreans or evreans or evraioi – Hebrews). The homosexual Hebrews – Gefyreans with the Helleniclocalised names of Armodios and Aristogeiton (lovers) murdered the Athenian Governor Hipparchus. The Eleusinian
Priests at the same time, corrupted by Gefyreans, subverted the Aristocratic Regime (from Hellenic word Aristos,
meaning to be ruled by the Worthy One elected through duels) into the mob ruled Democracy, and at the same time
befooled the population with cabbalistic displays of non existent “Gods” appearance. The “Gods” had left long ago our
planet, but the subterranean Cronians (Saturnians – Savaothians) and Tamil continued to appear as Zeus and Apollo,
Ceres and Pluto, by counterfeiting the names of the members of the 6th Galactic Mission with corrupt actions. The
counterfeiters will be “paid“ by the 7th Galactic Mission.
The above dishonest tactic is applied by the crews of Yahweh Selene (Levaniah – Moon) and his subordinate (collusion
player) Tamil of Lilith, ordered by Yahweh to degenerate the planet until the dissolution of the nations that left behind
the “Gods”, after their departure in 16.000 B.C.
The Tamil forces (Devil) until today lead the instigation of wars, ecology damage, prostitution, drugs, crimes, illnesses,
economical dissolution, whereas the forces of Yahweh-Christ found organizations and religions which claim peace,
restoration of morality and ecology and … eternal life with economical prosperity that will bring the little Christ
(socialist).
PERFECT THEATRICAL SHOW!
But not such perfect for BRILLIANT HELLENES.
Because finally if we the “mortals” are intellectually stronger than the pair Yahweh – Tamil, how rather stronger are
our coming “Gods” of the 7th Galactic mission. see also:
MENTAL DUELS: Smash of the Extra-universal Logos madness
PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW

Higher Dimension Space Wars: SPACE GATE OF PYLOS

U.S.A. Base destined for Space War in Pylos of Messinia.
“News broadcasts from TV on 15/11/98 referred that in this date began the submarine research in the submarine
antiquities of Pylos city, by Albert Falco, associate-diver of the now dead French-Hebrew “scientist” Jacques Cousteau.
ATTENTION!!!
When Cousteau was alive, with his ship “Calypso” had cast Phoenician amphora into the sea of Pylos, in order for the
future research groups (namely of the year 98) to be able to “prove” that Ancient Pylos settlers were not Hellenes, but
Phoenicians-Hebrews-(Semites).
The higher purpose: To justify the presence in Pylos of Israeli and other, so called “archaeological missions”, and the
island blockade from Greek and foreign tourists with an official excuse the general submarine and overland
archaeological excavation of the area.
The planned blockade has relation to the special electromagnetic Portal (Channel) of Pylos and not with the ostensible
Archaeology.
We clear out: The Pylos channel is a physical electromagnetic Gate (Portal) of entry by Galactic ships of 2nd, 3rd up to
n-th degree dimension (2D,3D,nD) in the proximity space of our planet. The channel of Pylos crosses diametrically the
earth sphere and expands beyond it up to the Sun. The Hebrew-Americans “Luminaries” driven by their masters
Bootides of the Moon, have installed in Pylos and in a depth of 1300m a moderator and a tracker of “neutrinos”,
meaning sub-sub-atomic particles of 3rd dimension (of matter rarification). As a physical moderator acts the ground
beneath. To the mass media they have announced that it’s about a “neutrino telescope”. This is a scam, because the
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earthly instrumnentology doesn’t have neither reflective, nor refractive or spectrometric devices, capable to stabilize
images of neutrinos, meaning 3rd dimension, or 3rd fragmetric rarification of stellar matter. The neutrino detector was
constructed in order to cover other earthly and underground installations.
Those are of 2 categories:
A. The first category contains trackers of 2nd and 3rd dimension ships. For earthlings the 2nd dimension ships are visible
as bright semi-transparent geometric spectral solids. The 3rd and above dimension ships are completely transparent and
invisible, as ships of “neutrino matter” or neutrino ships. The 2nd dimension requires trackers of sub-sub-atomic
particles, meaning neutrinos, with the concept of moderators of vague neutrino tracking. The final moderations occur
in Pylos with electromagnetic vertical polarized inductive water tanks. The inductive polarization, meaning the indirect
polarization, applies because the direct polarization acts only for sup-atomic particles of 2nd dimension, when it doen’t
have any action whatsoever over particles of higher dimensions of matter rarification.
B. The second category consists of earthly and underground MASER weapon systems, meaning invisible beam microwave
Lasers, against the forthcoming Galactic Andromedians Hellenes in 2011-2012.
The Hebrew-Americans are just foolish, because this that afraid will happen in the future, HAS ALREADY HAPPENED.
There are “indications”, that the 2nd and 3rd dimension ships of the Galactic Police Force, have already arrived as a
forerunner of the naturally slower ships of 1st Dimension of the Galactic fleet, which arrive in 2011-2012.
Through “Epsilon channel” we warn the American NSA that if they continue the above planning, the Hebrew-American
forces will be devastated without mercy. Until here their behavior causes amusement to us the informed, and to the
forthcoming, and to the already arrived. The farcical is that they try to commit a war operation against Galactic
entities and ships, naturally and technologically and dimensionally higher of their Lunar Bootes “God”, Yahweh, Sin or
Sion.
About us Hellenes, Pylos is converted to a classified war base against the forthcoming Gallactic Andromedians Hellenes.
In this conspiracy acts and the “Greek government”, through the minister of culture Turkish-Hebrew TOYRGOYT or
Benizelos, who gave Falco the permission to proceed to the “discovery” of the ostensible devious casted Phoenician
amphora in Pylos, and is preparing to provide “permissions of general excavations” into foreign so called
“archaeological missions” , and command of general blockade of the island from Greek and foreign unwanted visitors.
We call the readers of “Diavlos Epsilon” to copy the present article and send it to the Greek military personnel who
they know. The same must be done to the directions of physicists, astronomers and astrophysicists. For the same
reasons as written above, the Hebrew-Americans install a new telescope of visible spectrum and other “instruments” to
the under construction observatory of Kryoneri in Korinthos.
It will be ready in 2001, with mirror diameter 2.3 meters, namely the largest telescope in southeastern Europe
(“Ethnos” 13/11/98).
We call the Greek military personnel to ask from the Greek Minister of Defense and GEETHA-GES-GEA-GEN, to install in
Pylos, a continuing presence of Greek citizens and military astrophysicists and physicists, for the absolute observance of
the actions of the foreign “scientists”.
In case the Greek officers will detect MASERS installations, are called to order the direct withdrawal of all foreign
“scientists” from Pylos, and the dismantling of all present installations.
Differently we are endanger to be considered as enemies by our same race space genitors, who are coming to liberate us
after 13.500 years of Lunar, Bootic Revolt and Slavery to the “master” Yahweh-Sin-Zion of the moon.
In case this will happen, earthly Hellenes will be worthy only for cuspidors of the Galaxy. The function of Pylos as
Space Gate (Portal) of Entry is a “fact” and to the known author Fourakis, who falsely relates it with opposite “facts”
about a “Pythionic Oracle” of the Lunar-stoned “Pythia of God Apollo” of the Lunar-stoned Greek Dodecatheists. We
inform the respected author that there is no known Pythia Oracle regarding to Pylos as a “Space Gate of Entry”. Pylos
was called “Pylos”(“Gate” in Ancient Greek), meaning a Gate of Electromagnetic Channel, before 9.600 B.C. as a date
of the beginning of the “religion of God Apollo”, through Lunar ridicule and corruption of the Astrobiological –
Astrophysical function “Apollo”. (Universal Being Dodecahedron of the Solar Plexus)
From G.H.REES, the ancient-Hellenic religion is rejected as a Lunar invention. G.H.REES position is the pre-historical
before 9.600 B.C. MONO-THEISM of the Living (the Living Zoe - Zwn) or Zenos (Zen) or Jupiter (Zeus), taken not as the
miserable sex-maniac ambitious criminal subgod of the ancient-Hellenic Lunar-stoned Priesthood, but as the Final
Supreme Living Intelligent Universal Organism or Tautocosmic Logos or ONE GOD. This Hellenic Mono-theism or the true
ONE GOD, is in advance for some…million years of the Hebrew “monotheism of Yahweh or Sin or Sion or Zion” of the
piratical Moon, who for 13.500 years is falsely acts as the true ONE GOD or Universal Intelligent Organism. In 2011(2012)
this Fraud ends definitively, either Yahweh installs weapon systems and Hebrew-Americans in the Gates of
Electromagnetic Channels, or not.
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E/E M/RDRSHIP/G.H.REES 1998
Further research:
NASA (petrified with terror) observes the Fleet of the Dragonians and Andromedians
MENTAL DUELS: Smash of the Extra-universal Logos madness

URGENT: G.H.REES message to professor D.Nanopoulos and CERN LHC Astrophysicists
We order the recipients of the present G.H.REES signal to relay to the 4th in order astrophysicist of the planet, Hellene
Professor of Astrophysics Mr.
Dimitrios Nanopoulos ( dimitri@physics.tamu.edu , http://faculty.physics.tamu.edu/dimitri/home.html )
the below message:
“Mr. Professor, we order you to relay to the governments of “USA” and “Switzerland” and to the addresses of the
“CERN” and “FERMI” accelerators the below message of anonymous Hellenes Astrophysicists, who work with Physics of
18 (16) Space Dimensions “Three Dodecahedrals” [(6+6+6)-2 => 16], and “n-th” Dimensions of fragmetric (numerous
barriers) rarifications of matter-energy:
Cease the development of extremely high energies inside the particle accelerators, because there is a chance, some
“entirely frontal” particles collision or “collision of full sub-particles banishment deadlock” to cause in the collision
point “lack of background matter-energy”, with final result the transition of all the superjacent dimensions of
“fragmetric inspissation of matter-energy” by level of inspissation “-1”, namely the transition of matter from all the
area of “CERN” in a state of sub-atomic particles, in the nature of a gigantic nuclear explosion, “OF UNKNOWN POINT
OF FISSION PAUSE”, - or “POINT OF BACKGROUND MATTER-ENERGY COUNTERBALANCE” - with full destruction of the
planet._
In any case, even during collisions of low energy particles, IT IS IMPERATIVE to have removed from the collisions space
the maximum possible quantity of gas “Helium” atoms and rest chemical elements of ZERO CHEMICAL ATOMICITY,
namely chemical ELEMENTS OF ABSOLUTE SYMMETRY of matter-antimatter and absolute symmetry of the “THIRD STATE
OF MATTER” or according to our terminology “Middle-Matter” or “Neutral-matter”, that you appear to have discovered,
but “funnily enough” it has been discovered by the Ancient Hellenes Astrophysicists who used the terminology “Matter
of Crown Production” or simple “CROWN MATTER” or “CROSSWISE MATTER” of the “Atom’s Orbital Hippopede” by
Eudoxus of Cnidus:

with “Matter” symbolism the
matter” symbolism the

, with “Anti-matter” symbolism the

, and with “Middle-

.

… In case the Gas “Helium” and the rest absolute symmetrical chemical elements aren’t removed from the particles
accelerators, there is the danger, from “an absolute frontal collision of particles”, to cause a chain fission of the
Earth’s atmospheric “Helium” Gas, a chain fission OF THE SPACE “HELIUM”, and a chain fission of the “Helium” Gas of
our Sun, with nuclear explosion of our Sun and a destruction of the solar system._
Our warning is the SECOND that is addressed to the body of Nuclear Physicists. The first warning for the cancellation of
Fission – Nuclear explosion of the Gas “Helium” in “Atom Bombs of Helium”, due to DANGER OF CHAIN NUCLEAR FISSION
OF “HELIUM” OF OUR STAR-SUN, was addressed to the American Laboratory “LIVERMORE” by Tibetan Monks who arrived
in “USA” from Tibet, through India, obviously informed by their spiritual sessions. Obeying to this warning, “USA”
cancelled the development of “Helium” Gas Atom Bombs._
END OF MESSAGE.
G.H.REES Unified sciences Department
STEREO: Spherical Objects found orbiting the Sun at close range. (Probably Vulcan-Zone)
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It is too soon to make final conclusions but these objects must probably belong to the so called "Vulcan zone" that is a
zone that is stretched from the surface of the sun roughly up to the orbit of planet Mercury.
G.H.REES advanced scientific group has identified at least one planet or planetary remnants inside the vulcan zone that
are collectively named as “Hephaestus” from the group in honour of the God of the (Nuclear) Fire, due to their close
proximity to the Sun.
There is also one more planet (anti-chthon) designated by G.H.REES between the orbits of Mercury and Venus but all
the times stationed-"gravitationally locked" at the exact opposite position of Earth (that is the reason of the name AntiChthon, namely: Anti-Earth from the ancient Hellenic scientists and the Pythagoreans), so we can not see it from our
Earth's space point of view (the sun is in the way). One hidden objective of the STEREO spacecrafts mission is to
pinpoint and locate this hidden planet. But they will reveal nothing to the public in order to support the fraud of the
non-existent so called "10th, X or 12th" planet Nibiru that is destined for a special terror purpose in the “Armageddon”
or WWIII scheme of Sin-Sion-Zion-Sedi-Jedi-Yahweh and of his subordinates on Earth. Nibiru is some times
propagandized-"expected" outside from our solar system known boundaries from a bizarre for a planet vertical orbit
that is always a comet's orbit. Because in any solar system in the universe the planetary Harmonics-orbits are 12
(isododecahedron Etheric principle of the counterclockwise sun of matter) and we have the 9 known planets + 1
exploded by the Dragonians Phaethon (=asteroid belt) + 1 vulcan zone(Hephaestus) + 1 Antichthon behind the Sun = for a
total of 12 harmonics, there is no harmonic left for the planet Nibiru. That is why they will hide these objects from the
mainstream.
It remains to see what will be the laughable excuse about these objects existence from NASA=Never A

Straight Answer subagent department of DOD-NSA.
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 4:29 PM 0 comments
Intellectual Death of Hebrew-Mongol Matthew Nimetz

We return to the subject of Skopje or “Vardaska”, for which the United Nations placed in the position of the mediator
the Hebrew homosexual lawyer Matthew Nimetz.

The above mentioned Hebrew Mongol hate-Hellenist, by violating any principle of neutrality and objectiveness of the
mediators, stated recently that:

1) Alexander the Great was not Hellenian.

2) Alexander the Great was a butcher of people.

After the above mentioned abusive and false public statements of Hebrew Nimetz against Hellenes, if the politicians of
Greece were not Greek-Hebrews (whiteyellow bastards) traitors and homosexuals traitors, but were Hellenes patriots
instead, they would force the rule out of Hebrew Nimetz from the position of the mediator, after previously call him to
Greece and after thirteen hands of beating, would write on him in a skin tattoo form the following:

“Hebrew Mongol charlatan falsifier of history Matthew or Mattathia, according to the book “Genesis IB’10-20 and IC’ 14”, your genitor Abraham or Habra-Han or “Leader of the Havra” was a pimp, who gave as a harlot his wife to Pharaoh
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of Egypt, in return for goat-sheeps. So, you mongol Hebrew Matthew, as a homosexual descendant of a pimp and a
harlot, namely “as a faggot, pimp and harlot’s son”, you don’t have the moral height and the right to put in your dirty
mouth the filled with blow job sperm of your Masonic lodge …brothers, neither the man HERO OF HEROES Alexander,
nor Hellenes and Hellas.

So, you harlot’s son Nimetz, as a faggot of the homosexual hebrewmasonic rituals “Separation of Sephiroth”, and as a
yellow-white Mongol Hebrew, you are -by identification and by heritage- a charlatan and a liar, same as the two space
criminals professional charlatans false gods of yours, Savit-Savaoth-Saturn (Cronus) and Sin-Sion-Sina-Zion-Jeid-JediSedi-Yahweh.

1) To your first lie and lie of your gods, we respond:

a) The name “Alexander” is a name of Hellenic etymology, that is come from the Hellenic terms (verb) “Alexw” = Repel
– Push Back – Win, and “Anir” = Man, and means “He who wins the men” (in fights-duels-wars).

b) The name “Philip”, father of Alexander, is of Hellenic etymology, and is come from the Hellenic terms
“Friend”(Philos) and “Horse”(Ippos) and means “A friend of the horses”.

c) The name “Olympiada”, mother of Alexander is Hellenic and means “Woman of Olympus”, namely the mountain
which is in Greece, and has the Hellenic etymology: Eilyw – Eilyos – Elymos – Olymos = Apocrypha place – Gods’ nest.

d) The name “Aristotle”, teacher of Alexander, is of Hellenic etymology, and come from the terms “Aristos” and
“Telw”(verb) and means “The performer of perfect sciences”, such as the sciencies that he taught to Alexander in the
Hellenic language, and wrote in the Hellenic script, as proven by the written works of Aristotle.

e) The name “Kallisthenis”, biographer and eye witness chronographer of the Alexander’s campaign, is of Hellenic
etymology, and is come from the Hellenic term “Kallistos” and “Sthenos”, and means “He who has the maximum
Force”.

f) The names Parmenion – Hephaestion – Antiohos – Ptolemy – Krateros – Nearchos – Seleykos Nikatwr – Kleitos –
Antipatros – Antigonos – Kassandros, generals of Alexander, are names of Hellenic etymology and mean: Antiohos = He
who holds – The resistant. Hephaestion = The son of Hephaestus, Ptolemy = Ptolemos – Polemos (war) – Polemikos etc._

g) The name “Macedon” or “Macednos” or “Macedanos” is of Hellenic etymology, and come from the Hellenic terms
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“Mecos”(length) and “Danos” = Daulos (Torch) and means “Long Torch” and with a figurative meaning: “Grand Light
bearer”._
h) According to the Hellene historian Herodotus, Macednoi or Macedonians are an Hellenic Dorian genus which settled
originally in Fthia or Fthiotida of Thessaly, namely in the central metropolitan main Hellas. We copy from the headword
“Macednon” of the “Hellenic Lexicon of Archaeology” by Al. R. Ragkabis, “Konstantinidou” Publishing, Athens year
1888: “Macedon: Dorian Genus, which settled in Fthiotida under Deucalion, and was forced in exile to Pindus by the
Kadmeians. Herodotus A-56 and H-43”. Therefore Macednoi or Macedonians have as their genitor Deucalion and his son,
HELLENE.

We copy from the headword “Fthiotis” of the same lexicon: “Fthiotis or Fthiotida: A Thessaly country that is
outstretched from Pindos Mountain up to Maliakos gulf, their settlers “Fthiotai” were called also “Achaeans”. Their
king was “HELLENE” the son of Deucalion (Herodotus A-56). It is believed that first took this name by the Pelasgian
“Fthios”, brother of Achaea, who moved in Fthia, a Pelasgian colony in the 17th Century B.C. It is also said that one of
the most ancient kings of the country, “Eurytion”, welcomed Pileas, that came from Aigina with a Mirmidones colony,
and after gave him his daughter Antigone, and the third of his kingdom. This “Fthia” also called “Hellas” by Homer, was
a region of Achilles (Homer’s Iliad I-395)”.

We copy from the headword “Fthios” of the same lexicon “Fthios: Pelasgian, son of Poseidon Larissa, from whom Fthia
took the name”.

From all the above it is concluded that Macednoi or Macedonians were the original dwellers of the region, today
Thessaly which according to the above Lexicon in the headword “Thessaly”, was originally named “Hellas”, “Aiolis”,
“Pelasgia” and “Pyrrhaea” (from Pyrrha of Deucalion, mother of Hellene”. Therefore because Macedonians were the
most ancient dwellers of the prehistoric “Hellas” namely of the central modern Hellas (Greece) or Thessaly, BEFORE
their exile to the afterwards and modern Macedonia from the Kadmeians of Kadmos, son of Agenoros King of Argus, and
because Macedonians came from the genitor of Hellenes Deucalion and from his son “Hellene”, THEREFORE
MACEDONIANS ARE THE MOST ANCIENT HELLENES AMONGST ALL HELLENES, and therefore modern settlers of Skopje as
Mongolian invaders “Petsenegian Hordes” from Bulgaria that invaded in the Hellenic Macedonia in 7th Century A.D.,
does not have neither the legal nor the historic right to be called “Macedonians”, because the names “Hellenes =
Macedonians = Thessalians” of the Hellenic Prehistory ARE ONE AND THE SAME, and because the Mongol-Bulgarians and
the Mongol-Albanians of Skopje are not Hellenes = Macedonians = Thessalian
s

Alexander of Philipos, taught by Aristotle, about the treason from the sons of Argeian Agenoros, Kadmos and Phinicas,
who ALTHOUGH WERE PELASGIANS ACHAEANS HELLENES, after they founded colonies in the Middle East (Palesatia or
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Palestine), were corrupted by the Hebrew Mongols Semites of Abraham (Havra-Han) against Hellenes of the
metropolitan Hellas, and (Alexander) by forcing Historic Justice for the exile of his ancestors Macednon from the
prehistoric Hellas = Thessaly by the traitors Kadmeians, before his campaign to Asia, de-founded and totally destroyed
Theba capital of Boeotia, that its Acropolis was named “Kadmeia”, because Theba was founded by Kadmos._

i) From the same above Lexicon we copy from the headword “Macedonia”: “Macedonia: From Herodotus we first learn
that Macedonia is called the country north of Thessaly … under Philipos all Paeonia (Today’s Skopje) appended to
Macedonia in 4th Century B.C., when to the north the mountains Skardos (Western Skopje) and Orbilon (Western
Bulgaria) divide it from Moesia (Northern Hellenic Thrace, namely Kosovo + Western, Central, and Eastern Bulgaria or
Eastern Rumelia). From those mountains of Macedonia, Skardos or Skordys was in the northwestern towards Moesia
(Kosovo + Bulgaria) and Illyrian (Today’s Albania) and Skomion or Skombryn was in the northeastern and in Thrace
(Moesia or Today’s Bulgaria)… From them they advanced to the inner country Barnous to the Northern Limits… Kerkine
is between the rivers Axios and Strymonas … between Strymonas and Nestos is Orbelos (Western Bulgaria) and
Paggaion”, namely mountains of Hellenic Macedonia.

All the above mountains Skardos – Orbilon – Skomion – Kerkine, and all the Ancient Hellenic Northern Macedonia or
Paeonia, today are occupied by Skopje and by the western Mongolic Bulgaria, because the traitors Patriarchs and
Emperors of Byzantium gave, NAMELY BETRAYED, those far ancient Hellenic territories, namely Northern Macedonia and
Northern Thrace to the invaders Slavians Scythians and to the invaders Mongolian Petsenegians, in return for their …
Christianization. Read Byzantine history, for the delivery of Moesia and Paeonia to the Mongols Han-Bogor-Han, in
return for their Christianization._

If modern “Greek” Politicians were not traitors, would demand from Skopje and from Bulgaria, all of the above
mentioned Ancient Hellenic Territories of Northern Macedonia or PAEONIA and of Northern Thrace of MOESIA, and from
Albania the territories of Northern Hellenic Epirus that comprise the territories of Macedonia of Philipos in the 4th
Century B.C._

Read: Thucydides B,C. Herodotus Z. Polybius IZ. Strabo Z.

j) All the inscriptions of the archaeological findings in the Southern Free and the Northern Occupied, from Skopje and
Bulgaria, Macedonia, essentially occupied from Mongol-Bulgarians and Mongol-Albanian invaders and genociders of
Hellenes Macedonians, are inscriptions in the Ancient Hellenic Language, as also Hellenic is the classicism style of all
the above mentioned findings, and Hellenic are the architectural methods of all the excavated buildings in Skopje and
Bulgaria of the Mongols Invaders of 7th Century A.D._
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k) The (Ancient Historian) Theopompos writes that: “The King of Macedonia Philipos B’ son of Amynta and father of
Alexander is the greatest leader of HELLENES”._
l) After his first victories in Asia, Alexander send 300 silver shields of the dead “Persian Immortals” in order to put
them on Parthenon of Athens as dedications to the GODDESS ATHENA OF HELLENES, accompanied with the written in
Hellenic Language message inscription: “Alexander son of Philipos AND HELLENES except Lacedaemonians, from the
Barbarians that dwell in Asia”._

This inscription proves that Alexander the Great included in Hellenes AND the Macedonians of the campaign as THE
FIRST DESCENDANTS OF DEUCALION AND OF HELLENE, GENITORS OF HELLENES._

Homosexual, pimp and harlot’s son, Mongol Hebrewsaxon Mathew Nimetz, modern language of “VARDASKA” or
PSEUDOMACEDONIA, is a mix of a great percentage of Bulgarian Mongolian terms and a lesser percentage of badly
altered Hellenic terms with Bulgarian catalexis, and therefore it has none primary relation whatsoever with the
Hellenic language of Modern and Ancient Macedonians._

Therefore, by canceling and revealing your lie wide-ass mongolhebrew charlatan, we proved that “ALEXANDER THE
GREAT WAS HELLENE” and that “MODERN BULGARIANS AND ALBANIANS OF SKOPJE ARE NOT MACEDONIANS BECAUSE
THEY ARE NOT HELLENES” and that “THEY MUST RETURN TO HELLAS THE HELLENIC TERRITORIES THAT TOOK IN THEIR
POSSESSION AFTER THE ANNIHILATION-GENOCIDE OF THE LOCAL HELLENES MACEDONIANS, EXCEPT THE 350.000 MODERN
HELLENES OF SKOPJE”._
2) To your second lie and lie of your gods we respond:

ALEXANDER WAS NOT A BUTCHER OF PEOPLE, because AND the eye witness follower historian of the campaign
Callisthenes AND the later historian Arrianus AND the traditions of the Asiatic Nations, testify in written form that
Alexander in his battles against the Persians and their allies, neither targeted, nor harmed the life of the adversaries
soldiers after the battles, but had as a standard strategy the swift cruise elimination of the adversary combat command
HQ, and after the success of this strategy, left unbothered the anarchic devastated adversary soldiery that lost its
leaders._

Charlatan Matathia Nimetz, you know everything for the above mentioned unprecedented in history strategy of
humanitarianism and humane measures towards the enemy soldiery, because these battles are taught until today in the
military academies of all nations, and of the USA and of Israel, as prime examples of fulminary victorious battles “BlitzKrieg” of minimum bloodshed between the two sides._

Similarly, all the ancient historians and the traditions of the Asiatic Nations testify that Alexander and the rest
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Hellenes that followed him, respected absolutely the life of the unarmed, the command structures, the religions and
the social structures, and the civilizations of the nations from which they passed through, in an unprecedented level for
the past and the following history till today, a thing that lead these nations, that were rescued from the HEBREWPERSIAN occupation forces, to believe -wrongly of course- that Alexander was a GOD.

He was not a God. He was an Andromedian Hellene Hyper human, you wide-ass saurian hebrewmongol Nimetz, son of
the Mongol Pimp Abraham and his Harlot Mongol Sarah and … Marah of the bad Mongolian gathering._

And as an Hellene, communicant of the Devine Wisdom of the Academia Aristotle, behaved LIKE an Andromedian God._

This Divine Hyper human left the Godly Paradise of Macedonia, of Thessaly, of Olympus, of his Capital in Aiges, and of
his Holy City of “DION” (Dedicated to Zeus), to fill his body with combat wounds in the deserts of Asia, and to suffer
hardships that brought him numerous times close to death, NEITHER FOR GLORY, NOR FOR ENRICHMENT. Because his
glory couldn’t be higher, as he was the first and only that was capable through persuasion and military violence, to
unite as a whole the Hellenic NationAnalogy of Thermopylae forces: 2.310.000 : 1000 = 2310 to 1 (!!!)

From the 4200 ships of the Persians, 400 were sunk in a storm of the Sipiad cape of Magnesia across Euboea, and from
the rest 3800 ships, the 3500 were destroyed by Hellenes in Salamis, while the 300 rescued ships retreated to Samos
Island (Herodotus theta, eta). Part of the Ground Troops of Xerxis, namely the 1.450.000 men retreated WITHOUT
BATTLE through Hellespont to Asia Minor, TERRORIZED BY THE HORROR EXPERIENCES of Thermopylae and Salamis. A
part of the Hebrew-Persian army of 300.000 men under Mardonios stayed in Thessaly. From the 510.000 Persian Sailors
and Marines were PUT TO DEATH 474.000 and survived only 36.000 on the 300 rescued ships. Analogy of forces in
Salamis 4200 : 366 = 11 : 1 ships.
By including the Persian losses in Thermopylae, it is calculated that the Hebrew-Persians lost OVER 500.000 men._

The next year 479 B.C. Mardonios with 300.000 Hebrew-Persians and 50.000 gathered allies, was defeated in Plataies
from the allied Hellenic army of 110.000 men. Dead Hebrew-Persians: 310.000. Were rescued only 40.000 who under the
general Artavazon retreated to the North TERRORIZED._ (Herodotus “Eta”)

The same day of the battle of Plataies, in a naval engagement of Hellenes and Persians between the 120 triremes of
Athenians and Spartans against the 300 rescued Persian ships outside of Mykalis cape of Minor Asia, the Persian Fleet
was devastated, and was slaughtered from Hellenes the 60.000 Persians of the military camp of Mykalis.

The Hellenic-Persian wars continued with attackers now the Hellenes inside the Persian Empire, until 449 B.C. when
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KIMON ALTHOUGH DEAD, as an admiral of Hellenes win and devastated completely the Persian Fleet in Salamis of
Cyprus (and afterwards was agreed a cease-fire)

But the successors of Xerxis A’ Assouiri, namely the: Artaxerxis A’ Markoxeir, Xerxis B’, Dareios B’ Ohos, Artaxerxis B’
Mnemon, Artaxerxis C’ Oxos, Arses, and Dareios C’ Kodomanos, all having Hebrew Mongolian blood and hate-Hellenist
initiation as descendants of Hebrewmongol Esther, from 449 until 336 B.C., re-organized the devastated Hebrew-Persian
Ground Soldiery and Fleet, for the conduct of new wars for the elimination and final genocide of Hellenes and
metropolitan Hellas.

Therefore Matthew Nimetz, homosexual of the Mongol-Hebrew Mardochaios and of the Mongol-Hebrew Esther,
(Alexander had the duty) as the Leader of Hellenes to advance in a precautionary war against the Hebrew-Persians and
to devastate their war machine, before it can hit again Hellenes, namely to act likewise modern Israel that claim to
conduct precautionary attacks against Arabs._

This demanded for Alexander to carry the war INSIDE the territories of the adversary Hebrew-Persian army.

The above are not written only for Nimetz. They are written especially for MODERN GREEKS TRAITORS “KADMEIANS –
PHOENICIANS” COMMUNISTS OF “KKE” AND OF “SYNASPISMOS” (COMMUNISTS PARTIES OF GREECE) AND FOR THE
POLITICIANS OF “PASOK” (SOCIALISTS) who stupidly mouth the Hebrew false anti-Hellenic doctrine: “Alexander the
Great was a butcher of People”._

We further add that not only during the Kingdom of Xerxis A’ Assouiris, but also and during the kingdom of his
predecessors, namely Dareios of Medou 539 B.C. Kyros the Great, Kambisi, Dareios A’ Istaspou, the Persian Courtyard
and Command was completely infiltrated by the Hebrew of Babylon, with beginning the courtyard of Dareios of Medou
and of Kyros the Great, due to the ascension of the Mongol-Hebrew Daniel – Medium of Yahweh – in the position of the
prime minister of Persia. (read book “Daniel Chapter E’ and F’” of the “Old Testament”). This Mongol-Hebrew prime
minister of Persia, mobilized the Persian Army and Fleet from 539 B.C. in order to attack against the metropolitan
Hellas. From the Crypto-Hebrew “Orthodoxy” and from the rest Hebrew-Christian doctrines he is considered as a “Great
prophet of the coming of Jesus Christ”.

This army and fleet, after 40 years, namely in 499 B.C., was used by Dareios A’ Istaspou for the two attacks that were
devastated in 499 B.C. and in 490 B.C, accordingly by the Hellenes Thracians and by the Athenians and Plataeans in
Marathon._

Alexander the Great didn’t campaign against Persia neither for riches, because Macedonia was full of Gold Mines, and
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rest valuable metals and stones.

This that carefully hide your same-race Hebrew Saxon historians, wide-ass Nimetz, is that the only cause – motivation
for the Alexander’s campaign in Asia, was the elimination of the Mongol Hebrews that already from the Kingdom of
Dareios of Medou in 539 B.C. and especially after with the Hebrew Esther in the throne of Persia and her cousin
Marodochaios in the prime ministry of Persia during the Kingdom of Xerxis A’ Asouiri in 482 B.C., had corrupted all the
Persian command and had turned them against metropolitan Hellas._

State of the by nature anarchist Hellenes of the Hellenic city-states, to which the pseudo-hellenic priesthoods have
caused civil fratricidal wars through “Devine Prophesies”, in order for the Hellenes to form in the future an
impenetrable defensive wall against (the future) attacks of the Persian Royal House and of the Persian Army, that was
transformed into a HEBREW-PERSIAN royal house and to a HEBREW-PERSIAN army, after the marriage of Xerxis A’ or
Assouiri with the Hebrew Esther, cousin of the Hebrew Mardochai (Murdoch or Marodoxaiou), courtier officer of the
Persian Court. Xerxis married Adassa or Esther of the house “Keis” from the Hebrew tribe Benyamin, “In the third year
of his Kingship” namely in 482 B.C., because DAREIOS A’ YSTASPOU have died in 485 B.C. _ (read book “Esther” of the
Old Testament)

DAREIOS A’ YSTASPOU had already done two failed invasions in Greece. The first in 499 B.C. (UNDER) MARDONION failed
because his fleet ruined in ATHOS of Chalcidice and his army was defeated by the Hellenes of Thrace. The SECOND
under DATI and ARTAFERNI in 490 B.C. failed due to defeat of the Persians in MARATHON from the Athenians and
Plataeans, with the forces analogy 10:1 (namely 100.000 : 10.000 men)

The next Persian King, XERXIS A’ ASOUIRIS, persuaded by his Hebrew wife ESTHER and by her cousin, MARDOCHAI, WHO
WAS PROMOTED TO PRIME MINISTER OF PERSIA, to genocide the Greeks in a sweep gigantic attack that was done in 450
B.C.

We copy from the Zionists interests book “Your will be done on Earth”, “Jehovah Witnesses” publishing, page 238 in the
Greek Edition, in order to give the speech to the mongolhebrew enemy: “The Persian defeat in Marathon asked for
revenge. XERXIS (A’) right after his strengthen with his wealth, made a mobilization and preparations of his whole
empire in order to humiliate (Read: to genocide) the Greeks. He was referred as ASSOUIRIS who took Judean ESTHER for
his wife, and ruled 127 provinces from India up to Ethiopia (Esther A’1). The strength of his army, concentrated from all
of his provinces, concluded eastern Hindus and Ethiopians._

The Phoenicians (Read: Kadmeian Hellenes traitors, descendants of Argeians and allies of the Hebrews) provisioned to
Xerxis 1200 warships with crews, except those there were 3000 ships for the transportation of the large and mixed
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soldiery. Historian Herodotus writes that there were 1.700.000 infantry, 100.000 cavalry, and 510.000 sailors and
marines, for a total of 2.310.000 men. The spring of the year 480 B.C. this huge war machine turned against Hellas.”

The sequel is known: Leonidas king of Sparta, by keeping Thermopylae with only 300 Spartans, and 700 Thespians and
400 Thebans for slaughter because of philo-persian Theba, were sacrificed in order to SLOW DOWN the Persians, and IN
ORDER TO WIN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WAR, that left terrorized the Hebrew-Persian army for what was about to happen
when it would face the main army body of Hellenes (Because without the treason of Efialtis, Persians would lost the
fight in Thermopylae.)

Alexander devastated (but unfortunately didn’t manage to completely eliminate) in Persia, ONLY ONE “PEOPLE”, the
semi-dragonian semi-Chinese white-yellow Mongolian Hebrew “People”, the TRUE BUTCHER OF PEOPLE, who after the
ascending in the highest authorities of Persia with frauds – murders – poison of the adversaries – and all the nefarious
crimes, turned the brother Pelasgian Persian people of white race, DESCENDANT OF THE HELLENE GENITOR PERSEAS,
with wars against the Pelasgian metropolitan, namely HELLAS. For the Mongolian Hebrew corruption-infiltration of the
Persian command over all the Persian Kings, read books “Neemia” and “Ezra” of the Old (Mongolian) Testament._

That’s the reason for the abyssal Mongolian Hebrew and the Chinese hatred against Alexander and Hellenes, due to the
destruction of the above Chinese-Hebrew scheme of Europe Conquer from the Hebrew-Persian army from 500 B.C.

Due to the Devine Alexander and Hellenes, the Mongolian Hebrew, and as a consequence their principals the Chinese
through Tibet, didn’t manage to annihilate the nations of white and black race and to establish the planetary Chinese
“Kingdom of Sin – Zion – Sion – Sina – Jedi – Sedi – Yahweh” in 105 A.D. (98 + 7), with central Sina, or China, as he
“prophesized” (read: “programmed”) the dragonian staff of the demons of Jehovah, through “John’s Apocalypse”,
namely the Mongolian Hebrew disciple of the Mongolian annihilator of Hellenes “Jesus Christ”, both DESCENDANTS of
the pimp annihilator of Hellenes Habra-Ham or Habra-Han or “Leader of the Hebrew Mongolia Havra” Abraham and his
harlot wife Sarah, - and DESCENDANTS of the Hebrews of Babylon who murdered through poisoning the Devine
Alexander the Great.

Maybe we exaggerate? We leave the opponent to speak through the book “All the scripture is divine afflatus” of the
Zionists “Jehovah witnesses”, chapter 17 “Esther”. All you are about to read are considered as “Divine Afflatus” of all
the Christian – Islamic – Judaic doctrines and heresies. We add that the Hebrews Esther and Marodochaios, in order to
achieve the elimination of the legal prime minister of Persia Aman or Ammon and of his 76.000 Persian patriots (who)
didn’t want the Zionistic corruption of Persia, contrived a false rape attempt of the “Queen” Esther from Aman. The
rest in the Zionistic text (the brackets are ours):
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Chapter 17, paragraph 15: “When the pre-programmed day …is coming, no one can stand against the Judeans. With a
request of Esther
to the King (Xerxis A’ Assouiri), the struggle (of murdering the Persian patriots) is continuing in the fourteenth day in
Sousa (Capital of Persia. Namely 14 days slaughters of the Persians by the Judeans Mongols inside Persia!!!). All
together 75.810 enemies of the Judeans are murdered throughout the empire, including the 810 (army officers) who
were at the fortress of Sousa. Between them the ten sons of Aman (prime minister, including Aman himself), who are
murdered in the first day and are hanged in woods during the second day… The fifteen of the month Adar becomes rest,
and the Judeans find exit in symposiums and delight. Marodochaios (new prime minister) now (gives written)
instructions to Judeans to keep this feast of “FOUREIM” (aka Pourim) every year… and they still do it till today.
Marodochaios becomes greater in the Kingdom and uses his position as second to the king Assouiri (Xerxis A’) for “the
good of this People (the Judeans)…”._
Chapter 17, Paragraph 18 “All the proofs point that the book “Esther” is part of «Devine Afflatus and Useful” Holy
Scripture. Even without mentioning God or his name (Yahweh + Savaoth Saturn), it offer us genuine examples of faith.
Marodochaios and Esther were not just imagination characters of some mythologist, but true servants of Jehovah God,
people that practiced unlimited trust in the rescue power of Jehovah. Although they live under “Excelsior Authorities”
in a foreign country they used every legal (and dishonest and murderous) means in order to support the interests of the
people of God (namely the Judeans) and his worship. Today we can follow their examples (of the dishonest and
genocide methods) in the “support and legal affirmation of the gospel” of the deliverance (from the patriots of
Nations!!!) through the (Chinese-Hebrew) kingdom of God”.

Wide-ass mongol-hebrew Nimetz, the above texts «of Public confess of crimes against humanity» and «Straight THREATS
and CALLS and FUTURE FOMENTS for the commit of similar crimes, prove that the true butcher of people are the yellow
Chinese and the white-yellow Mongols: Hebrew – Saxons – Tatars – Azers – Turks – Albanians – Bulgarians – Bavarians –
Hungarian – and rest that act as so called “different” and sometimes “hostile” between them nations, in order to
hypnotize the nations of the White and Black race._

Here are some (historical proofs) of the criminal action of the butcher of people Mongol Hebrews, with upper command
the mandarins of “HONG”.

a) In “Genesis Chapter. LD’ (34)” of the Mongolian “Old Testament”, becomes known that the Mongolian gang of killers
– butchers of Abraham genocide the Hellenic Palestinian city Syhem and robed the there existing material goods and
cattle of animals, by capturing and raping the women and children of Syhem._

b) In the books “Genesis” and “Exodus” of the Mongolian “Old Testament”, becomes known that the so called
“Economical migrants” Hebrews in Egypt, genocide the firstborn children of Egypt – Hellenes of Egypt – Hellas (Hellenic
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Etymology of the word Egypt: “Aigyptos = Yptiws Aigaiou = “Southern of Aegean”), and left from Egypt by “laying bare”
the Egyptians – Hellenes, meaning by robbing all the gold and silver of Egypt._

c) In the book “Deuteronomy Chapter E” of the Mongolian “Old Testament”, is become known that the Hebrews, with
leader the butcher of people Jesus of Navi, completely genocide seven Hellenic nations of Palestinian Hellenes, of a
total seven million people in a TRUE HOLOCAUST OF HELLENES._

The Mongolian Hebrew priesthoods of Levites ordered the Mongolian Hebrews the following command that had captured
as a medium from the demons of Sin-Sion-Jedi-Sedi-Yahweh and of Savit-Savaoth-Cronus-Saturn: “And when your lord
your God (sin-sion-yahweh) delivers those (the Hellenes Palestinians) before you, you will (genocide) stand over them.
You will comprehensively annihilate (genocide) them. You will show no mercy towards them”.

d) From the writings of the meta-Roman and byzantine history, it is become known that the ten million Hellenes and
rest white Pelasgians of Europe and Asia were annihilated from the Mongolian ORGANIZED “HORDES” of the BUTCHERS
OF PEOPLE: GENGHIS HAN, TAMERLANE, ATTILA – SELJUK TURKS – PETSENEGIAN BULGARIANS – UYGHUR HUNGARIANS –
SIN or FIN FINLANDIANS – BAVARIANS – SAXONS OF GERMANY, DENMARK, HOLLAND, ENGLAND – TSETSENIANS – KHAZARS
AZERIANS – TATARS OF RUSSIA, all the above DRIVEN BY THE PRE-EXISTED LOCAL HEBREW TRAITORS saboteur of the
White Race Nations for the commit of the above mentioned genocides._

e) In the modern era, the Hebrew Mongols of Serbia and Bosnia, through the Hebrew “Anarchist” Gabriel Printzip,
murdered in Sarajevo the archduke prince of Austro-Hungary, with result the collusion players Mongol Saxons Kaiser
(Caesars) of Germany, and the collusion players Saxons Mongols Tsars (Caesars) pseudo – “Romanov” descendants of the
Danish-German hebrewsaxon house of Oldenburg Sonderburg Schleswig Holstein (Hebrews – Stein) Glucksburg Gottorp,
to collide and provoke the 1st World War with 22.000.000 dead Europeans White Pelasgians._
f) The Hebrew Mongolian gang the butchers of people: Hitler or Hisler bastard son of the Hebrew Banker Rothschild
from the Frankfurt branch, Himmler leader of “SS”, Miller successor leader of the 3rd Reich, Haushofer teacher of
Hitler, Lincoln von Trebits Hebrew-Hungarian son of a Rabbi, Hanussen, and rest, in collusion with the Hebrew president
of the USA Roosevelt, with the Mongol Hebrew-Russian Josef Jew-ghashvili Stalin, with the Hebrew-Saxon Churchill or
Cherchl, with the Hebrew-Italian Mussolini or Moses, and with the Mongolian house of Hirohito of Japan, provoked the
2nd World War with about 70 million dead Europeans and Russians Scythes of White Pelasgian Race._

g) Today, the Chinese genocidal gang of “HONG” China and of the colony of China USA, and the Mongolian and HebrewMongolian and Saxon-Mongolian gang of the Butchers of People: George Bush of the USA, Barroso or Baruch of Europe
“European Union” and of the Mongolians Japanese of the US.E.J. (trilateral USA – EUROPE – JAPAN) of the Mongolians of
Tibet, of the Mongolians of External Mongolia former USSR, and of the Mongolians and Masons of the English lodges of
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India of T.I.M. (Tibet – India – Mongolia) of the Russia Hebrewmongolians of the type Putin, and of the Mongolian
cryptohebrew Shiite, so called “Islamic” priesthood and governments of Iran and of Pakistan of R.I.C. (RUSSIA – ISLAM –
CHINA or “Shanghai Pact”), according to the “PROPHECIES” (Read: Dragonian programs) of the “Apocalypse” of the
Mongolian “New Testament” and of the Mongolian “Talmud”, plan to genocide the 2/3 of the global population, namely
five billion people of White and Black Race until 2011, and BEGIN TO COMMIT NOW THIS GENOCIDE through wars in
Yugoslavia – Iraq – Afghanistan and through Aircrafts Chemtrails – Biotrails – Radiotrails, of devious pollutions and
destruction of the Environment, of mutated foods and other genocidal methods._

Mongol Hebrew butcher of people, descendant of butchers of people, Nimetz, as all the Rabbis and the Hebrew
headquarters, you know that the Hebrew-Mongols headquarters are not only the maximum butchers and annihilators of
the people of White and Black races, but that they are also AND the maximum butchers of the Hebrew people, because
these as Hebrew-German bankers bankrolled the Hebrew gang of Hitler-Himmler-Haushofer and rest, in order to
establish the so called “German” 3rd Reich, but in reality to drive Germany into annihilation with lack of food and
drugs and 60.000 dead due to this cause Hellenogenes “Proselytized” pseudo-Hebrews Ashkenazim, namely “forced to
Judaism” Hellenes Ashkanians of Askania of Minor Asia, with false magnification of the 60.000 into 6.000.000 in order
with pretext the above false “holocaust”, to demand today the tolerance and impunity for all the crimes that they
committed until today, AND FOR THE GENOCIDE OF FIVE BILLION PEOPLE OF WHITE AND BLACK RACE THAT THEY PLANED
AND ALREADY STARTED TO COMMIT in Iraq – Afghanistan – Palestine – Kosovo – Serbia – Africa, against the White and
Black races in the 3rd World War or “Armageddon” of the space criminal Sin – Sion – Zion – Sina – Jehovah.

Mongol Hebrew Nimetz, continue to conspire against Hellenes, against the rest nations of White Pelasgian race and
against the Black Race, for as much time of life deadline and repentance deadline will give the hundreds of “outside”
forthcoming so called “natural” (as is announced by the hebrewsaxon “NASA”) satellites of Planet Saturn (As they
observed by the –petrified with terror- Chinese astronomers and by the Hebrewsaxons astronomers) to the Chinese, to
the Hebrews and the rest Mongols, and to the Lunar space commands of the pseudo-god Sin – Sion – Zion – Sina – Yahweh
– Jedi, Jude – Judas._

Because that you did’nt take into account, you the Hebrew and Saxon Mongolian (semi-Dragonian) and Chinese
Dragonian sewage of the galaxy AND your pseudo-god dragonian archsatan archdevil Sin – Sion – Sina – Jedi – Yahweh AND
the Andromedian mutineer partner of him, Savit – Savaoth – Saturn, is that above the pseudo-gods Yahweh and Savaoth
of 2nd Dimension of matter rarification, are exist and watch over the local space the “Gods” of the third, fourth, fifth,
until the limit nth degree dimension of the ONE universal intelligent Organism, who are ready to interfere to our solar
system and especially to our planet, in order to convert in space garbage you the Mongols Hebrews and the Chinese and
the ships of the dragonian Yahwehic Starfleet of Sin – Sion – Zion – Sedi in 2012, namely to achieve the exact opposite
result of the –as sure as fate- (?) forthcoming space war, from the result that was presented by the hebrewsaxon
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Hollywood in the series of movies “The (Andromedian) empire strikes back”, that presents the “good defenders,
mutineers Jedi or Sedi” of Sin – Sion – Yahweh and of Saturn (e.g. and of the dragonian looking / saurian looking archJedi Yoda), to destruct the space ships – war planets – of the “bad Starfleet of the Andromedian empire of the space
faring Hellenes” who are striking back._

Continue you Hebrew-Mongols and Saxons and the rest Mongols, and you Chinese Human formed reptiles (humo-reptiles)
to conspire for the annihilation of the White and Black races in the 3rd World War of “Armageddon”, in order to verify
the Hellenic proverb, that: “Whoever digs the grave of the other, drops he inside”._ NOTHING ELSE._
Microchips, Antichrist and 666, Xard-ABEL-as TV Productions
In the TV-Broadcast show “Invisible World” of Tuesday 28 February 2006 was presented the subject about the Antichrist
and 666.

We heard several views about fear and not fear of the “Charagma” (mark) and of the Antichrist, as also and
numerosophical aquabatics for the finding of the name of the Apocalypse’ beast.

Below is the illuminating view presented by G.H.REES in April 1998:

-----------\\\]+[///------------

“The worst hit against Hellenic rationalism was given by Pythagoras with his numerosophical sorceries.

There is indeed a mathematical structure in the ancient Hellenic proto-language of 10.000 B.C., but not in the language
of the Pythagoras Era, because in the timeline of 9000 years that are between, the lunar pirates broke up the
Andromedian proto-language into variations, through lunar priesthoods that “cooked and brewed” artificial grammars
and languages.

Example: The ex non-existent artificial language of Skopje. See the false-hit of “Bible” about the “Confusion of the
Babel languages by the lord” and compare with the true manipulation of gradual break up of the languages. The
language of the classical Hellas was not the Andromedian proto-language (one kind of Universal COBOL for galactic
Supercomputers), but was an altered mutated fragment of this proto-language. Therefore every numerosophical
attempt over this fragment produces a mixture of True and False related ideas and concepts.

This mix was sold by Pythagoras, the same mix sell today the worthy successor of Pythagoras, the estimable reporter of
the Lunar spirits, Hebrew-Latino mr. Marcatos … The last one diagnosed that wrongly some Hellenes resist to the
general use of the number 666, because 666 consist the numero-word of the terms “Holy Theophany”, “Theogenic
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Hellas”, “Goodness”, “Parad(e)ise” and “Iapetos”.

…The above Pythagorian cooking is designed to encourage Hellenes to accept the under the skin laser mark of Bar-Code
666 (like the parallel lines codes on the consumer products) as a diacritic mark of “SHEEP DESTINED FOR SLAUGHTER”
from the Islamic infantry battalions (and of Russia and China) in the sinoZionistic motivated 3rd World War, between
the (New Age) Christian West and the (Orthodox) Multi-religious East from 2002 till 2009. (This Genocide Mad Scheme
was blown open several times by G.H.REES and led to its cancellation and slow down)

Here we will point out the maximum sample of the Lunar Yahwehic Satanism with purpose the genocide of Andromeda
Pelasgians and the survival of only the Yellow skinned (Dragonians):

a) The Lunarstoned Hesiod characterize Hellenes as “IAPETOS”=666.

b) The Lunarstoned Pythagoras found out that “All beings came from the Psychogonic Cube, of 6 units sides", namely
6*6*6 or 666.

c) The Lunarstoned Hebrew John in the Lunar “Apocalypse-of New Testament”, Chapter IC 11-18 refers the “χ΄ξ΄ς΄” or
666 as a numero-word of the name of one satanic political beast or nation.

d) The various Lunarstoned Marcatoi (“Marked” in Hellenic) or Marcati encourage Hellenes to mark their skin with 666
Bar Code, that was agreed in the Schengen Treaty.

For the a) and d) we already have commented. For the b) and d), we will speak now. All about the “Psychogonic Cube”
is a fraud of Pythagoras, because during the Prelunar Hellenic (Unified) Science era, it was known that all beings are
psycho-born, namely self-created from the Dodecahedral Etheric hives of Pentagonal Sides, and not from Cubes of
Tetragonal sides. Because all beings are consist from three transmuted per kind dodecahedrals (1. Head – 2. Chest (Solar
Plexus) – and 3. Belly), and because every Dodecahedral has six axles of reference, it was a fact for Pre-Lunars that for
all the beings the axles of reference (Cartesian Axles) were 6+6+6 (-2) = 16, because the 3 Dodecahedrals have one axis
common. So the fraud of Pythagoras disregarded the lack of 18 by 2, and converted the 6+6+6 to 6*6*6 in order to
produce one scientific lie and at the same time harmonized with the numero-word of “IAPETOS” = 666.

Why 666? Because the triplet repetition creates emphasis in the superlative degree, and because “with one stone” must
hit “two birds” namely the two Pelasgian nations, Hellenes as so called “Iapetos” = 666 and the Romans as “Lateinos” =
666 and by Yahwehic coincidence of geopolitical succession set scence … directly for ROME A’ and indirectly for HELLAS,
“Apocalypse” IC 11-18 gives the characterization of the “Satanic Political Beast”.
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Justly will ask the reader, why today the Zionists attempt the anabiosis, through the Bar-Code 666, of the two above
ancient applications of 666 as “IAPETOS” and “LATEINOS”? This matter demand analysis in other special section because
it concerns not only the intellectual or psychical, but literally and our biological integrity as individuals, as Nation of
Hellenes and as a Total of Pelasgian Nations of Hellenic White Andromedian Race.”
Urgent: to the unions of R.A.F. discharged officers UPDATE
Greek patriot reporter Nick Konstantinides confirmed in public the revelations of G.H.REES (Hellenic Re-establishment
Group) from Cypriot sources about the "dead English pilot’s bodies” that lie forgotten into the morgues of Cyprus from
July of 1974 till today, forgotten from the already notified authorities of the "English Base" in Cyprus and the English
Embassy in Nicosia. Forgotten because if they (officially) “ask” to return them to England, this will wreck havoc against
the traitors Philip and Elisabeth who ordered the Royal Air Force to spread lies for 35 years to the British citizens,
relatives of those dead pilots, lies such as “they dropped into the sea and they were lost during NATO exercises” (!!!).
Nick Konstantides has recorded the above facts into his books and also “On Air” from his Television Broadcast in the
channel “Astra” of Volos – Greece in which he appears in permanent broadcasts twice a week. We call the Hellenic
recipients of the present message to translate and send with e-mail especially the present paragraph of the text to the
Unions and Clubs of discharged officers of the English Royal Air Force, in order for them to notify the living relatives of
those dead pilots frοm the period July 1974 to July 1976, to take the bodies from the morgues of Cyprus that they were
kept for 35 years and to bury them in England, because the Hellenic land of Cyprus does not tolerate the burial of
dishonest traitors “Allies” of the hebrewsaxonic ass of the hebrewsaxonic traitor anti-hellenic “NATO”.

the above is page 67 translation of the following G.Η.REES 3rd world war survival manual:
http://www.easy-share.com/1906718710/

forward it to the Unions of R.A.F. discharged officers so that the relatives can reclaim the forgotten bodies of those
dead pilots.

Supplementary translation of Page 66 of the survival manual:

EIGHT, because today’s fallen “King” of Greece Konstantine B’ Holstein Glucksburg hebrewsaxon, is a ...“worthy”
nephew of his uncle and son of the traitor of the Asia Minor War “Prince Andrew of Greece”, meaning the “Prince of
Greece Philip” – “Duke of Edinburgh” – “royal husband of Queen Elizabeth of England” – and “Commander in Chief of
the English Armed Forces”, with ancestry to the hebrewsaxon house “Oldenburg – Sonderburg – Schleswig HolSTEIN –
Glucksburg” and descendant of “King George A’ of Greece” Holstein Glucksburg, who in 1972 gave the order to the
“British Air-Force General Staff” or “Royal Air-Force General Staff” or “R.A.F. – General Staff” to send British pilots to
Turkey in order to get familiar with the handling of Turkish fighter jets, and who in July of 1974 gave the order to the
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“R.A.F. – G. S.” for those pilots to participate in the invasion of the Turks in Cyprus (July 1974), by bombarding from
Air the positions of the Greek-Cypriot army and of the Greek Army of EL.DY.K. (Hellenic Force of Cyprus), under the
cover of a mock-bluff “exercise of “N.A.T.O.”, with the complicity of “N.A.T.O. – General Staff" of Brussels and of the
American Pentagon (U.S.A. Pentagon Army Joint Staff) (!!!) as an anti-hellenic hebrewsaxonic Mongolic command of
genocide planning against Greeks all over the earth.

Hellenic sourcehttp://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2009/07/cyprus-july-of-1974.html
UNDO OF STUPIDITIES ABOUT “NAZI SWASTIKA” AND … EDUCATION OF ANALPHABET ANTI-HELLENES
(OR … EDUCATION OF BARBARIANS THAT CLAIM HELLENIC ORIGIN)

WITH THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE “DIABOLICAL SNAKE …ACCORDING TO JUDEANS”

If “from the claws is judged the Lion”, then “from the lack of knowledge is judged the Barbarian”

We explain:
Before you take the position of the Leader of Hellenism following your void ambitions, we judge necessary to educate
you with Fundamental Elements of Hellenism, in order to make easy for you … your Christ-agreeable and Maryagreeable work, if of course the great Mary does not object to those that involve her name with disrespectful play on
words, and even more disrespectful symbols of Hellenes:

TO “HELLENES” PROFESSORS & INTELLECTUALS

HELLENIC SYMBOLS OF SCIENCIES ACCORDING TO PYTHAGOREAN CALCULUS

ANCIENT HELLENIC UNIFIED SCIENCIES
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Cosmic Egg of Orphism
(Triune Universe – Trionians - Triplet Dodecahedrals of Oscillated Ether)

GEOGRAPHY OF FIVE CONTINENTS HELLAS

1) West: Territories western of the meridian that crosses the Island of Delos.
Center: Delphi
(“civilization matrix(womb)”, Hellas of Female cultural trend, aka Delphi means Womb)

2) Center: Meridian that crosses the Island of Delos: Apollonian Center of the Planet.
Planetary Center.
(Replaced by the Hebrew Saxons with today’s Greenwich meridian of England)

3) East: Territories eastern of the meridian that crosses the Island of Delos.
Center: Sardeis
(“Trojans – Troskon – Penetration”, Hellas of Male cultural trend – of Minor Asia)

ASTRONOMY, ASTROPHYSICS, BIOLOGY OF THE UNIVERSAL ORGANISM
(UNIVERSAL CELLS)
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1) Clockwise stellar, galactic, nebula systems
Stellar spirals under relatively inspissation.
Female spirals.

2) Relatively static “planetary”, galactic, nebula systems.
Stellar “Crowns” of simplex exit.
Androgynous “Crowns”.

3) Anticlockwise stellar, galactic, nebula systems.
Stellar spirals under relatively rarification.
Male spirals.

BIOLOGY

1) Clockwise “Biotic(al)” proteins aminobases, RNA.
Atomicity properties –OH Base.

2) Relatively Static “Amphibiotic(al)” proteins, aminosalts.
Atomicity properties: Zero

3) Anticlockwise “Antibiotic(al)” proteins, aminoacids.
Atomicity properties: +H Acid.

PHYSICS

1) Clockwise Cosmic Radiation and Cymatics.

2) Polarized under levels Cosmic Radiation and Cymatics.

3) Anticlockwise Cosmic Radiation and Cymatics.

NUCLEAR PHYSICS
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1) Clockwise torque core of the two atomic cores.

2) The Center “Crown” of the two atomic cores
(represented by the symbol of infinity. For more study Hippopedian orbits, Hippopede discovered by the great ancient
Hellenian mathematician Eudoxos of Cnidus)

3) Anticlockwise torque core of the two atomic cores.

CHEMISTRY

1) “Female” Chemical Elements of negative chemical atomicity
“ – “ Inspissations

2) “Gender-bender” Chemical Elements.Chemical atomicity
“+” and “-“ Inert Elements.

3) “Male” Chemical Elements of positive chemical atomicity
“ + “ Rarifications

MATHEMATICS

1) Integrals “S”, “SS”, “SSS” and differential calculus of negative numbers

2) Calculus Reversal (Cause <= 0 => Effect) on the “Crown” of “Zero”.
(Autogenic Bipartition of Zero or neutral initial Ether into original Dodecahedral Particles of Bipolar Ether, Autogenesis
of Universal Organism under “Orphic Calculus”. For more study Proclus Theorems, Last Commander of the Plato
Academy in Athens, right before its destruction from Byzantium ignorantists.)

3) Integrals “S”, “SS”, “SSS” and differential calculus of positive numbers.

GEOMETRY
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1) Kinetic Geometry Calculus of Clockwise Regular Solids.

2) Relatively Static Geometry Calculus of a Pair “Crown” of Solids.

3) Kinetic Geometry Calculus of Anticlockwise Regular Solids
“Draco” or “Snake”: Cymatic Physics /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ of Ancient Hellenes.

G.H.REES UNIFIED SCIENCIES DEPARTMENT

RE-ESTABLISHED HERACLETOS PHYSICS

Read Also:
Frauds of the Extra-cosmic Logos and Hebrew Pseudoscience criticized by Hellenic Unified Science

MENTAL DUELS: Smash of the Extra-universal Logos madness
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13.500 years of Lunar ...presence of the "Lord": the Solar Plexus way of escape

In order to keep a healthy body you must surrounded by healthy and not negative feelings. In other case, the Solar
Plexus of Breast-Heart shed poisons that first dissolute the heart muscles and the lungs, and then dissolute the brain
neurons, the kidneys and the rest organs of the body. Those results are expressed by the literal popular expressions
“You broke my heart”, “He lost his mind due to sadness”, “you have burned my entrails” etc.We put forward a list of
bipolar contrariwise Positive and Negative feelings that are caused by:

HEALTHY POSITIVE FEELINGS
ILL NEGATIVE FEELINGS

Dominant feeling of duty
Dominant feeling of rights

Joy
Sadness

Heroic self-sacrificed aggressive courage
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Selfish self-seeking passive cowardice-fear

Security under duels-fights
Insecurity under idleness

Gratification
Disaffection

Calm alertness
Anger, wrath, narcotics, alcohol

Dignity
Debasement

Natural harmony of: sounds, colors, logos, works, arts, music, etc.
Unnatural discordance of: sounds, colors, logos, works, arts, music, etc.

Hellenic passion of conscientiousness
SinoZionistic unconsciously apathy of Buddhism

Fatherhood, motherhood, nurture of children as a supreme biological function
Childlessness in a life without purpose

Honest work, creation
Abuses, laziness, idleness, sinecurism, theft

Sociability, friendship
Unsociability, isolation

Syzygy, fellowship with opposite gender
Genetic indiscreetness, degenerate life, homosexuality

Parents caring inside your home, reciprocality
Parents abandonment into elders hospitals, ungratefulness
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Ethnism, racism of Nation-family
Internationalism of Nation-Country and race renegades

To live for benefit of Nation-Race-Intelligent Gaia-Universal Organism
To live only for yourself and your close environment

Happy New Year 2010!

Health Prosperity and Awakening to All Beings!

Don't be alerted by 2012 sinoZionist motivated catastrophologies and Armageddonologies.
2012 and the following years will be an awakening and evolutionary leap for Gaia and humanity not a planetary
destruction
!
Urgent Signal of National and Planetary Security by the Prytaneum of G.H.REES
Urgent signal of National and Planetary Security by the Prytaneum of G.H.REES GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT
to the Hellene Officers of Privates of the 3 Weapons, of the Hellenic Police, and of the Hellenic Secret Service, and to
the Goverments, Officers of the 3 Weapons, Police Departments, and Security Services, of all States, through the
Hellenic Webpages, and through the Embassies of those States, especially of China and the Islamic nations of the
“R.I.C.” axis (Russia – Islam – China) or “Shanghai Pact”.

Athens 21.02.2010 Local Time 22:00

TEXT:

In 17.02.2010 and local time 09:00 in the morning, the representative of G.H.REES, delivered 5 envelopes to 5 members
of the Russian Embassy in Athens, namely to the Ambassador, to the Military Attache, to the Commercial Attache, to
the Intellectual Attache, to the Security Service of the Embassy for the Russian Intelligence Service “FSB”.

CONTENT OF THE ENVELOPES:

A: Evidence for the plan of “HONG” China, of “AOA” London, and of “NSA”-USA, to cause an Economic collapse of Russia
through a “NATO” commanded destruction of the Natural Gas and Oil Pipelines in Balkans, from the Armies of the
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“B.A.S.T./R.” axis (Bulgaria – Ablania – Skopje – Turkey – Rοmania), during the planned attack of those armies against
Greece in the Spring of 2010.

B: Evidence for the Extermination of the Russian Army and for the Annihilation of all Russian Non-combatants from the
Chinese and North Korean armies during the antepenultimate phase of the plan of Chinese Lodge “HONG” for the
conduct of the 3rd World War or Armageddon.

C: Evidence for the collusion and conspiracy of all Greek Political Parties and especially of the Hebrew-greek
Papandreou – Mineiko of “PASOK” and of the Turk-albanian George Karatzaferis of the party “LAOS 666” of the Hellenes
“Epsilon Group” with the Leaders of “B.A.S.T./R.”, with coordination of the above conspiracy by the “NSA”-USA and by
the “Intelligence Service”-London, with purpose the destruction of the Greek Army by the Armies of “B.A.S.T./R.” in
the Spring of 2010.

D: Evidence for the essential ignition of the 3rd World War from the leaders of “LAOS”: Turk-albanian George
Karatzaferis, Pseudo-Paleologos Dragazis, and Paul Glucksburg fallen successor of the Greek Throne as Hebrewsaxons of
Denmark, who by the corresponding positions of Prime minister, Emperor, and Commander-in-chief of the “Hellenic
Empire 666” of the “Epsilon Group” of “LAOS” with Constantinople as their base, will be positioned by the “NSA”-USA
as Typical Leaders of the Armies of the Axles “US.E.J.” (USA – Europe – Japan) and “T.I.M.” (Tibet – India – Mongolia),
namely as Typical Leaders of “NATO” and of “SEATO” for the military attack against the axis “R.I.C.” (Russia – Islam –
China), with motivation the refusal of the nations of “R.I.C” to put on their citizens the Under the skin – Microchips
“666” of the “Epsilon” of “LAOS”, and with motivation the refusal of “R.I.C” to state Economical and Political-military
obedience to the “Hellenic Empire 666” of “Epsilon” of “LAOS”.
Purpose: The counter-attack of the “R.I.C.” Armies and complete genocide of India and of the White populations of
“US.E.J.”
E: Evidence for the plans of “HONG” for the following complete genocide of the White and Black Race, for the complete
genocide of the Whiteyellow and of the Blackyellow Mongols, and for the complete genocide of the White – Black –
Whiteyellow and Blackyellow populations of the Islamic Nations and of Russia by the Armies of China and North Korea,
who today deviously pretend the Allies of the Islamic Nations and of Russia.

Through the Russian Embassy of Athens, were given to the Russian Government detailed evidence for the treasonous
collusion-conspiracy of the political parties “New Democracy” and “PASOK” of Greece with the leaders of “B.A.S.T./R.”
axis, with purpose the extermination of the Greek Army by the assault of “B.A.S.T./R.” in the Spring of 2010.

Some of this evidence is:
1st: The devious lack of torpedoes for the new submarines “U-214”.
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2nd: The devious lack of common and anti-tank kinetic energy projectiles for the Greek Tanks.
3rd: The cancellation – withdrawal of the Greek anti-aircraft systems of automatic targeting “Artemis-30” from the
minister of “PASOK” Hebrew-Turk Tourgoutsoglou or Tourgout – Venizelos.
4th: The devious complete lack of “TOMA” namely Combat Armored Vehicles for Infantry, which must be 3.400 namely
double the number of the Greek Tanks, according to the New Doctrines of War.
The military industry of Volos “Kioleidis SA” modernized to the level of “BMP-3” two of the old Russian “TOMA” “BMP1” from the 500 received from East Germany, and proposed the modernization of the rest 498, but the traitors
politicians of Greece of the two Governmental Parties refused, and gave as a gift the 500 “TOMA” “BMP-1” to
Afghanistan.
RESULT: The Greek Heavy Tanks are now vulnerable from the crawl Turks anti-tankers who are being carried by the
Turkish “TOMA”, with double numbers compared to the Turkish Tanks, according to the Modern Doctrines of War that
are being applied from United States and Israel
5th: The devious lack of bullets 5,56mm and 7,62mm for the Units of the Greek Infantry, Marines, and Special Forces,
with result the men of the above units to commit exercises by faking with their mouth the sound of shooting, as they do
companies of children with their fake guns.

By receiving the 5 Envelopes, the Officials of the Russian Embassy in Athens, showed sincere surprise to the Titles –
Subjects of the contents, and stated to the G.H.REES representative that those documents will be analyzed until the
last word by the Russian Embassy and by the Russian Government.

The Russian Ambassador and the 3 above mentioned attaches, report to the corresponding 4 senior Russian ministers:
FOREIGN AFFAIRS – DEFENSE - COMMERCE – EDUCATION.
The Security Service of the Russian Embassy reports to the Russian minister of Public Order and to the Russian minister
of National Security or “FSB”. Namely, 6 Ministers of Russia are now total informed for the criminal genocidal plans of
“HONG” China and of “NSA”-USA against Russia and the Islamic Nations. The Ambassadors have the automatic duty to
parallel report to the Presidents and to the Prime ministers of their countries. Therefore the above documents of
G.H.REES, were in the hands of the Russian President Medvedev, of the Prime minister of Russia Putin, and 6 Russian
ministers in the noon of 17/2/2010 taken in mind that the documents were delivered to the Russian Embassy also and in
Electronic form, namely CD-PDF, able for instant transfer through codified Internet.

Despite the disclosure of the criminal plans of “HONG” of “AOA” and of “NSA”-USA, the above mentioned G.H.REES
documents, advise the Russian Government to Cancel and Arrest the Planned Military Assault of “B.A.S.T./R.”, planned
by the “NSA” against Greece, because if this assault materialize, then Russia will definitely be involved into all the
phases of the World War 3 scheme of “HONG”, with result the total genocide of the Russian white and white-yellow
Mongols from the Armies of the “Kingdom of Jehovah” (Sin-Sina-Sion-Zion), namely of China and of North Korea.
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For the above reasons G.H.REES advised the Russian Government to send now an Ultimatum to all the countries of
“B.A.S.T./R.” and to the countries that have military installations of “US.E.J.”, namely of “NATO” inside of
“B.A.S.T./R.”, with Ultimatum content as follows:
“The planned military assault of the “B.A.S.T./R.” countries, with incitement of “NATO” will be devastating for the
Russian Economy and for the survival of the Russian citizens, additionally will involve Russia into a World War, which
will end to a total annihilation of Russia. For the above reasons we warn you that in any attempt for military assault
against Greece for the ignition of this 3rd World War, we will abort this assault of yours through a preemptive
destruction of your countries and the “NATO” bases in your countries (US base in Kosovo, in the Skopje-Kosovo border
etc), with Intercontinental Nuclear Ballistic Missiles “ICBM”."

From Greek-Russians and Russian friends, G.H.REES was informed that in Thursday 18/2/2010, Friday 19/2/2010,
Saturday 20/2/2010, and Sunday 21/2/2010 until the time of the editing of the present signal, namely Greece Local
time 22:00, there was and continues to exist a chaotic and unprecedented mobilization of Governmental vehicles and
Officials between the Governmental Buildings in Moscow. We do not know the reason of this mobilization. We assume,
because in the G.H.REES documents to the Russian embassy, is written that if the military assault of “B.A.S.T./R.” with
command of the American “NSA” against Greece is materialized in the Spring of 2010, namely from March of 2010, then
Russia is 15 days away from its total Economical destruction, and 3 years away from its biological annihilation and total
genocide from the Chinese army in 2012.

In case the Russian Government understands, and will understand, the size of the lethal danger that threatens Russia,
then except from the guns of G.H.REES, the Hebrew-Greeks and the Greek Masons Traitors Politicians of all Parties, and
especially the disgraceful traitors provocateurs “Epsilon” and the traitors Parliament members – and members followers
of “LAOS” and of “Epsilon”, will have pointed at their heads AND the guns of the men of the Russian Secret Service
“FSB”, AND of the Secret Services of the Islamic Nations of “Shanghai Pact” or “R.I.C.”, which also the “Epsilon” and
“LAOS” lead them to genocide in the Chinese Armageddon.

For the above reasons, we first ask from the Hellenes non-masons Officers of the 3 Weapons, of the Police, and of the
Secret Service, to exterminate NOW all the Greek Politicians of all Parties, to exterminate NOW all the -without
exception- masons traitors Greek Generals followers of the “Global Kingdom of Jehovah” namely of China, and to
exterminate NOW all the Greek Masons sects of the Chinese “Kingdom of Jehovah” who belong to the Greek Magistracy
and to the Executive Power. Exterminate them NOW – NOW – NOW because they prepare the annihilation of the Greek
Army by the armies of “B.A.S.T./R.”, and here is how:
The Hebrew minister of Defense destruction, Tourgoutsoglou – Venizelos, gave an order to de-arm the 1/3, namely the
30% of the Greek armed forces, and to withdraw the 30% of the Greek weapons allegedly due to Economy reasons. The
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same one cancelled the Greek Exercise “SARISA” of Macedonia allegedly for the same reasons. The same one cancelled
the celebration and the parade of 25th March allegedly for the same reasons, in order to zero the moral of the Greek
Army in front of the military assault of “B.A.S.T./R.” against Greece in the coming March, namely 10 days from today.

We call all the Governments of all Countries and especially of the Islamic Countries and of Russia, to send agents of
their secret services in order to annihilate NOW the members of the Greek traitors provocateurs “Epsilon”, the
Parliament Members and the members of “LA.O.S.”, and the leaders of “LAOS” George Karatzaferis, Pseudo-Paleologos
Dragazis, Paul Glucksburg, residents of London and of Danish court, because all the above are conspiring under the
orders of “HONG” China and of “NSA”-USA, for their involvement into the 3rd World War and for their final genocide
from the Chinese and Korea Armies.
Read G.H.REES documents in the following WebPages: http://www.hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/,
http://www.ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/, http://www.makelio.blogspot.com/,
http://www.perseysteam.blogspot.com/ etc

We call the Governments of the “NATO” Pact to dissolve right now “NATO” and withdraw their military forces from all
the Islamic and Asiatic countries, because through “NATO”, “HONG” of China and the American “NSA” lead these
Western Countries to a genocide from the counter-attacking Chinese Army.

We call the Governments of the “Shanghai Pact” or “R.I.C” to dissolve the “Shanghai Pact” and mainly to cancel their
ally status with China, because the lodge “HONG” of China is preparing for them a total genocide, after the defeat of
the axis “US.E.J.” namely of “NATO” from the Armies of “R.I.C”.

We call the Goverments of India and of External Mongolia to expel right now all the Tibetans from their territories and
dissolve the axis “T.I.M.” (Tibet – India – Mongolia) because the American Pentagon is ready to send troops for the
“Deliverance” of the Provocateur Tibet from China. If you take position as an ally to this provocateur assault of “NATO”
with orders of “NSA” against China for allegedly “the deliverance of Tibet”, then the Chinese Army by counterattacking, will genocide 1.5 billion Hindus and Mongols of External Mongolia, according to the scheme of Chinese
“HONG”.

Finally, we call the Goverments of the Mongolian axis “B.A.S.T./R.” Bulgaria, Albania, Skopje, Turkey, Rοmania, to not
attempt a military assault against Greece, because if they do then they open the way AND of their genocide from the
Chinese and North-Korean armies in 2012, according to the G.H.REES documents delivered to the Greek Webpages.

Any Government that wishes to be annihilated and also its country, from the Chinese army, is called to not take
seriously the present Signal of National and Planetary Security.
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Any Government that wishes to survive and also its country, is called to apply right away the instructions of the present
Signal of National and Planetary Security.

G.H.REES Pretaneum – GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT
Through Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yianni
Deliverer of the G.H.REES documents
G.H.REES Magnesia Readership
Elpidos 12, N.Ionia – Volos – Hellas

PS.
Supplementary Read:
G.H.REES 1999-2012 THIRD WORLD WAR
G.H.REES Second most urgent message of planet security
Know Thy Enemy : TERRAN DRAGONIAN-CRONIAN HIERARCHY

Translate the above message to your native language and forward it to as many of your compatriots as you can.
(Military – Police – Government - Intelligence Services)
ATTENTION!!! MATTER OF PLANETARY SECURITY - URGENT!!
Draconians, criminal killers of the cosmic organism
What follows is scientific verified information of the clandestine organization G.H.REES (Group of Hellenic
Reestablishment) published for the first time in the English spaken terran language.

All solar systems are composed of 12 harmonics - orbits. (dodecahedron ether geometry principle). In these orbits in a
completed solar system there are usually 12 counterclockwise rotating planets. Our Sun (Solar-System-Core) is also
counterclockwise rotating.

In our solar system, we had the lost [exploded by the Draconians] planet Phaethon [see: myth decodification of
Phaethon to lawmaker Solon by the Egyptians] between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter (7th harmonic) and one more
planet that G.H.REES named Hephaistos that is very close to the sun and probably is already destroyed by gravitational
forces and forming a ring of meteoroids (Vulcan zone now confirmed by several independent astronomers)
Finally we have the undeclared planet "Hellas" (Antichthon) that lies between the orbits of Venus and Mercury (3rd
harmonic)
Those 2 planets are not declared by the Draconians in order to support the existence of the non-existent 12th planet
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[planet-X] nibiru that serve a specific purpose in the 2012 events.

The criminal presence of the draconians starfleet in our solar system for about 12000 years until today have caused a
criminal destruction of a planet [cell of the universal organism] and a general overmass that reverses its expanding and
now causes a slow unnatural shrinking of our solar system orbits. [see: Titius-Bode law] - [Our solar system by its nature
is expanding] That might lead to an inballance inside our solar system and a general collapse of the orbits inside the
system-cosmic-egg (Orpheus texts definition) finally leading to a hyper-solar system collapse.

Earthlings, continue to worship Sin-Sion-Zion-YHWH criminal killer of the cosmic organism!
]+[ ps.
Study also:
G.H.REES expose the fraud of Nibiru and Planet-X

ATTENTION!!! MATTER OF PLANETARY SECURITY!!!
for Russian Citizens of the HONG’s created WWIII axis R.I.C. (Russia Islam China) or “Shanghai Pact”.

Translate the below message to your native language and forward it to as many of your compatriots as you can.
(Military – Police – Government - Intelligence Services)
Because in the final phases of the 3rd World War or “Armageddon”, the dragonian hyperlodge HONG is planning to use
200.000.000 Chinese soldiers (read John’s Apocalypse) who will pass the dried Tigris and Euphrates through Iraq towards
the West in order to annihilate both the White and Black Race and at the end-phase to annihilate AND all the whiteyellow mongols intermarriage for reasons of pure yellow race dominance over Earth.

The rest 100.000.000 of the today’s 300.000.000 full mobilized Chinese Army are destined for the annihilation of the
“Gog and Magog” (namely the Northern Pelasgians Scythes of Russia) and the “Rus” (of Scandinavia and Russia) and of
the “Mesheh” (Pelasgians Scythes of the area Moscow or Mesheh) according to the Dragonian “prophecy” (read:
dragonian program) codified by the anti-Pelasgian demon possessed medium of the Lunar Sin-Sion-Zion-YHWH
hebrewmongol Ezekiel, Chapters 38 – 39 in the Bible.

Τhe main message for the HONG's third world war scheme:
G.H.REES 1999-2012 THIRD WORLD WAR

Supplementary Read:
G.H.REES Second most urgent message of planet security
Know Thy Enemy : TERRAN DRAGONIAN-CRONIAN HIERARCHY
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G.H.REES 1999-2012 THIRD WORLD WAR

Note: Do not believe anyone. Research – Cross-Check with the process of elimination – independently and out of outside
control.
Publicizing of classified strategies may lead to their cancellation.

CHART OF GEOSTRATEGIC – HISTORICAL
ANALYSIS OF PLANET EARTH
G.H.REES – GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT

Departments of Geostrategic – Historical analysis

SUBJECT: Tendentiousness and Racial Reasons – Timeline of 3rd World War

Gentlemen,

Ιnsufficient space and time, force us to provide you only with “telegraphic findings of our research”, as follows:

1. The dynamics of World Wars (W.W.) remains the same for 13500 years and is indicated in offensive provocations by
the leaderships of White Race (W.R.) against the Asiatic Yellow Races (Y.R.) – DRANG NACH OSTEN (note: Pressure –
Provocative Push – to the East) – who by counterattacking are pushed continuously to the West against the territories
dominance of the W.R.

2. Purpose of the above W.W. was and is the annihilation – genocide of the W.R. and of the Black Race, and the survival
– total dominance of only the Yellow Race Y.R.

3. The W.R. leaderships of the Western Nations are pushed to the above mentioned provocations from Priesthoods and
Western Masonic Lodges, regardless of differences between Religion or Lodge system. Those Priesthoods are commanded
by Chinese Priesthoods through White-yellow Mongolian Priesthoods of Tibet, Bavarians, Hungarians, Turks, Finlandians,
Saxon-Mongolians, Hebrew-Mongolians, part of Italians LAZIO, Tatars, Hazars, Khazars, Basques, Bulgarians, and White
Priesthoods of racial traitors masons (artificial Hebrews).
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4. All the Religions – Lodges’ systems, despite of their “differences”, from 9600 BC till today are commanded by Visible
– Invisible Space Powers (V.I.S.P.) Sin Yahweh, with origin the Asterisms Bootes – Draco – Snake, acting - role-playing the
“bad demons of Devil” – “Good angels of God”. Through Genetic Engineering they created the Y.R.

5. The above Piratical Criminal V.I.S.P., with local base a neighbor stellar body (Moon), entered our solar system about
11.500 B.C., and attacked against the pre-existing corresponding planetary V.I.S.P. Andromedians, who were friendly to
the White Andromedian Pelasgian Terra Race. Decodification of Ancient Hellenic Texts reveals a coalition of the above
invaders with the V.I.S.P. Cronians-Saturnians against the coalition of V.I.S.P. Uranides – Zeus. In the specialized press
of USA are referred as the “Dragonian Empire”.

6. In order to avoid the total destruction of the external surface of Planet Earth due to the space war, the defensive
V.I.S.P. Uranides – Zeus retreated tactically into the internal cavity of the planet (read: “Hollow Earth” theory) from
North and South Pole openings, and to the four external planets of our Solar System.

7. With purpose the causation of the blame “Devil – Demons” to the V.I.S.P. Uranides – Zeus of the inner Earth, the
V.I.S.P. Sin-Yahweh Bootides-Cronians installed themselves to underground cavities of the Earth’s external surface, and
corrupted the planet, originally as allegedly Hellenic “Dodecatheon”, and later as “Demons” of the known idolatry and
satanic religions, all of Bootes invention.

8. Decodification of ancient Hebrew texts and latest instructions of the Hebrewsaxons Lodges to their top members,
reveals that in 2011-12, the philosinic-philohebrew V.I.S.P. Bootes – Snake – Draco – Cronians will receive a War Assault
of arithmetical and technological superior Andromedian V.I.S.P. friendly to the coalition of V.I.S.P. Uranides – Zeus and
to the Pelasgian W.R. with purpose the restoration of the Planet to Justice Conditions prior to 11.500 B.C.

9. With purpose to position the forthcoming philoPelasgian V.I.S.P. Andromedians in 2011-12 before the accomplished
fact of a total annihilated W.R. and thus before a vain assault WITHOUT A POLITICAL OBJECTIVE, the philosinic –
philohebrew V.I.S.P. already caused TWO WORLD WARS in the 20th Century (1914, 1940), they’ve attempted a cancelled
3rd World War in 1975, and are attempting again an ignition of the 3rd World War 1999-2012, as a FINAL “TIMEEXPIRED” W.W. of annihilation of all terra races except the Yellow Race.

10. 1st World War 1914 was caused with the assassination of the successor F.Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary by the
Hebrew-Bosnian Gabriel Princip, member of the Israeli community of Bosnia. The hebrewsaxons “Historians” falsely
recorded that the above was Serbian-Bosnian under the command of the Serbian colonel Dragutin, chief of the Serbian
Secret Intelligence Service. The lie was revealed because the Serbian prime minister Pasic, as an executive of the above
agency, had written a warning to the austrian-hungarian palace for the planned assassination. The message was hidden
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from Ferndinand by Hungarians (huns-mongols), officers of the Empire. Bavarians (mongols) and Saxons of Germanic
Saxony blackmailed the Pelasgian (white) Berlin (Franks - Fryges) and Keiser to participate in the 1st W.W.
conclusion: Hebrews-Saxons-Bavarians-Huns (all white-yellow=Mongolians) are the war criminals of 1st World War 1914 1918. (NEMESIS punishment: death – annihilation)

11. 2nd World War began when the 3rd Reich provoked-started border violations in the borders with Poland. Leader of
the 3rd Reich: Hitler-Hisler, bastard son of Jewish Banker Rothschild of Frankfurt. Substitute of Hitler: Jewish-german
Mueller. Teachers of Hitler: Karl Haushofer, Lincoln von Trebic, Hannussen, etc, (read book: Nazism Secret Society) all
Bavarian-Hebrews (Mongols) having served as “Lama” teachers in Tibet. (Lincoln von Trebic was also initiated to the
supreme dragonian hyperlodge HONG of Sin-Sina-China). Hitler’s rise was supported financially by the German-Jew
bankers Loeb, Baum, Rothschild etc._ The Nazi “anti-lodges”: “Thule”, “Ahnenerbe”, “Golden Morgenrotte” etc had as
their mother-lodge the israelosaxonic theosophical lodge “Golden Dawn”, still active back then, whence the name of
the modern organization of the retarded neo-Nazis of Greece derives. Golden dawn and the commanding Masonic
“O.T.O.” (ORDO TEMPLIS ORIENTIS) have their headquarters in London.
Conclusion: Jews, Saxons, Mongols are the war criminals during the 2nd W.W. 1940-45.
(NEMESIS punishment: death – annihilation)

12. The eternal distorters of every truth, the Hebrews, reversed reality and whilst they were the CRIMINALS ASSASSINS
OF W.W.2 , they presented themselves falsely as victims of the NON-EXISTENT, unproven “holocaust”. The Historians
Forisson and Roger Garaudy (leader of the French left in his book “myths of the Israeli external policy”) revealed that:
A) there were never gas chambers. B) The blast furnaces started to function in 1945, the last year of the war and they
burnt 60.000 and not 6.000.000 jews “Ashkenazi”, already dead by natural causes, like diseases and lack of foodpharmaceuticals-fuels in the isolated defeated Germany of 1945, in the “forced labour camps” and not in the
“genocidal camps”. We reveal that the Ashkenazi Jewish branch is not Hebrew-Mongolic, but Pelasgian-white (Hellenes
Askanians of Bithynia of Asia Minor, see Iliad b-863, o-793) in the area of Askania lake, south of Proussa. Askanios was
the son of troy’s king, Aeneas. The Jews “Sephardim” of A’ category Hitler-Mueller-Eichmann etc, were using the
pseudo Jews of “B’ category”, i.e. the Hellenogenes Ashkenazim-Askanians as slaves and as animals for slaughtering
(goym, see the 2 testaments) in the fake holocaust. Purpose: advertisement and political exploitation of the fake
Jewish holocaust, so that the nations to paralyze without resistance against the Jewish crimes of economy (see
“crisis”), and of War (see Palestinians, Serbs, Iraqis etc and of the rest of the White Race) till the end of 3rd W.W. with
the devious criminal invention: “whoever blames the Jews is Hitleric Anti-Semite Nazi like the Pelasgian Germans of
1940”. Today the Sephardim falsely name as “Ashkenazim” the mongoloid Khazar-Jews and Tatar-Jews of Eastern
Europe. Residents of the country of Israel: 95% Hellenogenes Ashkenazim workers and plain professionals, 5% Sephardim
company directors (“elite” Mongol Jews descendants of Abraham or Havra-Han). The popular-workers’ party of Israel
has blamed the Sephardim rabbis-bankers-politicians of 1940 as theoretical and financial perpetrators of the mass
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transfers of Ashkenazim into the German forced labour camps. During the Asian trilateral counter-attack against the
West, the Sephardim Jews of the N.S.C. (national security council) - USA, via the Chinese Jews of Shanghai and Beijing
“Tiao-Kiou-Kiao” (see study of the French Jean Boyer), plan to commit annihilation of the Hellenic Askanians of Israel
(3.000.000) as the “final Jewish holocaust”, which shall give them the ethic alibi of “guiltyfying” and paralyzing of the
Asian nations as “genocidal criminals” so that they accept submission to the “international Jewish hyper government of
the reign of God”. But “Tiao-Kiou-Kiao” as today’s China’s leaders plan also the anihilation of the Jews Sephardim as
well, because the former consider their half Chinese heritage as the dominant part of their white-yellow intermixing.
The same way they plan total annihilation of Saxons - Mongols of Western Trilateral- Russians - Islamic Mongols partners
of the Asiatic Trilateral.
13. On 1975 the Hebrew-Saxons of USA-NATO attempted 3rd W.W. advertised (!!!) by the Jehovah Witnesses as “God’s
Reign 1975”, having as an “excuse” the Arab Israeli war “Yom - Kippur” 1973. The whole scheme was cancelled by the
Hellenic military government of 1967-1973, with multiple rejections of passage of USA-NATO forces through air-land-sea
of Greece and Cyprus towards the Middle East, where the creation of the “pan-Christian War Front for Israel’s
protection” was planned to take place (a modern crusade). Result: cancellation of the general participation of RussiaIslam - China for …protection of Arabic lands and genocidal counter-attack against the West, with its first victims Israel
and Greece. The members of that Greek government, instead of being globally recognized as “planetary saviours from a
total nuclear destruction”, were convicted into life bonds and still today they are rotting slowly inside the Greek
prisons. The ignorant ungrateful “liberals” neo-Greeks “Democrats”, while they owe their lives to the military heroes
of 1967-73, they “thanked” them with imprisonment, defamation, lies, humiliation, life-long seizing of freedom,
according to the desires of Jews and masons pimps-politicians of Greece (with some exceptions). Had the military
government of G. Papadopoulos not demolished the political whorehouse in April 1967, the whorehouse would have
been demolished on May 1967 by the Jew-American “Movement of the Generals” under the Bavarian - Israeli (Mongol)
Essermann, commander of a military unit in Komotene, so that the “Armageddon” plan of the Zionists for the 1975
W.W.3 would be accomplished. Had that happened, there would be no ungrateful “liberals” today because they would
have been transformed into nuclear dust since 1988. “Nobody is more ungrateful than the one who has been helped”.

14. From 1999 - 2012, the Chinese (of HONG and TIAO-KIOU-KIAO) via the Jews and Saxons attempt the ignition of the
3RD W.W. into two phases:

Phase A’ 1999-2005) After the homogenization of “ORIENT COMPACT” of Kurds of Turkey after the arrest of Otsalan,
and “West Compact” with ejection of Muslims off the Balkans and Europe (Kosovo-Bosnia-Eastern Thrace, France
Algerians etc), a general victorious assault is planned of the Western Axis “USA-EUROPE-JAPAN (plus India and Buddhist
nations)” against the Asian axis “RUSSIA-ISLAM-CHINA”.

Phase B’ 2005-2012) Counter-attack of the Asian trilateral axis and genocidal of the westerners as “war criminals 1999-
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2005” via nuclear-chemical-biological war. The Jewish weapon industry monopoly plans a sudden stop of supply to the
West and immediate start of supply to the East. Already, USA has given China the whole technology of aiming-direction
of intercontinental ballistic missiles ICBM. Already, Israel has given China all the plans and technology of the craft
“LAVI-IAI” of top secret U.S. technology. “LAVI” shall not be constructed by Israel-Europe-USA!!! Israel already, with a
1994 agreement, supplied technical help to China and Pakistan (!!!) for the upgrade-replacement of electronic parts of
navigation-targeting in the Chinese-made Mig-21 aircrafts of Russia-Islam-China.

15. The above, combined with the text “Masmia Jeshua”, 49A, of the archirabbi ABRAVANEL, give a “panoramic” view
of the scenery: “The arrival of messiah (2012) will take place after a big war where the 2/3 of humanity (i.e. 4 billions)
will be annihilated”. The book “ZOHAR”, vol. b, 43A, of the Hebrew bible “Talmud”, agrees by writing: “The
extermination of the Christians is a necessary sacrifice(!!!)” – ULTIMATE JEWISH DOCTRINE: Financial collapse and
corruption-degeneration of nations by Jews and artificial Jews (masons) in prime minister – minister – nation leaders’
keys - positions.

Condemnation of the nations as “corrupted and incapable of governing themselves” by the Jewish Media and Religions.
(“Jehovah Witnesses”, “Pentecostals”, “Adventists” etc) Fake Jewish holocausts of guiltyfying and paralyzing of nations
so that they resist not against the Jewish war crimes. Global Zionistic dictatorship of “God’s reign”. FINAL Conclusion:
Jews – Saxons - Mongols WAR CRIMINALS attempt 3rd W.W. beginning in Iraq -Kurdistan (ORIENT COMPACT) and
continuing in Serbia (WEST COMPACT).
NEMESIS Fine for the Jews - Saxons and the rest of the white-yellow Mongolians: death – annihilation._

16. During the first phase of W.W.3, the philoSinic – philoHebrew Dragonian V.I.S.P. plan to appear on the external
surface of the planet as “STELLAR” and Undercthonians role-playing the “Andromedians Hellenes”, “Demons of
Antichrist”, acting in favour of the “Western Antichrist 666”, guided by the Hebrew-Saxon “Glücksburger” and by the
“Messiah of all Religions”, the Hebrew-Pakistani Rahmand Ahmand or “Maitreya”, aiming to corrupt and degenerate
(prostitution-homosexuality-drugs etc) the western civilization (white Pelasgian - Andromedian people) in order to
blame afterwards as “corrupting Demons of the Devil” the INDEED arriving Andromedians Space-faring Hellenes from
Hyperion. Greece is planned to typically lead the attack of the West-666 in order to be annihilated by priority during
the counter-attack of Russia-Islam-China.

17. During the second phase, the same Draconian V.I.S.P. will reverse roles and now act as the “good Semitic angels of
Christ” acting in favour of the Asian counter-attack as “Christian-888” in order to guide the Asian troops to the
annihilation of the western Pelasgians. The Orthodox church of the Balkans also participates in this crime by
distributing 666 ID Bar-Code cards (the cards are typed by the national bank of Greece, which belongs 100% to the Greek
Orthodox Church).
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18. All the readers of the present text is top-extremely emergency to notify as many human that are not mentally
decapitated as they can, because the traitors politicians of the west and of Greece, as male whores, are not going to do
it. Forward the present site to as many connections as possible._ The only way to neutralize the advanced war
technology of our enemy, is the quickest possible spreading of men and war material into mountainous areas and the
quickest mutation of the official military units into non-organized guerrilla groups. Execute above orders or be
annihilated, as is the natural end result for idiots._

G.H.REES Athens – 1999 3rd WORLD WAR

NOTES:
The Sephardim Jews are the biggest war criminals of history: On 1220 BC they genocided the first-born children of the
Egyptians (2.000.000), on 1180 BC they genocided 8.000.000 Hellenes of Palestine (Hananeans – Hetteans – Amoreans –
Ferezeans – Hebeans – Iebusians – Ammon - Philistines) [see the books “Exodus” – “Levitic” – “Numbers” –
“Deuteronomion” – “Jesus of Navi” – “Old Testament”

John Lear 2007 "Disclosures" already known to G.H.REES from the 80's

John Lear first in 2004 and afterwards in 2007 has made in USA publicly an impressive “disclosure” about the Moon, a
cubical "Soul Capture Machine" there, and several other interesting information concerning the Alien presence in our
close proximity space and their agenda.

First study the following:
http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/aspie/trueorfalse/johnlear.html

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message559698/pg1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehrjO9RZGrI

http://ufo.whipnet.org/creation/war.in.heaven/index2.html
Here in this site there is also a letter from an unknown source allegedly destined to John Lear, which writes about a
space conflict between U.S. Govt./alien "Blond" groups(READ: WHITE RACE PELASGIAN ANDROMEDIAN CIVILIZERS) who
are at war with the saurian grays-reptilians (READ: DRAGONIANS).
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AND NOW FOLLOWS THE SIGNAL FROM G.H.REES AS A MESSAGE - RESPONSE TO JOHN LEAR “DISCLOSURES”:

-BEGIN OF SIGNAL-

Already from 1985, namely about 22 years before the disclosures of John Lear in 2007, G.H.REES wrote in their
documents that Moon is a hybrid heavenly body, namely an ex-natural body of a planetary system in the constellation of
Draco, transformed to a natural-artificial body, namely a hybrid body, which means transformed to a gigantic
spaceship.

G.H.REES wrote that the entry of Moon to our solar system happened around 20.000 B.C. with a first attempt to enter
our planet Earth’s orbit, that failed.

The second attempt happened in 11.500 B.C. and succeeded. Moreover there is evidence that the Moon during its
approach to enter Earth’s orbit followed a collision course with our planet, and some pre-existed in our solar system
forces, namely Andromedians, prevented this collision with ways that are still unknown to us today.

After those G.H.REES documents and 22 years later, appears the American Pilot John Lear, obviously instructed by
Rabbis, because he as a technician is impossible to have such knowledge that pertain to fields such as comparative
hierography and examination of “John’s Apocalypse” in which this “CUBE” is referred, this gigantic ship that is referred
in it, has also gates with valuable stones and valuable materials etc. So it’s impossible for Lear to have this knowledge
and therefore this knowledge was given to him by Hebrews Rabbis.

The question is why in 2007 Lear made this so called “disclosure” instructed by Hebrews Rabbis. The possible
explanation is that after the debunking of the teachings about Moon (Selene) as allegedly “a chariot of Zeus”, a
teaching that was attempted to pass in Greece by the “Epsilon Group” through the book of General Kalogerakis with
title: “The Return of the Gods”, in which is written that allegedly “the moon is commanded by Zeus” of the Hellenic
Dodecatheon, after the debunking and cancellation of the above teachings (by G.H.REES and by others), obviously the
Hebrews Rabbis made a decision that they cannot pass this teaching – fraud – bluff and are forced now to a retreat by
admitting the reality through Lear: namely that the Moon is a Dragonian (reptilian) hyper-ship.

But they add the conscious lie that it is all about an “experiment”. It is not an experiment, and there is no experiment,
because this fraud and bluff about an experiment has numerous times been attempted by Hebrew circles and moreover
by Dragonian demons of Metatron who communicate with Earthlings mediums, to which those demons say that: “the
Moon is here from another place in the Universe, in order to commit a galactic experiment”. There is no experiment. It
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is a clear military – war mongering – piratical invasion with purpose the stealing of the raw materials of Earth, and
afterwards the departure – transition of the Moon, according to the secret teaching of “Holy Mount Athos of Halkidiki”
about «Ανταναίρεσις» (=Departure for vengeance) of the Moon, in order for the Dragonian fleet with flagship the Moon
to transit to another Solar System in order to repeat the robbery of raw materials that is already committing here in
our Solar System. (See also the destruction of the lost planet “Phaethon” or “Maldek” for same main reasons, namely
for the rapid mining of the titanium and rest valuable stones and raw materials – in today’s asteroid belt).

Therefore, Mr. Lear is transferring conscious lies of the Rabbis, that however have extensions. G.H.REES is
“speculating” (which means that is sure) that Mr.Lear will begin in the close future to make announcements of also
things that he does not know but will be revealed to him by Hebrew Rabbis, namely that: “those who are about to save
us from the Moon will be the forthcoming allegedly Govermental Andromedians of Zeus”, but they will really are
mutineers Andromedians of Saturn – Cronus – Savit - Savaoth (Examine: Hesiod’s Theogony) that will appear INSTEAD of
the true Govermental Andomedians of Zeus who are today stationed with more than 300 war planets in attack-battleready position in the orbit of planet Saturn (See all the observed accumulation of new irregular Satellites of Saturn
after year 2000 and several unexplained astronomers deaths and “accidents” following), in order for the Cronians and
their ships to appear in the surface of planet Earth with false impersonation of the alleged Andromedians of Zeus, and
to drive the axles US.E.J. (Trilateral USA – EUROPE – JAPAN) and T.I.M. (Tibet – India – Mongolia) against the axis R.I.C.
(RUSSIA – ISLAM – CHINA) into a World War.

Already G.H.REES in their documents has given the criteria of separation of the genuine and bogus Govermental
Andromedians of Zeus with the following general determination, amongst others:
The main mark – proof that the first wave of the forthcoming will be the Andromedians mutineers of Pseudo-Zeus
namely of Savit – Savaoth – Saturn, is that they will ask for the axles US.E.J. and T.I.M. to commit a World War 3
provocative attack against the axis R.I.C.
If they act like this then this will mean that they are not the true Govermental Andromedians of Zeus but this will be a
proof that they are in reality mutineers Andromedians of Savit – Savaoth – Cronus – Saturn who are allies of the Lunar
Dragonians.

We call the forum of Mr. Lear and the readers of the present signal to take very seriously this highlight of G.H.REES, in
order not be entrapped in the following announcements of the Rabbis through Mr. Lear, namely that:
“Take courage Earthlings: Because is coming the fleet of Zeus (read: the fleet of Cronians allies of the Dragonians) in
order to save us from the Dragonians of the Moon”.

PS:
The fact that the Rabbis announced to Lear and he in turn announced to the American people, that it is about a
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“CUBE”, has extensions.
The extension is that because the Christian Apocalypse speaks about a “CUBE” (the cubical ship with the valuable stones
gates) the association that is expected to be created by the Christians is that “consequently Christianity is a Dragonian
fruit – product” and therefore Earth’s population must withdraw from Christianity because it is Dragonian.
Consequently the expected association is that the forthcoming must be “Antichrist of 666” and therefore we the
Earthlings (mainly the western nations of US.E.J. and the allied axis of T.I.M.) must now follow the forthcoming
“Dodecatheon of Zeus 666” that in reality will be -as we already have written above- ships of Saturn – Savit – Savaoth
and belike and ships of their allies (namely ships of the Dragonians), in order to strike the Dragonians!!!
(This will also gradually form a severe polarized holy war status between the 2 main Western-Eastern World War III
axles, 666 vs 888 scheme)

This is a situation of madness anymore – namely of schizophrenia, into which if the Earthlings choose to be entrapped
will be finished. Because any army that will dare to attack – invade China, namely the nation of the Dragon (Sin-SinaSion-Zion), will never return back. Because those ships that will appear as allegedly “Ships of Zeus”, will finally
abandon the western armies inside the Asiatic deserts, in order to be slaughtered by the counterattacking armies of
Russia, of the Islamic Nations and of China, of the R.I.C. axis or else “Shanghai Pact”.

-END OF SIGNAL
Blog’s Comment:
Indeed G.H.REES has written very early about a semi-artificial moon. From 1985 and maybe before that, according to
our archive. They’ve also managed in those years to “X-Ray” the Moon with Neutrino-Technology and found its internal
metallic (titanium mainly) mechanical structure and rest elements of its advanced technology and invisible-semiinvisible ships.
There are also G.H.REES typewrited documents in our possession dated 1988 that write about Soul -Orbital and LunarTraps – Highly Advanced Invisible (higher dimension of matter rarification) Machines of the Lunar (reptilians – Draco)
Aliens that are capable to capture the souls of the dead (decarnated) Beings and to carry them to the Moon where they
are being processed with various ways, one of them is through an “electro-shock” procedure that erase the memory,
and afterwards recycle the soul from Moon back to Earth into another “container” or body. Just as Mr.Lear
"disclosured"!

Indeed there is a surprise to us that Mr. Lear after 20 years have appeared with his so called “disclosures” and confirm
in a way the writings – findings of the Advanced Scientific Group of G.H.REES back then in the early 80’s.

We finally call Mr.Lear to reveal to us the name of the Rabbi(s) that instructs him with this information.
We will make first the goodwill move and reveal to him one of our sources concerning the Lunar Soul Traps in the
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ancient writings of Hellas:
Plutarch: a Delphi Oracle Archpriest of the Dodecatheon of Zeus
"Fairy Tale" for ...adults!
** updated **

Once upon a time one gang of thieves-murderers invaded for robbery (of raw materials) into a bank (into a solar system)
They begun to kill the employees of the bank (the black race) and the visitors clients (the white race), in order to fill
faster the bags with money (with raw materials) and in order to avoid the intervention of the police (of the
governmental galactic forces).
But the police came before all the money was put to bags, and so the robbers (Sin-Sion-Zion-Jedi-Sedi, El Sedi or Elohim
Sedi, of the Hebrew’s agent D.Liakopoulos, etc) couldn’t get out of the bank.
So they begun to threaten that will kill all the hostages (earthlings - with chemtrails spraying and biologicalradiological warfare, by exploding the planet through underground nuclear explosions, with causation of matter voids
through CERN of Switzerland, and with other methods).
Indeed they killed a lot of hostages (in 13.000 years wars and genocides that they provoked)
But the police didn’t retreat and stayed constantly out of the bank until the moment they achieved through
reinforcements a superior fire-power analogy of 8:1, and then invaded into the bank one morning, and killed all the
robbers that refused to throw their guns. The robbers that threw their guns served some years in prison and then were
expelled to another country. (another solar system)
Those from the (black) employees and the (white) clients who cooperated with the (Chinese and Mongols) robbers (as
Masonic ethnic traitors of the white and black race) were put to death by the police without trial.
The leader of the robbers (Sin-Sion-Zion etc) and his sub-commanders, had had miserable end, closed for life into cages
of Zoological (Galactic) Gardens, as an example to avoid.
Finally, those who were not killed from the robbers and from the invasion of the police into the bank lived happily ever
after.

G.H.REES "Last Ultimatum"

Allah, Eloh, Yahweh, Sin, Sion, Zion, Lunar “God”, Lunar Governor

HIEROGRAPHY:
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Primary doctrine of Islam-Koran is that God-Allah (Eloh or Elohim in Hebrew) lives in the Moon. All the Islamic Nations
display in their flags the Crescent Moon in indication that they obey only to the moon, which orders them TO MASSACRE
THE NON-BELIEVERS NON MUSLIMS. Those massacres are the continuation of the Old Testament massacres against
Hellenes or Palesatonians or Palestinians or Philistines, because the medium between the headquarters of the moon and
Muhammad was the Hebrew Uarak or Barak, medium and astrologer, teacher of Muhammad. The Arabian and also the
Hebrew Talmudic “Paradise” with the …pilafs, the nymphets, and the rest rewards to the butchers, Hebrews and Arabs,
of the relevant religions Judaism and Islam, is located according to their doctrines in the moon…

HISTORY:

The science of Assyriology is stating that the Assyrian city Ur from which “came out” Abraham (Havra-Khan in
Mongolian) with command of his Lord “Eloh or Allah”, had as a Central God the God SIN of the Moon (!!!). Sin of the
Moon, gave his name to the Sinese (Chinese, hence the name “Sinic wall” from Sinos-Sina-China), his main racial
creation, as humanoid(humo-saurian) substitute and also a genocide tool against the White Andromedian and Black
Magnificent indigenous race. From the same root Sin – “Sion”(Zion) is produced the term China – “Down Zion”(Earthly)
and “Upper Zion”(Moon), and of course the term Zionism which must correctly be pronounced …Sinism.

HIEROGRAPHY:

The Old Testament of the Hebrew Bible contains many illuminating statements for the moon (read also: CONCORDANCE
TO THE SEPTUAGINT - HATCH & REDPATH). The most illuminating for the intentions of Sin or Sion, Zion of the Moon is
the below fragment: (Psalms 71,7)
“The king of Israel will exist as long as there is Sun and will exist in generations and generations before (as a servant of)
the moon … In his days will rise justice and amplitude of peace, until the Moon will be “Removed” (Departure) for
compensation.” (To revenge the dissidents, namely the non Sinists-Zionists of the Lunar Sin)

Indeed according to the Ancient Hellenic lexicon of J.Stamatakos, «Ανταναίρεσις» (the word for “Lunar departure” in
the above translated to English from the original Greek S70 Bible text), means: “To remove for vengeance” (Lack of
obedience) … is illuminating for the dishonesty of Sin or Sion or Yahweh or Jehovah of the Moon, that wants to justify
(where? To his staff?, to his nonexistent consciousness?, or to the Universal Hierarchy from which is wanted as a
felonious bloodthirsty murderer – planet destroyer and robber of Raw Materials and Metals of the Planets from 13 Solar
Systems of the Sirius System?) the devastating geological shake-up that will happen to Earth if will departure the
PIRATICAL ROBBER-GANG SPACESHIP Moon from its present earth’s orbit, as so called "vengeance penalties" against all
the settlers of the planet, due to their disobedience to Zionism, or Sinism, namely due to their disobedience to become
“Lord’s servants” namely stupid slaves, working to concentrate the Reserves of the Earth’s Raw Materials, Crystals,
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Valuable Metals and Nuclear Fuels, into Zionist and Sinese warehouses, whence will be robbed in order to be carried to
the moon.

Already from the Treasuries of all States, Gold has disappeared (and from the “Bank of Greece” and from “Fort Knox”
of USA because it is believed that is being carried to Switzerland for safekeeping (!!!). Indeed the Gold was carried to
Switzerland but not for keeping. To what really happened to the Global Gold Reserves was answered by Hellenes that
worked in the city of Sion (Zion), close to the same-name mountain of Switzerland. Those, and also non-Hellenes
residents of the area, are eye-witnesses of strange night courses from powerful sources of light that travel frequently
from the top of Mount Sion towards nowhere, with enormous speeds.

NOTE: The mount Sion is filled with caves and treasuries of the Swiss Banks. Correlate the above with city BASEL =
Kingdom (of God) of Switzerland as a Base of Zionists Sessions.

The above felony of the Gold Reserves robbery has as a consequence that in any given moment the Zionists can cause a
Global Economic Crash, because the bank-notes in circulation, and especially Dollar, are useless papers of Governmental
fraud in all the States, because they don’t have as an exchange some valuable – indestructible metal “to be paid during
the display of the present bank-note” as falsely is written on all the bank-notes in circulation of the literally nonexistent and …ALLEGED AS existent exchange of the …currency

Now about the non-explained courses “Sion Switzerland – Space” that explain the disappearance of Earth’s valuable
metals, those are also reported into common ufology magazines of the mainstream, were Swiss favorite (chosen) people
of the Spacelings, have with them: “Encounters of the Third Kind” in Mount Sion of Switzerland, obviously to exchange
Lunar and Swiss …cheese.

We also add that the doctrine of “Ανταναιρέσεως – Departure of the Moon” is a basic Mystical Doctrine and of the “Holy
Mount Athos” of Chalkidiki Greece, as an aftermath of the “Second Coming”. «Ο νοών νοήτο» (= A word to a wise man is
enough) and choose position … either with the Prosecutor Universal Hierarchy or with the Accused Eloh-Allah-YahwehJehovah in front of the Galactic and Universal Justice – Nemesis.

To return again to the “Departure of the Moon” we put forward that such an event will have consequences more
destructive than the Approach of the Moon that probably caused the “Ogygus” cataclysm of the Hellenes, and the
geological destructions, such as the glaciers meltdown before 11.000 B.C.
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G.H.REES. – “To Diavlos Epsilon Magazine”, April 1998 pg. 41-47.
BLOG's Comment:
G.H.REES in old signals revealed that Gold has disappeared from Countries-States and is concentrated in “Mount Sion”
(Zion) of Switzerland. The area is also called “Basel” or “Kingdom” (God’s Kingdom) (!!!)
In there is concentrated all the Gold Reserves and there are also the central banks of Zionists like Rothschild’s Bank of
International Settlements etc.
And now -after the Gold disappearance- they speak of FAKE GOLD BARS (!!!), with purpose the ignition of the 3rd World
War or “Armageddon” in an Economical and Military perspective between the Shanghai Pact and the Western Trilateral
Pact.
http://www.daily.pk/fake-gold-bars-in-bank-of-england-and-fort-knox-14477/
..."Perfect" SinoZionists Theatrical show

G.H.REES advanced inner fission MASER technology against our adversaries

In today’s common between the “super-powers” nuclear technology, for the splitting-of fissionable material, is used the
“caveman” way, of the brake of the grand-neutrons of the spherical cloaks of the atoms, from fast grand-neutrons
spherical cloaks of another fissionable material, such as the super-light metal “lithium”. In this case, for the nuclear
explosion, it isn’t required only the breaking of the spherical cloak, but also a “pre-diathesis” of this atom to explode,
considered as a nuclear hyper-pressure of radiations-matter in its internal.
This hyper-pressure, as to the under-pressure of cosmic radiation in the internal of the atom, was created due to the
rise of the atom through volcanic lava, from the environment of major external radiation density of the earth’s fiery
zone, to the environment of minor external radiation of the earth’s surface, or due to exit of the atom from the hyperpressure radiation environment of an enrichment reactor, to an under-pressure radiation out of the reactor.

Analogy: one radioactive fissionable atom of matter is like a fish, which was brought out from a depth of 1000 meters.
In this depth, the fish has normal size. But in the surface is inflated like a balloon, ready to explode with a minimum
hole in its skin, due to a difference in pressures. The above means that one nuclear bomb is automatically useless, if it
is brought down to a great earth’s depth, because then its fissionable material is again present in its natural
environment and has no tension to explode whatsoever. On the contrary, there is a case of auto-explosion of superheavy nuclear material e.g. MD-101, NO-120, LG-103, when this is carried to a great height away from the earth’s
surface, or in an environment of total artificial absorption of radiation.
Except from the “caveman”, there is a “gentle” way of breaking the atom that is valid not only for the radioactive
materials, but even also for the lighter metals, such as lithium and beryllium. This is achieved with amplifiers of
microwaves beam (MASERS) of ultra-high frequency and capable to coordinate with the rotating frequencies of the
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electrons and anti-electrons, around their cores. This cause the orbits collapse of the contra-rotating sub-atomic
particles, with final result the triple breaking of the spherical cloak, from the inside, from the 3 nucleons (proton, antiproton, minor-neutron), and not from the outside, with shot of a grand-neutron or other “fissionable” material.

This “gentler” way of nuclear splitting, has been tested successfully in the laboratories of G.H.REES over conean coccus
of all the chemical elements up to bismuth, and the results were all the time the same. The nuclear explosion that was
observed, was about tenfold in burst in comparison with this that would result from a theoretical outside breach of the
material, with major zero point energy and cosmic hydrogen split for the production of lift in outer space. The above
are not written for a knowledge display to the readers or to the circus of mr.Pan.Toulatos(A theosophical mason). They
are written as a clear warning to the Sino-zionist political and military HQs: If they attempt a Balkan ignition or an
Asiatic Ignition with Iraq as prelude – pretext of World War III, will get themselves in front of a grand surprise.
Materials of military buildings, ground vehicles, marine ships, aircrafts etc, are all fissionable.

G.H.REES has forwarded the above technology of atoms fission MASER gun AND to the Hellenes of the homogeny, AND to
other-nationalities anti-Zionists outside of Hellas

Addition “1”: Devious reasoning and tendentiousness of the “Bloomberg” Advise – Proposal against Greece and
Russia

Addition “1” from the G.H.REES Readership Magnesia: Devious reasoning and tendentiousness of the “Bloomberg” Advise
– Proposal against Greece and Russia

Addition “1” from the G.H.REES Readership Magnesia with the approval of G.H.REES Prytaneum Athens over the
G.H.REES document dated 23.03.2010 with title: ”Conspiracy of Silence for the Russian Economical Support proposal to
Greece “

Volos 24.03.2010

DOCUMENT:
After the instant broad publicizing in 20.03.2010 of the 19.03.2010 Russian Official Proposal for the full unlimited
Russian lending and Economical - Political support to Greece, from the Hellenic Webpage “HellenandChaos” which sent
7.000 E-mails to all the 300 Parliament Members of the Greek Parliament and to all the Greek Television Networks –
Newspapers – Radios – and rest thousands Greek Responsible Officials, and after the failure of the deliberate devious
concealment of the above mentioned Russian Proposal from the treasonous Greek Government of “PASOK”, from its
Collusion party anti-Hellenic “LA.O.S.”, and from the 3 rest treasonous parties of the Greek Parliament, and from all
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the treasonous “Mass Media”, we have been informed that the American Financial “Mass Media” “BLOOMBERG” in
23.03.2010 advised the treasonous Philo-American Philo-NATO Government of “PASOK” to appeal for lending in Moscow
and Washington.

The devious reasoning and tendentiousness of the above mentioned Advise – Proposal is obvious and is the following:

(In the following quote are “NATO” and Chinese “HONG” point of view)
---begin quote---

“With its proposal, of 19.03.2010 to Greece, for the full lending and Economical and Political support to Greece, the
Russian Government destroys completely the micro-Geostrategy of “NATO” in Balkans because it foils the military
assault and invasion of the axis “B.A.S.T.R.” Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje – Turkey – Romania, that we programmed, and
destroys the Macro-Geostrategy of “NATO” and of “SEATO” for the use of Greece as typical chief-leader of “NATO” and
of “SEATO” for the military assault of “NATO” and of “SEATO” against the “Shanghai Pact” (“R.I.C.” Russia – Islamic
Nations – China)

If our agents, namely the Prime-minister and the ministers of Greece of “PASOK”, due to a pressure from their party
base, are forced to accept the Russian Proposal, then this will destruct definitively the Global Geostrategy Scheme of
“NATO”, for the conduct of World War III.

Therefore because we cannot forbid Greece to accept the Russian Proposal of 19.03.2010, especially now after the
broad publicizing of this matter inside Greece because of the Hellenic Webpage “HellenandChaos”, consequently we
must now appear “USA” as also eager to support Greece together with Russia, in order through the Economical and the
entailed Political and Military blackmails which will exercise with this new American lending to Greece, then it will be
forced to reduce its Defense Budget and de-Arm its Armed Forces in order to be defeated from the armies of
“B.A.S.T.R.”, and in order to later send its remaining Army, of the “EMPIRE 666” Constantinople of “LA.O.S.” as typical
Chief-General of “NATO”, against the Armies of the “Shanghai Pact (R.I.C.)” and so our program for the execution of
World War III and for the complete Genocide of Greeks and Russians, will be realized without obstacles.
At the same time, because all the Public Debt of “USA”, and all the Intergovernmental Loans of the American Banks
today are lend and Funded from the General Bank of China, by receiving these new American Loans, Greece will become
inevitably mortgageable and confiscable from China, after the Economical Collapse of “USA” and of all the American
Banks which we have programmed to be realized right after the assault of “NATO” against the “Shanghai Pact (R.I.C.)”,
or NOW after the sold of these Greek Debts from the American Banks to China through “GOLDMAN SACHS” or other
American Financial Carriers or Banks.”
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We, the members of G.H.REES warn all the Greek Politicians and Journalists that, after the initial refusal of “USA” to
Economically Support Greece during the last visit of Papandreou to “USA”, and after the ridicule of Greece with the
“Cancellation of the American Travel Visa”, in case now they accept for Greece to receive new American Loans, after
the devious 180 degrees turn of the “USA” Government in 23.03.2010, as a turn publicized by “BLOOMBERG”, then we
will write to the Catalogue of those that are about to die and the families of Second and Third degree, because already,
although all the Greek “Mass Media” and all the Greek Politicians deviously and under upper commands concealed the
Russian Proposal of Support to Greece in 19.03.2010, now the same traitors gave broad publicity to -of the samecontent above mentioned “USA” proposal of 23.03.2010 proposed through the Financial house “BLOOMBERG”.

-sourceThe "BLOOMBERG" public article in Greece:
http://www.bankingnews.gr/ΔΙΕΘΝΗ/item/1934-M-Lynn-(Bloomberg)-Η-Ελλάδα-να-κυρήξει-στάση-πληρωμών-και-νααπευθυνθεί-σε-Ρωσία-και-ΗΠΑ-για-χρηματοδότηση

Conspiracy of Silence for the Russian Economical Support proposal to Greece
EXTERMINATE THE GREEK TRAITORS POLITICIANS AND THE JOURNALISTS NOW.

“HIGH TREASON” AND “TREASON AGAINST THE COUNTRY” FROM THE GREEK POLITICIANS OF ALL POLITICAL PARTIES OF
THE GREEK PARLIAMENT, AND ESPECIALLY FROM “PASOK” (PAN-HELLENIC SOCIALIST PARTY) AND THE PHILO-CHINESE
“LA.O.S.” (PEOPLE’S ORTHODOX ALERT), AND FROM ALL THE GREEK JOURNALISTS AND MASS MEDIA OWNERS, THROUGH
DELIBERATE AND DEVIOUS SILENCE AND ESSENTIAL REFUSAL TO ACCEPT THE OFFICIAL RUSSIAN PROPOSAL OF 19TH
MARCH 2010 FOR THE RUSSIAN UNLIMITED LENDING TO GREECE AND FOR THE RUSSIAN GENERAL SUPPORT OF MULTIPLE
MEASURES AND INVESTMENTS IN ORDER TO RAISE THE NOW DEVASTATED GREEK ECONOMY AND IN ORDER TO AVOID THE
DESTRUCTIVE BANKRUPTCY – COLLAPSE – IMPRISONMENT – AND BLACKMAIL AGAINST GREECE IN CASE OF JOINING INTO
THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF) AND TO BE ANNIHILATED BY THE AXLES “B.A.S.T.R” (BULGARIA – ALBANIA –
SKOPJE – TURKEY – ROMANIA) AND “R.I.C.” (RUSSIA – ISLAMIC NATIONS – CHINA OR “SHANGHAI PACT”) IN THE 3RD WORLD
WAR.

DEATH PENALTIES FOR THE TRAITORS ACCORDING TO CONSTITUTION ARTICLES 134 – 151 OF THE GREEK PENAL CODE.

FROM THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT DE FACTO RECOGNITION OF THE G.H.REES PRYTANEUM AS THE ESSENTIAL
GOVERNMENT OF GREECE IN 19TH MARCH 2010.

URGENT SIGNAL OF HELLENIC AND RUSSIAN ECONOMICAL AND NATIONAL SECURITY
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FROM THE READERSHIP OF G.H.REES GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT, MAGNESIA, WITH THE AUTHORIZATION OF
THE G.H.REES PRYTANEUM

TO:

A) THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT

B) THE GREEK NON MASONS MILITARY OFFICERS – POLICE OFFICERS – AND MEN OF THE GREEK SECRET SERVICE.

C) THE GREEK WEBPAGES AND MASS MEDIA

D) THE GREEK CITIZENS

E) THE GREEKHEBREWS AND MASONS OF THE GREEK LEGISLATIVE – EXECUTIVE – JUDICIAL POWER

VOLOS 23.03.2010

SUBJECTS

SUBJECT A: From Russia DE FACTO Recognition of the G.H.REES Prytaneum as essential Government of Greece.
Acknowledgments and Request from G.H.REES to the Russian Government for a stricter intervention in Greece and the
rest Balkan Countries.

SUBJECT B: Appeal of G.H.REES to the Greek Military Officers – Police Officers – and Men of the Secret Service, for the
expel of “NATO” and “EUROPEAN UNION” from Greece and for the overthrow and expel or extermination of all the
Greek politicians from all the political parties of the Greek Parliament and of the Greek Masons from Greece.

SUBJECT C: Appeal of G.H.REES to the Greek Webpages and “Mass Media” for the rebroadcast of the Subjects A, B, D,
and E to the Greek Military Officers – Police Officers – Men of the Secret Service – and Citizens, and to the Russian
Government.

SUBJECT D: Appeal of G.H.REES to the Greek Citizens for the direct overthrow and expel or death penalty to all the
Greek Politicians of all political parties of the Parliament and of all the Greek Masons.

SUBJECT E: Order of G.H.REES to the Greekhebrew and Masons of the Greek Legislative – Executive – Judicial Power, to
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deliver their power to Non Masons Greek Economists and Brigadiers of the Armed Forces and of the Police Force, and to
abandon Greece before 25.03.2010.

TEXT: SUBJECT A TO THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT:

“Estimable Sirs:
1st: President of the Russian Federation Mr. Medvedev

2nd: Prime Minister of the Russian Federation Mr. Putin

3rd: Ministers – Members of the Russian Government

On behalf of all the members of G.H.REES (Group of Hellenic Re-Establishment) we thank you warmly for your
intervention in favour of the Greek Economy and National Security, published in Greece though only from the Greek
Private Webpage: http://www.defencenet.gr/defence/index.php?
option=com_content&task=view&id=11308&Itemid=139 on the same day namely 19.03.2010, and time 19:00, and
rebroadcasted from the private WebPages http://www.ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/ ,
http://www.makelio.blogspot.com/ and from minimum other private Greek WebPages.

1st: Up until Today 23.03.2010 not one Greek Politician commented the above mentioned Intervention – Statement of
19.03.2010 of the Russian Government for the Economical Support of Greece, a fact that proves a collusion and devious
conspiracy of silence by all the Greek Political Parties against the above mentioned Russian Intervention – Statement of
Support to Greece.

2nd: Up until today 23.03.2010 not one Greek Printed Newspaper or Greek Television Network or Greek Radio
rebroadcasted the above mentioned News, although the WepPage http://www.ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/ sent
thousands E-mails in 20.03.2001 containing the above mentioned statement of the Russian Government, to all the Greek
Parliament Members, to all the Greek Newspapers, to all the Greek Television Networks, to all the Greek Radios, to all
the Greek Universities, and to rest thousands receivers in Greece, a fact that proves the existence of a Collusion
Devious Conspiracy of Silence from all the Greek “Mass Media” together, in treasonous cooperation with all the Greek
Politicians of all Political Parties of the Greek Parliament, against Greece and against Russia and the Russian Support
Statement towards Greece.

Under the direction and the commands of “NATO”, the purpose of the above mentioned Conspiracy of Silence
concerning the Russian Statement of Support towards Greece is the following:
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1st: The indirect bankruptcy – collapse of Greece due to its entry to the International Monetary Fund “IMF”, with
drastic abridg(e)ment of expenses.

2nd: The entailed and pre-declared from “IMF” Defense Budget - Defense Personnel - and Defense Materials cutreductions of the Greek Armed Forces, with purpose their military defeat and Genocide of half Greece by the Armies of
“B.A.S.T.R.”, as predicts the Chinese scheme of “HONG”.

3rd: The destruction of the Russian Oil and Natural Gas Pipelines in Balkans, Black Sea, and Turkey, from “B.A.S.T.R.”,
and the destruction of the Russian Economy, as predicts the Chinese scheme of “HONG”
4th: The armed intervention of the Russian Military in Balkans and in Turkey for the protection of the Russian Oil and
Natural Gas Pipelines, and conflict of the Russian Army with the “NATO” Armies of Balkan and Turkey, as predicts the
Chinese scheme of “HONG”.

5th: The agreement of Russia and of “NATO” to deliver the Territories of “B.A.S.T.R.” to the Greek Domination as
“EMPIRE 666” of “LA.O.S.” with capital Constantinople, as predicts the Chinese scheme of “HONG”.

6th: The military attack of the “EMPIRE 666” of “LA.O.S.” against the Axis “R.I.C.” or “Shanghai Pact”.

7th: The Genocide of the remaining Greeks from the counterattacking “R.I.C.” axis.

8th: The Genocide of White Race Russians from the Sinomongolian Axis “C.J.T.H.S.M.” China – Japan – Tibet – Hebrews –
Saxons – Mongols, according to the scheme of “HONG”.

9th: The Genocide of the White-yellow intermarriage Russians (Hebrews – Tatars – etc) from the Chinese – Korean axis
“K.K.” China – Korea, at the end of World War III, according to the scheme of “HONG”.

10th: Namely the Total Economical Disaster and Genocide of the Greek and Russian Nations and States from the
Chinese-Korean Armies according to the Chinese scheme of “HONG”.

Indeed, as declared the Economy Professors of the Thessalian University Nikos Kyriazis and Chris Kollias, in the
Newspaper “Thessaly” 21.03.2010: “In the “IMF” appeal Nations that are one step before the total bankruptcy and that
the terms of such a loan acceptance from “IMF” are too painful for the people” and that “the loaning from “IMF” is an
indirect bankruptcy, because such a country can no more loan from International Markets even with the highest rates of
interest”.
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The “IMF” has demanded from Greece the appliance of 38 Measures of “Imprisoned – Bankrupted Economy”. From the 5
Measures that “IMF” forces for the abridg(e)ment of expenses, the 4 are about to collapse completely the already semicollapsed Greek Armed Forces, as follows:

1st: Personnel Reductions in the Government and in the Armed Forces which already suffer from lack of Personnel and
employ only the 50% of the demanded Personnel for the Defensive Security of Greece.

2nd: Cancellation of the Armed Forces Staff Services for alleged Bureaucracy reduction.

3rd: Reduction of Defense Budget namely reduction of Weapons and Ammunition Materials (Battle Tanks, Ships,
Aircrafts etc.)

4th: Containment of Salary raises with result the Exodus - Quitting of the Greek Armed Forces Officers, with result the
collapse of the Greek Armed Forces and the devastation of Greece by the armies of “B.A.S.T.R”.

ATTENTION: In the line of the abridg(e)ment of public expenses, in case Greece enters the “INF”, that event will
completely cancel the construction of the Russian Oil and Natural Gas Pipelines which pass through Greece, and thus
Russia will suffer an enormous Economical hit of its Economical Destruction.

ATTENTION: In case Greece enters the “IMF”, then will be under blackmails to install in its Territory the Offensive
Missiles of the alleged “Defensive Anti-Missile Shield” of “NATO” against Russia and against the Islamic Nations and
against China, namely against the “R.I.C.” axis, because the 15% of funds and votes and the only VETO right of “IMF”
which resides in Washington belongs to the “USA”, the 50% belongs to 9 “NATO” and “SEATO” countries, and the rest
25% belongs to 150 poor countries.
The above mean that “IMF” with 50% of funds and votes and VETO right from “NATO”, will force Greece to install in its
territory the offensive missiles against Russia and against “R.I.C.”, likewise as forced Romania with the same criminal
act and for the cancellation of the Russian Oil and Natural Gas Pipelines construction after the entry of Romania into
the “IMF”, a fact that already provoked the just violent respond of the Russian Government through the Foreign Affairs
Minister Mr. Lavrov.

Consequently, we call the Russian Government, from now and up to 4th April as the most possible date for the decision
of the Greek entry to the “IMF”, to deliver a massive barrage of Diplomatic Attacks against the Treasonous Greek
Government which deviously and treasonously, and without honor, concealed and is concealing from the Greek citizens
the Official Proposal of 19th March 2010 of the Russian Government for the loaning and multiple economical support to
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Greece in order for Greece to avoid the destructive for Greek and Russian Economy and National Security entry of
Greece into the “IMF”, and in order for Greece to avoid the equally and for other reasons destructive, for Greece and
Russia, lending of Greece from China.

In case the Treasonous Greek Government continues -commanded from “NATO” and from the “European Union”- to
conceal, despise, and to not accept officially the offer of Economical Support from Russia up until 4th April of 2010,
then we openly call, and with knowledge of the consequences, the Russian Army to invade to Romania, Bulgaria and to
Greece as countries that have accepted the installation of the offensive American “NATO” missiles of the alleged “Antimissile Shield”, and to expel from those countries, with first Greece, the bases and the commanding HQ’s of “USA” and
of “NATO” and the Treasonous services of the “European Union”, to expel from those countries the traitors philo-NATO
and philo-American corrupted politicians and generals, and to introduce those countries into the Russian Federation,
but with a regime of Defense, Military, and Police autonomy, and with a regime of Political and Economical Semiautonomy, under the term of China exclusion from the axis “R.I.C.”

Especially for Greece we request the full replacement of the useless and obsolete “NATO” defensive material of 1st up
to 3rd Generation, with corresponding Russian Defensive Material of 1st Line – 4th Generation, namely aircrafts SUKHOI
27 – 37 etc.

As Economical semi-autonomy we mean the co-exploitation of the Aegean Oils from Russia – Greece – Cyprus with
limitation of Turkey to Water Territories of up to 3 miles, according to the International Treaties of the Beginning of
the 20th century.

As Economical semi-autonomy we mean the co-exploitation of the Underground Mineral Wealth of Greece from Russia
and Greece, and the installation of Advanced Technology Russian Industries and Russian Industries with technology for
the protection of the Environment (Namely Industries for the recycling of wastes etc.)

As Political semi-autonomy we mean the total governing and command of Greece from Greeks, besides the Foreign
Policy which will be determined from Moscow under equal terms for all States of the Russian Federation.

The pre-emptive invasion of the Russian Army in Romania – Bulgaria – Greece for the expel of the already illegal, and
without Defensive object charter, criminal gang of “NATO”, that provokes World War for the destruction of Greece and
of Russia, is an absolute necessity for two main reasons:

1st) To brake in three parts and to incapacitate the Military Axis “B.A.S.T.R.” (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje – Turkey –
Romania) which under the incitation and armament from the criminal “NATO” is preparing to invade to Greece with
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catastrophic results for the Russian Economy and National Security.

2nd) Because without Greece as “EMPIRE 666” of “LA.O.S.” in Constantinople and as a typical leader of “NATO” against
“R.I.C.” or “Shanghai Pact”, this event collapses and terminally destructs the whole Scheme of the Chinese “HONG” for
the Genocide of White Race and of the White-Yellow Mongols Russians (Tatars etc.) in the 3rd World War.

We leave all the above requests from the G.H.REES Prytaneum under the judgement of the Russian Federal Government
and under the judgement of the General Staff HQ of the Russian Federation Generals.

Subject B: To the Greek Non Masons Military Officers – Police Officers – and Men of the Secret Service:

“Act immediately according to the original appeal of “Subject B” for the expel of “NATO” and of the “European Union”
from Greece, and for the overthrow and expel or death penalty against all the Greek Politicians of all Political Parties
of Parliament and of all the Greek Masons, with first of all the without exception Masons Army and Air Force Generals
and Admirals as traitors of the Greek Armed Forces.”

Subject C: To the Greek Webpages and “Mass Media”:

“Act immediately according to the original appeal of “Subject C”, for the rebroadcast of subjects A, B, D, and E, and of
the complete present document, to the Greek Military Officers – Police Officers – Men of the Secret Service, and
Citizens, and to the Russian Government, the Russian Security Services, the Russian Newspapers and “Mass Media”, etc,
through printing and publicizing and through energetic massive delivering of the present document to the necessary Emails.”

Subject D: To the Greek Citizens.
“In case that you wish to survive and not be exterminated by the armies of “B.A.S.T.R.” and of “R.I.C.”, act
immediately now according to the original appeal of “Subject D” for the deadly beating, and for the direct overthrow
and expel or death penalty against all the Greek Politicians of all Political Parties of the Greek Parliament and of all
Greek Masons, and of all the “grand” Journalists of the “Mass Media”, and of their families, namely their relatives of
first degree, because all the above robbed wildly the Greek State, and betrayed you, and they drive you to a genocide
from the armies of “B.A.S.T.R.” and of “R.I.C.” in World War III.”

Subject E: To the Greekhebrew, Turkhebrew, Turks, Bavarians, Hebrews, Saxons, Philosophical Masons, Theosophical
Masons “Epsilon”, and rest corrupted traitors of the Greek Legislative – Executive – Judicial Power:
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“Disgraceful traitors, agents of the Chinese Kingdom of Pseudo-Jehovah or Pseudo-Being (Pseudo-God), immediately get
the hell out of the Greek Territory together with your families, in order not to paint our hands with your dirty
treasonous contaminated anti-hellenic blood.
Before that, deliver the power that you hold to the Greek Non Masons Scientists and High Rank Non Masons Officers.”

If not, we will butcher you and your families without any mercy.

You the corrupt defrauders of the 3 Greek Powers, and your partners in crime, from 1973 till today 2010, have
defrauded for your personal wealth and benefit the following:

1st) The 524 million dollars of 1973, namely modern 5,24 billion dollars, or about 4 billion Euros, that have left as a
state surplus the Governments of George Papadopoulos and Spiros Markezinis in November 1973 before they were
overthrowned by the Hebrew Traitor and Agent of “MOSSAD” brigadier of “ESA” Ioannides.

2nd) The 1 Trillion Euros of today’s total official deficit of the Public and Private debt to the Greek and Foreign Banks
and Public Funds.

3rd) The 2 Trillion Euros of the dark unofficial deficit as disappeared Market’s cash from 500 trillion drachmas defrauds
of the defrauding twin political parties “PASOK” and “SYNASPISMOS” and from defrauds of 200 trillion drachmas from
the political party “NEW DEMOCRACY”. Namely a total of 700 trillion drachmas.

4th) Namely totally you have defrauded about 3 trillion Euro, by driving Greece in a conscious bankruptcy inside “IMF”,
and to a Genocide from the “B.A.S.T.R.” and “R.I.C.” armies, by a devious concealment and by a treasonous rejection of
the official Russian 19th March 2010 Proposal for the Economical and Political support to Greece.

You disgraceful corrupted traitors of the 3 Greek Powers, from 19th until 23rd March 2010, namely for 5 continuing
days, you and your dirty partners in crime Journalists of the Greek “Mass Media”, carefully conceal from those that are
about to die Greek Citizens and you continue to reject the Russian proposal of Economical salvation and Greek National
Security, in order to exterminate Hellenes and Hellas.

Well….NO!!! You dirty emetic murderous traitors. Hellenes and Hellas don’t die. You and your disgraceful families,
partners in the grand defraud and treasonous feast, will die with disgraceful death in case you will not immediately get
the hell out of Greece.

Hellenes, burn their houses, burn them alive with gasoline and exterminate them with any way possible the above
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mentioned traitors and their families in case they don’t leave Greece by 25th March 2010.

We had enough with the treasonous Greekhebrew and Masonic Neo-greek whorehouse.

Death now to the traitors of the 3 Powers who consciously destruct Greece and Greeks with upper commands from
“USA”, “NATO” and the “European Union”.

EVENTS HISTORY:

The traitor prime-minister Papandreou-Mineiko was in Moscow in 15th and 16th February 2010 allegedly to ask for
Economical Support from Russia, but in reality to aggravate on purpose the Russian Officials in order for them to refuse
any support toward Greece, as has indeed happened.

In 17th February 2010 and time 09:00 in the morning the representative of G.H.REES delivered to the Russian Embassy
of Athens 5 copies of a classified report concerning Geo-Economy – Geo-Politics – and Geo-Strategy in the English
Language. In that report the G.H.REES Prytaneum displayed the reasons and ways to foil the Genocide of Hellenes and
Russians from the Chinese and Korean Armies in World War III, according to the scheme of the Chinese hyperlodge
“HONG”.

In 19th March 2010 the representative of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs Andrei Nesterenko, officially announced
that the Russian Government has processed a complete Economical Program of Support to Greece in order to avoid the
capture and the Economical and National annihilation of Greece inside the International Monetary Fund.

The above mentioned 180 degrees turn of the Russian Foreign Policy, was realized due to the classified G.H.REES
report, and means that the Russian Government considers the Government of “PASOK” as a typical and of no repute
government of corrupt defrauders traitors of “NATO” as they really are, and means that the Russian Government
considers the G.H.REES Prytaneum as the essential informal Government of Greece.

The Charter of G.H.REES, forbids their members to claim or take over Governmental positions, except Minister’s
advisors positions. Consequently we call the honourable patriot Hellenes Scientists and Non Masons Officers of the
Greek Armed Forces and of the Police Force, except G.H.REES members, to claim those Governmental Positions in order
to raise the dying state of Greece, murdered by the Greekhebrews and Masons traitors of the 3 Greek Powers and by
their partners in crime.

PS 2.
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ATTENTION: “Party-Dogs” and Secret-Service puppets of “PASOK”, falsely spread to the internet claims that the
Governmental Greek Television Network “NET” announced the official proposal of Economical support to Greece from
Russia in 19th March 2010

PS 1 Careful Research of Friendly Webpage into the News Webpage of the Governmental TV NETWORKS “ERT” and
“NET”, proved that the above mentioned claim is FALSE, and that ALL the Greek Politicians of ALL Parties and ALL the
Greek “Mass Media” are continuing treasonously to conceal the Russian proposal of 19th March 2010
Kill them now without mercy, because they kill Greece without mercy._

Readership G.H.REES Magnesia
Through Deliverer of G.H.REES messages:
IOANNIS CH. CH. KARAGEORGIOU
ELPIDOS 12, N.IONIA - VOLOS – HELLAS

Read Also:
Urgent Signal of National and Planetary Security by the Prytaneum of G.H.REES
Posted
by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 2:15 PM 5 comments

Introduction to the Legendary G.H.REES

G.H.REES (Group of Hellenic Re-Establishment) International Bellum Mentalis Andromedian Portal.

G.H.REES is a semi-transparent Ultra Powerful Hellenic Organization first established in 1947 from a group of Hellenes
Generals with Commander in Chief the Hellene War hero General Papagos. Under original bankroll from 3rd Reich loots
through the partner of Papagos Anti-Hitlerian Double Agent of Abwehr Von Kanaris (of Hellenic Origin) this Legendary
Hellenocentric Group begun activity in the Geopolitical and Geostrategic sector with studies that concerned National
Security. Later on they expanded their research in every scientific sector by deciphering several universal and historical
well kept secrets and by breaking the Geopolitical codes of the adversaries.

By using advanced technology, logical rules, by the process of reductio ad absurdum, and by cross-reference research
into the Ancient Hellenic, Ancient Hindu-Sanskrit and other texts of independent non masons researchers, this
organization made possible the impossible, namely the full restoration of the Hellenic Andromedian Mathematical
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Proto-Language and the full restoration of the Unified Pre-Lunar Andromedian Sciences and with them developed
Neutrino Technology and Maser Weapons in levels even higher of the superpowers counterparts. With this powerful
knowledge and technology in their hands unlocked the complete Terra and Spaceborn History and Prehistory concerning
Hellenes, the White and Black Race. Philosophy – Way of Life – Tendentiousness – Diachronically Adversaries and Allies –
Survival Solutions etc. Their members achieved to infiltrate directly or indirectly almost everywhere: Masonic Lodges –
Goverments – Secret Services – Army etc. Many foreign Agents and Local Greek Ephialtes (Traitors) tried to infiltrate
and breach the armor of G.H.REES in order to disclose and eliminate the members of the G.H.REES Prytaneum. They all
failed.

The Organization begun its public activity in 1974 with thousands pages of Freely Distributed revolutionary Documents
and Signals to the Hellenic People and the 3 Powers (Legislative – Executive – Judicial) categorized in various
“Generations”:
Generation A’: Ecological (100% True), Generation B’: In favour of Zeus (Semi-true) , Generation C’: In favour of
Prometheus (Semi-true), Generation D’: In favour of Christ (Semi-true), Generation E’: In favour of Universal Organism
(100% True) – and terminal phase up to 2012 (home-stretch Documents 100% True)

Its main purpose today is to Awaken the Planetary Hellenism, the White Pelasgian Andromedian Race and the Black
Indigenous Sirian Race of their glorious roots in History and Pre-History, and to maintain the National and Planetary
Security by publicizing on time the Stratagems of the Adversary in order to Foil Catastrophes and the general
Dragonian-Chinese Genocidal Program code named “Armageddon” until 2012, which according to the Group’s Research is
the Ultimatum Year for the intervention of the Superior Andromedian Starfleet that is about to come for our rescue
from the 13.500 years of presence of the Lunar “Lord” Sin-Sion-Zion-Jedi-Sedi-Jude-Judas-PseudoJehovahPseudoSupremeBeing and to fully restore our planet in Golden Era Justice Principles which was the Harmonized with
Natural Laws Governance, before the appearance of the Moon.

It was originally the G.H.REES that Predicted about the Year 2012 from its first Documents “In favour of Zeus” in the
beginning of the 80’s. Later the panicked Masonic Lodges responded with telecontrolled writers “Zombies” and other
Agents in order to distort and spread lies and semi-truths in regard to this year, by completely distorting and stealing
the G.H.REES original documents.

The Apostates of the U.O. and the even more emetic Ephialtes Greek-Cronian Traitors is expected to be handled
with ..."special care" by the incoming interstellar storm of Adrasteia and Nemesis.
ΕΣΣΕΤΑΙ ΗΜΑΡ – The day is co

Ancient Hellenes "Yunnan" knew well about the Chinese
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Translated fragment from the G.H.REES SURVIVAL MANUAL

In Ancient Hellenic Language (Read “Lexicon of Ancient Hellenic Language” from I. STAMATAKOS) the Chinese were
named “SINES” (hence the name Great Sinic Wall) from “SINOS” = Chinese (Page 1206). In the term “SINIS” the
translation is: “The Destructor, the Annihilator, the Thief, The Robber, The Baneful (Page 892).

In the term “THE SINOS” the translation is: “Wound, Blow, Malfunction, Plague, Armageddon (Devastation), Corruption,
Damage”.

The term “SINOMAI” (verb) means “Loot, Steal, Corrupt, Harm, Depredate, Annihilate, Devastate, Eliminate”.
The thief “SINIS PITIOKAMPTIS” means “Personalized Devastation”. (Pages 892 – 893)
(Read the myth-“mitos”-clew of the Hellene Hero Thiseas against Sinis Pitiokamptis)

The natural attribute of the SINESE or CHINESE as Annihilators-Terminators namely Genociders against the White
Hellenes or IONES, is proved by the fact that while Southern China is still named “Yunnan” namely IONIA, in that
territory there are no more IONES (namely Hellenes) existing, because they were all annihilated by the Chinese.

The above are proved and by the German Archaeological Missions that were deported without any explanation from
China, when in their excavations proved the existence of Twelve Ancient Hellenic Cities inside China. The Chinese
Government ordered the covering of the Twelve Ancient Hellenic Cities with hills of dirt upon which were planted
trees-Forests of rapid growth.
Today the traitors “Greek” Politicians visit China and instead of demanding the disclosure and excavation of the there
existing Hellenic antiquities from Hellenic Archaeological Missions, they kiss the ass of the Sinese annihilators of billion
Ancient Hellenes and Pelasgians from the Asiatic Upper Ionia, in order to gain free houses and survival in China, as a
reward of their treason which is:

The destruction of Greece and the military Attack of the Greek remnants as Typical Leaders of “NATO” and of the
“US.E.J.” axis (USA-EUROPE-JAPAN trilateral) against China, in order to give the moral alibi to China to annihilate
completely the White Race with first victims the Hellenes of Greece and Hellenes of Diaspora.

And while for our Hellenes forefathers, the SINES-SINESE-CHINESE (Childs - Genetics Product of the Lunar Dragonian
Elohim SIN), are synonymous of the Criminals, Genociders, Murderers, Annihilators of the other Terra Races, White and
Black, today the Greek Politicians and the emetic traitors Maoists Chinese-friends Greek Communists and the more
emetic Greek Industrialists/Businessmen, they shit over the graves of their ancient forefathers (annihilated by the
Chinese genociders), in order to establish companies in China, and by leaving the Chinese slave-crummy Products to be
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imported without taxes in Greece in order to eliminate the Greek companies, by left the Chinese to invade without
control in Greece, and by naming the Chinese “Saviors of the Greek Economy” and “Strategic Partners of Greece”.
In the above Hubris of the “Neo-greek treasonous whorehouse”, the paramilitary leg of G.H.REES will respond with
blood baths and genocide of the above mentioned traitors. We call them to abandon now Greece in order for them to
avoid the miserable end of the traitors of Greece and of the insulters of the Ancient forefathers dead “Yunnan”.

We call them to abandon Greece by taking with them, the Judges, the Military officers, the Police officers and the
Masons that cover and protect them, because the incoming ADRASTEIA and NEMESIS will eliminate both the Protégé and
the Protectors.

Commentary on the above:
Today the Turanian Mongolian Seltzuk Turks still call with this exact name Hellenes and the country of Greece. They
call us “Yunnan” and “Yunnanistan”, namely IONES-Ionians Hellenes Pelasgians of Minor and Upper Asia.

See map of the Yunnan Province in Southern China.

See also newspaper article about the Alexandrian Ancient Hellenic city Nigia that was excavated in western China near
the chinese city Kashgar in Xinjiang Province, that were also being found there well preserved mummies of White Race
Pelasgian People dated at least 3000 years old

George Soros: You really need to bring China into the creation of a new world order
China should step up to the plate as the leader of a new global economic order, and the US shouldn't fear the
establishment of a global currency because it would help the economy, billionaire investor George Soros says.

In a recent interview with the Financial Times, Soros said that China hasn't been pulling its weight in reorganizing the
global economy after last year's economic collapse, and the way to convince China to lead is to allow it to "own" the
reorganization of the global financial system that is underway.

"You really need to bring China into the creation of a new world order, a financial world order," Soros told FT. "They are
kind of reluctant members of the IMF. They play along, but they don’t make much of a contribution because it’s not
their institution. ... They have to own it the same way as, let’s say, the United States owns the Washington consensus,
the current order, and I think this would be a more stable one where you would have co-ordinated policies. I think the
makings of it are already there because the G20, in agreeing to peer reviews, effectively is moving in that direction."
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Peer reviews are a mechanism by which members of the G20 club of economic powers can review other members'
economic performance and warn those members of dangers to their economies

Soros also advocated for the creation of at least a limited global currency, which he says would help reduce the
imbalances in the global economic structure and would actually benefit the United States, whose dollar currently acts
as a de facto global currency.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOjckJWqb0A

Read more, source:
http://rawstory.com/2009/2009/10/soros-china-world-order/

Read Also:
John Pomfret, “China’s leader blames U.S. for bilateral tensions, rejects call to adjust currency”
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Commentary on the above:
What this hebrewmongol hate-hellenist George Soros didn’t calculate is that maybe he and his friends can “kill” the
dollar for the sake of the Global Currency of the New World Order, ….BUT…. CHINA through the supreme Hyperlodge
HONG is planning in the final phases of World War III of the Chinese “Armageddon” to KILL-EXTERMINATE-ANIHILATE
Everybody, AND George Soros AND his buddies in financial crimes Mongols-Hebrews-Saxons by claiming strict criteria of
racial purity of the Yellow Race (China+Korea) and NO-FURTHER-INTERMARRIAGE and CO-EXISTING with the bastard
white-yellow products of the White Race Ancient and Historic Genocides, into the NEW CHINESE WORLD ORDER, STATUSQUO (namely: of total Global Chinese Dragonian Hegemony) and because besides other reasons, diachronically the
Chinese were essentially considered Enemies the white-yellow Mongolian intermarriage Hordes that sometimes attacked
and against them (because of schizoid-racial anthropological Doberman Syndrome, read studies of French
Anthropologists 1920) and that was also the reason for the construction of the Great Sinic Wall (of the Lunar Dragonian
Sin-Sina-Zion-China) in order to protect the Choosen Childs -Genetics product- of the Lunar Elohim Sin, and to push
towards the West the hebrew-mongolian and turanian-mongolian Genociders Hordes for additional corruption and
destruction of the White Pelasgian and Black Sirian Races, from the already back in ancient years corrupted from
Hebrew-mongolian Hordes former powerful Pelasgian Empires of Babylon, Assyria, Egypt, Metropolitan Hellas

David Icke Manipulates his Readers with his "disclosures" that G.H.REES has already published the last 30 years

MOON MATRIX!!! THE MOON MANIPULATES HUMANITY!!!
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AFTER 30 YEARS AND THOUSANDS OF FREELY DISTRIBUTED PAGES OF G.H.REES TO THE HELLENIC PEOPLE AND THE 3
POWERS, JOHN LEAR AND DAVID ICKE … COPY AND STEAL THE DISCLOSURES FIRST PUBLISHED BY THIS LEGENDARY
HELLENO-CENTRIC ORGANIZATION (G.H.REES) AND THEY PRESENT THEM AS THEIR EXCLUSIVITY!!!
(Moreover they copy and steal adding later various distortions and small differences for disorientation)

And while for the first time in history, G.H.REES has blown open all the schemes of the sinists-zionists Chinese and
Mongol Hebrews, and at the moment that the secret services are nailed behind it in order to locate and annihilate the
G.H.REES Prytaneum in Athens, and while all the men of G.H.REES are bleeding to death in all levels (economically –
socially etc) due to their work in favor of Hellas and in favor of the Planetary Security, the Hellenic Webpages and the
rest Webpages write articles and reports and glorify the Hebrew-Saxons of the type David Icke etc., who act with plenty
of money, comfort, cover and with safety and haven’t made a single reference to the only existing revolutionary
documents, namely the G.H.REES documents, that not only reveal the plain truth and the archaic Pre-lunar Hellenic
knowledge, but they also give ingenious solutions to all those problems that intentionally have been produced by the
traitors politicians of the Greek treasonous Parliament and the rest globalists politicians against national and Planetary
security .

After the Draconians (more properly referred as Dragonians from the Dragon Asterism) and the multiple dimensions,
Icke speaks now clearly about a “MOON MATRIX” as a base of the Dragonians and as a base for the manipulation of
humanity and as a hybrid ship Moon-Levan-Selene a planet of psychotronic and space war. Just like our previous post
with John Lear and his 2007 so called “disclosures” (copy-pasted from the G.H.REES disclosures the past 30 years) we
now have Icke acting likewise. The Rabbis defeated in multiple fronts, are now forced to gradually reveal those truths
to the broad public and they use their Hebrew agent-writer-“prophet” of theirs to continue the game of distortion and
disorientation and disinformation towards the thousands faithful followers of him over the globe. Just like he spread
disinformation for the alleged change-transition of entities between dimensions (a thing that is physically impossible as
has been proved scientifically by G.H.REES) just like now although he correctly writes about a “MOON MATRIX” together
with various useless cracked-barrel philosophies he continues with furriness to avoid to disclose the following:

About the nation of the Dragon, the civilization of the Dragon, namely to refer about the earthly dragonian Sinese –
Chinese (see Etymology: Sin-ic Wall, e.g. nation of the Lunar Sin), this nation connection with the Moon and the space
Dragonians from the Dragon-Draco Asterism.
About the true Masonic Cronian-Dragonian Hierarchy with Commands transmission center Tibet and China.
About the supreme Chinese hyperlodge HONG and its supreme scheme of planetary genocide code named:
“Armageddon” in the Dragonian Bible.
About the diachronic criminal actions of the Sinists against the White Race Pelasgians and against the Black Sirian Race,
in the beginning directly (See: China’s province Yunnan=Ionas=Hellenism of the East Minor Asia and Asia. Territories of
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Pelasgians that were completely annihilated by the Chinese in prehistory. Today Turkey and Turks Turanian Mongols call
Greece with this exact name: Yunnanistan) and afterwards through their …secondary clerks, the whiteyellow
intermarriage of Hebrews and Saxons, products of the historical continuing genocide of White Race Pelasgians.

Continue you -of every nature and kind-, Saxon, Hebrew, and Greek traitors and distorters of every truth to play this
game of disinformation and half truth - half information hiding - mixed with lies, played under total safety, until the
complete truth will come soon and hit you directly to your hollow head so intensely that will send you there that you
belong, namely to the existing Hellenic Tartars, a place of “special care” for the disgraceful liars and crooks
Follows text from the Icke webpage:
http://davidickebooks.co.uk/index.php?act=viewProd&productId=246

David Icke marks his 20th year of uncovering astounding secrets and suppressed information with the publication of his
most amazing book yet.He takes the manipulation of the human race and the nature of reality to still new levels of
understanding and he calls for humanity to rise from its knees and take back the world from the sinister network of
families and non-human entities that covertly control us from cradle to grave.David has moved the global cutting edge
so many times since his incredible ‘awakening’ in 1990 and here he does it again - and then some.His most staggering
revelation is that the Earth and the collective human mind is manipulated from the Moon, which, he says, is not a
‘heavenly body’, but an artificial construct – a gigantic ‘spacecraft’ (probably a hollowed-out 'planetoid') – which is
home to the extraterrestrial group that has been manipulating humanity for aeons.He describes what he calls the ‘Moon
Matrix’, a fake reality broadcast from the Moon which is decoded by the human body/mind in much the same way as
portrayed in the Matrix movie trilogy. The Moon Matrix has ‘hacked’ into the human ‘body-computer’ system, he says,
and it is feeding us a manipulated sense of self and the world 24/7.We live in extraordinary times. On one side we are
seeing the imposition of a global Orwellian State of total surveillance and control by those who serve the Moon Matrix,
and on the other a fantastic energetic transformation is taking place – what David calls the ‘Truth Vibrations’, a
phenomenon he first predicted in 1990 and used as the title of his first book after his ‘eyes opened’.The Truth
Vibrations are awakening vast numbers of people to remember who they really are – infinite, eternal
Consciousness.Humanity is at a fork in the road and it is time to make a choice. Are we going to awaken to our true
genius and potential as Infinite Consciousness? Or are we going to remain entrapped in body/mind and the
manufactured illusions of the Moon Matrix?One choice will give us freedom and potential on a scale we could not have
thought possible, while the other will condemn us and our children to a global fascist/communist dictatorship on a scale
that would make George Orwell wince.You cannot read Human Race Get Off Your Knees and be the same person you
were when you picked it up. It is life-changing, reality-changing and its information, if acted upon, will set us free.

Read Also:
John Lear 2007 "Disclosures" already known to G.H.REES from the 80's
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Concisely: the causes of the G.H.REES documents subversion

As G.H.REES has informed the Hellenic webpages, the attempt of the G.H.REES documents subversion, from the evil
nazi gang “Web E”, as part of the political party LA.O.S. (Laikos Orthodoxos Synagermos – People’s Orthodox Alarm),
with member of the gang “Web E”, Eumolpos, Electryon, Spyropoulos of PA.SY.A., Antimetatron and others, and with
leader of the gang the “Web E” of George Dimitrakopoulos, as so called “Incarnation of Orion, general of the God
Apollo”, and in reality incarnation of a Jehovah demon of “Metatron”, as an evil God of Hebrews and Masons, has
deeper causes:

Those causes are:

1st) G.H.REES proved historically that after the sinking of Atlantis and Aegis in 9.600 B.M.C (Before Mongol Christ),
namely after the World War between Pelasgian Hellenes and Pelasgian Atlanteans who were corrupted from Lunar
Dragonian Chinese, all the Andromedian Gods, Demigods, and Heroes of the Hellenic Dodecatheon, defeated in the
parallel Space War between Dragonians and Andromedians in the local space, due to the Dragonian superior fire-power
with war planets (Moon+Lilith), tactically retreated from the external surface of Earth into the internal surface of
inner Earth, and to the four external planets of our solar system, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto.

G.H.REES proved that from those two tactical retreat positions, the Andromedians of 1st Dimension of Matter
Rarification with flesh just like our own, and those of 2nd Dimension of Matter Rarification namely the Spirits of Gods –
Demigods – and Heroes, doesn’t have anymore access to the external surface of Earth, because AND in the two only
holes – entries of the Earth’s North and South poles, AND also in the imaginable sphere that includes the seven internal
planets and the eighth destroyed Phaethon between Mars and Jupiter, are installed Dragonian defensive barriers that
forbid the entry and exit of Andromedian forces or Spirits, without a general Space War between Andromedians and
Dragonians, between the orbits of planets Saturn and Jupiter which is the entrenchment outer limit of the Dragonian
Lunar Starfleet, with flagship the Moon, satellite of our planet Earth.

2nd) G.H.REES proved historically that from 9.600 B.M.C., namely continuously for 11.600 years till today, the Spirits of
the Dragonian Demons of Sin – Sion – Sedi and of the Lunar Metatron are doing pseudonym incarnations, namely:

A: From 9.600 B.M.C. up to 300 A.M.C. (After Mongol Christ), by counterfeiting the Gods – Demigods – Heroes Spirits of
the Dodecatheon of Zeus, they incarnated into priesthoods, namely into mentally distorted scientists of the
Andromedians (Prelunar Unified Sciencies Academies converted and distorted to Religious Temples), and systematically
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they humiliated the Real Andromedians of the absent Zeus, by ordering to the Hellenic Pelasgian people Civil Wars and
Civil Genocides (See Hellenes Achaeans against Hellenes Trojans, and See Hellenic Cities against Hellenic Cities between
Athens – Thebes – Sparta etc), or “Holy Prostitutions” of prostitutes that delivered their profits to the Temple’s
Priesthoods, black magic, human sacrifices in ritual murders ordered by the Priesthoods, sexual orgies of Satyrs and
Mainades, and a general degeneration of the Pelasgian White Race Hellenes.

B: From 300 A.M.C. until today the Lunar Dragonian Spirits divided in 2 collusion groups, namely into “Angels of the
Good little God Savaoth Sedi” and into “Demons of the Bad Satan – Metatron”.

The first group of the “Good Angels”, is incarnated into Christians prophets – priests – monks – writers and civilians,
with general teaching the stupid defeatist “Unilateral Love” and the “Unilateral Disarmament” in order for the Eastern
Mongolian and the Islamic Hordes to easily genocide the Western Christian populations, namely the White Race
Pelasgian Hellenes and the rest Pelasgians.

The second group of the “Bad Demons”, by counterfeiting the Dodecatheon and the Spirits of the Scandinavian god
“Thor” as allegedly Dodecatheon and Spirits of the “Hellenic God Zeus” are incarnated into Satanic Priesthoods of the
“Religions of Satan” or the “Religons of Metatron” into the “SS” of the Nazi Third Reich, into the members of the Nazi
Organizations of all Countries and in regard to Greece, into the members of the Neonazi Organizations: “New
Acropolis”, “Golden Dawn”, “Web E”, of George Dimitrakopoulos or “Orion”, “Epsilon” of the greekhebrew writer
Fourakis or Fourie, “Epsilon Olympians” of the Mason General Kalogerakis, of the cryptonazi political party “LA.O.S.”,
and other neonazi organizations with general teachings:

B1: The triptyque “War – Hierarchy – Discipline” as motto of the “Reborn Greek-Byzantine Empire” which will force
globally the Christian-Dodecatheon Religion “Sufism 666”.

B2: The leadership of the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” over the “NATO” armies for the general attack of “NATO”
against the “Shanghai Pact” or “R.I.C.” axis (Russia – Islam – China) in order for the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” with
its new base Constantinople, to become World Leader.

B3: The cooperation of the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” leadership and of the allegedly returned Dodecatheon
incarnations into Nazi members of the Para-State “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” organizations, namely of the satanic
Nazi organizations: “Web E”, “New Acropolis”, “Golden Dawn”, “Epsilon”, “Olympians Epsilon”, and rest, with the
allegedly “Returned Starfleet of Zeus” namely in reality with the Starfleet of the Mutineers Andromedians of SavitSavaoth-Cronus-Saturn that counterfeit the Dodecatheon of Zeus, as a cooperation for the attack of the “GreekByzantine Empire 666” army in typical command of the “NATO” and “SEATO” armies and of the “India” army against the
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“R.I.C.” axis (Russia – Islam – China) with purpose the sudden withdrawal of the above mentioned space pseudo-allies of
Greece and of “NATO” from the Battle Fields in the Chinese – Siberian – Mongolian deserts in order for the armies of
“R.I.C.” to massively counter-attack and slaughter the “NATO” armies and the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” army, and
finally to genocide all the White Race Pelasgians of the West with genocide priority the White Race Pelasgian Hellenes.

3rd) The above already Historically proved and apocalyptic for the prehistory of our planet, caused a colossal hatred of
the Christian-Dodecatheon crypto-Jehovah Sufism 666 of “Epsilon” of “LA.O.S.” and of the parallel Satanic Neonazi
Organizations (“Golden Dawn”, “New Acropolis”, “Olympians Epsilon”, “Web E” of the “God Apollo General” namely the
lunatic George Dimitrakopoulos or else “Chief General of the Inter-Galactic Empire of 13 Galaxies” as he is self-called
in his webpage www.e-e-e.gr or “Orion the Illustrious”, and the rest parallel Neonazi Satanic organizations) against
G.H.REES, because the disclosures of G.H.REES proved that the above mentioned crooks and the crooks members of
their organizations, are not incarnations of Spirits of the completely absent until today “Dodecatheon of Zeus”, as they
falsely claimed the “SS” members of the 3rd Reich, and as they falsely claim the Parliament members and the rest chief
members of “LA.O.S.”, but the disclosures of G.H.REES, proved that all these are schizophrenic and greed for power
incarnations Nazis under Demons possession – catalepsy of Metatron, namely of the Jehovah Satan of the Moon as the
Second Face of the “Good little God” Sin-Sion-Sina-Sedi (See also the God that worship the lunar-possessed “Epsilon” of
LA.O.S. Dimosthenis Liakopoulos), which those Jehovah Demons are counterfeiting the “Dodecatheon of Zeus”, with
purpose to drive the Andromedian White Race and the Sirian Friendly Black Race, but AND also the Mongolian not purely
yellow Races of the Hebrews – Saxons – Albanians – Bulgarians – Turks – Tatars, Tsetsenians – Azerians – Hungarians –
Uighurs – Laplanders – Bavarians and rest, into the Chinese “Armageddon” of the Asiatic Deserts, for their Complete
Genocide from the Pure Yellow Race of China and Korea (North and South Korea).

The Demons that have possessed the members of the above mentioned Satanic – Nazi Organizations, have promised to
those members: Prime minister positions – Ministers – Nomarchs – Mayors – Generals – Judges – and rest high power
officials positions into the courts of the “Planetary Greek-Byzantine Empire of Christian-Dodecatheism 666”.
And at the moment that all the above lunatic perverts Satanists Nazis had their suitcases packed in order to go each one
of them to the place of his appointment as “High Official” of the “Empire 666”, and they also had tickets with no
return in their pockets, at that exact moment appears from nowhere the Andromedian Hellenic Pelasgian G.H.REES, and
reveals that the Spirits which promised those positions of “High Officials” of the “Empire 666”, are not Spirits of the
Hellenic Dodecatheon of Zeus, but are Spirits of the Apostate-Mutineer Andromedian Savit-Savaoth-Cronus-Saturn, and
of his Dragonian Partner in crime Pseudo-God Sin-Sion-Zion-Sina of the Moon, or “Sedi” (paraphrase of “Sin” and God of
the other Hebrew’s agent Dimosthenis Liakopoulos), that counterfeit the Spirits of Zeus, and that this “Empire 666”
(Tiger) will be just a big Provocateur Balloon against China, in order to give the alibi for the massive counter-attack of
the Dragonian China 888 (See China’s doctrine of Tiger versus the Dragon) and to completely genocide AND the above
mentioned stupid Nazis – Satanists of the above mentioned Nazi organizations AND the White Nations-States of the West
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AND their “Empire 666” with feet made of paper, in order when the time comes that will arrive in our planet the True
Andromedians of Zeus with the Andromedian reinforcements of multiple dimensions War Planets Starfleet, today
parked in the orbit of planet Saturn in anticipation of the Ultimatum termination towards the Cronians Apostates and
towards the Dragonians, to not find alive not any human of White and Black Races and to withdraw empty-handed with
the following report:
“Nobody to Rescue. All the descendants of White Race Andromedians and Black Sirians Dead. According to orders we
move on to a massive genocide against the Dragonians Yellow Race of the Planet, and against all the crews of the
Dragonian Starfleet”.

In conclusion, G.H.REES will never let happen the above planetary scale mass genocide crime that you are trying to
achieve, you the pervert Jehovah Demon possessed and greedy for power Nazis Satanists of “LA.O.S.”, of “Web E”, of
“Golden Dawn”, of “New Acropolis”, of “Epsilon”, of “Olympians Epsilon” and of the rest Nazi Satanists Theosophical
Masons of the “Hellenic Theosophical Society” of the Hebrew Blavatsky and of the Hebrew Anna Bezant.

End of G.H.REES document.

Read Also:
PLANETARY SI(O)NISTIC MASONIC SINOMONGOLIAN (CHINESEMONGOLIAN) DRAGONIAN CRONIAN HIERARCHY [LEVANIAH
(MOON) AND LILITH]

G.H.REES 1999-2012 THIRD WORLD WAR

NASA (petrified with terror) observes the Fleet of the Dragonians and Andromedians

PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW

China's major goal in the 21st Century: Global Military Domination!
The major goal of China for the 21st century is to become the number one of the world's leading military powers"!

That is the goal set by the colonel of the People's Liberation Army of China, Liu Mingkfou for his country, his new
controversial book entitled "The Dream of China".

Indeed, as the Colonel says: "If China does not become the number one in the world this century, if not the leading
power, then inevitably will be lagging behind and thus sidelined".
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According to critics, however, this book is with extreme positions, even if taken in mind the overall shift towards a
more nationalistic approach to the future of China prevailing in recent years in the country.

Source: Translation from an "Ethnos" newspaper article in Greece
http://www.ethnos.gr/article.asp?catid=11381&subid=2&pubid=10476996

RUSSIAN NATIONAL SECURITY TOP URGENT AFFAIR FOR THE "FEDERAL SECURITY BUREAU" OF RUSSIA
Urgent Signal of Russian and Greek National and Economical Security

G.H.REES Prytaneum – Group of Hellenic Reestablishment – Athens

TO:
The Russian Government
The Russian Embassies
The Russian National Security Services
The Leadership of the Russian Armed Forces
The Officers of the Greek Armed Forces
The Men of the Greek Police Force
The Men of the Greek Secret Service
The Russian Webpages and “Mass Media”
The Greek Webpages and “Mass Media”
The Members of the Greek legislative (Parliament) – Executive (Government and Ministries) – and Judicial Power of
Greece._

Athens 24.04.2010

SUBJECT 1:
Devious and definite subversion of the Russian and Greek National and Economical Security under the commands of
NATO Economical predatory robbers of the “International Monetary Fund” (IMF), of the “European Commission –
Government”, of the “Central European Bank”, and of the Houses: «MOODY’S» - «FITCH RATINGS» - «GOLDMAN SACHS» «J.P. MORGAN» - «BLOOMBERG» - «NOMURA INTERNATIONAL» - «CREDIT AGRICOLE» - «CAPITAL ECONOMICS» and rest,
with executor of this subversion the treasonous government of “PA.SO.K.” and with partners of this subversion the rest
political parties of the Greek Government and the entirely corrupted Greek Judicial Power.
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SUBJECT 2:
Complete destruction of the Russian and Greek National and Economical Security from 15 until 21 May 2010, namely
directly after the sign of the Governing of Greece by the NATO twin “IMF” and “European Union”.

SUBJECT 3:
Only solution for the salvation of the Russian and Greek national and Economical Security: The invasion of the Russian
Army in Greece for the expulsion and the destruction of the NATO bases and command HQ’s in Greece, the armed
revolution of the Greek armed forces, of the Greek police, of the Secret Service and of the Greek citizens, for the
expulsion and the biological execution of all the Greek traitors, defrauders – thieves politicians of all the Greek
Parliament parties, and for the expulsion of the treasonous “NATO” and “European Union” from Greece, and the
Russian Industrial investments in Greece.

SIGNAL TEXT:

After the definite anymore announcement of the entry of Greece to the Governing twin “IMF” and “European Union”
from 15 until 21 May 2010, this “NATO” twin has already announced that it will reconsider the entire development
programming and the entire international economical agreements of Greece. This as first consequence will have for the
Greek-Russian Agreements of the Oil and Natural Gas pipelines the same result which had the invasion of “NATO” in
Romania and Bulgaria, namely the cancellation of the Greek-Russian Energy Agreements, same as the cancellation of
the Romanian-Russian and of the Bulgarian-Russian Energy Agreements, according to the treasonous announcements of
the two presidents of those two countries, of the 1st and 15th February 2010 accordingly. This Agreements Cancellation
will essentially provoke the Economical Blockade of the Exportation of Russian Energy Products to the West and will
provoke the unilateral dependency of the Russian Energy Exports from China, with all the consequences that have been
analyzed to the classified report of G.H.REES to the Russian Embassy - Athens in 17.02.2010.

In continuation because “IMF” have pre-announced the reduction of the number of personnel, of armament, of military
camps, and of the defense budget of the Greek Army, of the Police Force, and of the Secret Service, with the rule of
the general reduction of public servants and of public spending for 30 – 50%, this will mean the reduction of the already
deficient Greek Army, of the Police Force, and of the Secret Service, for 30 – 50% and therefore means weakness of the
Greek Army, of the Police Force, and of the Secret Service, to ensure the Greek National Dominion over the today’s
Greek Territories from the already announced assertions of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis countries (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje –
Turkey – Romania) for the avulsion of Greek Territories, of the North – Western – Central Greece and Aegean and Ionian
Islands, to the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis. Therefore it is certain the assault of the Mongolian “B.A.S.T.R.” axis against Greece
according to the scheme of the Chinese Hyperlodge “HONG” and of “NATO” for the conduct of World War 3 with
purpose the complete devastation of Greece and Russia, as have already been analyzed in the G.H.REES documents
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published in the webpage http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/ due to the Geostrategic inevitable military engagement
of Russia for the interception of the Military Assault of “B.A.S.T.R.” in Balkans against Greece, and against the Russian
interests.

Even in case of temporary or permanent postponement of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis Assault against Greece, Greece under
the commands of “IMF” will suffer abjection and robbery of its Underground Minerals Resources, of its Agricultural
Territories, of its Public Organizations, of its Tourism Territories, and of its rest resources, as “IMF” did in Zambia of
Africa, were “IMF” arbitrarily and predatorily confiscated all of the Copper Mines of this Rich African Country and
delivered them to Anglosaxonic Copper Monopolies, inducing Zambia to today’s situation of complete abjection.

CONCLUSION:

With this or another way, the “NATO - IMF” and the “NATO - European Union”, after 15 until 21 May 2010 as a date of
signing the surrendering and introducing the political and military occupation of Greece by “IMF” and by “NATO” will
destruct entirely the Russian and the Greek National Security and Economy.

As only solution for the deterrence of the above mentioned complete destruction of Russia and of Greece by the AntiHellenic “NATO” in the planned by “HONG” World War 3, is the above mentioned solution of SUBJECT 3, namely the
invasion of the Russian army in Greece through Romania and Bulgaria.We call Russia to militarily involve in Romania –
Bulgaria – and Greece, in order to create Industrial and Agricultural investments for the absorption of 1.5 million
Greeks sinecurists lazy partydogs Public Servants, and to integrate Greece to the Russian Federation with idiomorphic
regime of increased military – police and economical autonomy and political and foreign policy semi-autonomy.

The Russian Army, the Greek Army, the Greek Police, and the rebellious Greek citizens, from today 24 April until 15
May, have time limit of only three weeks, namely only 21 days to overthrow the corrupted Greek Legislative – Executive
– and Judicial power, and to integrate Greece as Semi-Autonomy State under idiomorphic regime to the Russian
Federation for the dignified and safe living of Greeks and of Russians.
After 15 May this would be impossible, because “IMF” and the “European Union” will send to Greece American and
European occupation army and occupation police and will discharge, and dissolve and immobilize completely the Greek
Army, the Greek Police, and the Greek Secret Service, in a situation of unofficial occupation and complete
disarmament, in order to be impossible the defense of Greeks against the armies of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis and against
the 450.000 armed Albanians pseudo-immigrants which will be released for the genocide of Greeks in Spring or in
Autumn of 2010.

The Greek Webpages and “Mass Media” that will not coordinate and will not reproduce the spirit of the present signal,
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will be considered as treasonous with the analogue consequences of moral and biological extermination.

SPECIAL G.H.REES ORDER:
From the Greek Webpages and “Mass Media” to be underlined that until today 24 April 2010, treasonously, deviously,
and covertly, all the Parties of the Greek Parliament concealed the Russian Offer – Support of 19th March 2010 to
Greece for unlimited intergovernmental lending with interest rates 2% - 3%, instead of the 15.5% of the European
Profiteer markets (namely 3% + 6% = 9% of the interest of 10-year bonds + 6.5% insurance of the lends of Thursday 22
April 2010 for Greece), and instead of the 5% of the depredatory interests of the twin “IMF” and “European Union” for
Greece.

Read relevant LINK of 19th March 2010 of the Russian Offer in the Greek Webpage:
http://www.defencenet.gr/defence/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=11308&Itemid=131 (The one and
only “Mass Media” in Greece that broadcasted this news item!!!)

Hellenes,

Eliminate now the treasonous – defrauders – thieves of the Greek Legislative - Executive – Judicial power and throw out
of Greece the traitors and blackmailers enemies of yours from “NATO” and “European Union”.
ELIMINATE THEM – NOW – NOW – NOW
Russian Brothers,

Invade with your Russian Army in Greece, in order to expel the murderous “NATO” and the “European Union” from
Greece – Romania – and Bulgaria. If you do not act like this now, then you will not survive because from 15 May 2010,
“NATO” and the “European Union” will strangle through Greece the National and the Economical and the Military
Security of Russia, and you will die, all you the Russians from hunger and from the engagement of Russia in the 3rd
World War according to the stratagem of the Chinese “HONG”.

We call the Russian Government to re-send urgently to all the International and Greek “Mass Media” and Greek
Authorities its Offer, of 19th March 2010 for low-interests rate lending and for Industrial Investments to Greece, and to
re-send it especially with the note that:

“After this Russian solution to the problem of Greece, Greece will be no more forced to appeal as Economical – Political
– and Military prisoner to the “IMF” and to the depredatory interest rates 5% of the “European Union” and of NATO”.
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In case the Greek Government will not accept in a timeline of 3 days AND this second Russian Support Offer, then it will
be proved without a doubt that in the Greek Government there is a “NATO” deceit for the Economical blockade and for
the Economical and National – Military Destruction of Russia and of Greece, therefore the Russian Army must invade in
Greece for the expulsion of “NATO” and of the “European Union” from Greece.

POSTSCRIPT 1
Our representative in Volos, Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis, announced to us that he donates his house in Volos to the
Russian State, in order to be converted as a Consulate and as a Harbour Office of Russia in Volos.

POSTSCRIPT 2
Through our selves, our representative in Volos, Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis, demands from the Russian Minister of
Foreign Affairs, the Russian Citizenship as additional Citizenship besides the Greek one.
Same wise, through ourselves, he appeals for Russian Diplomatic Immunity and Russian Legal Protection, considering the
fact that already the Treasonous “NATO” pseudo-Greek Authorities are moving for his multiyear imprisonment, due to
his ANTI-NATO and PRO-RUSSIAN actions.

POSTSCRIPT 3
The same additional Russian Citizenship, Russian Diplomatic Immunity from the Russian Embassy in Germany, and
Russian Legal Protection is asked for the Greek Citizen and Germany habitant, Mr.Apostolos Papanakos, who through his
Webpage http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/ , informed with thousand e-mails the Greek Authorities, the Greek
Webpages, and the Greek “Mass Media” for the treasonous and subversion role of “NATO” and of the “European Union”
against Russia and against Greece, and for the Support – Offer of Russia in 19th March 2010 to Greece through the
representative of the Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr.Andrei Nesterenko, with result Apostolos Papanakos to turn
against him the furriness of the “NATO” Authorities and of the treasonous Greek Government.

END OF SIGNAL._

Prytaneum G.H.REES Athens.
Through the server of the G.H.REES messages
Of the G.H.REES Magnesia Readership
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
Elpidos 12 – Nea Ionia
Volos, Hellas
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Apollo the Lizard Killer: Million Years Enmities between Hellenes from the Constellation of Andromeda and the
Reptiles-Draco coalition

The Apollo Sauroctonos (Apollo Lizard-killer) is a 1.49m high ancient sculpture in the Louvre, as Inventaire MR 78 (n°
usuel Ma 441). It is a 1st - 2nd century AD Roman marble copy of an original by Praxiteles. It shows a nude adolescent
male about to catch a lizard climbing up a tree. The left arm, the right hand and the lizard's head are modern
restorations.

History
Formerly in the Borghese collection, it was bought by Napoleon in 1807.

Iconography
It could indirectly refer to Apollo's fight against the serpent Python or, if the lizard is an attribute of the god, it could
show Apollo in his purifying function, as a destroyer of plagues - Greek gods called smintheus (rat-killer of rat) or
parnopios (grasshopper-killer) are certainly known.
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Original
The bronze original of this sculpture is attributed by Pliny (XXXIV, 69-70) to the Athenian sculptor Praxiteles. This is
usually dated to c.350-340 BC.

Other copies
The original was even copied in reduced form in the Roman era, as we learns in an epigram of Martial (14, 172).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_Sauroctonos

Sauroctonos = Lizard (Reptiles) Killer

In the superb original non-destroyed statue, Apollo was holding an arrow aimed at the lizard.

Decodification.

Apollo (Male) : The God of Finearts and Natural Harmony.
Artemis (Female) : His Sister, Goddess of Hunt, Nature, Birth and protector of the wild animals.

Place of Origin-Birth: The Island of Delos (Prehistoric Andromedian Planetary Center)

In Hellenic Language Numerology the word "APOLLO" is equal to the number: 1061

In Hellenic Language Numerology the word "ARTEMIS" is equal to the number: 656

APOLLO / ARTEMIS = 1,61737805... approximately the irrational mathematical Number "Phi" of the Golden Ratio "φ" of
Fine Arts Architectural Harmony, Natural Harmony, Métron ... Ancient Hellenes designed their monuments by strictly
using Architecture based on "Phi", in order to verify the archaic Delphic (Civilization Matrix) Way of Life gnome

Cabbalistic (Lunar Technology) Ritual "Palladium" of the high degree Mason Albert Pike
From the Book in French Language, Le diable au XIX siecle, (The Devil in the 19th Century) of Dr.Bataile, page.360,
Read also "Occult Theocracy" page.223.

"(Albert Pike), speaking before the Supreme Council of Charleston, on October 20, 1884, he gave an account of his recent
travels through the United States and some incidental experiences. One of these, he described as follows : — 'At Saint
Louis, we operated the grand rites, and through Sister Ingersoll, who is a first class medium, received astonishing
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revelations during a solemn Palladian session at which I presided, assisted by Brother Friedman and Sister Warhnburn.
Without putting Sister Ingersoll to sleep, we saturated her with the spirit of Ariel himself, but Ariel took possession of her
with 329 more spirits of fire and the seance from then on was marvellous. Sister Ingersoll, lifted into space, floated over
the assembly and her garments were suddenly devoured by a flame which enfolded, without burning her. We saw her
thus in a state of nudity for over ten minutes. Flitting above our heads, as though borne by an invisible cloud, or upheld
by beneficent spirits, she answered all questions put to her. We thus soon had the latest news of our very illustrious
brother Adriano Lemmi. Then, Astaroth, in person, revealed himself, flying beside our medium and holding her hand.
He breathed upon her and her clothes, returning from nowhere, clothed her again. Finally Astaroth vanished and our
sister fell gently on to a chair where, with her head thrown back she gave up Ariel and the 329 spirits who had
accompanied him.
We counted 330 exhalations in all at the end of this most successful experiment. "

These are the words of the biggest Satanist of our era, of the luciferian American mason Albert Pike, whom today, all
the Americans, and the Greeks and the rest nationality Masons, consider him as their "Holy Man" and as their Mentor.

"All truly dogmatic religions have issued from the Kabalah and return to it. Everything scientific and grand in the
religious dreams of the Illuminati, Jacob Boehme, Swedenborg, Saint-Martin, and others, is borrowed from the Kabalah;
all the Masonic associations owe to it their secrets and their symbols." - («Morals and Dogma», pages 744-745, Albert
Pike 33*)

“... He was, in truth, the MASTER-GENIUS of Masons. Indeed he found Scottish Rite Masonry in a log cabin and left it in
a temple....
...I leave you with the dying words Sovereign Grand Commander Albert Pike used in leaving his Brethren in 1891 as he
expired within hallowed rooms of the then house of the Temple here in our National Capital City. He said the Hebrew
word “Shalom” three times. So I, too say to you: Shalom, Shalom, Shalom” --- ALBERT PIKE from Mayard A. Morrison
33*, Sovereign Grand Inspector General in North Dakota.

The Palladian Ritual:
... In 20 September 1879, Pike and Giuseppe Mazzini signed an agreement in which they created the charter of a central
command for International Masonry, - as also and a special, classified cabbalistic and luciferian ritual, for which the
grand mass of the Masons must know absolutely nothing.
Only special chosen initiates of the higher Masonic degrees must know about this secret ritual, which Pike named: "The
Palladian Ritual..."

PS.
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WE REMIND TO OUR READERS THAT, ACCORDING TO A SPECIAL INITIATION ABOVE THE 18TH DEGREE, IS BECOME KNOWN
TO MASONS THAT ALL THE SPIRITS-DEMONS WITH NOMENCLATURES ENDING IN “-EL” (e.g. ARIEL, MICHAEL, ETC.) ARE
EMITING AND ORIGINATING FROM THE MOON.
(G.H.REES REVELATIONS, ENVELOPE 1985)

POSTSCRIPT 4. (The G.H.REES Warning)

A basic factor for your survival is the total and without exceptions interrupt of any contact of yours with Spiritualism,
because all the Spirits gangs, despite their seemingly conflicts between them, are collusion gangs of Space Invaders of
Dragonian Lunar Spirits, that are under the common command of the Pseudo-God Sin – Sion – Zion – Zendi – Jedi – Sedi of
the Moon, and are working for thousands years for the Genocide and for the Annihilation of all the races of the planet,
with end purpose the survival of only the Dragonian Chinese – Korean pure yellow race with origin the constellation of
Draco.

These collusion gangs of Dragonian Spirits, through besotted earthly priesthoods, established all the contrary Religions
(888 vs 666, etc), all the contrary Political ideologies (Capitalism, Communism, Nazism, Fascism, Socialism, Democracy,
etc.), all the contrary Economical systems, and all the contrary Military pacts (NATO, Shanghai Pact, etc) of our Planet,
with end purpose the division and the civil genocides of all races of our planet, and with end purpose the final Genocide
of all the Human Races, Nations and States of our Planet, by the armies of the Dragonian pure yellow race Chinese and
Koreans in the Chinese “Armageddon” of the Dragonian Judeo-Christian “Holy Scripture”, because according to the
G.H.REES research, planet Earth became a Theater of War, as a projection of the Space War between the coalition of
the “Constellation of Andromeda” and the coalition of the “Hyper Solar System of Sirius”, against the “Constellation of
Draco
European Constitution: An instrument of the Dragonian Hyperlodge HONG for the conduct of WWIII***updated***
Translation of the above G.H.REES Video:

Disintegrate immediately the Chinese-Hebrew inspired “European-EuronationsKiller Union” and use as a toilet paper its
Chinese-Mongolian Constitution, because this “European Union” of yours drives you in Geostrategical union under
“US.E.J.” axis (Trilaterale USA – Europe – Japan) an axis which was designed by the Hyperlodge “AOA” of London as the
Supreme Leadership of the Philosophical and Theosophical Masonries of the West, under the commands of its superiors
Hyperlodges “ZEN” Tibet – India and “HONG” of China, in order to sweep along the states of Europe into the military
assault of “US.E.J” against the “R.I.C.” axis (Russia – Islam – China), in order for the counter-attacking “R.I.C.” to
genocide Europe according to the Chinese “HONG” World World 3 Timeline Scheme.
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When the Whiteyellow Mongol-Hebrew ex president of France Giscard d'Estaing, during the presentation of the
complete “European Constitution” in the European Parliament, stated that:

“We are working for this Statue of the Dragon (Dragon Head, Turtle Body -2 Reptiles- Emblem of the Chinese Emperors
and of the Chinese Dragonian Hyperlodge “HONG”) and we thank it because it guided us faithfully for 6.000 years (to
partially genocide and to now organize the complete genocide of the White Pelasgian Europeans from the Chinese
Army)”, (the brackets are from G.H.REES)

Not one wideass homosexual, HebrewMongol – SaxonMongol – or Mason European Parliament Member, and Parliament
Member – Minister – Prime Minister – Democracy President of the United National Homosexual Parliaments of the
European States issued a complain, but ALL OF THEM without exception treasonously applause the Genocide of their
Countries from the Chinese Army, ALL OF THEM initiated in Rabbinlodges of Hebrews Rabbis and in Masonic Lodges, and
ALL OF THEM understood the insinuation of this statement by the French-Hebrew Mongolian-looking d'Estaing, baptized
ALL OF THEM to the -filled with blood- (of innocent White and Black “Ethiopians” people) Chinese-Hebrew-Masonic
murderous initiation.
As concerns Greece the above mentioned Statement of d'Estaing was published by the broad circulation newspaper
“Eleytherotypia” (ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΤΥΠΙΑ) in an article dated 11-7-2003 (FreePress)

In the newspaper were reported the following:
"The (European Constitution Parliament) Assembly had as a "mascot" a Chinese little-statue which was in a form of
turtle with a Dragon head. By the finish of the Assembly affairs, Giscard D'Estaing gave symbolically some salad leaves
to the statue saying:
"It followed us in our entire journey and it guided us as it guided the first Chinese Emperors. From the begining it knew
where to take us..."

PS.
Notice in the 0:29 of the Video, the Chinese Ancient Disc with the two Dragons guarding the “Holy Number” 888 of the
Chinese.
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888 is the geostrategic code of the Hyperlodge “HONG”.
In numerology it translates to: “JESUS” In 0:24 of the video the reptilian Dragon-Turtle Statue supreme emblem of
HONG and of the Chinese Emperors. A minature of this statue was being hold by D’Estaing during his statement in the
presentation of the “European Constitution”, proving without doubt the Dependence of the European Union of the

“US.E.J.” axis by the Supreme Dragonian Hyperlodge “HONG” of China

Know Thy Enemy : TERRAN DRAGONIAN-CRONIAN HIERARCHY

2012: Cataclysmic breakdown or Y2K makeover? ET/UFO contact? DNA/Consciousness transformation?
This article is part 1 of a series on 2012 and its impacts on our society.
As a designated “year of interest,” 2012 has been front-loaded with “end of the world” memes. Will 2012 be a year of
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cataclysmic breakdown as science, oracle-driven, governmental, and media-created memes suggest? Will 2012 be – like
Y2K – an anti-climax in which humanity muddles through? Or will a new, “golden age” timeline begin for conscious
humankind in 2012? How will consciousness transformation and extraterrestrial contact impact humanity, starting in
2012?
Key data addressing this Examiner.com examination of the possible future shape of 2012 include: (1) A NASA reports and
updates on the 2012 “perfect storm,” solar flares and power grid systems collapse; (2) Opposite data that we may be
headed toward a solar Maunder minimum and new ice age; (3) ALTA and Web Bot reports on a “’data gap’ found
between early 2012 running through May 2013, possibly due to solar flare activity;” (4) Reports “supporting a
hypothesis that large scale “wild card” event(s), involving mass extraterrestrial (UFO) sightings or landings in the
period leading up to 2012 or beyond;” (5) The Calleman-Clow time acceleration matrix of the Mayan calendar, which
suggests that “the alternating sign-wave universe core energy phenomenon ceases after Oct. 28, 2011, and Earth will be
set on a gradual setting of a potential to reach advanced utopian planet status – a virtual “Garden of Eden.”
This Examiner.com series examines objective, empirical evidence for cataclysm on Earth in 2012. The year 2012 may
also manifest for individuals as breakdown, breakthrough, or business as usual, depending on an individual’s perceptual
modality and multi-dimensional identity.
Continues at: http://www.examiner.com/examiner/x-2912-Seattle-Exopolitics-Examiner~y2010m4d17-2012Cataclysmic-breakdown-or-Y2K-makeover-ETUFO-contact-DNAConsciousness-transformation

G.H.REES message to David Icke and his followers

SUBJECT:
The last days several Greek treasonous ape-bahaving webpages published documents concerning the new book “LUNAR
MATRIX” (With English title: “Human Race Get off Your Knees”, Read LINK:
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/david-icke-manipulates-his-readers-with.html ) of the Judean Rabbi and
thus Whiteyellow Mongol and writer David Icke – Isaac, into which is contained a devious mix of true evidence that have
being stolen from the G.H.REES documents, and of conscious false data about the Moon, with purpose the distortion and
denial of the G.H.REES ( Group of Hellenic Re-Establishment) Documents – which refer about:

“The Dragonian Chinese Moon which methodizes the genocide of the White Race, of the Black Race, and of the
Mongolian races (Hebrews, Saxons, Tatars, etc.) from the pure Yellow Race of China and Korea, in the Chinese
“Armageddon” until 2012.”
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About: “The Dragonian Chinese Moon as a Flagship of the Dragonian Starfleet of the Dragonian Invader Sin – Sion – Sina –
Jedi – Sedi – Jude – Judas – PseudoYahweh or PseudoBeing, which Invades – Steals and Destructs Suns and Solar Systems
and Genocides other-races Planetary Civilizations in order to Gain Energy and Raw – Valuable Materials for his criminal
Starfleet”, and about: “The Dragonian Chinese Moon which plans to abandon our Solar System (Read in the Dragonian
“Holy Scriptures” about the “Departure of the Moon”, and Read LINK:
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/02/fairy-tale-for-adults.html ) in order to invade to the Solar System of
“Sirius A” as an area of “coccygeal Maximum Densities” as a Negative Electronic Pole of the Universe or Universal
Organism or Panas (from the Hellenic Orphic word Sym-pan meaning “The sum of all”), in order to blackmail with
electromagnetic death all the civilizations of the Universe.”

Indeed, to his above mentioned book “LUNAR MATRIX” the Rabbikid David Icke – Isaac, due to the massive records and
evidence of the G.H.REES documents, of the Russian Academics Vasin and Scherbakov, of the Hindu prehistory about
Space Wars between Solar and Lunar Gods, of the American Astronauts from the “Apollo” Program, and of other
researchers such as Raymond Drake, is forced lately, and timely delayed and “after the feast”, to “Re-Disclosure” as a
fixed Hebrew crook, the already for many years public Disclosures of G.H.REES, about the Moon as a Hybrid – ExNatural
and Now Semi-artificial Heavenly Body – Ship originated from the Draco Constellation, and as a Transmitting Center of
Massive Brain Washing Radiations against the Earth’s populations with false Religions – with false Political Ideologies –
with false Economical Theories – etc., and as an originating place of Evil Apostate Dragonian Spirits (See Spirits of
Metatron – Asmodai etc.) for demonic trance – catalepsy of special Earthlings marionettes, such as Political leaders,
Religious leaders, Mediums, Magicians, Astrologers, Prophets, Actors, Musicians, Economical leaders, Scientists, and
rest.

After the above mentioned compulsory anymore and unpleasant for the Hebrewsaxons admissions and true direct copies
from the G.H.REES documents, the Rabbikid David Icke – Isaac deviously derail the Western Readers of his book with lies
that have as a main purpose to berceuse them like a Hebrew rattle, in order to accept the above mentioned Massive
Lunar brainwashing, as allegedly continuous, endless, and without a finishing timeline, in order for them to not realize
that the Hebrewsaxonic “NATO” is preparing to mobilize them against the axis “R.I.C.” Russia – Islam – and Lunar
Dragonian China, in order for them to be annihilated from the counter-attacking Chinese Army in the Chinese
“Armageddon”, in order for them to not rebel against their Politics – Economics – Military – and Religious Hebrews and
Mason leaders (See Sufism, namely Christian-Dodecatheism as a Religion of “Epsilon”, and the Lunar Demonic possessed
prophets Liakopoulos, Fourakis, General Kalogerakis, and rest, with instigation by Lunar Demonic possessed Monks and
rest), in order to not foil the 1st phase genocide of the Greeks by the axis “B.A.S.T.R.” (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje –
Turkey – Romania) and of the terminal phase genocide of the Planetary Hellenes and of the rest White Nations of the
West by the axis “R.I.C.” (Russia – Islam – China), in order to not foil the genocide of White Pelasgian Russians and of
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the White Pelasgian Muslims and of the Black Sirian Race from the Chinese-Mongolian axis “C.J.T.H.S.M.” (China – Japan
– Tibet – Hebrews – Saxons – Mongols of Mongolia) and in order to not foil the genocide of the Mongolian axis
“J.T.H.S.M.” (Japan – Tibet – Hebrews – Saxons – Mongols of Mongolia) by the Lunar Dragonian axis “C.K.” (China –
Korea).
(Read the Scheme of the World War III phases by the Chinese Hyperlodge “HONG” in the “G.H.REES 2nd Survival Manual
of World War III” http://www.easy-share.com/1909139434/ΤΕΛΙΚΟ ).

And of course, after the above mentioned multiple devious concealments of David Icke – Isaac, he didn’t write even one
word in his book about the revelations of the G.H.REES documents concerning: “Moon as a Souls collecting center from
the Lunar Orbital platforms “LUNA PARKS” (Their name as “Luna Parks” or “Moon Parks” today in our planet, is devious
and with purpose to lure and stimulate the Earthlings’ Souls to seek out “Parks of Lunar Amusement” or “LUNA PARKS”
now that they live in Earth AND also to seek them in Space in the afterlife, after they leave their body-cocoon in Earth)
constructed by (invisible to Earthlings) matter from 2nd Dimension of matter rarification and by lights and sounds from
also 2nd Dimension of matter rerification, stationed in Earth’s geostationary orbits, in order for the Souls to be
captured in them and to not reveal to the Outer Space the here happening Genocidal and Ecological crimes of Sin – Sion
– Zion – Jedi – Sedi inside the living body of Pana or the Universal Organism”.

Finally, the disgraceful Rabbikid David Icke – Isaac in the above mentioned books and his previous books, is doing 5 more
conscious frauds:

Fraud 1:
He characterize as Dragonians of the Moon, the Semi-Dragonian WhiteYellow Mongols Japanese, which are an
intermarriage of White Andromedian and Yellow Dragonian Race and not a purely Dragonian Race, in order for his
readers to not be suspicious of the fact that the true and 100% Lunar Dragonian Criminals are only the Purely Yellow
Chinese and Koreans, which day after day and in a status of genocide hysteria against other-races and against semiother-races namely against WhiteYellow and BlackYellow Mongols, are dressed like Dragons and are dancing the dance
of the Dragons in honor of the Constellation of Draco which is their origin.

Fraud 2: He characterizes as saurian Dragonians of the Moon the Semidragonians WhiteYellow Mongols Hebrew-Saxons of
the English Royal Family and of the Hebrew-Saxon Royal Families of other European States as descendants of the “Evil”
ten-race Kingdom of Samaria, with the same above mentioned purpose, namely to conceal and hide the Chinese and
Koreans as 100% Lunar Dragonians Criminals Genociders, and with the additional devious purpose to identify the
European States and the State of Japan of the Axis “US.E.J.” (Trilaterale USA – Europe – Japan) with the non-existing
“Theological Dragon” or “Satan Devil” of the Lunar – Dragonian “Revelation” of the “Holy Scriptures”, in to which,
deviously falsely and skillfully, the title of the Lunar Dragon and of the Snake is ascribed to the departed in 9.600 B.C.
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and no more present Jupiter – Zeus, leader of the White Andromedians.
(Do association between the condemning of the Minor Asia Hellenes of Pergamos, in which was founded the Maximal
Holy Temple of Zeus, with the curses against Zeus as allegedly “Dragon” in “John’s Revelation” and “Genesis” of the
“Holy Scripture”)

Fraud 3: He characterize as saurian Dragonians of the Moon the Semi-Dragonians WhiteYellow Mongols Hebrew-Saxons
Bankers (Rockefeller, Morgan etc.) and politicians of “USA”, with the same 2 above mentioned devious tendentiousness,
in order for all the countries of the axis “US.E.J.” to be characterized falsely as Dragonian and Evil and thus: “Together
with the “Evil India” to be genocided by the grace of God Sin – Sion – Sina – Zion – Jedi – Sedi – PseudoJehovah in the
Armageddon, from the Good Chinese who (allegedly) …are not Dragonians” but are Yellow … Angels of Sin – Sion – Jedi
or PseudoJehovah and of Jesus Christ over the Earth.

Fraud 4: He characterize as Divine and “Good” the Judeans of the two-race Kingdom of Jerusalem namely the Judeans
Rabbis, “who together with the Devine Forces (read: with the Chinese Army) will genocide “Evil India”, Evil “US.E.J.
666”, the WhiteYellow and BlackYellow Mongols (HebrewSaxons – Tatars – Indonesians – etc.), the “Rus” and “Mesheh”
namely the Russians and the people of Moscow (Read prophet Ezekiel Ch.38 and 39 in the “Old Testament” of the “Holy
Scripture”) and the Black Pagan Race”.

The books of David Icke must be a manual of study by especially the Mongols WhiteYellow Judeans and by the
HebrewSaxons, because in exactly those books is contained and is displayed the treason of the Levites, of the
Beniamites and of the Judeans Rabbis of the two-race Kingdom of Jerusalem against the ten-race Samaritans HebrewSaxons with purpose the genocide of the HebrewSaxons of the axis “J.T.H.S.M.” and of the Judeans by the Chinese and
Koreans of the axis
Fraud 5: He falsely writes about transitions of the Lunar Dragonians from invisible thinner Dimensions into denser
visible Dimensions and vice versa, in order:
G.H.REES Readership Magnesia

1st) To falsely justify the so called “materialization and dematerialization of the Dragonian Spirits of the Moon” which
have been planned to realize massively in the Earth’s atmosphere and to the close proximity space trough triads of
Laser Holograms, in order to convince the Earthly stupid population that allegedly “The heavenly Antichrist Demons 666
and the heavenly Antichrist or STELLAR = 666 and their ships, are materializing in order to reinforce the Hellene
Antichrist 666” Palaiologos Dragazis Emperor of the “Neo-Byzantine Empire 666” of “LA.O.S.” having as its capital
Constantinople, and political-religious leader of the assault of the Axles “US.E.J” and “T.I.M.” and of their armies
against the axis “R.I.C.”. These “Antichrist” Holograms - Phantoms of Spirits - have been designed to later
“Dematerialize”- disappear, abandoning the armies of “US.E.J.” and of “T.I.M.” in order for them to be butchered by
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“R.I.C.” in the Asiatic deserts.

2nd) In order to falsely justify the so called “Materialization of Christian Good Spirits as Soldiers of Jesus Christ” as
allies of “R.I.C.”, which have been designed to realize with the same technology of Laser Holograms, in order to
convince the Earthly stupid populations of the axles “US.E.J.” and “T.I.M.” that they must not further resist and fight
for their survival and that they must be annihilated by the “Christian” Axis “R.I.C.”.

Of course G.H.REES has warned and has proved scientifically that are impossible the materialization and
dematerialization of Spirits generally, as beings of the above dimension, because such an attempt is accordingly equal
to a nuclear implosion and instant shrinkage of their body 1 million times of their original body, and with their organic
molecules remaining organized in the same analogical original position (!!!) – A thing which is physically and technically
and mathematically completely impossible.

We are being informed by independent researchers and by friendly webpages about the existence of the book “LUNAR
MATRIX” of David Icke – Isaac and the coalition with the later fixed like-minded HebrewSaxon Alex Jones, but and also
about the stupid and treasonous ape-behavior of the Greek Webpages who as “Foreign-ideas-worshippers” are
publishing as “New Hebrew Gospels” the above mentioned frauds of David Icke – Isaac and of Alex Jones, in order for
them to be spiritual guides of the NeoGreeks in order to fall again like blind rats to the Genocidal traps of the Scheme
by the Chinese Hyperlodge “HONG” for the 3rd World War, in order to verify again the proverb: “If one blind man
guides another blind man, both will fall in the hole”.

The beyond parallel judgment, publicizing and apotheosis of the books of David Icke – Isaac and of Alex Jones by the
besotted Greek Webpages, is more a product of conscious treasonous selection, than a product of intellectual deficiency
and stupidity, such as the intellectual deficiency and stupidity of the farcical and miserable treasonous neoGreek
webpages which try to fight against G.H.REES.
(Read LINK: http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/concisely-causes-of-ghrees-documents.html )
We write that because in the G.H.REES documents that are published for a long time in the Internet, have already
predicted and armored the brain of Hellenes against similar lethal lies with the lethal lies of David Icke – Isaac, of Alex
Jones, and of the same to them Rabbis agents and agents of the Chinese “HONG”.

A similar treasonous “Foreign-ideas-worship” trend has occupied the Greek WebPages also for the same fixed agent of
the Judean Rabbis, John Lear Junior, son of the aircraft engineer and owner of Liar Jet “USA”, who after Rabbinical
Lectures is posing as a Specialist Para-Psychologer – Lunarologer – Lunartrapologer, and “Re-discovers the wheel” of
G.H.REES, namely the Lunar Soul Traps of Human Souls, but by distorting the G.H.REES documents, namely by
disappearing the Lunar Orbital Platforms – LunarTraps from Matter of 2nd Dimension of Mater Rarification, or “LUNA
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PARKS” which are being stationed in Geostationary Orbits around planet Earth, and by “Replacing” these Platforms with
one “Cube”, namely with the Cube of “Upper Zion” (Read description of the Cube in “John’s Revelation” of the Lunar
inspired “Holy Scripture”)

And of course, the intellectual asleep and farcical Greek Webpages, even those that are fixed by the Secret Service and
by the “Archrabbinia of Athens”, are not capable to understand the tendentiousness of the above mentioned late
disclosures which are truths revealed from a long time before by G.H.REES, mixed with lies of Judean Rabbis about
allegedly only one existing “Lunar Cube” as a Soul Capture Device. The tendentiousness is the following:

1st) Generally the robbery of evidence by the G.H.REES Documents, and the replacing of the G.H.REES Documents, by
HebrewSaxon Documents, mix of Truths and Lies, for the entrapment of Hellenes and of the rest Nations in the against
them Genocidal scheme of the Chinese Hyperlodge “HONG” for the conduct of 3rd World War.

2nd) Especially, the concealment and denial of the existence of Orbital Lunar Soultraps “LUNA PARKS” in Geostationary
Orbits around Earth, for which G.H.REES wrote about, and the deceit against the Terran Souls the outgoing towards
outer space, with the previous indirect assurance and denial that: “There are no Lunar Orbital Soultraps in
Geostationary Orbits around Earth as G.H.REES has written, but there is only one Cube – Soultrap in the Moon, and
therefore you can enter without fear and freely to the “LUNA PARKS” that you will see in the sky after death.”
3rd) Especially, additions of lies overlapping the G.H.REES documents as the lie about:
“Moon under the occupation of Dragonians and Hellenes of the Dodecatheon of Zeus who capture the souls of earthlings
in Orbital Platforms, and who as a “Stellar Antichrist 666” will support the “Hellenic Empire 666” of the party
“LA.O.S.” and of Palaiologos Dragazis and of the Axles “US.E.J.” (USA – Europe – Japan) and “T.I.M.” (Tibet – India –
Mongolia) in their military assault against the axis “R.I.C.” (Russia – Islam – China)”

In the above lethal lie against Greece is also cooperating the theoretician of “LA.O.S.” Mason General Gerasimos
Kalogerakis who in his book “The Return of the Gods” stupidly and behaving like ape he copies the Hebrew-Masonic
teachings about “Moon under (allegedly) Hellenic dominance”.

POSTSCRIPT:
Independent researcher and independent Webpage outside G.H.REES (Read interview of David Icke in the Greek
webpage: http://www.metafysiko.gr/?p=3028 ) are informing us that in the written confessions of David Icke – Isaac, he
confess that “he is guided para-psychologically by voices who hears inside his head”.
Because G.H.REES has already proven in its documents that from 9.600 B.M.H.C. (Before Mongol Hebrew Christ) until
today there is no any other para-psychological activity in our Planet except the activity of the Dragonian Demons who
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are counterfeiting the Dodecatheon of Zeus, and except the activity of the Dragonian technology of “Maser” radiations
emitted from the Moon, therefore indirectly the Judean David Icke – Isaac is confessing that all that he has written in
his books are dictations of Lunar Demons that he supposedly fights.

Therefore the HebrewSaxon Alex Jones who agrees with David Icke – Isaac without capability of Scientific Evidence, is
also a Medium namely a Spiritualist – Medium in alertness, namely a projectile guided under demonic and technological
possession by the Moon that he supposedly fights.

The implication is that also AND the third of the company, John Lear Junior is under the same Demonic and
Technological catalepsy by the Moon, the he supposedly disclosures the from a long time ago already existing
disclosures (“John’s Revelation” Chapter 21, 10-27) about the existence of a Gigantic Crystalic Cube in the Moon’s side
facing the Earth, as a processor of Earth’s Souls, but under the Lunar Demonic and Rabbis commands, he conceals and
indirectly denies … the existence of Lunar Orbital Platforms of Matter from 2nd Dimension of Matter Rarification in
Geostationary orbits around our planet, functioning as soul captors of Earth’s Souls and as transports of those Souls
towards the Moon, and as centers of telecontrol of Humans through “Maser” (LINK-LAP) beams, or ...“Silver Cords”
according to emetic occult Masonic terminology.

Greece is having their own Lunar Demonic projectiles, such as the “Epsilon”, the parliament members of the party
“LA.O.S.”, and others, who claim that are the incarnations of Gods – Demigods – Heroes – Archpriests – Priests – Kings –
and Generals of the Dodecatheon of Zeus, according to the lies of the Archpriest of the Dodecatheon Plutarch, about
the “30.000 Spirits of Zeus, which remained on Earth after the Zeus departure”, while there are actually Mediums
under Demonic possession of Lunar Demons and Passive Receivers of Technological “Maser” Radiations of the Lunar
Platforms, with purpose the foundation of the Hellenic “Empire 666” in Constantinople as a leader of “NATO” against
the “Shanghai Pact” or “R.I.C.”, and with purpose the counterattack of “R.I.C.” (Russia – Islam – China) for the genocide
of White Western Nations, and finally for the genocide of the White, of the Black, and of the Mongolian Races (Judeans
– Hebrew Saxons – Tatars – Indonesians and rest) by the Lunar Dragonian Yellow Race of China and Korea

G.H.REES Group of Hellenic Re-Establishment
Through the deliverer of the G.H.REES messages
Ioannis Ch. Ch. Karageorgiou
Magnesia - Volos – Hellas
(ATTENTION: This document must not be read by under-age persons and persons who are sensitive in various mental
disorders, because their instant contact with forbidden unconventional knowledge might cause severe damage.)
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Read Also:
To understand how these HebrewSaxons telecontrolled writers essentially copied and distorted the G.H.REES
documents, see the dated 1988 typewrited outstanding G.H.REES document (“IA”) with vast information, evidence and
details about the Dragonian Hybrid Spaceship Moon, and its psychotronic 13.500 years lethal influence against the White
and Black Race.
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2009/03/blog-post_30.html

Suicidal attitude: USA government is cooperating with the Lunar Dragonians against the Andromedian Galactic
Government

USA is preparing forward lunar base to meet alien threat.Canadian Minister of Defence revelations.
Former Canadian Minister Of Defence Asks

Canadian Parliament To Hold Hearings On Relations With Alien "Et" Civilizations

A former Canadian Minister of Defence has joined forces with three Non-governmental organizations to ask the
Parliament of Canada to hold public hearings on with Alien “ET” Civilizations. Paul Hellyer, Canada’s Defence Minister
from 1963-67 under Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Prime Minister Lester Pearson, publicly stated: "UFOs, are as real as the
airplanes that fly over your head." Hellyer warned, "The United States military are preparing weapons which could be
used against the aliens, and they could get us into an intergalactic war without us ever having any warning. Mr. Hellyer
went on to say, "I'm so concerned about what the consequences might be of starting an intergalactic war, that I just
think I had to say something." “Now is the time for open disclosure that there are ethical Extraterrestrial civilizations
visiting Earth,” a spokesperson for the Non-Governmental Organizations stated. “Our Canadian government needs to
openly address these important issues of the possible deployment of weapons in outer space and war plans against
ethical Extraterrestrial societies.”
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John Lear 2007 "Disclosures" already known to G.H.REES from the 80's

OTTAWA, CANADA (PRWEB) November 24, 2005 -- A former Canadian Minister of Defence and Deputy Prime Minister
under Pierre Trudeau has joined forces with three Non-governmental organizations to ask the Parliament of Canada to
hold public hearings on Exopolitics -- relations with “ETs.”

By “ETs,” Mr. Hellyer and these organizations mean ethical, advanced extraterrestrial civilizations that may now be
visiting Earth.

On September 25, 2005, in a startling speech at the University of Toronto that caught the attention of mainstream
newspapers and magazines, Paul Hellyer, Canada’s Defence Minister from 1963-67 under Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
Prime Minister Lester Pearson, publicly stated: "UFOs, are as real as the airplanes that fly over your head."

Mr. Hellyer went on to say, "I'm so concerned about what the consequences might be of starting an intergalactic war,
that I just think I had to say something."

Hellyer revealed, "The secrecy involved in all matters pertaining to the Roswell incident was unparalled. The
classification was, from the outset, above top secret, so the vast majority of U.S. officials and politicians, let alone a
mere allied minister of defence, were never in-the-loop."
Hellyer warned, "The United States military are preparing weapons which could be used against the aliens, and they
could get us into an intergalactic war without us ever having any warning. He stated, "The Bush administration has
finally agreed to let the military build a forward base on the moon, which will put them in a better position to keep
track of the goings and comings of the visitors from space, and to shoot at them, if they so decide."

Hellyer’s speech ended with a standing ovation. He said, "The time has come to lift the veil of secrecy, and let the truth
emerge, so there can be a real and informed debate, about one of the most important problems facing our planet
today."

Three Non-governmental organizations took Hellyer’s words to heart, and approached Canada’s Parliament in Ottawa,
Canada’s capital, to hold public hearings on a possible ET presence, and what Canada should do. The Canadian Senate,
which is an appointed body, has held objective, well-regarded hearings and issued reports on controversial issues such
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as same-sex marriage and medical marijuana,

On October 20, 2005, the Institute for Cooperation in Space requested Canadian Senator Colin Kenny, Senator, Chair of
The Senate Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence, “schedule public hearings on the Canadian
Exopolitics Initiative, so that witnesses such as the Hon. Paul Hellyer, and Canadian-connected high level militaryintelligence, NORAD-connected, scientific, and governmental witnesses facilitated by the Disclosure Project and by the
Toronto Exopolitics Symposium can present compelling evidence, testimonyand Public Policy recommendations.”

The Non-governmental organizations seeking Parliament hearings include Canada-based Toronto Exopolitics Symposium,
which organized the University of Toronto Symposium at which Mr. Hellyer spoke.

The Disclosure Project, a U.S.– based organization that has assembled high level military-intelligence witnesses of a
possible ET presence, is also one of the organizations seeking Canadian Parliament hearings.

Vancouver-based Institute for Cooperation in Space (ICIS), whose International Director headed a proposed 1977
Extraterrestrial Communication Study for the White House of former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, who himself has
publicly reported a 1969 Close Encounter of the First Kind with a UFO, filed the original request for Canadian
Parliament hearings.

The Canadian Exopolitics Initiative, presented by the organizations to a Senate Committee panel hearing in Winnipeg,
Canada, on March 10, 2005, proposes that the Government of Canada undertake a Decade of Contact.

The proposed Decade of Contact is “a 10-year process of formal, funded public education, scientific research,
educational curricula development and implementation, strategic planning, community activity, and public outreach
concerning our terrestrial society’s full cultural, political, social, legal, and governmental communication and public
interest diplomacy with advanced, ethical Off-Planet cultures now visiting Earth.”

Canada has a long history of opposing the basing of weapons in Outer Space. On September 22, 2004 Canadian Prime
Minister Paul Martin declared to the U.N. General Assembly,” "Space is our final frontier. It has always captured our
imagination. What a tragedy it would be if space became one big weapons arsenal and the scene of a new arms race.

Martin stated, "In 1967, the United Nations agreed that weapons of mass
destruction must not be based in space. The time has come to extend this ban to all weapons..."

In May, 2003, speaking before the Canadian House of Commons Standing Committee on National Defence and Veterans
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Affairs, former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Canada Lloyd Axworthy, stated “Washington's offer to Canada is not an
invitation to join America under a protective shield, but it presents a global security doctrine that violates Canadian
values on many levels."

Axworthy concluded, “There should be an uncompromising commitment to preventing the placement of weapons in
space.”

On February 24, 2005, Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin made official Canada's decision not to take part in the U.S
government’s Ballistic Missile Defence program
Paul Hellyer, who now seeks Canadian Parliament hearings on relations with ETs, on May 15, 2003, stated in Toronto’s
Globe & Mail newspaper, “Canada should accept the long-standing invitation of U.S. Congressman Dennis Kucinich of
Ohio to launch a conference to seek approval of an international treaty to ban weapons in space. That would be a
positive Canadian contribution toward a more peaceful world.”

In early November 2005, the Canadian Senate wrote ICIS, indicating the Senate Committee could not hold hearings on
ETs in 2005, because of their already crowded schedule.

“That does not deter us,” one spokesperson for the Non-governmental organizations said, “We are going ahead with our
request to Prime Minister Paul Martin and the official opposition leaders in the House of Commons now, and we will reapply with the Senate of Canada in early 2006.
“Now is the time for open disclosure that there are ethical Extraterrestrial civilizations visiting Earth,” a spokesperson
for the Non-Governmental Organizations stated. “Our Canadian government needs to openly address these important
issues of the possible deployment of weapons in outer space and war plans against ethical Extraterrestrial societies.”

from:
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2005/11/prweb314382.htm

Commentary of the above:
We remind to our readers the following warning of G.H.REES towards the Russians not to engage to the forthcomming
Andromedian-Dragonian spacewar. Similar warnings were also delivered to the USA Government. As G.H.REES, William
Cooper, whistleblowers Scientists and other insiders revealed, the Andromedians of the four external planets of our
solar system, from the 80's have transmited to the Radiotelescopes of the Superpowers several Ultimatums in Archetype
Hellenic Proto-Language, to surrender the planetary authority. Since then the Superpowers in cooperation with the
SinoZionistic Masonic Hyperlodges Networks (who are in direct contact with the Lunar Dragonians) instead of
surrendering authority to the Andromedian Galactic Government are stupidly building space defenses against them!
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(see: SDI Program "Star Wars" and recent announcement). Have you ever wondered how come in only one century
technology advanced so much in order to transform the Earthling ("Lord's servant") horserider primitive warrior to a
Superpower Nation with Spacewar capabilities? Have you ever wondered why so much scientists are essentially
"technological mediums" who design most of their inventions not in a mathematical, logical and theoretical manner that
could prove that the invention was trully their own idea, but through instant "bright ideas" (with statements like "The
invention schematics were flashed to my brain out of nowhere!") or through direct Spiritualism and Para-psychological
contact? (See for example the cases of the initiated to O.T.O. Jack Parsons, Vril Society & Schauberger, Greek inventor
Giolvas etc.).
And today we reached to a point having the USA Government stupidly rushing to build a forward moon base in
cooperation with the lunar Dragonians in order to meet ...the alien "threat". Namely in order to try to stop the
Andromedians Universal Hierarchy Judges that are about to free us from the criminal cancerous 13.500 years presence
of the Lunar "Lord" who has instigated genocides that bloodbathed humanity and the White and Black Race in world
wars, civil wars and riots and who is now trying to cause the terminal WWIII of the Dragonian "Armageddon" in order to
completely annihilate everyone except the pure yellow Sinese saurianhumo Race.
Forward this message to as many Exopolitics institutions as you can. A decision of the Superpowers to engage to this
forthcoming Spacewar is suicidal to say at least. Because simply there is no defense possible against hundrends of "War
Planet" scale Flagships of multiple dimensions of matter rarification that have the capability to energize solar activity.

Following the G.H.REES Warnings
These collusion gangs of Dragonian Spirits, through besotted earthly priesthoods, established all the contrary Religions
(888 vs 666, etc), all the contrary Political ideologies (Capitalism, Communism, Nazism, Fascism, Socialism, Democracy,
etc.), all the contrary Economical systems, and all the contrary Military pacts (NATO, Shanghai Pact, etc) of our Planet,
with end purpose the division and the civil genocides of all races of our planet, and with end purpose the final Genocide
of all the Human Races, Nations and States of our Planet, by the armies of the Dragonian pure yellow race Chinese and
Koreans in the Chinese “Armageddon” of the Dragonian Judeo-Christian “Holy Scripture”, because according to the
G.H.REES research, planet Earth became a Theater of War, as a projection of the Space War between the coalition of
the “Constellation of Andromeda” and the coalition of the “Hyper Solar System of Sirius”, against the “Constellation of
Draco”.

POSTSCRIPT 5.
The American “NASA” observes with its telescopes, the gigantic space ships “War Planets” of the Andromedians, who
after 2001 accumulated, arrived and parked in an offensive battle position in the orbit of planet Saturn against the
smaller Dragonian Starfleet parked in defensive position in the orbit of Planet Jupiter.(Read LINKS:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2009/08/s2000-s1-2000-2.html ,
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/nasa-observes-fleet-of-draconians-and.html ,
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http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/illuminati-sino-zionists-columbia-and.html )

We Advise:
In case that you wish to survive do not engage with your space technology to this forthcoming space war.

ATTENTION:
There are attempts to connect G.H.REES with Groups of "New Age Spiritual Mediums" who communicate with the
Dragonians like the "Ashtar Command of the non existent Galactic Federation of Light" posing as the returning
Andromedian Dodecatheon of Zeus.
As G.H.REES has reported all G.H.REES members are forced by the charter of the Organization to strictly abstain from
any Spiritual Contact or Spiritual Method or Spiritual Experience and to instantly report to the Organization any ParaPsychological harassment to them.
This is done because the inner space of the 7(8) internal planets is essentially the inner defensive perimeter of the
Dragonians filled also with Collusion Apostate Spirits from the coalition of the constellation "Draco". The entire
research and findings of G.H.REES are strictly based on Technology and on Rationalism with triple written Logical checks
and with Mathematical rules that forbids any foreign "outside ideas" to invade to the pituitary gland of the G.H.REES
Researchers and Scientists. They've also built a working technological defense against "Lunar Psychotronic radiations
influence". Those devices are called by the Organization "Perseus mirrors against Medussa". We will not refer to those
with further detail because they are trapped with dangers for the technologically untrained person.
A word to a wise man is enough.

Read Also:
John Lear 2007 "Disclosures" already known to G.H.REES from the 80's
David Icke Manipulates his Readers with his "disclosures" that G.H.REES has already published the last 30 years

Andromeda major reinforcements already in our system from 1984

G.H.REES signal that Foiled the October 14 appearance of pseudo-Andromedian ships
URGENT SIGNAL OF PLANETARY SECURITY: MOTHER RUSSIA IS ATTACKING. MAY GOD BE WITH THEM
URGENT ANNOUNCEMENT OF PLANETARY SECURITY
OF THE G.H.REES READERSHIP – GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT, MAGNESIA

TO:
THE OFFICERS OF THE GREEK ARMED FORCES, OF THE POLICE FORCE, AND OF THE SECRET SERVICE.
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VOLOS 12.04.2010

SUBJECT: MOTHER RUSSIA IS ATTACKING. MAY GOD BE WITH THEM.

We make known that after a Request – Ultimatum of the Russian Government to the Governments of Ukraine and
Moldova, for the unharmed transit of the 4th Southern Russian Army of 200.000 men from the territories of Ukraine and
of Moldova, the 4th Southern Russian Army transited unharmed from the Ukrainian and from the Moldovan territory and
lined up on Moldovan territory alength the borders of Moldova and of Romania, with offensive stance against Romania.

We are being informed that the Russian Government has sent Ultimatum to the Romanian Government stating that, in
case of non direct and terminal cancellation of the installation of NATO bases and NATO missiles of the NATO “Antiballistic Shield”, and in case of the cancellation of the existing legal international contracts and agreements for the
passage of the Russian Oil and Natural Gas pipelines over the Romanian territory, then the 4th Russian Army equipped
with Nuclear tactical shells, will advance in the occupation of Romania and the arrest of the Romanian Government
members, of the Romanian Generals, and of the Romanian Supreme Judges, for further actions.
We remind to the receivers of the present signal that G.H.REES with multiple signals to the Russian Government also
published to the web page http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/ (and http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com ) has
demanded the descent of the Russian Army for the levelling of the NATO bases and the NATO Headquarters in Romania –
Bulgaria – and Greece.

Greeks philo-NATO homosexual traitors Masons Generals of the Army-Navy-Airforce, after Romania it is the turn of the
whore treasonous Bulgaria to feel the Russian caterpillars.

And after Bulgaria, it is your turn.

We will ask for the Russian Tank personnel to pass their Tanks over your bodies, while you will still have your full
senses, except if you achieve and leave Greece on time in order to go to hell, and in order for Greece to get rid of your
treason and of your dirt and the dirt of your relatives.

G.H.REES Readership Magnesia,
Through the Deliverer of the G.H.REES Messages in Magnesia
Ioannis Ch. Ch. Karageorgiou
Elpidos 12, N. Ionia – Volos - Hellas
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Russian Academics VASIN and SHCHERBAKOV official suspicions about an artificial Moon

Read research and papers of the Russian Academics VASIN and SHCHERBAKOV “The mysteries of the Moon” for the
Hybrid Mega-starship Moon
FROM G.H.REES DOCUMENT:
G.H.REES SIGNAL OF PLANETARY SECURITY TO THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT AND THE RUSSIAN GEOPOLITICS ACADEMY
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/04/ghrees-signal-of-planetary-security-to.html

Bellow is an article of the above mentioned two Russian Academics VASIN and SHCHERBAKOV, published in the soviet
journal "SPUTNIK" and concerning the hybrid semi-artificial nature of the Moon “hypothesis”. This is an old article.
Indeed the Soviet scientists either officially or in unofficial circles, had for a long time suspicions about an artificial or
semi-artificial nature of the Earth’s satellite. The Americans had also their problems. Just consider this. Why the
American lunar manned missions stopped so abruptly in 1972 and ceased to exist for 4 decades up to nowadays? Seems
the Dragonian Lizards don’t want any…aliens landing on their damn titanium ship without prior permission.

FROM THE EMINENT SOVIET JOURNAL: 'SPUTNIK'
IS THE MOON THE CREATION OF INTELLIGENCE?

by Mikhail Vasin and Alexander Shcherbakov, scientists

Although people long ago began to wonder whether the "canals" on Mars were the creation of cosmic engineers, for
some odd reason it has not occurred to look with the same eyes upon the peculiarities of the lunar landscape much
closer at hand. And all the arguments about the possibilities of intelligent life existing on other celestial bodies have
been confined to the idea that other civilisations must necessarily live on the surface of a planet, and that the interior
as a habitat is out of the question.

Abandoning the traditional paths of "common sense", we have plunged into what may at first sight seem to be unbridled
and irresponsible fantasy. But the more minutely we go into all the information gathered by man about the Moon, the
more we are convinced that there is not a single fact to rule out our supposition. Not only that, but many things so far
considered to be lunar enigmas are explainable in the light of this new hypothesis.

AN ARTIFICIAL SPUTNIK OF THE EARTH?

The origin of the Moon is one of the most complicated problems of cosmogony. So far there have been basically three
hypotheses under discussion.
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HYPOTHESIS I. The Moon was once a part of the Earth and broke away from it.

This has now been refuted by the evidence.

HYPOTHESIS II. The Moon was formed independently from the same cloud of dust and gas as the Earth, and immediately
became the Earth's natural satellite.

But then why is there such a big difference between the specific gravity of the Moon (3.33 grammes per cubic
centimetre) and that of the Earth (5.5 gr.)? Furthermore, according to the latest information (analysis of samples
brought back by the U.S. Apollo astronauts) lunar rock is not of the same composition as the Earth's.

HYPOTHESIS III. The Moon came into being separately, and, moreover, far from the Earth (perhaps even outside the
Solar system). This would mean that the moon would not have to be fashioned from the same "clay" as our own planet.
Sailing through the Universe, the Moon came into Earth's proximity, and by a complex interplay of forces of gravity was
brought within a geocentric orbit, very close to circular. But a catch of this kind is virtually impossible.

In fact, scientists studying the origin of the Universe today have no acceptable theory to explain how the Earth-Moon
system came into being.

OUR HYPOTHESIS:
The Moon is an artificial Earth satellite put into orbit around the Earth by some intelligent beings unknown to
ourselves.

We refuse to engage in speculation about who exactly staged this unique experiment, which only a highly developed
civilisation was capable of.

A NOAH'S ARK?
If you are going to launch an artificial sputnik, then it is advisable to make it hollow. At the same time it would be
naive to imagine that anyone capable of such a tremendous space project would be satisfied simply with some kind of
giant empty trunk hurled into a near-Earth trajectory.

It is more likely that what we have here is a very ancient spaceship, the interior of which was filled with fuel for the
engines, materials and appliances for repair work, navigation, instruments, observation equipment and all manner of
machinery... in other words, everything necessary to enable this "caravelle of the Universe" to serve as a kind of Noah's
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Ark of intelligence, perhaps even as the home of a whole civilisation envisaging a prolonged (thousands of millions of
years) existence and long wanderings through space (thousands of millions of miles).

Naturally, the hull of such a spaceship must be super-tough in order to stand up to the blows of meteorites and sharp
fluctuations between extreme heat and extreme cold. Probably the shell is a double-layered affair--the basis a dense
armouring of about 20 miles in thickness, and outside it some kind of more loosely packed covering (a thinner layer-averaging about three miles).
In certain areas--where the lunar "seas" and "craters" are, the upper layer is quite thin, in some cases, non-existent.

Since the Moon's diameter is 2,162 miles, then looked at from our point of view it is a thin-walled sphere. And,
understandably, not an empty one. There could be all kinds of materials and equipment on its inner surface.

But the greatest proportion of the lunar mass is concentrated in the central part of the sphere, in its core, which has a
diameter of 2,062 miles.

Thus the distance between the kernel and the shell of this nut is in the region of 30 miles. This space was doubtless
filled with gases required for breathing, and for technological and other purposes.

With such an internal structure the Moon could have an average specific gravity of 3.3 grammes per cubic centimetre,
which differs considerably from that of Earth (5.5 grammes per cubic centimetre).

A BATTLESHIP THEY COULDN'T TORPEDO?

The most numerous and interesting of the formations on the lunar surface are the craters. In diameter they vary
considerably. Some are less that a yard across, while others are more than 120 miles (the biggest has a diameter of 148
miles). How does the Moon come to be so pockmarked?

There are two hypothesis--volcanic and meteoric. Most scientists vote for the latter.

Kirill Stanyukovich, a Soviet physicist, has written a whole series of works since 1937 in which he expounds the idea that
the craters are the result of bombardment of the Moon for millions of years. And he really means bombardment, for
even the smallest celestial body, when it is involved in one of those fastest head-on collisions so common in the cosmos
behaves itself like a warhead charged with dynamite, or even an atomic warhead at times. Instant combustion takes
place on impact, turning it into a dense cloud of incandescent gas, into plasma, and there is a very definite explosion.
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According to Professor Stanykovich, a "missile" of a sizable character (say 6 miles in diameter) must, on collision with
the Moon, penetrate to a depth equal to 4 or 5 times its own diameter (24-30 miles).

The surprising thing is that however big the meteorites may have been which have fallen on the Moon (some have been
more than 60 miles in diameter), and however fast they must have been travelling (in some cases the combined speed
was as much as 38 miles per second), the craters they have left behind are for some odd reason all about the same
depth, 1.2-2 miles, although they vary tremendously in diameter.

Take that 148-mile diameter crater. In area it outdoes Hiroshima hundreds of times over. What a powerful explosion it
must have been to send millions of tons of lunar rock fountaining over tens of miles! On the face of it, one would
expect to find a very deep crater here, but nothing of the sort: there is three miles at the most between top and
bottom levels, and one third of that is accounted for by the wall of rock thrown up around the crater like a toothed
crown.

For such a big hole, it is too shallow. Furthermore, the bottom of the crater is convex, following the curve of the lunar
surface. If you were to stand in the middle of the crater you would not even be able to see the soaring edge-- it would
be beyond the horizon. A hollow that is more like a hill is a rather strange affair, perhaps.

Not really, if one assumes that when the meteorite strikes the outer covering of the moon, this plays the role of a
buffer and the foreign body finds itself up against an impenetrable spherical barrier. Only slightly denting the 20-mile
layer of armour plating, the explosion flings bits of its "coating" far and wide.

Bearing in mind that the Moon's defence coating is, according to our calculations, 2.5 miles thick, one sees that this is
approximately the maximum depth of the craters.

A SPACESHIP COME TO GRIEF?
Now let us consider the chemical peculiarities of the lunar rock. Upon analysis, American scientists have found
chromium, titanium and zirconium in it. These are all metals with refractory, mechanically strong and anti-corrosive
properties. A combination of them all would have envitable resistance to heat and the ability to stand up to means of
aggression, and could be used on Earth for linings for electrical furnaces.

If a material had to be devised to protect a giant artificial satellite from the unfavourable effects of temperature,
from cosmic radiation and meteorite bombardment, the experts would probably have hit on precisely these metals. In
that case it is not clear why lunar rock is such an extraordinarily poor heat conductor--a factor which so amazed the
astronauts? Wasn't that what the designers of the super-sputnik of the Earth were after?
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From the engineers point of view, this spaceship of ages long past which we call the Moon is superbly constructed.
There may be a good reason for its extreme longevity. It is even possible that it predates our own planet. At any rate,
some pieces of lunar rock have proved older than the oldest on Earth, although it is true, this applies to the age of the
materials and not of the structure for which they were used. And from the number of craters on its surface, the Moon
itself is no chicken.

It is, of course, difficult to say when it began to shine in the sky above the Earth, but on the basis of some preliminary
estimates one might hazard a guess that it was around two thousand million years ago.

We do not, of course, imagine that the moon is still inhabited, and probably many of its automatic devices have stopped
working, too. The stabilisers have ceased functioning and the poles have shifted. Even though the moon keeps that
same side turned towards us, for some time it has been unsteady on its own axis, on occasion showing us part of its
reverse side which were once invisible to observers on the Earth--for example, the Selenites themselves if they made
expeditions here.

Time has taken its toll. Both body and rigging have disintegrated to some extent; some seams on the inner shell
evidently diverged. We assume that the long (up to 940 miles) chains of small craters formerly ascribed to volcanic
activity were brought about by eruptions of gas through cracks appearing in the armour plating as a result of accidents.

No doubt one of the most splendid features of the lunarscape--a straight "wall" nearly 500 yards high and over 60 miles
long--formed as a result of one of the armour plates bending under the impact of celestial torpedoes and raising one of
its straight, even edges.

The Moon's population presumeably took the necessary steps to remedy the effects of meteorite bombardment, for
example, patching up rents in the outer shield covering the inner shell. For such purposes a substance from the lunar
core was probably used, a kind a cement being made from it. After processing this would be piped to the surface sites
where it was required
Not long ago astronomers discovered variations in the gravitational fields near the large "seas". We believe the reason
to be this: the Moon's dry seas are in fact areas from which the protective coating was torn from the armour cladding.
To make good the damage to these vast tracts, the installation producing the repair substance would have had to be
brought immediately beneath the site so that it could flood the area with "cement". The resulting flat stretches are
what look like seas to the terrestrial observer.

The stocks of materials and machinery for doing this are no doubt still where they were, and are sufficiently massive to
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give rise to these gravitational anomalies.

What is the Moon today? Is it a colossal necropolis, a "city of the dead," where some form of life became extinct? Is it a
kind cosmic Flying Dutchman?

A craft abandoned by its crew and controlled automatically? We do not know and we shall not try to guess.

WAITING FOR THE EVIDENCE

We have put forward in this article only a few of the reasons--unfortunately the evidence is so far only circumstantial-for our hypothesis, which at first glance may appear to be crazy.

A similar "crazy" idea was put forward in 1959 by Professor Iosif Shklovsky, an eminent scientist, in relation to the
"moons" circling around Mars.

After carefully weighing up the evidence he concludes that they are both hollow and therefore artificial satellites.

We feel that the questions we have raised in connection with our Moon provide sufficient food for serious thought on
the matter; the result may be the illumination of our many lunar riddles.

Now, of course, we have to wait for direct evidence to support our idea. Or refute it.

Probably there will not be long to wait.

---------------------------------------

Blog's commentary on the above.
The two Russian Academics wrote that the presence of the Moon here is all about a mysterious “Alien experiment”.
John Lear also talks about an “experiment”. As G.H.REES and this blog has proved this has nothing to do with a so called
experiment. The global cancerous Dragonian scheme is just a miserable piratical invasion to our solar system for the
destruction of its planets in order to steal the valuable metals and raw materials of the system's planets by using in
most cases the planetary settlers as "Lord's servants" (of the miserable lizard "Lord" Pseudo-God Sin-Sion-Zion - Lunar
Governor) used as servants-slaves for the mining of the raw materials after the genocide of the settlers who belong to
the hostile constellations (aka White Andromedian and Black Sirian Race).
A Pseudo-God, namely a psychopath cancerous megalomaniac being, posing as the Supreme Being-Creator(!!!) who also
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threatens in the Sinozionist Old Testament that he will remove the Moon from Earth's orbit, for vengeance to the
unbelievers(!!!) after he steals all the Earth’s Gold and raw materials!
("The silver is mine(Sin-Zion-YHWH), and the gold is mine(Sin-Zion-YHWH)" "The Gold Belongs to YHWH"…as this space
bandit confess without shame to his Dragonian Bible!")
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 9:20 AM 3 comments

G.H.REES SIGNAL OF PLANETARY SECURITY TO THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT AND THE RUSSIAN GEOPOLITICS
ACADEMY
SIGNAL OF PLANETARY SECURITY BY THE G.H.REES READERSHIP GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT WITH THE
APPROVAL OF G.H.REES PRYTANEUM OF ATHENS.

TO:

1ST: THE MEMBERS OF THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT
2ND: TO THE COMMAND OF “FSB” (OFFICE OF FEDERAL SECURITY) OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
3RD: TO THE AMBASSADOR AND THE ATTACHES OF THE RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN GREECE

CC TO:

THE PERIPHERAL “FSB” OFFICES OF THE RUSSIAN DOMAIN.
THE RUSSIAN EMBASSIES OUTSIDE OF GREECE.
ALL THE FOREIGN EMBASSIES IN GREECE FOR THE CORRESPONDING GOVERNMENTS OF ALL COUNTRIES.
ALL THE RUSSIAN WEBPAGES.
ALL THE GREEK AND FOREIGN WEBPAGES.
ALL THE GREEK AND FOREIGN MASS MEDIA.

31.03.2010

SUBJECT:
SUBVERSION OF THE RUSSIAN FOREIGN POLICY BY THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF MOSCOW.

Estimable Sirs,

Of the Russian Government,
Of the Russian Federal Security “FSB”,
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And of the Russian Diplomacy,
In 17.02.2010 our representative delivered to the Russian Embassy of Athens a report of Geopolicy – Geostrategy – and
Geoeconomics, in which is proved that in case during which Russia don’t foil the planed from “NATO” military assault of
the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje – Turkey – Romania) against Greece, and if Russia don’t drive off right
now China from the Shanghai Pact of the R.I.C. axis (Russia – Islamic Nations – China), then this will ignite World War III,
which in the end of it, Russians, Whites and Whiteyellow Mongols, will be genocided from the Chinese and from the
North Korean Army, just as have been planned by the Masonic Hyperlodge “HONG” of China against Russia and against
the rest White Race and the Mongolic Nations of the Planet.

We Ask:
Must we theorize that in 25.03.2010 you responded to us publicly, with a negative answer to the above mentioned
report of ours, through Mr. Konstantin Sivkov, first vice-president of the Russian Geopolitics Academy, who, in contrast
with the spirit and the conclusion of our report, is theorizing that it’s inevitable the conduct of World War III between
the 2 geostrategic coalitions, namely of “US.E.J” (USA – Europe – Japan) of “NATO – SEATO”, and of “R.I.C.” or Shanghai
Pact (Russia – Islamic Nations – China) ???

If yes, then in the relevant public statement / respond of yours through Mr. Konstantin Sivkov, between others you
state the following suicidal for the Russian Civilians and to the Global Public
A: SIVKOV: The planet has known one global cultural crisis, this crisis was caused from several disproportions and
particular:

1) Conflicts between the growth of production/consumption (in the West or “US.E.J.”) and of the available resources
(of the planet).

2) Conflicts between the poor under development countries and the rich industrially developed countries (of the West),
between the Nations and the Hyper-national Elite (Multinational Corporations of the West)

3) Differences between the Free Market with the Power of Money (of the West or “US.E.J.” of USA – Europe – Japan),
and of the Spiritual roots of the various civilizations and of the Christian orthodox – Islamic – Buddhist religions (read
prototype English document of Mr. Sivkov), (of “R.I.C.” Russia – Islamic Nations – China or Shanghai Pact)”.

[Commentary of the G.H.REES Geopolitics Department:

1) G.H.REES comment of “A”:
The planet didn’t face a crisis provoked from disproportions and differences which were forced to the nations of the
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planet by the so called independent between them “contrary Governmental doctrines – models” of “US.E.J.” and of
“R.I.C.”, but a crisis which were forced by collusion players whiteyellow Mongols Judeans, by Hebrewsaxons and by
Hebrew-Tatars whiteyellow collusion players Mongols, and by the Chinese of “USA”, of Russia, and of China, under the
para-psychological common command of philo-Chinese space invaders which determine themselves as “Dragonians of
Levan” or Moon, with origin “The constellation of Draco-Dragon”.

2) G.H.REES comment of “A1”:
Today, the nations that do abuse of available resources exhaustion and abuse of production and consumption, are not
anymore the nations of West or “US.E.J.”, but are the developed Islamic Nations and Russia through Oil overproduction,
and China through Economical Index of over-production, namely the three members of “R.I.C.” of the East or Shanghai
Pact.

3) G.H.REES comment of “A2”:
Today, the industrial rich developed countries and their multinational expanding companies, are not countries and
companies of the West or “US.E.J.”, but are the developed Islamic Nations and China, namely two members of “R.I.C.”.

4) G.H.REES comment of “A3”:
Today, the countries which have as a motive the power of money and free market, are no more the bankrupt countries
of the West or “US.E.J.”, but are the developed Islamic Nations (Saudi Arabia - Abu Dhabi - Dubai etc) and China,
namely two members of “R.I.C.” which buy entire debts of Western countries and colossal Western companies.
Examples: The central bank of China has bought the entire public debt of USA and various western companies with last
one VOLVO. The Arabic Emirates have bought Olympic Airlines, the Greek shipyards, and various Western companies.
Therefore the Geopolitical conclusions “A”, “A1”, “A2” and “A3” of Mr. Sivkov are wrong.]

“B: SIVKOV: The analysis of the possible solutions of those disproportions and conflicts indicates that the crisis cannot
be resolved without important violations of the interests of some great geopolitical issues (read: Western interests of
“US.E.J.”)
This means that the participation of Military forces is inevitable.
By taking in mind the global character of the crisis, we can assume that the Military participation (engage) to the crisis
will be global”.

[G.H.REES Commentary of “B”:
Because as is proved by G.H.REES the “Disproportions” of Sivkov of the paragraphs “A”, “A1”, “A2”, “A3” are not real
but are virtual, false, reversed, and altered by the Hebrew and Chinese Academies and Geopolitics Institutions of
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Moscow, of Washington, and of Beijing, and because anymore all the countries of the 2 coalitions, namely the
Trilaterale or “US.E.J.” and of “R.I.C” or Shanghai Pact, are involved into the planetary capital offences of the
planetary available resources abuse, of the oppression of the poor countries from the rich countries, of the oppression
of Nations by the Multinational companies, and of the materialism of the power of money from the Free (lawless)
Market, therefore is not necessary the use of Military forces in order to annihilate the anymore non existing inequalities
and disproportions between the two coalitions of “US.E.J.” and of “R.I.C.”.

On the contrary, is necessary the expulsion of China from the “R.I.C.” axis, or Shanghai Pact and the expulsion of Tibet
from the “T.I.M” axis (Tibet – India – Mongolia), as an ally axis of “US.E.J.” axis, and afterwards is necessary the
agglutination of “US.E.J” axis, with the semi-axles “R.I.” (Russia – Islamic Nations) and “I.M.” (India – Mongolia) in order
to create the hyper-axis “R.I. – US.E.J. – I.M.” under Russian command, against the axis “C.K.” (China – Korea), in order
to cease the modus operandi of the Chinese hyperlodge “HONG” Economical – Political – Military – National dissolution –
and genocide of all Nations and Countries of the Planet, and of Russia, by China and North Korea, from 2012 up to 2014.

In case the above will not be realized urgently, then AND the Whites AND the Whiteyellow AND the Whiteyellow
Mongols Russians, namely Hebrew – Tatars and rest, will be genocided in the last but one phase of the Third World War,
after 2012, by the Chinese and by the Korean Armies, according to the scheme of the Chinese Hyper-lodge “HONG” that
we have intercepted and delivered to the Russian Embassy of Athens Greece in 17.02.2010.

According to this scheme of “HONG”, the Chinese and the Korean Army have planned to genocide all the Mongols of the
planet, namely AND the Hebrews, the Tatars and the rest Mongols of Russia, as Whiteyellow, namely as polluted with
White blood of the White race, namely as abominations of non pure Yellow Race.
Therefore the Geopolitical conclusion “B” of Mr. Siskov is wrong.]
“C: SIVKOV: The Third World War will be between natural coalitions (“US.E.J.” and “T.I.M” against “R.I.C.”) and will be
different from the previous World Wars which were realized for the Economical redistribution of the Planet.

[G.H.REES Commentary of “C”:
“US.E.J.” is not a natural coalition because its members are differentiating racially. Indeed the Whites of “USA” and of
“Europe” are not considered a natural coalition with the Whiteyellow Mongols Japanese, with which were mortal
enemies in World War 2.

“T.I.M.” is not a natural coalition, because Mongols are historical diachronically enemies of Hindus, which in multiple
times were genocided by the Mongols peripherally.

“R.I.C.” is not a natural coalition because in the path of history of 11.600 years, the Chinese annihilated the Mongols of
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Mongolia, of Tibet, of Nepal of Bhutan, of Indochina, and rest countries, after they previously used them as first line
genociders against the indigenous White and Black Nations. The redistribution of wealth in the 1st and 2nd World War
was made with racial and not economical criteria against the Whites and in favour of the Mongolian populations.
Therefore the Geopolitical conclusion “C” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong.]

“D: SIVKOV: The countries of the planet will form coalitions according to their faith in one from two models of the
world order.”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “D”:
The countries of the planet will not form coalitions, because they already form the 3 coalitions or axles “US.E.J.”,
“T.I.M.”, and “R.I.C.” or Shanghai Pact.

The people of the planetary countries are not forming coalitions according to their faith in some political system or
globalization model (666 West, or 777 Korea, or 888 China) that they have chosen, but according to compulsory forcing
of one of the above mentioned globalization models which have violently being forced over the people by:
The Hebrew-masonic and Saxon-masonic governments 666 of all the Western countries through the Masonic hierarchical
line: “HONG China” => “ZEN Tibet” => “AOA” (ORDO ADEPTIS ATLANTIS) of London, the pure yellow collusion
governments 777 of North and South Korea that are comprised of initiated members to the Hyperlodge “HONG” 888 of
China, the Hebrew-Mongolic governments 888 of Russia which are under the orders of the Arch-rabbis of the “Baruch”
family in “USA” through the hierarchical line: “HONG China” => “ZEN Tibet” => “AOA London” => Great Oak’s Lodge of
New York USA => Arch-rabbis “Baruch” of USA, and from the cryptohebrew priesthoods of the Shiite 888 of Iran, of
Southern Iraq, of Pakistan, and all the countries of the Shiite heresy of Islam.
Therefore the geopolitical conclusion “D” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong.]

“E: SIVKOV: The first model (of “US.E.J.” + “T.I.M.” 666) is the world of cultural hierarchy (few superiors and many
inferior civilizations), namely the few are brutally exploiting the rest of humanity.”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “E”:
As we have already wrote the axis “US.E.J.” is no more capable to exploit any other civilizations, because essentially it
has bankrupted and is now under lethal decay.

In regard to the axis “T.I.M.”, India by its nature is impossible to exploit other civilizations. Mongolia is no more
capable to butcher humanity as it used in the past with the Genghis Khans and with the Tamerlanes, and Tibet in a
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state of refugee in India is incapable for material exploitation of anybody.
Therefore the above mentioned geopolitical conclusion “E” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong and false.]

“F: SIVKOV: The second model (of “R.I.C.” 888) is the cultural mutual support (between different civilizations) or else
cultural harmony (between different civilizations).”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “F”:
There cannot exist neither exists some sincere mutual cultural support between the by identity defeatist Christianity of
the Christians Russians that worship the Space Chinese God Sin – Sion – Zion who plans to genocide them (Read: “Old
Testament”, Prophet Ezekiel Chapters 38 and 39, against the “Rus” – Russians and against the “Mesheh” – people of the
city and area of Moscow), and between the by identity aggressive warmongering genocidal Islam of “Jihad – Holy War”
of the “R.I.C.” axis Islamic Nations.

There cannot exist neither exists absolutely none mutual cultural support between the “By Divine Revelation” Religions
of Christianity and Islam which condemn as “Evil” the Rationalism, and between the Buddhism of China and Korea which
is by definition the religion of false Rationalism and Individualism, because Buddhism means “Gnosticism” from the
ancient Sanskrit word “Veda” (Sanskrit véda, "knowledge") that is came from the Ancient Hellenic word “Oida”(ΟΙΔΑ) or
“Voida”(ΒΟΙΔΑ), and means “Knowledge”, and which rejects the above mentioned “Divine Revelations”.

Therefore the cultural harmony of Sivkov between the 3 cultural poles of “R.I.C.” is wrong, false, impossible, and by
identity utopia, because from the 3 religions: Christianity – Islam – Buddhism, of the 3 “R.I.C.” poles, each one is
mortally fighting the other two for several eons.
Therefore the geopolitical conclusion “F” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong.]

“G: SIVKOV: With other words the 3rd World War will be conducted to determine the spiritual base of the New World
Order”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “G”:
As we have proved with evidence in our report that was delivered in 17.02.2010 in the Russian Embassy of Athens, the
3rd World War has been planned by the Masonic Hyperlodge “HONG” of China, under the para-psychological guidance of
Dragonian Lunar Spirits of the Chinese Space Invader Sin – Sion – Zion – Zedi – Jedi – Sedi – Jeid – Jude – Judas with origin
the Constellation of Draco, not to determine the spiritual – political – economical base of the New World Order, but to
bring finally the complete annihilation of the White, of the Black, and of the Mongolic Whiteyellow (Hebrews – Saxons –
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Tatars – and rest) and Blackyellow (Indonesians and rest) races of the Planet, with annihilator the armies of the pure
yellow race of China – Korea – which will take afterward the duty of mining the raw and valuable materials of the entire
planet in order to transport them to the departing hybrid spaceship Moon (Read Links:
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/02/fairy-tale-for-adults.html ,
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/02/john-lear-2007-disclosures-already.html ,
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/blog-post_19.html )

Read research and papers of the Russian Academics VASIN and SHCHERBAKOV “The mysteries of the Moon” for the
Hybrid Mega-starship Moon
(Read Link: http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/prediction/51/text-files/moonship.txt )

Read in the Lunar Dragonian inspiration Judeo-Christian “Holy Scripture”, Book “Psalms 72:7” about the “AntanairesisΑνταναιρέσεως” namely for the programmed “Departure” of the Moon from the Earth’s orbit after the transportation of
the Earth’s raw materials. Read in the Dragonian “Holy Scripture”, Book “Apocalypse 9:13-16 and 16:12-16” the
programmed assault of the Chinese Army of 200.000.000 Chinese soldiers for the genocide of all the non pure yellow
nations, namely for the genocide of 5 billion people from today’s 7,5 billion population, namely of the 2/3rds of the
global population now, but and for the genocide afterwards of the 2,5 billion pure yellow Chinese and Koreans as no
more useful, after the transportation of the entire Earth’s raw materials inside the Moon and the rest Dragonian
Starfleet.
Therefore the geopolitical conclusion “G” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong.]

“H: SIVKOV: 2 coalitions already exist. (The “US.E.J.” + “T.I.M.” and “R.I.C.” or Shanghai Pact). The first is the
coalition of the so called industrially advanced nations which are represented by the Western Civilization.”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “H”:
The “T.I.M.” part of this first coalition does not belong to the Western Civilization. Therefore the geopolitical
conclusion “H” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong.]

“I: SIVKOV: The spiritual foundations of this coalition (US.E.J.) are based on individualism, in the material production
goods, and in the power of money.”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “I”:
The “T.I.M.” part of this coalition is not based in the material goods and in the power of money. The three attributes:
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Of individualism, of material production goods or consumerism, and of the power of money, from prehistory up to the
end of World War 2, and especially up to 1980, were not attributes of the Western people.

The corruption of the Western people after 1980, was realized with special devious manipulation by the Hebrewsaxons
of the West, as members of the Governments, of the Religious leaderships (establishment of Satanic Religions 666), and
by the Economical “Elite” of the Western Nations, under the commands of “HONG” China and of the Lunar Dragonian
Dark Forces. Therefore the geopolitical conclusion “I” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong.]

“J: SIVKOV: The military and political core of this coalition is represented by the NATO block.”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “J”:
This is true only for the “US.E.J.” part of the coalition “US.E.J.” + “T.I.M.”, and only for the treasonous Hebrewsaxonic
“Elite” of the Western Nations, but is false for the people of the Western Nations. In Greece and in other western
countries, the Civilians, regardless of political-party status, are wishing the exit of their countries from the criminal
provocateur “NATO”, because “NATO” with its assaults against Afghanistan and Iraq, and with its threats to assault
against Iran, North Korea, and China, allegedly for the “liberation of Tibet”, is causing the counterattack of “R.I.C.”
and a holocaust of billions of humans in the 3rd World War.
Therefore the geopolitical conclusion “J” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong.]

“K: SIVKOV: The second coalition “R.I.C.” is comprised by the countries of Orthodox Christian Religion (Russia), by the
countries of Islamic Religion, and other civilizations (China), with base the dominion of spiritual over the material
good.”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “K”:
Because Christianity through the Neo-Platonism and Islam through influence by the Ancient Hellenic writings from the
Alexandria Library, are giving dominion of spiritual over the material good, we accept the above mentioned statement
of Sivkov as true only in regard of Russia and the Islamic Nations. But we reject the above mentioned statement in
regard of China, because instead the false rumour of the Chinese as allegedly “Spiritual People”, history has proved
otherwise, namely that the Chinese people are by nature a people of unforthcoming genociders without human
intellectualism and feelings. (Read Links: http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/ancient-hellenes-knew-wellabout.html , http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2009/06/hellenicrevenge.html ,
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/blog-post_20.html )
Therefore the geopolitical conclusion of Sivkov is wrong.]
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“L SIVKOV: This coalition (R.I.C.) is interested for a multi-polar World Order. Nevertheless those countries have not
realized that they have mutual geopolitical interests, how rather necessary interests in a Political or Military unity.”

[G.H.REES Commentary of “L”:
As we have already proved, is impossible the establishment of multi-polar World Order “888” between the three poles
of “R.I.C.” axis, namely: Moscow – Beijing - and Mecca of Arabia of the Cubical Stone “Kaaba” of Arabia as a miniature
of the above mentioned Lunar Cubical Jerusalem (Upper Zion) captor of Earth’s Souls (Read “Apocalypse 21:10-17”),
due to contradictions and competition of their basic ideologies, of transcendental Religious infrastructure.
We are repeating their contradictions:

1) Moscow: defeatist passive Christianity of the stupid suicidal indiscreet unilateral love towards the enemies (“Love
your enemy”)

2) Mecca Arabia: Warmongering genocidal Islamism of the general hatred towards people with other faiths or non
believers, Christians or others, through “Jihad” namely Holy War.

3) Beijing: Warmongering genocidal Chinese Sinism of the Space Criminal Sin – Sion – Zion – Sedi against everyone
without pure yellow blood indiscreetly, namely against Christians – Muslims and others.

Some Islamic countries, namely Islamic countries that are not being commanded from cryptohebrew Shiite priesthoods,
but from Arabic Sunnite priesthoods and from Royal Sunnite dynasties such as Saudi Arabia, Arabic Emirates, and rest,
they refuse to unite with the “R.I.C.” axis, and prefer to keep a calm philo-Western stance in favour of “US.E.J.”

Mr. Sivkov in the geopolitical conclusion “L”, is complaining because the above mentioned Sunnite Islamic countries
don’t join politically and militarily in favour of “R.I.C.” in order to …accelerate the conduct of the “inevitable”
according to Sivkov Third World War, into which of course Greece and the rest Western nations of “NATO” will be
annihilated by the armies of “R.I.C.” namely Russia – Islamic Nations – China, in 2012 – 2014, as announced by Sivkov in
2008 “After the assault of U.S.A. against Russia in 2012 – 2014”, because the same Hebrewsaxons generals of the “USA”
Pentagon are conspiring for the defeat of the American and NATO army by the armies of “R.I.C.” in 2012 – 2014.
Therefore the geopolitical conclusion “L” of Mr. Sivkov is wrong, and therefore all the conclusions of the Russian
Geopolitics Moscow Academy are wrong and drive Russia to genocide from the armies of China and Korea in the Third
World War.]
Brothers Russians,

Mr. President,
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Mr. Prime Minister,

Mr. Ministers, and

Mr. Politicians and Military Staff of Russia,

After the Economical and Political support that you offered to Greece in 19th March 2010, through Mr. Nesterenko for
the Economical and Political survival of Greece, came in 25th March 2010 the announcement of Mr. Sivkov vicepresident of the Geopolitics Academy of Moscow in order to cancel and undo the above mentioned action of yours in
19th March 2010.
We ask you straightforward:
What is the meaning for Greeks to rescue them now Economically and Politically, and to annihilate them two years later
in 2012, when Greeks pent in “NATO” from the treasonous philo-NATO governments of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK”, and tomorrow from the government of “LA.O.S.” of “EMPIRE 666” in Constantinople, will attack together
with the rest “NATO” armies against the Shanghai Pact or “R.I.C.”, namely against AND the Russian Army in the deserts
of Siberia, of Mongolia, and of China???

After the contradictory statement of Mr. Sivkov in 25th March 2010, came your governmental statement in 30th March
2010 in the International News-agencies about “defensive protection of Greece from the Axis “B.A.S.T.R” (Bulgaria –
Albania – Skopje – Turkey – Romania) through 15 common aeronautical exercises between the Hellenic and the Russian
Navy and the corresponding air forces in the Aegean up to the end of 2010”, a statement of yours that essentially
cancels and aborts the military assault of “B.A.S.T.R.” against Greece in 2010, namely cancels and aborts the schemes
of the Chinese “HONG” and of “NATO” for the beginning of the Third World War through the Assault of “B.A.S.T.R.”
against Greece, and at the same time aborts the schemes of “HONG” for the genocide of Greece in the beginning and
for the genocide of Russians at the end of the Third World War, and at the same time aborts the genocide of 5 billions
humans, namely all the Nations except China and Korea, during the conduct of Third World War, according to the
criminal schemes of the Chinese “HONG”.

[Read Webpage of the American Criminal against Humanity, professor of biology Eric Pianka, with his statements for a
necessary annihilation of 5 billion human through the aerobic virus Ebola, with mortality rate 95%, a lethal virus that
have developed the Americans in the University laboratories of Texas for the American Army and are planning to spray
it through virus dispersal with “Chemtrails” Aircrafts.]

Conclusion 1:
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Friends of the Russian Government: You have committed two outstanding memorable agreed actions in 19th March 2010
and in 30th March 2010, with which you have cancelled the ignition of the Third World War according to the written
appeal that we have delivered to you in 17th February 2010 in the Russian Embassy in Athens, about the Foiling of the
Third World War.

Conclusion 2:
As a contradictory non-agreed chock between the two above mentioned actions of yours, came in 25th March 2010, the
statement of the Academy of Geopolitics in Moscow, through Mr. Sivkov, who claims that:
“Is inevitable the conduct of Third World War”, and a statement which therefore is attempting to torpedo the two
governmental actions of yours, in 19th and in 30th March 2010, for the Foiling of the Third World War.

The only thing that we can assume for the above mentioned contradiction between the current foreign policy of the
Russian Government and the announcements of the Geopolitics Academy of Moscow, is that the professors of this
Academy are not informed about the scheme of the Chinese “HONG” for the conduct of Third World War, that we have
make known to you in 17.02.2010 through the Russian Embassy of Athens, and therefore these University Professors of
Geopolitics are not informed that those statements about the “Cultural harmony between Russia and China” are an
utopia and a fairy tale, and are not informed that the scheme of “HONG” has also programmed the complete genocide
of Russia at the end of Third World War.

Please inform those University Professors of the Russian Geopolitics Academy for the above mentioned scheme of
“HONG against the whole Russian population, and forward to them the present letter, because any disagreement and
difference in opinions inside the Governmental and inside the Academia Order in Russia, will result lethal for the
Russian National existence and security and for the Planetary Security.

We conclude that is an urgent necessity for Russia to create the carrier “3G + A”, namely the carrier “3G + A” which
have proposed to you in 17.02.2010 for the dawn of a New Geopolitics for the survival of Russia.
We propose to use our representative who visited your embassy in Athens, in order to assist you in the establishment of
the carrier “3G + A” in Moscow, with his capability as an instructor of the “3G + A” G.H.REES department.

ATTENTION:
Without the “Know How” of the G.H.REES Geopolitics, you haven’t the necessary time in order to achieve an internal
change from the 100% wrong Geopolitics of the Russian Geopolitics Academy of Moscow, to the true Geopolitics of your
survival that must be achieved by Russia against the Geopolitics of the Chinese “HONG”.
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POSTSCRIPT 1
Through Mr. Andrei Nesterenko we are being informed the decision of the Russian Government to abort the construction
of the Oil Pipeline Burgas – Alexandroupoli due to a Bulgarian treasonous double-face and devious delay under the
commands of “NATO”, and possibly due to a delay from corrupted Party-dogs of the treasonous Greek Governmental
party of “PASOK” who demand a rearrangement of the Greek-Russian Agreement for the above mentioned Pipeline,
under the pretext of the “PASOK” crooks that allegedly didn’t receive enough expropriations for the territories that the
pipeline will pass through.

We have been informed that for the same reasons you have decided to construct only the Oil Pipeline from Sampsounta
up to Ceyhan of Turkey.

In this matter we will not insist as we did with our proposal to use the Russian army to invade in Romania – Bulgaria –
Greece for the foiling of the installation of the “NATO” offensive missiles of the “Anti-ballistic shield” against Russia
used by “NATO” as a pretext for the ignition of Third World War, and for the mandatory keeping of the agreements for
the construction of the Russian Pipelines of Oil – Natural Gas from the treasonous philo-NATO governments of the above
mentioned 3 countries, because this concerns in priority your National and Trade Security.

We just advise you to stop your continuous retreats in the climactic provocations of “NATO” against Russia, and we
advise you to solve entirely – and separately – drastically – and instantly any provocation against Russia, as you did in
Georgia, because if you leave those provocations to accumulate without an answer, then when you decide to answer
them and solve them totally, you will provoke a World War, as has been planned from “HONG” of China and from
“NATO” against Russia.

If we were in your position we will made a suit at law in the International Courts against Romania and Bulgaria, by
demanding from each Country 100 trillion dollars of compensation for evasive profits of Russia, due to causeless abort
of the Legal Agreements that have been signed by these Countries for the passage of the Russian Oil and Natural Gas
Pipelines.

We advice you not to trust the Turks, because the Chechen terrorists, who have caused the blood bath in Moscow in
29th March 2010, are claiming that:
“They are Turks and they have the Weapons and Monetary and Asylum support from the “Motherland Turkey” against
Russia”.

The Russian pipeline Sampsounta – Ceyhan, if it finally operates, will be blown and destructed everyday from gangs of
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Chechen terrorists under the foment and the cover of the Turkish Authorities, which dream a new “Ottoman Empire”
against the Russian territories, and foment the Chechens with terrorism actions against Russia.

In this dead-end that you face with Romania – Bulgaria – and Turkey, there is another solution except a Russian Military
Invasion, but for reasons of Confidentiality we will not refer about it in the present letter.

POSTSCRIPT 2
The American Ambassador in Athens announced the accomplished fact of the creation of an “American-NATO shield” of
total control of the Aegean Sea.
We warmly thank him for the guilty confession of the Planetary criminal United States of America.
Therefore the recent cruise and invasion of the Turkish corvette “BAFRA” and other Turkish Military Naval vessels in the
Greek territorial waters of 30 Greek Islands of the Aegean and outside Piraeus without the permit of the Greek
Government, and the daily invasions of three “COMAO” packages of 30 Turkish Fighter aircrafts in the Air Space of all
the Greek Aegean Islands, are realized under the orders of “NATO” and of “USA”, in order to climax the assault of
“B.A.S.T.R.” against Greece and in order to ignite Third World War into which will be also annihilated Russia.

That’s enough! All the Greek citizens regardless political and party status, have disgusted with the emetic Planetary
criminals “USA” and “NATO”, and with the treasons of the “European Union” against Greece.

We ask from the Russian Armed Forces to urgently clean the Aegean from the dirt of the American and Turkish Naval
and Airborne fleets which take part in the provocation of the Third World War through the assault of the “B.A.S.T.R.”
armies against Greece, in the spring of 2010.

May the announced continuous common exercises between the Greek and the Russian Fleet in the Aegean achieve this
catharsis of the Aegean, and the entailed foiling of the Third World War.

But we are continuing to deal with a justified scepticism the treasonous Greek philo-NATO Government of “PASOK”,
which under the commands of “USA”, of “European Union”, and of “NATO”, despise the friendly offer of Russia for
unlimited lending to Greece with low intergovernmental interest, and which its clownish Autistic Homosexual Prime
Minister Papandreou (Mineiko Tsiden Baum) is continuing to receive loans from the “European Union” with destructive
for the Greek Economy 6% interest rates, in order to realize the devious pretext of the allegedly necessary final
entrapment and total economical destruction of Greece inside the International Monetary Fund, and the entailed
military defeat and genocide of Greece by the armies of “B.A.S.T.R.”, in order to ignite Third World War that will bring
also the genocide of Russia.
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POSTSCRIPT 3.

The G.H.REES documents about the scheme of the Chinese “HONG” for the Third World War and for the programmed
genocide of 5 billions humans from the Chinese and from the Northern – Korean Armies 888, in 2012 – 2014, have caused
breach and difference in opinions between the Hebrewsaxon staff of “NSA-USA” and of the rest 14 secret services of the
“U.S.” as we have been informed by Greeks of the USA-Homogeny.

The majority of those Hebrewsaxon staff members of the secret services insist for the conduct of the Third World War
according to the present schemes, namely according to the schemes of “HONG”, by trusting the promise of “HONG” for
the survival and the mutual governing of the Planet by Chinese and Hebrewsaxons, through the Chinese-Hebrew
minority “TIAO-KIOU-KIAO” of Shanghai, after the end of the Third World War.

The minority of the above mentioned Hebrewsaxon staff members of the American Secret Services refuse to work for
the scheme of “HONG” for the conduct of Third World War, because after their briefing with the G.H.REES documents,
are suspicious that the Chinese – Korean army will genocide AND the Hebrews AND the Saxons.

The good news is that, according to our information, these minorities are increasing constantly in numbers and in some
“USA” secret services tend to become majorities.

We assume that the same breach and the same difference in opinions were provoked by the G.H.REES documents
between the Hebrews and Tatars of the Russian Governmental and Academia “Elite”.

Friends Russians Governmentals and Academians, please study history and reconsider, because the Prehistory and
History teaches that the Chinese have in multiple times genocide all the Whiteyellow Mongols of Tibet, of Himalaya
(Nepal, Bhutan etc), of Indochina, of Siberia, and of the rest territories of the Planet, and therefore it is certain that in
the Third World War will totally genocide AND the Hebrews – Saxons – and Tatars Whiteyellow of “USA” and of “Russia”
as “Racially non pure”.
POSTSCRIPT 4.

A basic factor for your survival is the total and without exceptions interrupt of any contact of yours with Spiritualism,
because all the Spirits gangs, despite their seemingly conflicts between them, are collusion gangs of Space Invaders of
Dragonian Lunar Spirits, that are under the common command of the Pseudo-God Sin – Sion – Zion – Zendi – Jedi – Sedi of
the Moon, and are working for thousands years for the Genocide and for the Annihilation of all the races of the planet,
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with end purpose the survival of only the Dragonian Chinese – Korean pure yellow race with origin the constellation of
Draco.

These collusion gangs of Dragonian Spirits, through besotted earthly priesthoods, established all the contrary Religions
(888 vs 666, etc), all the contrary Political ideologies (Capitalism, Communism, Nazism, Fascism, Socialism, Democracy,
etc.), all the contrary Economical systems, and all the contrary Military pacts (NATO, Shanghai Pact, etc) of our Planet,
with end purpose the division and the civil genocides of all races of our planet, and with end purpose the final Genocide
of all the Human Races, Nations and States of our Planet, by the armies of the Dragonian pure yellow race Chinese and
Koreans in the Chinese “Armageddon” of the Dragonian Judeo-Christian “Holy Scripture”, because according to the
G.H.REES research, planet Earth became a Theater of War, as a projection of the Space War between the coalition of
the “Constellation of Andromeda” and the coalition of the “Hyper Solar System of Sirius”, against the “Constellation of
Draco”.
POSTSCRIPT 5.

The American “NASA” observes with its telescopes, the gigantic space ships “War Planets” of the Andromedians, who
after 2001 accumulated, arrived and parked in an offensive battle position in the orbit of planet Saturn against the
smaller Dragonian Starfleet parked in defensive position in the orbit of Planet Jupiter.
(Read LINKS: http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2009/08/s2000-s1-2000-2.html ,
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/nasa-observes-fleet-of-draconians-and.html ,
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/illuminati-sino-zionists-columbia-and.html )
We Advise:
In case that you wish to survive do not engage with your space technology to this forthcoming space war.

G.H.REES Readership Magnesia,
With agreed opinion by the G.H.REES Prytaneum Athens,
Through the Deliverer of the G.H.REES Messages in Magnesia
Ioannis Ch. Ch. Karageorgiou
Elpidos 12, N. Ionia – Volos – Hellas
FOR INTRODUCTION TO G.H.REES (GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT) READ:
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/introduction-to-legendary-ghrees.html

The article of Mr. Sivkov (Russian Academy for Geopolitical Issues in Moscow) in the Pravda Newspaper:
http://english.pravda.ru/world/americas/25-03-2010/112718-world_war_three-0
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The above G.H.REES message was translated from the original Greek Language Signal-Letter of 31.03.2010 published in
the following link:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/04/fsb.html
DEATH TO THE CRIMINAL AGAINST HUMANITY NAZI – FASCIST – GENOCIDAL ISRAEL.
URGENT SIGNAL OF HELLENIC NATIONAL SECURITY BY THE READERSHIP OF G.H.REES GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT MAGNESIA TO ALL THE GREEKS AND TO ALL THE GREEK “MASS MEDIA”.

VOLOS 31.05.2010, LOCAL TIME 23:00

1: Today 31.05.2010 Due to the invasion of Israeli army in Greek ships – territories, due to the confiscation of Greek flag
Greek ships, due to the capture of Greeks, and due to the confiscation of internationally legal commerce goods of the
Greek ships, in international waters outside of Gaza Palestine, according to the international law, Israel declared a De
Facto state of war against Greece, because the Greek ships are Greek Territories according to the International Law.

2: The Greek-Hebrew Government of the smiling Hebrew skull Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsand, despite the constant
telephone calls of the captured from Israelis Greeks, until now haven’t issued a statement against Israel whatsoever,
neither issued a formal complain to the “UN” and to the “European Union”, about the above mentioned military
invasion of Israel in Greek Territory of the Greek Ships in International Waters.

3: At the same time during the Israeli military invasion against the Greek Territories – Ships, the Greek traitors Masons
Airforce Generals (Ioannis Giangos A’GEETHA and rest), Army Generals, Admirals, and the Greek disgraceful traitors
pilots, as the best pilots of the world, trained their inferiors in flying skills Israeli pilots, in order to kill more
efficiently the unarmed Palestinians of Hellenic – Cretan Origin.

4: At the same time 70.000 Greek Webpages and rest “Mass Media” of Greece, as treasonous audacious-cowards crying
whores are refusing to propose ways of punishment against the treasonous Greek-Hebrew Government and against the
treasonous Greek Military Officers and are limiting themselves -as treasonous terrified rats- to call for painless protests
and calls for demonstrations of the ass against Israel.

5: At the same time 70.000 Greek Webpages, and rest Greek “Mass Media”, as treasonous audacious-cowards crying
whores are refusing to propose ways of punishment against the Israelis of Israel and against the Israeli minority of
Greece, who in the Internet try to justify the military invasion of Israel into Greek Territories – Ships outside of Gaza
Palestine in International Waters.

G.H.REES proclaims that the Criminal – Genocidal State of Israel, and all the Hebrews of the Planet who agree with
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those Crimes, and the Greek-Hebrews and the Greek Masons treasonous politicians and military officers must be
eliminated from the face of the Earth

DEATH TO THE CRIMINAL AGAINST HUMANITY NAZI – FASCIST – GENOCIDAL ISRAEL.
Readership G.H.REES Magnesia
Through the G.H.REES messages Server
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Ioannis
Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia
Volos - Hellas
URGENT MATTER OF RUSSIAN NATIONAL SECURITY

СРОЧНО ВОПРОС НАЦИОНАЛЬНОЙ БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ РОССИИС PRYTANEUM GHREES - группа греческих
восстановления, Афины, Греция.
РУССКИЙ Автоматический перевод

FROM G.H.REES PRYTANEUM – GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT, ATHENS, HELLAS.

TO:
1st) THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT
2nd) THE CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL OFFICES OF “FSB” OR “FEDERAL SECURITY BUREAU”
3rd) THE RUSSIAN ARMED FORCES
4th) THE RUSSIAN “MASS MEDIA” AND WEBPAGES

CC: TO THE GREEK “MASS MEDIA” AND WEBPAGES AND TO THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE THREE GREEK POWERS.

ATHENS 18.05.2010

SUBJECT: RUSSIA COMMITS SUICIDE WITH SUICIDE WEAPON TURKEY.
TEXT:

Brothers Russians,
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With great regret we have been informed that during the visit of President Mr. Medvedev in Turkey, between others
Russia agreed to deliver to Turkey the Anti-aircraft Missiles “S-300” and “S-400”, for their obvious use against Greece,
taken for granted the schizophrenia of Ankara for the reestablishment of the “Ottoman Empire” in Asia – Europe – and
Africa.

Indeed General Ilker Basbug as First Chief of the Turkish Army HQ, has stated and wrote that:
“In the empires the naval force is extremely important. The naval fleet has taken a great role in the domination and
superiority of Portugal, Spain, Holland, and England, and of “USA” ”,
and will take great role in the superiority of the Turkish new “Ottoman Empire”
Same wise, the minister of foreign affairs of Turkey Davutoglu, has stated and wrote that:
“Turkey has got a strategic advantage in the decade of 1970 over the Cypriot parameter (with the military invasion of
Turkey in Cyprus in 1974), which must use not as an element of defensive Cypriot policy, namely with only target the
preservation of “Status Quo”, but as a fundamental base of an offensive marine strategy.”,
for the foundation of the new “Ottoman Empire”.

The common announcement of Medvedev and Erdogan was:
“The agreement we have signed gives priority to the pipeline from Samsunda to Ceyhan”.
Because today Turkey supplies with Weapons – Money – and Explosives the Turkish Chechenyans of Chechnya against the
Russian domination and against the Russian National Security, therefore the above mentioned common announcement
means that the Russian Oil Pipeline Samsunda – Ceyhan and therefore and the Russian Economical and Biological Survival
through exports of Russian Oil to Western Europe, will depend from the great Chechnya Mother Turkey, which will
protect or blow away the Russian Pipelines at will, depending on the interests of the Turkish new “Ottoman Empire”
against Russia.

Before his visit in Turkey, Mr. Medvedev wrote in his article to the Turkish newspaper “ZAMAN” the following:
“We can say with certainty that the relations of Russia – Turkey, have developed to a level of multidimensional
strategic cooperation”.

As announced in common Medvedev and Erdogan, “it is about a single new mechanism of intergovernmental
cooperation, namely for common will, not only for the application – construction of important projects, but also for the
coordination in matters of Foreign Policy and Security”.

So, misters of the Russian Government, and misters Directors of the Peripheral and Central Offices of “FSB” you claim
that the Foreign Policy and Nation Security of Russia and of Turkey are coincide or have common points?
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The facts prove the completely opposite, namely that the Foreign Policy and National Security of Russia and of Turkey
are lethal adversaries, despite the opposite reassurances of the professional diachronic dual face crooks and unctuous
Turkish politicians and military officers.

Here are the present facts as has been known to us:

1st) through GreekAmericans, American Congressmen and Parliament Members which refused to be bribed from the
Turkish “MIT” (Secret Service).

2nd) through GreekAmericans, active European origin officers of American Intelligence Services, disturbed about the
imperial ambitions of Turkey against European Countries.

3rd) Russians of Hellenic Origin.

4th) and the G.H.REES Department of Electronic Surveillance from the recordings in Turkish Embassies in the “European
Union” and “USA”.

The sum of the above mentioned information is that:
With the coordination from the Turkish Secret Service “MIT”, about 83% of all the Turkish businessmen – Journalists –
and Diplomats who enters the Russian Federation, are committing specific instructions of bribery – corruption – and
conspiracy towards the peripheral Russian Governmental officers and towards the local Nationalists of the Russian
states, with purpose the divulsion of the Russian Ethnic groups and territories from Russia and the avulsion to the
Turkish domain of the Mother Turkey, as new “Ottoman Empire”.

Today, that above mentioned agents of “MIT”, Turkish businessmen – Journalists – and Diplomats, and sometimes AND
“Tourists”, are conspiring against the Russian Domination and against the Russian National Security in at least 30
Russian provinces – states as follows:

1) South Rostov
2) Kabardino – Balkaria
3) Mordovia
4) South Nizhegorod
5) Volgogrand
6) Ulyanovsk
7) Perm
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8) Alania
9) Tataristan
10) South Voronezh
11) Sverdlovsk
12) Celiabinsk
13) Kurgan
14) South Tyumen
15) Omsk
16) Tomsk
17) Novosibirsk
18) South Krasnoyarsk
19) Altai
20) Altai Republic
21) Kemerovo
22) Republic of Khakasia
23) Republic of Tuva
24) Irkutsk
25) Buriatia
26) Republic of Sakha
27) North Khabarovsk
28) Yakutistan
29) Hyper-Caspian Russia
30) Chechnya

Namely the above means that at the moment during the signing of the Russian-Turkish Trust Friendship and Strategic
cooperation by Medvedev and Erdogan, the Turkish agents of “MIT” were conspiring and continue to conspire against
Russia in the above mentioned thirty provinces of the Russian Federation, and in some of them, such as Chechnya and
others, were supplying and are supplying weapons and explosives for the assassination of Russians Military Officers –
Civilians – and Officers of “FSB”, with purpose the robbery of Russian Ethnic Groups and Territories by the criminal
“New Ottoman Empire” of Turkey.
But the conspiracies of the Turkish “MIT” agents, in the above mentioned 30 Russian provinces – states, are not destined
for the foundation of a terminal permanent “Ottoman Empire” but for a new “Ottoman Empire TSANSIT” with purpose
the transit of its territories, including the Russian spoils territories and ethnic groups, towards the terminal “Chinese –
Sinic Planetary Empire” or “Kingdom of Sin – Sion – Sinai – Jedi – Sedi – Jed – Jeid – Jude – Judas” or “Kingdom of
Jehovah”. (JEHOVAH’S KINGDOM)
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The above conspiracy actions against Russia, are building up today from Ankara by the Nationalists of the Turkish gang
“Erkenegon” under Hebrew-Turkish leadership of Dolme Pseudo-Turks, from HebrewTurks Dolme Generals of the type
Basbug, and from HebrewTurks Dolme Politicians such as Davutoglu or David, in coordination with the Chinese
Hyperlodge “HONG” through the Chinese Government.

All the above mentioned diachronic continuous conspiring subversion of the Russian National Security from Turkey in
favor of China, is done in order, according to the scheme of “HONG” for the conduct of World War III (Read «Β’
ΕΓΧΕΙΡΙΔΙΟ ΕΠΙΒΙΩΣΕΩΣ ΤΟΥ Γ’ Π.Π.» B’ Survival Manual of G.H.REES published in the webpage
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/ ,and delivered by G.H.REES in the Russian Embassy of Athens Greece in
17.02.2010), after the counterattack of the axis “R.I.C.” Russia – Islam – China of “Shanghai Pact” against the axis or
trilateral “US.E.J.” of USA – Europe – Japan, the newly formed axis “C.JA.T.HE.S.M.” of the Yellow Chinese and of the
White-yellow Mongols of China – Japan – Tibet – Hebrews – Saxons – Mongols of the Russian Federation, will subvert from
the inside the Russian Army in a Russian Civil War which has been programmed to end with the genocide of the White
Russians Military Officers and Civilians, by the White-yellow Mongols of the Russian Federation, which today, by using
the above mentioned conspiracies, enlists Turkey in favour of China, namely in favour of the future axis
“C.JA.T.HE.S.M.”.

In the next phase of the “HONG” scheme for the conduct of World War III, China programmed to withdraw from the
SinoMongolian axis “C.JA.T.HE.S.M.” and to form the purely Yellow Axis “C.K.” China – Korea, which has been planned
to genocide the remaining White-Yellow Mongolian Semi-Axis “JA.T.HE.S.M.”, namely to genocide AND the WhiteYellow Mongols and the rest Hebrews of the modern Russian Federation.

The above means that the missiles “S-300” and “S-400” and the rest armament which will deliver Russia towards
Turkey, in the phase of the assault of the axis “C.JA.T.HE.S.M.” against Russia, will shoot down Russian Combat
Aircrafts and will exterminate Russian Military Officers and Civilians, because Turkey, as a country of White-Yellow
Mongols Seltzuks, will belong naturally to the SinoMongolian Axis “C.JA.T.HE.S.M.”.

Same wise, the above means that the Russian Armaments which will confiscate the axis “C.K.” China and Korea over
Turkish Ground, will be used by the purely Yellow Sino-Korean Army for the genocide AND of the White-Yellow Hebrews
AND of the rest Mongols of the Russian Federation, in order to wipe out completely the Russian “King of the North”
from the Chinese “Kingdom of Jehovah”, while previously the Russian “King of the North” will destruct the American
“King of the South”, according to the geostrategy terminology of the Chinese Hyperlodge “HONG”.
Brothers Russians,
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You dishonestly betrayed Greece, in order to be annihilated by the axis “B.A.S.T.R.” (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje –
Turkey – Romania) under the leadership of Turkey, and by the Chinese of the axis “R.I.C.”.
We instead, wish to you: SURVIVAL.

G.H.REES PRYTANEUM ATHENS
Through the Server of the G.H.REES Messages
Of the G.H.REES Readership Magnesia
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia, Volos, Hellas

Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 4:24 PM 0 comments
17.05.2010 – CLARIFICATIONS BY IOANNIS KARAGEORGIOU, (SERVER OF THE G.H.REES DOCUMENTS) CONCERNING
THE NEW SATELLITES OF JUPITER AND SATURN.
Clarifications concerning the newly accumulated satellites of Saturn and Jupiter

The information about the new satellites of Saturn and of Jupiter is not originating from an original research of
G.H.REES.

It’s originating from a statement of “JPL” (JET PROPULSION LABORATORY) of “NASA” which forbids to the University
Authorities of “Mauna Kea” (in the Astronomy school that the Mauna Kea observatories belongs to) to do direct
statements for the observations of the telescopes “Mauna Kea” in Saturn and Jupiter, and those statements were tasked
exclusively by “JPL” itself.

According to those statements, for an original announced number of about 50 – 60 new satellites in Jupiter in 2004,
“JPL” predicted that their number will double in the next two years.

With what data on hand “JPL” did this “prediction” is unknown to G.H.REES, although the fact remains that they did
prediction without prior observation and this is suspicious because already was formed the number “120” (60 X 2) of
New Satellites, which is the true number of the Dragonian Ships (in Jupiter’s Orbit).
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Concerning now the orbit of Saturn, “JPL” has also announced, and even in Greek Newspapers such as the Magazine
“Epsilon Phenomena” of the Free Press newspaper (Eleytheros Typos), which reported about “80” new satellites and
that their number will increase dramatically in the near future. Of course we must now report that the data that
G.H.REES later intercepted from “NASA” through various methods, are forming the number “360”, as the true number
of these visible War Planets accumulated now in Saturn’s Orbit.

There are now newer data that are purely original research of G.H.REES, because those were not announced from
“JPL”, and concerns the fact that except the “360” visible ships, made of matter of our density, there are other
invisible to our spectrum ships, up to the number of “960”, of B, C, D, E, F Dimensions of matter rarification, of “120”
Ships for each Dimension, from which appears only the emissions from the first dimensions, namely B and C
We cannot release more data for the time being. Nevertheless there exists information from Signals that are
indications, not proofs, and indicate to us that they reach the number of “960”. These signals are “NASER” type signals
(Neutrino radiation emissions) which were received by G.H.REES through the department of incoming signals recording,
for which personally I ignore every function detail.

KARAGEORGIOU IOANNIS

Also:
G.H.REES - ASTROSTRATEGY CHARTS

Higher Dimension Space Wars: SPACE GATE OF PYLOS

NASA (petrified with terror) observes the Fleet of the Dragonians and Andromedians

Illuminati Sino-Zionists Columbia and the THUNDERS OF ZEUS

Meet the Real Dragonian Boss
http://hellenicrevenge.blogspot.com/2010/05/1.html
Commentary on the above article.
The foreign publication is devious and is committing a mistake on purpose.
The true bosses of the world are the Chinese-Sinese-Sinists and not the Hebrews-Zionist or Israel as many falsely guided
think so.

The Hebrews are essentially a hebrewmongolian genocidal horde of Hyksos-Elamites, a white-yellow bastard
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intermarriage that came from deep Inner Asia after the there local genocide of the populations of white race Pelasgian
Kolchis (Kolchida) and of the white race Upper-Ionians Hellenes or the Yunnan of Asia (Today’s Southern China Province)
by the yellow dragonian Chinese ( Ancient Hellenes "Yunnan" knew well about the Chinese ). This hebrewmongolian
horde under the commands and pressure of their genitors, the Chinese, and having as their initial base (Mongolian
wasp’s nest) the cities Ur or Urgha and Zerghul of Chaldea (Moon Worshipers) and of Mesopotamia, marched towards
mainland West-Europe by dividing themselves into two main hordes.

The first horde invaded into the Hellenic colony of Egypt (Aigyptos=>Yptios-Aigaiou=>Meaning the Country that resides
beneath the Aegean) and corrupted and destroyed it through conspiracies and military invasion, and the other horde
invaded into the Hellenic Palestine (Philistine or Palesatia) and brutally completely genocided 7 Hellenic cities of
Philistines Hellenes Cretan colonizers. The word China in ancient Hellenic language is pronounced by the word Sina
(therefore the word Sinic Wall to describe the great wall of China). The word Sina-Sinos in ancient Hellenic meant the
words: annihilator-genocider-thief-destructor. From the same root is originating the supreme lunar god of the
Chaldeans (meaning Moon Worshipers) of Abraham or Havra-Khan (in Hebrew-Mongolian) and of the Mongols, with the
names Sin or Sion or Zion (See: Mount Sinai) of the Moon.

By returning to the present status, today this that they are planning to force in the world is the foundation of the
global Chinese empire, or the “kingdom of Sin” or Sion or “Terran Zion” or “Terran Sina-China” (Upper Zion=Moon)
though the purely Dragonian Hyperlodges HONG (the imperial cembalo of HONG) and through the hebrewchinese
minority of TIAO-KIOU-KIAO of Shanghai. ( PLANETARY SI(O)NISTIC MASONIC SINOMONGOLIAN (CHINESEMONGOLIAN)
DRAGONIAN CRONIAN HIERARCHY [LEVANIAH (MOON) AND LILITH] ) This foundation of the planetary Chinese empire will
be completely realized after the World War III or “Armageddon Scheme”, where all the nations of the world will be
annihilated except the purely yellow dragonian nations of China and Korea. ( G.H.REES 1999-2012 THIRD WORLD WAR )

The French-hebrew ex president of France Giscard D’Estaing during the European committee meeting for the balloting
of the European Constitution held in his hand a Chinese miniature statue with the shape of 2 reptiles (Dragon head,
Turtle body) by saying that “it guided us faithfuly for 6.000 years, as it guided the first Chinese emperors, from the
beginning it knew where to take us”, by implying with his dirty Masonic initiation who is the real boss (of course the
yellow-saurian-China-Sina-Zion, and not the white/black USA and the white 95% Ashkenazim Israel). This statue exists
today as a supreme emblem and grand statue of the emperors of HONG in the forbidden country of Beijing (Terran-SinSion-Zion).

( http://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/DN-ncWV47YdRc_fPDz6-wQ )

( European Constitution: An instrument of the Dragonian Hyperlodge HONG for the conduct of WWIII )
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China and Chinese today does not need the miserable non-existing loans of Israel because is holding in their hands the
dollar and the bonds of the huge public debt of USA, with result to be able to blackmail the USA at any given moment
they desire.

Essentially the public Services, the Government, and the USA Army is not anymore paid by the US citizens taxes but is
paid by the Central Bank of China.
So, here is the Real Boss._
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 5:55 AM 0 comments

G.H.REES Deep infiltration into SinoZionists Hyper-Lodges PART-2
The prytaneum of G.H.REES Athens disclose to the Hellenes Masons a fraction of a Rabbinic initiation to the degree of
arch rabbi. The recording was made using radioelectronic means and was executed by ex officers of the Greek central
intelligence service in behalf of G.H.REES .

Place of initiation: “Lodge of the Grand Oak” New York, January 1985.

BEGINNING OF THE RECORDED SPEECH

..Brothers, the oath of silence you gave under the penalty of death in case of violation, doesn’t have humble personal
motivations or motivations of an earthly organization, but protects our great plan of our lord Metatron Yehowehai,
continuously here and 13.500 years after the arrival of Selene(moon) and Lilith in our space area. In the rabbinical
initiation you have been taught about the technique of anions and downwardly-ions from vocal vibes of the cabala for
the causation of physical hologram phenomena of materialization and dematerialization that we present to the Goyim
gentile of the Masonic lodges OTO and MTM as miracle actions of spirits or telepathy.

You have not been taught though that the vocal vibes of cabala automatically convert to electromagnetic vibrations
frequencies due to physical laws that can be detected by receivers of lunar technology and the technology of our
underchthonian Atlantian brothers.

You have not been taught that the so called miracles that amaze the senses of the gentile masons goyim (animals), are
caused by transmitters of lunar and underchthonian Atlantian technology, that focus electromagnetic holographic
frequencies of materialization and dematerialization to the place from which they received the cabalistic encoded
vibrations request, anywhere on the planet that a cabalistic session took place.
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And most important of all you have not been taught that our brothers of Selene and the underchthonian lodges of our
planet use the same frequency transmitters in order to cause angelic miracles of the official religions, and demonic
miracles of black and white magic, according to the terminology we asserted to the goyim.

While the gentile goyim counts entries and exits of spirits in their Masonic cabalistic sessions, it is impossible for them
to conceive that they are actually watching the focus of holographic frequencies been produced by our brother's
technology, able to produce any physical phenomena, even artificial antigravity, and even interference to the cellular
function in order to harm or to cure.

The goyims of masonry must continue to believe in the spiritual origin of those “miracles”, because the revelation of
their origin from technology, could wipe out the psychological terror we force upon them with the use of cabala.
More importantly, they must not be aware of the common origin of frequencies that cause phenomena to the
brotherhood of the left path and to the brotherhood of the right path, from the same technology transmitters being
used underchthonian and overchthonian by our same brothers, under the command of our sovereign master Metatron
Asmodai.

You now understand the convenience of silence and the secrecy level of this knowledge. We must not allow under any
means the leaking of this knowledge that reveals the unity and the unification of the parties God-Angels or Christ-Saints
and Devil-Demons, not even between old rabbis, because there is a grave danger from the demystification of the
polarity God-Devil or Good-Evil, with devastating results for our final plan of the religious/political polarity ChristAntichrist or Socialism-Fascism or Christian Socialism – Buddhist Fascism. It is unthinkable to imperil such a brilliant
plan of 13.500 years, now that it is close to completion.

In general terms you already know the facts from your rabbinical initiation. We roundup quickly for the connection with
what follows from your chief-rabbinical initiation.

The ships Selene and Lilith forced to abandon the constellation of Arcturus because of the collapsing and death of the
sun from the Epsilon Bootes system. They searched for refuge in a new planetary system for survival of the rescued
populations from the planets of E’Bootes. There was a fortunate opportunity because after the arrival in the present
planetary system, they didn’t encountered unified forces of galactic government ships, but a situation of conflict
between the leader of the planet Saturn who has overthrown the galactic representation of the Uranides from planet
Uranus, and the leader of planet Jupiter (Zeus) who counterattacked Saturn in order to reconnect the present planetary
system with the Central Galactic Authority. (Read Hesiod Theogony about the conflicts of the dynasties of Uranus
against Saturn)
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The ships and crews of Zeus prevailed in the conflict. In that point, arrived in our space area the two ships, Levanah
(moon) and Lilith, under the leadership of commander Asmodai Metatron Yehowehai, our sovereign master. Metatron
asked from Zeus permission to disembark populations from Levanah (moon) and Lilith in order for their survival in
planet Earth.

The permission was authorized but only for the continent of Atlantis, that belonged to the commanding authority of the
junior officer of Zeus, Poseidon, and was populated by 10 Andromedian tribes of Helenes, from an original colonization
from the Galaxy of Andromeda. The transport ships from Moon and Lilith disembarked our ancestors who soon
abandoned the worship and leadership of Metatron and turned to the worship of Poseidon and Zeus, assimilated by the
Hellenic Andromedian races of 10 Poseidonian tribes.

This event enraged Yahweh Metatron who sunk Atlantis in the deep of the Atlantic Ocean by creating upon this
continent electromagnetic low field of additional gravitational inspissation, through lunar technology. From our
Atlantian ancestors have been rescued only their colonies outside Atlantis, namely the group-of-races of Mongols,
Israelites, Arabs. This event gave the occasion and the cause of total war between Zeus and Yahweh Metatron.

In the space war that followed, Metatron Yahweh enlisted the defeated by Zeus forces of Saturn and -as considered
natural- all the Earthly Saturnian priesthoods. Zeus enlisted the forces of Uranides and the corresponding Earthly
priesthoods of Uranides. The situation that followed was chaotic.

The camp of Metatron contained overchthonian forces of Saturn, Selene, Lilith, chthonian forces of Selenians, Lilithians
and underchthonian forces of Cronians that have been defeated by Zeus
The camp of Zeus contained overchthonian forces of planets Uranus, Jupiter, chthonian forces of Uranus,
underchthonian forces of Uranides that have been defeated by Saturn.

Because of geological alternations that followed the sinking of Atlantis, the opposing European and Hellenic Atlantian
armies were destroyed as mentioned by Timaios and Kritias of Plato. This book must disappear from the libraries of
Hellenes because it makes possible for our adversaries Andromedian Hellenes, to investigate the whole history. Alike,
the book Hesiod’s Theogony, in which is dangerously clearly mentioned the conflict between Uranides – Cronos (Saturn)
– Zeus.

Until here everything is known to you by your rabbinical initiation. The additional knowledge that will be given to you
in your chief rabbinical initiation concerns the dominance of the alliance of ships Metatron – Saturn because of a
paradox and surprising withdrawal of ships from the alliance of Zeus – Uranus ,while they were dominant in the space
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battle, a withdrawal partially inside the inner cavity of our planet (through the polar holes) and partially in the 3 outer
planets Neptune (Poseidon), Pluto, Uranus, outer orbital level of planet Saturn.

Zeus informed Metatron that he withdraw victorious in order to avoid further destruction of earthly fauna and flora, in
anticipation of reinforced galactic forces that will shorten the length of the space war. Those ships of Zeus, launched
out of bases inside the earth’s cavity and out of the 3 outer planets, continue till today to scout the surface of our
planet escorted by ships from 13 battle planets that have arrived in our planetary system in 1984, as representatives of
the 13 galaxies from the local group of galaxies, called by ships of our grand Andromedian opponent, Zeus.

We are being completely surrounded brothers but we will not dispirit, with the force of our sovereign master Yahweh
Asmodai Metatron.

Alike, the knowledge that will be given to you in your chief rabbinical initiation concerns the strategic need that came
in order for the underchthonian Centaurian Cronians and the underchthonian Atlantians to act, in their frequency
transmissions to the surface of the planet, as underchthonians Uranides and as underchthonians Zeus of the inner cavity
of the planet, in order for the last ones to take the blame of diabolical forces of the abyss or the underworld, through
transmission of corruption and degeneration to the earthlings on the surface.

Concerns alike the strategic need that came in order for the overchthonian Cronians, Selenians, Lilithians to act as the
overchthonian hostile forces of the planets Neptune (Poseidon), Pluto, Uranus in order for the last ones to take the
blame of diabolical space forces, as is revealed in the book of apocalypse in our Bible: “The Dragon that is dragging with
his tail the third of the stars”, which are actually the 3 outer out of the 9 planets of our solar system.

Our strategic needs were fulfilled completely through our state-of-the-art double game of miracles of God-ChristAngels and Devil-Demons, from technology transmitters of our overchthonian, chthonian, and underchthonian brothers
Alelu – Yahweh, Alelu - Ia,

In today’s ceremonial oath will not add many more. In tomorrow’s initiation beginning you will have the opportunity to
enter in the demystification of the John’s Revelation of our holy script, with full analysis of our Selenian and
underchthonian Atlantian technology that will be used for the Armageddon scheme, in order to terrorize and eliminate
the Andromedian races. They would be given to you the protection countermeasures from this kind of technology in
order to protect our local brothers in your appointment places. Those countermeasures must at all costs not be
promulgated neither to gentile Andromedians neither to our simple rabbi brothers. Those countermeasures require
knowledge of physics that you have partly through the cabala, and you will partly get in the end of your initiation.
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You will have the great chance to find out how brilliant is our unified scheme Christ-Antichrist with its political
corresponding extensions, namely Socialism-Fascism, that will completely overthrow the cultural trend of the
Hellenized Andromedian planet Earth. Project Armageddon must be accelerated as maximum as possible because
already from 1947 we receive in our planetary system signals from ships of the Galactic Government except those of
Zeus from our planetary system. We have indications that between those ships there are ships from Andromeda Galaxy
being called by the ships of Zeus from the 3 outer planets.

We believe that they are launched from the 13 battle planets of the 13 galaxies from the local group of galaxies KNOZ 3
centered on Andromeda. Many out of these came into contact with earthlings, members of Andromedian races and
especially with Andromedian Hellenes to transfer to them instructions or receive strategic information about our
capabilities and equipment. We have arranged for those earthlings witnesses of those events to be closed to mental
institutions and to suffer electrical shocks in order to erase their memories and their experiences.
Those ships asked numerously times from the communication centers of our strategic installations the unconditional
surrender of the planet. We have been given an interference ultimatum. We will defend though with all the forces of
the 6 inner planets, Moon, Lilith, USA, Soviet Union and the rest of the nations. Whatever will be the outcome of the
next Star War, earthling’s goyims will be convinced that the galactic government will be the diabolical force of demons
and diabolical U.F.O.’s and a Galactic Government of Fascism.

Our brothers bankroll the cinema-movies artform industry and according to our instructions they have presented to the
global audience the Galactic Government as a fascistic evil empire that attacks earth (Star-Wars movie). Our ships of
Saturn and Selene will attack earth, if we are defeated, in order to be impossible for the Galactic Federation to
disembark crews that will make friendship with earthlings, after the blame of Fascist Devil of corruption that will give
to them through the destruction caused by our weapon systems and our frequency transmitters of holographic
phenomena.

The blame will be absolute against the Galactic Government through the Atlantian and Saturnian underchthonian
Centaurian abnormity that will -with the order of Yahweh- soon climb to the surface of the planet using the fake name
of Zeus and Apollo or Apollionos or Abaddon, as was mentioned in the scheme of the Apocalypse of our holly scripture,
chapter Theta, verse 11.

Already from the point of beginning of our geopolitical scheme in Mesopotamia 680 years before the birth of our
brother Joshua, we have corrupted the priesthoods of Zeus and his 12 junior officers, by using our brothers who have
corrupted them by finally taking their leadership. Beginning from the Hellenic Colhida which lied where is today’s
Mongolia and Tibet, and continuing to the Hellenistic civilizations of Mesopotamia, Babylon, Persia, Delphi, Egypt,
Roman Etruscans, Northern Europe, American continent, we have genocided the Andromedian races in such a rate that
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their extinction from the face of this planet will be certain.

We have corrupted their priesthoods that kept the original traditions of their previous space lords, in such a rate that
they became synonymous of corruption, of degeneration, of hunger, of wars and unworthy government, of treason and
idolatry, in order to completely erase their archetype.

In the time point of the sixth geopolitical force that we have founded in Rome, we replaced the 12 Olympian Gods,
which we have corrupted to the eyes of the goyim, with the 12 followers of our brother Joshua, thus the Hellenic
dodecahedron of Zeus and the Hellenic monotheism of Phaneos were destroyed in favour of the Atlantian dodecahedron
of Jeshua son of Metatron Yahweh, and in favour of Israelite, Mongolian Turanian, Arabic, dodecahedron, twelve-races,
with the 12 symbolic stones and the 12 gates of upper Jerusalem of the Moon as mentioned in the Apocalypse of our
brother John in the Bible, for the fulfilment of the words from prophet Zachariah, Chapter Theta, verse 13:

“I will turn your sons Zion against your sons Hellas. The sons of Zion will destroy the opposing Hellenes with sling stones
in the forehead”.

Meaning with spiritual stones of religions and political-economical theories we have invented against the spirit, or
forehead of the head of Hellenes for their absolute aphasia and stupefaction and division.

END OF RECORDED SPEECH
Read Also:
PART-1:
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/12/ghrees-deep-infiltration-into.html

ATTENTION !!! TO USA READERS: The G.H.REES signal after the 911 attack.
Prytaneum G.H.REES.
ATHENS 14/9/2001
ULTRA URGENT TO:
HELLENIC MILITARY PERSONNEL

Subject: “Terrorist” Attack 11/9/2001 against non-combatant citizens of New York USA,
a Hebrew Saxon purim (provocateur act) for the ignition of World War III, "US.E.J" (USA - Europe - Japan) vs "R.I.C."
(Russia - Islam - China)

We inform the Hellenic Military Personnel that according to the current evidence and after analysis of the attack of
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11/9/2001, the executive planning department of G.H.REES reached to the following irrevocable conclusions:

1) The whole operation was invented and organized by the shadow hyper government “NSA” or “National Security
Agency” of USA, without the knowledge of the American Government, FBI, CIA, DIA and the rest American services, with
purpose the creation of causation for World War III of the two allied axes US.E.J. and T.I.M. , against the axis R.I.C. .
2) The “NSA” staff is only comprised by Hebrew and Saxons university professors and by same ancestry high authority
officials of USA.
3) The “NSA” of USA ordered the israelii echelon of NSA, as leadership of the israelii Mossad, and in complete ignorance
of the lower hierarchy of Mossad, to complete the planning of the operation and to transfer its execution to the sister
secret service of Pakistan, manned by Hebrew Pakistanis, under the current hebrewpakistani junta government, which
fake-acts the Islamic Religion.
4) The “P.I.A.” or I.S.I. according to the commands by “NSA” of USA, “broke” the whole operation in five parts, which
transferred to Islamic Organizations of 5 countries, in order to be impossible to track the original planner and
commander of the operation “NSA”, and to safely track the “Islamists” as the executors.
5) The cryptohebrew Pakistani “I.S.I.” had the executive supervision of the whole operation.
6) States as Afghanistan-Persia-Iraq-Libya, and privates like Ben Laden, does not have technology neither the specialized
staff in order to orchestrate and carry out similar operations.
7) The only “Islamic” nation capable of orchestrating the execution of similar operations is Pakistan, which has the
advanced technology and specialized personnel, as a Nuclear and Rocket power, and a country that produces hardware
and software.

G.H.REES to the Hellenic Personnel:
“NSA” of USA is planning the military attack of US.E.J. and T.I.M. (Tibet - India - Mongolia) against the collusion of
R.I.C., under the typical commander-in-chief of Paul Glucksburg or the alternative “King” “Palaiologos Dragazis”, with
the activation of Article 5 of the “NATO agreement”, for the forced participation of Hellas, as an allied country, to the
military attack of US.E.J. and T.I.M. against R.I.C.
In case the Hellenic military accepts to participate in this campaign by US.E.J. against R.I.C, then Hellas and Israel, of
Hellenistic Ashkanians or Ashkenazim, will be genocided as a priority in 2005 by the counterattack of R.I.C., through
Nuclear-Chemical-Biological War, because the Hebrew “Professors” and the Rabbi’s “Sephardim” of NSA planned WWIII
in cooperation with the Hebrew Chinese “TIAO-KIOU-KIAO” of Shanghai China, the country which they intend to move in
2004, right before the genocide of US.E.J. from R.I.C. in order to govern the planet from that position, as a
“international sino-zionistic hyper government”, because SIN = ZION.
The hebrewsaxon “NSA” of USA is not a maker of decisions but an executive branch of the space invaders Draconians Orionides - Boötedes and other members of the “Draconian Empire” under the rebel command of the constellation
Draco, from which originates the yellow race Sin or Zion-Sion or Sina , known as “Sines” or Sinese-Chinese. (Nation of
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the Draco)

Prytaneum H.R.G.

P.S. 30/10/2001

P.S.1: In 11/9/2001 FBI arrested two Hebrew Americans under the charge of “weird” behaviour because they were
filming the fires from the twin towers of New York while dancing and yelling with hysterical joy.

P.S.2: FBI announced that the type of anthrax microbe which contaminated Americans, is produced only to the
biological warfare military labs of Iowa USA. After the broadcast of this news item by the American and Hellenic News
Networks, further discussion about it was censored and forbidden by the media.

P.S.3: The broadcasts by the American Media about the threat of Biological Warfare with Anthrax bacillus were made 15
days before the first anthrax event in the USA.

The same is done by the American Media and for other forms of “Terrorist” strikes.

The above proves that the Islamic attacks with airplanes against the twin towers of New York, and the delivery of
letters with Anthrax dust microbes by Hebrew Agents of USA, and the future “terrorist” strikes, whatever will be, were
planned by the Hebrew Saxons of USA, under the devious purpose to ignite world war III through which they will
devastate all the nation-states except China, from which they are planning to govern all the -citizens of the world- as
kings that govern slaves.

Content Responsibility of the above
K.I.
Ex ES/E HRG

DEATH TO THE CRIMINAL AGAINST HUMANITY NAZI – FASCIST – GENOCIDAL ISRAEL

URGENT SIGNAL OF HELLENIC NATIONAL SECURITY BY THE READERSHIP OF G.H.REES GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT MAGNESIA TO ALL THE GREEKS AND TO ALL THE GREEK “MASS MEDIA”.

VOLOS 31.05.2010, LOCAL TIME 23:00
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1: Today 31.05.2010 Due to the invasion of Israeli army in Greek ships – territories, due to the confiscation of Greek flag
Greek ships, due to the capture of Greeks, and due to the confiscation of internationally legal commerce goods of the
Greek ships, in international waters outside of Gaza Palestine, according to the international law, Israel declared a De
Facto state of war against Greece, because the Greek ships are Greek Territories according to the International Law.

2: The Greek-Hebrew Government of the smiling Hebrew skull Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsand, despite the constant
telephone calls of the captured from Israelis Greeks, until now haven’t issued a statement against Israel whatsoever,
neither issued a formal complain to the “UN” and to the “European Union”, about the above mentioned military
invasion of Israel in Greek Territory of the Greek Ships in International Waters.

3: At the same time during the Israeli military invasion against the Greek Territories – Ships, the Greek traitors Masons
Airforce Generals (Ioannis Giangos A’GEETHA and rest), Army Generals, Admirals, and the Greek disgraceful traitors
pilots, as the best pilots of the world, trained their inferiors in flying skills Israeli pilots, in order to kill more
efficiently the unarmed Palestinians of Hellenic – Cretan Origin
4: At the same time 70.000 Greek Webpages and rest “Mass Media” of Greece, as treasonous audacious-cowards crying
whores are refusing to propose ways of punishment against the treasonous Greek-Hebrew Government and against the
treasonous Greek Military Officers and are limiting themselves -as treasonous terrified rats- to call for painless protests
and calls for demonstrations of the ass against Israel.

5: At the same time 70.000 Greek Webpages, and rest Greek “Mass Media”, as treasonous audacious-cowards crying
whores are refusing to propose ways of punishment against the Israelis of Israel and against the Israeli minority of
Greece, who in the Internet try to justify the military invasion of Israel into Greek Territories – Ships outside of Gaza
Palestine in International Waters.

G.H.REES proclaims that the Criminal – Genocidal State of Israel, and all the Hebrews of the Planet who agree with
those Crimes, and the Greek-Hebrews and the Greek Masons treasonous politicians and military officers must be
eliminated from the face of the Earth.

DEATH TO THE CRIMINAL AGAINST HUMANITY NAZI – FASCIST – GENOCIDAL ISRAEL.

Readership G.H.REES Magnesia
Through the G.H.REES messages Server
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Ioannis
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Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia
Volos – Hellas
URGENT MATTER OF RUSSIAN NATIONAL SECURITY

СРОЧНО ВОПРОС НАЦИОНАЛЬНОЙ БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ РОССИИС PRYTANEUM GHREES - группа греческих
восстановления, Афины, Греция.
РУССКИЙ Автоматический перевод

FROM G.H.REES PRYTANEUM – GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT, ATHENS, HELLAS

2010
.
G.H.REES Deep infiltration into SinoZionists Hyper-Lodges PART-2
The prytaneum of G.H.REES Athens disclose to the Hellenes Masons a fraction of a Rabbinic initiation to the degree of
arch rabbi. The recording was made using radioelectronic means and was executed by ex officers of the Greek central
intelligence service in behalf of G.H.REES .

Place of initiation: “Lodge of the Grand Oak” New York, January 1985.

BEGINNING OF THE RECORDED SPEECH

..Brothers, the oath of silence you gave under the penalty of death in case of violation, doesn’t have humble personal
motivations or motivations of an earthly organization, but protects our great plan of our lord Metatron Yehowehai,
continuously here and 13.500 years after the arrival of Selene(moon) and Lilith in our space area. In the rabbinical
initiation you have been taught about the technique of anions and downwardly-ions from vocal vibes of the cabala for
the causation of physical hologram phenomena of materialization and dematerialization that we present to the Goyim
gentile of the Masonic lodges OTO and MTM as miracle actions of spirits or telepathy.

You have not been taught though that the vocal vibes of cabala automatically convert to electromagnetic vibrations
frequencies due to physical laws that can be detected by receivers of lunar technology and the technology of our
underchthonian Atlantian brothers.
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You have not been taught that the so called miracles that amaze the senses of the gentile masons goyim (animals), are
caused by transmitters of lunar and underchthonian Atlantian technology, that focus electromagnetic holographic
frequencies of materialization and dematerialization to the place from which they received the cabalistic encoded
vibrations request, anywhere on the planet that a cabalistic session took place.

And most important of all you have not been taught that our brothers of Selene and the underchthonian lodges of our
planet use the same frequency transmitters in order to cause angelic miracles of the official religions, and demonic
miracles of black and white magic, according to the terminology we asserted to the goyim.

While the gentile goyim counts entries and exits of spirits in their Masonic cabalistic sessions, it is impossible for them
to conceive that they are actually watching the focus of holographic frequencies been produced by our brother's
technology, able to produce any physical phenomena, even artificial antigravity, and even interference to the cellular
function in order to harm or to cure.

The goyims of masonry must continue to believe in the spiritual origin of those “miracles”, because the revelation of
their origin from technology, could wipe out the psychological terror we force upon them with the use of cabala.
More importantly, they must not be aware of the common origin of frequencies that cause phenomena to the
brotherhood of the left path and to the brotherhood of the right path, from the same technology transmitters being
used underchthonian and overchthonian by our same brothers, under the command of our sovereign master Metatron
Asmodai.

You now understand the convenience of silence and the secrecy level of this knowledge. We must not allow under any
means the leaking of this knowledge that reveals the unity and the unification of the parties God-Angels or Christ-Saints
and Devil-Demons, not even between old rabbis, because there is a grave danger from the demystification of the
polarity God-Devil or Good-Evil, with devastating results for our final plan of the religious/political polarity ChristAntichrist or Socialism-Fascism or Christian Socialism – Buddhist Fascism. It is unthinkable to imperil such a brilliant
plan of 13.500 years, now that it is close to completion
In general terms you already know the facts from your rabbinical initiation. We roundup quickly for the connection with
what follows from your chief-rabbinical initiation.

The ships Selene and Lilith forced to abandon the constellation of Arcturus because of the collapsing and death of the
sun from the Epsilon Bootes system. They searched for refuge in a new planetary system for survival of the rescued
populations from the planets of E’Bootes. There was a fortunate opportunity because after the arrival in the present
planetary system, they didn’t encountered unified forces of galactic government ships, but a situation of conflict
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between the leader of the planet Saturn who has overthrown the galactic representation of the Uranides from planet
Uranus, and the leader of planet Jupiter (Zeus) who counterattacked Saturn in order to reconnect the present planetary
system with the Central Galactic Authority. (Read Hesiod Theogony about the conflicts of the dynasties of Uranus
against Saturn)

The ships and crews of Zeus prevailed in the conflict. In that point, arrived in our space area the two ships, Levanah
(moon) and Lilith, under the leadership of commander Asmodai Metatron Yehowehai, our sovereign master. Metatron
asked from Zeus permission to disembark populations from Levanah (moon) and Lilith in order for their survival in
planet Earth.

The permission was authorized but only for the continent of Atlantis, that belonged to the commanding authority of the
junior officer of Zeus, Poseidon, and was populated by 10 Andromedian tribes of Helenes, from an original colonization
from the Galaxy of Andromeda. The transport ships from Moon and Lilith disembarked our ancestors who soon
abandoned the worship and leadership of Metatron and turned to the worship of Poseidon and Zeus, assimilated by the
Hellenic Andromedian races of 10 Poseidonian tribes.

This event enraged Yahweh Metatron who sunk Atlantis in the deep of the Atlantic Ocean by creating upon this
continent electromagnetic low field of additional gravitational inspissation, through lunar technology. From our
Atlantian ancestors have been rescued only their colonies outside Atlantis, namely the group-of-races of Mongols,
Israelites, Arabs. This event gave the occasion and the cause of total war between Zeus and Yahweh Metatron.

In the space war that followed, Metatron Yahweh enlisted the defeated by Zeus forces of Saturn and -as considered
natural- all the Earthly Saturnian priesthoods. Zeus enlisted the forces of Uranides and the corresponding Earthly
priesthoods of Uranides. The situation that followed was chaotic.

The camp of Metatron contained overchthonian forces of Saturn, Selene, Lilith, chthonian forces of Selenians, Lilithians
and underchthonian forces of Cronians that have been defeated by Zeus.

The camp of Zeus contained overchthonian forces of planets Uranus, Jupiter, chthonian forces of Uranus,
underchthonian forces of Uranides that have been defeated by Saturn.

Because of geological alternations that followed the sinking of Atlantis, the opposing European and Hellenic Atlantian
armies were destroyed as mentioned by Timaios and Kritias of Plato. This book must disappear from the libraries of
Hellenes because it makes possible for our adversaries Andromedian Hellenes, to investigate the whole history. Alike,
the book Hesiod’s Theogony, in which is dangerously clearly mentioned the conflict between Uranides – Cronos (Saturn)
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– Zeus.

Until here everything is known to you by your rabbinical initiation. The additional knowledge that will be given to you
in your chief rabbinical initiation concerns the dominance of the alliance of ships Metatron – Saturn because of a
paradox and surprising withdrawal of ships from the alliance of Zeus – Uranus ,while they were dominant in the space
battle, a withdrawal partially inside the inner cavity of our planet (through the polar holes) and partially in the 3 outer
planets Neptune (Poseidon), Pluto, Uranus, outer orbital level of planet Saturn.

Zeus informed Metatron that he withdraw victorious in order to avoid further destruction of earthly fauna and flora, in
anticipation of reinforced galactic forces that will shorten the length of the space war. Those ships of Zeus, launched
out of bases inside the earth’s cavity and out of the 3 outer planets, continue till today to scout the surface of our
planet escorted by ships from 13 battle planets that have arrived in our planetary system in 1984, as representatives of
the 13 galaxies from the local group of galaxies, called by ships of our grand Andromedian opponent, Zeus.

We are being completely surrounded brothers but we will not dispirit, with the force of our sovereign master Yahweh
Asmodai Metatron.

Alike, the knowledge that will be given to you in your chief rabbinical initiation concerns the strategic need that came
in order for the underchthonian Centaurian Cronians and the underchthonian Atlantians to act, in their frequency
transmissions to the surface of the planet, as underchthonians Uranides and as underchthonians Zeus of the inner cavity
of the planet, in order for the last ones to take the blame of diabolical forces of the abyss or the underworld, through
transmission of corruption and degeneration to the earthlings on the surface.

Concerns alike the strategic need that came in order for the overchthonian Cronians, Selenians, Lilithians to act as the
overchthonian hostile forces of the planets Neptune (Poseidon), Pluto, Uranus in order for the last ones to take the
blame of diabolical space forces, as is revealed in the book of apocalypse in our Bible: “The Dragon that is dragging with
his tail the third of the stars”, which are actually the 3 outer out of the 9 planets of our solar system.

Our strategic needs were fulfilled completely through our state-of-the-art double game of miracles of God-ChristAngels and Devil-Demons, from technology transmitters of our overchthonian, chthonian, and underchthonian brothers
Alelu – Yahweh, Alelu - Ia,

In today’s ceremonial oath will not add many more. In tomorrow’s initiation beginning you will have the opportunity to
enter in the demystification of the John’s Revelation of our holy script, with full analysis of our Selenian and
underchthonian Atlantian technology that will be used for the Armageddon scheme, in order to terrorize and eliminate
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the Andromedian races. They would be given to you the protection countermeasures from this kind of technology in
order to protect our local brothers in your appointment places. Those countermeasures must at all costs not be
promulgated neither to gentile Andromedians neither to our simple rabbi brothers. Those countermeasures require
knowledge of physics that you have partly through the cabala, and you will partly get in the end of your initiation.

You will have the great chance to find out how brilliant is our unified scheme Christ-Antichrist with its political
corresponding extensions, namely Socialism-Fascism, that will completely overthrow the cultural trend of the
Hellenized Andromedian planet Earth. Project Armageddon must be accelerated as maximum as possible because
already
from 1947 we receive in our planetary system signals from ships of the Galactic Government except those of Zeus from
our planetary system. We have indications that between those ships there are ships from Andromeda Galaxy being
called by the ships of Zeus from the 3 outer planets. We believe that they are launched from the 13 battle planets of
the 13 galaxies from the local group of galaxies KNOZ 3 centered on Andromeda. Many out of these came into contact
with earthlings, members of Andromedian races and especially with Andromedian Hellenes to transfer to them
instructions or receive strategic information about our capabilities and equipment. We have arranged for those
earthlings witnesses of those events to be closed to mental institutions and to suffer electrical shocks in order to erase
their memories and their experiences.

Those ships asked numerously times from the communication centers of our strategic installations the unconditional
surrender of the planet. We have been given an interference ultimatum. We will defend though with all the forces of
the 6 inner planets, Moon, Lilith, USA, Soviet Union and the rest of the nations. Whatever will be the outcome of the
next Star War, earthling’s goyims will be convinced that the galactic government will be the diabolical force of demons
and diabolical U.F.O.’s and a Galactic Government of Fascism.

Cancerous entrapped reincarnation dragonian - lunar policy (cause) and Universal Hierarchy arriving Judges
(effect)
Natural way of things the soul keeps its ancient memory intact and can incarnate in every place it wishes, whenever it
wishes out of free will.
Thus, the above described Draco/Cronian un-natural (against nature) cancerous technological entrapped reincarnation
policy is condemed by the Universal
Our brothers bankroll the cinema-movies artform industry and according to our instructions they have presented to the
global audience the Galactic Government as a fascistic evil empire that attacks earth (Star-Wars movie). Our ships of
Saturn and Selene will attack earth, if we are defeated, in order to be impossible for the Galactic Federation to
disembark crews that will make friendship with earthlings, after the blame of Fascist Devil of corruption that will give
to them through the destruction caused by our weapon systems and our frequency transmitters of holographic
phenomena.
The blame will be absolute against the Galactic Government through the Atlantian and Saturnian underchthonian
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Centaurian abnormity that will -with the order of Yahweh- soon climb to the surface of the planet using the fake name
of Zeus and Apollo or Apollionos or Abaddon, as was mentioned in the scheme of the Apocalypse of our holly scripture,
chapter Theta, verse 11.
Already from the point of beginning of our geopolitical scheme in Mesopotamia 680 years before the birth of our
brother Joshua, we have corrupted the priesthoods of Zeus and his 12 junior officers, by using our brothers who have
corrupted them by finally taking their leadership. Beginning from the Hellenic Colhida which lied where is today’s
Mongolia and Tibet, and continuing to the Hellenistic civilizations of Mesopotamia, Babylon, Persia, Delphi, Egypt,
Roman Etruscans, Northern Europe, American continent, we have genocided the Andromedian races in such a rate that
their extinction from the face of this planet will be certain.
We have corrupted their priesthoods that kept the original traditions of their previous space lords, in such a rate that
they became synonymous of corruption, of degeneration, of hunger, of wars and unworthy government, of treason and
idolatry, in order to completely erase their archetype.
In the time point of the sixth geopolitical force that we have founded in Rome, we replaced the 12 Olympian Gods,
which we have corrupted to the eyes of the goyim, with the 12 followers of our brother Joshua, thus the Hellenic
dodecahedron of Zeus and the Hellenic monotheism of Phaneos were destroyed in favour of the Atlantian dodecahedron
of Jeshua son of Metatron Yahweh, and in favour of Israelite, Mongolian Turanian, Arabic, dodecahedron, twelve-races,
with the 12 symbolic stones and the 12 gates of upper Jerusalem of the Moon as mentioned in the Apocalypse of our
brother John in the Bible, for the fulfilment of the words from prophet Zachariah, Chapter Theta, verse 13:
“I will turn your sons Zion against your sons Hellas. The sons of Zion will destroy the opposing Hellenes with sling stones
in the forehead”.
Meaning with spiritual stones of religions and political-economical theories we have invented against the spirit, or
forehead of the head of Hellenes for their absolute aphasia and stupefaction and division.
END OF RECORDED SPEECH
As G.H.REES has revealed through the Netrino-Naser technology capabilities, the reincarnation process here on earth is
done with advanced Dragonian-Cronian technology in the "second" dimension of matter rarification (invisible to our
eyes) with the use of "soul traps"-"LUNA PARKS" devices-platforms that are scattered around earth on Geostationary
orbits. Those devices capture the souls of the decarnated(dead) beings that travel upwards, as souls being lured to the
trap with "Sounds and Joyful Lights of Party and Joy (Luna Park)" that the trap-device uses. Then the souls are carried
to the moon where they are being processed and programmed through hypnotism and also through an electroshock
procedure they erase the soul's memory. After that they usually send the soul back to earth to incarnate to another
body. That is the so called "entrapped reincarnation dragonian - lunar policy", that they use to produce "telecontrolled
zombies" and to rule the "with limited memory" earthlings, in order to produce: "Lord's servants" aka: Lunar slaves
Another main objective of this policy is to entrap and to not allow the earthlings souls: as
beings-"angels"-"demons"-"gods"-"theoi" (ancient hellenic etymology of the word "god": beings who fly in space with
extreme speeds) to escape from the local space of earth-moon and to fly to far outer space and notify the "antibodies"
centers of the Universal Organism (Universal Hierarchy Judges) about the ill condition of our planet, about the
genocides against the white andromedian and black sirian race by the yelow dragonian and semi-dragonian mongolian
races, and about the against nature acts and crimes of the local Lizard-Lord-"Gods" in our Solar System (7 inner planets)
and in Earth. The local criminal Lizard-Lord-"Gods" are literaly terrified with the thought that human decarnated beings
(souls) will escape from their orbital traps matrix and notify the outer antibody white-corpuscles centers of the
Universal Organism. Because if this happens then except that they will end with no slaves to serve them, a considerable
number of notified White-Corpuscles Heroes-Fighters and Judges beings will also arrive in local space in order to
elliminate, annihilate and punish the cancerous apostates "Gods" and their subordinates in earth, as apostates beings
against the Universal Natural Law and the Law of the Galactic Government. (This which the apostates "Gods" are afraid
of happening is already happening).
The biological analogue in our scale is the cancer disease which is rapidly spreading without pain and without any
symptoms at all, except the final terminal lethal phases of the disease. That is happening because also and the
cancerous cells and the cancerous chemical reactions inside the ill cell - tissue are blocking with "chemical traps" the
chemical compounds ("souls") of the ill cell - tissue that are responsible to escape from the ill cell and notify the
antibodies sections (white corpuscles sections) and the nervous system-pain sense-system sections of the organism.
Therefore the cancer is wildly spreading without the organism knowing about it until the cancer evolves into the
terminal lethal phases of the disease where it is usually two late to do anything about it, and the whole organism dies.
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(aka: the whole Solar System and the Whole Universal Organism dies eventually because of orbital collapse-energy
imballance due to the destruction of planets such as Earth and Phaethon or Maldek as a planet which was destroyed by
the Dragonians)
Returning to the Universal scale, in the Universal Justice.

Rest assured that they will pay for their crimes against the Natural Universal Order and the Harmonized with Nature
order of the Galactic Government.
As for the arriving Judges just watch those ...news from planet Saturn.
ANDROMEDIAN UNIVERSAL LAW CAUSE AND EFFECT.
The day is coming.

Further read:
G.H.REES message to David Icke and his followers
John Lear 2007 "Disclosures" already known to G.H.REES from the 80's
"Fairy Tale" for ...adults!
Blog's answer to Reader asking about the Universal Triune Nature

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2010

Announcement of 18 October 2010 from G.H.REES Prytaneum

A nnouncement of 18 October 2010 from G.H.REES .
Prytaneum – Group of Hellenic Reestablishment – to the
non masons patriots officers of the Greek Armed Forces,
of the Greek Police, of the Greek Intelligence Service
“KYP/EYP”, and to the non masons Greek citizens
28 October 1940:
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«NO» of the Greek patriots with purpose the survival and the freedom of Hellenes.
28 October 2010:
«YES» of the Greekhebrew and masons Greek traitors with purpose the submission, the
annihilation, and the genocide of Hellenes
Turkish Missile-Boats, and one Turkish brigade of Special Forces Marines, in the Albanian
Combat Naval Base of Durres, (See link:
http://www.dzkk.tsk.tr/tdgg/faaliyetler/100629_tdgg_durres_eng.php) a Naval base which
built free of charge (!!!) for the benefit of Albania and Turkey against Greece (!!!) the Blue
(New Democracy) and Green (PASOK) hebrew traitors of Athens, by borrowing money from
foreign Banks and by deviously charging those money to Greece, in order to bankrupt as
already is happening with
Foreign Debt of 400 billion Euros and with Internal Debt of 700 billion Euros, namely with a
Total Debt of 1,1 trillion Euros, a Debt that today uses as a pretext the possessory
Germanhebrew Troika Athens and the Turkhebrew Minister (of the destruction of) Defence
Venizelos – Tourgoutsoglou in order to breakup the Greek Armed forces allegedly “for reasons
of lack of funds”.
12th: To the being executed devious destruction of the Greek Economy through devious
change of tax bills and other bills every 6 months, in order to make impossible the economical
programming of the Greek Companies, through devious oscillations of the Banking system
interest rates for the same mentioned reason, through deviously high interests rates for loans,
through devious motives for the Companies to be forced to migrate towards the countries of
“B.A.S.T.R.” in order for Hellenes to remain god-forsaken – unemployed – and without morale,
and through allowed lawlessness of the (Dragonian) Chinese who in Greece don’t pay taxes
and systematically befool the Greek customs with spurious invoices that sub-tenfold the real
cost of their products, and who demand the confiscation of the Strategic Greek “DEKO” (Public
Services: Power/Energy – Telephony etc) necessary for the Greek National defence, and
demand the confiscation of the National Bank of Greece, namely the foundation of the Greek
Banking System and of the Greek Economical System.
13th: To the elections of the 7th November 2010 with the treasonous bill “Kallicrates”, which
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edited the Blue and the Green and the rest Greekhebrew traitors of the Greekhebrew
Parliament, and into this bill is given the right to illegally Hellenized Albanians – Skopjans –
Bulgarians – and Turkish immigrants, to takeover the positions of Mayors – Nomarchs – and
District Leaders in Greece, and in continuation these immigrants to commit plebiscites for the
divulsion of their Municipalities – Prefectures – Districts from Greece, and for the autonomy of
them or for the avulsion of them to the countries of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis.

28 October 1940:
NO» of the Greek Judges and Procurators members of G.H.REES,
«NO» of the Greek citizens members of G.H.REES, and
«NO» of the members of the independent web pages «HELLEN AND CHAOS» BLOGSPOT.COM
(and the few allied webpages),
to the following 13 treasons of the Greekhebrew Governments of “New Democracy” and of
“PA.SO.K”, and of the rest Greekhebrew parties of the Parliament

NO» of the Greek patriots: Prime Minister Ioannis Metaxas, Arch-General Alexandros
Papagos, and the subordinate Generals, to the fascists Italians, and to the Camerians Albanians
invaders, with purpose the freedom and the survival of Hellenes.
(blog’s note: Papagos is the founder of G.H.REES)

28 October 2010:
«YES» of the Greekhebrew and masons traitors: Prime Minister Jeffrey Papandreou –
Mineiko – Tsad – Tsiden Baum, Minister of Defence Venizelos Tourgoutsoglou, A’ GEETHA (Army
HQ) Ioannis Yangos and subordinate Generals – Admirals – Air force Generals, to the 450.000
armed Albanians invaders of “UCK” and of “UCC – Cameria” allegedly “Immigrants”, and to the
NATO – Italian possessory division of the 3rd Army Corps Thessaloniki and of the Hellenic
Central Macedonia, with purpose the submission, the annihilation and the genocide of Hellenes
from the armies of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje – Turkey – Romania) and
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“R.I.C.” axis. (Russia – Islam – China)
(See G.H.REES revelations about the Chinese hyper-lodge “HONG” Geostrategy for the conduct
of World War III or “Armageddon”)

28 October 2010:

«NO» of the G.H.REES Prytaneum – Group of Hellenic Reestablishment -,
«NO» of the active and retired officers of the Greek Armed Forces, of the Greek Police, of
the Greek Intelligence Service “KYP/EYP”, members of the G.H.REES Paramilitary leg,
1st: To the being executed military occupation of the 3rd Army Corps Thessaloniki and of the
Central Greek Macedonia by the NATO – Italian possessory division in Thessaloniki.
2nd: To the being executed military occupation of Greece by the possessory Military HQ’s and
by the possessory Military Bases of “NATO” in Greece.
3rd: To the being executed military potential occupation of Greece by the 450.000 heavily
armed Albanians paramilitary clandestins of “UCK” and of “UCC – Cameria” invaders in Greece
as allegedly “Economical Immigrants” with the treasonous toleration and collusion of all the
change-over (after 1973) Governments and of all the political parties of the Greekhebrew and
Hebrewmasonic Parliament.
4th: To the being executed military occupation of Greece by armed Turks of Western Thrace
and the island of Rhodes.
5th: To the being executed military occupation of Greece by armed Islamists of Asia and Africa
which blackmail and terrorize with arms the unarmed Greek citizens and their families in
public but and by invading to the houses of the Greeks.
6th: To the being executed by the treasonous Greekhebrew Governments devious lack of
Ammunitions and Aircrafts – reliable Battle Tanks – “APC’s” (Armored Personnel Carriers) –
Frigates – and Missile-boats Stealth 4th Generation in the Greek Armed Forces, with devious
purpose the defeat of Greece in the instigated by the treasonous “NATO” assault of the
“B.A.S.T.R.” armies against Greece.
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7th: To the conducted from the treasonous Greekhebrew Governments devious partial dialysis
of the Greek Armed Forces, and to the devious partial dispatching of the remaining Greek
Armed Forces to abroad and especially to Asia as a “NATO” army, against the armies of the
“Shanghai Pact” or “R.I.C.”, with the devious purpose of provocation the counter-attack of
“R.I.C.” for the complete genocide of Hellenes and the rest White Nations of the West after
2012.
8th: To the being executed fascist anti-constitutional coup d’etat of April and May 2010 by the
Greekhebrew “PA.SO.K.” for the balloting of laws without the constitutionally forced 180 votes
of the 3/5 of the Parliament of the Greek Constitution Article 28/2, with purpose the
legalization of the possessory Germanhebrew Pseudo-Constitution or “Memorandum”, and the
delivery of the Greek Government and Country to the possessory Germanhebrew Troika in
Athens, which orders the dialysis of the Greek Armed Forces and of the Greek Police, in order
for Greece to be annihilated by the armies of the “B.A.S.T.R.” and “R.I.C.” axles and by the
Albanians clandestins of “UCK” and of “UCC – Cameria” in Greece.
9th: To the accomplished abolition of the Greek borders and of the Greek frontier posts, with
the devious purpose of the free invasion and occupation and genocide of Greeks by the armies
of “B.A.S.T.R.” and by the paramilitary clandestins – banditsgangs of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis.
10th: To the treasonous being executed reduction of the Hellenic National Domination and to
the treasonous shrinkage of the borders and territories of Greece, as reduction and shrinkage
planed and committed by the 300 traitors of the Greek Parliament and by the traitor Charles
Hebrew “Democracy President”.
See treasonous addresses of the Hebrew president of the Parliament of “New Democracy”
Psarouda Benaki Horemi or Ben – Hiram, during the balloting and during the takeover of
treasonous duties by the Hebrew Charles, about “Future reduction of the Hellenic National
Domination, future shrinkage of the Greek borders, and future abolition of the Greek
democratic regime and constitution” (See Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xUi38CrRN1Q ) by the Greekhebrew traitors of “PA.SO.K.” and by the Germanhebrew
possessory troika of 2010, already pre-programmed by the Greekhebrew previous collusion
Government of “New Democracy”. (Read Link:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/10/blog-post_17.html )
11th: To the accomplished complete dialysis of the 1st Army Corps Kozani with the devious
purpose of all the Greekhebrew Governments of “New Democracy” and of “PA.SO.K.” and of
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the 5 Greekhebrew political parties of the Parliament, to open a treasonous backdoor to the
defence of Greece for the free and uncontrolled invasion of Albanian AND Turkish Army from
the ground and from the marine Greek-Albanian borders, taken in consideration the permanent
stay against Greece of four Turkish Frigates (F241 – F247 – F490 – F491), two Turkish
Submarines Type U-209, several Turkish Landing Navy Ships, one Turkish Oil-Tanker (A580),

28 October 2010:

«YES» of all the parties of the Greekhebrew Parliament and of the Hebrew President of
Democracy Charles Papoulias (Hebrew from Ioannina), AND the executive AND the judicial
authorities of Greece, to the above mentioned 13 treasons.

28 October 2010:
Therefore according to the Ancient Hellenic Laws about: “Extermination of all the genus of the
traitor”, and according to the order of the “Old Man of Morias” Theodoros Kolokotronis (ArchGeneral Hero of the 1821 Hellenic Revolution against the Ottoman Mongolian Seljuk Turks):

“FIRE AND AXE TO THOSE TRAITORS WHO HAVE BOWED
DOWN!”
,the non masons Greek Patriots Officers and Civilians, in 28 October 2010 must force death
penalties to the 300 traitors of the Parliament, to the members of the treasonous government
of “PA.SO.K.”, to the beyond exception masons traitors Generals of them, who in the 18th
Masonic Degree have given Masonic Oath to breakup all the Nations and Countries in order to
found the International Hyper-Government of “The Kingdom of Sin – Sion – Sinai – Sedi –
Jehovah” of Sina – China (Blog’s note: See Links: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=TFSapBTHxrU AND http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9eF-F6RNkU of the hebrewmason
traitor Jeffrey Papandreou propagandist of the Global Chinese Dictatorship – HyperGovernment
of the Dragonian hate-Hellenist Humo-Saurian Ban Ki-Moon ), as exactly they done today the
above mentioned traitors by delivering and betraying everything and the Hellenes as slaves for
slaughter by the Chinese, and must force death penalties to the traitors Greek Masons superior
and supreme judges who do the same treasonous works with the Greekhebrew – Masons
politicians and with the Masons Generals.
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Patriots Hellenes non masons Officers and Civilians:
Exterminate the above mentioned traitors and agents of the foreign invaders of “NATO” and of
China and of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis in 28 October 2010, because if you leave them alive to
commit the treasonous elections of 7th November, then you will not be worthy to be called:
Men – Humans – Fathers – Husbands – and Hellenes, but you will be unconscionable animals and
completely worthy to be butchered by the armies of the “B.A.S.T.R.” and “R.I.C.” axles, and
to be annihilated till the last one you and your families.

28 October 2010:
FIRE AND AXE TO THOSE TRAITORS WHO HAVE BOWED DOWN – AGENTS OF THE FOREIGN
INVADERS IN GREECE WORKING FOR THE DESTRUCTION AND FOR THE COMPLETE
ANNIHILATION AND GENOCIDE OF HELLENES.
G.H.REES Prytaneum Athens
Through the Messages Server
Of the G.H.REES Readership Magnesia
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
Address: Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia, Volos – Hellas
I.D.no.: D.424419 – T.A. Volos
Note: Some of the above webpage LINKS provided are in the Greek Language. Use the
automatic Google Translator: http://translate.google.com/ to translate them to your
corresponding mother language AND to the Russian Language.
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 9:57 AM 0 comments
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2010

United Nations Embassy for Extraterrestrials reception. G.H.REES Signal for the thinking
Hellenes and for the rest populations of White and Black Race
VOLOS 29.09.2010
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We are being informed from the Internet that the United Nations (ONU) appointed an
ambassador for the reception of extraterrestrials with the footnote of U.N. and of the Internet
that this is not a hoax.
Concerning the above matter G.H.REES comments the following:
If indeed the above news is not a hoax, then it is a full verification of G.H.REES revelations
which has pre-announced the arrival of the first wave of extraterrestrials as pseudo-Hellenes,
pseudo-Andromedians, pseudo-Pleiadians, Pseudo-Dodecatheon, of pseudo-Zeus, of pseudoApollo, of pseudo-Poseidon, and of the rest Gods of Hellenes, with purpose the leadership of
the above mentioned pseudo-Andromedians over the “US.E.J.” axis (Trilateral: USA – Europe –
Japan) and especially over Greece, in order under the leadership of the pseudo-Andromedians
of pseudo-Zeus, Greece and “NATO” – “SEATO” to attack against the “R.I.C.” axis (Russia –
Islam – China) or “Shanghai Pact” for the foundation of the planetary “HELLENIC EMPIRE 666”
of Constantinople of “EPSILON )+( “ of the party “LA.O.S.” (People’s Orthodox Alert), and in
order to provoke a strong counter-offensive of the armies of the “R.I.C.” axis for the complete
genocide of Hellenes and of the rest White Nations of the West.
The fact that the arrival of the above mentioned interstellar extraterrestrials will be
essentially an arrival of Cronians (Saturnians – Savaothians) and Lunar Dragonians of Sin – Sion –
Sedi (El Shaddai) and not genuine Andromedians and Hellenes through Sirius, is proved and by
the fact that this action of the United Nations is being realized while the General Secretary of
U.N. is the Chinese-Korean Lizard Ban Ki-Moon, namely a Dragonian Initiated to the HyperLodge “HONG” of China and thus a lethal enemy of the genuine Andromedians and of the
genuine Pleiadians and of the Genuine Hellenes who have arrived through Sirius to the orbit of
Planet Saturn and potentially are currently waiting the expire of some Ultimatum for their
assault against the forces of Sin – Sion – Zion – Jedi deployed to the orbit of Planet Jupiter.
(Blog's note: The proposed Ambassador is also mongolian semi-Dragonian origins from Malaysia)
No further comment
G.H.REES Readership Magnesia
Through the G.H.REES Messages Server
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
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Ex-Instructor of G.H.REES Geostrategy
Address: Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia, Volos – Hellas
RELEVANT LINKS:
http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2010-09/27/alien-ambassador

http://hellenicrevenge.blogspot.com/2010/09/o-ohe.html
Blog’s commentary for the article of “Hellenic Revenge”:
The editor of the above article from Edessa is attempting to present as impossible the chance
of visitations and of presence of extraterrestrial forces in our planet, now, but also and in the
past, while at the same time leaves a clear tone of ridicule against the above mentioned
extraordinary news. Same wise acted most of the Greek “Mass Media” which re-produced the
above mentioned extraordinary news.
But the beyond imagination colossal size, the complexity of the Universe (Universal Organism)
and the infinite capabilities that gives the hyper-advanced technology (it does not
differentiate from “magic”) and also the exponential evolutionary intelligence of the living
beings inside it, is denying all the above charlatans journalists … “all knowing” …”playing
Gods” and expectant judges of everything (!!!), at the same moment that these people know
almost nothing and they don’t even know what exists besides them, let alone at distances of
light years (IRONY).
We would like very much to be alive and see them from a corner, at what holes will run for
cover panicked in order to hide all these miserable … rats, when will arrive the Secondary and
Genuine wave of the Galactic Federal Forces of Andromeda – Andromeda – Sirius in our Planet,
now stationed at the “height” of Planet Saturn orbit and having forced a Tight Military MultiDimensional QUARANTINE of denial of exit – escape of the cancerous tumor of the Dragonians
and of their Allies, from our Solar System …
Of course, laughs and ridicules better he who laughs and ridicules last.
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For the appearance – vision of the now dead Monk Paisios (Read: Dragonian Technological
Hologram) has already answered in detail the present blog and G.H.REES.
The promotion of this fact with Paisios in a grand television portal (“ALTER”) is judged as
devious and on purpose with the already reported tendentiousness of Psychological Influence,
which reported, warned and complaint the Blog.As originally it was not expected for the news
of this appearance to spread so massively (but only expected to spread amongst a close
initiated circle and amongst monks), after the leak of the news, at least they are trying now to
exploit as they can the fact as a Psychological Operation of Influence against the Mass-People
Note: Some of the above webpage LINKS provided are in the Greek Language. Use the
automatic Google Translator: http://translate.google.com/ to translate them to your
corresponding mother language
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 1:09 PM 5 comments

THE LARGE RUSSIAN LANDING SHIP “YAMAL” IN GREECE. G.H.REES TO THE
RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT
THE LARGE RUSSIAN LANDING SHIP “YAMAL” IN GREECE. G.H.REES TO THE RUSSIAN
GOVERNMENT
G.H.REES READERSHIP MAGNESIA
TO:
THE PRESIDENT OF RUSSIA MISTER MEDVEDEV
THE PRIME MINISTER OF RUSSIA MISTER PUTIN
AND TO THE REST MEMBERS OF THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT,
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THROUGH THE RUSSIAN EMBASSY ATHENS,
ATTN:
1ST: THE MISTER AMBASSADOR OF RUSSIA IN GREECE
2ND: THE MISTER CHIEF OF THE ECHELON OF THE RUSSIAN “FSB” IN GREECE
3RD: THE MISTER MILITARY ATTACHEE OF THE RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN GREECE
C.C.:
TO ALL THE FOREIGN EMBASSIES IN GREECE
TO ALL THE GREEK “MASS MEDIA” AND ALL THE GREEK WEBPAGES
VOLOS 29.09.2010
TEXT:
Estimable members of the Russian Government,
We deciphered already the code for the purpose of the visit of your large landing ship “YAMAL”
to Hellenic ports.
Beyond the special deciphers the general decipher is the following:
“If the Turkish Fleet and the Turkish Army assault against Greece, then the Russian Army and
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the Russian Fleet will assault against the Turkish Fleet and against the Turkish Army like they
did in Corfu in 1799, like they did in Pylos by sinking the Turkish Fleet, and like they did in
Piraeus in honor of the Russians killed in action against the Turks and in favor of Greeks.
We are only puzzled by the fourth special decipher of the visit of “YAMAL” in Spetses. We give
as possible version the semiology that:
In case during which the Turkish Fleet attempts again to genocide the Hellenic Islands
populations, as they did in Spetses and Psara, will receive an assault by the Russian Fleet and
by the Russian Army, in order to foil this genocide of Hellenes.
Finally, we state that we understood the use of your Landing Ship for the above mentioned
enterprise of semiology and of “closing the eye” towards Turkey through the use of the
Landing Ship “YAMAL” with the decipher that:
“In case the Fourth Aegean Army attempts landing operations against the Hellenic Islands, then
will respond with the same way the Russian Navy with landing operations of Russian Marines
against the Turks”.
We thank the Russian Government, because after the passing of about 40 days from our
ultimatum towards the Russian Government, through their ship “YAMAL” the Russian
Government commits a master-stroke diplomatic move with clear semiology and insinuations
against the Turkish Army, the Turkish Navy, and the Turkish Air-force.
We understand that you had to make use of your Landing Ship “YAMAL” with visits to Hellenic
Ports in a display of Russian “Gunboat Diplomacy”, because the Greek-Hebrew traitors of
“PASOK” (Greek-Hebrew Government), as rabid dogs tied to the chariot of the Chinese
“HONG” and of “NATO” and of “SEATO”, namely tied to the chariot of rabid geostrategic
forces designed for blood bath of 5.000.000.000 people in the Third Word War, those “PASOK”
traitors refused to you the access to the island of Syros for Shipyard Operations of your Fleet
and thus you had to execute this move that you committed with the use of “YAMAL”.

With the agreed opinion of the G.H.REES Prytaneum,
G.H.REES Readership Magnesia
Through the G.H.REES Messages Server
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
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Ex-Instructor of G.H.REES Geostrategy
Address: Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia, Volos – Hellas
ID: D.424419 – T.A. Volos
RELEVANT LINKS:
The Large Russian Landing Ship "YAMAL" comes to Greece
http://elliniki-stratigiki.blogspot.com/2010/09/yamal.html
G.H.REES ULTIMATUMS TO THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/10/blog-post_04.html
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/09/telegraphic-addition-of-data-over.html
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/09/ultra-urgent-ultimatum-28082010-of.html
Note: Some of the above webpage LINKS provided are in the Greek Language. Use the
automatic Google Translator: http://translate.google.com/ to translate them to your
corresponding mother language AND to the Russian Language.
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 3:40 PM 0 comments
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2010

G.H.REES TO THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT

G.H.REES READERSHIP MAGNESIA
A Drill of population protection from a massive strike of the enemy (bombing, assault with
Nuclear-Biological-Chemical weapons etc) will be committed in the next week in the capitals
of the Peloponnese prefectures. (Southern Greece)
Thus on Monday will sound the Sirens from 11:00 in the morning, in all the capitals of the
Peloponnese prefectures.
Specifically, it will be applied, a test function of the system of automatic tele-control of the
Alarms Sirens concerning the Political Defense, under the attempt of testing the functionality
of the network, with purpose its modernization.
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The drill will last for 1’.
Defencenet.gr News Department
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 4:23 PM 0 comments
“LA.O.S.” (cryptozionist right wing theosophical party: People’s Orthodox Alert) of
Karatzaferis, of Glucksburg and of Palaiologos Dragazis, will take over the government of the
Global War as a Bait – “Barm” of the creation of a “New Byzantine Empire” from Greece.
The Drill of functioning of the Political Alarm Sirens Network ONLY in Peloponnese is a proof of
the above mentioned information of G.H.REES that denied the rest webpages and the traitors
“Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 and their webpages in Athens.
We inform the Greek People that all “Epsilon” have bought survival houses around Mystras –
Peloponnese and around the destined as Governmental Buildings of “LA.O.S.” in Mystras
(“Restored Palaces – Courts”), and one of them is the theosophist Panagiotis Toulatos leader of
Christiano-Dodecatheism cult. We call Worldwide Hellenes to see the self evident, namely that
it is not committed a Political Alarm Drill of the Sirens Systems in Northern Greece and
especially in Western Thrace, which will receive the first assaults of the Turkish Army, because
Northern Greece namely Southern Hellenic Epirus, Macedonia, (the Islands of the Aegean) and
Western Thrace, will receive the first blow of the “B.A.S.T.R.” armies assault and in those
regions must normally be done the tests and the modernizations of the Sirens System of
Greece, but this is not done there but it is done in Peloponnese which will never receive an
assault of “B.A.S.T.R.”, but possibly will receive an assault from Greek forces which will be
notified by the G.H.REES documents and will charge in Peloponnese in order to eliminate the
Karatzaferis Government, and we speak here about a Greek Army part which maybe will Rebel
against the Government of Karatzaferis of “LA.O.S.”, of Paul Glucksburg, and of PseudoPalaiologos Pseudo-Dragazis Yohann Christiansen Holstein Glucksburg, hewbrewsaxon, namely
Greek Forces that will attack, not against the population of Peloponnese, but against the
treasonous Government of the Turk-Albanian agent provocateur KARA – ZAFFERI in order for
these Greek Rebellious Forces to foil the Second Step of the Total Destruction of Greece which
will be the transfer of the Greek Government to Constantinople for the further treasonous
actions, namely for the assault anymore of the entire Greek “Monkey” Empire 666 –
Constantinople against the “R.I.C.” axis (Russia – Islam – China) with counter-attack of the
“R.I.C.” axis for the complete genocide of the West with first victims worldwide Hellenism.
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We notify World Hellenism that for the Military Security anymore and for the protection of the
Government Karatzaferis – Glucksburg – Palaiologos Dragazis in Mystras – Peloponnese, of this
Hebrewsaxon and TurkAlbanian gang of the complete destruction of Greece, has been retired
from Evros, by the Hebrews and Masons traitors Politicians of Athens, an extremely valuable
stationed there Mechanized Infantry Brigade which incorporates heavy battle tanks “LEOPARD”
and the minimum armored “M-113” in a form of dwarfed “APC” (Armored Personnel Carriers)
of Evros, and this Mechanized Brigade has been transferred to Tripoli – Peloponnese in where
coordinated with the pre-existing Brigade consists today the so called 5th Division of Tripoli.
This Division with the two Brigades, one of which stationed there and one of which was retired
from Evros, are stationed now in Peloponnese Tripoli. One of them that pointed the matter of
this treason is also and the journalist Konstantinides, although Orthodox with his stupid
Christianity, but a patriot nevertheless, who from his TV-Station broadcast of “ASTRA” in
Volos, when he was informed about the retirement of an extremely valuable Mechanized
Brigade with Battle Tanks and dwarfed “APCs”, namely transformed “M-113”, from Evros in
order to be transferred in Tripoli Peloponnese, he asked his public that: “if someone knows if
there is a chance of Peloponnese to receive and assault of Turkish – Bulgarian – Albanian or any
other Army”. And of course the question was Rhetoric and Ironic because no one is about to
attack against Peloponnese (Southern Greece) not one from the armies of the “B.A.S.T.R.”
axis. G.H.REES notifies the General who commands the Division of Tripoli and the two
Brigadiers that are incorporated in the Division, and the rest officers and soldiers of the 5th
Division Tripoli, to assault and to wipe-out and bring down the Governmental Palaces that has
built the treasonous Government of Athens in Mystras, in order to entertain the treasonous
Government Karatzaferis of “LA.O.S.”, Glucksburg and Palaiologos Dragazis, to which the
traitor Hebrew of Ioannina Karolos, Democracy President, has programmed to deliver the
baton of Governance from “PASOK” to the coup d’etat Government of “LA.O.S.”, which will
carry the title – bluff:
“Government of National Salvation”.

We repeat, we ask from all the officers and from the soldiers of the 5th Division Tripoli,
namely from the staff of the 2 Brigades of the 5th Division in Tripoli, to assault and to bring
down, using their own inside measures, all the Governmental Palaces of the coup d’etat
Government Karatzaferis – Glucksburg – Palaiologos Draganis, in Mystras of Peloponnese,
because in case they do not act likewise, Mystras of Peloponnese will be the first focus of hightreason against Hellenes and of the total genocide of Hellenes through the transfer of the
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entire Government Karatzaferis from Mystras to Constantinople against the “R.I.C.” axis
(Russia – Islam – China) and for the complete genocide of Worldwide Hellenism by the counterattack of “R.I.C.”.
We repeat for the third time, we plead all the officers and the soldiers of the 5th Division
Tripoli, namely of the 2 Brigades which consists it, to assault with all their means available and
to bring down the Buildings and the Pseudo-Parliaments of the coup d’etat Government of
Karatzaferis of “LA.O.S.”, of Glucksburg, and of Pseudo-Palaiologos Pseudo-Dragazis Yohann
Christiansen Holstein Glucksburg, all HebrewSaxons and TurkAlbanians provocateurs against
Greece, because if you don’t act likewise, if you don’t bring down those Governmental
Buildings of “LA.O.S.”, then this coup d’etat Government is about to be transferred to
Constantinople after the hypocritical political turn of “NATO” in favor of Greece and allegedly
against “B.A.S.T.R”, and from Constantinople this coup d’etat Government of “Epsilon” » )+(
▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.” is about to assault against “R.I.C.” as a typical leader of the “NATO”
Armies, in order to bring the complete destruction of the White nations of the West, with first
annihilated victims Worldwide Hellenism.
We notify the Generals and the Brigadiers of the 4th Army Corps of Xanthi, in to which are
incorporated all the Brigadiers of Evros, Armored Brigades, Mechanized Brigades, and Infantry
Brigades, that already the treasonous Hebrew Governments of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK” Athens have opened a “HOLE” in the defense of Evros, by removing from there an
extremely valuable Brigade of Mechanized Infantry and by transporting it in Tripoli which will
never receive and assault of Enemy Soldiery, and with only hidden reason the protection of the
coup d’etat Government of the Generals and of the Brigadiers “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666, who are
close to organize a coup d’etat and to take over the Greek Government, and by transferring it
to Mystras - Peloponnese.
We notify and the rest Generals of the 1st Army Larisa and the Brigadiers and the rest officers
and soldiers.
Same wise we notify the Generals and the Brigadiers and the rest Officers and Soldiers of the
2nd Army Corps Veroia and especially the 32nd Brigadier of Special Forces in Volos which is
incorporated to the 2nd Army Corps Veroia, that has been deviously opened a defensive “HOLE
– BACKDOOR” by the treasonous Governments of Athens in Evros, through the removal of an
extremely valuable Mechanized Brigade which incorporates heavy battle tanks “LEOPARD” and
transformed to “APC” dwarfed “M-113”, with only hidden and devious purpose the
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amplification FROM NOW of the coup d’etat Government of the Generals and of the Brigadiers
“Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 traitors, who belong in “LA.O.S.”, and who will transfer the Greek
Government to Mystras of Peloponnese.
This proves that already the so called democratic Governments of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK” actively participate to the coup d’etat which will be finally realized by the Generals
and Brigadiers “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.”, namely for the overthrow of the Greek
regime, and they actively participate the today Governments of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK” which already built the Governmental Palaces of the coup d’etat Government of
“Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.” in Mystras, by proving that these Governments programmed
and participated in collusion to the coup d’etat that will be finally realized by “LA.O.S.” with
initial transfer of the Greek capital from Athens to Mystras, and finally from Mystras to
Constantinople for the Grand Treason against the nations of White Race and especially against
Hellas, as typical leaders “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “NATO” and of “SEATO” against the “R.I.C.”
axis (Russia – Islam – China/Korea) ▲ 888 – 777 or “Shanghai Pact” in order for “R.I.C.” to
genocide the Whites of the West with first annihilated victims Worldwide Hellenism.
We make plead towards all the Generals, Brigadiers, lower Officers and Soldiers of the Greek
Army and their homologues of the Greek Police and of the Secret Service “KYP/EYP”,
ELIMINATE NOW : the GreekHebrew and Masons politicians of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK”, namely all these treasonous bastards of the Greek “Parliament” – aboulia of Greeks,
together with the Democracy President (Hebrew from Ioannina) who is initiated ( SEE HIS
OATH: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVuKCZSG_SA ) to the scheme of the transfer of the
Governmental baton from “PASOK” to “LA.O.S.” in Mystras, after the half-initial-genocide of
Greece by the attacking “B.A.S.T.R.” axis (Referred to the above video of his oath as:
“Limitation of the Greek borders”), ELIMINATE THEM NOW, before it realizes the coup d’etat
of these treasonous bastards in November after the assault of “B.A.S.T.R.” (Bulgaria – Albania –
Skopje – Turkey – Romania) against Greece, a coup in disguise as allegedly “Government of
National Salvation”, namely salvation of the treasonous Hebrew ass and of the Masonic
sodomized ass (“Separation of Sephiroth” and “Passage of the Abyss”), because this
Government the only thing that will not do is the salvation of Greece, but will really be the
Government of the complete and final genocide of all Hellenes through provocation of a Global
War of “NATO” against “R.I.C.”.
G.H.REES also does an ULTRA-URGENT plead to all Greek Citizens of Peloponnese to attack
together with the Division in Tripoli and to destroy and bring down all the Governmental
Buildings of “LA.O.S.” in Mystras, as Governmental Buildings (Restored Palaces – Courts) which
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are destined to entertain the coup d’etat Government of “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.” as
coup result which are planning the Theosophical Masons “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.” to
be realized in November of 2010 right after the assault of the “B.A.S.T.R.” armies against
Greece.
(note: As an assault which is programmed to be realized with pretext that will be provided by
the collusion treasonous new Government of “PASOK” which already did a re-shuffle as
G.H.REES predicted one month ago)
We call the Greek Army, the men of the three weapons of the Greek armed Forces, to display
a total disobedience to orders that call them to depart to Asiatic Deserts under the pretext of
“Peace Keeping Forces” or under any other pretext or any other excuse on behalf of “NATO”,
and to display a total disobedience to the forthcoming coup d’etat Government of “LA.O.S.”
which will order them to depart to Asia anymore as offensive forces of “NATO” against the
“R.I.C.” axis, because the traitors hebrewsaxons Paul Hostein Glucksburg destined for ArchGeneral of the “EMPIRE – 666” Constantinople, and the Pseudo-Palaiologos Pseudo-Dragazis
Christiansen Holstein Glucksburg, destined for “EMPEROR” of this “EMPIRE”, together with the
turkalbanian traitor agent-provocateur KARA-ZAFFERI of “LA.O.S.” will send the Greek Army to
be butchered by the counter-attacking armies of “R.I.C.” in the Asiatic Deserts of Siberia, of
Mongolia, and of China.
Already the traitor provocateur writer and agent of “NATO” Dimosthenis Liakopoulos from his
Television Broadcasts of the TV-Station “Macedonia” states directly that:
“THE GREEK ARMY MUST ATTACK AGAINST DARK FORCES IN THE DESERT TAKLAMAKAN OF
CHINA”.
A word for a wise man is enough.
Who ever man of the Greek Army of the three weapons, depart for Asia, first he will never
return back, because he will be devoured by the carrion buzzards of the Asiatic Deserts, (See:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/06/blog-post_2370.html) secondly will be a pretext
for the counter-attack of the “R.I.C.” armies for the total annihilation of his family and
relatives in Greece and of the families and relatives of the military personnel in Greece.
The order for the drill of Sirens Functioning for the Political Protection and Political Defense
ONLY for Peloponnese means that the of Hebrew origins Minister of Defense Benizelos or
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Tourgoutsoglou or TOURGOUT, Turk-Hebrew Donmeh, and the under-secretary of defense
Beglitis, of same wise Hebrew origins, under the orders of their Greek-Hebrew Prime Minister
Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad – Tsiden Baum, as G.H.REES has written and unfortunately is
confirmed, planned the complete abandonment of the Political Defense and Political
Protection of the Sirens System of rest Greece, in order for the rest Greeks to not take defense
measures against the expected invasion of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis in October – November of
2010. This order was executed by the 5th Division Tripoli and thus it was given hierarchically
through the treasonous and masons without exception Generals of the Greek Army-NavyAirforce HQ’s, who have given a Masonic Oath of destruction of all the Nations – States AND OF
GREECE, in order to be founded the Global Planetary Dictatorship of the Global Government of
the “Kingdom of Jehovah” of China in 2012.
We call the Greeks non Masons officers of the Greek Armed Forces of the three weapons, of
the Greek Police Force, and of the Greek Secret Service “KYP/EYP”, to carry right away and
force without court: death penalties against the Hebrew agent who impersonates the Greek
Prime Minister Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad – Tsiden Baum, against he who impersonates the
Minister of Defence (Read: Minister of Defence of Turkey) Evaggelos Venizelos or
Tourgoutsoglou or TOURGOUT, Turk-Hebrew Donmeh, and of the Under-Secretary Beglitis, and
against the Masons Generals of the Greek Army-Navy-Airforce HQ’s, with charges concerning
High Treason against the Greek Regime, due to the foment of the coup d’etat Government of
“Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.”, as a coup d’etat which is programmed to be realized in
November after the assault of “B.A.S.T.R.” against Greece, because if the Non Masons Greece
Officers don’t act likewise, this will mean the complete genocide of Greeks of Northern –
Central – Western – Insular Greece by the invasion of “B.A.S.T.R.” in November.

G.H.REES Readership Magnesia
Through the G.H.REES messages server
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia, Volos

Spread this document to Worldwide Hellenism especially to the Greek Omogenia of America
and other Countries, take Measures and Survive!
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RELEVANT POSTSCRIPTS
Here is how the Theosophists (“Satanists”) Masons “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.”
deviously propagandize the “666” as necessary “HOLY”(!!!) number for use by the “EMPIRE”
Constantinople in its campaign to the depths of Asia.
(In order for Global Hellenism to be butchered in “Jihad” by the “Christian – Orthodox – Islamic
– 888” R.I.C.)
Ioannis Fourakis theoretician of “LA.O.S.”, archpriest and prophet of “Epsilon” and
propagandist of “666” as necessary symbol-number of the Greek-Byzantine Empire M.R.A.
(MUNDANA RELIGIO ADUNATA) SOUFI 666:
(in italic-bold the words of Fourakis, the brackets are ours)
“The number that is considered and specified by the Christians as the number of the
Arabic digits 666, the three sixes, declare and specify the wining comeback of the Greeks
to their Holy Focus Land (Constantinople as second permanent capital of the Greek-Byzantine
Empire after the intermediate capital “Mystras” during the first destruction of Northern
Greece and Islands by the assault of the B.A.S.T.R. axis), but also it declares and the beyond
it multiyear battle-campaign of Greeks (namely of the “battle”-provocation-suicide against
the axis “R.I.C.” or “Shanghai Pact” until the “Red Apple Tree” in “Aornos Stone”, namely in
Tibet, inside the territories of China(!!!) as Fourakis has also prophesized, in order for ChinaDragon to massively counter-attack and annihilate completely everyone with annihilation
priority victims Global Hellenism and the White Race). The fact that the three sixes (666)
state and specify the winning result of a multi-year campaign of the Greeks, teaches us
between others and the godly Aeschylus, in the verses 30-35 of the Agamemnon Tragedy.
In these verses he reports that: When was succeeded the fall of Troy and with the
“Fryktoria” (Communication Method with Smoke Signals) was transmitted to Argos, of the
king and leader of all Greeks Agamemnon, the message of the fall of Troy, the guardian
of the Palaces who was responsible for the receipt of the message yelled:
“I will say that my King was pleased, because three times six (666) this “Fryktoria”
signaled (Victory Signal) …"
SOURCE: FOURAKIS.GR
…And in order for the Islamic Armies (Jesus - Isa – as second most important figure for Muslims)
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and the Orthodox Christian Armies of Russia and of the Orthodox Buddhist and Christian Armies
of China/Korea (of the Christian movements “Back to Jerusalem” and “Moon”) to have
additional reason of genocide rabid of “holy war” – “JIHAD” against the Greek-Byzantine
Empire – 666 as an “Anti-Christ” parody of Christianity M.R.A. SOUFI with supreme arithmetic
symbols of it the “666” as the “Number of the Antichrist” or “Anti-Isa” (Jesus of the Muslims)
or DAJAL (Anti-Christ West of the Muslims) and with Greek liegemen of this fixed collusion
“EMPIRE” with paper legs, as sheep destined for slaughter, sealed with under-the-skin
microchips or with electronic ID-cards “AMKA” (or “CIVILIAN CARD”) that will have encoded
inside it this “666” empire - number.
And thus because the “Fryktoria” signaled 3 X 6 times in the civil catastrophic bloodshed war
of Hellas vs Troy (“Female” Civilization Hellas Delphi against “Male” Civilization Troy or
Troskon or Titrosko Sardeis) instigated by Semitic-mongolian priesthoods of the pseudoDodecatheon and of the Moon or Selene or Selene or Helen, must now totally be destroyed the
Hellenism finally with the use again of this numeric sequence, but this time as official number
– emblem of this “EMPIRE - 666”, and as official number stamp of the sheep destined for
slaughter, schizophrenic miserable neo-Greeks stupid followers of this …empire, butcher in the
first phase by the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis and in second phase by “JIHAD” Islamic, Russian, and
Chinese Divisions.
POSTSCRIPT 3 (OF THE G.H.REES MAGNESIA):
In 05.09.2010 we are being informed from the Internet that the Hebrew Economist BOB
CHAPMAN (SEE LINK: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jRWSzuzW0Qk ) is spreading in the
Internet news from a foreign Embassy in Athens Greece, about an expected coup d’etat of
Military Officers in Greece.
Previously, in the same promulgation of his, CHAPMAN is announcing the joyful occasion of the
marriage of the Hebrew-Saxon prince Nikolaos HOLSTEIN GLUCKSBURG and the joyful news of
the foundation of the “Royal Party” in Greece. The “Royal Party” of Greece is founded in order
to replace the party “LA.O.S.” (People’s Orthodox Alert) of the Turk-Albanian agentprovocateur – traitor G. Karatzaferis, the “LA.O.S.” party, which G.H.REES and the webpage
“Hellen and Chaos” completely crashed with their revelations, for the execution of
instructions of the Chinese “HONG” through the Lodges “A.O.A.” and “O.T.O.” London, from
“LA.O.S.” and from the collusion “PASOK”, for the provocation of the Balkan War of the
“B.A.S.T.R.” axis against Greece, and for the provocation of the Third World War with
“LA.O.S.” having as its seat the “Byzantine Empire 666 Sufism – ChristianoDodecatheism” in
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Constantinople, and with assault of the “NATO” armies under the leadership of “LA.O.S.” in
Constantinople against the “Shanghai Pact” or “R.I.C.” in order for Greece and the rest White
Western Nations to be annihilated by the counter-attacking “R.I.C.”, with final genocide and
of the Russians from the axles “C.J.T.H.S.M.” and “C.K.” China and Korea.
The entire above mentioned genocidal program of “HONG” is now undertaking to execute the
“Royal Party” of Greece, which due to the G.H.REES revelations, is unable to raise an Election
Percentage of above 2%, and thus it has been ordered from abroad, namely from London, to
execute an armed coup d’etat in Greece, organized by Greek Theosophists Masons Generals
“Epsilon” of the Greek Army and of the Greek Police, who will appoint as a Prime-Minister of
Greece the Hebrew-Saxon fallen successor Paul or his brother Nikolaos HOLSTEIN
GLUCKSBURG.It has been programmed that the Royal Coup d’etat of the Hebrew-Saxons
HOLSTEIN GLUCKSBURG and of the Theosophists Masons “Epsilon” Greek Generals will
overthrow the Greek collusion politicians, but will remain in “NATO” in order to execute the
scheme of “HONG” for the provocation of Balkan and World War, with 5.000.000.000 dead and
with annihilated all the Russians and all the Greeks.
About Dimosthenis Liakopoulos as "Epsilon" of "LA.O.S.", Provocateur Hebrew Agent and Agent
of NATO:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/02/blog-post_5308.html
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/06/el-shaddai-wikipedia.html
Note: Some of the above webpage LINKS provided are in the Greek Language. Use the
automatic Google Translator: http://translate.google.com/ to translate them to your
corresponding mother language.
Original Greek Language document:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/09/blog-post_2579.html
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2010

"Galactic Federation of Light", "Pleiadians" and rest Dragonian sewage
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 10:56 AM 0 comments
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Readers of our blog are putting pressure on us in order to comment the appeared thousands of
youtube videos that mercilessly propagandize in the World Wide Web the alleged “GALACTIC
FEDERATION (GALACTIC GOVERNMENT) OF LIGHT” and/or the alleged “PLEIADIANS”.
We will not write much because already from the several G.H.REES documents that we have
publicized in our blog (Greek and International version) a long time ago, It’s becoming more
than obvious the grand fraud and the psychological operation (psyop) of the Dragonians, taking
in consideration the following data:
a) The “Galactic Federation of Light” is presenting itself with a complex emblem that contains
inside it the “Reversed Epsilons”, presented as )+( with curved epsilons (exactly as the
“reversed Epsilon” symbol variation that prefer to use the Theosophical Masonic gangs of the
Pseudo-“Epsilon”-“Olympians”-“Krinaetoi”(Rosicrucian Lodge of the Crinum & Eagle) etc etc,
by false-impersonating the alleged returned Dodecatheon of Zeus, false impersonated to them
by Cronians(Saturnians - Savaothians)/Yahweh Demons). But the climax and the completely
ridiculous thing in this case is that their complex emblem except from the )+( contains inside it
also and the “STAR OF DAVID” or the “CABBALISTIC HEXAGRAM OF SOLOMON” as a main
emblem of the Lunar/Dragonians forces and of their communication methods with their
earthlings subordinates: “tele-controlled projectiles”. So here is completely obvious the
alliance – collusion of the Theosophists Cronians 666 with the Lunar Dragonians 888.
b) The “Galactic Federation of Light” is presenting itself with eponym supreme governors of
their ships the entire Lunar Sin-Zion-Sion-pseudoYahwehic Dragonian drain that blood bathed
and wiped out the planet and especially the White Andromedian Pelasgian and the Black Sirian
Race for about the last 13000 years. Namely they presents as their ship’s governors the:
Metatron or Mataron of the demon possessed lunatic and loser black magician PseudoEUMOLPOS (enemy of G.H.REES), the Gabriel, Uriel, Michael, …Urinael and all the rest known
Lunar Cancerous sewage of the Galaxy accountable to the Universal Justice – NEMESIS
preparative to the Ultimatum years 2012 – 2013.
c) The “Galactic Federation of Light” presents formations of luminous semi – transparent
spherical ships and/or holograms that form in the sky: Christs / Angels and the Judeo-Christian
Cross Symbol. G.H.REES has for a long time ago informed the public about the form of these
ships of 2nd Dimension of matter rarification (For earthlings the 2nd dimension ships are visible
as bright semi-transparent geometric spectral solids. Higher Dimension Space Wars: SPACE
GATE OF PYLOS: http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/space-gate-of-pylos.html
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) and therefore the sub-daughter vessels of this alleged “Galactic Federation of Light” are
actually Lunar ships of the directly above Dimension namely of the 2nd Dimension. The true
ships of the Galactic Andromedian Forces of planet Saturn that can drive through the defensive
barriers of the adversary and that can monitor “inductively” our planet and/or that can
commit tectonic/electromagnetic(EMP)/meteorological warfare against the adversary, are
ships of the 3rd Dimension and above, made of Neutrino matter, and therefore are completely
invisible.
d) The “Galactic Federation of Light” and the alleged allies of them the “Pleiadians” are
admitting that they communicate with their earthlings subordinates and spokesmen through
“CHANNELING” namely through “MEDIUM” namely through “DEMONIC POSSESSION – TRANCE –
CATALEPSY”. Those though are not the ways of communication that apply the true
Governmental-Federal Andromedians Hyper-Scientists in Saturn’s Orbit but are “ways of
communication” (Read: WAYS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TERRORISM AND MENTAL CONTROL –
WARFARE) that prefer to use the sewage of the Galaxy, known also as: Black Magicians
Cronus/Yahweh Inc. – spacebandits and annihilators of planets and solar systems – megacells of
PANA or SYM-PAN or Universe or Universal Organism. G.H.REES communicates with those true
Governmental – Federal Andromedians in Saturn’s Orbit by strictly using only SCIENCE and
TECHNOLOGY of passive and active telecommunication devices NETRINO/NASER, while the
charter of the Group strictly forbids from the Group’s members any Para-psychological or
Spiritual activity-method, as members which also have as a duty to immediately report to their
superiors any para-psychological harassment against them whatsoever.
From the above it is easily concluded that the “Galactic Federation of Light” and their alleged
allies of them the “Pleiadians” are not the actual true Governmental – Federal multidimensional Armada of Hyper-Ships (Warplanets) that at this moment of time is parked in the
ellipse of the planet Saturn orbit, forcing an EXTREMELY TIGHT AND HOT MILITARY
QUARANTINE against the 7 inner planets of our solar system (Dragonian Defensive inner
perimeter – “cage” : See the “7 stars” in John’s Revelation), but is actually a psychological
operation and a pseudo-Galactic Federation of Light and pseudo-Pleiadians that are being
impersonated by Demons and Crews of the Dragonians and of their Allies and collusion players
Cronians – Saturnians – Savaothians, with purpose to prepossess the true arrival of the Galactic
(KNOZ-3) Governmental Forces and at the same time during the programmed beginning of their
genocidal scheme “Armageddon” to present themselves to the Nations of the West originally as
Metatron – AntiChrist – pseudoZeus - STELLAR – 666 forces which will drive the armies of the
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bankrupted West (US.E.J. and T.I.M. axles) and the devastated army of the stupid and
manipulated by Theosophists “Epsilon” Neo-Greeks, to an initial weak provocateur assault
(Already Happening partially) against the “R.I.C.” axis or “Shanghai Pact”. Right after the
exact same ships will change their emblems and will convert to Ships 888 of the “Good” Jesus –
little Christ (Rabbi Jehoshua) and of Michael and of Urinael, which will abandon helpless and
with devastated moral and logistics of war the Armies of the West inside the Mongolian deserts
in where they will be completely butchered by the Dragonian China 888 and Korea 777, while
those same ships right after will fight on the side of the overwhelming counter-attacking
Yellow Terrestrial Dragonian Chinese and Koreans which will devastate and annihilate
completely the White, the Black and the Mongolian White-Yellow race.
CONCLUSION
The “Galactic Federation of Light” should rename them selves to PANICKED and under TIGHT
MILITARY QUARANTINE “Sevenplanet-rulers and Lunar-rulers Spacebandits of the Darkness” and
the “Pleiadians” should rename themselves to “Cronians – Hyperboreans” magicians –
pseudoscientists, also accountable -as filthy traitors of the White Race- to the Universal
Justice – NEMESIS preparative to the Ultimatum years 2012 – 2013.
The “Pleiadians” are essentially Demons of the Dragonians who have possessed the stupid
lunatic tele-controlled zombies the Masons, and who false impersonate to them the true now
absent Pleiadians. In case of appearance of ships that impersonate the Pleiadians, those of
course will be ships of Cronians / Dragonians.
PS. We do not release here the videos and the emblems of this disgusting sewage, because we
are not in the mood to display in “Hellen and Chaos” all this Dragonian trash. But any wellintentioned researcher can easily cross-check our findings and conclusions.
Further Read:
G.H.REES signal that Foiled the October 14 appearance of pseudo-Andromedian ships
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/ghrees-signal-that-foiled-october-14.html
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/05/clarifications-concerning-newly.html
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http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/nasa-observes-fleet-of-draconians-and.html
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 2010

Friendly Officers informed G.H.REES that their representative is under the
surveillance of SECURIMI
Until and today and two days after the publicizing of the Ultimatum of G.H.REES towards
Russia from the webpage “Hellen and Chaos”, namely about a week before until today, appear
continuously three Albanians in the Marine Coast of Winter Swimmers “IASON” in Volos in
where exercises the representative of G.H.REES Karageorgiou Yannis, for which, G.H.REES
finally was informed by friends inside the Police Force, that these Albanians belong to the
Secret Service of Albania “SECURIMI”. It is still unknown what the plans of these three
Albanians agents are. They appear continuously using mobile phones and provoking with their
glances the representative of G.H.REES.
In any case during which the representative of G.H.REES suffers from any kind of biological
damage let it be known that this damage has been caused to him by “SECURIMI”.
The two of the three Albanians have loose skin appearance and it is obvious that they are
bureaucrats of “SECURIMI” while the third one is well trained, doing also there and a display of
his capabilities in the horizontal bar, and in all likelihood is a military officer who covers the
security of the other two agents. The presence and the conduct of the three provoked the
suspicions of the other Greek swimmers in that coast, because it became obvious that these
Albanians play hypocritical theater by impersonating the peepers or by flirting the Greek
women to allegedly create relations.
This theater didn’t convince the swimmers who finally are still trying to find what is happening
with those three and their suspicious conduct.
PS. Blog’s Commentary: G.H.REES as the whole course has shown is looking like an extremely
lethal beast during a winter’s torpor… that some times grunt during its sleep, and some traitor
drops immediately dead as mutton … with unexplained death. So let them try executing their
move against G.H.REES in order to completely awaken the beast, and in order to appear the
“other half awesome face” and for them to see right after their whole universe destroyed and
their whole world evaporate right below their feet, inside a minimal time-lag. Let them give us
the pleasure to see them carried away inside the abyss, because without HELLAS, dominates
only CHAOS.
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G.H.REES TO THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT
x
Original Greek Language document:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/09/blog-post_2848.html

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2010

Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 3:54 PM 0 comments

URGENT SIGNAL OF THE G.H.REES READERSHIP MAGNESIA UNDER THE OCCASION
OF NEWS CONCERNING DISCRETIONARY DRILL OF WAR ALARM ONLY FOR
PELOPONNESE
A Drill of population protection from a massive strike of the enemy (bombing, assault with
Nuclear-Biological-Chemical weapons etc) will be committed in the next week in the capitals
of the Peloponnese prefectures. (Southern Greece)
Thus on Monday will sound the Sirens from 11:00 in the morning, in all the capitals of the
Peloponnese prefectures.
Specifically, it will be applied, a test function of the system of automatic tele-control of the
Alarms Sirens concerning the Political Defense, under the attempt of testing the functionality
of the network, with purpose its modernization.
The drill will last for 1’.
Defencenet.gr News Department
-BEGIN OF G.H.REES SIGNAL-

After the publicizing of the above news the Department of G.H.REES Readership Magnesia
states that unfortunately is justified completely G.H.REES and the web-blog “Hellen and
Chaos” which both wrote that after the chaos that will be created in Athens from the descend
of the millions, namely from the descend of the expelled and butchered Greeks by the invasion
of the armies of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje – Turkey – Romania) in
Northern – Western – Central – and Insular Greece, the Government of the political party
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“LA.O.S.” (cryptozionist right wing theosophical party: People’s Orthodox Alert) of
Karatzaferis, of Glucksburg and of Palaiologos Dragazis, will take over the government of the
Global War as a Bait – “Barm” of the creation of a “New Byzantine Empire” from Greece.
The Drill of functioning of the Political Alarm Sirens Network ONLY in Peloponnese is a proof of
the above mentioned information of G.H.REES that denied the rest webpages and the traitors
“Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 and their webpages in Athens.
We inform the Greek People that all “Epsilon” have bought survival houses around Mystras –
Peloponnese and around the destined as Governmental Buildings of “LA.O.S.” in Mystras
(“Restored Palaces – Courts”), and one of them is the theosophist Panagiotis Toulatos leader of
Christiano-Dodecatheism cult. We call Worldwide Hellenes to see the self evident, namely that
it is not committed a Political Alarm Drill of the Sirens Systems in Northern Greece and
especially in Western Thrace, which will receive the first assaults of the Turkish Army, because
Northern Greece namely Southern Hellenic Epirus, Macedonia, (the Islands of the Aegean) and
Western Thrace, will receive the first blow of the “B.A.S.T.R.” armies assault and in those
regions must normally be done the tests and the modernizations of the Sirens System of
Greece, but this is not done there but it is done in Peloponnese which will never receive an
assault of “B.A.S.T.R.”, but possibly will receive an assault from Greek forces which will be
notified by the G.H.REES documents and will charge in Peloponnese in order to eliminate the
Karatzaferis Government, and we speak here about a Greek Army part which maybe will Rebel
against the Government of Karatzaferis of “LA.O.S.”, of Paul Glucksburg, and of PseudoPalaiologos Pseudo-Dragazis Yohann Christiansen Holstein Glucksburg, hewbrewsaxon, namely
Greek Forces that will attack, not against the population of Peloponnese, but against the
treasonous Government of the Turk-Albanian agent provocateur KARA – ZAFFERI in order for
these Greek Rebellious Forces to foil the Second Step of the Total Destruction of Greece which
will be the transfer of the Greek Government to Constantinople for the further treasonous
actions, namely for the assault anymore of the entire Greek “Monkey” Empire 666 –
Constantinople against the “R.I.C.” axis (Russia – Islam – China) with counter-attack of the
“R.I.C.” axis for the complete genocide of the West with first victims worldwide Hellenism.
We notify World Hellenism that for the Military Security anymore and for the protection of the
Government Karatzaferis – Glucksburg – Palaiologos Dragazis in Mystras – Peloponnese, of this
Hebrewsaxon and TurkAlbanian gang of the complete destruction of Greece, has been retired
from Evros, by the Hebrews and Masons traitors Politicians of Athens, an extremely valuable
stationed there Mechanized Infantry Brigade which incorporates heavy battle tanks “LEOPARD”
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and the minimum armored “M-113” in a form of dwarfed “APC” (Armored Personnel Carriers)
of Evros, and this Mechanized Brigade has been transferred to Tripoli – Peloponnese in where
coordinated with the pre-existing Brigade consists today the so called 5th Division of Tripoli.
This Division with the two Brigades, one of which stationed there and one of which was retired
from Evros, are stationed now in Peloponnese Tripoli. One of them that pointed the matter of
this treason is also and the journalist Konstantinides, although Orthodox with his stupid
Christianity, but a patriot nevertheless, who from his TV-Station broadcast of “ASTRA” in
Volos, when he was informed about the retirement of an extremely valuable Mechanized
Brigade with Battle Tanks and dwarfed “APCs”, namely transformed “M-113”, from Evros in
order to be transferred in Tripoli Peloponnese, he asked his public that: “if someone knows if
there is a chance of Peloponnese to receive and assault of Turkish – Bulgarian – Albanian or any
other Army”. And of course the question was Rhetoric and Ironic because no one is about to
attack against Peloponnese (Southern Greece) not one from the armies of the “B.A.S.T.R.”
axis. G.H.REES notifies the General who commands the Division of Tripoli and the two
Brigadiers that are incorporated in the Division, and the rest officers and soldiers of the 5th
Division Tripoli, to assault and to wipe-out and bring down the Governmental Palaces that has
built the treasonous Government of Athens in Mystras, in order to entertain the treasonous
Government Karatzaferis of “LA.O.S.”, Glucksburg and Palaiologos Dragazis, to which the
traitor Hebrew of Ioannina Karolos, Democracy President, has programmed to deliver the
baton of Governance from “PASOK” to the coup d’etat Government of “LA.O.S.”, which will
carry the title – bluff:
“Government of National Salvation”.
We repeat, we ask from all the officers and from the soldiers of the 5th Division Tripoli,
namely from the staff of the 2 Brigades of the 5th Division in Tripoli, to assault and to bring
down, using their own inside measures, all the Governmental Palaces of the coup d’etat
Government Karatzaferis – Glucksburg – Palaiologos Draganis, in Mystras of Peloponnese,
because in case they do not act likewise, Mystras of Peloponnese will be the first focus of hightreason against Hellenes and of the total genocide of Hellenes through the transfer of the
entire Government Karatzaferis from Mystras to Constantinople against the “R.I.C.” axis
(Russia – Islam – China) and for the complete genocide of Worldwide Hellenism by the counterattack of “R.I.C.”.
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SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 2010

We repeat for the third time, we plead all the officers and the soldiers of the 5th Division
Tripoli, namely of the 2 Brigades which consists it, to assault with all their means available and
to bring down the Buildings and the Pseudo-Parliaments of the coup d’etat Government of
Karatzaferis of “LA.O.S.”, of Glucksburg, and of Pseudo-Palaiologos Pseudo-Dragazis Yohann
Christiansen Holstein Glucksburg, all HebrewSaxons and TurkAlbanians provocateurs against
Greece, because if you don’t act likewise, if you don’t bring down those Governmental
Buildings of “LA.O.S.”, then this coup d’etat Government is about to be transferred to
Constantinople after the hypocritical political turn of “NATO” in favor of Greece and allegedly
against “B.A.S.T.R”, and from Constantinople this coup d’etat Government of “Epsilon” » )+(
▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.” is about to assault against “R.I.C.” as a typical leader of the “NATO”
Armies, in order to bring the complete destruction of the White nations of the West, with first
annihilated victims Worldwide Hellenism.
We notify the Generals and the Brigadiers of the 4th Army Corps of Xanthi, in to which are
incorporated all the Brigadiers of Evros, Armored Brigades, Mechanized Brigades, and Infantry
Brigades, that already the treasonous Hebrew Governments of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK” Athens have opened a “HOLE” in the defense of Evros, by removing from there an
extremely valuable Brigade of Mechanized Infantry and by transporting it in Tripoli which will
never receive and assault of Enemy Soldiery, and with only hidden reason the protection of the
coup d’etat Government of the Generals and of the Brigadiers “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666, who are
close to organize a coup d’etat and to take over the Greek Government, and by transferring it
to Mystras - Peloponnese.
We notify and the rest Generals of the 1st Army Larisa and the Brigadiers and the rest officers
and soldiers.
Same wise we notify the Generals and the Brigadiers and the rest Officers and Soldiers of the
2nd Army Corps Veroia and especially the 32nd Brigadier of Special Forces in Volos which is
incorporated to the 2nd Army Corps Veroia, that has been deviously opened a defensive “HOLE
– BACKDOOR” by the treasonous Governments of Athens in Evros, through the removal of an
extremely valuable Mechanized Brigade which incorporates heavy battle tanks “LEOPARD” and
transformed to “APC” dwarfed “M-113”, with only hidden and devious purpose the
amplification FROM NOW of the coup d’etat Government of the Generals and of the Brigadiers
“Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 traitors, who belong in “LA.O.S.”, and who will transfer the Greek
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Government to Mystras of Peloponnese.
This proves that already the so called democratic Governments of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK” actively participate to the coup d’etat which will be finally realized by the Generals
and Brigadiers “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.”, namely for the overthrow of the Greek
regime, and they actively participate the today Governments of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK” which already built the Governmental Palaces of the coup d’etat Government of
“Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.” in Mystras, by proving that these Governments programmed
and participated in collusion to the coup d’etat that will be finally realized by “LA.O.S.” with
initial transfer of the Greek capital from Athens to Mystras, and finally from Mystras to
Constantinople for the Grand Treason against the nations of White Race and especially against
Hellas, as typical leaders “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “NATO” and of “SEATO” against the “R.I.C.”
axis (Russia – Islam – China/Korea) ▲ 888 – 777 or “Shanghai Pact” in order for “R.I.C.” to
genocide the Whites of the West with first annihilated victims Worldwide Hellenism.
We make plead towards all the Generals, Brigadiers, lower Officers and Soldiers of the Greek
Army and their homologues of the Greek Police and of the Secret Service “KYP/EYP”,
ELIMINATE NOW : the GreekHebrew and Masons politicians of “New Democracy” and of
“PASOK”, namely all these treasonous bastards of the Greek “Parliament” – aboulia of Greeks,
together with the Democracy President (Hebrew from Ioannina) who is initiated ( SEE HIS
OATH: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVuKCZSG_SA ) to the scheme of the transfer of the
Governmental baton from “PASOK” to “LA.O.S.” in Mystras, after the half-initial-genocide of
Greece by the attacking “B.A.S.T.R.” axis (Referred to the above video of his oath as:
“Limitation of the Greek borders”), ELIMINATE THEM NOW, before it realizes the coup d’etat
of these treasonous bastards in November after the assault of “B.A.S.T.R.” (Bulgaria – Albania –
Skopje – Turkey – Romania) against Greece, a coup in disguise as allegedly “Government of
National Salvation”, namely salvation of the treasonous Hebrew ass and of the Masonic
sodomized ass (“Separation of Sephiroth” and “Passage of the Abyss”), because this
Government the only thing that will not do is the salvation of Greece, but will really be the
Government of the complete and final genocide of all Hellenes through provocation of a Global
War of “NATO” against “R.I.C.”.
G.H.REES also does an ULTRA-URGENT plead to all Greek Citizens of Peloponnese to attack
together with the Division in Tripoli and to destroy and bring down all the Governmental
Buildings of “LA.O.S.” in Mystras, as Governmental Buildings (Restored Palaces – Courts) which
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are destined to entertain the coup d’etat Government of “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.” as
coup result which are planning the Theosophical Masons “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.” to
be realized in November of 2010 right after the assault of the “B.A.S.T.R.” armies against
Greece.
(note: As an assault which is programmed to be realized with pretext that will be provided by
the collusion treasonous new Government of “PASOK” which already did a re-shuffle as
G.H.REES predicted one month ago)
We call the Greek Army, the men of the three weapons of the Greek armed Forces, to display
a total disobedience to orders that call them to depart to Asiatic Deserts under the pretext of
“Peace Keeping Forces” or under any other pretext or any other excuse on behalf of “NATO”,
and to display a total disobedience to the forthcoming coup d’etat Government of “LA.O.S.”
which will order them to depart to Asia anymore as offensive forces of “NATO” against the
“R.I.C.” axis, because the traitors hebrewsaxons Paul Hostein Glucksburg destined for ArchGeneral of the “EMPIRE – 666” Constantinople, and the Pseudo-Palaiologos Pseudo-Dragazis
Christiansen Holstein Glucksburg, destined for “EMPEROR” of this “EMPIRE”, together with the
turkalbanian traitor agent-provocateur KARA-ZAFFERI of “LA.O.S.” will send the Greek Army to
be butchered by the counter-attacking armies of “R.I.C.” in the Asiatic Deserts of Siberia, of
Mongolia, and of China.
Already the traitor provocateur writer and agent of “NATO” Dimosthenis Liakopoulos from his
Television Broadcasts of the TV-Station “Macedonia” states directly that:
“THE GREEK ARMY MUST ATTACK AGAINST DARK FORCES IN THE DESERT TAKLAMAKAN OF
CHINA”.
A word for a wise man is enough.
Who ever man of the Greek Army of the three weapons, depart for Asia, first he will never
return back, because he will be devoured by the carrion buzzards of the Asiatic Deserts, (See:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/06/blog-post_2370.html) secondly will be a pretext
for the counter-attack of the “R.I.C.” armies for the total annihilation of his family and
relatives in Greece and of the families and relatives of the military personnel in Greece.
The order for the drill of Sirens Functioning for the Political Protection and Political Defense
ONLY for Peloponnese means that the of Hebrew origins Minister of Defense Benizelos or
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Tourgoutsoglou or TOURGOUT, Turk-Hebrew Donmeh, and the under-secretary of defense
Beglitis, of same wise Hebrew origins, under the orders of their Greek-Hebrew Prime Minister
Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad – Tsiden Baum, as G.H.REES has written and unfortunately is
confirmed, planned the complete abandonment of the Political Defense and Political
Protection of the Sirens System of rest Greece, in order for the rest Greeks to not take defense
measures against the expected invasion of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis in October – November of
2010. This order was executed by the 5th Division Tripoli and thus it was given hierarchically
through the treasonous and masons without exception Generals of the Greek Army-NavyAirforce HQ’s, who have given a Masonic Oath of destruction of all the Nations – States AND OF
GREECE, in order to be founded the Global Planetary Dictatorship of the Global Government of
the “Kingdom of Jehovah” of China in 2012.
We call the Greeks non Masons officers of the Greek Armed Forces of the three weapons, of
the Greek Police Force, and of the Greek Secret Service “KYP/EYP”, to carry right away and
force without court: death penalties against the Hebrew agent who impersonates the Greek
Prime Minister Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad – Tsiden Baum, against he who impersonates the
Minister of Defence (Read: Minister of Defence of Turkey) Evaggelos Venizelos or
Tourgoutsoglou or TOURGOUT, Turk-Hebrew Donmeh, and of the Under-Secretary Beglitis, and
against the Masons Generals of the Greek Army-Navy-Airforce HQ’s, with charges concerning
High Treason against the Greek Regime, due to the foment of the coup d’etat Government of
“Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.”, as a coup d’etat which is programmed to be realized in
November after the assault of “B.A.S.T.R.” against Greece, because if the Non Masons Greece
Officers don’t act likewise, this will mean the complete genocide of Greeks of Northern –
Central – Western – Insular Greece by the invasion of “B.A.S.T.R.” in November.

G.H.REES Readership Magnesia
Through the G.H.REES messages server
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia, Volos
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Spread this document to Worldwide Hellenism especially to the Greek Omogenia of America
“B.A.S.T.R.” axis and in second phase by “JIHAD” Islamic, Russian, and Chinese Divisions.

POSTSCRIPT 3 (OF THE G.H.REES MAGNESIA):
In 05.09.2010 we are being informed from the Internet that the Hebrew Economist BOB
CHAPMAN (SEE LINK: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jRWSzuzW0Qk ) is spreading in the
Internet news from a foreign Embassy in Athens Greece, about an expected coup d’etat of
Military Officers in Greece.
Previously, in the same promulgation of his, CHAPMAN is announcing the joyful occasion of the
marriage of the Hebrew-Saxon prince Nikolaos HOLSTEIN GLUCKSBURG and the joyful news of
the foundation of the “Royal Party” in Greece. The “Royal Party” of Greece is founded in order
to replace the party “LA.O.S.” (People’s Orthodox Alert) of the Turk-Albanian agentprovocateur – traitor G. Karatzaferis, the “LA.O.S.” party, which G.H.REES and the webpage
“Hellen and Chaos” completely crashed with their revelations, for the execution of
instructions of the Chinese “HONG” through the Lodges “A.O.A.” and “O.T.O.” London, from
“LA.O.S.” and from the collusion “PASOK”, for the provocation of the Balkan War of the
“B.A.S.T.R.” axis against Greece, and for the provocation of the Third World War with
“LA.O.S.” having as its seat the “Byzantine Empire 666 Sufism – ChristianoDodecatheism” in
Constantinople, and with assault of the “NATO” armies under the leadership of “LA.O.S.” in
Constantinople against the “Shanghai Pact” or “R.I.C.” in order for Greece and the rest White
Western Nations to be annihilated by the counter-attacking “R.I.C.”, with final genocide and
of the Russians from the axles “C.J.T.H.S.M.” and “C.K.” China and Korea.
The entire above mentioned genocidal program of “HONG” is now undertaking to execute the
“Royal Party” of Greece, which due to the G.H.REES revelations, is unable to raise an Election
Percentage of above 2%, and thus it has been ordered from abroad, namely from London, to
execute an armed coup d’etat in Greece, organized by Greek Theosophists Masons Generals
“Epsilon” of the Greek Army and of the Greek Police, who will appoint as a Prime-Minister of
Greece the Hebrew-Saxon fallen successor Paul or his brother Nikolaos HOLSTEIN
GLUCKSBURG.It has been programmed that the Royal Coup d’etat of the Hebrew-Saxons
HOLSTEIN GLUCKSBURG and of the Theosophists Masons “Epsilon” Greek Generals will
overthrow the Greek collusion politicians, but will remain in “NATO” in order to execute the
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scheme of “HONG” for the provocation of Balkan and World War, with 5.000.000.000 dead and
with annihilated all the Russians and all the Greeks.
About Dimosthenis Liakopoulos as "Epsilon" of "LA.O.S.", Provocateur Hebrew Agent and Agent
of NATO:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/02/blog-post_5308.html
Note: Some of the above webpage LINKS provided are in the Greek Language. Use the
automatic Google Translator: http://translate.google.com/ to translate them to your
corresponding mother language.
Original Greek Language document:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/09/blog-post_2579.html
other Countries, take Measures and Survive! RELEVANT POSTSCRIPTS
Here is how the Theosophists (“Satanists”) Masons “Epsilon” » )+( ▼ 666 of “LA.O.S.”
deviously propagandize the “666” as necessary “HOLY”(!!!) number for use by the “EMPIRE”
Constantinople in its campaign to the depths of Asia.
(In order for Global Hellenism to be butchered in “Jihad” by the “Christian – Orthodox – Islamic
– 888” R.I.C.)
Ioannis Fourakis theoretician of “LA.O.S.”, archpriest and prophet of “Epsilon” and
propagandist of “666” as necessary symbol-number of the Greek-Byzantine Empire M.R.A.
(MUNDANA RELIGIO ADUNATA) SOUFI 666:
(in italic-bold the words of Fourakis, the brackets are ours)
“The number that is considered and specified by the Christians as the number of the
Arabic digits 666, the three sixes, declare and specify the wining comeback of the Greeks
to their Holy Focus Land (Constantinople as second permanent capital of the Greek-Byzantine
Empire after the intermediate capital “Mystras” during the first destruction of Northern
Greece and Islands by the assault of the B.A.S.T.R. axis), but also it declares and the beyond
it multiyear battle-campaign of Greeks (namely of the “battle”-provocation-suicide against
the axis “R.I.C.” or “Shanghai Pact” until the “Red Apple Tree” in “Aornos Stone”, namely in
Tibet, inside the territories of China(!!!) as Fourakis has also prophesized, in order for China434
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Dragon to massively counter-attack and annihilate completely everyone with annihilation
priority victims Global Hellenism and the White Race). The fact that the three sixes (666)
state and specify the winning result of a multi-year campaign of the Greeks, teaches us
between others and the godly Aeschylus, in the verses 30-35 of the Agamemnon Tragedy.
In these verses he reports that: When was succeeded the fall of Troy and with the
“Fryktoria” (Communication Method with Smoke Signals) was transmitted to Argos, of the
king and leader of all Greeks Agamemnon, the message of the fall of Troy, the guardian
of the Palaces who was responsible for the receipt of the message yelled:
“I will say that my King was pleased, because three times six (666) this “Fryktoria”
signaled (Victory Signal) …"
SOURCE: FOURAKIS.GR
Galactic Federation of Light", "Pleiadians" and rest Dragonian sewage
…And in order for the Islamic Armies (Jesus - Isa – as second most important figure for Muslims)
and the Orthodox Christian Armies of Russia and of the Orthodox Buddhist and Christian Armies
of China/Korea (of the Christian movements “Back to Jerusalem” and “Moon”) to have
additional reason of genocide rabid of “holy war” – “JIHAD” against the Greek-Byzantine
Empire – 666 as an “Anti-Christ” parody of Christianity M.R.A. SOUFI with supreme arithmetic
symbols of it the “666” as the “Number of the Antichrist” or “Anti-Isa” (Jesus of the Muslims)
or DAJAL (Anti-Christ West of the Muslims) and with Greek liegemen of this fixed collusion
“EMPIRE” with paper legs, as sheep destined for slaughter, sealed with under-the-skin
microchips or with electronic ID-cards “AMKA” (or “CIVILIAN CARD”) that will have encoded
inside it this “666” empire - number.
And thus because the “Fryktoria” signaled 3 X 6 times in the civil catastrophic bloodshed war
of Hellas vs Troy (“Female” Civilization Hellas Delphi against “Male” Civilization Troy or
Troskon or Titrosko Sardeis) instigated by Semitic-mongolian priesthoods of the pseudoDodecatheon and of the Moon or Selene or Selene or Helen, must now totally be destroyed the
Hellenism finally with the use again of this numeric sequence, but this time as official number
– emblem of this “EMPIRE - 666”, and as official number stamp of the sheep destined for
slaughter, schizophrenic miserable neo-Greeks stupid followers of this …empire, butcher in the
first phase by the
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http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/06/el-shaddai-wikipedia.html
Readers of our blog are putting pressure on us in order to comment the appeared thousands of
youtube videos that mercilessly propagandize in the World Wide Web the alleged “GALACTIC
FEDERATION (GALACTIC GOVERNMENT) OF LIGHT” and/or the alleged “PLEIADIANS”.
We will not write much because already from the several G.H.REES documents that we have
publicized in our blog (Greek and International version) a long time ago, It’s becoming more
than obvious the grand fraud and the psychological operation (psyop) of the Dragonians, taking
in consideration the following data:
a) The “Galactic Federation of Light” is presenting itself with a complex emblem that contains
inside it the “Reversed Epsilons”, presented as )+( with curved epsilons (exactly as the
“reversed Epsilon” symbol variation that prefer to use the Theosophical Masonic gangs of the
Pseudo-“Epsilon”-“Olympians”-“Krinaetoi”(Rosicrucian Lodge of the Crinum & Eagle) etc etc,
by false-impersonating the alleged returned Dodecatheon of Zeus, false impersonated to them
by Cronians(Saturnians - Savaothians)/Yahweh Demons). But the climax and the completely
ridiculous thing in this case is that their complex emblem except from the )+( contains inside it
also and the “STAR OF DAVID” or the “CABBALISTIC HEXAGRAM OF SOLOMON” as a main
emblem of the Lunar/Dragonians forces and of their communication methods with their
earthlings subordinates: “tele-controlled projectiles”. So here is completely obvious the
alliance – collusion of the Theosophists Cronians 666 with the Lunar Dragonians 888.
b) The “Galactic Federation of Light” is presenting itself with eponym supreme governors of
their ships the entire Lunar Sin-Zion-Sion-pseudoYahwehic Dragonian drain that blood bathed
and wiped out the planet and especially the White Andromedian Pelasgian and the Black Sirian
Race for about the last 13000 years. Namely they presents as their ship’s governors the:
Metatron or Mataron of the demon possessed lunatic and loser black magician PseudoEUMOLPOS (enemy of G.H.REES), the Gabriel, Uriel, Michael, …Urinael and all the rest known
Lunar Cancerous sewage of the Galaxy accountable to the Universal Justice – NEMESIS
preparative to the Ultimatum years 2012 – 2013.
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c) The “Galactic Federation of Light” presents formations of luminous semi – transparent
spherical ships and/or holograms that form in the sky: Christs / Angels and the Judeo-Christian
Cross Symbol. G.H.REES has for a long time ago informed the public about the form of these
ships of 2nd Dimension of matter rarification (For earthlings the 2nd dimension ships are visible
as bright semi-transparent geometric spectral solids. Higher Dimension Space Wars: SPACE
GATE OF PYLOS: http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/space-gate-of-pylos.html
) and therefore the sub-daughter vessels of this alleged “Galactic Federation of Light” are
actually Lunar ships of the directly above Dimension namely of the 2nd Dimension. The true
ships of the Galactic Andromedian Forces of planet Saturn that can drive through the defensive
barriers of the adversary and that can monitor “inductively” our planet and/or that can
commit tectonic/electromagnetic(EMP)/meteorological warfare against the adversary, are
ships of the 3rd Dimension and above, made of Neutrino matter, and therefore are completely
invisible.
d) The “Galactic Federation of Light” and the alleged allies of them the “Pleiadians” are
admitting that they communicate with their earthlings subordinates and spokesmen through
“CHANNELING” namely through “MEDIUM” namely through “DEMONIC POSSESSION – TRANCE –
CATALEPSY”. Those though are not the ways of communication that apply the true
Governmental-Federal Andromedians Hyper-Scientists in Saturn’s Orbit but are “ways of
communication” (Read: WAYS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TERRORISM AND MENTAL CONTROL –
WARFARE) that prefer to use the sewage of the Galaxy, known also as: Black Magicians
Cronus/Yahweh Inc. – spacebandits and annihilators of planets and solar systems – megacells of
PANA or SYM-PAN or Universe or Universal Organism. G.H.REES communicates with those true
Governmental – Federal Andromedians in Saturn’s Orbit by strictly using only SCIENCE and
TECHNOLOGY of passive and active telecommunication devices NETRINO/NASER, while the
charter of the Group strictly forbids from the Group’s members any Para-psychological or
Spiritual activity-method, as members which also have as a duty to immediately report to their
superiors any para-psychological harassment against them whatsoever.
From the above it is easily concluded that the “Galactic Federation of Light” and their alleged
allies of them the “Pleiadians” are not the actual true Governmental – Federal multidimensional Armada of Hyper-Ships (Warplanets) that at this moment of time is parked in the
ellipse of the planet Saturn orbit, forcing an EXTREMELY TIGHT AND HOT MILITARY
QUARANTINE against the 7 inner planets of our solar system (Dragonian Defensive inner
perimeter – “cage” : See the “7 stars” in John’s Revelation), but is actually a psychological
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operation and a pseudo-Galactic Federation of Light and pseudo-Pleiadians that are being
impersonated by Demons and Crews of the Dragonians and of their Allies and collusion players
Cronians – Saturnians – Savaothians, with purpose to prepossess the true arrival of the Galactic
(KNOZ-3) Governmental Forces and at the same time during the programmed beginning of their
genocidal scheme “Armageddon” to present themselves to the Nations of the West originally as
Metatron – AntiChrist – pseudoZeus - STELLAR – 666 forces which will drive the armies of the
bankrupted West (US.E.J. and T.I.M. axles) and the devastated army of the stupid and
manipulated by Theosophists “Epsilon” Neo-Greeks, to an initial weak provocateur assault
(Already Happening partially) against the “R.I.C.” axis or “Shanghai Pact”. Right after the
exact same ships will change their emblems and will convert to Ships 888 of the “Good” Jesus –
little Christ (Rabbi Jehoshua) and of Michael and of Urinael, which will abandon helpless and
with devastated moral and logistics of war the Armies of the West inside the Mongolian deserts
in where they will be completely butchered by the Dragonian China 888 and Korea 777, while
those same ships right after will fight on the side of the overwhelming counter-attacking
Yellow Terrestrial Dragonian Chinese and Koreans which will devastate and annihilate
completely the White, the Black and the Mongolian White-Yellow race.
CONCLUSION
The “Galactic Federation of Light” should rename them selves to PANICKED and under TIGHT
MILITARY QUARANTINE “Sevenplanet-rulers and Lunar-rulers Spacebandits of the Darkness” and
the “Pleiadians” should rename themselves to “Cronians – Hyperboreans” magicians –
pseudoscientists, also accountable -as filthy traitors of the White Race- to the Universal
Justice – NEMESIS preparative to the Ultimatum years 2012 – 2013.
The “Pleiadians” are essentially Demons of the Dragonians who have possessed the stupid
lunatic tele-controlled zombies the Masons, and who false impersonate to them the true now
absent Pleiadians. In case of appearance of ships that impersonate the Pleiadians, those of
course will be ships of Cronians / Dragonians.

Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 4:23 PM 0 comments
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2010

Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 2:52 PM 10 comments
are not in the mood to display in “Hellen and Chaos” all this Dragonian trash. But any wellintentioned researcher can easily cross-check our findings and conclusions.
Further Read:
G.H.REES signal that Foiled the October 14 appearance of pseudo-Andromedian ships
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/ghrees-signal-that-foiled-october-14.html
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/05/clarifications-concerning-newly.html
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/nasa-observes-fleet-of-draconians-and.html

PS. We do not release here the videos and the emblems of this disgusting sewage, because we
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 10:56 AM 0 comments
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 2010

Friendly Officers informed G.H.REES that their representative is under the
surveillance of SECURIMI
Until and today and two days after the publicizing of the Ultimatum of G.H.REES towards
Russia from the webpage “Hellen and Chaos”, namely about a week before until today, appear
continuously three Albanians in the Marine Coast of Winter Swimmers “IASON” in Volos in
where exercises the representative of G.H.REES Karageorgiou Yannis, for which, G.H.REES
finally was informed by friends inside the Police Force, that these Albanians belong to the
Secret Service of Albania “SECURIMI”. It is still unknown what the plans of these three
Albanians agents are. They appear continuously using mobile phones and provoking with their
glances the representative of G.H.REES.
In any case during which the representative of G.H.REES suffers from any kind of biological
damage let it be known that this damage has been caused to him by “SECURIMI”.
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The two of the three Albanians have loose skin appearance and it is obvious that they are
bureaucrats of “SECURIMI” while the third one is well trained, doing also there and a display of
his capabilities in the horizontal bar, and in all likelihood is a military officer who covers the
security of the other two agents. The presence and the conduct of the three provoked the
suspicions of the other Greek swimmers in that coast, because it became obvious that these
Albanians play hypocritical theater by impersonating the peepers or by flirting the Greek
women to allegedly create relations.
This theater didn’t convince the swimmers who finally are still trying to find what is happening
with those three and their suspicious conduct.

PS. Blog’s Commentary: G.H.REES as the whole course has shown is looking like an extremely
lethal beast during a winter’s torpor… that some times grunt during its sleep, and some traitor
drops immediately dead as mutton … with unexplained death. So let them try executing their
move against G.H.REES in order to completely awaken the beast, and in order to appear the
“other half awesome face” and for them to see right after their whole universe destroyed and
their whole world evaporate right below their feet, inside a minimal time-lag. Let them give us
the pleasure to see them carried away inside the abyss, because without HELLAS, dominates
only CHAOS.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2010

STOP
STOP

12: It is required an urgent action from you in the Northern Pakistan and in the Afghan nape of
expansion of the main Afghanistan until the Afghan-Chinese borders, because we are being
informed that the New Arch-General of “USA” in Iraq General PETRAEUS will move on to an
agreement with Pakistan ( AND Pakistan has Shiite Crypto-Hebrew Government as continuation
of the Hebrew-Pakistani Dictator General MOSSARAF or Moses) and with Afghanistan, for the
dispatching of American Army to the 2 above areas, with pretext the interception of the
Taliban actions…
In case this happens, then Russia will be cut commercially and geostrategically from India,
with all the obvious consequences of Economical catastrophe of Russia, and strategic blockade
of Russia by the Chinese Army in the above two areas of Afghanistan and of Pakistan, right
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after the programmed from Washington treasonous defeat of “NATO” by the “Shanghai Pact”
or “R.I.C.” (Russia – Islam – China) in Asia in 2012.

TELEGRAPHIC ADDITION OF DATA OVER THE ULTIMATUM OF 18.08.2010 OF THE
G.H.REES PRYTANEUM TO THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT

v
“COURTESY COPY” ESPECIALLY TO ALL THE OFFICERS, IN ACTION AND RETIRED, OF THE GREEK
ARMED FORCES, OF THE GREEK POLICE, AND OF THE GREEK SECRET SERVICE “KYP/EYP”.
STOP
1: Gentlemen of the Russian Government and of the Russian “FSB”, we received knowledge of
the unacceptable conditions of Turkey concerning the pipeline Samsunta – Tseihan, and of the
cancellation of the corresponding agreement between Russia and Turkey. G.H.REES has forewarned you for this development. The purpose of Turkey and of “NATO” was from the
beginning to give Russia the bluff – self deceit of the capability of exporting Russian Oil and
Natural Gas towards Western Europe through the pipelines Samsunta – Tseihan, in order for
Russia to stop exercise pressure over Bulgaria and Greece for the construction of the pipelines
Burghas – Alexandroupoli.
As a consequence of the fraud – bluff of “NATO” through Turkey against Russia, is that today
Russia does not has pipelines neither in Turkey, nor in Greece, neither in Bulgaria, nor will
ever have pipelines installed in any of these Countries. You already know that “NATO” is a
murderous hebrewsaxon whore. Now you learn that also and Turkey is a governmental criminal
genocidal whore disguised as a lawful state.
Same wise political whores are also and the philo-NATO Bulgarian-Hebrew and the GreekHebrew Governments such as those of “New Democracy” and “PASOK” in Greece.
At last awaken your selves and realize that any agreement that you commit with Turkey, this
agreement will be sold from Turkey to China. The same thing will do Turkey and with any
weapons that will receive from Russia.
The above mentioned bluff of Turkey and of “NATO” means a skillful commercial blockade of
the Russian Energy Pipelines towards Western Europe and a skillful Economical destruction of
Russia from “NATO”, and from Turkey, and from China.
According to the International Law, the illegal Commercial Blockade of one State, namely the
blockade without permit or command by the “United Nations” (ONU), consist a just declare of
war from the under blockade member state against the besiegers.
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This means that you have the legal lawful right to militarily invade to Romania – Bulgaria – and
Greece, and after you eliminate the philo-NATO whores governments of these countries, and
after you destroy all the NATO bases and the NATO command posts of the above mentioned
countries, you will force the “PAX OF RUSSIA” in Balkans and in Aegean, by erasing once and
for all the one focus of fire of the 3rd World War in the Balkans.
Especially destroy the American NATO base in the borders of Kosovo and Skopje – VARDASKA,
and expel the Albanians from Kosovo, by delivering Kosovo to the Serbian domination as this is
the legal – just – and historical act to do.
ATTENTION: During this descend of the Russian Army to the Balkans and of the Russian fleet to
the Aegean, DO NOT invade in Turkish territory, because if you invade you will set in motion
the scheme of the Chinese “HONG” for the foundation of the “Byzantine Empire 666” under
the “Epsilon 666” of the party “LA.O.S.” (People’s Orthodox Alert) and of the newly formed
“Royal Party” of Greece in Constantinople, with end result of the above mentioned scheme of
“HONG”, the genocide of all the Russians by the axles “C.J.T.H.S.M.” (China – Japan – Tibet –
Hebrews – Saxons – Mongols) and “C.K.” China and Korea in 2012.

Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 12:48 PM 0 comments
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 2010

ULTRA URGENT ULTIMATUM (28-08-2010) OF RUSSIAN NATIONAL AND
PLANETARY SECURITY
G
Aircraft Carriers of the Russian Combat Navy to the Persian Gulf, and the direct dispatching of
Russian Ground Troops to the borders of Iran with the countries of “C.I.S.” (COMMONWEALTH
OF INDEPENDENT STATES) of ex-“USSR”, on either side of the Caspian Sea, for the pre-emptive
foiling and interception of the assault of “NATO” and of Israel against the collusion CryptoHebrew Iran.
Second Ultra-Urgent needed action by Russia: It is required the direct dispatching of Ships and
Aircraft Carriers of the Russian Combat Navy in the Aegean Sea and in the Ionian Sea, and the
direct invasion of the Russian Ground Army in Romania – Bulgaria – Greece – Skopje – Kosovo –
Albania – Serbia – Montenegro for the elimination of the Philo-NATO governments and
politicians – generals of these countries, for the destruction of the NATO bases and Command
posts in these countries, and for the permanent destruction of the scheme of the Chinese
“HONG” and of “NATO” in the Balkans as a scheme that will brought destructive consequences
for the Greek and for the Russian National Security, namely the total genocide of the Greeks
and the total genocide of the Russians.
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Russians brothers of the Russian Government and of “FSB”, in case that you will not act right
now according to the above mentioned ultra-urgent needed actions, then AND the White
Scythes AND the whiteyellow Mongols and Hebrews of Russia, namely all the Russians, will be
annihilated entirely as “King of the North” from the “Kingdom of Jehovah” of China and Korea,
after previously Russia will be partially annihilated by the Sino-Mongolian (Chinese-Mongolian)
axis “C.J.T.H.S.M.” after 2012.
At last awaken your selves and act in order to survive you, the 140.000.000 of Russians, and in
order to survive the 5.000.000.000 humans of White – Black – and Whiteyellow – Blackyellow
Mongolian race of the Planet, programmed for genocide by the Chinese Hyperlodge “HONG”, in
the Third World War or “Armageddon” of the Space Lunar Chinese Dragonian Hyper-Criminal
spacebandit Sin – Sion – Sina – Zion – Jedi – Sedi (El Shaddai) – Jude – Judas – PseudoJehovah or
Pseudo-Being.
Act right now immediately for the foiling of the Third World War or “Armageddon”, in order to
write the history of the Galaxy that the Russians rescued the life of 5.000.000.000 humans of
the Planet Earth, under the Government of the following and following Russians leaders.
In case that you do not act until 15 September of 2010 according to our above instructions, you
will prove that you are in collusion accomplices to the genocide of 140.000.000 Russians and to
the genocide of 5.000.000.000 human beings of all nations and races of Planet Earth.
v
.H.REES Prytaneum – Athens,
Through the Messages Server,
Of the G.H.REES Magnesia Readership,
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis,
G.H.REES Ex-Instructor of Geostrategy,
Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia, Volos, Hellas.
P
OSTSCRIPT 1:
The content of the present addition of 05.09.2010, and the content of the main ultimatum of
18.08.2010 of G.H.REES towards the Russian Government (Published though the World Wide
Web on 28.08.2010) have been transmitted – notified and to the ellipse of the orbit of Planet
Saturn and to the internal surface of the Earth, through the G.H.REES transmitters “NETRINO

– NASER” of amplified beam. We assume the successful receipt of the transmission by the

2: We received the information concerning the murder of the Russian Arch-General YURI
IVANOV in 04.09.2010, Local Greece Time 14:25’. We overrode the G.H.REES secure
communication system and we communicated immediately with the United States of America,
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and asked information from Greeks of American Intelligence Services, concerning the above
mentioned murder. The answer that we received in 05.09.2010 time 5:00’ in the morning is
that: “It is impossible the access to information concerning the cooperation of American and
Turkish secret services, because in all the American Intelligence Services have been removed
all the Greek-Americans from all the departments of information processing that concerns
Turkey.”
But it is confirmed from other employees of European Origin inside the American Services, that
it has been prepared and is under realization a scheme from “NSA” in cooperation with the
Turkish “MIT” for the murders of “FSB” and “GRU” (old articulation: “G-B-U”) employees from
Russia, with purpose the intercept and the foiling of the Russian operations against the
Tsetsenians and other rebellious minorities in Russia against Moscow.
Furthermore, we have been informed that employees of the Secret Services of Syria are
working for the Turkish “MIT”.
Combine the above data and educe your conclusions for the Russian National Security.
G.H.REES honours the Arch-General YURI IVANOV as a War Hero who fell in the line of duty for
his motherland Russia.
G.H.REES is participating in the bereavement of the family of the hero Arch-General YURI
IVANOV and in the bereavement of the Russian “GRU”.
STOP
2: We received the information concerning the murder of the Russian Arch-General YURI
IVANOV in 04.09.2010, Local Greece Time 14:25’. We overrode the G.H.REES secure
communication system and we communicated immediately with the United States of America,
and asked information from Greeks of American Intelligence Services, concerning the above
mentioned murder. The answer that we received in 05.09.2010 time 5:00’ in the morning is
that: “It is impossible the access to information concerning the cooperation of American and
Turkish secret services, because in all the American Intelligence Services have been removed
all the Greek-Americans from all the departments of information processing that concerns
Turkey.”
But it is confirmed from other employees of European Origin inside the American Services, that
it has been prepared and is under realization a scheme from “NSA” in cooperation with the
Turkish “MIT” for the murders of “FSB” and “GRU” (old articulation: “G-B-U”) employees from
Russia, with purpose the intercept and the foiling of the Russian operations against the
Tsetsenians and other rebellious minorities in Russia against Moscow.
Furthermore, we have been informed that employees of the Secret Services of Syria are
working for the Turkish “MIT”.
Combine the above data and educe your conclusions for the Russian National Security.
G.H.REES honours the Arch-General YURI IVANOV as a War Hero who fell in the line of duty for
his motherland Russia.
G.H.REES is participating in the bereavement of the family of the hero Arch-General YURI
IVANOV and in the bereavement of the Russian “GRU”.
STOP
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: The Turkish-Hebrew Donmeh Minister of Defense of Greece (Read: Minister of Defense of
Turkey) Venizelos with real name TOURGOUT or Tourgoutsoglou falsely denied that the
Government of the Hebrew traitor Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad agreed to deliver to Israel the
Russian Anti-Aircraft Missiles “S-300” which are stationed treasonously in Crete and not in the
island of Skiros. The Paramilitary leg of G.H.REES is denying the above mentioned false denial
of TOURGOUT and confirms that indeed existed an announcement and a will of the Greek
Ministry of Defense, for the delivery of the “S-300” missiles to Israel, (Blog’s commentary:
since we reached under the commands of treasonous politicians and masons generals to a point
that the Greek pilots train Israeli pilots, and since they give our entire air space to the Israelis
to conduct war drills, what they now want and bleat, trying to deny the will for the “S-300”
delivery to the Israelis? ) such as the previous attempt of the treasonous delivery of the
Russian Anti-Aircraft missiles “TOR-M1” from Greece to Israel, an attempt which was foiled by
a Russian combat vessel which intercepted the course of the Greek stupid traitor Captain who
transferred the “TOR-M1” missiles to Israel.
ATTENTION: Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad is the worst and the most treasonous Prime Ministry
male whore who has passed from Greece, because he is a homosexual namely he is a crook
without any word of honor.
17: It is obvious that for the interception of storms from the low barometric of “HAARP”, such
as them that struck after 10 August 2010 the Northwestern Russia, you must use the reverse
method from this that we have instructed to you for the interception of broiling weather from
the high barometric provoked by the American “HAARP” and by “MASERS” Satellites of “USA”
and of China.
Namely, you must use emission “MASERS” of counter-clockwise radiation in erect position and
with assembled the rear reflective parabolic element “LINK” of rectilinear radiation
production.
Same wise, you must use absorption “MASERS” of clockwise radiation, in reverse position and
with disassembled the rear reflective parabolic element “LINK” of rectilinear

18: Proceed immediately to a program of new grain semination in double-sized lands in
comparison to the previous grain semination inside the Russian domain, as lands protected
100% by the “MASERS” and by the “Orgone” Systems of Wilhelm Reich.
Store gradually the half quantity of the following grain production in Russia for the creation of
a 21 years reserve for the Russian people survival.
Advise the same to the Governments of Ukraine – Kazakhstan – Uzbekistan – and of the rest
grain production countries of the “Commonwealth of Independent States” or “C.I.S.”, namely
of the former “USSR” (CCCP) countries, because Russia and “C.I.S.” will receive a
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Meteorological – Marine – and Geological War and from exogenous non terrestrial forces of
Dragonians with origins the Constellation of Draco and
19: In their basic book of the above mentioned Dragonians towards the under programmed
genocide terrestrial Christians – Islamists – and Judeans, namely in “Holy Scriptures”, “John’s
Revelation” chapters (8 : 7) and (6 : 5-8), right after the incendiarism of the trees and of the
grain with fire coming from the heaven through “LASERS” and “MASERS” technology of “NATO”
and of China, “the Angels of the Lunar Dragonian Pseudo-God Sin – Sion – Sinai – Jedi – Sedi (El
Shaddai) – Jeid – Jude – Judas – PseudoJehovah – or PseudoBeing, provoke famine to all the
countries except China, with the Horse-rider – Angel of God of the Black Horse.”
In that famine will be provoked lack of grain as it is stated in “John’s Revelation” : “One fistful
– ΧΟΙΝΙΞ of grain will be sold for 1 dinar”, namely for a daily salary of one Roman legionnaire,
namely for a daily salary of one regular worker of 2011 – 2012.
Already the of Hebrew Ancestry “Greek” Flour-Industrialist Lullis (Lulli, italian-hebrew clan
from Genova Italy), with pretext the reduction of the Russian grain production for 25% in 2010
and the exports ban of the Russian grain, proposed the raise of the flour-products price in
Greece for 25% - 40%. Namely he proposed a raise of bread price in Greece for 50% - 80%, while
for the first time in history the grain reserves of “USA”, of Canada, and of the “European
Union” are in record high levels, and while the “European Union” imports from Russia only the
0,33% of the grain which consumes, namely of only 1.000.000 tones from the 300.000.000
tones that consumes every year.
20: Therefore is self-evident the International Conspiracy of China together with the Zionist
“NATO” for the provocation of artificial – virtual famine, for the provocation of hunger –
illnesses – and defensive paralysis of the countries of the “US.E.J.” and “T.I.M.” axles (Tibet –
India – Mongolia) and of Russia and of the Islamic Nations of the “R.I.C.” axis, before the
natural – biological annihilation of the above mentioned countries with Hot Global War by the
Chinese and North-Korean Army in 201
Already the of Hebrew Ancestry “Greek” Flour-Industrialist Lullis (Lulli, italian-hebrew clan
from Genova Italy), with pretext the reduction of the Russian grain production for 25% in 2010
and the exports ban of the Russian grain, proposed the raise of the flour-products price in
Greece for 25% - 40%. Namely he proposed a raise of bread price in Greece for 50% - 80%, while
for the first time in history the grain reserves of “USA”, of Canada, and of the “European
Union” are in record high levels, and
hile the “European Union” imports from Russia only the 0,33% of the grain which cons

20: Therefore is self-evident the International Conspiracy of China together with the Zionist
“NATO” for the provocation of artificial – virtual famine, for the provocation of hunger –
illnesses – and defensive paralysis of the countries of the “US.E.J.” and “T.I.M.” axles (Tibet –
India – Mongolia) and of Russia and of the Islamic Nations of the “R.I.C.” axis, before the
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natural – biological annihilation of the above mentioned countries with Hot Global War by the
Chinese and North-Korean Army in 201
xAlready the of Hebrew Ancestry “Greek” Flour-Industrialist Lullis (Lulli, italian-hebrew clan
from Genova Italy), with pretext the reduction of the Russian grain production for 25% in 2010
and the exports ban of the Russian grain, proposed the raise of the flour-products price in
Greece for 25% - 40%. Namely he proposed a raise of bread price in Greece for 50% - 80%, while
for the first time in history the grain reserves of “USA”, of Canada, and of the “European
Union” are in record high levels, and while the “European Union” imports from Russia only the
0,33% of the grain which consumes, namely of only 1.000.000 tones from the 300.000.000
tones that consumes every year
20: Therefore is self-evident the International Conspiracy of China together with the Zionist
“NATO” for the provocation of artificial – virtual famine, for the provocation of hunger –
illnesses – and defensive paralysis of the countries of the “US.E.J.” and “T.I.M.” axles (Tibet –
India – Mongolia) and of Russia and of the Islamic Nations of the “R.I.C.” axis, before the
natural – biological annihilation of the above mentioned countries with Hot Global War by the
Chinese and North-Korean Army in 201
Chinese Satellite “MASERS”, is capable to reverse the cyclic torque of the Marine Currents,
from counter-clockwise to clockwise and vice versa, by provoking total catastrophe to the
Russian Fishery and a complete change of the Russian climate due to change of the Marine
Winds towards Russia from the direction of the Atlantic Ocean, from the Pacific, and from the
Northern Arctic Ocean
15: We warn you that the American “HAARP” system in coordination with the American and.
nerals and Politicians of “NATO” [which is under the orders of the Arch-Rabbis Baruch or
Barroso or Burroughs of “USA”, who in turn are receiving their orders by the Chinese hyperlodge “HONG” and by the Satanic – Demonic sessions of summoning the spirits of Sin – Sion –
Sina – Jedi – Sedi – PseudoJehovah – PseudoBeing ] is confirmed and clearly confessed to the
“Holy Genocidal Criminal Scripture” (CRIMINAL HOLY BIBLE OF THE GENOCIDE OF THE WHITE
AND OF THE BLACK RACE BY THE YELLOW RACE), book “John’s Revelation” Chapter (6 : 7 – 8)
in where the Dragonian Chinese – Angel of God – of the yellow – tallow-faced horse, is
annihilating the ¼ of humans, namely 7,5 billions X ¼ = 1.875.000.000 people of White – Black
– and Mongolian Hebrew and Saxon race, with Hot War (“Glaive” – Romphea), with famine, and
with death from illnesses – artificial epidemics (See the humanoid Hebrew Mongolian monster
Erik Pianka, biology professor in “USA” – Texas, who proposed to the Academia of “USA” the
annihilation of the 2/3 of the Global population, namely the Genocide of 5 billion people,
through the artificial laboratory airborne virus “EBOLA” of 95% lethal rate through internal
bleeding in the first three days.)
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22: If to the above numbers is added the programmed for genocide by the Chinese – Korean
Army of 200.000.000 men in the Hot Third World War, and the additional 1/3 of the humans of
White – Black – and of Mongolian race [ See in the criminal Dragonian “Holy Scripture”, in
“John’s Revelation” chapter 9: 15 – 18 ] namely of 2,5 billion people, then the total number of
the programmed for annihilation by the criminal Dragonian Pseudo-God Sin – Sion – Sinai - Zion
- Jedi – Sedi (El Shaddai) – Jeid – Jude – Judas – PseudoJehovah – or PseudoBeing of “The Holy
Scripture”, is 4.375.000.000 people, who are dying from now until and the end of the Third
World War after the year 2012
23: But the murderous rabid of the Galactic Hyper-criminal Dragonian Pseudo-God Sin – Sion –
Zion – Jedi against the White – Black – and Mongolian race of Planet Earth, as proved in
“Talmud” namely in the mystical Bible of the Hebrews, is destine for genocide the 2/3 of
humanity, namely 5 billion people. Therefore there is and a third phase of annihilation of 625
million people, from the 4.375.000.000 until the 5 billion, which are reported to the “Holy
Criminal Dragonian Scripture”, in “John’s Revelation” chapter (19: 17 – 21), as “The rest, who
are annihilated by the glaive (romphea) of the sitting on the White Horse”, namely of the
Dragonian Arch-Demon who impersonate the non-existent Jesus Christ”. (Correlate with the
White Horse of “Revelation” Chapter 6
24: The entire above mentioned massacre – Armageddon – annihilation of 5 billion people, has
been programmed to begin with the “introductory” Balkan War of the “B.A.S.T.R.” (BulgariaAlbania – Skopje – Turkey – Romania) axis against Greece, with the instigation and armament of
“NATO” against Greece, in October – November of the current year 2010.
25: Already, 500.000 Albanians, allegedly Economical Immigrants in Greece, are running and
exercising militarily in the Greek forests, with heavy bags over their shoulders and with
camouflage uniforms, and has been ordered to militarily revolt in October – November 2010
against the Greek Army and the Greek Police. The above mentioned Albanians of “UCK” and of
“UCC” Chamouria of Southern Epirus, according to the research conducted by Officers of the
Greek Army HQ, have imported illegally to Greece 450.000 automatic Kalashnikov and rest
heavy infantry armament, satellite “GPS” of automatic position recognition, maps of the Greek
Army etc, which has been provided to them by the treasonous “NATO” through the NATO HQ of
Naples Italy.
Already is rejected by the Greek Ministry of Public Order, the G.H.REES proposition for the
activation of 350.000 Greeks hunters as civic guard – national guard for armed patrols in the
Greek countryside, in order to be impossible the approach of the Albanians to the hideouts of
their armament in the Greek countryside.
On the contrary of the above mentioned G.H.REES proposal, the Greek-Hebrew traitor minister
of public order child-abuser Hrisohoides or Coen-tzoglou ordered to the Police Stations of
Greece to not re-new the hunting permits of the Greek hunters, so that there will be no
chance of Greek resistance against the 450.000 armed Albanians, who in October – November
of 2010, will annihilate the Greek unarmed populations of the rear territories and the families
of the Greek Police Officers and of the Military Officers of North – Central – Western Mainland –
and Insular Greece, as similarly happened to Kosovo of Serbia against the Serbian citizens,
police officers and military officers, at the same time that the Greek Ground Army of only
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45.000 battle-worthy men, will attempt to intercept the Ground Armies of the 5 countries of
“B.A.S.T.R.” of a total of 1.000.000 men.
It has been programmed by the treasonous “NATO” that this “B.A.S.T.R” Army of 1.000.000
men, will invade in Greece from all the ground and marine borders of Greece, AND from the
Aegean AND from the Ionian Sea, through Turkish landing crafts and Frigates which are already
being stationed in the Albanian Military Naval Base of Dyrrachio, which built free of charge the
treasonous Greek-Hebrew Governments of “New Democracy” and of “PA.SO.K.”, using funds
from the betrayed goner Greek people
26: Already has leaked to the Greek Internet that the already dead monk of “Holy Mount
Athos” of Chalcidice, “Saint Paisios”, namely the Dragonian Demon of Sin – Sion – Zion – Jedi –
Sedi – Jude – Judas, who impersonate the Soul of the dead Paisios, appeared to monks of “Holy
Mount” in the beginning of August 2010, and advised them to notify ONLY the monks of “Holy
Mount” (Read: Satanic Mount) to supply themselves with Grain-flour reserves and Olive oil
reserves, because in three months from now, namely in October – November of 2010, will
happen a military assault against Greece by the neighboring countries.
See LINKS:
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/08/urgent-signal-from-ykarageorgiou-of.html
http://xanthi-blogs.blogspot.com/2010/08/blog-post_2340.html
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/08/blog-post_3096.html
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/08/blog-post_19.html
After this fact of the vision of the Dragonian demon who impersonated the dead monk Paisios,
the dirty traitors selfish Monks of “Holy Mount” wiped out clean the shelves with flours and oils
from Salonika city Supermarkets without pre-warn any other Greek citizen to supply for
himself foods and reserves for the forthcoming Balkan War of “B.A.S.T.R.” against Greece,
neither the Greek Army, nor the Greek Police, neither the Greek people.
Therefore, it is self-evident that the entire “Greek” Pseudo-Orthodox Christian priesthood of
Priests and Monks and Theologians, are Satanists agents of genocidal black magic of the
Dragonian Pseudo-God Sin – Sion – Sinai – Zion – Jedi – Sedi – Jude – Judas, against the White –
the Black – and the Mongolian white-yellow and black-yellow race.
Same wise is self-evident that this Christian pseudo-Orthodox Priesthood, in Greece – Russia –
and in other countries, conspires for the defeat of the Greek Army from the “B.A.S.T.R” axis,
and conspires for the genocide of the families of the Greek Police Officers and conspires for
the genocide of the families of the Greek Military Officers and for the genocide of all Greeks,
of all Russians, and of all the non Chinese nations, by the Chinese Army.
27: The Hebrew and Agent of “NATO”, Prime Minister of Greece Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad –
Tsiden Baum, has been ordered by “NATO” to do a reshuffle of his Government in September
of 2010, namely in the next few days from the compilation of the present ultimatum. The next
new ministers of “PA.SO.K.” has been already ordered to violate during the month September
2010 all the agreements of Greece with the neighbor countries of “B.A.S.T.R.” and with
Romania, namely to violate and the 21 pre-agreements of Greek-Turkish cooperation that has
being signed during the visit of the Turkish Prime Minster Erdogan in Greece, in order to give
to the countries of “B.A.S.T.R.” the legal and moral alibi of International Law, to declare war
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against Greece in October – November of 2010. In case this happens, then it will be irreversible
the conduct of Third World War and the annihilation of all Russians after 2012 by the Chinese –
Korean Army, according to the detailed scheme of the Chinese Hyper-lodge “HONG” which we
intercepted and delivered to you through your Embassy in Athens in February of 2010.
ATTENTION: In case that the agents of the Russian “FSB” do not exterminate right now the
Hebrew Agent of “NATO” Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad, and the Turk-Albanian AgentProvocateur and president of the “LA.O.S.” party (People’s Orthodox Alert), and in case that
the Greek and the Russian Authorities don’t foil the next Self-Government Elections of
November 2010 in Greece, with the treasonous Self-Government bill “Kallikratis”, then the
Balkan War of November 2012 will be irreversible, because though the illegal attribution of the
Greek citizenship to thousands of Albanians – Skopjians – Bulgrarians – and Turkish, and the
entailed devious denaturation of the Electoral National Synthesis in Greece, with majority of
foreign immigrants in two of the Electoral Districts, namely in Southern Epirus and in Western
Thrace, and due to the legal capability of the electives district-chiefs of possibly foreign origin
to provoke plebiscites of divulsion of the Greek Districts, and avulsion of these Districts to
foreign neighbor countries of “B.A.S.T.R.”, it is certain that the Greek authorities will forbid
such plebiscites or will forbid the materialization of the results of such plebiscites, an act that
will be denounced from the neighbor countries of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis, as suppression of their
minorities in Greece, and as a cause of war (CASUS BELLI) of these countries against Greece
28: G.H.REES Prytaneum to the Russian Government:
Estimable Sirs,
You have time of only one or two months to foil the Balkan War of October – November 2010,
which if is realized, that will mean the end of Russians existence, for reasons that we have
already promulgated to you in other documents of ours.
We thank you for the zero cover which you provided to us through your embassies in Greece
and Germany, originally towards our representative Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis, and next to
the owner of the Web Page “Hellen and Chaos” Mr. Apostolos Papanakos resident of Germany.
We didn’t realize the magnitude of the Russian self-destructive introversion and ingratitude.
Now we know. We warn you that in case that in the next 15 days from the receipt of the
present message in the Greek Language, you will not notify us that you clearly and dynamically
intend to foil the forthcoming Balkan War, and the forthcoming Third World War, and the
present Meteorological War of “NATO” and of China against Russia, then through other
representatives of ours and through other webpages, we will ask from the Russian people and
Army and Police, to overthrow you by using armed violence, because it will be proved
irrevocably that after your spasmodic attempts to foil the schemes of the Chinese “HONG” for
the annihilation of 5 billion people in which will included and 140.000.000 Russians of the
Russian Federation, finally you as Hebrews and as Mongols politicians and generals of Russia,
you accepted to serve the scheme of the Chinese “HONG”, by leading the 400.000.000 people
of the Russian Federation and of “C.I.S.” of former “USSR”, to a genocide from the Chinese –
Korean Army in 2012.
Therefore, we call you through your legal representative in the U.N. Security Council (ONU),
until 15th September of 2010, to denounce to the International “Mass Media”, to the U.N.
Security Council, and to the U.N. General Assembly, and with Penalty of Massive Nuclear
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Assault of Russia against “NATO” and China in case of disobedience, to demand from “NATO”
and especially form “USA” and from China, the following 5 things:
A) The direct pause of use of the “HAARP” System in Alaska and in Northern Europe, and the
direct pause of use of the: Satellite “MASERS” and “LASERS” of “USA” and of China, for the
Meteorological War of artificial broiling weather and storms, and for the incediarism of forests
and agricultural cultivations against Russia and against the rest countries of the planet, as preemptive blows – strikes of the Third World War against the Countries of the Planet, in order for
these nations to break-up form famine, from epidemic illnesses, and from lack of drinking
water, before these nations’ complete annihilation by the Chinese – Korean – Army of China –
“888” and of Korea – “777”, in the Third World War or “Armageddon”, that conspiratorially
designed “USA” of America and China, with purpose the genocide of the White – Black – and
the Mongolian Race of all Countries, namely of 5 billion people according to the “Talmud”, and
the foundation of a Global Chinese Dictatorship Government in Shanghai of China, for the
survival of only the Yellow race, as “Kingdom of Jehovah”.
B) The direct pause of the artificial “Global Economical Crisis” which was provoked deviously
and virtually from Hebrew Banks of “USA” in collusion with the Central Bank of China, with the
Central Hebrew Bank Rockefeller of “USA”, and in cooperation with the European Central Bank
under Hebrew Command, with purpose the Economical – Political – Commanding – Military
break-up of the Nations of the Planet, before the genocide of these Nations by the Chinese –
Korean Army in the Third World War or “Armageddon” of the “Kingdom of Pseudo-Jehovah –
Sin – Sion – Sina – Zion – Sedi – Jedi – Jude – Judas”.
C) The direct foiling of the Balkan War of October – November 2010 through the already
organized military assault of the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis in collusion with “NATO” and in collusion
with the Greek Treasonous Government of Papandreou – Mineiko – Tsad against Greece,
because this Balkan War if finally is realized will provoke the destruction of the Russian Oil and
Natural Gas pipelines which pass from Balkans and supply Western Europe, and therefore this
war will provoke the Economical destruction of Russia, and of Western Europe.
D) The direct foiling of the military assault of Israel and “USA” against Iran – Syria – Lebanon
and rest Islamic Nations, as the initiation of the Third World War or “Armageddon” of the
Satanic Dragonian “Holy Scripture” of 5 billion annihilated people of White – Black – and
Mongolian race.
E) The direct foiling of the conduct of Third World War, through conspiratorial design of the
Hebrew-Saxons Generals of the “USA” Pentagon and of the Generals of China, for the initial
military assault of the “US.E.J.” and “T.I.M.” axles, with typical leaders the “Epsilon Group”
of the Greek party “LA.O.S.” (People’s Orthodox Alert) of George Karatzaferis, against the
“R.I.C.” axis (Shanghai Pact), in order to provoke the counter-attack of the “R.I.C.” axis, and
finally the genocide of all Russians by the newly-formed axles “C.J.T.H.S.M.” (China – Japan –
Tibet – Hebrews – Saxons – Mongolia) and “C.K.” China – Korea, 888 – 777.
G.H.REES Prytaneum to the Russian Government:
In case that you will not apply the above mentioned 5 Russian Demands until 15 September
2010 towards the Governments of the “NATO” and the “B.A.S.T.R.” axis countries, towards
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China, towards the U.N. Security Council, towards the U.N. General Assembly, towards the
European Committee – Government of the “European Union”, and towards the International
“Mass Media”, then with a promulgation of ours towards the people of the Russian Federation
and of “C.I.S.”, we will ask the Armed Revolt of the Russian citizens – Military Officers, Police
Officers and “FSB” employees, against you, with reasoning that you, by submitting to the
schemes of the Chinese Dragonian Masonic Hyper-lodge “HONG” for the genocide of 5 billion
people of White – Black – Mongolian – and Mongolian Hebrew race, you CONSCIOUSLY lead
140.000.000 humans of Russia and 260.000.000 humans of “C.I.S.” of the former Soviet Union,
to a genocide by the Chinese and North-Korean Army of the “Kingdom of Jehovah” in 2012.
ULTIMATUM POSTSCRIPT DATA
POSTSCRIPT 1:
When “Saint Paisios” of the “Holy Mountain” (Read: “Satanic Mountain”) was alive, wrote and
taught that:
“The Second Coming of Jesus Christ (888) will come when the Chinese (888) will conquer the
entire planet (!!!)”
The same are teaching all the traitors Priests and the Monks of the “Christian (Chinese)
Orthodoxy” in Greece, in Russia, and in the rest Christian Countries
POSTSCRIPT 2:
The demon possessed prophet Dimosthenis Liakopoulos today advertise from the Greek TVStation “Macedonia TV” the books of the now dead Monk – Satanist Paisios, in where Paisios
write that:
“It is a God’s will for the Chinese Army of 200.000.000 men to invade in the West in order to
force the Genuine Christianity 888 in the Planet.
{ See Revelation 9: 16 and 16: 12-16 of the Holy Satanic Dragonian Criminal Bible, about
“200.000.000 Chinese of the Army of the Kings of China coming from the East, who will pass
the dried Euphrates river in Iraq in order to annihilate with racial motive in the Third World
War or “Armageddon” 5 billion people of White – Black – Mongolian – and Hebrew – Saxon
Mongolian Race }
For this reason, already China is constructing the Hyper-Chinese inter-continental railway from
Beijing towards three directions: 1) Russia and “C.I.S.” – 2) Western Europe – and 3) India, with
hyper fast trains capable to cruise the distance Beijing – London in three days.
G.H.REES Prytaneum to the Russian Government:
Foil with any possible way, we repeat, with any possible way, the construction of the HyperChinese intercontinental railway, because this constitutes a lethal danger of massive invasion
of the Chinese Army for the annihilation of Russia and of the countries of “C.I.S.” of the
former Soviet Union.
POSTSCRIPT 3:
In the religious schools of Greece and of Russia, and of the rest Christian countries, is taught
that:
“The Chinese will conquer the entire planet in order to force the True Christianity 888 and in
order to destroy (read: annihilate) the Anti-Christs 666 in all the nations of the Planet.”
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Therefore they are confirmed absolutely the Publicists of the Comparative Hierography such as
RAYMOND DRAKE who in his books reach to the conclusion that Christianity and the Christian –
Islamic – Judean “Old and New Testament of the Holy Scripture” is the pre-historic religion of
China.
We further add:
The Judaism of “Old Testament” and its addition namely the Christianity of “New Testament”,
is invented by the Dragonians Demons of the Dragonian Pseudo-God Sin – Sion – Sinai – Zion –
Jedi – Sedi (El Shaddai) – Jed – Jeid – Jude – Judas – PseudoJehovah or Pseudo-Being, and is
given to the Chinese Mandarins of the Chinese Empires through Satanic Spiritual Sessions, in
order for this Religion to exterminate intellectually and psychologically the White – the Black –
and the Mongolian Hebrew and Saxon race, in order to provoke civil religious wars and racial
national division between homo-racial nations of these races, in order for these nations
racially divided and besotted intellectually and psychologically disordered in a situation of
complete schizophrenia, to be annihilated easier by the nationally and racially unified yellow
China and Korea.
In case that the nations of the White – of the Black – and of the Mongolian race will not reject
on time the unified Chinese – Dragonian intellectual and psychological poison of Judaism –
Christianity – Islamism, then they will be annihilated entirely in the “Armageddon” or Third
World War in 2012.
For the rejection of the above mentioned Chinese Intellectual and Psychological poison from
the nations of White – Black – and Mongolian Hebrew and Saxon race, is required the direct
natural – biological extermination of all the black magicians Priests – Monks – and Theologians
of Judaism – Christianity – Islam, from the Judeans, from the Christians, and from the Muslims
civilians and military officers betrayed believers of the above three mentioned brethren
religions, as believers that the above mentioned three priesthoods lead to a genocide by the
Chinese Army in “Armageddon” or Third World War of 2012.
POSTSCRIPT 4:
By including brackets of ours, we decode the passage of the Criminal Dragonian “Holy
Scripture” in “John’s Revelation” chapter 2: 26, which has as follows:
“And he that overcometh … to him will I give power over the nations – countries of Planet
Earth. And he shall rule them (the people of the White – Black – and Mongolian race Nations)
with a rod of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they (The Nations) be broken to shivers.”
Correlate with the Horse Rider of the White Horse in “John’s Revelation” (6 : 2) and (9 : 11 –
21), in where the Chinese Dragonian Jesus Christ crashes and annihilates all the non Chinese
Nations, with a rod of iron and with Romphea – Sword. He annihilates the free and the slaves
namely the simple poor workers. He annihilates small and grownups namely children and
adults. So it is self-evident that the criteria of the forthcoming genocide of all Nations by the
Chinese and North-Koreans, is not the dividing of just and unjust human beings from God, but
it is a purely racial motivation of the annihilation of all the non yellow races by the yellow
race.
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Furthermore this is proved and by the pre-determined numbers of the annihilated ones,
namely:
“First, the ¼ of humans”, + “secondary, the 1/3 of humans”, “third, the rest”, until the “2/3
of humans” namely 5 billion human beings according to the Hebrew “Talmud”.
Already from American companies of plastic construction has been constructed 4 billion black
plastic coffins with zip fastener and antiseptic dust carried inside. These coffins are kept in
the warehouses of the American Army.
It appears to be that the rest 1 billion plastic coffins has been stored to warehouses of the
Chinese Army, for the 1 billion Hindus which program to genocide initially the Chinese Army.
POSTSCRIPT 5:
We decode from the phrase of the Space Chinese Dragonian Lunar Demon who by speaking
through the Satanic Dragonian Mongol-Hebrew Medium Jesus Christ, stated to the “Gospel –
Badspel” of “Luke” chapter (19 : 27), of the Dragonian Criminal “New Testament”:
“But those mine enemies (White – Black – and Mongolian race) , which would not that I should
reign over them (with the secular armed state power of the Global Chinese Dictatorship), bring
hither, and slay them before me (namely annihilate them).”
Already, the representative of the Greeks Orthodox Theologians, degenerate emetic defeatist
traitor of Greek National and of Planetary Security (“panagiotis” member of the webpage
http://forum.christian-orthodox.gr/, read LINK:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/08/panagiotis-christian-orthodox.html ) by calling
the Greeks to same wise passive treason and genocide by the Chinese, published to the
webpage the following treasonous remark:
“If we are destined to be slaughtered by the Chinese, let be slaughtered at last, in order to go
to the arms of our lord Jesus Christ”.
G.H.REES has edited catalogues with the names of such pseudo-Greeks and similar traitors
Theologians – Priests – and Monks for the forcing of death penalties against them by the Paramilitary leg of G.H.REES.
You as Governors of Russia act same wise in Russia with the in there Christian priesthood as a
priesthood which promote (as a Chinese agent) the Genocide of Russians by the Chinese and
North-Korean Army, in case that you wish to survive from the programmed annihilation of the
Russians by the Chinese and by the North-Korean Army
Hellas
POSTSCRIPT 6:
Although the Lunar Dragonian Space Invader Pseudo-God Sin – Sion – Sinai – Jedi – Sedi – Jude –
Judas is not even a speck of dust compared to the true Supreme God “BEING” or “INTELLIGENT
UNIVERSAL ORGANISM”, Jedi impropriated improperly the name of the Supreme God “BEING”
(In Hebrew “JHVH” or “Jehovah”) in order to construct the false lawful right of the
annihilation of the non pure Dragonian – Chinese Nations – States, and of the destruction of
Planets (See destruction of the Planet Phaethon between the Planets Mars and Jupiter, today’s
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“Asteroid Belt”) for the supply of the Dragonian Astrofleet with raw materials – crystals – gold –
rest metals – and nuclear fuels:
Read LINK:
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/blog-post_19.html
The minuteness but and the stupidity of Jedi is proved from “John’s Revelation” chapter (12:
1), in where himself is stating that “The Women Heavenly Sin-Sion-Zion”, namely his Space HQ
Command, is located only inside our Solar System, and only inside the Moon, as “Footrest”,
namely as his Central Base and Battleship.
At that point we amend the Russian Academy of Sciences which through its 2 members, Misters
Vasin and Scherbakov through the book “The Secrets of our Moon”, informed the Global Public
that:
“The Moon is a now dead hybrid semi-natural semi-artificial ancient spaceship, with its engines
offline, and with origins the constellation of Boötes.”
Gentlemen of the Russian Academy of Sciences, in case Moon had its engines offline, it would
had a long time before collide with the Earth, because it is extremely close to our Planet, and
extremely big in order to be able to sustain a perigee orbit with the engines offline, as engines
that are capable of continuous orbital corrections with multiple micro-motions which are
already have been notified and recorded by the Astronomers worldwide.
Furthermore, to the Criminal Dragonian Chinese “Holy Scripture” Book “Psalms” chapter (71 :
7), or (72 : 7), it is clearly written that “The Moon will be removed from Earth’s orbit for
vengeance (= ΑΝΤΑΝΑΙΡΕΘΕΙ)” namely that will depart from our Solar System, after previously
through the Chinese will have annihilated all the non pure yellow nations and will have stolen
all the raw materials of our Planet and of our Solar System.
Moon doesn’t have as origins the Constellation of Boötes, (Solar System of the Sun: Epsilon
Boötes), as is claiming the Russian Academy of Sciences, but has as origins the Constellation of
Draco, thus is explained and the hysteria of the Chinese as the Nation of the Dragon for the
Dragons (and rest Reptiles) and for the festivities in honor of the Dragon.
Simply the Constellation of Boötes is a conspiratorial revolt Constellation together with the
Constellation of the Draco, the Constellation of the Cetus, and some other local Constellations,
against the Galactic Federal Hyper-Government and especially against the Government of the
third Galactic Dodecahedron, namely of the Dodecahedron of Maximum Galactic inspissations,
as Sub-Federal Government of about 70.000.000.000 Solar Systems (from a total of about
200.000.000.000 Solar Systems of the three Dodecahedrons of our Local Galaxy), which has as
its Base HQ the Constellation of Andromeda of our Local Galaxy, as the metropolitan area of
origin of the White Race of our Planet, arrived here through technology of interstellar
spaceships or “VIMANAS” according to the terminology of ancient Hindu scripts.
We will not analyze more on this subject here. We only write that part of the Astrofleet of the
Dodecahedron of Maximum inspissations Andromeda, which has arrived in the orbit of Planet
Saturn, and is consisting of about 960 ships – War Planets of 6 Dimensions of matter
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rarification, from which about 360 ships are of first dimension of matter rarification, is
stationed in an aggressive battle-ready position against the Dragonian Astrofleet of Jedi
stationed in the orbit of Planet Jupiter.
G.H.REES Prytaneum – Athens
Through the G.H.REES messages server
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
Elpidos 12, Nea Ionia, Volos
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